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Introduction

The Origin And Evolution Of Religion And Science

This book introduces a new way to organize human understanding of nature.
It reconsiders the commonly accepted yet quite arbitrary and unproven assumption
about nature that space is infinite, and instead assumes that space is finite.
Following the implications of this change in the most fundamental presupposition
about space throughout the history of science has led to an extremely simple model
of nature that is so highly organized that its single, unified pattern of change in
nature appears to apply to everything in nature.
Our species was originally much like the other animals. Our ancestors
changed each generation, over tens of millennia, before achieving our modern
degree of awareness of nature and of relationships that exist in nature.
This change has not been completely random, but has followed a pattern.
This pattern is known as evolution. Everything in nature evolves, and all evolution
follows the same pattern.
Evolution is a cyclic pattern. Modern humans have evolved to the awareness
of the first 5 stages in the cycle of evolution.
These stages are best understood as dimensions. According to modern
science, nature is composed of 2 components, space and time. Science currently
recognizes 3 dimensions of space and 1 dimension of time. However, it can now be
demonstrated that our species, with its 5 senses and its 5 fingers per hand, has
evolved to the awareness of 5 dimensions of space and time. Furthermore, the
existence of each of these dimensions of space and time is understood by the mind
as a dimension not of space alone or of time alone, but of space-time: We live in a
world of awareness of 5 dimensions of space-time.
Basic geometry is all that is needed to understand this new model, which
reconsiders the notion of what constitutes a dimension.
During human evolution, our ancestors used language to develop models of
nature. Speakers of Indo-European languages (a group that includes English and
Greek) have developed 2 main types of models of nature, known as religion and
science. Religion and science are not only very different, they are symmetrically
opposite in every respect, such that they are seemingly completely incompatible.
Now, however, they can be shown to be interrelated sides of the same coin.
Religion and science have evolved following the same pattern as everything else in
nature. The Greeks are used as example to discuss the evolution of religion and
science.
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All of the primary stages in the evolution of religion and science are
discussed. Discussion of religion covers the symbolism of each of the primary
Greek gods, from the beginning through the Titans, the Olympians, and
monotheism, explaining how and why each was superseded by the next in
importance. Discussion of science begins with the ancient Greek model of the 4
elements, and describes subsequent evolution to Euclidean geometry, Newtonian
physics, and relativity. This book concludes with an introduction to the next stage
in the evolution of science, which represents an entire dimension of evolution
beyond what is understood by science at present.
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Life on earth has been evolving over billions of years. Compared with the
origin of life on earth, Homo sapiens, the species of human beings, evolved in the
fairly recent past. Throughout most of the evolution of life that eventually led to
the appearance of our species, the forms of life that would eventually give birth to
our species and to people who are alive today were not much different from the
other animals. They were completely unaware of and had no ability to manipulate
in their minds complex relationships that occurred in the world around them. They
had little ability to be consciously aware of their environment, other than observing
and interacting with what was right in front of them at any given moment.
Since the dawn of our species, our ancestors have grown significantly in
their mental capability, in their ability to be aware of nature, and in their awareness
of how nature is organized. It is language that enabled our species to develop
conscious awareness of relationships that exist in nature.
Language is what has enabled our species to become aware of the structure
of nature. As the human mind evolved, human languages evolved along with our
species to reflect and enable the ongoing level of understanding of nature of our
species. The primary capability of language, and the primary purpose of language,
is to enable human beings to understand nature. And what is nature? Historically,
according to science, nature has come to be considered in terms of 2 notions, space
and time. According to modern physics, however, space and time are not
considered to be distinct from each other at all, but to exist only in the unified form
known as space-time.
Language enables members of our species to represent, internalize,
manipulate, and communicate awareness of relationships that exist in nature,
relationships that exist in space-time. Language is all about, and only about,
representation of awareness of relationships that exist in space-time. The grammar
of each language constitutes a model of nature that represents and reflects the
organization of the understanding of nature of the culture that gave rise to the
language.
Once our species began to develop language, our ancestors did not grow to
our current level of awareness of nature all at once. The progressive changes to the
human level of mental awareness and understanding of nature and the environment
occurred in discrete, incremental stages, which are best understood by the notion of
dimensions of space and time. Modern languages reflect mankind’s evolution to
the awareness of each of 5 dimensions, such that mankind currently lives in a
6
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world of linguistic awareness of 5 dimensions of space. The existence of each of
these dimensions of space can be comprehended by the mind only in relation to a
simultaneous awareness of the existence of a corresponding dimension of time. In
other words, space and time are understood by the mind in terms of 5 dimensions,
each of which is a dimension not of space alone or of time alone; modern human
beings are aware of 5 dimensions of space-time. Our species, with its 5 senses and
with its 5 fingers per hand, etc., has a body with a physical structure that has
naturally enabled us to evolve to the awareness of 5 dimensions of nature, 5
dimensions of space-time.
Our passing through these 5 stages in the mental development of our species,
and our successive growth to the awareness of each of these 5 dimensions of
space-time, were not an isolated experience in nature, but constitute the stages of a
commonly occurring pattern. This pattern is a cyclic pattern. This 5 stage pattern
describes not only the history of change in the human mind, but of all change that
occurs in nature. This pattern is known as evolution. Everything in nature evolves,
and all evolution follows the same pattern.
As our ancestors evolved, they came to recognize and to be aware of
progressively more complex relationships within their bodies that accompanied,
correlated to, and enabled their awareness of progressively more evolved
relationships in the world as a whole. The source of awareness of these more
evolved relationships in nature was the progressive awareness of increasingly
complex cyclic changes that occur in nature, cyclic changes that occur in spacetime. These changes are commonly recognized as units of time, such as the units of
time of the day, the month, and the year. And yet, awareness of these cycles of
time, awareness of all motion through time, is only possible when there is an
equivalent awareness of space, and awareness of motion through space. For
example, awareness of the unit of time of the year requires awareness of the
motion through space of the earth around the sun. Awareness of time requires and
is dependent upon awareness of space. For there to be awareness, there must
always be equivalent awareness of space and time; all awareness is awareness of
space-time.
Many modern scientific hypotheses that attempt to provide a comprehensive
and unified understanding of the dimensions of space and time have had to resort
to extremely abstract mathematics, postulating a fantastic number of dimensions,
such as 10, 11, or even 25 dimensions. Such notions can exist only in the
7
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imagination and can be demonstrated only within the abstract world of
mathematics, since all of these extra dimensions are completely beyond any
possibility of human awareness in the real world.
The hypothesis presented here is much simpler and is much more
approachable for the common person. Until the final chapter of the book, the only
knowledge of mathematics or physics that is required is a very basic knowledge of
geometry. Even then, not much more is required. In other words, all 5 of the
dimensions of modern human awareness are of course easily and naturally
recognizable. Not all of them are currently recognized as being distinct dimensions,
and what it means for each dimension to be a dimension of space-time has not yet
been made clear, but these notions do not require the learning and acceptance of
alien concepts that are totally beyond human experience as much as reinterpreting
and reorganizing our understanding of concepts that we all already know and have
natural and constant experience with.
Modern science organizes and analyzes the world from the perspective of
understandings that have evolved within the cultures of people who speak
languages within the so-called Indo-European family of languages. The new model
of nature that is presented here is much more comprehensive, and takes into
consideration the understandings that have evolved within the cultures of the entire
species, thereby enabling a much broader and more unified context for
representation of the understandings gained from human experience. Much of the
analysis of non-Indo-European cultures is presented in a separate book, so as to
keep the size of this book more manageable.
According to the hypothesis presented here, everything in nature evolves
according to the pattern of evolution. Biological evolution, which some people
exclusively think of when they consider evolution, is but one limited example of
this universal cyclic pattern.
Because everything in nature follows the same cyclic pattern that is
evolution, if we could discover any one avenue by which to better understand the
stages in the cycle of evolution, we would better understand all manifestations of
the cycle.
This pattern is presented to apply to the evolution of the universe as a whole,
to the evolution of the life of each person, to the evolution of the life of our species,
and to the evolution of the languages of our species. Everything in nature evolves,
and all evolution follows the same pattern.
8
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At their most fundamental level, the differences among the grammars of the
languages of the world are not random, but are pattern-oriented. The primary
source of difference among the various languages of the world, the primary
determiner of the fundamental pattern of organization of a given grammar, is
dependent upon which of the 5 dimensions of awareness our ancestors in Africa
had evolved to at the time that the original speakers of the language, or of what
eventually evolved to become the language, left the homeland of our species in
Africa.
As our ancestors evolved to the awareness of succeeding dimensions of
space-time in the homeland of our species in Africa, small groups continuously
migrated out of the homeland in Africa and around the world. Each group took
with it a language that expressed the current dimensions of awareness. Whereas the
languages of all such groups continued to evolve as their speakers became aware of
succeeding dimensions, the grammar of each language remained oriented in a
fundamental and primary way to the number of dimensions of which the original
speakers were aware at the very moment that they left the homeland in Africa.
The dimension of awareness that could be expressed in the language that
each group of people took with them at the moment that they left the homeland of
our species became their primary dimension of orientation to the world. All
modern cultures, and all modern people, are now aware of all 5 dimensions. As
each language evolved into its modern form, awareness of each subsequent
dimension was incorporated into every aspect of the grammar in a manner that was
consistent with the primary dimension of orientation, rather than being integrated
into the grammar to form a new primary dimension of orientation, as continued to
occur with the languages of the people who remained in the homeland in Africa.
The grammar of each language of the world is organized in a way that
reflects and is constrained by its primary dimension of orientation. Although
briefly discussed in this book for each dimension, in another book, the grammars
of 5 model languages, one whose speakers orient to each of the 5 dimensions of
space-time, are demonstrated in detail to reflect their primary dimension of
orientation, including such as through the structure of consonants and vowels that
compose syllables, the organization of syllables to form words, the organization of
words to form phrases, the organization of phrases to form clauses, and the
organization of clauses to form sentences.
9
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For example, the ancestors of the speakers of languages of the IndoEuropean language family, a family that includes languages such as English and
Greek, left the homeland in Africa after our ancestors had evolved to the 4th of
these 5 stages of awareness; they had evolved to awareness of the 4th dimension of
space-time.
In comparison, the ancestors of the speakers of Chinese left the homeland in
Africa once they had evolved to the 1st dimension of awareness. Of course, all
modern people have evolved to the awareness of all 5 dimensions. However, the
grammars of the modern languages of the world reflect fundamental, patternoriented differences that depend most significantly on the primary dimension of
orientation of their speakers.
Speakers of all modern languages have developed comprehensive models of
nature that organize their understanding of nature. The grammar of each language
perfectly mirrors the model, in the sense that the grammar of each language
perfectly reflects the assumptions and understandings about the organization of
nature held by the speakers of the language.
Chinese society has developed unified models of nature. One such model is
the extremely important model of the Dao. The Chinese model of the Dao reflects
nature as seen through the grammar of the Chinese language and through the
culture of the Chinese people. The Dao is a unified model of nature. In another
book, the Dao is explored in great detail in the context of its symbolism of
evolution through the 5 dimensions of space-time. The Dao is the Chinese
equivalent to the cycle of evolution.
In contrast to the unity that is expressed and symbolized by the grammar and
philosophies that evolved in Chinese society, Western societies, those of speakers
of languages of the Indo-European family of languages, have evolved to develop 2
seemingly completely incompatible types of models of the world, which are known
as religion and science. These models are not merely different from each other, but
they are completely opposite and completely symmetrical in all respects, in the
same way that space and time are completely symmetrical and completely opposite
in all respects.
Whatever individuals might personally think of religion and of science, and
a great many people recognize any value only or primarily in one or the other,
there is no doubt that the goal of each is the same, to attempt to understand and
model the nature of the world.
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Religion and science are two naturally evolving types of Western models of
nature that have the very same goal, to organize our understanding of nature. Yet
why does English support 2 completely symmetric and seemingly incompatible
models of nature?
Religion is the name given to a variety of models of nature that reflect a
primary orientation toward the organization of our awareness of relationships that
exist in time. As an example, it was the priests in ancient societies, the keepers of
religion, who were the keepers of the calendar, the keepers of time. Science is the
name given to a variety of models of nature that reflect a primary orientation
toward the organization of our awareness of relationships that exist in space.
English is a subdivided language, reflecting the fact that speakers of English have
evolved to develop 2 different and distinct types of models of nature, which are as
incompatible with each other as the subdivided aspects of nature that they model,
time and space.
Religion and science have both evolved according to the same pattern as
everything else in the universe, the pattern of evolution. The stages in the evolution
of both religion and science are covered in detail in this book.
This book presents the history of the ancient Greeks as being a
representative example of the evolution of religion and science. The Greek religion
has evolved through a number of well-documented stages. As well, ancient Greek
developments in science are well documented. The Greeks have exerted a
tremendous influence on Western culture, and most people are somewhat or
greatly familiar with the importance and influence of ancient Greece. Also, the
ancient Greeks were important to the rise of monotheism in the West.
The history of Greek religion is well documented. The ancient Greek
pantheon of gods evolved through several generations, from the first generation of
Gaea and Uranus, to the second generation of the Titans, and finally to the third
generation of the Olympians. This was followed by evolution to a modern
monotheistic religion.
These were not randomly or arbitrarily organized groupings of gods, but
were highly organized representations of and very appropriate reflections of the
Greek people’s evolving awareness of nature, beginning from a stage not far
removed from the other animals to modern human awareness today. Monotheism
represents a natural and necessary evolutionary step in their mental development,
which arrived when the Greeks had reached the appropriate level of understanding
11
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of nature. The symbolism of each of the major groups of gods is demonstrated to
follow the same pattern as everything else in nature, the pattern of evolution.
The history of science is also well documented. The progressive
understandings of science since the time of the ancient Greeks have not been
haphazard or random, but have also evolved through the same stages as religion,
the stages in the pattern of nature that everything follows, the pattern of evolution.
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These finger signs are extremely powerful. This book will demonstrate a
progression of finger signs that leads to extremely comprehensive symbolism.
There are considered to be 4 primary points during the cycle of the year, the points
that represent the beginning of the 4 seasons in the United States, the summer and
winter solstices and the spring and fall equinoxes. An extremely simple yet
extremely powerful set of finger signs will be demonstrated to have enabled our
ancestors, for each of these 4 days during the year, to point with their fingers to the
location on the horizon or in the heavens where the sun will be at sunrise, at sunset,
at noon, and at midnight. Furthermore, these finger signs enable identification of
the location where the sun will be at every hour of the 24 hour day on each of these
days. Moreover, 2 different sets of finger signs will demonstrate these same
understandings from the perspectives of 2 very different cultures that are located at
2 very different locations on the earth.
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Our species differs from the other animals in that we have language.
Language has enabled us to develop models of nature. Models of nature are ways
that human beings internally organize, or model, our understanding of nature.
Each language grammar constitutes a model of nature, as the grammar of
each language reflects the organization of the awareness of nature of its speakers.
In addition, there have been many models of nature throughout history that
have been purposefully constructed on the basis of understandings in science and
religion.
Many earlier scientific models of nature have long since disappeared,
whereas others remain in use and popular today. Let us consider one scientific
model of nature that was very popular in the past, but which is no longer in
common use.
Claudius Ptolemy was a Roman citizen, ethnically Greek, who lived in the
Egyptian city of Alexandria some 1900 years ago, in the 2nd century. He wrote a
book that became extremely popular, the Almagest, that proposed using a series of
concentric circles, called epicycles, to describe the motion of objects in the solar
system. It was not until the middle of the 1500’s that the popularity of this model
began to wane, in favor of the model of Nicolas Copernicus, which placed the sun
instead of the earth at the center of the solar system.
For 1,400 years, Ptolemy’s theory of epicycles was the dominant theory of
astronomy. When it was ultimately abandoned, it was not abandoned because it
was wrong. In fact, the truth value of models of nature is not important. Instead,
only the usefulness of such models is important. Ptolemy’s model was used for so
long only because there was no alternative model that proved to be more useful.
Over the long period of its use, human understanding of nature evolved
significantly. What began as a simple model of nature became increasingly
complex, as significant and complex modifications to the model became necessary
in order to enable the model to continue to be able to explain human observation in
light of the continuous evolution of societal understanding of the solar system. In
the later years, the average person had no ability to understand the complexities
required to utilize the model well.
Eventually, a completely new paradigm changed fundamental premises,
such that once again simplicity was possible, and such that the complexities of the
theory of epicycles were no longer needed. When Copernicus developed a model
of nature that placed the sun at the center of the solar system, rather than the earth,
18
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the new model of nature was so much simpler and yet much more encompassing
that Ptolemy’s theory was eventually abandoned completely in favor of it.
Now, once again, theories of physics have become so complex that the
average person has little to no ability to understand them. In order to enable
modern theories to fit with observation, scientists have had to resort to complex
fantasies and highly abstract mathematics that, for example, postulate a fantastic
number of dimensions. Some theories have postulated 10, or 11, or even 25
dimensions, almost all dimensions of which are beyond any possible human
awareness, but which can only exist within the realm of very abstract mathematics
and in the imagination.
Science is ready, and overdue, for a new paradigm, one that enables once
again a return to simplicity. This book introduces such a model.
This book presents a new model of nature, a completely new way to
organize our understanding of nature, that is so simple and so all-encompassing
that much of the complexity of modern science will no longer be necessary in
order to enable the pieces of our modern understanding to fit together well.
This model has been developed by reconsidering one of the most
fundamental presuppositions that people who are well-read in science tend to hold
about the nature of the world, a presupposition that is commonly accepted at
present, yet which is typically accepted without question, without consideration,
and without awareness of its tremendous yet implicitly accepted implications on
our understanding of nature. This model reconsiders the notion that space is
infinite, and instead considers that space is finite. In other words, this new model
substitutes one clearly arbitrary yet commonly accepted assumption about nature
for another clearly arbitrary assumption. This model then explores the incredible
implications of this change in this presupposition. Reconsideration of such an
important presupposition is reasonable and justified based on the understandings of
modern physics, whether or not the results obtained here are accepted as valid.
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Before investigating the evolution of the mental development of our species,
let us examine a simple Western model of nature that we can use for comparison
and enhanced understanding.
One of the most important of the scientific models of nature that have been
developed by Western societies, and the earliest scientific model ever developed
that remains tremendously useful today, is known as Euclidean geometry, or
simply geometry. Many students learn about geometry at school, and this is the
first formal model of nature that is taught to students at school. However, there is
no attempt to have students consider, to recognize that they might question, or to
even recognize that there exist, fundamental underlying presuppositions about the
structure of nature that must be implicitly assumed to be true in order for geometry
to have meaning. For the most part, the presuppositions of geometry that were first
laid out some 2,300 years ago continue to this day to dominate scientific thought
and the notion of the dimensions of space.
Let us begin by presenting an analysis of the fundamental presuppositions
that underlie geometry, in order to make them explicit, for the purpose of enabling
deeper understanding and to provide some preliminary insight into differences that
we will discover between the model of geometry and the new model that is being
introduced here.
Geometry has proven itself to be an extremely useful model of nature. It is
not a useful assumption to consider that geometry is somehow “true,” because that
is not meaningful or possible. Geometry is useful insofar as the structure of nature
as exemplified by geometry appears to mirror the structure of the real world. By
ignoring all of the obvious incompatibilities with the real world and by focusing
only on the commonalities, this model has proven itself so useful as to be the first
model of nature that is taught to all students of math and science.
Students are taught that geometry provides simple and extremely useful
relationships that we can manipulate in the mind that correlate in a very useful
manner and to a very high degree with relationships that we can observe to exist in
nature.
The basic presuppositions of geometry are unconsciously accepted without
question. In other words, at its most fundamental level, geometry relates to the
world on the basis of a series of presuppositions about the structure of nature that
are not subject to analysis or question, and that cannot be subject to analysis or
question, from within the framework of geometry itself. Let us examine those
presuppositions.
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Presuppositions of Geometry
Geometry is a relatively simple model of nature, and is based on 3
fundamental presuppositions about the nature of the world:
1. The only component of nature is space.
2. Space exists in 3 dimensions.
3. In each dimension, space is infinite.
Let us examine these presuppositions more closely:
1. The only component of nature is space:
It shall be accepted as given that it is meaningful to consider space
completely isolated from time. In the 2,300 years since Euclid wrote the book
Elements, which has proven to be the most influential book in the history of
science, this is the only one of these presuppositions that has been reexamined and
successfully challenged, and this presupposition has evolved multiple times over
this period. More recent models of nature have come to include time as well as
space, and most recently time integrated with space, as space-time. In other words,
although more recent models of nature presuppose 2 components of nature, space
and time, geometry presupposes 1. With no representation of time in this model,
there can be no representation of motion in space, as motion in space requires time.
Therefore, this model at best represents only existence and position in space.
2. Space exists in 3 dimensions:
It shall be accepted as given that humans are aware of 3 distinctions, or
extensions, in space, known as dimensions. Modern theories sometimes claim
more, such as 10, or 11, or 25 dimensions, but these are still controversial, and
anyway are beyond human awareness. Each of these 3 dimensions represents
extension in a pair of directions in space that can be referred to by such names as
length, width, and height (or depth). All of space always exists in all 3 dimensions.
3. In each dimension, space is infinite:
Infinity takes on 2 forms, infinitely large and infinitely small.
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Structural Elements of Space
On the basis of these 3 fundamental presuppositions about the nature of
nature, the following can be deduced about the structure of space:
1. There exists a set of fundamental elements that compose the structure of space.
2. Each of these elements exists in all 3 dimensions.
3. For each element, each of the 3 dimensions is infinite.
4. There exist exactly 4 such elements, wherein 0, 1, 2, or 3 of the infinities are
large.
These are the implications about the structure of nature that are drawn by
geometry on the basis of its presuppositions. According to geometry, the four
building blocks, or elements, that compose space, are recognized to be as follows:
1. The first fundamental element of space is the point. The point exists in
dimensions. Each of the 3 dimensions is infinite. In a point, each of the
dimensions, length, width, and height, is infinitely small. Because 0 of the
dimensions are infinitely large, the point is called 0 dimensional, and it
understood that points exist in 0 dimensions.

3
3
3
is

2. The second fundamental element of space is the line. The line exists in 3
dimensions. Each of the 3 dimensions is infinite. In a line, width and height are
infinitely small. Length, however, is infinitely large. Because 1 of the 3 dimensions
is infinitely large, the line is called 1 dimensional, and it is understood that lines
exist in 1 dimension.
3. The third fundamental element of space is the plane. The plane exists in 3
dimensions. Each of the 3 dimensions is infinite. In a plane, height is infinitely
small. Length and width, however, are infinitely large. Because 2 of the 3
dimensions are infinitely large, the plane is called 2 dimensional, and it is
understood that planes exist in 2 dimensions.
4. The fourth fundamental element of space is simply called space, or 3
dimensional space. The totality of space exists in 3 dimensions. Each of the 3
dimensions is infinite. In space, each of the 3 dimensions, length, width, and height,
is infinitely large. Because all 3 of the 3 dimensions are infinitely large, space is
called 3 dimensional, and it is understood that space exists in 3 dimensions.
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In order to develop a better understanding as to how the differences with
geometry of the new model of nature presented here can be considered to be not
much more than a reorganization of our current understanding of nature, rather
than as an attempt to introduce completely new structures of nature that must be
accepted even though completely beyond the capability of human experience, let
us challenge the absoluteness of these 3 presuppositions of geometry.
The purpose of challenging these presuppositions is not to attempt to
demonstrate that the models of nature that seem so natural to speakers of English
are somehow wrong. Nor is it the intention to claim that other models of nature,
such as the Chinese model of the Dao, frequently mentioned herein in comparison,
are somehow superior. The purpose is to make and support the claim that each
culture holds a distinct and isolated perspective on nature, and to encourage the
idea that a more encompassing, unified context of understanding that reflects the
perspectives of the various cultures of our species has the potential to enable a
much more powerful and much more useful model of nature.
1. Geometry reflects the presupposition that space is infinite. This is the
third presupposition in the list. Is this an accurate assumption?
Space may well indeed be infinite. However, space might not be infinite.
There is no compelling scientific evidence that space must be infinite. There is no
compelling evidence that space must be infinite in extent, that space will continue
to expand outward forever, or that space must be infinite in time, that space will
even exist forever. Some scientists consider there to be some modern evidence, but
it is not conclusive, and anyway such evidence would not have been available to
the original Greek developers of geometry 2,300 years ago. The most powerful
evidence that space is infinite is simply the fact that Euclidean geometry, the most
important model of space for the past 2,000 years, assumes it, and accepts without
question that space is infinite. Absent any compelling evidence to the contrary,
most people consider that there is no reason to change assumptions. Furthermore, it
is not easy to change this assumption, or to determine the implications of such a
change, making it a difficult as well as a high-risk low-value proposition for most
people.
From the perspective of Euclidean geometry, it is indeed reasonable to
assume that space is infinite. The reason is that geometry ignores the notion of time.
As there is no representation of time, then there can be no representation of motion
in space, as motion in space takes time, and for the same reason there can be no
representation of change in space; and without motion in space, there can be no
mass in space. Since the model of geometry does not support the notion of mass,
points in space must indeed be considered to be infinitely small, and therefore
anything that is composed of geometric points must also be considered to be
infinite.
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Since newer models of nature support the notion of time, and therefore
motion and mass, the notion of infinity is no longer mandatory, as it is in geometry.
We could simply choose to assume instead that space is finite. The primary
Chinese model of nature, the Dao, which is the model of nature that developed in
China that is equivalent to science, certainly makes such an assumption. We will
discover that the more that we integrate time into our models of space, the more
difficult it will become to maintain the notion that space could possibly be infinite,
either infinite in extent or infinite in time. If we were to begin from the assumption
that space is finite, instead of infinite, and then follow where that leads us, we
would find that the implications prove to be extremely useful and insightful.
What are some of these implications? If space were considered to be finite,
the status of the point would evolve. Although the 3 concepts of the line, the plane,
and 3 dimensional space correlate to the 3 dimensions of space, there is another
concept in geometry that does not currently correlate to a dimension, the concept
of the point. Why is it that the point is not considered to constitute a distinct
dimension, but is instead considered to represent no dimensions? The reason is that
it is presupposed in geometry that space is infinite, and that all components of
space are either infinitely large or infinitely small in each dimension. The point is
considered to be infinitely small in all dimensions, such that the point by itself is
not recognized to have any existence in space. The point exists, but it exists
without occupying any space at all. In other words, although points form the basis
for all that exists in space, points themselves exist without existence in space.
This would not be the case if space were considered to be finite. In finite
space, the length, the width, and the height of the point would each be finitely
small, such that the point would be recognized to exist in space, and therefore the
point would have to be considered to constitute a dimension that is as significant as,
yet distinct from, the other 3 dimensions as the numeral 0 represents a concept that
is as significant as, yet distinct from, the Arabic numerals 1 through 9. In other
words, just as we recognize 10 significant distinctions in Arabic numerals, and not
only 9, even though one of the 10 is 0, in like manner we would recognize 4
dimensions in space, and not only 3, even though one of the 4 represents 0.
Assuming that space is finite, the point can reasonably be considered to
constitute a dimension, such that there would be recognized to exist 4 dimensions
of space. Since we are herein assuming space to be finite instead of infinite, we
should adopt terms that better reflect the finite nature of space. Instead of the
dimensions of the point (which is infinite), the line, the plane, and 3 dimensional
space, we will refer to these as the dimensions of the point (which is finite), the
line segment, the area, and the volume.
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2. Geometry reflects the presupposition that space can be considered outside
of the context of time. This is the first presupposition in the list. Is this an accurate
assumption?
Geometry considers it meaningful to consider space outside of the context of
time. Geometry completely ignores time. Modern models of space do not deem
this useful, and represent time to lesser or greater degree. In modern physics, there
is even question as to whether space has any existence at all devoid of time. All
modern models of science have completely abandoned the notion that space could
exist independently from time, or that space could even be meaningfully
considered outside of the context of time. It is now recognized that all of space is
always in motion. For example, all atoms and their constituent subatomic particles
are constantly rotating about their axes and as well they are constantly moving
through space to new positions relative to everything else in space. Motion through
space requires time. It is not possible to consider a snapshot of space that is
completely devoid of all motion, as envisioned in geometry, except within the
imagination, because space cannot exist devoid of motion. Geometry can ignore
motion, but only because it ignores time.
Let us reconsider, and integrate time within our model. Let us begin slowly,
and consider time to be another fundamental component of nature, in addition to
the space component, yet a component that is completely distinct from space. How
shall we represent time?
Time is currently commonly represented as constituting a single dimension,
which is completely distinct from the dimensions of space. How is this single
dimension of time commonly symbolized? Geometry has a concept known as the
ray. Whereas a line represents an extension of points in a pair of directions, a ray
represents an extension of points in one direction only. In geometry, as a model of
space only, the ray and the line are considered to be unified into a single dimension.
How shall we consider time? The most common metaphor for time for
speakers of English is the notion that “time flies like an arrow.” And how does an
arrow fly? Like an extension of points that flow in one direction only. Time is well
represented by the geometric concept of a ray. To use a term that better reflects the
finite nature of space, let us call it a ray segment.
Although the geometric model of space does not distinguish the ray from the
line, in terms of dimensions, once we include time within our model of space, we
recognize that our culture clearly distinguishes the ray from the line, as the ray
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symbolizes our understanding of time, whereas the line is one symbol of our
understanding of space.
In our model that represents both time and space, we now have 5 total
dimensions of time or space; these are the dimensions of the point, the ray segment,
the line segment, the area, and the volume.
However, if we look at the most recent models of nature, it is commonly
considered that time is in fact not distinct from space, but that time and space exist
only in an integrated form, as space-time. Without going into details at this point,
such a consideration would yield not 5 dimensions of time plus space, but 5
dimensions of space-time.
3. Geometry reflects the presupposition that we live in a world of 3
dimensions of space. This is the second presupposition in the list. Is this an
accurate assumption? How many dimensions are there really?
We have seen that with a slight change in thinking, it is possible to consider
that there exist not 3 dimensions of space, but 5 dimensions of space-time. This is
in line with the representation of nature expressed by the primary Chinese model of
nature, the model of the Dao. Is this accurate?
We cannot know at this point the final answer to this question, nor is it
important to our discussion here. Instead of trying to answer questions that cannot
now be answered, we can talk about what we can now know, and what we can be
aware of. Human beings evolved from species that were much like the other
animals, completely unaware at a conscious level of any of the dimensions of
space-time. Our species evolved to its current level of awareness over time. The
structure of the human body is such that it is natural that our species has evolved to
the awareness of 5 dimensions. As our ancestors observed relationships in the
structure of the human body, and particularly in the structure of the fingers of the
hands, they recognized finger signs, which correlated to relationships that they
observed everywhere in nature, and the human mind and human languages evolved.
The human species, with its 5 fingers per hand and with its 5 senses of
awareness, is able to and has currently evolved to the awareness of 5 dimensions of
space-time.
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Let us now introduce the concept of evolution, as represented in this new
model of nature. Evolution is the cycle of nature. The cycle of evolution is nature.
The animals that were the ancestors of our species, Homo sapiens, were just
like the other animals, unconscious of the world around them and with only a very
limited ability to interact with the environment other than to react to it.
Our species evolved on the continent of Africa. When our species first
emerged, our ancestors were not fully developed mentally, and did not have the
same ability as we have now to understand and relate to our world. Our species
evolved in stages to its present awareness of the environment and of nature. For
example, the earliest members of our species did not have the ability to create or
maintain calendars that would have enabled them to track the cycle of the earth
around the sun, the cycle of the year. In the beginning, our species had very little
understanding of time at all.
In other words, our species evolved during its time in the homeland of our
species in Africa to an increasing awareness of nature. This evolution occurred in
stages. The shift in human awareness of nature that accompanied and enabled each
of the stages in the evolution of human understanding and development can best be
understood using the concept of the dimension. Language, and specifically the
grammar of language, provided the most important tool to symbolize mankind’s
evolving understanding during this evolution to each of the dimensions of
awareness. Finger signs are how mankind was able to internalize the significance
of each dimension. Language grammars have evolved over time to reflect the
current stage of understanding of nature of their speakers.
Modern languages reflect mankind’s evolution to the awareness of each of 5
dimensions, such that mankind currently lives in a world of linguistic awareness of
5 dimensions of space. The existence of each of these dimensions of space can be
comprehended by the mind only in relation to a simultaneous awareness of the
existence of a corresponding dimension of time. In other words, space and time are
understood by the mind in terms of 5 dimensions of space-time.
As mankind evolved to the awareness of each succeeding dimension of nature,
language evolved to express that awareness. The stages in the evolution of
mankind, the stages in the evolution of nature, can be traced through the stages in
the evolution of the languages of mankind.
The evolution of the human mind, the evolution of human language, and the
evolution of the human species have not been entirely random, but have followed a
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pattern. The evolution of all that exists in nature follows this pattern. This pattern
is a cyclic pattern. All evolution, whether it is the evolution of the universe, or the
evolution of a species, all evolution follows the same cyclic pattern. The increasing
awareness of our species of our environment through each of these stages was
accomplished in conjunction with an increasing awareness of the various cycles of
nature that have enabled mankind to develop awareness of the grand cycle that is
nature, the cycle of evolution. The human species, with its 5 senses, and with its 5
fingers per hand, is able to and has evolved to the awareness of 5 stages in the
cycle of evolution.
As mankind evolved to the awareness of succeeding dimensions in the
homeland of Homo sapiens in Africa, small groups continuously migrated out of
the homeland and around the world. Each group took with it a language that
expressed the current dimensions of awareness. Whereas the languages of all such
groups continued to evolve as their speakers became aware of succeeding
dimensions, the grammar of each language remained oriented in a fundamental and
primary way to the number of dimensions of which the original speakers were
aware at the very moment that they left the homeland in Africa.
The dimension of awareness that could be expressed in the language that the
people of each group took with them at the moment that they left the homeland in
Africa became their primary dimension of orientation to the world. All modern
societies, and all normal people, are now aware of all 5 dimensions. As each
language evolved into its modern form, awareness of each subsequent dimension
was incorporated into every aspect of the grammar in a manner that was consistent
with the primary dimension of orientation, rather than being integrated into the
grammar to form a new primary dimension of orientation, as continued to occur
with the languages of people that remained in the homeland in Africa. In other
words, each language of the world has a primary orientation to one of the
dimensions of human awareness, which guides and constrains all grammatical
organization within the language, among other things.
The ancestors of the speakers of English left the homeland in Africa when
mankind was aware of 4 dimensions, and these 4 dimensions were integrated into a
single pattern, although the 5th dimension, of which they became aware after they
left Africa, was not integrated. These people tend to think of each of the
dimensions of space and time in terms of being either a dimension of space or a
dimension of time. However, modern physics teaches us that this is not an accurate
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understaanding. Th
he structuree of the un
niverse in itts current state, afterr the Big B
Bang,
is such that there is no sub
bdivided sp
pace from time, althhough our language does
his apparent subdivission for uss. Each of the dimennsions of sppace or tim
me is
create th
more acccurately recognized to be a dim
mension nnot of space alone or of time allone;
each diimension is a dimeension of space-tim
me. As wee shall seee, our speecies
recognizes and rellates to a world
w
of 5 dimension
d
ns of space--time.
Everything
E
that existss in the universe folloows the paattern of evvolution. A set
of analo
ogies will be presentted here ass a way too develop an overall impressioon of
the stag
ges in the cycle of evo
olution.

Example
E
Cycles of
o Evoluution of N
Nature
Let
L us begin with 2 analogies
a
to
o serve as examples of cycles oof evolutioon in
nature.

We
W will beegin with the
t cycle of
o evolutioon of the uuniverse ass a whole. The
universee exists forrever, and is infinite in time.
In
n the 1st dimension
d
niverse, theere is onlyy time. Tiime is infiinite.
of the un
st
There iss no spacee in the 1 dimension
n, as spacee is finite, and does nnot exist inn the
st
st
1 dimeension of the universse. The 1 dimensionn symbolizzes unity, aas there is only
1, time.. The geom
metric poin
nt well sym
mbolizes thhe 1st dimeension, as a point caannot
be subd
divided into
o smaller parts.
p
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n the 2nd diimension of
o the univ
verse, time gives rise to space. T
This is a 1 way
In
ndd
process, like thee unidirecttional ray
y segment.. The 2 dimensioon symbolizes
om 1 theree becomes 2. Time rremains 1sst, but now
w there is a 2nd,
subdivission, as fro
space. The
T geomeetric ray segment welll symbolizzes the 2nd dimensionn, as the pooints
of a ray
y segment flow
f
in 1 direction
d
on
nly.
nd
The
T 2 dim
mension lassts for as much
m
time aas is necesssary for tim
me to givee rise
to all off space thatt will ever exist in th
his cycle off the univerrse.
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n the 3rd dimension
d
of the univ
verse, timee providess space witth a spark that
In
enables space to subdivide.. Time im
mpregnates space, wiith a flash of light. This
c
the creation of what is
i known as light. From the spark thaat is
spark causes
contribu
uted by tim
me, space subdivides
s
s to give riise to the pphenomenoon of lightt that
we know
w today. The
T word liight here reefers to alll electromaagnetic raddiation, andd not
just to visible
v
ligh
ht. Light enables
e
a unification
u
n of time aand space. Light enaables
rd
r
space-tiime. The beginning of the 3 dimension, the orriginal flash of lighht, is
known to science as the Big Bang an
nd to religiion as the Creation. During thhe 3rd
ns of the universe,
u
neither
n
tim
me nor spaace can exiist withoutt the
and 4th dimension
d to the existence of light. Time
T
and sspace can exist onlyy in the unnified
other, due
form off space-tim
me.
The
T geomettric line seegment welll symbolizzes the 3rd dimensionn, as the pooints
of a lin
ne segmen
nt flow in 2 directio
ons. The 3rd dimenssion symboolizes the line
segmen
nt, as light is between
n time and space, andd the line eexpands ouutward. Thhe 3rd
dimensiion symbolizes subdiivision, as there exissts more thhan the 1, ttime; howeever,
the 3rd dimension
n symbolizes unity within thhe subdivission, as liight enablles a
me and spaace. Time is the 1 thhat remainns 1st, wherreas light, like
unificattion of tim
space, comes
c
laterr, and so iss 2nd.
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The
T
4th dim
mension of
o the un
niverse is the dimennsion of the area. The
geometrric area well
w
symb
bolizes thee 4th dimeension, as the symbbol of thee 4th
dimensiion, the square, is a figure
f
that has 4 sidees. Startingg at a beginning poinnt on
the square and th
hen travelin
ng around the circum
mference, eventuallyy the last ppoint
r
This
T is the end,
e
and th
he end sym
mbolizes deeath. The uuniverse, w
which
will be reached.
expandeed outward
d in the Big
B Bang, contracts inward innto the Bigg Crunch. The
world, which
w
was born in th
he Creation
n, dies in thhe Revelatiion.
th
In
n the 4 diimension in
n the cyclee of the unniverse, thee unificatioon of spacee and
time as space-timee continues. Space an
nd time coontinue to bbe unified as 1, suchh that
a
and without th
he other. Itt is light thhat enables and suppports
neither can exist alone
pace-time.
the exisstence of sp
Whereas
W
sp
pace-time expands outward, from thee Big Banng, in thee 3rd
dimensiion in the cycle
c
of thee universe, space-tim
me contractts inward, ttoward thee Big
th
h
Crunch,, in the 4 dimensio
on. At the end of thee 4th dimennsion in thhe cycle off the
universee, light com
mpletes itss cycle of life,
l
and liight dies. L
Light is finnite and noow it
comes to
t an end. The univeerse as we know it diies, becausse light, whhich is borrn of
space an
nd which is
i finite, diies. There remain 2, time and sspace. How
wever, witthout
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light to enable th
he unification of tim
me and spaace, time aand space are no loonger
ubdivided.
unified,, but are su

As
A the 5th dimension
n of the un
niverse beegins, therre are agaiin 2, time and
space. Space
S
begiins to dissiipate, reversing its ggrowth in th
the 2nd dim
mension. A
At the
th
end of the
t 5 dim
mension in the cycle of the univverse, spacce dies. Thhe cycle off the
universee is now co
omplete.
th
The
T 5 dim
mension is again
a
a dim
mension off unity, as at the endd there rem
mains
th
only 1, time, to perpetuate
p
the cycle infinitely. After the 5 dimension, the ccycle
st
he 1 dim
mension, an
nd time cann repeat thhe cycle of the universe.
returns again to th
The uniiverse is peerpetuated.
The
T
5th dim
mension is
i the dim
mension off perpetuaation, andd the cycle of
evolutio
on repeats. The geo
ometric vo
olume of tthe cube well symbbolizes thee 5th
dimensiion, as any
y number of
o areas will fit into tthe volumee, by whichh to perpettuate
the cyclle of evolu
ution.
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Let
L us revieew the cyclle of the un
niverse. Thhis cycle iss the primaary cycle oof the
st
universee, and begiins in the 1 dimension.
Time
T
is alo
one in thee 1st dimeension. Tim
me gives rrise to space in thee 2nd
dimensiion.
r
Light
L
is borrn in the 3rd
dimensio
on, causingg and enabling a uniffication of time
with space. At th
his time, neither timee nor spacce can exisst without the other,, but
time and
d space can
n only exisst in the un
nified form
m of space-ttime. Furthhermore, space
cannot exist
e
in a form
f
that iss separated
d from or w
without connstant interraction witth its
child, liight.
At
A the end of the 4th dimension
n, light diess. This cauuses a sepaaration of time
th
from sp
pace. Durin
ng the 5 dimension
n, space ddissipates, in a mannner that iss the
nd
reverse of how it grows
g
in th
he 2 dimeension. At the end off the 5th dim
mension, space
his leaves time
t
alone to repeat the
t cycle annew.
dies. Th
There
T
are a couple off points to note. Notiice that whhat existedd in the 1stt and
2nd dimensions, time and sp
pace, are what
w
have bbecome unnified into 1. Also, nootice
that therre are 3 distinct entitties; time, space, andd light, withh light beiing the chilld of
time and
d space.
A recurring
g theme forr each man
nifestation of the cyccle of evoluution is thaat, in
rd
the 3 dimension,
d
, it is that which
w
cam
me 2nd that subdividedd. In this eexample, space
subdivid
ded to givee rise to lig
ght.
rd
The
T 3 dim
mension beegan with the
t Big Baang. In thee 3rd and 4th dimensiions,
there is no distinctt space and
d time; there is only sspace-timee.
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Our
O second
d analogy follows
f
thee same staages in the cycle of eevolution. This
is the ev
volution of
o the cyclee of life an
nd the fam
mily amongg our speciies. This iss the
cycle off evolution
n of our speecies. In th
he previouss example of the cyccle of evoluution
of the universe,
u
the
t univerrse as a whole
w
is innfinite, succh that thaat which iis 1st
remainss 1st throug
ghout each
h cycle in the
t life off the universe. This eexample off the
cycle of life conccerns that which is finite,
f
life within ouur species, such that that
st
c
in each stagee of the finnite analoggy of the liife of mannkind
which is 1 will change
that folllows.
In
n the 1st dimension
d
of my life
fe and my family, ‘II’ exist. There is onnly 1
person, ‘me’. As Indo-Euro
opeans ideentify god as male, in the begginning maan is
n life. There is no woman
w
asso
ociated with man in the 1st dim
mension of his
alone in
life (as an adult) and
a his fam
mily, as theere is onlyy 1, man. M
Man can livve (seeminngly)
forever,, as he iss able to perpetuatte his speecies. Thee 1st dimeension is well
symboliized by th
he geometrric point, as there iis only 1 point, andd it cannoot be
subdivid
ded.
The
T cycle of
o life doees not beg
gin at the 1st stage oof the 5 sttage cycle,, but
rather th
his is the 1st stage in the continu
uation of a cycle thatt has had pprevious cyycles.
This staage in the cycle of life, where man is allone, beginns just afteer the onseet of
what is known as puberty.
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n the 2nd diimension of
o the cyclee of life annd the famiily, man suubdivides. Man
In
finds woman.
w
Now
w, in the 2nd dimenssion, there are 2. In tthis analoggy of the ffinite
life of our
o speciess, not only does the 2nd dimensiion includee woman aas well as m
man,
st
nd
but wom
man becom
mes 1 and
d man beco
omes 2 . It is the wooman who will give bbirth
to a chilld, and so she is the one
o who will,
w by beaaring a chilld, perpetuuate the speecies
and liv
ve (seemin
ngly) forev
ver. The 2nd dimennsion is w
well symbbolized byy the
geometrric ray seg
gment, as man
m alonee as 1 givees rise to 22, man andd woman. The
flow is in one direection, likee a ray segm
ment, from
m man to w
woman.
n this stage in the cy
ycle of lifee, where m
man finds w
woman, maan had enttered
In
puberty
y in the preevious dim
mension, wh
hereas for woman thhis dimensiion beginss just
after her onset of puberty.
p
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n the 3rd diimension of
o the cyclee of life annd the famiily, man prrovides wooman
In
with a spark
s
that enables woman
w
to su
ubdivide. M
Man impregnates wooman. Wooman
subdivid
des, to giv
ve rise to ch
hild. In wh
hat is know
wn as concception, orr sometimees by
another name such as creaation, wom
man becom
mes pregnnant with child. This is
ous to the Big Bang
g, or the Creation, which cauuses the ccreation off the
analogo
universee as space--time. The child resid
des betweeen man andd woman, aand the chiild is
a unification of man
m and wo
oman (at leeast of theirr genes). M
Man enablees a unificaation
s
way that time enables a unificatioon of
of man and woman, as chilld, in the same
d space, th
hrough ligh
ht.
time and
Ju
ust as wheen woman appeared in
i the 2nd ddimension she becam
me 1st and man
became 2nd, when
n child app
pears in th
he 3rd dimeension he becomes 1st and wooman
becomees 2nd. In other
o
word
ds, once wo
oman has begun to pperpetuate, by becom
ming
nd
sst
pregnan
nt with chiild, she becomes 2 . It is now
w the childd who is 1 , and it iss the
child who will liv
ve (seemingly) foreveer and whoo will conntinue the pperpetuatioon of
the speccies into th
he next cy
ycle (the neext generaation). In thhe cycle oof the universe,
st
what reepresent th
he 1 and 2nd dimen
nsions, tim
me and space, becom
me unifiedd, as
space-tiime. In th
he cycle off life and the familly, what rrepresent tthe 1st andd 2nd
dimensiions, man and womaan, becomee unified, aas child. T
The 3rd dim
mension is well
symboliized by thee geometriic line segm
ment, as w
woman as 1 gives risse to 2, wooman
and chilld. The flo
ow is in two
o direction
ns, like a liine segmennt connectiing the child to
both maan and wom
man.
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Although
A
this
t
is thee 3rd stagee in the ccycle of liife, this iss the stagge of
concepttion, which
h is the beg
ginning of the cycle oof a new liffe, the nexxt generatioon of
life.
This
T
stage in the cyccle of life, where a nnew child is conceivved, beginss the
stage in
n the cycle of life kno
own as pareenthood.

n the 4th dimension
n of the cy
ycle of liffe and thee family, the pregnaancy
In
th
h
continues. The 4 dimensio
on begins as the child as an eembryo beccomes a ffetus.
nd woman continue to
o be unifieed as 1, succh that neiither can liive withouut the
Man an
other within
w
theirr child, wh
ho represen
nts a unificcation of m
man and w
woman throough
their genes.
During
D
the pregnancy
y, woman is less self--supportingg than wom
man was allone,
and so man
m suppo
orts and pro
otects wom
man.
th
At
A the end of the 4 dimension
n, woman gives birthh to child.. At this ppoint,
woman and child are no lon
nger unified
d, but are sseparate. W
Woman cann now livee in a
h child.
form thaat is separaated from her
At
A this poin
nt, at the end of the 4th dimenssion, man iis no longeer as necesssary
to suppo
ort woman
n, who can
n now supp
port herself. Althouggh the 1 whho is 1st, cchild,
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will con
ntinue to live,
l
(seem
mingly) forrever, mann can now
w come to the end off his
cycle off life witho
out significcantly com
mpromising the futuree of the speecies.
Man
M now completes what culltures thatt orient too the 4th ddimension can
consideer to be thee 4 stages in
i the cyclee of life. O
Once man hhas traverssed all 4 sttages
in the cycle
c
of liffe, he will reach the end, and the end iss death. Thhe 4 stagess are
concepttion throug
gh birth, birth throug
gh pubertyy, puberty through paarenthood,, and
th
parenthood throug
gh death. The
T 4 dim
mension syymbolizes awarenesss of death. The
mbolized byy a 4
geometrric area weell symbolizes the 4thh dimensioon, as the aarea is sym
sided fiigure that is
i possiblee to traversse starting at one plaace and traaveling aroound
until reaaching the end, and th
he end is death.
d

n the 5th dimension
d
of the cyccle of life and the faamily, therre are agaiin 2,
In
woman and child. Child is too young
g to supporrt himself, and so wooman suppports
th
h
A the end of the 5 dimension, child reeaches pubberty. He iis now ablle to
child. At
support himself, and
a he is ab
ble to perpetuate the species.
th
At
A the end of the 5 dimension
d
of the cyccle of life, woman diies. Once cchild
reaches puberty, woman
w
can
n now com
me to the eend of her life withouut significaantly
compromising thee future off the speciies. The cyycle of liffe is now complete. The
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child iss now alon
ne as 1, an
nd will liv
ve to perpeetuate the species thhrough anoother
cycle off life. The child is now the 1, the ‘I’. ‘I’’ have retuurned to thhe beginninng of
the cyclle of life. There is a child, my
y child, anoother ‘I’, w
who will llive thoughh his
th
cycle off life, and the species is perpettuated. Thee 5 dimennsion is thee dimensioon of
perpetuation, and
d the cyclee of evoluttion repeaats. The cuube well ssymbolizess the
a numbeer of areas of life.
volume, as a cubee contains any

Let
L us revieew the cyccle of life and
a the fam
mily. Remeember thatt each new
w life
rd
begins in
i the 3 stage
s
of th
he cycle. Conception
C
n occurs att the beginnning of thhe 3rd
dimensiion. Birth occurs at the
t end off the 4th dim
mension. P
Puberty is reached aat the
th
end of the
t 5 dim
mension. Ho
owever, th
here are diffferences inn the cyclee between man
and wom
man.
Upon
U
reach
hing puberrty, child becomes
b
m
man, and eenters the 1st dimenssion.
Man is alone in th
he 1st dimension of the familyy. In the 2nnd dimensioon, man m
meets
rd
o the 3 dimensionn, man entters parentthood. Wooman
woman.. At the beginning of
becomees pregnantt, and man
n supports and proteccts womann at this tim
me. At thee end
th
of the 4 dimensiion, once the
t child iss born, maan is no loonger requiired to suppport
woman,, and is ab
ble to die any
a time after
a
that w
without siggnificantly compromiising
the futu
ure of the species.
s
Th
he death off man occuurs at the eend of the 4th dimenssion.
The lifee of man ru
uns from th
he beginnin
ng of the 3rd dimensioon of 1 cyccle throughh the
end of the
t 4th dimeension of the
t followiing cycle.
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The
T path of
o woman differs sllightly. Siince our ffocus is uupon man, our
analogy
y does nott concern itself with
h women until she reaches ppuberty. U
Upon
nd
reaching
g puberty, woman en
nters the 2 dimenssion. At this stage, shhe meets m
man.
rd
d
At the beginning of the 3 dimensio
on, womann enters paarenthood,, and becoomes
th
nt. At the end of th
he 4 dim
mension, thhe child is born. Sttill, womaan is
pregnan
required
d to nurse and raise the
t child th
hrough puuberty, at w
which poinnt the childd can
support himself. Once
O
the child
c
reach
hes pubertty, womann is able too die any time
ntly comprromising thhe future oof the speccies. The ddeath
after thaat without significan
of wom
man occurs at the end
d of the 5th dimensionn. The life of womann runs from
m the
rd
thh
beginnin
ng of the 3 dimenssion of 1 cycle throuugh the endd of the 5 dimensioon of
the follo
owing cyclle, with no
o existence in the 1st ddimension of the cycle.
There
T
are a couple of points to note inn comparison to thee cycle off the
universee. Notice that
t
what existed
e
in the 1st andd 2nd dimennsions, maan and wom
man,
are whaat have beccome unifiied into 1. Also, notiice that theere are 3 ddistinct entiities;
man, woman,
w
an
nd child, with chilld being the childd of man and wom
man.
Furtherm
more, therre are 2 distinct
d
forrms of maankind; maan and wooman. Chilld is
either man
m or wo
oman. Theere are theerefore 2 ddifferent fforms of tthis cycle, one
where th
he child is man and the
t other where
w
the child is wom
man.

n the cyclee of the un
niverse, tim
me impreggnates spacce, with the creation of a
In
child, th
hrough a single
s
flash
h of light. In the cyccle of the ffamily, maan impregnnates
woman,, with the creation of
o a child, through ssperm to ccreate a feertilized eggg, a
single cell
c of life.
Light
L
enablles a unifiication of its parents, time annd space, iin the form
m of
space-tiime, which
h gives life to ligh
ht, and enaables it too perpetuaate. Light then
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subdivides, repeatedly. The light subdivides, creating more light, perpetuating that
light, as the universe grows, throughout the life of light. Child enables a unification
of its parents, man and woman, through a unification of their DNA, their genes, in
the form of a child, which gives life to the child, and enables it to perpetuate. The
cell then subdivides, repeatedly. The cell subdivides, creating more cells,
perpetuating those cells, as the child grows, throughout the life of the child.
Light, the child of time and space, enables the 3rd and 4th stages in the cycle
of the universe. The single cell, the child of man and woman, enables the 3rd and
4th stages in the cycle of the family.
Light enables space-time, which grows to form the current generation in the
life of the universe, and light fills up space. Child enables a unification of man and
woman, which grows to form the seed of the next generation in the life of the
family, and child fills up woman.
In the 3rd and 4th dimensions of the life of the universe, space cannot exist
separated from the light that enables the unification of space and time; space and
light are in a constant state of interaction. In the 3rd and 4th dimensions of the life of
the family, woman cannot exist separate from the child that enables the unification
of man and woman. During the entire duration of the pregnancy, woman and child
cannot exist separated from each other; woman and child are in a constant state of
interaction within the body of woman.
In the cycle of the universe, all 3 exist together, as a family, where the child,
light, enables a unification of the parents, time and space. In the cycle of the family,
all 3 live together, as a family, where the child enables a unification of the parents,
man and woman, through their genes.
The cycle of the universe and the cycle of life are very similar. There are
differences, however. The primary source of differences is that time is infinite, yet
mankind is finite. Time is constant in each generation in the life of the universe.
Mankind is not constant in each generation in the life of the species, but presents a
new man in each generation, with some differences with the man of the previous
generation.
In the cycle of the universe, time is infinite, and space and light are finite.
Therefore, light enables the unification of its parents, time and space, until light
dies. Then, space dies. With the universe, time repeats the cycle, infinitely, and
each generation in the cycle begins the same, with time. In the cycle of the family,
all 3 are finite. Therefore, child enables the unification of its parents, man and
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woman, until man dies. Then, woman dies. With the family, it is the child that
repeats the cycle, finitely, and each generation in the cycle begins differently, with
child.
The cycle of the universe is infinite, and so is completely symmetrical. Time
starts 1st and ends last. The 1st dimension contains time. The 2nd dimension contains
time and space. The 3rd dimension contains time, space, and light. Death then
occurs in reverse order. The 4th dimension contain time and space. The 5th
dimension contains time. Infinite time ends the cycle back at the beginning.
Time is infinite, such that each cycle begins the same as the previous cycle.
Space appears 2nd and ends 2nd from the last. The 5 stages form a completely
unified cycle.
The cycle of life is finite, and so is asymmetrical. Man starts 1st and ends last,
but in a subsequent generation. The 1st dimension contains man. The 2nd dimension
contains man and woman. The 3rd dimension contains man, woman, and child.
Death then occurs in the same order. The 4th dimension contains woman and child.
The 5th dimension contains child, who once again is man. Finite man ends at the
beginning, but in a subsequent generation of the cycle of life.
The life of mankind is finite. Although the cycles repeat, each cycle begins
with a new generation, and not the same generation as in the previous cycle. The
cycle begins in the 1st dimension, but each new life, each new generation, begins in
the middle of the cycle, in the 3rd dimension, to provide overlap, as a child cannot
support itself at birth.
Man appears 1st, in the 1st dimension, and dies 1st, in the 4th dimension of the
following cycle. Woman appears 2nd in the 2nd dimension, and dies 2nd, in the 5th
dimension of the following cycle.
Man and woman each lives a cycle and a half. Conceived in the 3rd
dimension, each dies one and a half cycles later, in the 7th stage of the cycle of each.
Man lives in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th stages of 1 cycle, and in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and
4th stages of the next cycle.
Woman lives in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th stages of 1 cycle, and in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
and 5th stages of the next cycle.
This enables man and woman to pass on knowledge and to support and
protect the next generation in the finite existence of the species and of each finite
life of each individual of the species.
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Example
E
e Cycles of Evollution off Awarenness of N
Nature
Let
L us continue with 2 analogies to serve as examplles of cyclees of evoluution
in awarreness of nature.
n
Theese cycles are not abbout naturee itself, buut about huuman
awareneess of natture. Awaareness of nature is symmetrrical to naature itselff, as
awareneess of spacce is 1st, and awareness of time is 2nd.

Our
O next an
nalogy folllows the same stagess in the cyycle of evoolution. Thhis is
the evo
olution of the awareeness of tiime amonng the indiividual meembers off our
species..
In
n the 1st diimension of
o awareness of time,, there is aw
wareness oof only 1 ffacet,
or dimeension, off time, thee time off the preseent. Newbborn indivviduals cann be
consciously awaree of space, of an objeect that exists in spacce, but onlyy when succh an
object is at the point of the here,
h
now. There is nno consciouus awareneess of anytthing
n right heere, now.
that is not
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n the 2nd dimension
d
of
o awareneess of timee, there is aawareness of 2 facetts, or
In
dimensiions, of tim
me, the time of thee present aand the tim
me of the past. As they
evolve through tim
me, as theey age, ind
dividuals eeventually can becom
me conscioously
o space, of
o an objecct that exissts in spacee, that wass at the pooint of the here
aware of
and now
w sometime before, in
n the past.
Children
C
do
o not beco
ome awaree of the paast and thhe future toogether, att the
same tim
me in theirr lives, butt separately
y. 1st, they begin to reemember w
what happeened
before, in the pastt.
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n the 3rd diimension of
o awareneess of timee, there is aawareness of 3 facetts, or
In
dimensiions, of tim
me, the tim
me of the present,
p
thee time of tthe past, aand the tim
me of
the futu
ure. As theey evolve through tiime, as theey age, individuals eventuallyy can
becomee conscioussly aware of
o space, of
o an objectt that existts in space,, that will bbe at
the poin
nt of the here
h
and now
n
somettime after,, in the fuuture. As tthey recoggnize
objects from theirr past comiing into theeir presentt, in a repeeating and cyclic mannner,
n eventuallly begin to
o realize thaat such cyccles will coontinue intto the futurre as
children
well; they can be aware
a
of th
he future.
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n the 4th diimension of
o awareneess of timee, there is aawareness of 3 facetts, or
In
dimensiions, of tim
me, the tim
me of the present,
p
thee time of tthe past, aand the tim
me of
the futu
ure.
As
A they evo
olve throug
gh time, ass they age, individualls eventuallly can beccome
consciously awaree of space,, of 2 object that exist in spacee, that willl be togethher at
the poin
nt of the here
h
and no
ow. When there is aw
wareness oof 2 objectts, each with a
past and
d a future,, at the sam
me point, the point of the herre, at the ssame time, the
point off the now, there can be awaren
ness of thee interactioon betweenn these objects.
This dim
mension is the dimen
nsion of aw
wareness off interactioon.
The
T symbol of the arrea, the squ
uare, is drawn differrently from
m before inn the
diagram
m, in order to make itt clear that 2 segmentts are interracting at tthe point of the
here and
d now.
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n the 5th diimension of
o awareneess of timee, there is aawareness of 3 facetts, or
In
dimensiions, of tim
me, the tim
me of the present,
p
thee time of tthe past, aand the tim
me of
the futu
ure.
As
A they evo
olve throug
gh time, ass they age, individualls eventuallly can beccome
consciously awaree of space,, of more than
t
2 object that exxist in spacce, that will be
togetherr at the point of the here
h
and now.
n
Whenn there is aawareness oof more thhan 2
objects at the sam
me point, th
he point off the here,, at the sam
me time, thhe point of the
here can bee awarenesss of the perpetuatio
p
on of any nnumber off objects att the
now, th
point of the heree and now
w. This dim
mension iis the dim
mension off awarenesss of
perpetuation.
The
T symbol of the vo
olume, the cube, is dr
drawn diffeerently in tthe diagram
m, in
order to
o make it cllear that 3 segments (on 3 areas) are interracting at tthe point of
o the
here and
d now.
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Let
L us revieew the cyccle of awarreness of tiime. The 1st facet off time of w
which
newborn
n individu
uals becom
me aware is the timee of the prresent, righht now. Att the
time of the now, there
t
can be
b conscio
ous awarenness of an oobject at thhe point of the
here in space.
The
T 2nd faccet of timee of which
h individuaals evolve to becom
me aware iss the
time of the past, and
a of timee that camee before. A
At the time of the now
w, there caan be
ness of an object
o
thatt was at the point off the here in space, inn the
conscious awaren
past in time.
t
The
T 3rd faccet of timee of which
h individuaals evolve to becom
me aware iss the
time off the futuree, and of tiime that will
w come aafter. At thhe time of the now, tthere
bject that w
will be at the point of the herre in
can be conscious awareness of an ob
i the futurre in time. It takes ex
xperience with awarreness of thhe past, annd of
space, in
cyclic occurrence
o
p
that eenables aw
wareness thhat such cyycles
s of objects in the past,
will con
ntinue to occcur later, in the futu
ure.
th
The
T 4 facet of timee of which
h individuaals evolve to become aware iss the
simultan
neous awaareness of 2 objects at
a the samee point in tiime, the tim
me of the nnow.
When there
t
is aw
wareness of 2 objects at thee point off the now, there cann be
awareneess of interraction betw
ween thesee objects.
th
The
T 5 facet of timee of which
h individuaals evolve to become aware iss the
simultan
neous awaareness of 3 or more objects at the same ppoint in tim
me, the tim
me of
the now
w. When th
here is awarreness of 3 objects at the pointt of the now
w, there caan be
awareneess of any number off objects att the point of the now
w, such thaat these objjects
can perp
petuate ind
definitely.
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These
T
stagees in the cycle of evolution of awarenness in thhe life of each
individu
ual are thee same as the stages in the cyycle of the evolutionn of the meental
develop
pment of th
he species as a wholle, from thhe time ouur species w
was born until
the pressent time. This
T will be explored
d in detail tthroughoutt this book.

Our
O next an
nalogy folllows the same stagess in the cyycle of evoolution. Thhis is
the evollution in th
he develop
pment of th
he languagges among our speciees. As withh the
previou
us examplee, the stag
ges in the evolutionn of the laanguages oof our speecies
follow the same pattern as the stagees in the ddevelopmeent of langguage for each
ual.
individu
In
n the 1st dimension
d
of the cyccle of evollution of laanguage, tthere is onnly 1
type off word, no
ouns. Noun
ns are worrds that ddescribe aw
wareness oof existencce in
a nouns reepresent su
uch as perssons, placees, and thinngs. In the universe, time
space, as
st
is 1 , bu
ut in the aw
wareness of nature, aw
wareness oof space is 1st.
The
T 1st dim
mension is well
w symbo
olized by thhe geomettric point, aas there is only
1 point,, and it can
nnot be sub
bdivided, just as therre is only 1 type of w
word, the nnoun,
which cannot
c
be combined
c
with
w other words to fform such aas sentencees.
st
The
T 1 typee of word that babiess learn is tthe noun. T
The 1st typpe of nounn that
babies learn
l
is pro
oper nounss, which are nouns thhat represennt 1 objectt in space, such
as mam
ma and dadaa/papa.
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n the 2nd dimension
d
of
o the cyclle of evoluution of lannguage, noouns subdivvide.
In
Nouns give
g rise to
o adjectives. Now, in the 2nd dim
mension, thhere are 2 types of w
words
in langu
uage. Adjeectives rep
present aw
wareness off time. Addjectives ddescribe noouns,
and so relate to space,
s
as nouns
n
relatte to spacee, but adjeectives reprresent chaanges
pace requiire time. A
Adjectives introduce time
that occcur in spacce, and chaanges in sp
into spaace.
The
T 2nd dim
mension iss well sym
mbolized byy the geom
metric ray segment, as 2
dimensiional adjecctives reprresent chan
nges over ttime that fflow in 1 direction oonly,
like a raay segmen
nt. In this way,
w
a you
ung man caan evolve into an old man, buut the
reverse is not posssible.
Adjectives
A
ouns to forrm 2 types of construucts, the phhrase
can combiine with no
and the sentence. An examp
ple of a ph
hrase is ‘olld man’. A
An examplee of a senttence
is ‘man old’.
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n the 3rd dimension
n of the cycle
c
of eevolution of languaage, adjecttives
In
subdivid
de. Adjecttives give rise to verrbs. Whereeas adjectiives repressent time, they
represen
nt time in relation
r
to space. Verrbs, howevver, are onlly about tim
me. Adjecttives
reside between
b
no
ouns and verbs,
v
and represent a unificattion of nouuns and veerbs.
Verbs are
a all abou
ut time and
d nouns aree all about space.
Verbs
V
that evolved in
n the 3rd diimension oof languagge are mostly intranssitive
verbs off motion, such
s
as the verbs ‘com
me’ and ‘ggo’.
Now
N that laanguages have
h
evolveed verbs, dduring the eentire life oof the senttence,
a noun and
a a verb cannot ex
xist withoutt the other. In all senntences, a nnoun requirres a
verb, an
nd a verb requires
r
a noun
n
(altho
ough one oor the otherr can be im
mplied). Noouns
rd
and verbs are uniffied as 1. The
T 3 dim
mension is well symbbolized byy the geom
metric
line seg
gment, as nouns
n
are related to adjectivess and to veerbs. The flow is in two
directions, like a line segm
ment conneccting the nnoun to booth the adjjective andd the
verb.
Notice
N
that the structu
ure of the clause
c
is w
well symbollized by thhe line segm
ment.
When th
he noun iss spoken, at
a the poin
nt in time oof the now
w, the adjecctive will hhave
been spoken beforre, in the past,
p
and th
he verb wil l be spokenn after, in the future.
Verbs
V
can combine
c
with
w phrases to form a new typee of construuct, the claause.
An exam
mple of a clause
c
is ‘o
old man comes’.
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n the 4th dimension
n of the cycle of evvolution oof languagge, subdiviision
In
continues. In addiition to the noun haviing subdivvided, the vverb now suubdivides. Just
n
subd
divided to form the adjective,, the verb subdividees to form
m the
as the noun
adverb.
n the 4th diimension, the
t noun caan be part of a segmeent, as it caan be moddified
In
by an adjective.
a
As
A well, th
he verb can
n be part oof a segmeent, as it caan be moddified
by an ad
dverb. A seentence off 2 segmentts is well ssymbolizedd by an areea, as an arrea is
a figuree that can be defined
d by 2 seg
gments. Heere, the 2 segments are conneected
using 2 other seg
gments, rep
presenting a square. On the leeft in the ddiagram iss the
sentence ‘Old man
n comes slowly’.
th
The
T 4 dim
mension off awareness of languuage also eenables thee awarenesss of
direct object
o
tran
nsitive verrbs, which
h enable aawareness of the innteraction of 2
objects at the sam
me point of
o the now
w. On the right in tthe diagram
m, there aare 2
ments of awareness. These aare ‘Womaan eats biird’ and ‘Man
sentences, 2 segm
catches bird’. Theere can bee awarenesss of the innteraction of these cclauses, thoough
the use of subordinate clausees, ‘Womaan eats birdd that man catches’.
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n the 5th diimension of
o the cyclee of evoluttion of langguage, therre is awareeness
In
th
of a 5 type of wo
ord, the co
onjunction.. Conjuncttions enablle perpetuaation, suchh that
uage is no
ow compleete. Using conjunctioons, the seentence caan be
the cyclle of langu
perpetuated. For example:
e
The
T young man walkked to schoool, while it was rainning,
becausee his bike is broken, and becaause he dooes not haave a car, since carss are
expensiive, and th
hey are daangerous, although tthey can bbe safe, iff people ddrive
carefullly, or if theere is no traaffic… Co
onjunctionss enable muultiple clauuses withinn the
same seentence to connect one
o to thee other, theereby enabbling the ssentence to be
perpetuated.
The
T
5th dim
mension is
i the dim
mension off perpetuaation, andd the cycle of
evolutio
on repeats.. The cubee well sym
mbolizes thhe volume,, as a cubee contains any
numberr of areas of
o clauses.
Conjunction
C
ns are the last type of
o word in language for childreen, and forr our
species,, to evolv
ve to the awareness of. Childdren prefeer to use multiple sshort
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sentences, which evolve, ass they age, into feweer sentencces perpetuuating mulltiple
onjunctionns.
clauses each, oncee they begiin to use co
Notice
N
that there are 5 types of words;
w
nouuns, adjecttives, verbss, adverbs,, and
th
conjuncctions. How
wever, the 5 type of
o word, thhe conjuncttion, is a rreturn to uunity,
as any number
n
of clauses can
n become unified intto a single sentence.
Also
A
noticee that there are otheer types off words inn languagee; interjectiions,
pronoun
ns, and prre(post)possitions. Th
hese are seecondary ttypes of w
words, andd are
discusseed elsewheere. They are
a omitted
d from this book in thhe interestss of simpliccity.

Let
L us revieew the cyccle of lang
guage. Thee 1st type oof word inn language was
the noun
n. Nouns (except
(
forr abstract nouns,
n
disccussed elseewhere) reppresent objjects
nd
n
in spacce. The 2 type off word is adjectivess. Adjectives modiffy nouns, and
introducce time into the sym
mbolism off space. A
Adjectives, such as yyoung and old,
represen
nt objects in space as the objeccts evolve over time.. The 3rd tyype of worrd in
languag
ge was the verb. Verb
bs symboliize time. F
For examplle, it is nott possible tto go
or to co
ome at an instant
i
in time,
t
but must
m occur over timee. The 4th tyype of worrd in
languag
ge is the adverb.
a
Ad
dverbs mo
odify verbss in the saame way tthat adjecttives
th
modify nouns. Th
he 5 type of word in
i languagge is the coonjunction. Conjuncttions
nce to perp
petuate, su
uch that m
multiple claauses can perpetuatee the
enable the senten
w
a sen
ntence.
numberr of ideas expressed within
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Our
O speciess was origiinally like the other aanimals, w
with much less awareeness
of our environmen
e
nt than peo
ople have now. Afteer our anceestors becaame sapiennt, or
conscious, they ev
volved in stages
s
to our current awarenesss of the cyycles of tim
me of
the day,, month, an
nd year.
These
T
cyclees of time that are so
o importannt to humaans are actuually cyclees of
space-tiime, since mankind would nott be able to be awarre of, recoggnize, or ttrack
these cy
ycles of tim
me except by observ
ving corressponding ccycles of m
motion throough
space. For
F examp
ple, humans can only
y be awaree of the cyccle of timee of the m
month
by obseerving motiion through
h space, th
he motion oof the mooon around tthe earth.
Our
O speciess has evollved from its originaal orientattion to thee awarenesss of
existencce, at the point,
p
the point
p
of th
he here in space, andd the pointt of the now in
st
time, in
n the 1 dimension
n of awarreness, to orientatioon to the awareness of
perpetuation of the volume, the volum
me of the thhere in spacce, along thhe ecliptic,, and
ume of the past in tim
me, in the 5th dimension of awarreness.
the volu
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Dimensions off Awareness

Each
E
of thee 5 stages in the cycle of evoluution, in alll of its foorms, incluuding
the cyccle of thee universee, the cyccle of liffe, etc., iinvolves aand repressents
increasiingly comp
plex relatiionships between
b
sppace and ttime, betw
ween man and
woman,, etc.
Each
E
of thee 5 stages in the ev
volution off human aawareness, each of thhe 5
dimensiions of aw
wareness, represents an evoluutionary leap in the ability off the
human mind to bee aware off relationsh
hips that exist in natture, of rellationships that
exist in space-timee.
The
T 1st dim
mension rep
presents th
he awareneess of exisstence. Thiis involvess the
ability of
o the min
nd to be co
onsciously
y aware off the existeence of obj
bjects in naature
even wh
hen such objects are not
n currenttly presentt and visiblle.
nd
The
T 2 dim
mension reepresents the
t awarenness of position. Thiis involvess the
ability of
o the mind
d to be con
nsciously aware
a
of thhe position of objectss in space-ttime.
In otherr words, there could be
b awareneess of channge in objeects over tim
me.
rd
The
T 3 dim
mension reepresents the
t awarenness of motion. Thiis involvess the
ability of
o the mind
d to be con
nsciously aware
a
of thhe motion oof objects tthrough sppacetime.
The
T 4th dim
mension rep
presents th
he awareneess of interraction. Thhis involvess the
ability of
o the min
nd to be co
onsciously aware of tthe interacction of obbjects in sppacetime.
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The
T 5th dim
mension represents th
he awarenness of perrpetuation. This invoolves
the abillity of the mind to be
b consciou
usly awaree of the peerpetuationn of objects in
space-tiime.

n order to be able to conceptuaalize the inncreasing ccomplexityy of the deegree
In
of awarreness enaabled by eaach dimen
nsion, we ccan look tto geometrry, a relatiively
simple model
m
of nature
n
that was the firrst model oof nature thhat was developed byy the
Greeks that is stilll in commo
on use todaay, more thhan 2,000 yyears later.
Each
E
of thee 5 stages in the evo
olution of hhuman aw
wareness off nature caan be
represen
nted using
g one of th
he structu
ural compoonents in uuse in geoometry. Thhe 5
dimensiions can be
b represen
nted using the analoggies of thee point, thee ray segm
ment,
the line segment, the
t area, an
nd the volu
ume.
Each
E
of thee grammarss of the lan
nguages off the worldd evolved w
with a prim
mary
orientattion to onee of a set of
o 5 fundam
mental pattterns, wheere each off these pattterns
can be understood
u
d in relation
n to one off these geoometric anaalogies.
The
T geomeetric symbo
ols in the diagram w
will be preesented ass the focuss for
understaanding the symbolism
m of each of
o the 5 dim
mensions iin the cyclee of evoluttion.
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The
T languaage of the ancient Greeks
G
hadd a primarry orientattion to thee 4th
dimensiion of awaareness, refflecting thee fact that ttheir ancesstors left thhe homelannd in
Africa after
a
they had
h already
y evolved to
t this dim
mension of m
mental devvelopment..
th
The
T ancien
nt Greeks oriented to
o the 4 ddimensionn of awareeness, and this
dimensiion was th
heir primarry dimensiion of awaareness. Sttill, when their languuage
originallly evolved
d, their language and culture were alreadyy highly evvolved, as they
expressed a unifieed awareneess of 4 diimensions of space-ttime. The aancient Grreeks
ped myths about whaat happeneed before ttheir languuage and culture cam
me to
develop
be. In other
o
words, they dev
veloped my
ythology tto represennt and sym
mbolize their 1st
through
h 3rd dimen
nsions of aw
wareness, although thhis mythollogy was ddeveloped after
the factt to presentt a unified
d progressio
on of evoluution of goods from tthe perspecctive
of their primary diimension of
o orientatiion.

This
T
table shows
s
the ancient Greek
G
repreesentation of the prim
mary godss and
goddessses for eacch of the 5 dimensio
ons of awaareness. Each of theese dimenssions
will be covered in
n detail.
The
T gods and
a goddessses listed here for tthe 1st, 2ndd, and 3rd dimensionns of
awareneess were not
n actually
y created or
o recognizzed when tthese peopple were still at
these dimensions of awaren
ness. They
y were creeated durinng the 4thh dimensioon of
mension off orientatioon of this culture, too explain their
awareneess, the prrimary dim
religion
n, and theeir backgrround, fro
om the pperspectivee of their then currrent
th
dimensiion of awareness, thee 4 dimen
nsion.
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The
T ancient Greeks represented
r
d the 1st ddimension with 1 goddess. Thee 2nd
dimensiion added 1 god. Thee 3rd dimen
nsion addeed 6 gods. The 4th dim
mension addded
th
6 gods and
a 6 godd
desses. The 5 dimen
nsion was subdivided into 2 sttages, of w
which
st
nd
the 1 stage
s
added
d 6 gods and
a 6 godd
desses, andd the 2 staage replaceed all prevvious
gods an
nd goddessees with 1 god.
g
For
F reasonss that will become cllear, the G
Greeks believed that tthe 1st prim
mary
nd
force off nature was a goddeess, a femaale. Beginnning with the 2 dim
mension, tthere
was also
o a god, a male. Oncce males caame on thee scene, thhey becamee predominnant,
for reassons that will
w becom
me clear. Th
he 3rd dim
mension addded 2 setss of 3 godss, all
th
male. The
T 4 dim
mension ad
dded 6 pairrs of gods, where eaach pair inncluded 1 m
male
th
h
and 1 female.
f
In other worrds, the 4 dimensioon of awarreness addded 2 sets of 3
gods thaat were maale and 2 sets
s of 3 go
oddesses thhat were feemale. Thee 5th dimennsion
evolved
d in 2 distiinct stagess. Of thesee, the 1st stage of the 5th dimeension addded 6
male go
ods and 6 female go
oddesses. These
T
can also be considered as 3 sets of 4
nd
th
gods. In
n the 2 staage of the 5 dimenssion, all preevious godds and godddesses evoolved
into a siingle male god, whicch is the sin
ngle god off monotheiistic religioons today.
th
The
T 5 dim
mension off awarenesss, where we are todday, is reppresented bby a
single god,
g
as was the 1st diimension of
o awareneess. Whereeas the godddess of thhe 1st
dimensiion of awaareness waas a simplle goddesss, the god of the 5thh dimensioon of
awareneess is com
mplex. The differencee in symboolism betw
ween a malee and a fem
male
is quite significant, as we sh
hall see.

Greek
G
relig
gion passed
d through stages, froom the orriginal unitty of 1 fem
male
goddesss, to the various
v
sub
bdivisions with theirr increasinng numberrs of gods and
goddessses, until finally
f
retu
urning to the unity of 1 malee god. Thee Greek m
model
begins with unity
y and endss with uniity. Howevver, the fiinal unity is much m
more
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complex
x and pow
werfully sym
mbolic thaan the initiaal unity. T
This is sym
mbolized byy the
differen
nce betweeen the un
nity of a goddess
g
aand the unnity of a god. In m
more
importaant terms, this
t
is sym
mbolized by
y the diffeerence betw
ween unityy of awareeness
of spacee and unity
y of awaren
ness of tim
me.
st
The
T goddesss of the 1 dimensio
on was thee goddess of the earth. In term
ms of
nd
time and space, th
he earth symbolizes awareness
a
of space. IIn the 2 ddimension, she
p
with
h the god of
o the heavvens. The heavens syymbolize ttime.
created and was paired
nd
he 2 dimension, tim
me takes prrecedence over spacce, and the god
Beginniing with th
of the heavens
h
takes preced
dence overr the godddess of the earth. In the 3rd and 4th
dimensiions, they had
h a geneeration of offspring.
o
T
The 5th dim
mension beegins with a 2nd
generatiion of offs
fspring. Fro
om there, the religioon evolvedd to monootheism, w
which
although
h clearly evolved
e
fro
om the Greek pantheoon is a veryy different form of good.
In
n this book
k, we will explore th
he symbolissm of the gods of religion for each
of the 5 dimensions of aw
wareness in the evvolution off Indo-Eurropean meental
pment, and
d at the same timee look at the symbbolism involved inn the
develop
correspo
onding evo
olution of science.
s
Hesiod
H
wass a Greek
k poet who
o lived att approxim
mately the same tim
me in
history as Homer, approxim
mately 700 B.C.
B He is considereed to be a m
major sourcce of
Θεογονία, ‘god
understaanding of Greek reliigion at thaat time. Heesiod’s Thheogony (Θ
genesis’) is an ex
xcellent so
ource of Greek
G
tradittions conccerning thee origin off the
nd providees deep insights into Greek undderstandingg of the oriigins of huuman
gods, an
awareneess and un
nderstandin
ng of naturre. Only thhe primaryy gods willl be discuussed
here. Th
he numerou
us secondaary gods will
w not be ddiscussed.

According
A
to modern
n physics,, nature iss a manife
festation of relationsships
between
n 2 compo
onents, time and spacce. Religioon and scieence are thhe names ggiven
to the 2 primary types
t
of ways
w
that sp
peakers off English aand Greek learn to m
model
their aw
wareness and underrstanding of relationnships thaat exist inn nature, their
awareneess of relaationships that
t
exist in time annd their aw
wareness oof relationsships
that exiist in spacce. Religio
on is a way to moddel naturee that refleects a prim
mary
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orientation to time. Science is a way to model nature that reflects a primary
orientation to space.
For comparison, speakers of Chinese did not develop religion or science,
which reflect subdivided models of awareness of time and space. Instead, they
developed a single, unified way to model nature, known as the Dao. The Dao is
discussed in detail in comparison to religion and science in another book.
Religion and science have not been around since the beginning of human
language, but evolved when the human mind reached a certain level of awareness
of nature. Furthermore, such models have not remained static throughout history,
but have continued to evolve as the human mind has continued to evolve.
Our ancestors have evolved through 5 dimensions of awareness.
In the 1st dimension of awareness, there was awareness of 1, space.
Awareness of space was primary, as this was the 1st dimension where there was
awareness of space, and as there was no other awareness.
In the 2nd dimension of awareness, there was awareness of 2, space and time.
Awareness of time became primary, as this was the 1st dimension where there was
awareness of time. Awareness of space became secondary, as this was the 2nd
dimension where there was awareness of space.
In the 3rd dimension of awareness, there was awareness of 3; space, time,
and their unity as space-time. Awareness of space-time became primary, as this
was the 1st dimension where there was awareness of space-time.
The 4th dimension was the primary dimension of awareness of the ancestors
of the speakers of English and Greek, the focus of this discussion. Being their
primary dimension of orientation, the 4th dimension was their 1st unified dimension
of awareness. These people then evolved through 1 more dimension of awareness,
to a 2nd dimension of unified awareness. This was the 5th dimension of awareness.
Whereas they evolved to their 1st dimension of unified awareness, the 4th
dimension of awareness, in 1 stage, they evolved to their 2nd dimension of unified
awareness, the 5th dimension of awareness, in 2 stages. Therefore, the awareness of
Indo-European peoples evolved through 3 stages; their primary dimension of
awareness of the 4th dimension, the early 5th dimension of awareness, and the late
5th dimension of awareness.
In the 4th dimension of awareness, these people developed 1 type of model
of nature, known as religion. In the 5th dimension of awareness, these people
additionally developed a 2nd type of model of nature, known as science.
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Religion represents a relationship with nature wherein all of an individual’s
understandings of nature are assumed/recognized to be under the control of
conscious, arbitrarily changing entities, known as gods. Gods are typically
symbolized as some form of life, in the form of some plant or animal. For
anthropomorphic societies such as those of speakers of Indo-European languages, a
group of languages that includes English and Greek, the most powerful of the gods
would typically take human form. Each god was recognized to have its own
personality and its own agenda. Followers of a religion would consider themselves
able to exert some control over their gods, by learning their personalities and by
coming to understand their motivations. Careful observation of a god’s behavior
would make its personality and desires known. It was important to become familiar
with the likes and dislikes of individual gods, so that people could hope to make
sacrifices to the gods or otherwise encourage them to act in a way that maximizes
their favor and minimizes their punishment, where punishment might take the form
of natural disasters or bad weather, reduced harvest, or assistance to enemies in
war, each of which would be attributed to a displeased god. Understanding the
motivation and behavior of their gods was the way that societies and individuals
could believe themselves to achieve some measure of control over what occurs in
nature.
Science represents a relationship with nature wherein all of an individual’s
understandings of nature are assumed/recognized to be under the control of
unconscious, unchanging laws of nature. People are not able to completely
understand nature or to exert complete control over nature. However, since the
laws that nature follows are thought to be unchanging, careful observation of
nature makes it possible to recognize and come to understand these laws, thereby
increasing societal and individual understanding of what occurs in nature, and
when and why, and thereby enabling belief in the ability to exert some measure of
control over what occurs in nature.
For religion, the gods have their own motivations and their own reasoning,
and for whatever reason at whatever time might act on the earth, or on a society, or
on an individual in a way that could range all the way from tremendous assistance
to terrible disaster. Therefore, the most important, and the most powerful, people in
a society would be the priests, a class of people whose role it was to understand the
gods, to explain the needs of the gods to the common people, to ensure that the
common people behave in a way that pleases the gods, and to know how to entice
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the gods to act in the best interests of the people. As well, since religion is
primarily about time, in all but the most recent of societies the priests were
responsible for tracking the objects in the heavens that enabled awareness of the
cycles of time; in other words, the priests were the keepers of the calendar.
For science, human behaviors were not considered to directly affect the
weather, natural disasters, and so on, and so scientists, the class of people whose
job it was to deepen societal understanding of nature based on the principals of
science, although important, were not nearly as important as the priests.
Because cultures that orient to the 4th dimension have a primary orientation
to time, and have a secondary orientation to space, priests, the keepers of religion,
where religion symbolizes society’s awareness of time, have historically tended to
play a much more important role in society than scientists, the keepers of science,
where science symbolizes society’s awareness of space.
In the 4th dimension of awareness, there was awareness of 3; space, time,
and space-time. The 2nd set of 3 stages of awareness (the 4th dimension and the
early and late stages of the 5th dimension of awareness) follows the same pattern as
the 1st 3 stages. In the 4th dimension of awareness, therefore, once again awareness
of space was primary. For example, the primary god of this stage, the stage of the
Titans, was Chronos, the god of the land on the earth, who was the primary god of
space. At this time, there was only 1 type of model of nature, religion.
In the 5th dimension of awareness, there was awareness of 3; space, time,
and space-time. At this time, there were 2 types of models of nature, religion and
science. For religion, once again awareness of time was primary. For science,
awareness of space was primary. In other words, religion has a primary orientation
to time, and science has a primary orientation to space.
In this 1st stage of awareness of both religion and science, the 1st stage in
their evolution to their awareness of the 5th dimension, the notions about nature
that were symbolized by religion and science were symmetrical to each other.
For example, for religion, the primary god of this stage, the stage of the
Olympians, was Zeus, the god of the year, which was their largest unit of time. In
Latin, Zeus was known as Jupiter. The name Jupiter comes from the Latin ‘dyeu
pater’, which means ‘father god’. Zeus was the king of the gods. He had a distinct
personality, and many myths were told about him. Great natural or manmade
disasters were often attributed to Zeus. It was important for society to attempt to
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become aware of his likes and dislikes, because it was very important to curry his
favor and to avoid his wrath.
For science, the equivalent notion to Zeus was the cycle of time of the year.
The god Jupiter was a part of nature, and was also represented physically, as the
most important planet in the heavens for ancient societies. Observing the planet
Jupiter in its cyclic journey around the heavens is what enabled ancient societies to
become aware of and to track the stages in the cycle of the year, the largest natural
unit of time in ancient Greek society.
Religion and science (astronomy) both considered the planet Jupiter to be
extremely important, and for the same fundamental reason of enabling society to
track their largest unit of time, but their approach, interpretation, and resulting
understanding were extremely different.
In the 2nd stage in their evolution to the awareness of the 5th dimension,
religion and science evolved differently. Just as there are 5 dimensions of
awareness, this last stage of evolution itself occurred in 5 stages. Religion evolved
in 1 of these 5 stages, the 1st stage, and science evolved in the subsequent 4 stages.
Religion was 1st, and science was 2nd. At this time, religion evolved 1st, and
in 1 stage. In this stage, there is awareness by religion of 1, time. As demonstrated
later, a single finger sign enables representation of their awareness of all units of
time, unified, such that each unit of time flows into the next in a continuous cycle
of flow through time.
Religion in this stage, monotheistic religion, is only about awareness of time.
Awareness of time is primary, and there is no representation of awareness of space.
There is awareness of motion through time, but there is no awareness of motion
through space, or of change in space. In other words, monotheistic religions are
founded, and then they are explained through writings. After that, religions become
very conservative, and tend to change only in time. The most powerful force
against change in religion is the force of tradition. The way that it always was is
the way that it should always be. Whenever changes do occur in space, and
whenever there is a break with tradition, it typically causes a decisive separation
from those who continue to follow the tradition of the earlier way.
Next, science evolved 2nd, and in 4 stages. These stages are about space-time,
but with a primary emphasis toward space. In other words, scientific models of
nature have been gradually evolving from representing only space to representing
only space-time. There are 4 primary models of nature, 4 models of science, that
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will be discussed in this book that will serve to symbolize these 4 stages in the
evolution of science in modern times.
The 1st stage is represented by Euclidean geometry. Geometry is a simple
model of nature wherein only space is represented. Time is not represented in
geometry at all.
The 2nd stage is represented by Newtonian physics. Time is represented in
Newtonian physics, but time is considered to be completely separate and distinct
from space.
The 3rd stage is represented by Einstein’s theory of relativity. In relativity,
space and time are partially integrated into space-time.
The 4th and final stage of evolution of science has not yet occurred in
modern society. In this stage, space and time are completely integrated into spacetime. Evolution to this 4th stage is now made possible by the new model of nature
presented throughout this book. At the end of the book, an introduction to the
implications of this model on the evolution of science will be presented. A much
more detailed discussion of the implications of these ideas on science is presented
in another book, which discusses all of the ideas in this book in much greater detail.
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n Hesiod’ss Theogony
y, the initiaal state of the univerrse was whhat is know
wn as
In
Chaos, an empty void
v
from which
w
everrything thaat now exissts arose.
The
T ancien
nt Greeks used the word chaoos to reprresent the stage in their
history before theeir ancestorrs had beg
gun to deveelop a connsciousnesss awarenesss of
nd space. C
Chaos is a word thatt representss the
the enviironment, awareness of time an
awareneess of natu
ure of our ancestors
a
before
b
the ddevelopmeent of languuage, whenn we
were mu
uch more like the other animalls. Chaos rrepresents the inabiliity of the m
mind
at that time to iden
ntify or reccognize an
ny form of distinctionn within thee environm
ment.
t
is on
nly chaos, everythin
ng in the m
mind is daark, and nnothing cann be
When there
recognized as disstinct from
m anything else, unleess it happpens to bee right heree, in
w. At that time, our ancestors were just like the oother
front off the face, right now
animalss, and, from
m the persp
pective of the
t ancientt Greeks, thheir understanding oof the
nature of
o the world would haave been nothing
n
butt chaos.
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Let
L us imaagine stan
nding at a spot onn the earthh where the grounnd is
complettely flat. This
T is reprresented by
y the spot where ‘I’ stand in thhe diagram
m. (1)
Looking
g out into the
t distancce, as far as
a the eye ccan see, it is not posssible to seee the
entire earth, becau
use the surrface of thee earth is nnot like thee surface oof a table bbut is
ke the surfface of a ball,
b
in the shape of a sphere. IIn the distance, the eearth
more lik
curves away from
m our line of sight, such that there is a natural diistance beyyond
w cannot see. The spot
s
on thee earth thatt is at the eedge of ouur line of ssight,
which we
the farth
hest that we
w can see in
i any direection, is caalled the hoorizon. (2))
Iff we rotatee our bodiies, we can
n see the horizon inn every dirrection, annd in
every direction
d
th
he horizon
n appears to be rouughly the same distaance awayy. In
geometrry, a figuree where alll parts are equally disstant from the same sspot, know
wn as
the centter, is calleed a circlee. The circlle will be used here,, and againn in discusssing
each off the dimen
nsions of awareness,
a
, to repressent the lim
mits of ourr awarenesss of
subdivissions with
hin nature,, and the extent to which suuch subdivvisions cann be
recognized and sy
ymbolized on the hum
man body.
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As we rotate our bodies in order to observe any 2 spots on the horizon, the
measurement of how far we have rotated, from one spot to the next, is called the
angle. A common measurement of angles is the degree. Perhaps because the cycle
of the year, society’s largest unit of time, which represents a complete revolution
of the earth around the sun, is subdivided into approximately 360 days, circles are
considered to represent 360 degrees, written 360o. If we rotate our bodies enough
to observe the entire circle, such that we return to the spot where we began, our
bodies are considered to have described an angle of 360o. (3)
As our ancestors evolved to the awareness of each succeeding dimension of
space-time, they had to be able to symbolize the resulting awareness of greater
subdivision somewhere on the body in order for it to be ingrained within the mind.
Each dimension within human awareness enabled subdivision of awareness of
space and time. Subdivision leads to greater understanding, due to awareness of
increasing relationships. Subdivision is always subdivision into 2.
We will begin with the number 2, since 2 is the number of subdivisions of
our awareness that are associated with each additional dimension within our
awareness. We will use the number of dimensions as an exponent, in order to
understand how many subdivisions of the unity of nature, and of the unity of the
circle, were within human awareness with the awareness of each dimension.
As we follow the evolution of our ancestors to the awareness of each of the
dimensions of space-time, we will follow the evolution in their ability to be aware
of subdivisions within the unity of nature, and of their ability to recognize and
represent such subdivisions on the body.
The ability to represent and symbolize increasing subdivisions of the circle
of the horizon on the body enabled and correlated with the ability of the mind to be
aware of subdivisions within all of nature.
Chaos represents the period in human history when there was no awareness
of any subdivision within the unity that is nature or within the unity that is the
human body. As there was at this time awareness of 0 dimensions, there was
awareness of 20 subdivisions of nature. 20, 2 multiplied by itself 0 times, is by
definition equal to 1. There was at this time awareness of a subdivision of the body,
and of space and time, into 1. (4)
Since there was awareness of only 1, it cannot really be called a subdivision,
but rather a unity. At this time, there was awareness only of the unity of nature. In
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other words,
w
we can
c consid
der awareneess of a ciircle of 3600o, withouut awarenesss of
any posssible subdivision witthin it.
As
A well, theere was no
o awarenesss of subdivvision withhin the boddy. At this time,
the bod
dy could tu
urn around
d completely, for exaample, andd the eyes could obsserve
the entiire circle of
o the horizon as a unified
u
boddy, but theere was noo awarenesss of
distinct and sepaarate partss of the body,
b
justt as theree was no awareness of
hin any paart of naturre. In otheer words, if any parrt of the bbody
subdivissions with
moved in
i its symb
bolism, all parts of th
he body mooved togethher as a unnified bodyy.
The
T unity of
o the circle shown in
n the diagrram, and thhe unity off the bodyy that
symboliizes the lim
mits of hum
man awareeness, will subdividee as we disscuss evoluution
to the awareness
a
of each off the 5 dim
mensions oof space-tim
me. For eaach dimenssion,
human awarenesss of the bo
ody was ab
ble to subbdivide, ennabling sym
mbolism uusing
nctions witthin the boddy, and inccreasingly smaller anngles
increasiing numberrs of distin
of distin
nction. Thiis in turn enabled thee symbolism
m of increaasingly sm
mall parts oof the
circle of the horizzon, and en
nabled the mind to reecognize a greater nuumber of sspots
h
as distinct and
a meanin
ngful, to g ive each ssuch spot a name, annd to
on the horizon
associatte each spo
ot with other identifieed spots onn the horizoon.

There
T
is an
nother way
y to consider the circcle of our aawareness,, and that is in
the form
m of a squ
uare, as thee square off our awarreness. Whhereas a cirrcle is a fiigure
that hass 1 side, a square is a figure th
hat has 4 sides. Like a circle, the sides of a
square are
a also considered to
o be formeed from anggles that toogether spaan 360o.
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We
W will seee that a fundamenta
f
al differennce in the symbolism
m of time and
space of the ancestors of the speakerss of Englissh is that tiime is sym
mbolized inn the
y space iss symbolizeed in the foorm of a sqquare.
form off a circle, yet

During
D
this time, wheen all was chaos,
c
therre were 0 ddimensionss of awarenness.
There was
w no aw
wareness off any subd
division, oor distinctioon, withinn nature. T
There
was theerefore no awarenesss of any subdivision
s
n within thhe body. N
No part off the
body co
ould move independeently of any
y other parrt of the boody in ordeer to symboolize
any awaareness of subdivisio
on, or distin
nction, in nnature.
The
T locatio
ons on the body wheere the varrious partss of the boody are ablle to
move in
ndependen
ntly of eacch other are
a called jjoints. Aw
wareness oof a changge in
relation
nship betweeen 2 partss of the bod
dy due to m
motion at a joint enabbles awareeness
of a disstinction within
w
the body,
b
and correspond
c
dingly withh nature, bbecause wee can
be awarre of the relationshi
r
p between
n the 2 parrts of the body befoore the mootion
compared with theeir relation
nship after the motionn as a distinnction.
However,
H
at
a this timee, any mo
otion of a jjoint woulld cause thhe relationnship
between
n the 2 sid
des of any
y joint afteer the mottion to be the samee as beforee the
motion,, such thatt there co
ould be no
o awarenesss of any distinctionn betweenn the
before and
a after reelationship
ps.
Therefore,
T
we can say
y that the smallest aangle of m
movement oof any joinnt on
o
the body
y was 360 , such thaat at this tim
me the joinnts of the bbody couldd not be useed in
any sym
mbolism off awarenesss of naturee.
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Let
L us now
w examine the 1st off these maajor stagess in the evvolution off the
awareneess of natu
ure of our ancestors,
a
the
t 1st Dim
mension of Awarenesss.

The
T
notion
n from geeometry th
hat is anaalogous too the 1st dimensionn of
awareneess in the history of
o our speecies is thhe notion of the pooint. In thee 1st
dimensiion of awaareness, theere is only 1 point off awarenesss, the symbbol of whicch is
shown in
i the diag
gram. Therre is no meaningful
m
way to suubdivide thhis symbol into
smaller parts, and
d the point is thereforre appropriiate as a syymbol of uunity. Notee that
nt is symbo
olized by a single po
oint, whereein there iss no structuure that caan be
the poin
subdivid
ded into sm
maller partts. As welll, there is nno way to combine tthe point innto a
more co
omplex sym
mbol, sincee there is awareness
a
oonly of a ssingle pointt.
In
n the geom
metry of 0 dimension
ns, where only a sinngle point can exist, and
where there
t
is no consideraation of thee line or oother geom
metric conccepts that bbuild
upon th
he point, there are onlly 2 possib
ble states foor any giveen point. E
Each indiviidual
point caan either ex
xist here or
o not existt here. Theere are no rrelationshiips that a ppoint
can hold
d with otheer points, since
s
each point standds alone.
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The
T 1st dim
mension of
o awareneess can bee represennted in lannguage byy the
numberr 1. This is reasonablee, as only 1 point is iinvolved att a time.

During
D
the stage of th
he 1st dimeension of aw
awareness, our ancesttors evolveed to
st
the 1 dimension
n of langu
uage deveelopment. At this sstage, the only form
m of
l
was
w the wo
ord. In othher words,, there weere no phraases,
structurre within language
clauses,, or sentencces, which
h would be composedd of multipple words, as these w
would
not sym
mbolize a siingle pointt. As well, each wordd was compposed of a single sylllable,
as a wo
ord that co
ould be bro
oken into syllables w
would not still symbbolize a sinngle,
indivisib
ble, unified
d point.
The
T form of word to evolve
e
in the
t 1st dim
mension of awarenesss was the nnoun.
The nou
un evolved
d in each subsequent
s
t dimensioon of awarreness, butt during thhe 1st
dimensiion of awareness, only
o
the siimplest forrm of nouuns existedd. These w
were
proper nouns.
n
Pro
oper nouns are nounss that repreesent a single object,, a single ppoint
in spacee. An exam
mple is a prroper noun
n such as B
Bob, whichh refers to a single obbject
in spacee.
Nouns
N
are words
w
that enable thee awarenesss of objeccts even whhen the objjects
that they
y represent are not ph
hysically present
p
righht here, rigght now. T
Through thee use
of propeer nouns, language
l
could be ussed to repreesent awarreness of thhe existencce of
an objecct that wass not physiically present. Howeever, nothinng else couuld be reallized
from a noun otheer than thaat the objeect exists. There coould be noo awarenesss of
change within thee object, ass awarenesss of changge requiress awareness of more than
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1 point in time, which
w
was not
n possiblle at this sttage in hum
man historry, since att that
y there wass only awaareness of iisolated pooints in spaace-time.
time in our history

The
T 1st dim
mension of awareness is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t point.
st
In
n the 1 diimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awarenness of 1 ffacet of tim
me, 1
tense off time. There was aw
wareness of
o the pressent tense, the point of the now
w in
time. In
n the beg
ginning of human conscioussness, mannkind wass not able to
manipulate in the mind and be aware of
o things thhat had happpened in tthe past orr that
h
in the future, but only of things that were happeningg right now
w, in
would happen
the pressent. It waas far in th
he future that
t
mankiind would be able too ponder w
what
happeneed years ag
go or woulld happen years
y
in thhe future, aas early maankind wass not
even aw
ware of co
oncepts off time such
h as the dday, the m
month, or tthe year att all.
Babies also do not
n have any
a awaren
ness of tim
me other than the nnow. It iss not
gful to ask
k a baby wh
hat he willl be doing in 20 years, as babiees require yyears
meaning
of evolu
ution throu
ugh their lives in ordeer to be abble to undeerstand the concept of the
year. Th
he same ho
olds true fo
or the infan
ncy of our species.
At
A this stag
ge, there was no awarreness of aany other ttime than tthe point of the
now. Because theere was no
o awareneess of any distinctionn in time,, there waas no
t
existts. There could theerefore bee no
awareneess in thiis dimensiion that time
represen
ntation of time
t
in thiss dimensio
on of awareeness.
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The
T 1st dim
mension of awareness is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t point.
st
In
n the 1 diimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awareness of 1 ppoint in sppace,
the poin
nt of the here. Each person, at that sttage in ouur evolutioon, could only
becomee aware of something
g when thatt thing reacched the ppoint of thee here in sppace,
immediately in front of the persson’s nosee. In thee beginninng of huuman
consciousness, maankind waas not ablee to manipuulate in thhe mind annd be awarre of
things th
hat were happening
h
far
f over theere, but onnly of thinggs that werre happeninng at
the poin
nt of the heere, immed
diately in frront of the nose.
When
W
a thin
ng left the point of th
he here, succh that it w
was no longger at the ppoint
of the here,
h
there remained the noun of
o language, proper nnouns, to rrecall and rrefer
to the thing.
t
Eveen when no
n longer at
a the poinnt of the hhere, the uuse of a nnoun
enabled
d mankind to recall th
hat the thin
ng existed.
Other
O
than existence, nothing ellse could bbe recalled about a thhing once itt left
the poin
nt of the here
h
in spaace, becau
use languagge had noo other woords that m
might
express awarenesss of other relationship
r
ps in spacee.
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To
T symboliize the 1st dimension
n using finngers signss, stand upp straight, with
the feett together, and with the
t arms hanging
h
doown alongsside the boody. The hands
are clossed into fissts, and thee thumbs extend
e
dow
wnward aloong the topps of the inndex
fingers. This is thee initial po
osition for preparing
p
ffor finger ssigns.
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Relocation
R
of the arm
ms in order to preparee the handss for symboolism of thhe 1st
dimensiion of awaareness req
quires 2 steeps. 1st, usse both shooulders to shift the aarms
upward and outw
ward 90o, su
uch that th
he arms exxtend horizzontally outward tow
ward
the left and right.

2nd, use bo
oth elbow
ws to shift the foreaarms 180o inward, such thatt the
forearm
ms lie along
gside the upper
u
armss, the radiuus and ulnna bones oof the foreaarms
are horiizontal (forward-rearrward) with
h respect tto each othher, and thhe hands toouch
each oth
her, immed
diately in front
f
of thee nose.
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This
T
is a viiew of thee hands fro
om the insside. The lleft thumb lies alonggside
and abo
ove the right thumb, and the no
ose touchees the thum
mbs at the space betw
ween
the thum
mbs, wheree the 2 bon
nes of each
h of the thuumbs meet..
The
T hands form 1 monolithic block.
b
Theere is no aawareness of subdiviision
within the
t hands, and there is
i no awareeness of orrganizationn within the hands.
There
T
is on
nly awareneess of the body as 1 whole, unn-subdivideed body. T
There
is no aw
wareness of
o subdiviision, and so there iis no awarreness of more com
mplex
relation
nships in naature. Therre is awareeness of the existencee of the haands in fronnt of
the nosee, but therre is no aw
wareness off anything else. Otheer than thee fact that they
exist, th
here could be no otheer awareneess of thinggs that exisst in space. There waas no
awareneess of timee, so there could
c
be no awareness of changge in spacee.
When
W
an ob
bject would
d come to the point oof the heree and now, there coulld be
awareneess of it, ju
ust as theree was awarreness of thhe hands w
when they w
were locateed in
front off the face. A noun cou
uld be used
d to refer tto the objecct at the pooint of the here
and now
w.
The
T elbowss could theen shift thee forearms 180o outw
ward, such that the hhands
would no
n longer be
b located in front of the face, and such that the hands woulld no
longer be visiblee to the eyes
e
as theey continuued to loook forwardd. Becausse of
ge, when an
n object would
w
leavee the pointt of the herre and now
w, the resuulting
languag
symboliic disappearance of the handss would noot symboliize the com
mplete losss of
awareneess of the object. Th
here would still remaain the nouun of languuage that ccould
be used
d to recall the objectt when it is no longger here, ssuch that iin the minnd of
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mankind there co
ould still be
b awaren
ness of thee existence of an oobject that had
entered awarenesss and then had left the point of tthe here annd now.
Notice
N
that when the elbows rep
position thhe hands too the sides, the handss are
no long
ger visible to the ey
yes. The eyes cannoot then shiift to lookk at the haands,
becausee the handss are each positioned
p
at a differeent point inn space froom the poinnt of
the heree, and at th
his time in our evoluttion there w
was awareeness of onnly 1 pointt, the
point off the here. As well, th
he point off the here m
must be im
mmediatelyy in front of the
nose, ass there wass at this tim
me no awarreness of ttime, and sso there woould have bbeen
no timee to look att the hands and then
n subsequeently to loook beyond the handss and
the poin
nt of the heere. As wee progress through thhe dimensioons of awaareness, annd as
there beecomes pro
ogressively
y more awareness off time as w
well as spacce, the poinnt of
the heree will beco
ome progressively more
m
removved from tthe positioon immediaately
in frontt of the nose.
n
Speak
kers of Chinese, whho orient to the 1st dimensioon of
awareneess, comm
monly touch
h their noses to refeer to them
mselves, heere, rather than
touching their cheests at the sternum,
s
ass is commoon among speakers oof English.

Evolution
E
to
t subsequ
uent dimen
nsions of aawareness, evolutionn of languuage,
and ev
volution in
n understaanding rellationshipss in time and spacce all reqquire
awareneess of cyclic changess that occurr in nature..
When
W
mank
kind was able
a
to evo
olve to thee awarenesss of cycliic changes that
occur in
n nature, such
s
awareeness enabled evoluttion of the human m
mind and off the
structurre of human
n languagee.
st
In
n this 1 dimension
d
of awareness, there w
was as yett no awareeness of anny of
the cyclles of natu
ure that modern hum
mans are nnow aware of. The oonly awareeness
that lan
nguage enaabled was awarenesss of when somethingg was at thhe point off the
here and
d now, wh
hen someth
hing was att the pointt of right hhere in spacce, at the ppoint
of rightt now in time. Also
o, through
h the use of nouns of languaage, there was
awareneess that su
uch a thing
g exists eveen when itt was no loonger at thhe point off the
here, no
ow.
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n the 1st diimension of
o awareneess, there is awareness of 1 poiint. Each ppoint
In
stood allone, and th
here could
d be no awaareness of any relatioonship to oother pointss.

n the 1st dimension of
o awarenesss, 1 part oof the bodyy was used in symbollism,
In
once thee body had
d prepared for symbo
olism. This part of thee body wass the arms..

n the 1st dimension
d
of awaren
ness, after moving thhe arms innto positioon to
In
represen
nt symboliism, only 1 joint of th
he arm couuld be usedd in symboolism. This was
the elbo
ow joint.
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n each dim
mension of awarenesss, the numbber of distiinct parts oof the bodyy that
In
are used
d in symbo
olism will increase. As
A well, thhe minimum
m range off motion of the
various joints of the
t body th
hat are useed in symbbolism willl decrease.. This decrrease
nts awaren
ness of fineer distinctio
ons in spacce-time.
represen
As
A we follo
ow the evolution off our ancesstors to eaach of the dimensionns of
space-tiime, we wiill follow the
t evolutio
on of theirr ability to be aware oof subdivissions
within the
t unity of nature, an
nd to recog
gnize analoogous subddivisions oon the bodyy.
st
At
A the timee of the 1 dimension of awaareness, thhere was aawareness of 1
subdivission within
n the unity
y of naturee. As subddivision is subdivisioon into 2, tthere
was theerefore awaareness off 21 subdiv
visions of nnature. 21, 2 multipllied by itseelf 1
time, is equal to 2.
2 There waas at this tiime awarenness of a ssubdivisionn of nature into
2.
We
W can therefore con
nsider awarreness of thhe 360o cirrcle of the horizon off our
awareneess as sub
bdivided in
nto 2, wheere half off 360 is 180, such that there was
o
awareneess of 180 .
This
T
awareeness was symbolized by an awareeness of corresponnding
subdivission on thee body. Th
here was no
ow awarenness of distiinct and seeparate parrts of
the bod
dy, just as there was awarenesss of subdivvision withhin all asppects of naature,
such thaat a part of
o the body
y was ablee to move separatelyy and distiinctly from
m the
rest of the
t body in
n its symbo
olism.
The
T minimu
um motion
n of any part of the bbody, relaative to thee other parrts of
the bod
dy, in ordeer to symbolize awarreness of sspace-timee in the 1stt dimensioon of
awareneess was 180o.
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Once
O
the bo
ones of thee arms had
d completedd preparatiion for sym
mbolism of the
1 dimeension of awareness,
a
, there wass only 1 jooint of thee body, on the arms, that
would move
m
in thee symbolissm.
The
T only jo
oint to mov
ve was thee elbow jooint. The eelbow jointt could chaange
the relattionship off the upperr arm to thee forearm bby only 1 aangle, an aangle of 180o.
The
T smallesst angle off movemen
nt of any jooint that w
was used inn symbolism
m of
st
o
the 1 dimension
d
of
o awareneess was 180 .
st

Chinese
C
is an examplle of a lan
nguage thaat orients too the 1st stage of huuman
awareneess, the staage of awaareness of the 1st dim
mension, reeflecting thhe fact thaat the
ancestorrs of the modern
m
speakers of Chinese leftt the homelland in Afr
frica at the time
in our history when
w
our ancestors
a
had alreaddy evolveed to this dimensionn of
awareneess.
For
F this reaason, time does not have
h
an inttegrated reepresentatiion in Chinnese.
Chinesee grammar is all and only aboutt representation of sppace.
For
F examplle, there is no way to
o distinguiish tense inn the form
m of the verrb in
Chinesee. All verbss in Chinesse reflect only
o
the preesent tensee.
All
A words in Chinese evolved out of w
what were originally very conccrete
nouns. Concrete
C
nouns
n
are words
w
that are all aboout space, words thaat name objjects
in spacee.
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All
A words in
i Chinese are compo
osed of a ssingle syllaable, as woords composed
of multiiple syllables would not symbo
olize a singgle point. ((Multiple w
words are ooften
combined to form
m compoun
nd words in
n Chinese, in the sam
me way thaat ‘bedroom
m’ in
h is a word
d that is th
he combinaation of tw
wo other ddistinct woords, ‘bed’ and
English
‘room’.)
The
T Chinesse writing system
s
is completely
c
y oriented to space, uunlike Engglish,
for exam
mple, which is mucch more orriented to time. Thee English w
writing system
uses an alphabet. In order to
o understaand a writteen word inn English, it is necesssary
r
to read throug
gh the word
d one letteer, or soundd, at a timee. This proocess
for the reader
takes tim
me, and En
nglish orien
nts primariily to time. Chinese w
writing, hoowever, oriients
more to
o space. Eaach word in
n Chinese is written uusing a picctograph, a characterr that
symboliizes a pictture. Wherreas alphab
bets symbbolize timee, pictograaphs symboolize
space. A picture iss designed
d to be seen
n all at oncce, not in ppieces, andd a picture does
not chan
nge over tiime.

n order to symbolizee their awaareness of sspace and time, ancient peoplee had
In
to orien
nt themselv
ves in a dirrection with
h respect tto space annd time thaat enabled such
awareneess.
While
W
in th
he homelan
nd in Africa, people w
would orieent to time. Upon leaaving
the hom
meland, peo
ople would
d instead orrient to spaace.
Speakers
S
of
o Chinesee oriented to the pooint. Durinng their time at thee 1st
dimensiion of awaareness, an
nd while in
n Africa, tthey did nnot orient tto any speecific
point in
n space. Th
hey orienteed to the po
oint in timee of the noow. The pooint of the now
changed
d continuo
ously, and the
t only co
onstant waas that peoople orienteed to the eeverchangin
ng point off the now.
Orientation
O
n to time in
nvolves orrientation tto the sunn. In order to undersstand
how thee Chinese symbolicaally orienteed, considder that thee sun is thhe primaryy and
most distinctive body of spaace-time in
n our part oof the worlld. Instead of orientinng to
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some spot on the earth, as cultures that oriented to subsequent dimensions came to
do, while still in the homeland of mankind in the 1st dimension of awareness,
people would instinctively constantly orient toward the sun. However, the
relationship between the earth and the sun is not constant, because the earth rotates
constantly on its axis, over the course of a cycle known as the day.
This required that people symbolically turn constantly over the course of the
day in order to maintain their orientation to the sun. The body would symbolically
mark out a 360o circle over the course of the day. The homeland of mankind is
somewhere in the vicinity of the equator. At the equator, the sun would rise in the
east, pass directly overhead, and then set in the west. People would rotate their
bodies clockwise throughout the day, shifting their head as necessary forward to
observe the sun as it rose in the east, upward as it passed directly overhead, back to
forward as it set in the west, and then downward as the sun passed directly
underneath as it crossed the back side of the earth.
People would symbolically reorient throughout the day toward the direction
of the sun. Each time that a person would orient to a point, the point where the sun
was now, there was no awareness that the point had a past, where it was before, or
a future, where it would be after. There was only awareness of each point as long
as it was here, now, because upon reorientation to another point, there would be a
new point of the here, now, which would become the only point of their awareness
and existence of the here and now.
After leaving Africa, and during later dimensions of awareness, the
ancestors of the speakers of Chinese began to orient to a fixed point in space on the
earth. The single most distinctive point in all of space to select as their point of
awareness by which to orient themselves is the midpoint in the cycle of the day,
the point of noon, when the sun is at the highest point in the heavens.
Because the sun passes through the heavens in the south (for speakers of
Chinese, who were at this time in the northern hemisphere), speakers of Chinese
began to orient to space-time by facing the south.
In Chinese, such notions as orienting oneself, attending a school orientation,
and reading a device instructional guide all use words relating to ‘south pointer’, as
does the Chinese word that is equivalent to ‘compass’.
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The
T 1st stag
ge of evolu
ution in aw
wareness w
was to the awareness of existeence.
The objject of the here and now
n
mightt be Bill, foor examplee, or it migght not be Bill.
Althoug
gh other an
nimals can
n be awaree of an objject that iss at the pooint of the here
and now
w, they do
o not hav
ve nouns that
t
enablee their miinds to bee aware off the
existencce of an ob
bject when
n it is not here, now . Out of siight is com
mpletely ouut of
awareneess.
In the 1st dimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awareeness of thhe existencce of
han what was
w at the point of the
t here annd now, thhrough thee use of thhe 1st
other th
dimensiion words of languag
ge, nouns.
There
T
was still
s no awareness off change inn an object each time that it cam
me to
occupy the point of the herre and now
w, as nothinng could bbe remembbered abouut an
f
its nam
me other th
han that the object exxists.
object from
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As
A an analo
ogy to help understaand the po int, imaginne a river of space-ttime,
with rafts, in the form of circular
c
bllack pointss, which ssymbolize objects thhat a
wn the river. Considder a persoon lying onn his
person might experience, flloating dow
back in
n the riverr with his face just below thee surface oof the watter. All off his
awareneess of the entire
e
riverr at any giv
ven point iin time woould be thee point in space
immediately in fro
ont of his nose,
n
at wh
hich time hhe could hhave no aw
wareness off any
other po
oint on the river.
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Let
L us reviiew the sy
ymbolism of the 1st dimensionn of awarreness. Thhe 1st
dimensiion is the dimension
d
ness of exisstence, at tthe point. E
Each wordd is a
of awaren
point, an
nd the sim
mplest word
ds are noun
ns, which ddescribe sppace.

n the anccient Greeek pantheo
on of godds, accordding to H
Hesiod, thee 1st
In
dimensiion was rep
presented by
b 1 god. This
T god w
was femalee. Female rrelates to space.
Male reelates to tim
me, but as yet there was no aw
wareness of time, andd there weere at
this tim
me no primaary male go
ods. There were som
me minor, secondary ggods accorrding
to Hesiiod, but th
hese are not
n relevaant to the primary gods that representt the
dimensiions of awaareness of nature.
The
T 1 godd
dess of the 1st dimension was thhe goddess Gaea, the goddess of the
earth. The
T earth symbolizes space, sin
nce everythhing that w
we know abbout spacee our
ancestorrs would have
h
seen here,
h
on thee earth.
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Let
L us now
w examine the next major
m
stagee in the evvolution off the awareeness
nd
of naturre of our an
ncestors, th
he 2 Dim
mension of A
Awarenesss.
st
In
n the 1 dimension of
o awarenesss, there w
was awareness of 1, sppace. In the 2nd
dimensiion of awaareness, thiis awareneess of 1 subbdivided, aand there w
was awareeness
nd
of 2, space and tim
me. In the 2 dimenssion of aw
wareness, alll aspects oof nature ccould
be subd
divided into
o one or th
he other off these twoo distinctioons. All asppects of naature
of whicch mankind
d was awaare at that time weree completeely similarr to one off the
distinctiions, spacee or time, and
a were completely dissimilarr to the other distinctiion.
In
n order to recognizee similarities and diffferences aamong asppects of naature,
there must
m
be aw
wareness of
o subdivission withiin the unitty of natuure. Only with
awareneess of subd
division caan similaritties or diffferences bee recognizzed. Awareeness
of subd
division req
quires awaareness of a cycle off nature. A cycle is tthat whichh has
stages, each of which
w
can be recogn
nized to bbe differennt. For exaample, a ppoint
ment can bbe compossed of 2 ppoints, eacch of
cannot be subdivided, but a ray segm
o
a different position. Once diffferences arre recognizzed withinn the
which occupies
stages of
o a cycle of
o nature, then
t
structu
urally simiilar similarrities and ddifferencess can
be recognized in other areaas of awareeness. It w
was the aw
wareness off progressiively
omplex cy
ycles of naature that enabled oour ancestoors to beccome awarre of
more co
progressively morre evolved distinction
ns, or subddivisions, w
within the uunity of naature.

The
T
notion
n from geeometry th
hat is anaalogous too the 2nd dimensionn of
awareneess is the notion of the ray seegment. Inn the 2nd ddimension of awarenness,
there are 2 points of awareneess, as shown in the ddiagram.
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In
n 1 dimenssional geom
metry, kno
own as lineear geomettry, the poiint and thee line
nd
exist. In
n the 2 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, insteead of the entire linee of geom
metry,
where a line exten
nds in 2 diirections, the
t extensiion is in a single dirrection onlyy, in
the form
m of a geometric ray
y. Furtherm
more, the raay does noot extend innfinitely, ssince
the awaareness of mankind is
i finite, su
uch that w
we can recoognize the ray as beiing a
ray segm
ment. On a ray segm
ment, whicch we symb
mbolize as sshown in tthe diagram
m as
being co
omposed of
o 2 distincct points, an
n object thhat exists caan be posittioned eithher at
one poiint or the other
o
pointt on the raay segmennt. There arre no otheer relationsships
that a raay segmentt can symb
bolize.

The
T 2nd dim
mension of
o awareneess can bee represennted in lannguage byy the
numberr 2. This is reasonab
ble, as thiss simple rrepresentattion of a rray segmennt is
compossed of 2 points.

During
D
the stage of th
he 2nd dimeension of aawareness, our ancesttors evolveed to
the 2nd dimension
d
of language develop
pment. Thee form of w
word to evvolve in thee 2nd
dimensiion of aw
wareness was
w
the adjective.
a
The adjeective evoolved in each
nd
subsequ
uent stage,, but durin
ng the 2 dimensionn of awareeness, only the simpplest
form off adjectivees existed. These weere unidireectional addjectives. Unidirectiional
adjectiv
ves are adjeectives thaat representt 2 states oof a single oobject, 2 ppositions onn the
ray segm
ment of tiime or spaace. An ex
xample is tthe pair off adjectivees ‘young’ and
‘old’. Bob
B can be young no
ow, at this point in tim
me. Or, Bob can be old now, such
that he was
w young
g then, at a point in th
he past.
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During
D
thee 2nd dim
mension of awareneess, languuage deveeloped 2 new
grammaatical strucctures, thee phrase and the senntence. Eaach was ccomposed of 2
words. An
A example of a phrrase is ‘big
g man’, whhere the adjjective ‘bigg’ modifies the
noun ‘m
man’. An ex
xample of a sentencee is ‘Bill biig(now)’ oor ‘Bill smaall(past)’. N
Note
that theese adjectiv
ves would
d have refllected the tense, sinnce there w
were as yeet no
verbs. As
A well, eaach word could be co
omposed off 2 syllablees, as a woord brokenn into
2 syllab
bles would symbolizee 2 points on
o a ray segment.
A ray segm
ment, in itss simplest form as reepresentedd here, is ccomposed of 2
points. An
A object can be possitioned at the 1st poinnt on the rray segmennt, and thenn the
n
object can
c later bee positioneed at the 2nd
point on the ray segment, at w
which timee the
st
time of being posiitioned at the
t 1 poin
nt on the raay segmentt will lie inn the past. W
With
st
s
ge, we can say the 1 word of a phrase oor a sentennce, and thhen we cann say
languag
nd
the 2 word
w
of th
he phrase or
o the senteence, at whhich time thhe saying of the 1st w
word
will lie in the pastt.

The
T 2nd dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t ray seg
gment.
nd
In
n the 2 diimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awarenness of 2 faacets of tim
me, 2
tenses of
o time. Th
here was awareness
a
of the pressent tense,, the pointt of the now in
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time, an
nd there was awareneess of the past tense,, and of thhe point thaat went before.
Our anccestors wou
uld not haave becomee aware off both the ppast and thhe future aat the
same tim
me in theirr evolution
n, and it was
w still farr in the futture that m
mankind w
would
be able to ponder the future as well.

The
T 2nd dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t ray seg
gment.
In
n the 2nd dimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awarenness of 2 ppoints in sppace,
the poin
nt of the here
h
and th
he point off the theree. Each perrson, at that stage inn our
evolutio
on, could become
b
aw
ware of som
mething whhen that thhing reacheed the poinnt of
the heree in space, right in frront of the person, annd could thhen continuue to be aw
ware
of that thing
t
as it repositione
r
ed to the po
oint of the there.
When
W
a thin
ng left the point of th
he here, succh that it w
was no longger at the ppoint
of the here
h
on thee ray segmeent, it wou
uld move too the pointt of the theere. Adjecttives
of langu
uage, unid
directional adjectivess, were abble to idenntify the pposition off the
point on
n the ray seegment.
Other
O
than existence and posittion, nothinng else coould be reecalled aboout a
thing on
nce it left the point of the here in spacce, becausee languagee had no oother
words th
hat might express
e
aw
wareness off other relaationships iin space.
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In
n the 2nd diimension of
o awareneess, awarenness of the body subddivided, innto 2.
The bod
dy was reccognized no
ot to be a single,
s
monnolithic whhole, but w
was recognnized
to be co
omposed off 2 symmeetrical sidess, a left sidde and a rigght side.
Each
E
side had
h an arm,, such that there weree 2 arms. E
Each arm w
was subdivvided
into 2, and
a upper arm and a lower arm
m (forearm)). The foreearm was ssubdividedd into
2, an arm
m and a haand.
Let
L us focus on the haands. Awarreness of eeach hand ccould now subdividee into
2, as there was aw
wareness th
hat the thu
umb couldd now sepaarate from the rest off the
hand, which
w
remaained as before as a closed fist. There werre thereforee 2 parts of the
hand, th
he thumb and
a the restt of the han
nd.
The
T thumb is compossed of 2 bo
ones, or diigits. The tthumb couuld extend in 2
ways with
w respectt to the rest of the haand; the thuumb couldd extend foorward, parrallel
to the reest of the hand,
h
as itt had beforre, or the tthumb couuld extend away from
m the
rest of the
t hand, and
a perpend
dicular to the
t rest of the hand.
st
In
n the 1 diimension of
o awareneess, only thhe arms weere used inn symbolism
m of
nd
nd
awareneess. In the 2 dimen
nsion, theree was awarreness of a 2 part oof the bodyy for
nd
use in symbolism.. In the 2 d dimension
n of awareness, 2 parrts of the bbody were used
mbolism, the arms and
d the head.
for sym
The
T symbo
olism of the 2nd dimeension of aawareness is all aboout recogniizing
distinctiion, or sub
bdivision, within
w
natture and w
within the hhuman boddy, where such
subdivission was always subd
division in
nto 2.

To
T become aware of the 2nd dim
mension rrequired aw
wareness oof a cycle. The
hands could
c
symb
bolize the flow throu
ugh the sttages of thhis cycle. T
The cycle was
itself su
ubdivided into 2, such
s
that there werre 2 half cycles, eeach of w
which
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symboliized the 2 ray segmeents that symbolize tthe 2 com
mponents off nature, space
and time.
Let
L us prep
pare the haands for ex
xamining tthe finger signs that symbolizee the
nd
2 dimeension of awareness.
a

To
T symboliize the 2nd dimension
n of awarenness using fingers siggns, begin with
st
the body
y as in the 1 dimenssion of awaareness.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
This
T is the initial
i
posiition to preepare for finnger signs.
Whereas
W
2 steps weree required to
t prepare for symboolism of thee 1st dimennsion
of awarreness, 3 steps willl be requ
uired to prrepare forr symbolissm of thee 2nd
dimensiion of awareness.
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n the 1st sttep, both arms
a
shift in
i the sam
me way. Usse both shooulders to shift
In
o
the upp
per arms 90 forward
d and upw
ward, such that the aarms extennd horizonntally
forward
d from the body.
b

At
A this poin
nt, extend the
t right th
humb upwaard. The thhumb is thee 1st part of the
hand to
o be disting
guished frrom the rest of the hhand. The thumb is appropriatte to
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symboliize the 2nd dimension
n of awareness, as eaach thumb is compossed of 2 boones.
The right thumb shifts
s
from
m a positio
on togetherr with the rest of thee hand to a 2nd
n, perpendiicular to th
he rest of th
he hand.
position
nd
In
n the 2 dimension
n of awareeness, therre are 2 ppossible poositions off the
thumb relative
r
to the rest off the hand
d, orientingg parallel tto the rest of the hannd or
orientin
ng perpend
dicular to th
he rest of the hand. One thum
mb will alw
ways orientt one
way, at which tim
me the other thumb will
w orient tthe other. T
The thumbb that oriennts to
nt of the heere will ex
xtend perpeendicular tto the rest of the hannd, whereass the
the poin
thumb that
t orientss to one off the pointss of the theere will oriient paralleel to the reest of
the hand
d.

n the 3rd step,
s
the arrms shift differentlyy. Use the right elboow to shift
ft the
In
o
forearm
m 90 upwaard, such that
t
the rig
ght thumb naturally touches thhe nose, att the
point of
o the heree. The lefft shoulderr continuees shifting the upper arm upw
ward
o
another 90 , such that the lefft arm exteends verticaally upwarrd, toward the heavenns.
This
T
is the position of
o the armss and handds at the coompletion of a compplete
cycle off symbolism
m, ready to
o begin another cyclee. From heere, we cann cycle throough
the entirre cycle off the handss, and exam
mine the syymbolism. This cyclee is the cyccle of
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awareneess of spacce and tim
me. Undersstanding thhe symbollism of thee stages inn the
cycle off the hand requires aw
wareness of
o a cycle oof nature.

Evolution
E
to
t the 2nd and
a subseq
quent dimeensions off awareness, evolutioon of
languag
ge, and evolution in understan
nding of reelationshipps that exist in time and
space alll require awareness
a
of
o cyclic changes in nature.
When
W
mank
kind would
d develop awarenesss of cyclicc changes iin nature, such
awareneess would enable ev
volution off the humaan mind, ssince all relationshipps in
nature follow
f
the same fund
damental paattern.
st
In
n the 1 dimension of
o awareneess, there was awareeness of thhe existencce of
light in the midst of what was
w otherw
wise darkneess, symboolized by tthe presencce of
he here. At
A that timee, darknesss was not recognizeed as
somethiing at the point of th
somethiing with its own exisstence, butt was considered to bbe merely the absencce of
light, th
he absence of someth
hing that ex
xists. As thhere was noo awarenesss of any ccycle
st
s
of naturre in the 1 dimensio
on of awareeness, therre was no aawareness of any paattern
in the recurring presence of light and
a
darkneess, such that durinng a period of
y awareness of light was
w that itt exists, evven thoughh there wass not
darknesss the only
light at the point of the here, now. In
I the 2nd dimensionn of awareeness, mannkind
d to the aw
wareness of
o a 2nd fo
orm of exiistence, daarkness. Inn other woords,
evolved
darknesss was no
ot merely the absence of ligght, but had its oown existeence.
Furtherm
more, the presence
p
of
o light and
d darkness was recoggnized to foollow a paattern
that could be un
nderstood; in other words m
mankind beecame aw
ware that their
d a cycle.
presence followed
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The
T first cy
ycle of naature of wh
hich mankkind becam
me aware, the cycle that
nd
enabled
d mankind to becomee aware of the 2 dim
mension, w
was the cyccle of lightt and
darknesss, which is known as
a the day. As the earrth rotates about its axis, the space
on the earth
e
is batthed in ligh
ht and then
n it is batheed in darknness. The ccycle of naature
of whicch mankind
d became aware in the
t 2nd dim
mension of awareness is a 2 sstage
cycle. In
n this cyclle, there is light, or day,
d
and thhen there iis darknesss, or night,, and
then thee cycle repeats.
There
T
was awareness
a
that if it was
w now att the pointt of darkneess in the ccycle
of the day,
d that it had been at the poin
nt of light in the cyccle of the dday in the ppast,
before. There wass as yet no awarenesss of any po ints in the future.
The
T 1st dim
mension off awarenesss began w
with the aawareness of light att the
nd
point off the now. The 2 dimension
d
will beginn with the point of ddarkness att the
point off the now, at which tiime the poiint of lightt will be inn the past.

n the 2nd dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree is awareeness of 2 ray segments.
In
Each raay segmen
nt is comp
posed of 2 points. The 2 rayy segmentts extend in 2
directions, horizon
ntally, forw
ward-rearw
ward, and vvertically, uupward-doownward.
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For
F each off the 2 ray segments, one of thee points sym
mbolizes tthe point of the
here and
d now. Theese 2 pointts coincidee, and repreesent the ssame pointt in space-ttime.
The oth
her point off each of th
he ray segm
ments is diffferent.
Therefore,
T
in total, th
here are 3 distinct ppoints on tthe 2 ray segments. The
cycle off symbolism
m is subdiivided into 2 half cyccles, as eacch hand cann represennt the
primary
y hand or the
t second
dary hand. Each halff cycle hass 3 positionns of the aarms
and han
nds, 1 posiition to sym
mbolize eaach of the 3 points oon the 2 raay segments of
awareneess.

In
n the 2nd dimension
n of awarreness, 2 parts of tthe body were used in
symboliism, once the
t body had
h prepareed for symb
mbolism. In addition tto the armss, the
head (th
he neck) was
w also useed.
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n the 1st dimension
d
of awaren
ness, after moving thhe arms innto positioon to
In
represen
nt symboliism, only 1 joint of th
he arm couuld be usedd in symboolism. This was
the elbo
ow joint.
In
n the 2nd dimension
d
of awaren
ness, after moving th
the arms innto positioon to
represen
nt symbolism, 2 jointts of the arrm could bbe used in ssymbolism
m. These aree the
elbow jo
oint and th
he shoulderr joint.

n the 2nd diimension of
o awareneess, in addiition to thee arms, the head was used
In
in orderr to symbolize awareness of thee ray segm
ments of spaace-time. T
The neck ccould
shift thee head alon
ng 1 axis of orientatio
on, upwardd-downwarrd.
The
T head co
ould orien
nt forward, such that the eyes ccould look forward aalong
the horiizontal ray
y segment of
o space. The
T head ccould also orient upw
ward, suchh that
the eyess could loo
ok upward along the vertical raay segmentt of time. T
The head ccould
then reo
orient down
nward, succh that the eyes can aagain look horizontally forwardd.
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n
At
A the timee of the 2nd
dimensiion of awaareness, thhere was aawareness of 2
subdivissions within the unitty of nature. As subddivision is subdivisioon into 2, tthere
was theerefore awaareness off 22 subdiv
visions of nnature. 22, 2 multipllied by itseelf 2
times, is
i equal to 4. There was at thiis time aw
wareness off a subdiviision of naature
into 4.
We
W can therefore con
nsider awarreness of thhe 360o cirrcle of the horizon off our
awareneess as subd
divided intto 4, wheree one-fourtth of 360 iis 90, suchh that there was
o
awareneess of 90 .
This
T
awareeness was symbolized by an awareeness of corresponnding
subdivission on thee body. Th
here was no
ow awarenness of distiinct and seeparate parrts of
the bod
dy, just as there
t
was awareness of subdivvisions withhin all asppects of naature,
such thaat there waas awareneess that parrts of the bbody weree able to m
move separaately
and disttinctly from
m the rest of
o the body
y in their syymbolism..
The
T minimu
um motion
n of any part of the bbody, relaative to thee other parrts of
the bod
dy, in order to symbo
olize awarreness of sspace-timee in the 2ndd dimensioon of
awareneess was 90
0 o.
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Once
O
the bo
ones of thee arms had
d completedd preparatiion for sym
mbolism of the
2 dimension of awareness
a
, there wass movemennt of the jooints of the arms andd the
mbolism.
head (neeck) in sym
The
T smallesst angle off movemen
nt of any jooint that w
was used inn symbolism
m of
nd
o
the 2 dimension
d
of awaren
ness was 90
0.
nd
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To
T symboliize the 1st point
p
in thee 1st half oof the cyclee of symboolism of the 2nd
dimensiion of awaareness, usee the left elbow
e
to shhift the forrearm 90o ddownwardd and
rearwarrd, such thaat the foreaarm extend
ds horizonttally rearw
ward and beehind the hhead.
In this position,
p
th
he left hand
d is not vissible, and sso is not ussed in the ssymbolism
m.
Because
B
on
nly 1 hand is used in symbolism
m, only 1 ppoint is syymbolized. The
right haand is posiitioned immediately in front oof the nosee, and so ssymbolizess the
point off the here in
i space an
nd the poin
nt of the nnow in tim
me. This pooint symbolizes
the poin
nt of the heere and now
w.
At
A this stag
ge in the awareness
a
of mankinnd, objectss would ennter a persson’s
awareneess when they
t
reach
hed the point of the here and now. In oother wordds, at
some tiime, an ob
bject would
d be positioned righht here, rigght now. F
From that time
onward, the perso
on could continue
c
to
o be awarre of that object, ussing a nouun of
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languag
ge, such thaat even wh
hen no long
ger at the ppoint of thhe here, thee use of a nnoun
would enable
e
conttinued awaareness of the
t object.
Because
B
wee can become aware of an objeect when itt reaches thhe point of the
here and
d now, wee can consiider that to
o be the pooint of lighht in the cyycle of the day.
There iss light (day
y) at the po
oint of the here
h in spaace, at the ppoint of thhe now in tiime.

To
T symboliize the 2nd point in th
he half cyccle, use thee left shoullder to shifft the
o
upper arrm 90 forrward and downward
d
d, such thatt the upperr arm becom
mes horizoontal
and thee forearm becomes
b
vertical,
v
an
nd such thhat left thuumb is positioned att the
point off the here, right in fro
ont of the nose.
n
At thhe same tim
me, use thee right elboow to
o
shift the forearm 90 forwaard and downward, such thatt the uppeer arm andd the
m form an angle of 180o, exten
nding the rright hand to the poiint at the oother
forearm
end of the
t ray segment exten
nding forw
ward in spacce.
At
A this timee, the left thumb
t
shiffts to extennd away fr
from the reest of the hhand,
perpend
dicular to th
he other fingers of th
he hand, suuch that thee thumb toouches the nose,
at the point of thee here. As well,
w
the right thumbb shifts to jjoin the reest of the hhand,
o the hand
d.
parallel to the otheer fingers of
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The
T left haand symbo
olizes the point of thhe here annd now. T
The right hhand
symboliizes the po
oint at the other
o
end of
o the ray ssegment thhat symbollizes spacee, the
point off the there and then.

Space
S
and time
t
seem to speakers of English, on thee basis of ttheir languuage,
to be seeparate, butt they are integrated
i
in
i the mindd, in the foorm of spacce-time. Let us
consideer what thiis means in
i terms of
o words th
that relate to space and time. The
words in
i languag
ge that are used to position obj
bjects in sppace are thhe same ass the
words th
hat are useed to positiion objects in time.
An
A object would
w
first enter a person’s awaareness by reaching tthe point of the
person’s here in space,
s
at th
he point off the personn’s now inn time. The person ccould
n to represeent the objeect once it left the pooint of the here and nnow.
then creeate a noun
The
T objectt could th
hen move away from
m the perrson. The person ccould
continue to observ
ve the objeect as it mo
oved away from the ppoint of the here in space.
oved away
y, a persoon would watch thee object m
move
Facing the object as it mo
s
beffore the pooint of thee here. Ass the
progressively fartther beforee him in space,
m
progressively farther in space, thee ray segment of spacce would ggrow
object moved
progressively long
ger.
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Space and time seem to people to be separate, distinct, and unrelated, due to
their separation in language, but space and time only exist in the mind of man in
the integrated form of space-time. Therefore, as an object would move
progressively before the point of the here in space, it would also move
progressively before the point of the now in time.
What does this mean? The farther before the point of the here in space that
an object could be observed to move, the farther before the point of the now in
time the object moves. The farther before the point of the here that an object moves
in space, the farther before the point of the now in time it becomes since the object
was at the point of the here and now. In other words, the farther that an object
moves before the person’s point of the here in space, the farther before the point of
the now it becomes since the object was at the point of the here and now. Notice
that the word before is used in English to represent both in front in space and in the
past in time.
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To
T symboliize the 3rd point in the half cyycle, use thhe right shhoulder to shift
the uppeer arm 90o upward, such
s
that th
he right arm
m becomess vertical.
The
T 2 hand
ds form a ray segmeent that syymbolizes time. The left hand still
symboliizes the po
oint of the here. The right handd symbolizzes the poiint at the oother
end of the
t ray segment that symbolizes
s
s time, the point of thhe there annd then.
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The
T left thu
umb is positioned succh that it toouches thee nose, at tthe point of the
here and
d now. Th
he left thum
mb at the point
p
of thee now sym
mbolizes daarkness (niight)
now. Th
he right th
humb exten
nds to the other poinnt in the ray segmennt of time, and
symboliizes light (day)
(
at thee point of the
t past.
When
W
theree is light (day)
(
at th
he point off the here,, I can loook horizonntally
along th
he ray seg
gment of space
s
and see pointss of light, points of distinctionn, of
which I can be aw
ware. If I lo
ook verticaally upwarrd along thhe ray segm
ment of tim
me, I
can see no distincction in thee heavens. The heaveens seem hhomogenouus, and theere is
no ability to recog
gnize distin
nction with
hin the heavvens.
When
W
theree is darknesss at the po
oint of the here and nnow, I can look alongg the
ray seg
gment of space
s
and can be aw
ware of nnothing, ass there is no distincction
possiblee within sp
pace due to
o the darkn
ness. If I loook up, to tthe point aat the otherr end
of the vertical
v
ray
y segment, I can see light. Wheen there iss darkness at the poinnt of
the now
w, here, theere is light visible in the heavenns, enablinng distinctiion at the ppoint
of the other
o
end of
o the ray segment. There
T
is no awarenesss of meaning in the llight,
but therre is only awareness
a
that
t it existts, and of iits positionn along thee ray segmeent.
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The
T 2nd halff of the cyccle is symm
metrical to the 1st hallf of the cyycle.
1st, the right elbow sh
hifts the forrearm rearw
ward and oout of view
w, such thaat the
n symbolizze the poin
nt of the noow.
left hand alone can
nd
2 , the righ
ht shoulderr shifts thee upper arm
m forward and downw
ward, brinnging
the foreearm forwaard, such that the han
nd is posittioned at thhe point of the here,, and
the left elbow shifts the foreearm and hand
h
forward to the point of thhe there, aalong
o space.
the horiizontal ray segment of
At
A this timee, the rightt thumb shiifts to exteend away ffrom the reest of the hhand,
such thaat the thum
mb touches the nosee, at the pooint of thee here. As well, the rright
thumb shifts
s
to joiin the rest of the hand
d.
This
T
has siimilar sym
mbolism to the 1st haalf of the ccycle. How
wever, wee can
understaand this in
i a sligh
htly differeent way. Instead oof considerring from
m the
perspective of the object thaat is moving away froom us, whiile we remaain at the ppoint
of the here,
h
we can
c consid
der from th
he perspecctive of uss moving aaway from
m the
point of the heree, while another
a
objject remaiins at the point of the here. The
ancestorrs of thesee people ev
volved in Africa.
A
Thhey then m
migrated noorthward ouut of
Africa. With theirr bodies orienting
o
so
outhward ttoward thee point of their origiin in
d see from their curreent point of the here along the rray segmennt of
Africa, they could
o their oriiginal poin
nt of the th
here in Affrica. At tthe same ttime, from
m the
space to
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current point of th
he now, theey could bee aware off a time in the past w
when their ppoint
h was there, in theiir homelan
nd in Africaa.
of the here
rd
3 , the leftt shoulder shifts the entire arm
m verticallyy upward tto the poinnt of
t verticaal ray segm
ment of tiime. At thhis time, tthe right hhand
the therre along the
symboliizes light (day)
(
at th
he point off the here. When therre is light at the poinnt of
the heree, now, daarkness (niight) lies at
a the poinnt of the tthere, in thhe past, att the
previou
us point of awareneess in the cycle off the day. There is awarenesss of
distinctiion here, but
b there iss no awareeness of annything diistinct at thhe point off the
there, in
n the heaveens.

Jaapanese is an examp
ple of a lan
nguage thaat orients too the 2nd sstage of huuman
awareneess, the staage of awaareness of the
t 2nd dim
mension, reeflecting thhe fact thaat the
ancestorrs of the modern
m
sp
peakers of Japanese lleft the hoomeland inn Africa att the
time in our historry when ou
ur ancesto
ors had alreeady evolvved to thiss dimensioon of
awareneess.
Unlike
U
Chin
nese, whose speakerrs orient too the 1st diimension, and for w
which
time does not have an integrrated repreesentation, in Japanesse, whose sspeakers orient
nsion, time does haave an inntegrated rrepresentattion. Verbbs in
to the 2nd dimen
t presentt tense. Thhe future is representeed in
Japanesse can refleect the pastt tense or the
Japanesse using th
he present tense, and
d not as a distinct teense, sincee there waas no
nd
awareneess of the future
f
during the 2 dimensionn of awarenness. As w
well, at the time
nd
in our history
h
when there was
w only aw
wareness oof the 2 ddimension,, there werre as
yet no verbs in language. There were
w
only adjectives. All truee adjectivees in
Japanesse can refleect both thee present teense and thhe past tennse.
Whereas
W
alll words in Chinese are
a compossed of a sinngle syllabble, in Japaanese
words can
c be com
mposed of 1 or 2 sylllables, withh compounnd words ccomposed of 2
pairs off 1 or 2 sylllables.
Whereas
W
th
he word waas the mosst complexx grammattical structture duringg the
st
1 dimeension of awareness, during th
he 2nd dim
mension off awarenesss there weere 2
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new stru
uctures, th
he phrase and
a the sen
ntence. Ann example oof a phrase is ‘old m
man’,
where the
t adjectiv
ve ‘old’ modifies
m
th
he noun ‘m
man’. An eexample off a sentencce is
‘man olld’, where the adjecttive ‘old’ is a prediccate adjecttive, whichh also connveys
the tensse, old now
w or old in the
t past.

n order to symbolizee their awaareness of sspace and time, ancient peoplee had
In
to orien
nt themselv
ves in a dirrection with
h respect tto space annd time thaat enabled such
awareneess.
Speakers
S
of
o Japanese oriented
d to the rray segmennt. The raay segmennt is
compossed of 2 po
oints, the point
p
of thee here andd now and the point oof the therre, in
the pastt. Speakerss of Japaneese oriented
d to the po int of the ppast.
And
A
wheree was thee past? During
D
theiir time att the 2nd dimensionn of
awareneess, and while in Afrrica, they oriented
o
too the point of the passt in time. This
is the po
oint of noo
on in the cy
ycle of thee day, whicch is the pooint of maxximum light in
the cyclle of the daay. In the 1st dimensiion of awaareness, aw
wareness w
was to the ppoint
nd
of light. Now, in the
t 2 dim
mension off awareness, awareneess begins with darknness,
h time awaareness of light lies in
i the past.. The poinnt of noon ssymbolizess the
at which
point off the past in
n time.
After
A
leaviing Africaa, and du
uring laterr dimensiions of aawareness, the
ancestorrs of the speakers
s
of
o Japanesee began too orient to the point of the paast in
space. These
T
peop
ple evolved
d in the ho
omeland off mankindd in Africa.. Upon leaaving
the hom
meland, they migrated
d northwarrd, along a path that ffollows thee symbolism
m of
a ray seegment. Att this time,, these speakers wouuld face theeir homelaand, towardd the
point off their past. This poin
nt would liee in the souuth.
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Speakers
S
off Japanese oriented to
o the ray ssegment, thhe segmentt that extennded
from the point of the here in
n space, wh
here they aare now, too the point of their paast in
he point off the south
h, where theey were in the past.
space, th

The
T 2nd dimension of
o evolutio
on in awaareness w
was to the awarenesss of
position
n. An objecct might bee Bill as hee is now, oold, for exaample, or iit might bee Bill
as he was in the past, young.
here are no
ow 2 posssibilities, as
a either soomething ccan be positioned att the
Th
point off the here and now or at a diifferent pooint on thee ray segm
ment of huuman
awareneess, at a point
p
of th
he there an
nd then. Inn other woords, nounns can refeer to
things th
hat are currrently at th
he point off the here aand now, oor they cann refer to thhings
that are not at the point of th
he here and
d now, but which werre at the pooint of the here
w at some point
p
in thee past.
and now
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As
A an analo
ogy to help
p understan
nd the ray segment, iimagine a river of sppacetime, with rafts, in
n the form of circularr black poiints, whichh symbolizee objects thhat a
m
expeerience, flo
oating dow
wn the riverr. Considerr a person standing inn the
person might
middle of the riveer, facing downstream
d
m. All of hhis awarenness of thee entire rivver at
n time wou
uld be the points
p
thatt extend likke a ray seegment in ffront
any given point in
e
The ray is off course a segment, because he cannott see infinnitely
of his eyes.
downstrream along
g the river. His first view of a raft floatinng along thhe river w
would
be when
n it is at a position im
mmediately
y in front oof his nosee, at the pooint of the here
and now
w, and as time
t
went by the rafft would prrogressively be posittioned at m
more
and morre distant points.
p
Thee further beefore the ppoint of thee here that the rafts m
move
in spacee, the furth
her before the
t point of
o the now that the raafts will m
move in tim
me, as
it will be
b more in the past sin
nce the raffts were at the point oof the here and now.
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Let
L us revieew the sym
mbolism of
o the 2nd ddimension of awarenness. As thhe 1st
dimensiion evolveed into thee 2nd dimeension, aw
wareness off existencee evolved into
awareneess of position, awarreness of the point evolved innto awarenness of thee ray
segmen
nt, awareneess of word
ds evolved into awar eness of phhrases, andd awarenesss of
nouns evolved
e
into awareness of adjecctives.
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n the ancieent Greek pantheon
p
of
o gods, thee 2nd dimennsion was representeed by
In
2 gods. One god was
w male and
a the oth
her god waas female. M
Male relattes to time,, and
r
to space.
s
female relates
According
A
to Hesiod,, the earth gave rise to the heaavens. Thee 1 goddesss of
st
the 1 dimension,
d
the goddeess Gaea, the
t goddesss of the eaarth, in thee 2nd dimennsion
gave risse to Uran
nus, the go
od of the heavens. T
The earth symbolizees space, ssince
everything that we
w know ab
bout space our ancestors wouldd have seen on the eearth.
mbolize tim
me, since what
w
we knnow aboutt time, andd the cyclees of
The heaavens sym
time in nature, wee observe in
n the heaveens.
n the 1st diimension, the goddess of space was alonne. In the 2nd dimenssion,
In
there is also a god
d of time. Although
A
male
m gods came 2nd, and although awareeness
of time came 2nd, in the 2ndd dimension, time annd male goods becamee primary,, and
nd female goddessess became secondary.
s
In additioon to awareeness of sppace,
space an
here, on
n earth, sym
mbolized by
b Gaea, there
t
was nnow also aawareness of time, thhere,
in the heavens, symbolized by
b Uranus..
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Let
L us now
w examine the next major
m
stagee in the evvolution off the awareeness
rd
of naturre of our an
ncestors, th
he 3 Dimeension of A
Awarenesss.
rd
In
n the 3 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, the 2 of the 2nnd dimensiion subdivvided
again. The
T 2nd of the 2, thee one from
m the 2nd diimension, subdividedd within ittself,
making 2. This maade a total of 3 in thee 3rd dimennsion.
n the 2nd dimension,
d
, the primaary finger that was uused for syymbolism was
In
the thum
mb, where the thumb
b is a fing
ger that is ssubdividedd into 2 boones. In thhe 3rd
dimensiion, this fo
ocus on thee fingers th
hat were uused for sym
mbolism ssubdivided into
2, the thumb
t
and
d the indeex finger, where thee index fiinger is a finger thaat is
subdivid
ded into 3 bones. Fro
om now un
ntil the 5th ddimensionn of awarenness, the thhumb
is used not for itss own sym
mbolism bu
ut only forr touching bones, thereby marrking
them, of the other fingers.
n the 3rd dimension
n of awarreness, thhe 1 cyclee of the 2nd dimennsion
In
subdivid
ded into 2 cycles, a cycle
c
of 3 stages andd a cycle oof 4 stages.. Each of tthese
cycles is
i subdivid
ded into 2 cycles,
c
a cy
ycle of spaace and a ccycle of tim
me. The cyycles
rd
of the 3 dimensiion are sym
mbolized on
o the 2 inndex fingeers, each oof which hhas 3
bones.

The
T notion
n from geo
ometry thaat is analoogous to tthe 3rd dim
mension iss the
rd
notion of
o the line segment. In
I the 3 dimension,
d
there are 3 points off awarenesss, as
shown in
i the diagrram.
In
n 1 dimenssional geom
metry, kno
own as lineear geomettry, the poiint and thee line
rd
are reprresented. In
I the 3 dimension
n of awareeness, insteead of the unidirectiional
nd
extensio
on of the 2 dimension, the lin
ne extendss in 2 direcctions. Thee line doess not
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extend infinitely,
i
since the awareness
a
of mankinnd is finite,, so we cann recognizee the
line as being
b
a bid
directional line segm
ment. On a line segmeent, whichh we symboolize
as being
g composeed of 3 diistinct poin
nts, whichh form 2 ddistinct rayy segmentss, an
object that
t
exists can be in motion
m
at one point or from onne point too another ppoint
on the line segm
ment. Theree are no other
o
relattionships tthat a linee segment can
symboliize.

The
T 3rd dim
mension of
o awareneess can bee represennted in lannguage byy the
numberr 3. This is reasonab
ble, as thiss simple reepresentatiion of a liine segmennt is
compossed of 3 points.

During
D
the stage of th
he 3rd dimeension of aawareness, our ancesttors evolveed to
the 3rd dimension
d
of languag
ge develop
pment. Thee form of w
word to evvolve in thhe 3rd
dimensiion of aw
wareness was
w the veerb. The vverb evolvved in each subseqquent
dimensiion of aw
wareness, but
b during the 3rd ddimension of awarenness, onlyy the
simplest form of verbs existed. Thesse were inntransitive verbs. Moost intranssitive
hat represeent motion
n. In the 3rrd dimension, there aare 3 form
ms of
verbs arre verbs th
motion of an objeect, 3 formss of motion
n in time aand space aalong a linne segmentt that
posed of 3 points. There
T
is motion
m
at a point, m
motion from
m a point, and
is comp
motion to a point.. An exam
mple is the trio
t of verb
rbs ‘come’, ‘go’, andd ‘sit’. Bobb can
o this pointt, sit at thiss point, and
d go from tthis point.
come to
rd
In
n the 3 diimension, language
l
developed
d
another neew grammatical struccture,
the clau
use. A clau
use at this time
t
was composed oof 3 wordss. An exam
mple of a cllause
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is ‘big man
m comess’, where th
he adjectiv
ve ‘big’ moodifies the noun ‘mann’ and the verb
‘comes’’ indicates motion off the noun
n. These 3 words reppresent 3 ppoints on a line
segmen
nt.

The
T clause,, the 3rd diimension unit
u of meeaning, is ccomposed of 3 partss, an
adjectiv
ve, a noun, and a verb
b. The stru
ucture of thhe clause iss well reprresented byy the
st
line seg
gment. Thee noun, thee 1 dimen
nsion unit oof meaningg, symboliizes space,, and
is alonee in the miiddle of th
he segmentt. The adjeective and the verb, the 2nd andd 3rd
dimensiion units of
o meaning
g, symbolizze time, annd are at tthe ends oof the segm
ment.
The nou
un symbolizes only space.
s
Thee adjective has some symbolism
m of time. The
verb has the greatest symbollism of tim
me.

Another
A
typ
pe of intraansitive verb is the vverb ‘to bee’. The vaarious form
ms of
this verrb can reprresent nou
uns or adjeectives thatt apply forr a segmennt in time. An
examplee sentence is ‘man iss teacher’. In this casse, the mann is a teachher at the ppoint
in time of the now
w, although
h he was no
ot so at alll points in his past, annd althouggh he
will nott be so at all pointss in his futture. This verb can be considdered to reeflect
motion,, since he moved
m
fro
om not bein
ng a teacher in the ppast to beinng a teacher in
the pressent, and he
h can mo
ove again to
t not beinng a teachher in the ffuture. He is a
teacher for a segm
ment in time.
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The
T 3rd dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t line seg
gment.
rd
In
n the 3 diimension of
o awareness, there w
was awarenness of 3 faacets of tim
me, 3
tenses of
o time. Th
here was awareness
a
of the pressent tense,, the pointt of the now in
time, th
here was aw
wareness of
o the past tense, andd of the pooint that weent before,, and
there waas awareneess of the future
f
tensee, of the pooint that w
will come affter.
rd
Time
T
in thee 3 dimen
nsion of aw
wareness is symbolizeed using thhe index finnger.
The ind
dex finger is a fingeer that is composed
c
oof 3 boness. The inddex finger well
symboliizes the 3 points
p
of aw
wareness in
i time of tthe 3rd dim
mension of awareness.
Consider
C
th
he index finger
f
exteending forrward from
m the bodyy. The miiddle
bone off the index
x finger sy
ymbolizes the point of the noow. The boone beforee the
middle bone sym
mbolizes thee point off the past, of the tim
me that went before. The
bone affter the mid
ddle bone symbolizes the pointt of the futture, of thee time that will
come affter.
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The
T 3rd dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t line seg
gment.
rd
In
n the 3 diimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awarenness of 3 ppoints in sppace,
the poin
nt of the heere, the point of the there
t
beforre me in sppace, and tthe point of the
there affter me in space. Eacch person, at that staage in our evolution, could beccome
aware of
o somethin
ng before that
t thing reached
r
thee point of tthe here inn space, rigght in
front off the person
n, and coulld then con
ntinue to bee aware off that thingg as it moveed to
the poin
nt of the heere, and ass it moved from the ppoint of thhe here to tthe other ppoint
of the th
here.
In
n other wo
ords, peoplle could bee aware at the point of the now
w in time oof an
event th
hat would not occur until later,, in their fu
future. Based on awaareness of their
past and
d on their past
p experriences witth nature, ppeople wouuld learn tthe behavioor of
nature, and on th
he basis off such experience wiith the passt they couuld predictt the
a it is the nature of cyclic beh
havior that the futuree is like thee past. It iss the
future, as
nature of
o cyclic beehavior thaat cycles reepeat, eachh time beinng like all of the timees in
the pastt, and therefore cyclees can be expected tto continuee to be likke they werre in
the pastt later, in the
t future. For examp
ple, if the point of thhe now weere the poinnt of
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light in the cycle of
o the day, then the point
p
of thee past wouuld have beeen the poinnt of
w
wou
uld have been
b
the pooint of ligght, and soo on. Basedd on
darknesss, before which
repeated
d experience with thee cycle of the
t day, peeople couldd come to expect thaat the
future would
w
be liike the passt, such that the poinnt of the fuuture woulld again bee the
point off darkness in the cyclle of the daay. People could be aaware of thhe future.
Verbs
V
of laanguage, in
ntransitivee verbs of motion, w
were able to identifyy the
motion along the points
p
on the
t line seg
gment.
Other
O
than existence,, position, and motioon, nothinng else couuld be recaalled
about a thing oncce it left th
he point off the here iin space, bbecause lannguage haad no
m
expreess awaren
ness of otheer relationsships in sppace.
other words that might

n the 3rd diimension of
o awareneess, awarenness of the body subddivided, innto 3,
In
such thaat there waas awareneess of a 3rd part of thee body for use in sym
mbolism. Inn the
rd
3 dimeension of awareness,
a
3 parts of the body w
were used for symbolism, the aarms,
the head
d, and the body.
b
rd
In
n the 3 diimension, awarenesss of the arm
ms subdiviides into 3. The shouulder
joints control
c
the upper arm
ms. The elbow
e
jointts control the forearrms. Now,, the
wrist joints contro
ol the hand
ds.
Let
L us focu
us on the hands.
h
Eacch hand coould now subdivide into 3, ass the
index finger
fi
coulld now sym
mbolically
y separate from the rest of the hand, w
which
remaineed as beforre as a clo
osed fist. There
T
weree therefore 3 parts off the handd, the
index fiinger, the thumb, and
d the rest off the hand..
The
T index finger
f
is co
omposed of 3 bones, which sym
mbolize thee 3 distincttions
rd
of the 3 dimension of awarreness. The thumb caan be usedd to mark eeach of theese 3
bones, and
a thereby
y to repressent cyclic motion thrrough the bbones of thhe index fiinger.
The
T symbo
olism of th
he 3rd dimeension of aawareness is all aboout recogniizing
distinctiion, or sub
bdivision, within
w
natture and w
within the hhuman boddy, where such
subdivission is alw
ways subdiv
vision into 3.
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To
T becomee aware off the 3rd dimension
d
required aawareness of a cyclle of
nature. The handss could sym
mbolize thee flow throough the sttages of this cycle. T
There
ymbolism of time aand space.. These cyycles
were 2 such cyclles, each, for the sy
l segmeents that sy
ymbolize thhe 3rd dimeension of aawareness.
symboliized the 3 line
Let
L us prep
pare the haands for ex
xamining tthe finger signs that symbolizee the
rd
3 dimeension of awareness.
a

To
T symboliize the 3rd dimension
d
n of awarenness using fingers siggns, begin with
st
nd
d
the body
y as in the 1 and 2 dimension
ns of awarreness.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
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This
T is the initial
i
posiition to preepare for fi
finger signss. In the 3rrd dimensioon of
awareneess, 5 stepss will be reequired to prepare
p
forr symbolissm.

n the 1st sttep, both arms
a
shift in
i the sam
me way. Usse the elboows to shifft the
In
o
forearm
ms 90 forw
ward and up
pward, succh that theyy extend hhorizontallyy forward ffrom
the body
y.

At
A this timee, extend the
t index fingers forrward. Thee thumbs ddrop alonggside
the indeex fingers, with the distal
d
bonee of each thhumb restiing on the proximal bbone
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of the middle
m
fing
ger. The ind
dex finger is approprriate to sym
mbolize thee 3rd dimennsion
of awareness, as each
e
index finger is composed oof 3 bones..

n the 3rd step,
s
use th
he shouldeers to shifft the uppeer arms 455o forwardd and
In
upward.
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n the 4th steep, use thee wrists to shift
s
the haands 45o foorward andd downwarrd,
In
such thaat the index
x fingers orient
o
horizzontally forrward.

n the 5th step,
s
use the
t elbowss to rotatee the 2 bones of thee forearmss 90o
In
inward, such that the bones of the forrearm no loonger orieent up-dow
wn with resspect
to each other, butt orient lefft-right, and such thaat both finggers orientt inward too the
oint, the po
oint of the here
h in spaace, approxximately 1 foot in froont of the nnose.
same po
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In
n the 1st dimension
d
of awaren
ness, the ppoint of thee here was symboliccally
located immediateely in fron
nt of the no
ose, as thee lack of syymbolism of time m
meant
ok at the fiingers and then at a later point in time to look
that therre was no time to loo
at the sp
pace that the
t fingerss symbolizzed. As ouur species eevolved, thhe point off the
here in
n space progressive
p
ely becam
me increassingly distant from
m the locaation
rd
immediately in fro
ont of the nose.
n
In thee 3 dimennsion of aw
wareness, tthe point oof the
here waas still at th
he horizonttal level off the nose, but was loocated som
mewhat forw
ward
from th
he nose. Th
he point off the here will
w progreessively reelocate eveen further ffrom
the nosee, along thee up-down
n segment, in subsequuent dimennsions of aw
wareness.

The
T cycle of
o nature of
o which mankind
m
waas aware thhat enabledd awarenesss of
the 3 dimension
d
was the saame cycle as the onee that enabbled awareeness of thee 2nd
dimensiion, the cycle of lightt and darkn
ness, the cyycle of thee day. The cycle in thhe 3rd
dimensiion of awaareness hass subdivideed again, aand so is nno longer a 2 stage cyycle,
but is a 4 stage cy
ycle.
rd
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n the 3rd dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree is awarenness of 3 line segments.
In
Each lin
ne segmentt is composed of 2 raay segmentts.

In
n the 3rd diimension of
o awareness, there w
was awarenness of 3 linne segmennts of
time and space. The segmen
nts extendeed forwardd-rearward,, left-right,, and up-doown.
In otherr words, ass mankind oriented to space annd time, froom the poiint of the hhere,
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which is the midpoint for eaach of the segments,
s
tthe segmennts extendeed north-soouth,
east-west, and up--down.
For
F each off the 3 linee segmentss, 1 of the points sym
mbolizes thhe point of the
here and
d now. Theese 3 pointts coincidee, and repreesent the ssame pointt in space-ttime.
The oth
her 2 pointss of each of the line segments
s
aare differennt.
Therefore,
T
here are 7 distinct ppoints on thhe 3 line segments. The
in total, th
cycles of
o symbolism includ
de cycles of
o space aand cycles of time, each of w
which
involves either 3 or 4 of the 7 points of awarenness, such that togetther the paair of
t symbo
olize space and the paair of cyclees that sym
mbolize tim
me involve each
cycles that
of the 7 points of awareness on the 3 liine segmennts of awarreness.

n the 3rd dimension
n of awarreness, 3 parts of tthe body were used in
In
symboliism, once the
t body had
h prepareed for symb
mbolism. Inn addition tto the armss and
the head
d, the body
y (the spinee) was also
o used.
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n the 2nd dimension
d
of awaren
ness, after moving th
the arms innto positioon to
In
represen
nt symbolism, 2 jointts of the arrm could bbe used in ssymbolism
m. These aree the
elbow jo
oint and th
he shoulderr joint.
rd
In
n the 3 dimension
d
ness, after moving thhe arms innto positioon to
of awaren
represen
nt symbolism, 3 jointts of the arrm could bbe used in ssymbolism
m. These aree the
elbow jo
oint, the sh
houlder joiint, and thee wrist joinnt.
Movement
M
of the wrist joint forr symbolism
m was new
w in the 3rrd dimensioon of
awareneess. The wrist
w
could shift the haand 45o wiith respect to the foreearm, suchh that
the hand could ex
xtend in th
he same dirrection as the forearm
m, or suchh that the hhand
o
pect to the bones of the forearm
m. In this way, the hhand
could reeorient 45 with resp
could orient paralllel to the 2 bones off the forear
arm, or the hand coulld shift inw
ward
one (the fo
orearm bon
ne nearest tthe little fiinger), suchh that the hhand
toward the ulna bo
w to bein
ng perpend
dicular to th
he bones oof the foreaarm.
is half way
Furthermor
F
re, whereass heretoforre each of tthe joints oof the arm
m had been able
nd
to movee in 1 way only, at th
his time thee elbow devveloped a 2 form off movemennt.
In
n addition to the preevious mov
vement of the elbow
w, which reepositionedd the
forearm
m in relationship to th
he upper arm,
a
anotheer movemeent of the elbow beccame
rd
possiblee in the 3 dimenssion of aw
wareness. If the uppper arm were orieented
vertically downwaard, and th
he forearm were oriennted horizontally forrward from
m the
bow could shift the orientation
o
n of the 2 bbones of thhe forearm
m, the
upper arm, the elb
radius (located
(
neearest the thumb)
t
an
nd the ulnaa (located nearest thee little finger),
o
90 , succh that both
h of the bo
ones of thee forearm aare equidisstant from the upper arm
and equ
uidistant frrom the grround, and
d such thatt the 2 bonnes orient left-right with
respect to each otther, or thee elbow co
ould rotatee the foreaarm, such that the raadius
bone is closer to the
t upper arm
a than the
t ulna boone, and suuch that thhe bones of the
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forearm
m orient up-down witth respect to
t each othher. If the upper arm
m were orieented
horizon
ntally forw
ward, and the
t forearm
m were orriented verrtically upw
ward from
m the
o
upper arm,
a
the elbow coulld rotate th
he forearm
m 90 , succh that thee bones off the
forearm
m orient lefft-right with respect to each oother or suuch that thee bones off the
forearm
m orient forrward-rearw
ward with respect to each otherr.

n the 3rd diimension of
o awareness, the heaad was usedd in a 2nd w
way in ordder to
In
symboliize awaren
ness of thee line segm
ments of sppace-time. The neck could reorient
the head
d with resp
pect to the body in 2 ways,
w
upw
ward-downw
ward or lefft-right.

n the 3rd diimension of
o awareneess, in addiition to thee arms and the head, a 3rd
In
part of the
t body was
w used in
n order to symbolizee awareness of the linne segmennts of
space-tiime. The spine
s
could
d rotate th
he body 900o to the riight or left
ft, and thenn the
spine co
ould rotate the body to
t return to
o its naturaal position.
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At
A the timee of the 3rd dimensiion of awaareness, thhere was aawareness of 3
subdivissions within the unitty of nature. As subddivision is subdivisioon into 2, tthere
was theerefore awaareness off 23 subdiv
visions of nnature. 23, 2 multipllied by itseelf 3
times, is
i equal to 8. There was at thiis time aw
wareness off a subdiviision of naature
into 8.
We
W can therefore con
nsider awarreness of thhe 360o cirrcle of the horizon off our
awareneess as subd
divided intto 8, wheree one-eightth of 360 iis 45, suchh that there was
o
awareneess of 45 .
This
T
awareeness was symbolized by an awareeness of corresponnding
subdivission on thee body. Th
he minimum
m motion of any parrt of the boody, relativve to
the otheer parts of the
t body, in
i order to symbolizee awarenesss of space-time in thhe 3rd
dimensiion of awareness wass 45o.
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Once
O
the bo
ones of thee arms had
d completedd preparatiion for sym
mbolism of the
3 dimeension of awareness,
a
there was movemennt of the joiints of the arms, the hhead
(neck), and the bo
ody (spine) in symbollism.
The
T smallesst angle off movemen
nt of any jooint that w
was used inn symbolism
m of
rd
o
the 3 dimension
d
of awareneess was 45
5.
rd

n order to symbolizee their awaareness of sspace and time, ancient peoplee had
In
to orien
nt themselv
ves in a dirrection with
h respect tto space annd time thaat enabled such
awareneess.
People
P
who
o left the homeland
h
in Africa during thee period off awarenesss of
rd
the 3 dimension
d
oriented to the line segment. T
The line seegment is ccomposed of 3
points, the
t point of
o the here and now and
a 2 pointts of the theere, in the past and inn the
future. Such
S
peoplle tended to
t orient to
o the point of the futuure.
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And
A
wheree was the future? During
D
theeir time aat the 3rd dimensionn of
awareneess, and while
w
in Affrica, they oriented tto the point of the ffuture in ttime.
This is the point of the su
unrise in the
t cycle oof the dayy, which iis the poinnt of
beginnin
ng of lightt in the cy
ycle of the day. In thhe 2nd dimeension of awareness, the
day beg
gan with daarkness, su
uch that th
heir orientaation was tto the pastt, and the ppoint
of lightt in the cycle of the day, the point
p
of nooon. Now,, in the 3rdd dimensioon of
awareneess, the daay also beg
gins with darkness,
d
aat which tiime awarenness to tim
me is
orientattion to the light that lies in thee future. Thhe point oof the sunrise symbolizes
the poin
nt of the fu
uture in tim
me.
After
A
leaviing Africaa, and du
uring laterr dimensiions of aawareness, the
ancestorrs of the speakers
s
of Turkish began to oorient to thhe point oof the futurre in
space. These
T
peop
ple evolved
d in the ho
omeland off mankindd in Africa.. Upon leaaving
the hom
meland, they migrated
d northwarrd, along a path that ffollows thee symbolism
m of
a ray seegment. Ho
owever, no
ot only werre they awaare of the ppoint of the here in space,
where they
t
were at the point of the now,
n
and aas well aw
ware of theeir past, inn the
homelan
nd of man
nkind in Africa,
A
but they weree also awarre of theirr future, w
which
lied in their
t
contin
nued direction of mig
gration, toward the nnorth. Furthermore, tthese
people oriented
o
to
o the point of their fu
uture in space, to thee point wheere they w
would
be in their future, in the nortth.

n the 3rd diimension of
o awareness, there w
was awarenness of 4 cyycles of naature,
In
2 cycles of time and
a 2 cyclles of spacce. One cyycle each oof space aand time w
was a
ntal cycle, and
a one cy
ycle each was
w a vertiical cycle. One cyclee each of space
horizon
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and tim
me was a 4 stage cyccle, and on
ne cycle eaach was a 3 stage cyycle. Togeether,
each paair of these 4 cycles symbolizes
s
s the 7 poinnts of awaareness of ttime and space
rd
r
in the 3 dimensio
on of awarreness.
rd
In
n the 3 dimension
d
ness, there is awarenness of 4 ccycles of space
of awaren
and tim
me. The horrizontal cyccle of spacce has a priimary sym
mbolism off space, andd the
vertical cycle of time has a primary
y symbolis m of timee. Howeveer, both cyycles
symboliize space-ttime, as alll points in space are also pointss in time, aand vice versa.
The verrtical cyclee of space and the horizontal
h
ccycle of tiime both hhave a prim
mary
symboliism of space-time. In
n other words, the foocus of eacch point in these cyclles is
to repreesent the reelationship of a point in space w
with a poinnt in time.

The
T 1st cyclle is the ho
orizontal cycle
c
of sppace. The hhorizontal cycle of space
involves 2 segmeents, the 2 horizontall segmentss that subddivide the surface off the
T
are the segm
ments that extend foorward-reaarward andd left-righht as
earth. These
mankind symboliccally orien
nted toward
d the north..
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The midpoint of each segment is the point of the here, represented in the
diagram by the ‘I between the eyes’. The other 2 points of each of the 2 segments
symbolize the 4 cardinal directions of awareness in space, the 4 primary points of
awareness on the horizon on the earth, the points of the north, east, south, and west.
For cultures that orient to the 3rd dimension of awareness, the 1st point in the
cycle is the point of the north in space, which at this time symbolizes the point of
the past in time. Later, the point of the north will symbolize the point of the future
in time, as motion in the 3rd dimension of awareness can be in 2 directions along
the bidirectional line segment.
To symbolize the cycle, we will traverse both the forward-rearward segment
and the left-right segment. This will make a total of 6 points in the cycle. As well,
symbolism of each of the outer points is always followed by a return to the point of
the here, at the midpoint of the segments.
The 2 index fingers, each with 3 bones, will symbolize these 2 segments,
each with 3 points. The thumb will mark which of the 6 bones is used in the
symbolism of each of the points on the line segments of awareness.
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The
T cycle of
o space thaat symbolizes the 4 pprimary carrdinal directions in space
involves only 1 off the jointss of the arm
m. This joiint is the ellbow jointt, which rotates
ging the orrientation of
o the radiius and ulnna bones frrom a left-rright
the foreearm, chang
orientattion with respect
r
to each
e
otherr to an up--down orieentation, annd back aggain,
and at the
t same time
t
chang
ging the direction
d
oof orientatiion of the hand from
m an
inward orientation
n to a forward orientaation, and bback againn.
Begin
B
with the arms as
a we left them
t
in thhe preparatiion stage, oriented too the
point off the here. Use the ellbows to ro
otate the fo
forearms 900o outwardd, such thaat the
bones of
o the foreaarms are no longer oriented
o
hoorizontally left-right w
with respeect to
each oth
her but aree instead oriented
o
veertically upp-down wiith respect to each other.
The ind
dex fingerss and thum
mbs retain their
t
same relationshhip to eachh other. Att this
time, bo
oth of the index fing
gers orientt to the pooint of thee north. Thhe point off the
st
north is the 1 poiint in the cy
ycle.
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To symbolize this 1st point, each of the index fingers extends forward in the
form of 1 whole line segment, the symbol of the 3rd dimension. Both index fingers
are whole, orienting forward, together, with all 3 bones oriented in the same
direction, toward the point of the north.
At this time, the bones of each thumb are bent into 2, with the proximal bone
of the thumb orienting forward, the same as the index finger, and with the distal
bone orienting 45o downward, such that the tip of the thumb rests on the proximal
bone of the middle finger and such that the inside of the distal bone of the thumb
touches the index finger just rearward of the crease at the base of the proximal
bone of the index finger.
Points in space also symbolize relationships in time, as these points
symbolize points in space-time. In the context of this half cycle, the point of the
north in space will also symbolize the point of the past in time.
During this symbolism, the head would orient forward, such that the eyes
would observe the hands, where both fingers orient to the point of the north. The
eyes would then look beyond the fingers to the point of the north on the horizon
that they symbolize. This refocusing of the eyes from near to far takes time, which
is possible because there is now some awareness of time as well as space.
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After
A
symb
bolizing each of th
he 4 endppoints of tthe 2 linee segmentts of
awareneess in this cycle of space, the fingers w
will return to the poinnt of the hhere.
Each of
o the eveenly numb
bered positions, whiich follow
w the sym
mbolism of an
endpoin
nt of a segm
ment, will be
b the sam
me, as the hhands return
rn to orientt to the poinnt of
the heree. The reasson for thiss return to the point of the herre after sym
mbolizing each
point in
n the cycle is that eacch point is an endpoinnt on a seggment, andd not a poinnt on
an area,, such thatt the only way
w to gett from onee endpoint on a segm
ment to anoother
endpoin
nt on the same
s
or an
nother seg
gment is too return fr
from the enndpoint off the
segmen
nt to the miidpoint of both of thee segmentss, the poinnt of the heere, and theen to
move on
nward to the
t next en
ndpoint, to the next ppoint of thee there. Mootion is alw
ways
motion along a seg
gment in space-time.
s
.
To
T return to
o the point of the herre in this 2nnd position, use the ellbows to rootate
the foreearms 90o inward,
i
succh that the bones of tthe forearm
ms are no llonger orieented
vertically up-dow
wn with resp
pect to eacch other buut are insteead orienteed horizonntally
ht with resspect to eaach other. The indeex fingers and thum
mbs retain their
left-righ
same reelationship to each otther. At thiis time, thee hands aggain orient to the poinnt of
the heree.
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From
F
the middle
m
poin
nt on the forward-rea
fo
arward andd left-rightt segmentss, the
point of the here, we will expand ou
utward aloong the 2nnd segmentt, the left-rright
nt.
segmen
In
n the 1st point
p
in thee cycle, th
he point off the northh, the bonees of the inndex
fingers extended forward
f
wiith all 3 bo
ones orientting in the same 1 dirrection. Att this
he 2 bones of the thum
mbs orienteed in 2 direections.
time, th
To
T symboliize the 2 otther points in this hallf cycle, the bones off one or botth of
the thum
mbs extend
d to orient in 1 directtion. As w
well, the bones of onee or both of the
index fiingers chan
nge to orien
nt in differrent directiions.
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of the eaast, the left
ft index finnger is alreaady in position.
The bon
nes of thee left index
x finger arre orientedd in 1 direection, tow
ward the rright,
toward the point of
o the east. The tip off the left thhumb restss on the prooximal bonne of
ddle finger. The bones of the rig
ght index fi
finger bendd to orient iin 2 directiions.
the mid
Of the 3 bones off the index
x finger, 1 bone, the middle boone, shifts tto orient aalong
st
the 1 segment, the forw
ward-rearwaard segmeent. The 2 separateed bones, the
o orient allong the 2nnd segmentt, the left-rright
proximaal and disttal bones, continue to
segmen
nt. These 2 bones oriient to thee 2nd segmeent in 2 w
ways. The pproximal bbone
orients to the wesst and the distal
d
bonee orients too the east. A
At this tim
me, the 2 bones
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of the right thumb extend forward to orient in the same direction, such that the
thumb touches the middle bone of the index finger.
After looking forward at the symbolism of the fingers, the spine rotates the
body 90o to the right, such that the eyes are in position to observe the point of the
east on the horizon.
In this half of the cycle, the point of the east in space, which expanded to the
right from the point of the here, symbolizes the point of the now in time. When the
hands orient to the point of the east, they no longer orient to the point of the north,
the point in space where mankind oriented in the past during this half cycle.
There are 2 ways for the fingers to symbolize the point of the east in the
symbolism of the cycle of space. In this 1st half of the cycle of space, the left index
finger extends as 1 unified finger, pointing forward to the far side of the earth in
space, due east, at which time the thumb rests on the proximal bone of the middle
finger. The right index finger relaxes, and orients rearward, to the near side of the
earth in space, due east, at which time the 2 bones of the thumb extend forward, in
the same direction, such that the thumb touches the middle bone of the index finger.
The bones of the right index finger orient in different directions. The point of the
east symbolizes the midpoint of the north-south segment, as it is equidistant
between the point of the north, where mankind oriented in the past during this half
of the cycle, and the point of the south, where mankind will orient in the future
during this half of the cycle.
To symbolize the 4th position in the cycle, the point of the east is followed
by a return to the point of the here. The right index finger once again extends
straight, such that both index fingers orient to the point of the here. The right
thumb bends to touch the proximal bone of the middle finger. At this time, the
head turns 90o to the left to return to observe the point of the here.
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For
F this lastt position in
i the 1st haalf of the ccycle of hoorizontal sppace, the bones
of each of the ind
dex fingers bends to orient
o
in 2 directionss. Of the 3 bones of each
gers, the distal
d
and middle bones shiftt to orientt along the 1st
of the index fing
nt, the forw
ward-rearw
ward segment. The pproximal bbone contiinues to orient
segmen
nd
along th
he 2 seg
gment, thee left-rightt segment. Both finngers oriennt in the ssame
direction, rearward, toward the
t point of
o the southh on the hoorizon.
At
A this timee, the bonees of each thumb
t
exteend forwarrd, in the ssame direcction,
such thaat each thu
umb touchees the distaal bone of tthe index ffinger.
After
A
lookin
ng at the symbolism of the finggers, the sppine rotatees the bodyy 90o
to the right, and then
t
the neeck rotatess the head another 90o to the rright, such that
the eyess are in position to observe thee point of tthe south oon the horizzon behindd the
body.
To
T symboliize the 6th position
p
in
n the cyclee, the pointt of the souuth is folloowed
by a retturn to the point of th
he here. The neck rootates the hhead 90o too the left, such
that thee head orieents forwarrd from th
he body, annd then thhe spine rootates the bbody
o
another 90 to thee left, such
h that the body
b
once again oriennts directlyy forward,, and
Both
such thaat the eyess are in possition oncee again to oobserve thhe point off the here. B
index fiingers exteend forwarrd, and the bones of bboth thum
mbs orient iin 2 directiions,
such thaat both han
nds orient to
t the poin
nt of the herre.
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The
T point of
o the soutth in spacee symbolizzes the poiint of the future in ttime.
During this half of
o the cyclee, when the hands orrient to thee point of tthe east, w
which
d on the finger possition at th
he point oof the herre, the poiint of the east
is based
represen
nts the poiint of the now,
n
as mankind oriients to thee east now
w. At that ttime,
the poin
nt of the north
n
represents the point
p
of thhe past, whhere mankiind orienteed in
the pastt during thiis half of th
he cycle, and
a the poiint of the ssouth repreesents the ppoint
of the fu
uture, where mankind
d will orien
nt in the fuuture durinng this halff of the cyccle.
rd
This
T 3 poiint on the segment
s
co
ompletes a one-way traversal oof the forw
wardrearwarrd segmentt, which in
ncluded a trraversal off one-half oof the left--right segm
ment.
st
This completes th
he 1 half of
o the horizontal cyccle of spacee. We have traversedd the
d-rearward segment from the north
n
to thhe here too the southh. As well, we
forward
have traaversed thee left-rightt segment from the ppoint of thee east to thhe point of the
here. The
T right hand
h
symb
bolizes mo
otion alonng the bonnes of thee index finnger,
touching in orderr the proxiimal bone,, the midddle bone, aand then thhe distal bbone.
w can begiin the 2nd half
h of the cycle.
c
Now, we

The
T 1st halff cycle began with thee point of tthe north. The 2nd haalf cycle beegins
with thee point of the
t south. The point of the soutth was the last point in the forw
ward
st
traversaal, and willl now be th
he 1 pointt in the retuurn traversal.
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For this 1st position in the 2nd half of the cycle, the bones of both index
fingers bend to orient in 2 directions. Of the 3 bones of each of the index fingers, 2
bones, the distal and middle bones, shift to orient along the 1st segment, the
forward-rearward segment. The proximal bone continues to orient along the 2nd
segment, the left-right segment. Both fingers orient in the same direction, rearward,
toward the point of the south on the horizon.
At this time, the bones of each thumb extend forward, in the same direction,
such that each thumb touches the distal bone of the index finger.
To begin this 2nd half cycle, after looking at the symbolism of the fingers,
the spine rotates the body 90o to the left, and then the neck rotates the head another
90o to the left, such that the eyes are in position to observe the point of the south on
the horizon behind the body.
Whereas the head holds 1 orientation to the 1st point on the segment, the
point of the north, it holds 2 orientations to the last point on the segment, the point
of the south.
In the 2nd half cycle, the point of the south in space symbolizes the point of
the past in time, because when we later orient to the point of the now in this half
cycle, orientation to the point of the south will lie in the past.
To symbolize the 8th position in the cycle, the point of the south is followed
by a return to the point of the here. The neck rotates the head 90o to the right, such
that the head orients forward from the body, and then the spine rotates the body
another 90o to the right, such that the body once again orients directly forward, and
such that the eyes are in position once again to observe the point of the here. Both
index fingers extend forward, and the bones of both thumbs orient in 2 directions,
such that both hands orient to the point of the here.
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From
F
the middle
m
poin
nt on the forward-rea
fo
arward andd left-rightt segmentss, the
nd
nd
point off the here,, the 2 point
p
of the 2 half of the cyccle will exxpand outw
ward
nd
along th
he 2 segm
ment, the leeft-right segment.
To
T symbolize the po
oint of thee west, thee right inddex fingerr is alreaddy in
position
n. The bones of the riight index finger are oriented iin 1 directiion, towardd the
left, tow
ward the po
oint of the west. Thee tip of thee right thum
mb rests onn the proxximal
bone off the midd
dle finger. The boness of the lefft index fiinger bendd to orient in 2
directions. Of thee 3 bones of
o the indeex finger, 1 bone, thhe middle bone, shiffts to
st
s
orient along
a
the 1 segment,, the forwaard-rearwarrd segmennt. The 2 seeparated boones,
the prox
ximal and distal bon
nes, contin
nue to orieent along thhe 2nd seggment, the leftright seegment. Th
hese 2 bon
nes orient to
t the 2nd segment iin 2 ways. The proxximal
bone orrients to th
he east and
d the distal bone orieents to the west. At tthis time, tthe 2
bones of
o the left th
humb extend forward
d to orient in the sam
me directionn, such thaat the
thumb touches
t
thee middle bo
one of the index fingger.
After
A
lookin
ng forward
d at the sy
ymbolism oof the finggers, the sppine rotatess the
o
body 90
0 to the leeft, such th
hat the eyees are in pposition to observe thhe point off the
west on
n the horizo
on.
In
n this halff of the cyccle, the po
oint of the west in sppace, whicch expandeed to
the left from the point
p
of th
he here, sym
mbolizes thhe point of the now in time. W
When
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the hands orient to
t the poin
nt of the west,
w
they nno longer oorient to thhe point off the
he point in
n space wheere mankin
nd orientedd in the passt during thhis half cycle.
south, th
th
h
To
T symboliize the 10 position in
i the cycl e, the poinnt of the w
west is folloowed
by a retturn to thee point of the here. The
T left inndex fingerr becomess straight, such
that botth index fingers
fi
orieent to the point of tthe here. T
The left thhumb bendds to
touch th
he proximaal bone of the
t middlee finger. Att this time, the head tturns 90o too the
right to observe th
he point off the here.

The
T last po
oint in the 2nd half off the cycle of horizonntal space is the sam
me as
st
st
the 1 point
p
in thee 1 half off the cycle,, the point of the nortth.
In
n the 1st haalf of the cy
ycle, for th
he 1st pointt in the cyccle, the poiint of the nnorth,
the elbo
ows shifted
d the forearrms in ord
der to reoriient the bonnes of the forearms ffrom
left-righ
ht with resp
pect to eacch other to up-down w
with respecct to each oother.
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In the 2nd half of the cycle, for the last point in the cycle, the point of the
north, the arms will shift in the same way.
To symbolize the point of the north, use the elbows to rotate the forearms
o
90 , such that the bones of the forearms are no longer oriented horizontally leftright with respect to each other but are instead oriented vertically up-down with
respect to each other.
The index fingers and thumbs retain the same relationship to each other. At
this time, the hands orient both index fingers to the point of the north. The point of
the north is the last point in the cycle. The head faces forward as the eyes look near
at the hands and then look far to the point of the north on the horizon.
To symbolize this point, each of the index fingers extends forward in the
form of 1 whole line segment, the symbol of the 3rd dimension. Both index fingers
are whole, orienting forward, together, with all 3 bones oriented in the same
direction, toward the point of the north.
At this time, the bones of each of the thumbs are bent into 2, with the
proximal bone orienting forward, the same as the index finger, and with the distal
bone orienting 45o downward, such that the bone rests on the proximal bone of the
middle finger and the inside of the distal bone of the thumb touches the index
finger just rearward of the crease at the base of the proximal bone of the index
finger.
The point of the north in space symbolizes the point of the future in time.
During this half of the cycle, when the hands orient to the point of the west, which
is based on the finger position at the point of the here, the point of the west
represents the point of the now, as mankind orients to the west now. At that time,
the point of the south represents the point of the past, where mankind oriented in
the past during this half of the cycle, and the point of the north represents the point
of the future, where mankind will orient in the future during this half of the cycle.
Whereas the 1st half of the cycle traversed the forward-rearward segment
from the point of the north to the point of the south, the 2nd half of the cycle
traversed the segment from the point of the south to the point of the north. As well,
whereas the 1st half of the cycle traversed the right half of the left-right segment,
from the point of the east to the point of the here, the 2nd half of the cycle traversed
the left half of the left-right segment, from the point of the west to the point of the
here. Furthermore, the left hand symbolizes motion along the bones of the index
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finger, touching in order the distal bone, the middle bone, and then the proximal
bone.
The cycle of space can flow in 2 directions. As mankind continues migration
from the homeland in Africa toward the north, the north symbolizes where
mankind will be in the future, and the south symbolizes where mankind was in the
past. Space can flow from the past toward the future or from the future toward the
past. For space, there are 2 points that symbolize the now, in the east and in the
west. When symbolizing the east, at the point of the now, in the 1st half of the cycle,
the point of the north, where the future of mankind lies, was symbolized in the past,
and the point of the south, where the past of mankind lies, will be symbolized in
the future. In other words, the motion of the cycle is from the north toward the
south, and from the direction of the future to the direction of the past. Motion is
from the future and toward the past. When symbolizing the west, at the point of the
now, in the 2nd half of the cycle, the point of the south, where the past of mankind
lies, was symbolized in the past, and the point of the north, where the future of
mankind lies, will be symbolized in the future. In other words, the motion of the
cycle is from the south toward the north, and from the direction of the past to the
direction of the future. Motion is from the past and toward the future.
Motion through space can be from the past toward the future or from the
future toward the past. Motion through space can be in 2 directions.
To symbolize the 12th position in the cycle, the point of the north is followed
by a return to the point of the here. To return to the point of the here in this 2nd
symbolism of the point of the north, use the elbows to rotate the forearms 90o, such
that the bones of the forearms no longer orient vertically up-down with respect to
each other but instead orient horizontally left-right with respect to each other. The
index fingers and thumbs retain their same relationship to each other. At this time,
the hands again orient to the point of the here.
This completes the 6 stage cycle of the primary cardinal directions of
horizontal space. From this position of the hands, orienting to the point of the here,
the hands are in position to continue with the next cycle of symbolism, the cycle of
time of the day.
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The
T 2nd cyccle is the veertical cycle of time,, which sym
mbolizes thhe cycle of the
rd
day. Th
he cycle off the day in
n the 3 dim
mension inncludes 4 ppoints in thhe cycle of the
day, thee points of the sunrisee, noon, the sunset, aand midnigght.
The
T cycle of
o the day is
i represen
nted by 2 of the 3 linee segmentss of awarenness,
the segm
ments thatt extend leeft-right an
nd up-dow
wn. The miidpoint off each segm
ment
symboliizes the po
oint of the here, repreesented in the diagraam by the ‘I betweenn the
eyes’. The
T point to the rightt, in the east, symbollizes the pooint of the sunrise, ass the
sun risees over the horizon in
n the east. The
T point oof up symbbolizes nooon, the poinnt of
maximu
um light in
i the cyccle of thee day. Thee point too the left,, in the w
west,
symboliizes the po
oint of the sunset, as the sun seets on the horizon inn the west. The
point off down sym
mbolizes midnight,
m
th
he point off maximum
m darkness in the cycle of
the day..
For
F cultures that orieent to the 3rd dimenssion of awareness, thhe cycle off the
day beg
gins with th
he point off the sunrise.
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The
T final sttage in thee horizontaal cycle off space left
ft the hands positioneed at
the poin
nt of the heere. This iss the same place wheere they staarted, and w
will be thee end
position
n of each of
o the 4 cy
ycles. From
m this possition, we can proceeed throughh the
stages in
n the cyclee of the day
y.
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The
T cycle of
o time thaat symbolizzes the 4 s tages in thhe cycle off the day, tthe 4
primary
y points off distinction
n througho
out the dayy, does nott require thhe involvem
ment
st
of any of
o the jointts of the arm
m in the sy
ymbolism oof the 1 ppoint in thee cycle.
st
To
T symboliize this 1 point, all that is reqquired is thhat the thuumb and inndex
finger of
o the righ
ht hand sh
hift their orientation.
o
. The finggers of thee left handd are
already in position
n.
With
W the left index fin
nger, all off the boness extend inn the same direction. The
bones of
o the left thumb
t
are bent into 2,
2 with thee proximall bone orieenting forw
ward,
the sam
me as the in
ndex fingeer, and witth the disttal bone orrienting doownward, such
that thee tip of thee thumb reests on the proximal bone of thhe middle finger andd the
inside of
o the distaal bone of the
t thumb touches thhe index finger just rrearward of the
crease at
a the base of the prox
ximal bonee of the inddex finger.
With
W the rig
ght index finger,
f
the bones of tthe index ffinger bendd to orient in 2
directions. Of thee 3 bones of
o the indeex finger, 1 bone, thhe middle bone, shiffts to
st
s
orient along
a
the 1 segment,, the forwaard-rearwarrd segmennt. The 2 seeparated boones,
the prox
ximal and distal bon
nes, continu
ue to oriennt along thhe 2nd segm
ment, the eeastnd
west segment. Th
hese 2 bon
nes orient to
t the 2 segment iin 2 ways. The proxximal
bone orrients to thee west and
d the distal bone oriennts to the eeast. Both oof the bonees of
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the thumb of the right hand extend in the same direction, forward, such that the
thumb touches the middle bone of the index finger.
At this time, both index fingers orient toward the point of the sunrise, the 1st
distinctive point in the cycle of the day, the beginning of the cycle of the day for
cultures that orient to the 3rd dimension. After looking at the symbolism of the
fingers, the neck rotates the head 90o toward the right to observe the point of the
sunrise during the cycle of the day.
The point of the sunrise is the point where the light of day has become equal
to the darkness of the previous night.
Points in time also symbolize relationships in space, as these points
symbolize points in space-time. The point of the sunrise in time also symbolizes
the point of the east in space.
Sunrise in the cycle of the day does not occur at the same point on the
horizon every day of the year. However, the perspective here is 2 specific days of
the year, the 2 days known as the equinoxes, the spring equinox and the fall
equinox. On these 2 days, the sunrise occurs directly to the east, and the sunset
occurs directly to the west, for all people on the earth.
As with points in the cycle of horizontal space, points in the cycle of the day
also symbolize relationships in time, as these points symbolize points in space-time.
As with the cycle of space, the 1st point in the 1st half of the cycle symbolizes the
past. When we later consider this half cycle in the context of all 3 of the points of
the half cycle, the point of the sunrise in time will also symbolize the point of the
past in time.
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After
A
symb
bolizing eaach of the 4 endpoinnts of the 2 line seggments in this
cycle off time, thee fingers will
w return to the poinnt of the hhere. The rreason forr this
return to
o the pointt of the herre after sym
mbolizing each pointt in the cyccle is that each
point iss an endpoint on a seegment, an
nd not a pooint on ann area, suchh that the only
way to get from one endpo
oint on a segment
s
too another eendpoint oon the sam
me or
i to return
n from thee endpoint of the seggment to thhe midpoinnt of
another segment is
both off the segmeents, the point of thee here, andd then to m
move onwaard to the next
nt, to the next
n
point of
o the therre. Motion is always motion allong a segm
ment
endpoin
in spacee-time.
To
T return to
o the pointt of the here in this 2nd positionn, extend tthe right inndex
finger, such
s
that the
t bones of
o the right index finnger extendd forward, in 1 direcction,
to the point
p
of th
he here. Also,
A
shift the right tthumb, succh that thee bones off the
thumb orient
o
in 2 directionss. At this time,
t
both hands agaain orient to the poinnt of
the heree.
The
T neck ro
otates the head
h
90o to
o the left, such that tthe head orrients forw
ward,
and such that the eyes
e
are in
n position once
o
again to observee the point of the heree.
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From
F
the middle
m
poin
nt on the leeft-right annd up-dow
wn segmentts, the poinnt of
rd
the heree, we will expand
e
upw
ward along
g the 3 segment, thee up-down segment.
st
In
n the 1 po
oint in the cycle, the point of th
the sunrise in the easst, the bonees of
the indeex fingers extended differently
d
y. The indeex finger oof the left hand extennded
forward
d, with thee bones oriienting in 1 directioon, at whicch time thee bones off the
thumb oriented
o
in 2 direction
ns. The rig
ght hand w
was symmettrical to this.
For
F the mid
dpoint in the
t half cy
ycle, the bbones of booth index fingers exxtend
straight, together, to orient in 1 direcction. At thhis time, tthe bones of the thuumbs
i 2 directiions, to tou
uch the pro
oximal bonnes of the inndex fingeers.
extend in
To
T symboliize the poiint of noon
n in the cyycle of the day, the 2nd point inn the
half cyccle, 3 of thee joints of the arm haave to go inn motion.
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The elbows rotate the bones of the forearms 90o, such that the bones are no
longer horizontal with respect to each other but are vertical.
The wrists shift the hands 45o upward, such that the hands are in line with
the forearms.
The shoulders shift the upper arms upward 45o, such that the upper arms
extend horizontally forward and the forearms extend vertically upward, and such
that the index fingers of both hands orient to the point of up.
The neck shifts the head 90o upward, such that the eyes can look at the hands,
where both fingers orient to the point of up. The eyes can then look beyond the
fingers to observe the point of up in the heavens. People would do this when the
heavens were maximally filled with light, at the point of noon in the cycle of the
day.
The point of noon in the cycle of the day, which expanded upward from the
point of the here, also symbolizes the point of the now in time. If we now consider
this half cycle in the context of all 3 of the points in time of this half cycle, the
point of noon in time also symbolizes the point of the now in time. At this time, the
point of the sunrise lies in the past, and the point of the sunset lies in the future.
To symbolize the 4th position in the cycle, the point of noon is followed by a
return to the point of the here. The shoulders shift the upper arms 45o downward,
the wrists shift the orientation of the hands to the arms 45o forward and downward,
and the elbows rotate the bones of the forearm 90o inward, such that both index
fingers again orient to the point of the here. At this time, the neck shifts the head
90o downward, such that they eyes once again observe the point of the here.
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For
F this last position in the 1st half
h of the cycle, no shifts in thhe joints of the
arms arre required
d. The only
y movemen
nt is in thee left indexx finger annd thumb. The
bones of
o both ind
dex fingers become different,
d
aand are sym
mmetrical tto the 1st ppoint
of the half
h cycle. The boness of the rig
ght index ffinger remaain unchannged, whilee the
bones of
o the left index
i
fingeer bend to orient in 2 directionns. Of the 3 bones of the
left indeex finger, 1 bone, thee middle bo
one, shifts to orient aalong the 1st segmentt, the
forward
d-rearward segment. The 2 sep
parated bonnes, the prroximal and distal boones,
nd
continue to orien
nt along th
he 2 segm
ment, the left-right ssegment. T
These 2 bones
nd
o the 2 segment in 2 ways. The
T proxim
mal bone orrients to thhe east andd the
orient to
distal bo
one orientss to the weest.
At
A this timee, the bonees of the riight thumbb are bent iinto 2, withh the proxximal
bone orrienting fo
orward, thee same as the indexx finger, aand with thhe distal bbone
orientin
ng downwaard. The bo
ones of the left thum
mb extend together aas 1, extennding
forward
d to touch the
t middle bone of th
he index finnger.
The
T right in
ndex fingeer extends whole tow
ward the pooint of thee west in space
and the point of th
he sunset in
i time. Th
he left inddex finger ddoubles reearward tow
ward
he point off the sunsett.
the left to orient as well to th
At
A this timee, both ind
dex fingers orient tow
ward the pooint of thee sunset, thhe 3rd
distinctiive point in
n the cyclee of the daay, the endd of the 1st half of thee cycle andd the
midpoin
nt in the cy
ycle of thee day for cu
ultures thaat orient to the 3rd dim
mension. A
After
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looking at the symbolism of the fingers, the neck would rotate the head 90o toward
the left to observe the point of the sunset during the cycle of the day.
At the point of the sunset, there is still the light of day, yet this is the point
where the darkness of night has grown to become equal to the light of day.
Points in time also symbolize relationships in space, as these points
symbolize points in space-time. The point of the sunset in time also symbolizes the
point of the west in space.
As with points in the cycle of horizontal space, points in the cycle of time
also symbolize relationships in time, as these points symbolize points in space-time.
As with the cycle of space, the 3rd point in the 1st half of the cycle symbolizes the
future. When we consider this half cycle from the context of all 3 of the points of
the half cycle, when the hands orient to the point of noon, which represents the
point of the now, the point of the sunrise symbolizes the point of the past in time
and the point of the sunset symbolizes the point of the future, as the sunrise lies in
the past and the sunset lies in the future for this half cycle of the day.
To symbolize the 6th position in the cycle, the point of the sunset is followed
by a return to the point of the here. The left index finger extends forward, and the
thumb extends in 2 directions, such that both hands orient to the point of the here.
The neck rotates the head 90o to the right, such that the eyes once again observe the
point of the here.
This 3rd point on the segment completes a one-way traversal of the left-right
segment. This completes the 1st half of the cycle of time of the day. We have
traversed the left-right segment from the east to the here to the west. As well, we
have traversed the up-down segment from the point of noon to the point of the here.
Now, we can begin the 2nd half of the cycle.
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The
T 1st half cycle beegan with the point of the sunnrise. The 2nd half ccycle
begins with
w the po
oint of the sunset. Th
he point off the sunsett was the laast point inn the
forward
d traversal, and will now
n be the 1st point inn the returnn traversall.
For
F the 1st position
p
in the 2nd hallf cycle, noo shifts in the joints oof the arms are
required
d. The only
y movemeent is in th
he left indeex finger aand thumb. The bonees of
the righ
ht index fin
nger remaiin unchang
ged, whilee the boness of the left index fiinger
bend to orient to the point off the sunseet.
After
A
lookin
ng forward
d at the sy
ymbolism oof the finggers, the neeck rotatess the
o
head 90
0 to the lefft to observ
ve the poin
nt of the suunset on thee horizon.
Whereas
W
th
he head hollds 2 orien
ntations to the 3rd poiint on the segment inn the
cycle off space, thee point of the south, it holds onnly 1 orienntation to tthe 3rd poinnt on
the segm
ment in thee cycle of time,
t
the po
oint of the sunset.
nd
In
n the 2 half
h cycle, the point of
o the sunsset in timee symbolizzes the poinnt of
the pastt in time, when
w
consid
dered in th
he context oof the entirre half cyccle.
th
To
T symboliize the 8 position
p
in
n the cycle,, the point of the sunnset is folloowed
by a retturn to the point of th
he here. Th
he left inddex finger eextends foorward, andd the
bones of
o the thum
mb orient in
n 2 directio
ons, such thhat both haands orientt to the poinnt of
the heree. The necck rotates the
t head 90
9 o to the right, suchh that the eyes can oonce
again ob
bserve the point of th
he here.
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n the 1st po
oint in the cycle, the point of tthe sunset in the wesst, the bonees of
In
the indeex fingers extended differently.
d
. The indexx finger off the right hand extennded
forward
d, with thee bones oriienting in 1 directioon, at whicch time thee bones off the
thumb oriented
o
in 2 direction
ns. The lefft hand wass symmetrrical to thiss.
For
F the mid
dpoint in the
t half cy
ycle, the bbones of booth index fingers exxtend
straight, together, to orient in 1 direcction. At thhis time, tthe bones of the thuumbs
i 2 directiions, to tou
uch the pro
oximal bonnes of the inndex fingeers.
extend in
To
T symboliize the poiint of midn
night in thee cycle off the day, tthe 2nd poinnt in
this halff cycle, 3 of
o the jointts of the arm
ms have too go in mottion.
The
T elbowss shift the bones
b
of th
he forearm
ms 90o outw
ward, such that the bones
are no longer horizontal with
h respect to
o each otheer but are vvertical.
The
T shoulders shift th
he upper arrms 45o doownward, such that tthe upper aarms
extend vertically
v
downward
d
and the fo
orearms exttend horizoontally forrward.
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The elbows shift the forearms 45o forward and downward, such that the
index fingers of both hands orient to the point of down.
During this symbolism, the neck would shift the head 90o downward, such
that the eyes would look at the hands orienting to the point of down in space. From
there, the eyes would look beyond the index fingers to observe the point of down
on the earth. People would do this when the heavens were maximally filled with
darkness, at the point of midnight in the cycle of the day.
The point of midnight in the cycle of the day, which expanded downward
from the point of the here, also symbolizes the point of the now in time. If we now
consider this half cycle in the context of all 3 of the points in time of this half cycle,
the point of midnight in time also symbolizes the point of the now in time. At this
time, the point of the sunset lies in the past, and the point of the sunrise lies in the
future.
To symbolize the 10th position in the cycle, the point of midnight is followed
by a return to the point of the here. The elbows shift the forearms 45o upward, the
shoulders shift the upper arms 45o forward and upward, and the elbows shift the
bones of the forearm 90o inward, such that the bones of the forearm no longer
orient up-down with respect to each other, but orient left-right, and such that both
index fingers orient to the point of the here. At this time, the neck shifts the head
90o upward, such that they eyes once again observe the point of the here.
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For
F the nex
xt position in the 2nd half cycle, no shifts in the joinnts of the aarms
are requ
uired. The only mov
vement is in
i the righht index finger. The bones of both
index fingers
fi
beccome diffeerent, and are symm
metrical to the 1st point of the half
cycle. The
T bones of the left index fing
ger remain unchanged, while thhe bones of the
right index fingerr bend to orient
o
in 2 directions. Of the 3 bones of tthe right inndex
b
shiftss to orient along the 1st segmennt, the forw
wardfinger, 1 bone, thee middle bone,
ones, the pproximal annd distal bbones, conttinue
rearwarrd segmentt. The 2 seeparated bo
nd
to orien
nt along thee 2 segm
ment, the leeft-right seggment. Thhese 2 bonees orient too the
nd
2 segm
ment in 2 ways.
w
Thee proximal bone oriennts to the west and tthe distal bbone
orients to
t the east..
At
A this timee, the bonees of the left thumb are bent iinto 2, withh the proxximal
bone orrienting fo
orward, thee same as the indexx finger, aand with thhe distal bbone
orientin
ng downwaard, such that the bone rests onn the proxximal bonee of the miiddle
finger and
a the in
nside of the bone tou
uches the index fingger just reearward off the
crease at
a the base of the prox
ximal bonee of the inddex finger.. Both of thhe bones of the
thumb of
o the rightt hand exteend in the same direcction, forw
ward, such that the thhumb
touches the middle bone of the
t index finger.
f
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The left index finger extends whole toward the point of the east in space and
the point of the sunrise in time. The right index finger doubles toward the right to
orient as well to the point of the sunrise.
At this time, both index fingers orient toward the point of the sunrise, the 3rd
distinctive point in the 2nd half of the cycle of the day, the end of the 2nd half of the
cycle, and the end of the cycle of the day for cultures that orient to the 3rd
dimension. The eyes look at the fingers at the point of the here, and then the neck
rotates the head 90o toward the right, such that the eyes observe the point of the
sunrise during the cycle of the day.
At the point of the sunrise, there is still the darkness of night, yet this is the
point where the light of day has grown to become equal to the darkness of night.
This point also symbolizes the beginning of another cycle of the day.
When we consider this half cycle from the context of all 3 of the points of
the half cycle, when the hands orient to the point of midnight, which represents the
point of the now, the point of the sunset symbolizes the point of the past in time,
and the point of the sunrise symbolizes the point of the future, as the sunset lies in
the past and the sunrise lies in the future for this half of the cycle of the day.
To symbolize the 12th position in the cycle, the point of the sunrise is
followed by a return to the point of the here. The right index finger extends
forward, and the thumb extends in 2 directions, such that both hands orient to the
point of the here. The neck rotates the head 90o to the left, such that the eyes can
once again observe the point of the here.
This 3rd point on the segment completes a one-way traversal of the left-right
segment. This completes the cycle of time of the day. We have traversed the leftright segment from the west to the here to the east. As well, we have traversed the
up-down segment from the point of midnight to the point of the here.
Motion through the cycle of the day is motion from the past to the future, yet
it is also motion from the future to the past. At the point of the now, where the
point of the now is the point of noon, for example, the point of the sunrise lies in
the past, and the point of the sunset lies in the future. And yet, we know from our
experience with the cycle of the day that the point of the sunset lies in the future
because the sunset lies in the past, in previous cycles of the day. In like manner, the
point of the sunrise lies in the past, from which we know that the point of the
sunrise will also lie in our future, in subsequent cycles of the day. The cycle of the
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day repeats, as that is the nature of a cycle. Mootion is froom the futuure to the ppast,
m the past to the futu
ure.
and mottion is from

Let
L us exam
mine in mo
ore detail the cycle of the dayy in the 3rdd dimensioon of
awareneess, becausse it will beetter enablle us to undderstand laater evolutiion.
r
As
A culturess that orien
nt to the 3rd
dimensioon orientedd toward thhe point of the
north in
n space, an
nd as they observed the locatioon of the ssunrise andd the sunseet on
the horiizon towarrd the eastt or toward
d the westt, they migght have nnoticed thatt the
position
n of the sun
nrise and the
t sunset to the righht and left would chaange on a ddaily
basis. In
n other wo
ords, the su
unrise and the sunsett would moove progreessively tow
ward
the nortth or towaard the sou
uth every day.
d
Furtheermore, thhe position of the sunnrise
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and the sunset on the horizon would have also differed depending on the location
on the earth of the observers.
When our ancestors in the homeland of mankind symbolized their awareness
of the cycle of the day, their symbolism was from the perspective of a specific
location on the earth and from the perspective of 2 specific days of the year.
The homeland of mankind in Africa was located more or less on the equator,
and so this symbolism would have been from the perspective of the equator.
Cultures that orient to the 3rd dimension of awareness would have evolved to this
awareness while still in the homeland, such that their symbolism of the cycle of the
day would also have been from the perspective of the equator.
Symbolism at this time was from the perspective of 2 specific days of the
year, the days that are known as the equinoxes. Later, we will explore in more
detail what the equinoxes represent. On the days of the equinoxes, the direction of
the sunrise is due east, and the direction of the sunset is due west.
In the 3rd dimension of awareness, there was still no awareness of the sun
itself as following a path through an area of the heavens, but only of its location at
key points in the cycle of the day. However, on the days of the equinoxes, the sun
is always positioned directly above or directly below the equator on the earth, such
that for peoples located on the equator, the sun passes directly overhead or directly
below.
Because the sun is positioned directly above or below observers at the
equator orienting to the sunrise, as mankind oriented toward the north, the sun
would rise directly rightward, in the direction of due east, and the sun would set
directly leftward, in the direction of due west. Therefore, we can symbolize our
awareness of the equator as the segment that extends rightward to leftward from
the point of the sunrise to the point of the sunset. The point of the sunrise lies in the
east, and the point of the sunset lies in the west.
This right-left segment is crossed by another segment, the up-down segment.
The up-down segment is perpendicular to the right-left segment. Since sunrise is
followed by growing light, the point at the top of this segment, the point of up,
symbolizes the point of maximum light during the cycle of the day, the point of
noon. Since sunset is followed by growing darkness, the point at the bottom of this
segment, the point of down, symbolizes the point of maximum darkness during the
cycle of the day, the point of midnight. Down is the direction of the other side of
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the eartth, where the sourcee of the lig
ght would be at the point of nnoon from
m the
perspective of peo
ople who are
a located on the oppposite side of the eartth.
The
T 4 endp
points of the
t left-rig
ght and upp-down seggments aree symboliccally
position
ned equidistant from
m each oth
her. The 4 parts of the day represent eequal
duration
ns in the cy
ycle of the day, on th
he days of tthe equinoxxes.

The
T verticaal cycle of space sym
mbolizes veertical spacce, and is represented by
1 of the 3 segmeents of aw
wareness, the
t 1 segm
ment that w
was not innvolved inn the
gment that extends upp-down. T
The midpoinnt of
symboliism of horiizontal spaace, the seg
the segm
ment symb
bolizes the point of the here, reepresentedd in the diaagram by thhe ‘I
between
n the eyes’’. The poin
nt of up symbolizes tthe heavenns, and the point of ddown
symboliizes the earth.
The
T heaven
ns symboliize time, and
a the earrth symbollizes spacee. The poinnt of
the heree is located
d between time
t
and sp
pace, and rrepresents a unificatiion of timee and
space. The
T point of the heere symbo
olizes spacce-time. Thhe 3rd dim
mension off the
rd
universee is the diimension of
o the creaation. The 3 dimension of aw
wareness iss the
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dimension of awareness of creation. The 3rd dimension of awareness is the
dimension of awareness of the self, and of awareness that mankind exists. To use a
word that better reflects the awareness of mankind of himself, as the unification of
time and space, as the unification of the heavens and the earth, as existing between
the present and the past, and as the producer of this symbolism, we will symbolize
the point of the here as the point of mankind.
Cultures that oriented to the 3rd dimension of awareness oriented to the
future, which was therefore the 1st point in the cycle. The order of the points in the
cycle is the point of the future, followed by the point of the past, and lastly the
point of the present. In other words, the 1st point symbolizes the earth, into which
mankind will go in the future, after death. The 2nd point symbolizes the heavens,
where mankind came from in the past, before birth. The 3rd point symbolizes the
point of the here, where mankind is at the point of the now, between the future and
the past and as the unification of time and space.
In modern Chinese, this cycle is quite well-known and well understood, and
follows a symmetrical pattern. This cycle is known in Chinese as 天地人, or tiān dì
rén, which translates to heavens, earth, and mankind.
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The
T 1st poin
nt in the cy
ycle of mo
otion througgh space is the pointt of down, also
known as the po
oint of thee earth. Cultures
C
thhat orienteed to this dimensionn of
f
and
d motion ddownward, into the eearth, is w
where
awareneess orienteed to the future,
mankind will mov
ve after deeath, in thee future. A
After death,, mankind will be buuried
t earth.
within the
This
T
cycle begins wiith the han
nds as alw
ways, at thee point off the here. The
bones of
o both ind
dex fingerss extend sttraight, toggether, to orient in 1 directionn. At
this tim
me, the bon
nes of the thumbs ex
xtend in 2 directions, to touchh the proxximal
bones of
o the index
x fingers.
To
T symboliize the 1st point
p
in th
he cycle, thhe point off down, 3 oof the joinnts of
the arms have to go
g in motio
on.
The
T elbowss shift the bones
b
of th
he forearm
ms 90o outw
ward, such that the bones
are no longer horizontal with
h respect to
o each otheer but are vvertical.
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The
T shoulders shift th
he upper arrms 45o doownward, such that tthe upper aarms
extend vertically
v
downward
d
and the fo
orearms exttend horizoontally forrward.
The
T elbowss shift thee forearms 45o forw
ward and ddownward, such thatt the
index fiingers of both hands orient to th
he point off down.
During
D
thiss symbolism
m, the necck would sshift the heead 90o doownward, such
that the eyes woulld look at the
t hands orienting
o
too the pointt of down in space. F
From
he eyes wo
ould look beyond
b
thee index finngers to obbserve the point of ddown
there, th
on the earth.
e

The
T 2nd poiint in the cycle
c
of motion
m
throough spacee is the pooint of up, also
known as
a the poin
nt of the heeavens. Mo
otion from the future,, from the point of doown,
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toward the earth, is motion upward, toward the heavens, where the past of all life
on earth lies. The creation of the universe that we know today, which ultimately
gave rise to life on earth and mankind, occurred in the heavens.
From the point of down on the up-down segment, the point of the earth, the
nd
2 point requires motion upward along the up-down segment to the point of up, in
the heavens.
To symbolize the point of up in this cycle of space, the 2nd point in the cycle,
3 of the joints of the arm have to go in motion.
The elbows shift the forearms 45o upward, such that the upper arms extend
vertically downward and the forearms extend horizontally forward.
The wrists shift the hands 45o upward, such that the hands are in line with
the forearms.
The shoulders shift the upper arms 90o upward, such that the upper arms
extend horizontally forward and the forearms extend vertically upward, and such
that the index fingers of both hands orient to the point of up.
During this symbolism, the neck would shift the head 180o upward, such that
the eyes would look at the hands orienting to the point of up in space. From there,
the eyes would look beyond the index fingers to observe the point of up in the
heavens.
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The
T 3rd point in the cycle
c
of motion
m
throuugh space is the poiint of the hhere,
also kno
own as thee point of mankind. Motion frrom the paast, from thhe point off up,
toward the heaveens, is motion down
nward, tow
ward the ppoint of thhe here, w
where
n
The point
p
of maankind sym
mbolizes thhe point of the
mankind (the observer) is now.
w
mank
kind is no
ow, betweeen the heaavens andd the earthh in space and
here, where
between
n the past and
a the futture in timee. At the ppoint of thee here, now
w, mankindd can
rd
becomee aware off himself. The 3 dimension
d
of awareeness symbbolizes huuman
awareneess of man
nkind, and
d of the seelf. The 3rdd dimensioon of the uuniverse iss the
dimensiion of the creation, and
a the 3rd dimensionn of awareeness is thee dimensioon of
awareneess that maankind had
d been creaated, and thhat mankinnd, the self,
f, exists.
To
T shift thee hands to symbolizee the point of the herre, the shouulders shifft the
upper arms
a
45o downward
d
, the wrists shift thhe orientation of thee hands too the
o
forearm
ms 45 forrward and downwarrd, and thhe elbows shift the bones off the
forearm
ms 90o inwaard, such th
hat both in
ndex fingerrs orient too the point of the heree. At
o
this tim
me, the neck
k shifts thee head 90 downwardd to reoriennt the eyes to observee the
point off the here.
The
T verticaal cycle of space end
ds at the pooint of the here, in pposition forr the
final cycle of spacce and timee.
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The
T horizon
ntal cycle of time sy
ymbolizes tthe tenses, and the cyycle of mootion
through
h time.
The
T horizo
ontal cyclee of time is represeented by 1 of the 3 segmentts of
awareneess, the 1 segment th
hat was no
ot involvedd in the syymbolism of the verrtical
cycle of time, thee segmentt that extends forwaard-rearwarrd. The m
midpoint off the
nt symbolizzes the po
oint of the here, represented inn the diaggram by thhe ‘I
segmen
between
n the eyes’’. Cultures that orien
nted to this dimensionn of awareeness no loonger
nd
oriented
d toward th
he past, as in the 2 dimensionn of awarenness, but innstead orieented
to the future.
f
Thee point of the
t future lies beforee us, and tthe point oof the pastt lies
behind us.
u The ord
der of the points
p
willl be future,, past, present.
This
T cycle has
h 2 diffeerences in symbolism
m with the other cyclles. 1st, theere is
no returrn to the point of thee here afterr the symbbolism of eeach point.. 2nd, theree is a
2nd way
y to symbollize 2 of th
he points, th
he point off the here aand the poiint of the ppast.
There
T
are 3 bones of the index fingers, ennabling eacch to symbbolize 3 pooints.
In the cycles of 4 stages, the 1st 2 cycles, wh
which symbbolize 4 eendpoints oon 2
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segmen
nts, the ind
dex fingers could nott symbolize all 4 poiints from 1 position,, and
so had to change to symbo
olize the 4th point. T
The 3rd cyccle has 3 ppoints, butt the
f
cann
not symbo
olize 3 distinct pointts verticallly withoutt moving. The
index finger
horizon
ntal cycle of
o space is subdivided into 2 haalf cycles, such that the 3 bonees of
the indeex fingers can symbolize all 3 points off the half ccycle withoout reoriennting
the hands, with th
he thumb moving
m
fro
om one boone to the nnext on the index finnger.
oints, which
h orient hoorizontally, such that the 3 bonees of
This lasst cycle alsso has 3 po
the indeex finger can
c symbo
olize all 3 points off the cyclee without rreorientingg the
hand, with
w the thu
umb movin
ng from onee bone to tthe next onn the indexx finger.

The
T 1st poin
nt in the cycle of mo
otion throuugh time is the pointt of the fuuture.
Cultures that orieented to th
his dimensiion of awaareness oriiented to tthe future, and
while they are still inn the
motion through tiime beginss with awaareness off objects w
future.
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This cycle begins with the hands as always, at the point of the here. The
bones of both index fingers extend straight, together, to orient in 1 direction. At
this time, the bones of the thumbs extend in 2 directions, to touch the proximal
bones of the index fingers.
To symbolize the 1st point in the cycle, the point of the future, 1 of the joints
of the arm has to go in motion.
The elbows shift the bones of the forearms 90o outward, such that the bones
are no longer horizontal with respect to each other but are vertical. The fingers now
orient to the point of the north on the horizon in space, and the point in time of the
future. At this time, the distal bones of the thumbs touch the proximal bones of the
index fingers.
During this symbolism, the eyes would look forward at the hands orienting
to the north, to the point of the future in time. From there, the eyes would look
beyond the index fingers to observe the point in space of the future of mankind on
the earth.
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The
T 2nd poiint in the cycle
c
of motion
m
throuugh horizoontal time is the poinnt of
the pastt. Motion from the future is motion
m
to the past. Objects thhat peoplee are
aware of
o while still in the fu
uture will eventually m
move into their past.
nd
d
To
T symboliize the 2 point in the
t cycle, the point of the passt, none off the
joints of the arm has to go in motion.. This is a 2nd way too symbolizze the poinnt of
the soutth.
The
T bones of
o the indeex fingers bend
b
to oriient in 2 ddirections. O
Of the 3 bones
of the in
ndex fingeer, 1 bone, the middlee bone, shiifts to oriennt along thhe 2nd segm
ment,
the leftt-right segment. Thee 2 separaated boness, the proxximal andd distal boones,
continue to orientt along thee 1st segm
ment, the foorward-reaarward seggment. Theese 2
bones orient
o
in 2 ways. Th
he proximaal bone orrients forw
ward and tthe distal bbone
orients rearward.
r
The
T thumb
bs extend to
o touch thee middle bones.
The
T distal bones of the
t index fingers orrient rearw
ward, to thhe point off the
south in
n space, the site of th
he origin of
o mankindd in space iin the pastt. The bonees of
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the thum
mbs extend
d forward, in the sam
me directionn, to touchh the middlle bones of the
index fiingers.
The
T eyes would
w
look forward att the handss orientingg to the poiint of the ssouth
in spacee, to the point
p
of thee past in time.
t
From
m there, thee spine woould rotatee the
o
body 90
0 to the riight and th
hen the neck would rotate the head 90o tto the righht, in
order to
o observe the
t point of
o the past behind thee body. Thhis would bbe followeed by
returnin
ng the eyess to observ
ve the fingeers at the ppoint of thhe here, annd then loooking
in a sym
mmetrical manner
m
beh
hind the bo
ody to the lleft.

The
T 3rd point in the cycle
c
of motion throuugh horizoontal time is the poinnt of
the pressent, at the point in sp
pace of thee here.
Although
A
this
t
is thee point of the here in space, which thhe hands hhave
symboliized many times in th
hese cycless, there is nnow a 2nd w
way to orieent to the hhere.
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To
T move to
o the poin
nt of the here,
h
the bones of thhe index fi
fingers bennd to
orient in
n 2 directio
ons. Of thee 3 bones of the indeex fingers,, 2 bones, tthe distal bbone
and thee middle bone,
b
exten
nd in the same direection, inw
ward, alongg the left-rright
nd
segmen
nt, and 1 bo
one, the prroximal bo
one, orientss in a 2 ddirection, forward, aalong
the forw
ward-rearw
ward segmeent. The distal boness of the inndex fingerrs orient too the
point off the here. The thumb
bs extend to touch thee distal bonnes.
At
A this timee, the head
d can observe the finngers and aalso observve the poinnt of
the heree.
In
n the 3 stag
ges of thiss cycle, thee thumb prrogressivelyy moves aalong the bones
of the in
ndex fingeer, from thee proximall bone, to tthe middlee bone, to tthe distal bbone,
as it sym
mbolizes the
t points of the futu
ure, the paast, and thee present, until the ccycle
ends at the point of
o the here..
From
F
here, it is posssible to return to thee point off the here in the normal
symboliism, in ord
der to symb
bolize all of
o the cyclles again. E
Extend thee index finggers,
bend th
he thumbs, and rotatee the elbow
ws, such thhat the finggers orientt once agaiin to
the poin
nt of the heere.

Turkish
T
is an
a examplle of a lan
nguage thatt orients too the 3rd sttage of huuman
awareneess, the staage of awaareness of the 3rd dim
mension, reeflecting thhe fact thaat the
ancestorrs of the modern
m
speakers of Tu
urkish leftt the homelland in Afr
frica at the time
in our history when
w
our ancestors
a
had alreaddy evolveed to this dimensionn of
awareneess.
Unlike
U
Japaanese, who
ose speakeers orient tto the 2nd ddimensionn of awarenness,
and for which tim
me is repressented in th
he form off the verb aas past or nnon-past, vverbs
he present ttense, and the future tense.
in Turkiish can refflect the paast tense, th
Whereas
W
words
w
in Jaapanese caan be com
mposed of multiple ssyllables, each
syllablee is itself in
ndivisible. In Turkissh, syllablees can be ffurther subbdivided innto 2
types off sounds, consonants
c
and vowels.
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Whereas
W
th
he phrase was
w the mo
ost compleex grammaatical structture duringg the
2 dimeension of awareness,
a
, during thee 3rd dimennsion of aw
wareness thhere was a new
structurre, the clau
use. An ex
xample of a clause iis ‘old maan comes’,, where a verb
modifiees a phrase with a com
mponent off motion.
nd

The
T 3rd staage of evolution in awareness
a
was to thhe awareneess of mootion.
There could
c
be motion
m
fro
om a pointt, at a poiint, or to a point. T
There couldd be
awareneess of mottion from a point in the past, at a point in the preesent, and to a
point in
n the future. There could
c
also be awarenness of mootion from a point inn the
future, at
a a point in
i the preseent, and to
o a point inn the past. F
For exampple, mankinnd at
this tim
me was mov
ving from the point of the souuth, in his ppast, toward the poinnt of
the nortth, in his future.
f
Maankind wass moving iinto his futture. As w
well, the suunset
moved every day
y from the point of the
t future toward thhe point off the past. The
o the day moved
m
from
m the futurre into the past.
cycles of
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As
A an analo
ogy to help
p understan
nd the line segment, iimagine a river of sppacetime, with rafts, in
n the form of circularr black poiints, whichh symbolizee objects thhat a
m
expeerience, flo
oating dow
wn the riverr. Considerr a person standing inn the
person might
middle of the riveer, facing downstream
d
m. Not onlly is he aw
ware at any given poinnt in
a the pointts that exteend before him on thee river, thoose rafts thhat at
time of the rafts at
he point of the here, but he alsso recognizzes that hee can
a point in the pastt were at th
m
raftss to appearr at the po
oint of the now, in th
the future. The line iis of
expect more
course a segment,, because he
h cannot see infiniteely upstreaam or dow
wnstream aalong
the riveer. His firstt view of a raft floatting along the river w
would be bbefore it iss at a
position
n immediattely in fron
nt of him, at the poinnt of the heere and noow, as he ccould
see raftss coming in
nto his futu
ure.
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mbolism off the 3rd ddimension of awarenness. As thhe 1st
Leet us revieew the sym
dimensiion evolveed into the 2nd and th
hen the 3rd dimensionn, existencce evolved into
position
n and then into motio
on, the poin
nt evolvedd into the raay segmennt and thenn into
the linee segment,, words ev
volved into
o phrases and then into clausses, and noouns
evolved
d into adjecctives and then
t
into verbs.
v

Representat
R
tion of reliigion in thee 3rd dimennsion of aw
wareness w
will be covvered
th
in the seection for the
t 4 dim
mension.
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Let
L us now
w examine the next major
m
stagee in the evvolution off the awareeness
th
of naturre of our an
ncestors, th
he 4 Dimeension of A
Awarenesss.
th
In
n the 4 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, the 3 of the 3rd dimensiion subdivvided
again. The
T 3rd of the 3, the one from
m the 3rd diimension, subdividedd within ittself,
making 2. This maade a total of 4 in thee 4th dimennsion.
n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, the pprimary finngers that were usedd for
In
symboliism were the 4 fing
gers of eacch hand, eaach of whhich is subbdivided innto 3
bones. The
T thumb
b is used not
n for its own
o
symboolism but only for toouching boones,
thereby marking them, of the other fingers.

Models
M
of nature
n
become increaasingly com
mplex oveer time. Evventually, tthere
is a sign
nificant shiift in the sttructure of our modells, leading again to siimplicity.
For
F examplle, the Ptollemy’s model of the epicycles hhad becom
me increasiingly
complex
x over tim
me, in orderr to enable users of thhis model to continuue to be abble to
use it to
o model theeir understtanding of nature, whhich had evvolved signnificantly ssince
the timee of the mo
odel’s intro
oduction.
This
T complexity returrned to sim
mplicity whhen a neweer, more orrganized m
model
of natu
ure was in
ntroduced that wass more inn line witth the currrent leveel of
understaanding of nature of its users. Copernicuus proposeed placing the sun att the
center of
o the solaar system,, rather than the earrth. This eenabled a much sim
mpler
model of
o nature.
As
A another example, the curren
nt models oof physics, such as rrelativity, hhave
becomee extremely
y complex
x, in orderr to enablee our cultuure to moddel our hiighly
evolved
d understan
nding of nature
n
in spite
s
of thee necessarry complexxity of currrent
approacches to und
derstanding
g nature.
The
T time iss due for an
nother paraadigm shifft, a complletely new type of m
model
of nature that is in line with
w
our cu
urrent scienntific leveel of undeerstanding, and
w again enable
e
a reeturn to sim
mplicity. T
The introduuction of suuch a moddel is
which will
the goall of this bo
ook.
We
W are neearing thee end of the cyclee of evoluution of hhuman meental
develop
pment, in teerms of thee stages in
n the evoluttion of hum
man awareeness, as thhe 4th
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dimensiion of awareness is the last stage
s
befoore the 5th and final dimensioon of
awareneess. The 4tht dimensio
on of awarreness is thhe most coomplex dim
mension. W
With
increasiing compleexity comees power, but
b this coomplexity is not sim
mplicity. Nootice
through
hout this ch
hapter how
w complex are all asppects of thhe organizaation of naature,
compared with models
m
bassed on preevious dim
mensions oof awarenness. From
m the
yllable to th
he structure of the reppresentatioon of spacee and time,, this
structurre of the sy
chapter will demo
onstrate thee greatest leevel of com
mplexity.
th
The
T 5 dim
mension of awarenesss, which reepresents tthe end of the cycle, will
once ag
gain represeent a return
n to relativ
ve simplicitty.

The
T
notion
n from geeometry th
hat is anaalogous too the 4th dimensionn of
awareneess is the notion
n
of th
he area. In
n the 4th dim
mension, thhe area is composed of 2
segmen
nts. This iss shown on
o the leftt in the diiagram. A
As we shalll see, therre is
another way to represent
r
the
t area of awareneess, which is to shoow the areea as
gments, in
n the form of a squaree. This othher way, ass shown onn the
compossed of 4 seg
right in the diagraam, is comm
monly used
d in geomeetry to sym
mbolize an area.
Each
E
of thee segments that descrribes the arrea is com
mposed of 3 points. T
The 3
points of
o each seg
gment are representeed on the symbol onn the left, but not onn the
symbol of the righ
ht, althoug
gh later the square wiill be redraawn such thhat each of the
nts is composed of 3 points.
p
segmen
On
O a line segment, th
he symbol of the 3rd dimensionn of awarenness, an obbject
that exists can be in motion
n from a po
oint, at a ppoint, or too a point. O
On an areaa, the
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4th dim
mension sy
ymbol of awareness, there caan be sim
multaneous awarenesss of
multiplee line segm
ments. Wh
here there is
i a simulttaneous aw
wareness oof multiple line
segmen
nts, there can
c be aw
wareness of
o interactiion amongg the segm
ments. Thee 4th
dimensiion of awareness sym
mbolizes aw
wareness oof interactioon in spacee and time.

Speakers
S
off Indo-Eurropean lang
guages, suuch as Greeek and English, oriennt to
th
this dim
mension, th
he 4 dimension of awarenesss. The 4th dimensionn of awareeness
can be represented in these languagess by the nuumber 3. T
This is thee same num
mber
rd
d
n of awareeness. Thiss is not w
what mighht be
symboliism as forr the 3 dimension
st
nd
rd
expected, based on the patteern that dev
veloped foor the 1 , 2 , and 3 dimensionns of
awareneess. The reason
r
is that
t
culturres that evvolved witth an orienntation to this
dimensiion of awaareness do
o not begin with ann orientatioon to the nnumber 4,, but
rather end with su
uch an orien
ntation.

Speakers
S
off English and
a Greek orient
o
to thhe 4th dimeension. Forr these culttures,
the num
mber 4 is primary, as we shall see.
s Howevver, there will be in all a total of 5
dimensiion of awaareness. In order to en
nd with an orientation to the nuumber 4, itt was
necessaary that sp
peakers off these languages iintegrate 2 of the ddimensionns of
awareneess into 1.
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In other words, in order to maintain orientation to the number 4, 2 of the
dimensions must share symbolism. Furthermore, which dimensions share
symbolism differs for time and space.
Because these cultures had an integrated awareness of the 4th dimension,
they were able to reconsider their symbolism of their awareness of earlier
dimensions in order to satisfy the needs and capabilities of their orientation to the
4th dimension.
For space, the 2nd and 3rd dimensions are integrated. Consider that in the
ancient Greek model of space known as geometry, the ray and the line are not
considered to represent 2 distinct dimensions, but are considered to be merely
different forms of the same dimension. In other words, the symbolism of the ray
segment, which represents the 2nd dimension of awareness, is considered to be
merely a subset of the line segment, which represents the 3rd dimension of
awareness. If we number the point as 1, as a symbol of the 1st dimension, as it is
symbolized in the mind of 4-dimensional mankind, the number 2 symbolizes the
2nd dimension, the dimension of the ray segment and the line segment.
For time, the 3rd and 4th dimensions are integrated. We shall see that for
cultures that orient to the 4th dimension of awareness, the cycles of time of the day
and the month are both symbolized using the area, the symbol of the 4th dimension
of awareness.
Later, we will explore preposition usage in English, and see a significant
example of how the same preposition is used to symbolize the 2nd dimension of
space as is used to symbolize the 3rd dimension, yet for time the same preposition
is used for the 3rd dimension as for the 4th dimension.
Because of this integration of dimensions of awareness, the number 3
symbolizes the 4th dimension of awareness.
For one example, as we shall see, the gods that symbolize the 4th dimension
are siblings of the gods that symbolize the 3rd dimension. In other words, they are
of the same generation of gods.
For another example, the 4th dimension of awareness represents awareness of
death, and of the end of a cycle. In Chinese, for example, death is represented by
the number 4. In Chinese, the word for the number 4 is a homonym for the word
for death. In English, it is the number 3 that symbolizes death.
In English, life is often considered to run through 3 stages, a beginning, a
middle, and an end. Also, we can define a series as being composed of 3 stages, or
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elementts, which represent
r
th
he beginniing, middlee, and endd stages of the series.. For
examplee, we say a,
a b, c; do, re, mi; an
nd so on. Inn Chinese, the corressponding seeries
that evo
olved in Ch
hina are alw
ways listed
d as groupss of 4.
As
A another example, consider th
he countinng of numbbers. In Ennglish, we hhave
1, 10, and
a 100. Th
hese represent the beeginning, tthe middlee, and the eend of a seeries
used in counting. The next stage in th
his series bbegins witth 1,000. W
We have 1, 10,
0 thousand
d. The sam
me holds fo
or millionss, etc. In C
Chinese, w
we count 1, 10,
and 100
100, and
d 1000. Th
he next stag
ge in the series beginns with waan, which iis equivalent to
10,000. We then have
h
1, 10, 100, and 1000 wann. This is ffollowed byy yi, or 100,000
m
Wee have 1, 10
0, 100, andd 1000 yi, aand so on.
10,000ss, or 100 million.
The
T number 3 represeents a fund
damental nnotion of thhe cycle off life and ddeath
in Engliish, equivaalent to thee number 4 in Chinese.

During
D
the 4th dimen
nsion of awareness,
a
our anceestors evollved to thee 4th
dimensiion of lan
nguage dev
velopment. The 4th type of w
word in laanguage iss the
adverb. The adverrb is like th
he adjectiv
ve in that itt can modiify anotherr type of w
word.
st
Whereaas adjectivees modify 1 type off word, thee 1 type oof word, nnouns, advverbs
modify the later ty
ypes of wo
ords; adjecctives, verbbs, and advverbs. An example uusing
kly’ and ‘v
very’ is ‘he ran veryy quickly’, where thee adverb ‘vvery’
the adverbs ‘quick
y’, and the adverb ‘quuickly’ moodifies the verb ‘ran’.
modifiees the adverb ‘quickly
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The
T primarry form of verb to ev
volve in thhe 4th dimeension of aawareness was
the direect object transitive
t
verb.
v
Direcct object transitive veerbs are veerbs that taake a
direct object.
o
In other
o
wordss, direct ob
bject transitive verbss are verbss that repreesent
2 objectts at the saame space and time. When theere is awarreness of 2 objects aat the
same sp
pace at the same timee, the objeccts can inteeract, and ttransitive vverbs repreesent
the interraction of 2 objects in
n space an
nd time.
An
A examplee is the sen
ntence ‘you
ung man eaats little biird’, whichh represents the
interaction of 2 ob
bjects, a maan and a biird, at the ssame pointt in space aand time.
The
T transitiive verb claause, the 4th dimensioon unit of m
meaning, iis composeed of
2 segmeents. Each of the 2 seegments reepresents a noun phraase as partt of a clausse. A
transitiv
ve verb en
nables the 2 segmen
nts to inteeract, thereeby formiing an areea of
space-tiime.
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Awareness
A
of the 4 diimensionall cycles off the sun annd the mooon, and of their
observeed interacttions in th
he heavenss, enabledd mankindd to develop many new
grammaatical form
ms.
Man
M associiated with the sun, ass the bodyy of man iss constant throughouut the
day, jusst as the su
un is consttant in its daily
d
cyclee across thhe heavens. For exam
mple,
man is constant in
n his abilitty to repro
oduce throuughout thee day. Wom
man associiated
n changes oover her m
monthly cyycle, just ass the
with thee moon, ass the body of woman
moon ch
hanges durring its mo
onthly cyclle across thhe heavenss. For exam
mple, woman is
inconstaant in her ability
a
to reeproduce during
d
the ccycle of thhe month.
Man
M and woman
w
interact on thee earth, jusst as the suun and thee moon inteeract
in the heavens. Awareness
A
s of the interaction of the m
moon with the sun (this
d later) and
d woman w
with man led to 2 foorms of woords.
interaction will bee discussed
wareness later evolved into the awaareness off a 3rd fform, as their
This aw
understaanding evo
olved.
Examples
E
of
o these in
nnovations are numbber (singullar, dual, aand eventuually
plural), gender (an
nimate and
d inanimatte, eventuaally becom
ming mascuuline, feminnine,
uter), and voice
v
(activ
ve, middle,, and eventtually passsive).
and neu
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The
T 4th dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t area.
th
In
n the 4 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree was awaareness off time that had
come beefore, in th
he past. Th
here was allso awarenness of tim
me that willl come afteer, in
the futu
ure. There was awarreness of time that is happenning now, and there was
awareneess of 2 ob
bjects at thee point of the
t now in time.
th
Time
T
in thee 4 dimen
nsion of aw
wareness iss symbolizzed using thhe 4 fingerrs of
each haand. Using
g the 4 seegment rep
presentatioon of the area, the symbol off the
square, the 4 fing
gers of the hand wheen symboliized indeppendently w
well symboolize
th
mension of awarenesss.
the 4 segments off awarenesss in time off the 4 dim
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The
T 4th dim
mension of awarenesss is represeented in thee analogy oof geometrry as
the dimension of the
t area.
Using
U
the 4 segment representaation of thee area, the symbol off the squarre, in
th
the 4 dimension
d
n of awaren
ness, theree was awarreness of 4 segmentts in spacee. Of
these, one
o pair off segments meets at the
t point oof the theree before m
me in spacee, the
other paair of segm
ments meeets at the point
p
of thhe there aft
fter me in space, andd the
other en
ndpoints off each of the
t 4 segm
ments meet at 2 points that represent the ppoint
of the here.
h
The 2 segments that repressent the pooint of the hhere repressent awareeness
of 2 objjects at thee point of the
t here at the same ttime. When there is aawareness of 2
objects at the sam
me point at the same time,
t
theree is awarenness that thhey can inteeract
th
a the 4 dimension
n of awarenness is thee dimensionn of awareeness
with eacch other, and
of interaaction.
Verbs
V
of laanguage, trransitive veerbs of interaction, aare able to symbolizee the
interaction of 2 ob
bjects that are at the point of thhe here onn the area oof awareneess at
me time, at the
t point of
o the now.
the sam
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In
n the 4th diimension of
o awareneess, awarenness of thee body subbdivided aggain,
making a total off 4. In the 4th dimenssion, there was awareeness of a 4th part of the
body fo
or use in sy
ymbolism. The 4 parrts of the bbody that w
were used for symboolism
were thee arms, thee head, the body, and
d the feet.
th
In
n the 4 diimension of
o awareneess, awarenness of thee arms subbdivides innto 4.
The sho
oulder join
nts control the upper arms. Thee elbow joiints control the foreaarms.
The wriist joints co
ontrol the hands.
h
Now
w, the fingger joints coontrol the fingers.
Let
L us focu
us on the hands.
h
Each hand couuld now suubdivide iinto 4, as tthere
was awareness off 4 fingers of each haand. Howeever, the 4 fingers off the hand w
were
dividually for the sy
ymbolism of awarenness of sppace, but w
were
not each used ind
combined into paairs. There are 2 han
nds, each oof which hhas 2 pairrs of 2 finggers,
making a total off 4 groups of fingers to use forr symbolism of space. For time, as
w
used slightly ddifferently, and in a more evoolved
we shalll see, the fingers were
manner, since aw
wareness off time is prrimary andd awarenesss of spacee is seconddary,
t
is un
nified and awarenesss of space is subdiviided.
and beccause awarreness of time
The thu
umb was not used
d for distiinct symboolism, buut only foor symboliizing
interaction among
g the other fingers.
rd
n the 3 dimension
d
n of awareeness, there was aw
wareness off the extennded
In
index fiinger, 1 fin
nger. Therre are 2 fin
ngers on tthe 2 handds, but theyy always w
work
th
t
togetherr. In the 4 dimensio
on of awarreness, thiss awarenesss subdividdes into 2 ppairs
of 2 fiingers. No
otice that the hand is slowlyy openingg in each dimensionn of
symboliism, ratherr than open
ning all at once.
o
There
T
are 4 pairs of fingers
f
on the 2 handds, and thee fingers oof each pairr are
compossed of 3 bo
ones. This enables
e
thee fingers oof both hannds togetheer to symboolize
th
12 distin
nctions in space in th
he 4 dimeension of aawareness. The thum
mb of each hhand
can be used
u
to maark each of these bon
nes of the pairs of fiingers on tthe same hhand,
and therreby to rep
present inteeraction am
mong the fiingers.
th
The
T symbo
olism of th
he 4 dimeension of aawareness is all aboout recogniizing
distinctiion, or sub
bdivision, within
w
natture and w
within the hhuman boddy, where such
subdivission is alw
ways into 4..
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The
T cycle of
o nature of
o which mankind
m
beecame awaare that enaabled mannkind
th
to becom
me aware of the 4 dimension
d
of awarenness was thhe cycle off the moonn, the
cycle of the montth. When our ancesttors entereed the 4th ddimension of awarenness,
ok along th
he segmen
nts of the arrea that exxtends upw
ward-downw
ward
they leaarned to loo
through
h the body
y of mank
kind and that extennds forwarrd-rearwarrd as mannkind
oriented
d toward th
he east. By
y observing
g the segm
ments of thiis area, maankind beccame
aware of
o the moon
n, and learrned that th
he changinng shape off the moonn as it folloowed
its path along thesse segmentts in the heeavens folloowed a patttern as weell.
For
F cultures that orient to the 4th dimensiion of awaareness, thhe cycle off this
dimensiion, the cy
ycle of the month, is a 4 stage cycle. For comparisoon, this is an 8
stage cy
ycle for sp
peakers off Chinese. The 4 stagges in the cycle of tthe moon as it
revolves around the
t earth are
a the perriod from the point of the new
w moon too the
st
st
q
fro
om the poiint of the 1 quarterr to the pooint of thee full
point off the 1 quarter,
moon, from
f
the point of thee full moon
n to the pooint of the 3rd quarterr, and from
m the
rd
point off the 3 qu
uarter to thee point of the
t new mooon.
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n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree is awarenness of 4 primary arreas.
In
Howeveer, each off these areeas is part of a pair oof areas, w
where eachh pair is a pair
compossed of 2 arreas. As well,
w
there is anotherr pair of arreas that is formed ffrom
points that
t
coincide with so
ome of thee points off the primaary areas. In all, theere is
awareneess of 10 areas
a
of sp
pace and tim
me. Each aarea is deffined by 2 line segments.
Each off these pairs of areass can also be consideered to forrm the bassis of a squuare,
which is a symboll that can be
b represen
nted as beinng bounded by 4 linee segmentss.
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n the 4th dimension
d
of awareness, there is awareneess of 4 paairs of verrtical
In
areas off space. Ass well, 1 of
o the segm
ments of eaach of thesse pairs of areas com
mbine
to form
m another pair
p of areas, of horiizontal spaace. In tottal, there aare 10 areaas of
awareneess of spacce.
The
T pair off horizontaal areas is composedd of 4 segm
ments thatt extend accross
the surfface of th
he earth. The
T primaary verticaal areas exxtend upw
ward-downw
ward
through
h each of th
hese horizo
ontal segm
ments. Eachh of these vvertical areeas is also part
of a pairr of areas.
One
O of thesse pairs off vertical areas
a
also eenables aw
wareness of the cyclees of
time.
Each
E
of thee areas is composed
c
of
o 2 line segments. T
The cycless of symboolism
include cycles of the 2 horiizontal areas of spacce, cycles oof the 8 veertical areaas of
a the 2 cy
ycles of tim
me.
space, and
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n the 4th dimension
n of awarreness, 4 parts of tthe body were used in
In
symboliism, once the
t body had
h prepareed for symb
mbolism. In addition tto the armss, the
head, th
he body, an
nd the feet were also used.

of awaren
n the 3rd dimension
d
ness, after moving thhe arms innto positioon to
In
represen
nt symbolism, 3 jointts of the arrm could bbe used in ssymbolism
m. These aree the
elbow jo
oint, the sh
houlder joiint, and thee wrist joinnt.
th
In
n the 4 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, after moving thhe arms innto positioon to
represen
nt symbolism, 4 jointts of the arrm could bbe used in ssymbolism
m. These aree the
elbow jo
oint, the sh
houlder joiint, the wriist joint, annd the fingeer joints.
Finger
F
join
nts refer to
o the abilitty of the ffingers of the hand to move, as a
whole, with
w respect to the otther fingers of the haand, withinn the same aarea of spaace.
Movement
M
of the fing
ger joints for
f symbollism is new
w in the 4thh dimensioon of
awareneess. The fin
ngers can move
m
in 2 different w
ways. The finger joinnts can shifft the
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fingers with respeect to each
h other to represent
r
a span of 445o, and thhe finger jooints
can shifft the fingeers with resspect to eacch other too represent a span of 22.5o.
Furthermor
F
re, whereas previoussly the elbbow had ddeveloped a 2nd form
m of
th
movement, in thee 4 dimeension of awareness,
a
, both thee shoulder and the w
wrist
nd
ped a 2 fo
orm of mov
vement.
develop
In
n addition to the preevious mov
vement off the shoullder, whichh relocatedd the
arm forw
ward in rellationship to the bod
dy, another movemennt of the shhoulder beccame
th
h
possiblee in the 4 dimension
n of awareeness. The shoulder ccould reloccate the arm
m to
the left--right of th
he body.
As
A well, th
he wrist co
ould orientt the handd with resppect to thee forearm in 2
n
differen
nt ways, allong the 2nd
segmentt of the sam
me area ass that reprresented byy the
bones of
o the foreaarm and no
ow by form
ming the hhand alongg a segmennt of a 2nd area
that is perpendicu
ular to thee area thatt is formeed by the bbones of tthe forearm
m, a
nt of the oth
her pair of areas.
segmen

n the 4th diimension of
o awareness, the heaad was used in a 3rd w
way in ordder to
In
symboliize awaren
ness of the areas of space-time
s
e. The neckk could reoorient the hhead
with resspect to th
he body in 3 ways, upward-dow
u
wnward, leeft-right, aand both aat the
same tim
me.
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n the 4th diimension of
o awareneess, in addiition to thee arms, heaad, and boddy, a
In
th
4 part of the bod
dy was used in order to symbollize awarenness of thee line segm
ments
a
of space-time. The
T feet could oriennt the bodyy toward thhe east. (1) As
in the areas
well, on
ne of the feet
fe could shift
s
its oriientation aaway from the east bby 90o. Thee left
foot cou
uld shift leeftward, to
oward the point of tthe north. (2) The riight foot ccould
shift rig
ghtward, toward thee point of the southh. (3) In thhis way, tthe feet w
would
providee the body with an effective
e
way
w to orieent the boddy toward the northh and
toward the west, and towarrd the soutth and tow
ward the w
west. The ffeet could also
he body to its originaal orientation toward the east.
return th
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At
A the timee of the 4th dimension of awaareness, thhere was aawareness of 4
subdivissions within the unitty of nature. As subddivision is subdivisioon into 2, tthere
was theerefore awaareness off 24 subdiv
visions of nnature. 24, 2 multipllied by itseelf 4
times, is equal to 16. Theree was at th
his time aw
wareness off a subdivision of naature
into 16.
We
W can therefore con
nsider awarreness of thhe 360o cirrcle of the horizon off our
awareneess as sub
bdivided in
nto 16, wh
here one-siixteenth of 360 is 222.5, such that
o
there waas awareneess of 22.5 .
This
T
awareeness was symbolized by an awareeness of corresponnding
subdivission on thee body. Th
he minimum
m motion of any parrt of the boody, relativve to
the otheer parts of the
t body, in
i order to symbolizee awarenesss of spacee-time in thhe 4th
dimensiion of awareness wass 22.5o.
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Once
O
the bo
ones of thee arms had
d completedd preparatiion for sym
mbolism of the
4 dimeension of awareness,
a
there was movemennt of the joiints of the arms, the hhead,
the body
y, and the feet in sym
mbolism.
The
T smallesst angle off movemen
nt of any jooint that w
was used inn symbolism
m of
th
o
the 4 dimension
d
of awareneess was 22
2.5 .
th

In
n order to symbolizee their awaareness of sspace and time, ancient peoplee had
to orien
nt themselv
ves in a dirrection with
h respect tto space annd time thaat enabled such
awareneess.
For
F the firstt 3 dimenssions of aw
wareness, thhe directioon of orienntation to space
was som
me form of
o orientattion along
g the northh-south axxis of the earth. Thhis is
natural, as most early
e
peoplle who mig
grated outt of the homeland in Africa mooved
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more or less northward or southward, such that the species as a whole was oriented
along the north-south segment.
People who left the homeland during the period of awareness of the 4th
dimension oriented to the area. The area can be symbolized in the form of a square.
By the time the ancestors of the speakers of English began their migration
out of the homeland in Africa, the main population distribution of the planet had
changed. By this time, a large number of people had already left Africa, and were
distributed all across Asia. Therefore, our species had mainly a west to east
orientation, across the area of the surface of the earth. The people leaving Africa at
this time were in the west, and so oriented to the east. This orientation to the east
enabled a more evolved orientation to time and space.
In modern English, there are numerous references to the east as the direction
of orientation. For example, the orient refers to the east, and orientals are people
who live in the east. The word ‘orient’ is related to a Latin word that refers to the
sunrise, which occurs in the east.
Many speakers of English are quite aware of the fact that orientation,
becoming aware of their surroundings, is symbolized by facing the east.
At this time, these people oriented toward the east. As well, their feet were
able to reorient their bodies, such that they were able to orient at the same time to
the north or south and to the west.
While still in Africa, orientation was to the vertical area of time, and the area
began in the east, at the point of the sunrise. The east was the point of the future in
time, the point of the sunrise in the future. The east was also the point of the past in
time. The east is the point where the future and the past interact, where the future
evolves into the past, and where the past evolves into the future. As we shall see,
the 4th dimension is the dimension of awareness of interaction in space-time.
After leaving Africa, orientation was to the horizontal area of space. The
area began in the east. As the awareness of mankind evolved over the area of space,
the point of the east is again where the future interacts with the past, and where
space interacts with time, since the point of the east is also the beginning of their
area of time.
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n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, there is awareness of 1 ppair of areaas of
In
horizon
ntal space and
a 4 pairss of areas of
o vertical space. Ass well, therre is awareeness
of 1 pair of areass that symb
bolize the 2 cycles oof time, 1 of the paairs of areaas of
vertical space.
The
T areas of
o space in
nclude 1 paair of horizzontal areaas and 4 pairs of verrtical
areas. The
T horizon
ntal areas extend horrizontally along the surface off the earth,, and
extend forward
f
an
nd rearward
d (east and
d west) andd left and rright (northh and southh) in
space, as
a well as along the midpointss between these segm
ments alonng the horiizon,
from the perspective of man
nkind orien
nting to sppace and tim
me. The prrimary verrtical
areas ex
xtend vertiically upward and do
ownward th
through thee segmentss that form
m the
horizon
ntal areas, passing
p
thrrough the midline off mankindd at the steernum. Eacch of
these veertical areaas is part of
o a pair off areas, in a manner analogouss to the paair of
areas off horizontaal space.
The
T areas of
o time are the pair off areas thaat enables aawareness of the cycle of
the day and the cy
ycle of the month. Th
he 1 pair off areas thatt enable aw
wareness oof the
cycles of
o time extends forwaard and reaarward (easst and wesst).
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An
A area of space is fo
ormed by 2 segmentss. Each seggment is syymbolized by 3
points. Each
E
of these 2 segm
ments is sym
mbolized bby 1 point of the heree, the midppoint,
and 2 po
oints of thee there, thee endpointss. The 2 seegments cooincide at tthe point of
o the
here. Other than the point of
o the heree, there arre 4 pointss that are ssymbolizedd by
these 2 segments. These poin
nts lie on an
a area of sspace.
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We
W can maake each off the endpo
oints of thee 2 segmennts that forrm the areaa the
midpoin
nt of anoth
her segmen
nt. This makes
m
an addditional 4 segmentss. We can then
connectt these 4 segments to form th
he shape of a squaare, which is a com
mmon
symbol for an areaa.
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We
W can th
hink of the area off the 4th ddimension of awareeness as bbeing
compossed of 2 seegments th
hat are cen
ntered at tthe point of the herre, or as bbeing
compossed of the 4 segmentss that boun
nd the outeer edges off this area oon the horiizon,
where each
e
of theese segmeents has ass its midpooint one oof the endppoints of tthe 2
originall segments.
The
T area th
hat is sym
mbolized by
b 2 segm
ments, to tthe left inn the diaggram,
symboliizes the arrea from th
he perspecttive of maan at the point of thee here, loooking
outward
d to the end
ds of the segments of
o his awareeness on thhe horizonn. The areaa that
is symb
bolized by 4 segmentts, to the right in the diagram, ssymbolizess the area ffrom
the persspective off the limits of mankin
nd’s awareeness on thhe horizon, in the form
m of
a squaree.
In
n order to symbolizee the stages in the cyycles of thee areas of space, we will
consideer the areaas as being
g composeed of 4 seegments. IIn other w
words, we will
consideer the areass in terms of
o the segm
ments on thhe horizonn at the outer edges of the
areas off awareness.
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Each
E
of thee areas is symbolized
s
d as a pairr of areas. Each of thhe areas inn the
pair is symbolized
s
d by 2 segm
ments. For the horizoontal pair oof areas, for example,, one
of the areas
a
is deefined by the
t 2 segm
ments that extend forrward-rearrward and leftright. The outer po
oints of theese 2 segm
ments form the midpooints of thee segmentss that
The other aarea is defiined by 2 oother
form thee square att the outer bounds off the area. T
segmen
nts, which extend
e
to form
f
the en
ndpoints off the segm
ments that fo
form the sqquare
at the outer
o
bound
ds of the area.
a
Thesee 2 diagram
ms show 2 ways to symbolizee this
pair of areas.
a
A square is a figure th
hat is comp
posed of 4 segments that are at right angles to
each oth
her. A righ
ht angle measures
m
90o. Four riight angles measures 360o. Just as
with a circle,
c
the square
s
has a measuree of 360o. E
Each of thee 4 segmennts of the oouter
square represents
r
o the areaa of the hoorizon that is equivaleent to 90o. The
a portion of
fingers of the han
nd in 1 posiition can represent a span of 455o. To reprresent one side
s
of our
o awaren
ness of spaace, we willl have to rrepresent 2 spans off 45o.
of the square
In orderr to represeent the 2nd span, from
m the 1st poosition, we can use thhe wrist to shift
the hand
d 45o, to a 2nd positio
on.
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n the 1st dim
mension of awarenesss, there w
was awareneess of 1 pooint.
In
nd
In
n the 2 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, there was awareeness of 2 ray segments.
These 2 ray segmeents met att a point, th
he point off the here.
rd
In
n the 3 dimension
d
of
o awareneess, there w
was awareeness of 3 line segments.
These 3 line segm
ments met at
a a point, the
t point of the here.
th
In
n the 4 diimension of
o awareness, there iss now awarreness of 4 primary aareas.
These are
a areas of
o vertical space. Theese 4 areas meet at a line segm
ment. Theere is
only 1 possible
p
caandidate fo
or a line seg
gment wheere all 4 arreas can m
meet. This is the
vertical segment that passees through
h the midliine of thee body of mankind. The
nt of each
h of the vertical
v
seegments, aand the m
midpoint oof each off the
midpoin
horizon
ntal segmen
nts, is the point
p
of thee here.
th
In
n the 4 diimension of
o awareness, there w
was awarenness of 4 prrimary areaas of
vertical space. These
T
are the 4 verrtical areaas that exxtend vertiically upw
wardt 4 segm
ments that fform the ppair of areaas of horizoontal
downwaard through each of the
space.
n other wo
ords, the 4 primary arreas of verrtical spacee are each defined byy the
In
common
n vertical segment th
hat extendss verticallyy through tthe body oof mankindd and
1 of thee 4 segmen
nts of the 2 pairs of areas of hhorizontal space of w
which mannkind
was awaare.
As
A well, eaach of these vertical areas
a
was accompannied by a secondary aarea,
which was
w analog
gous to the secondary
y area of hoorizontal sppace.
In
n total, theere was aw
wareness of
o 10 areass of horizoontal and vertical sppace.
Each arrea was com
mposed off 2 segmen
nts. Each off these seggments meets at the ppoint
of the here.
h
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For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4thh dimensioon of awareeness, orieentation to time
was primary and orientation
n to space was seconndary. Verrtical relattes to timee and
ntal relates to space.
horizon
There
T
was awarenesss of 4 prim
mary areass of verticcal space. Each of tthese
areas sh
hares a seg
gment. This is the vertical segm
ment that eextends up-down throough
the body
y of mankind with th
he midpoin
nt at the pooint of the here. Thiss is symbollized
by the vertical
v
seg
gment in th
he diagram
m. Each off these alsoo contains a 2nd segm
ment.
nd
d
Each off these 2 segmentss correspon
nds to 1 oof the segm
ments in 1 of the paair of
areas off horizontaal space. On
ne segmen
nt extends fforward-reearward thrrough the bbody
of mank
kind. Anotther segmeent extendss left-right through thhe body off mankind. The
other paair of segm
ments exten
nds throug
gh the bodyy to the leeft or right at an anglle of
o
45 with
h respect to
o either of the segmeents in the pprimary paair of segm
ments.
In
n other wo
ords, thesee 4 verticaal areas allso symbolize the 9 points onn the
surface of the eartth that desccribe the 2 horizontall areas of sspace.
There
T
are 2 major dim
mensions of
o awareneess for culttures that oorient to thhe 4th
dimensiion. There is their primary
p
dim
mension oof awareneess, the 4thh dimensioon of
awareneess, and th
here is theirr next and final stagee of evoluttion, the 5tth dimensioon of
awareneess.
Cultures
C
th
hat orient to
t the 4th dimensionn are subdiivided cultures. In oother
words, they are su
ubdivided in their aw
wareness. T
The numbber 4 represents the uunity
mes. The feet subdiivide
of the number 1, after it has subdiivided intoo 2, 2 tim
ys. The fin
ngers subdiivide symbbolism into 2 pairs oof 2.
symboliism into 2, in 2 way
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And so on. As well, for example, speakers of English subdivide time from space,
and subdivide religion from science. Speakers of Chinese, for example, on the
other hand, hold a unified representation of nature.
Because the culture of English holds a subdivided representation of nature,
and does not hold a unified representation, its primary dimension of orientation
begins with subdivision, which evolves toward unity in the next dimension of
awareness. Therefore, in the 4th dimension of awareness, awareness of time,
although primary, is subdivided, and awareness of space, although secondary, is
unified. This will reverse in 5th dimension symbolism.
During the period of their awareness of the 4th dimension, there was
awareness of 1 pair of areas for symbolism of horizontal space. The number 1
reflects unity.
At this time, there was awareness of 4 pairs of areas for symbolism of
vertical space. The number 4 reflects subdivision, since 4 does not reflect unity.
The 4 primary areas share a segment. Furthermore, subdivision in this dimension is
in the form of pairs, and these 4 primary areas each subdivided to form a 2nd
vertical area, analogous to the 2nd area of horizontal space, making 4 secondary
areas of vertical space.
There were 4 pairs of areas of awareness of vertical space, for a total of 8
areas of awareness. Together with the 1 pair of areas of awareness of horizontal
space, there were in total 5 pairs of areas of awareness of space, or 10 areas of
awareness.
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This
T is the shape
s
of th
he hand to symbolizee space. Thhe thumb iss hidden annd is
not used
d. The other 4 fingerrs are subd
divided intoo 2 pairs oof fingers. The indexx and
middle fingers aree held together, and the ring aand little ffingers are held togeether.
d maximallly apart froom each otther, and arre separateed by
The pairs of fingeers are held
o
o 45 .
a span of
Because
B
each segmen
nt of the sq
quare that fforms the bbounds off the area sppans
o
90 , 2 hand
h
positiions are reequired to symbolizee an entire segment aalong the oouter
bounds of the square of the horizon.
h
To
T symboliize horizontal spacee, the handd is orientted horizonntally, andd the
back off the hand
d is visiblee. To sym
mbolize veertical spacce, the haand is orieented
vertically, and thee inside of the
t hand iss visible.

To
T becomee aware off the 4th dimension
d
required aawareness of a cyclle of
th
nature. In the 4 dimension
d
of awareneess, awarenness of thiis cycle of nature enaabled
ycles of spaace and tim
me, 4 for thhe symbolissm of spacce and 2 foor the
awareneess of 6 cy
symboliism of time. The han
nds could symbolize
s
tthe flow thhrough thee stages in each
of thesee 6 cycles.
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Symbolism
S
m of the 1stt of these cycles beggins usingg only the right arm and
hand. The
T left arm
m and hand
d will be ussed for lateer stages inn the same cycle.
Let
L us prep
pare the haands for ex
xamining tthe finger signs that symbolizee the
th
4 dimeension of awareness.
a

To
T symboliize the 4th dimension
d
of awarenness using fingers siggns, begin with
st
rd
the body
y as in the 1 through
h 3 dimen
nsions of aawareness.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
This
T is the initial
i
posiition to preepare for fi
finger signss. In the 4tth dimensioon of
awareneess, 3 stepss will be reequired to prepare
p
forr symbolissm.
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n the 1st sttep, only th
he right arrm moves. Use the riight shouldder to shifft the
In
o
arm 90 forward and
a upward
d, such thaat the entiree arm exteends forwarrd horizonntally
from thee body.

n the 2nd sttep, open the
t right fiist. The 4 fingers aree oriented vertically with
In
respect to each oth
her, and arre subdivid
ded into 2 pairs of finngers. Thee ring and little
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fingers touch each other, an
nd extend forward aand slightlly downwaard. The inndex
ddle fingerrs touch eaach other, and
a extendd maximallly upward from the oother
and mid
pair, su
uch that th
hey are sep
parated fro
om the low
wer pair oof fingers bby a span that
o
forms an
a angle off 45 . The proximal
p
bone
b
of thee thumb liees along thhe index finnger,
with thee distal bon
ne of the th
humb exten
nding dow
wnward intoo the hand..

n the 3rd sttep, use thee elbow to rotate the forearm, ssuch that thhe bones of the
In
forearm
m and hand
d no longerr orient up
p-down witth respect to each otther, but orient
left-righ
ht.
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This
T
diagram showss the pairr of horizontal areeas of sppace from the
perspective of maankind orieenting towaard the easst. Each off the 2 areaas in the paair is
defined by 2 segm
ments. Eacch of thesee 4 segmennts has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
mary
the heree. For one of the areaas, the outeer 4 pointss of the seggments aree the 4 prim
cardinall direction
ns in spacee; east, sou
uth, west, and north. For the oother area, the
outer 4 points of the segmeents are thee 4 seconddary directtions in sppace; northheast,
orthwest.
southeaast, southwest, and no
The
T outer bounds off the areass, the exteent of the areas thaat is visiblle to
mankind on the horizon,
h
caan also be representeed by 4 seggments. Eaach segmeent is
p
Theere are 8 points
p
aroound the pperimeter oof these arreas.
compossed of 3 points.
These 8 points id
dentify the 4 primary
y directionns in horizzontal spacce, which fform
the mid
dpoints off the segm
ments that form thee sides off the squaare, and thhe 4
secondaary directio
ons in horizzontal spacce, which fform the enndpoints oof the segm
ments
that form
m the sidess of the squ
uare.
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Looking outward from the point of the here, this pair of areas can be
symbolized as forming a square. This square represents the horizon, and the limits,
or the outer bounds, of our awareness of space. Looking outward at the entirety of
the square from the perspective of the point of the here, this square can be
perceived as being subdivided into 8 parts. Each part takes the form of a triangle. A
triangle is a geometric figure that occupies an area of space.
Each of the triangles symbolizes a section of the areas of our awareness, as
we can be aware of the space from the point of the here, outward along the earth,
until we reach the limit of our awareness on the horizon. The limit of each section,
the limit of each triangle of our awareness, represents one half of one of the
segments on the outer square of our awareness.
Each finger sign in the symbolism of this cycle will symbolize one of these
parts of the square, one of the triangles in the areas of awareness of horizontal
space.
In each stage in the cycle of symbolism of horizontal space, the 2 pairs of
fingers will represent the 2 sides of a triangle that extends outward from the body
toward the horizon. The 3rd side of the triangle is one half of 1 side of the square,
where the half ends at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side or where the
half begins at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side.
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When
W
we prepared
p
th
he right arm
m for sym
mbolism byy shifting ffrom the innitial
position
n for symb
bolism, thee hand wass in positioon for orieentation to the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment of th
he square that lies in
i front of the bodyy, the seggment withh the
midpoin
nt at the po
oint of the east.
The
T arm ex
xtends horizzontally fo
orward, witth the backk of the hannd visible. The
wrist ex
xtends the hand direcctly forwarrd from thhe body. T
The ring annd little finngers
form a pair
p of fing
gers, which
h symbolizze a segmeent that exttends outw
ward towardd the
point off the east. The index
x and midd
dle fingerss form a pair of finggers, whichh are
separateed from th
he other pair
p
by an extent off 45o, suchh that theyy symboliize a
segmen
nt that exteends outw
ward toward the poinnt of the nnortheast. The thum
mb is
tucked away
a
out of
o sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
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the norttheast to th
he point of the east, which
w
form
ms the outerr bounds oof the squarre of
awareneess.
The
T eyes can observee the hand
d, and thenn the eyes can obserrve beyondd the
hand to the area of space thaat the hand
d symbolizees.

To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 1st segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right han
nd, use thee wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the soouth.
In this position,
p
the pair off fingers fo
ormed from
m the indeex and midddle fingerrs no
longer orients
o
to the
t beginn
ning of thee segment, to the begginning off the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment, to th
he point of the northeeast, but instead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
nd
segmen
nt, to the beeginning off the 2 haalf of the segment, too the point of the eastt. As
well, the pair of fingers
fi
form
med from the
t ring annd little finngers no loonger oriennts to
the mid
dpoint of th
he segmentt, to the en
nd of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to the ppoint
of the east,
e
but in
nstead orien
nts to the end
e of the segment, tto the end of the 2nd half
of the seegment, to
o the point of the souttheast.
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The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of horizzontal spacce that has as its midppoint the ppoint of thee east.

The
T 2nd segment of th
he square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the po
oint of the south. To symbolizee this segm
ment of thee square, usse the shouulder
o
to shift the right arm 90 tow
ward the rig
ght, such thhat the arm
m extends ddirectly tow
ward
o its origin
nal positionn.
the soutth. Return the wrist to
The
T arm now extend
ds horizon
ntally righttward, witth the bacck of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly righhtward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
outward
d toward th
he point off the south.. The indexx and midddle fingerss form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that ex
xtends outtward towaard the point of the southeast. The
symboliize a segm
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
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The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
he point off the south, which forrms the ouuter boundds of the sqquare
the souttheast to th
of awareness.
The
T neck rotates
r
thee head 90o toward tthe right, such thatt the eyes can
observee the hand,, and then the eyes can observve beyondd the hand to the areea of
space th
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.

To
T symboliize the 2ndd half of the
t 2nd seggment of tthe squaree of horizoontal
space using the right hand, use
u the wrrist to shiftt the hand 45o rearwaard, towardd the
n this posittion, the paair of fingeers formed from the iindex and middle finngers
west. In
no longer orients to
t the begiinning of th
he segmennt, to the beeginning of the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment, to th
he point of the southeeast, but innstead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
nd
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of
o the 2 half
h of the segment, tto the poinnt of the soouth.
As welll, the pair of
o fingers formed
f
fro
om the ringg and little fingers noo longer oriients
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to the midpoint
m
off the segmeent, to the end
e of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the ppoint
of the south, but instead orieents to the end of thee segment, to the endd of the 2ndd half
o the point of the soutthwest.
of the seegment, to
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of horizzontal spacce that has as its midppoint the ppoint of thee south.

The
T 3rd segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of thee west. To symbolizee this segm
ment of thee square, uuse the spinne to
o
rotate th
he body 90
0 toward the right, such that the arm exxtends direectly rearw
ward,
toward the west. Return
R
the wrist to itss original pposition.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds horizon
ntally rearw
ward, withh the backk of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand diirectly rearrward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
outward
d toward th
he point off the west. The indexx and midddle fingers form a paair of
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fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that ex
xtends outtward towaard the poiint of the ssouthwest. The
symboliize a segm
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
t point of
o the west,, which forrms the ouuter bounds of the sqquare
the soutthwest to the
of awareness.
The
T head, orienting
o
90
0o toward the
t right, ttogether wiith the 90o rotation oof the
spine, orients
o
rearrward, such
h that the eyes
e
can oobserve thee hand, andd then the eyes
can observe beyon
nd the hand
d to the areea of spacee that the hhand symboolizes.

To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 3rd segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right han
nd, use thee wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the north.
In this position,
p
the pair off fingers fo
ormed from
m the indeex and midddle fingerrs no
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longer orients
o
to the
t beginn
ning of thee segment, to the begginning off the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment, to the point of the southw
west, but innstead oriennts to the m
midpoint oof the
nd
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of
o the 2 half
h of the segment, to the point of the w
west.
As welll, the pair of
o fingers formed
f
fro
om the ringg and little fingers noo longer oriients
to the midpoint
m
off the segmeent, to the end
e of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the ppoint
of the west,
w
but in
nstead orieents to the end of the segment, to the endd of the 2ndd half
of the seegment, to
o the point of the nortthwest.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of horizzontal spacce that has as its midppoint the ppoint of thee west.

The
T right arm,
a
and th
he right haalf of the body, havve now sym
mbolized tthree
fourths of the enttire squaree that repreesents the pair of arreas of horizontal sppace.
he left arm, and the leeft half of the
t body, w
will symboolize the otther side of the
Next, th
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square, in a symmetric manner. In other words, the left arm will also symbolize
three fourths of the square, traversing in reverse order from the right hand.
In this way, the segments centered at the points of the east and the west will
each be symbolized 2 times, once for each hand, and the segments centered at the
points of the south and the north will each be symbolized 1 time.
The 1st segment symbolized by the left hand is the same as the 3rd segment
symbolized by the right hand, the segment of the square with the midpoint at the
point of the west. To symbolize this segment of the square, use the spine to rotate
the body back to its normal position, such that the right arm extends horizontally
outward, toward the right. Close the fingers of the hand into a fist, and then use the
shoulder to shift the right arm 90o downward, such that the arm returns to its initial
position alongside the body.
Shift the left arm upward in a symmetric manner. Use the left shoulder to
shift the arm 90o upward and outward, toward the left, such that the arm extends
horizontally leftward. Open the hand, and spread the fingers into 2 pairs of fingers
separated by an extent of 45o.
Next, use the spine to rotate the body 90o toward the left, such that the left
arm extends directly rearward, toward the west. Whereas the right arm symbolized
the 1st half of each segment with the wrist extending the hand straight, and shifted
the wrist to symbolize the 2nd half of the symbolism, the left wrist is symmetric to
this. Use the left wrist to shift the hand 45o toward the south. The left arm and hand
are now in a position that is symmetric to the position that was previously held by
the right arm and orienting in the same direction.
The arm now extends horizontally rearward, with the back of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand rearward from the body and 45o leftward,
toward the south. The ring and little fingers form a pair of fingers, which
symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of the southwest. The
index and middle fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from the other
pair by an extent of 45o, such that they symbolize a segment that extends outward
toward the point of the west. The thumb is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the southwest to the point of the west, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
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Use
U the necck to rotatee the head 90o towarrd the left, which, toggether withh the
90o rotaation of thee spine, oriients the head
h
rearwaard, such tthat the eyes can obsserve
the hand
d, and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyondd the hand to the area of space that
the hand
d symbolizzes.

To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 3rd segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he left hand
d, use the wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the north,
such th
hat the wriist extends the hand
d directly rearward from the body. In this
position
n, the pair of
o fingers formed
f
fro
om the ringg and little fingers noo longer oriients
to the beginning
b
of
o the segm
ment, to th
he beginninng of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to
the poin
nt of the so
outhwest, but
b instead orients to the midpooint of the ssegment, too the
nd
beginnin
ng of the 2 half of the segmeent, to the ppoint of thhe west. Ass well, the pair
of fingeers formed
d from thee index an
nd middlee fingers nno longer orients too the
midpoin
nt of the seegment, to
o the end of
o the 1st hhalf of the segment, to the poinnt of
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the west, but insteead orientss to the end
d of the seggment, to the end off the 2nd haalf of
the segm
ment, to the point of the northw
west.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of horizzontal spacce that has as its midppoint the ppoint of thee west.

The
T 2nd seg
gment symbolized by
y the left hhand is the opposite segment too the
nd
2 segm
ment symb
bolized by
y the rightt hand, thee segmentt of the sqquare withh the
midpoin
nt at the point
p
of th
he south. This
T
is thee 4th segment of the square off the
horizon
n. This segm
ment is thee segment with
w the m
midpoint at the point oof the northh.
To
T symboliize this seg
gment of th
he square, uuse the spiine to rotatte the bodyy 90o
forward
d, back to its normaal position
n. As befoore, the shhoulder exxtends the arm
horizon
ntally outw
ward, such that
t
it does not holdd a rearwarrd orientatiion but insstead
extends directly to
oward the left, and such
s
that thhe arm exttends direcctly towardd the
north. Use
U the lefft wrist to shift the hand
h
45o reearward, tooward the west. Thee left
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arm and hand are now in a symmetric position to the position previously held by
the right arm and orienting in the opposite direction.
The arm now extends horizontally leftward, with the back of the hand visible.
The wrist extends the hand leftward from the body and 45o toward the west. The
ring and little fingers form a pair of fingers, which symbolize a segment that
extends outward toward the point of the northwest. The index and middle fingers
form a pair of fingers, which are separated from the other pair by an extent of 45o,
such that they symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of the
north. The thumb is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the northwest to the point of the north, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
The head remains oriented 90o toward the left, such that the eyes can
observe the hand, and then the eyes can observe beyond the hand to the area of
space that the hand symbolizes.
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To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 4th segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he left han
nd, use thee wrist to shift the hhand 45o fo
forward, tooward the east,
such th
hat the wrrist extend
ds the han
nd directlyy leftward from the body. In this
position
n, the pair of
o fingers formed
f
fro
om the ringg and little fingers noo longer oriients
to the beginning
b
of
o the segm
ment, to th
he beginninng of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to
the poin
nt of the no
orthwest, but
b instead orients to the midpoint of the ssegment, too the
nd
beginnin
ng of the 2 half of the segment, to the ppoint of thee north. Ass well, the pair
of fingeers formed
d from thee index an
nd middlee fingers nno longer orients too the
midpoin
nt of the seegment, to
o the end of
o the 1st hhalf of the segment, to the poinnt of
the nortth, but insttead orientss to the end of the seegment, to the end off the 2nd haalf of
the segm
ment, to the point of the northeaast.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of horizzontal spacce that has as its midppoint the ppoint of thee north.
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The
T 3rd seg
gment sym
mbolized by
b the lefft hand iss again thhe 1st segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off the east. The
T cycle ends
e
at thee beginningg, at the seegment witth the midppoint
at the po
oint of the east.
To
T symboliize this seg
gment of the
t square, use the sshoulder too shift the arm
o
90 forw
ward, such that the arrm extendss directly tooward the east. Use tthe left wriist to
shift thee hand 45o leftward, toward th
he north. T
The left arm
m and handd are now in a
position
n that is symmetric to
o the positiion that waas previouusly held byy the rightt arm
and orieenting in th
he same dirrection.
The
T left arm
m extends directly
d
forward, witth the backk of the hannd visible. The
wrist ex
xtends the hand forw
ward from the body aand 45o tow
ward the nnorth. The ring
and littlle fingers form a pair of fingeers, which symbolizee a segmennt that exttends
outward
d toward th
he point of
o the northeast. Thee index annd middle fingers forrm a
pair of fingers, which
w
are separated from
fr
the otther pair bby an extennt of 45o, such
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that theey symboliize a segm
ment that ex
xtends outtward towaard the poiint of the east.
The thu
umb is tuck
ked away out
o of sightt.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
he point of the east, which
w
form
ms the outerr bounds oof the squarre of
the norttheast to th
awareneess.
The
T neck rotates
r
thee head 90o rightwardd, such thhat the head once aagain
orients forward, and such th
hat the eyess can obserrve the hannd, and theen the eyess can
he hand to the area off space thaat the hand symbolizees.
observee beyond th

To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 1st segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he left hand
d, use the wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the soouth,
such thaat the wristt extends th
he hand directly forw
ward from the body. IIn this position,
the pairr of fingerss formed from
f
the riing and litttle fingerss no longerr orients too the
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beginning of the segment, to the beginning of the 1st half of the segment, to the
point of the northeast, but instead orients to the midpoint of the segment, to the
beginning of the 2nd half of the segment, to the point of the east. As well, the pair
of fingers formed from the index and middle fingers no longer orients to the
midpoint of the segment, to the end of the 1st half of the segment, to the point of
the east, but instead orients to the end of the segment, to the end of the 2nd half of
the segment, to the point of the southeast.
The fingers span an extent of 45o. By shifting the wrist 45o, these 2 positions
of the hand together form an extent of 90o. This represents the entire segment of
the square of horizontal space that has as its midpoint the point of the east.
This completes the symbolism of the cycle of horizontal space. The wrist
can shift the hand to 2 different positions, which together can symbolize 1 entire
segment of the outer bounds of the areas of horizontal space. The shoulder can
extend this symbolism to a 2nd segment. The spine can extend this symbolism to a
3rd segment. The other arm can extend this symbolism to the 4th segment, thereby
completing the symbolism of the entire cycle of the areas of horizontal space.
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This
T diagraam shows the
t pair off vertical aareas of space that exxtend left-rright
from the perspectiive of man
nkind orien
nting towarrd the east. There aree 2 areas inn the
pair, in a manner that is anaalogous to the pair off areas of hhorizontal space. Eacch of
p is defi
fined by 2 segments.
s
Each of thhese 4 segm
ments has aas its
the 2 areas in the pair
midpoin
nt the poin
nt of the here.
h
For one of thee areas, thhe outer 4 points off the
segmen
nts are 2 off the primarry cardinall directions in space,, north andd south, as well
as the points
p
direcctly abovee and below
w the poinnt of the heere, the pooints of upp and
down. For
F the oth
her area, th
he outer 4 points
p
of thhe segmennts are anallogous to tthe 4
secondaary directions in ho
orizontal space;
s
nortth-up, souuth-up, souuth-down, and
north-do
own.
The
T outer bounds off the areass, the exteent of the areas thaat is visiblle to
mankind, can be represented
r
d by 4 segm
ments. Eacch segmentt is composed of 3 pooints.
a 8 pointss around th
he perimetter of thesee areas. Thhese 8 poinnts identifyy the
There are
4 primaary directio
ons in left-right verttical space, which foorm the miidpoints off the
segmen
nts that form
m the sidees of the sq
quare, and the 4 secoondary dirrections in leftright veertical spacce, which form
f
the endpoints oof the segm
ments that form the ssides
of the sq
quare.
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Looking
L
ou
utward fro
om the po
oint of thee here, thiis pair off areas cann be
symboliized as forrming a squ
uare. Look
king upwarrd and dow
wnward at the entiretty of
the squ
uare from the persp
pective of the point of the hhere, this ssquare cann be
perceiveed as being
g subdivideed into 8 parts.
p
Each part takes the form oof a trianglle.
Each
E
of thee triangles symbolizees a sectionn of the arreas of ourr awarenesss, as
we can be aware of the spaace from th
he point off the here, outward, until we rreach
wareness in
n the heaveens or on tthe earth. T
The limit oof each secction,
the limiit of our aw
the lim
mit of each
h triangle of our aw
wareness, rrepresents one half of one off the
segmen
nts on the outer
o
squaree of our aw
wareness.
Each
E
fingerr sign in th
he symboliism of the cycle willl symbolizze one of tthese
parts off the squaare, one off the trian
ngles in thhe areas off awarenesss of left-rright
vertical space.
n each staage in the cycle of symbolism
m of left-rright vertiical space,, the
In
fingers will repressent the 2 sides
s
of thee triangle tthat extendd outward from the bbody.
rd
o 1 side oof the squarre, where tthe half ends at
The 3 side of thee triangle iss one half of
dpoint of the
t segmen
nt that form
ms the sidde or wherre the halff begins att the
the mid
midpoin
nt of the seegment thaat forms thee side.
This
T
pair of
o areas off vertical space
s
is sttructurallyy identical to the paiir of
areas of horizonttal space, and the symbolism
s
m will be corresponddingly sim
milar.
mmetrical,, in the sen
nse that innstead of oobserving tthe back off the
Howeveer, it is sym
hand, th
he inside off the hand will be observed.

Now
N
that th
he cycle off horizontaal space haas been com
mpletely syymbolizedd, we
can tran
nsition the arms in order to sym
mbolize verrtical spacee.
Ju
ust as the right
r
arm began
b
in orrder to preppare to sym
mbolize hoorizontal sppace,
the leftt arm can shift in reverse
r
ord
der, reposiitioning thhe left arm
m to its innitial
position
n by the sid
de.
Use
U the elb
bow to rotaate the forrearm, succh that the bones no longer haave a
horizon
ntal orientaation with respect to each otheer, but a veertical orieentation. C
Close
o
the fist. Use the shoulder
s
to
o shift the arm 90 ddownward,, returningg the arm tto its
initial position
p
forr symbolism
m.
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To
T position
n the arm for
f symbollism of left
ft-right verttical spacee, the right arm
moves in
i a way that
t
is sim
milar, yet symmetricaal, to its positioning for horizoontal
space. Use
U the shoulder to shift
s
the riight arm 1880o forwarrd and upw
ward, suchh that
the arm
m no longerr orients veertically do
ownward, bbut orients vertically upward. O
Open
the hand
d into 2 paairs of fing
gers. Use th
he elbow aas before tto rotate thhe bones of the
forearm
m, such thatt the boness hold a lefft-right orientation w
with respectt to each oother.
The insiide of the hand
h
is vissible, and th
he inside oof the handd faces forw
ward.

After
A
our trransition, the
t right arrm extendss verticallyy upward, w
with the innside
of the hand
h
visiblee and orien
nting forwaard. The boones of thee forearm oorient left-rright
with resspect to eaach other. The wristt extends tthe hand ddirectly upward from
m the
body. The
T ring an
nd little fing
gers form a pair of fi
fingers, whhich symboolize a segm
ment
that exttends upwaard toward
d the point of up. Thhe index annd middle fingers forrm a
pair of fingers, which
w
are separated from
fr
the otther pair bby an extennt of 45o, such
ment that ex
xtends upw
ward towarrd the poinnt of northh-up.
that theey symbolize a segm
The thu
umb is tuck
ked away out
o of sightt.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend upward from the ffingers at thhe point of the
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here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the point
p
of up,
u which forms the outer bounds of the squarre of
north-up
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 90o upw
ward, suchh that the eyyes can obbserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
Note
N
that the
t inside of the haand orientss forward, and not rrearward. This
diagram
m shows the
t hand position
p
from
fr
our pperspectivve as exterrnal obserrvers
observin
ng the insside of thee hand. Fro
om the peerspective of the perrson doingg the
symboliizing, with
h the insid
de of the hand
h
oriennting towaard the easst, the nortth is
toward the left. Frrom our peerspective of lookingg forward aat the insidde of the hhand,
herefore orrienting tow
ward the w
west, the noorth is on oour right.
such thaat we are th

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, use
u the wriist to shift the hand 45o rightw
ward,
osition, thee pair of ffingers form
med from the indexx and
toward the south. In this po
o longer oriients to thee beginninng of the seegment, too the beginnning
middle fingers no
st
of the 1 half of the segmeent, to the point of nnorth-up, bbut insteadd orients too the
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midpoin
nt of the segment,
s
to
o the beginning of tthe 2nd hallf of the seegment, too the
point off up. As well,
w
the paair of fingeers formedd from the ring and liittle fingerrs no
longer orients to the midpo
oint of thee segment,, to the ennd of the 1st half off the
nt, to the po
oint of up, but instead
d orients too the end oof the segm
ment, to thee end
segmen
nd
of the 2 half of the segmen
nt, to the po
oint of souuth-up.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of up.

The
T 2nd segment of th
he square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the po
oint of the south. To symbolizee this segm
ment of thee square, usse the shouulder
o
to shift the right arm 90 do
ownward, toward thhe right, suuch that the arm chaanges
v
orientation to
o a horizon
ntal orienttation, and the arm exxtends direectly
from a vertical
toward the south. Return thee wrist to itts original position. T
The bones of the foreearm
u
with respectt to each otther.
orient up-down
The
T arm no
ow extend
ds horizonttally rightw
ward, withh the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly righhtward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
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outward
d toward th
he point off the south.. The indexx and midddle fingerss form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that extends outward
o
tooward the point of south-up. The
symboliize a segm
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the po
oint of thee south, wh
hich formss the outer bounds off the squarre of
south-up
awareneess.
The
T neck shifts
s
the head 90o downwardd, such thhat it oncee again oriients
forward
d, and then
n the neck rotates
r
the head 90o ttoward thee right, succh that the eyes
can observe the haand, and th
hen the eyees can obseerve beyonnd the handd to the areea of
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.
space th

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 2nd seegment off the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, usse the wrisst to shift the hand 445o downw
ward,
osition, thee pair of ffingers forrmed from
m the
toward the point of down. In this po
nd middle fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe beginninng of the ssegment, too the
index an
st
beginnin
ng of the 1 half of th
he segmen
nt, to the pooint of souuth-up, but instead oriients
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to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee beginningg of the 2nnd half of tthe segmennt, to
the poin
nt of the so
outh. As well,
w
the paair of fingers formedd from thee ring and little
fingers no longer orients to the
t midpoiint of the segment, too the end oof the 1st haalf of
ment, to th
he point of the south, but insteadd orients too the end oof the segm
ment,
the segm
nd
to the en
nd of the 2 half of the
t segmen
nt, to the pooint of souuth-down.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of the soouth.

The
T 3rd segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of dow
wn. To sym
mbolize th
his segmennt of the sqquare, use tthe shoulder to
o
m 90 dow
wnward and
d inward tooward the body, succh that the arm
shift thee right arm
extends directly to
oward the point
p
of do
own. Returrn the wristt to its origginal positiion.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds verticallly downw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly downnward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
downwaard toward
d the point of down. The indexx and midddle fingers form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
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symboliize a segm
ment that ex
xtends dow
wnward tow
ward the ppoint of souuth-down. The
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of th
he segmentt on the eaarth that exxtends from
m the poinnt of
hich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
south-down to thee point of down, wh
awareneess.
The
T neck rotates
r
thee head 90o leftwardd, such thaat it once again oriients
forward
d, and then
n the neck shifts the head 90o downwardd, such thaat the eyess can
observee the hand,, and then the eyes can observve beyondd the hand to the areea of
space th
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment of the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usiing the rig
ght hand, use
u the wrrist to shifft the handd 45o leftw
ward,
osition, thee pair of ffingers form
med from the indexx and
toward the north. In this po
o longer oriients to thee beginninng of the seegment, too the beginnning
middle fingers no
st
he segmen
nt, to the po
oint of souuth-down, but insteadd orients too the
of the 1 half of th
nt of the segment,
s
to
o the beginning of tthe 2nd hallf of the seegment, too the
midpoin
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point off down. Ass well, thee pair of fin
ngers form
med from tthe ring annd little finngers
no long
ger orients to the mid
dpoint of the
t segmennt, to the eend of the 1st half off the
segmen
nt, to the po
oint of dow
wn, but insstead oriennts to the ennd of the ssegment, too the
nd
end of the
t 2 halff of the seg
gment, to th
he point off north-dow
wn.
o
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5 . By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of down..

The
T right arrm, and th
he right hallf of the boody, symboolize threee fourths of the
entire sq
quare that representss the pair of
o areas off left-right vertical sppace. Nextt, the
left arm
m, and the left
l half off the body,, will symbbolize the other sidee of the squuare,
in a sym
mmetric manner.
m
In
n other wo
ords, the leeft arm w
will also syymbolize tthree
fourths of the squaare, traverssing in reverse order from the rright hand.
n this way, the segments centerred at the ppoints of uup and dow
wn will eacch be
In
symboliized 2 timees, once fo
or each han
nd, and thee segments centered aat the poinnts of
the soutth and the north
n
will each be sy
ymbolized 1 time.
st
The
T 1 segm
ment symb
bolized by the left haand is the same as thhe 3rd segm
ment
of the right
r
hand, the segmeent of the area with the midpooint at the ppoint of doown.
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To symbolize this part of the square, close the fingers of the right hand into a fist,
and use the right elbow to rotate the bones of the forearm, such that the bones
change their orientation with respect to each other from left-right to forwardrearward, and such that the arm returns to its initial position alongside the body.
Prepare the left arm in a symmetric manner. Use the left elbow to rotate the
forearm 90o, such that the bones of the forearm orient left-right with respect to
each other, and spread the fingers into 2 pairs of fingers separated by an extent of
45o.
Whereas the right arm symbolized the 1st half of each segment with the wrist
extending the hand straight, and shifted the wrist to symbolize the 2nd half of the
symbolism, the left wrist is symmetric to this. Use the left wrist to shift the hand
45o rightward, toward the south. The left arm and hand are now in a position that is
symmetric to the position that was previously held by the right arm and orienting
in the same direction.
The arm now extends vertically downward, with the inside of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand downward from the body and 45o toward the
south. The ring and little fingers form a pair of fingers, which symbolize a segment
that extends downward toward the point of south-down. The index and middle
fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from the other pair by an extent
of 45o, such that they symbolize a segment that extends downward toward the point
of down. The thumb is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the earth that extends from the point of
south-down to the point of down, which forms the outer bounds of the square of
awareness.
The head remains oriented 90o downward, such that the eyes can observe the
hand, and then the eyes can observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the
hand symbolizes.
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n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment of the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usiing the lefft hand, use the wriist to shift
ft the handd 45o leftw
ward,
t wrist extends
e
thee hand direectly downnward from
m the
toward the north, such that the
body. In
n this posittion, the paair of fingeers formedd from the ring and little fingerrs no
longer orients
o
to the
t beginn
ning of thee segment, to the begginning off the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment, to th
he point off south-dow
wn, but insstead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
nd
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of
o the 2 half
h of the segment, tto the poinnt of downn. As
well, the pair of fiingers form
med from th
he index annd middle fingers noo longer oriients
m
off the segmeent, to the end
e of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the ppoint
to the midpoint
of down
n, but insteead orientss to the end
d of the seggment, to the end off the 2nd haalf of
the segm
ment, to the point of north-dow
n
wn.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of down..
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The
T 2nd segment symb
bolized by the left haand, the 4th segment oof the squarre of
left-righ
ht verticall space, iss the opp
posite segm
ment to tthe 2nd seegment thaat is
symboliized by th
he right haand, the seegment of the area w
with the m
midpoint att the
point off the south
h. This seg
gment is th
he segmentt with the midpoint at the poinnt of
the nortth.
To
T symboliize this seg
gment of the
t square, use the sshoulder too shift the arm
o
90 upw
ward, towaard the left, such thatt the arm cchanges froom a vertiical orientaation
to a horrizontal oriientation, and
a such th
hat the arm
m extends ddirectly tow
ward the north.
The bon
nes of the forearm orient
o
up-d
down with respect too each otheer. Use thee left
wrist to
o shift the hand
h
45o downward,
d
, toward thhe point off down. Thhe left arm
m and
hand arre now in a position that is sy
ymmetric too the posiition that w
was previoously
held by the right arm
a and oriienting in the
t oppositte directionn.
The
T arm now extend
ds horizon
ntally leftw
ward, withh the insidde of the hhand
o
visible. The wristt extends the
t hand 45
4 downw
ward from the body.. The ring and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
outward
d toward th
he point off the north
h-down. Thhe index annd middle fingers forrm a
pair of fingers, which
w
are separated from
fr
the otther pair bby an extennt of 45o, such
xtends outw
ward towarrd the poinnt of the north.
that they symbolizze a segmeent that ex
umb is tuck
ked away out
o of sightt.
The thu
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The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
own to thee point of th
he north, which
w
form
ms the outerr bounds oof the squarre of
north-do
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 90o upw
ward, suchh that it onnce again orients forw
ward,
o
and theen the neck rotates the head 90
9 towardd the left, such thatt the eyes can
observee the hand,, and then the eyes can observve beyondd the hand to the areea of
space th
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 4th seegment of the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usiing the lefft hand, use
u the wrrist to shifft the handd 45o upw
ward,
o up, such
h that the wrist
w
extennds the hannd directlyy leftward ffrom
toward the point of
y. In this position,
p
th
he pair of fingers
f
form
med from the ring annd little finngers
the body
no longer orients to
t the begiinning of th
he segmennt, to the beeginning of the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment, to th
he point off north-dow
wn, but insstead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
nd
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of
o the 2 half
h of the segment, tto the poinnt of the north.
As welll, the pair of fingerss formed from
fr
the inndex and m
middle finggers no loonger
orients to the mid
dpoint of th
he segmentt, to the ennd of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to
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the poin
nt of the north,
n
but instead orieents to thee end of thhe segmentt, to the ennd of
nd
the 2 half
h of the segment, to
t the poin
nt of north-up.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of the noorth.

The
T 3rd seg
gment sym
mbolized by
b the lefft hand iss again thhe 1st segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off up. The cycle
c
endss at the beg
ginning, att the segm
ment with thhe midpoint at
the poin
nt of up.
To
T symboliize this segment of the
t squaree, use the sshoulder to shift thee left
o
arm 90 upward and
a toward
d the right, such that the arm chhanges froom a horizoontal
orientattion to a vertical
v
orieentation, and
a the arm
m extends directly tooward up. Use
o
the left wrist to sh
hift the han
nd 45 leftw
ward, towaard the nortth. The left
ft arm and hhand
w in a posittion that iss symmetriic to the poosition thaat was prevviously helld by
are now
the righ
ht arm and orienting in
i the samee direction .
The
T arm no
ow extendss vertically
y upward, w
with the innside of thhe hand vissible.
o
The wriist extendss the hand 45 leftwaard from thhe body. T
The ring annd little finngers
form a pair
p of fing
gers, which
h symbolizze a segmeent that exxtends upw
ward towardd the
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point off north-up.. The index
x and mid
ddle fingerss form a ppair of finggers, whichh are
separateed from th
he other pair
p
by an extent off 45o, suchh that theyy symboliize a
segmen
nt that exten
nds upward
d toward th
he point off up. The thhumb is tuucked awayy out
of sightt.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend upward from the ffingers at thhe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the point
p
of up,
u which forms the outer bounds of the squarre of
north-up
awareneess.
The
T neck ro
otates the head
h
90o to
oward the rright, such that it oncce again oriients
forward
d, and then
n the neck shifts the head 90o toward upp, such thaat the eyess can
observee the hand,, and then the eyes can observve beyondd the hand to the areea of
space th
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of left-rright
vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wrisst to shift the hand 45o rightw
ward,
p of finggers formeed from thee ring and little
toward the south. In this possition, the pair
t beginning of the segment, tto the beginnning of thhe 1st
fingers no longer orients to the
t segmen
nt, to the point
p
of no
orth-up, buut instead oorients to thhe midpoinnt of
half of the
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the segm
ment, to th
he beginnin
ng of the 2nd half of tthe segmennt, to the ppoint of upp. As
well, the pair of fiingers form
med from th
he index annd middle fingers noo longer oriients
m
off the segmeent, to the end
e of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the ppoint
to the midpoint
of up, but
b instead orients to the end off the segmeent, to the end of thee 2nd half of the
segmen
nt, to the po
oint of soutth-up.
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of left-rright verticcal space th
hat has as iits midpoinnt the poinnt of up.
This
T
complletes the sy
ymbolism of the cyccle of left--right vertiical space. The
wrist caan shift thee hand to 2 differen
nt positionss, which toogether caan symboliize 1
entire segment
s
off the outerr bounds of
o the areaas of left-rright verticcal space. The
shouldeer can exteend this sy
ymbolism to
t a 2nd seegment, annd then to a 3rd segm
ment.
th
The oth
her arm can extend this
t
symbo
olism to thhe 4 segm
ment, thereeby compleeting
the entirre cycle off the areas of left-righ
ht vertical space.

This
T diagraam shows the
t pair off vertical aareas of space that exxtend forw
wardrearwarrd from thee perspective of man
nkind oriennting towarrd the east. Each of tthe 2
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areas in the pair is defined by 2 segments. Each of these 4 segments has as its
midpoint the point of the here. For one of the areas, the outer 4 points of the
segments are 2 of the primary cardinal directions in space, east and west, as well as
the points directly above and below the point of the here, the points of up and
down. For the other area, the outer 4 points of the segments are analogous to the 4
secondary directions in horizontal space; east-up, west-up, west-down, and eastdown.
The outer bounds of the areas, the extent of the areas that is visible to
mankind, can be represented by 4 segments. Each segment is composed of 3 points.
There are 8 points around the perimeter of these areas. These 8 points identify the
4 primary directions in forward-rearward vertical space, which form the midpoints
of the segments that form the sides of the square, and the 4 secondary directions in
forward-rearward vertical space, which form the endpoints of the segments that
form the sides of the square.
Looking outward from the point of the here, this pair of areas can be
symbolized as forming a square. Looking upward and downward at the entirety of
the square from the perspective of the point of the here, this square can be
perceived as being subdivided into 8 parts. Each part takes the form of a triangle.
Each of the triangles symbolizes a section of the areas of our awareness, as
we can be aware of the space from the point of the here, outward along the earth,
until we reach the limit of our awareness in the heavens or on the earth. The limit
of each section, the limit of each triangle of our awareness, represents one half of
one of the segments on the outer square of our awareness.
Each finger sign in the symbolism of the cycle will symbolize one of these
parts of the square, one of the triangles in the areas of awareness of vertical space.
In each stage in the cycle of symbolism of forward-rearward vertical space,
the fingers will represent the 2 sides of the triangle that extends outward from the
body. The 3rd side of the triangle is one half of 1 segment of the square, where the
half ends at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side or where the half
begins at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side.
This pair of areas of vertical space is structurally different from the 2 other
pairs of areas of space, and the symbolism will therefore follow a different path.
We will consider this from the perspective of the 2 internal segments. The 1st
segment is the segment of up-down. The right hand will traverse this segment in
order, 1st up and 2nd down. The 2nd segment is the segment of forward-rearward.
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This 2ndd segment we will allso traverse in normaal order, 1st east andd 2nd west. The
left hand will then
n traverse these
t
segm
ments in revverse orderr.

Now
N
that the cyclee of left-rright verttical spacee has beeen compleetely
symboliized, we can
c transition the arrms in ordder to sym
mbolize forrward-rearw
ward
vertical space.
ust as the right
r
arm began
b
in orrder to preppare to sym
mbolize lefft-right verrtical
Ju
space, the left arm
m can shift in reversee order, reppositioningg the left arrm to its innitial
position
n by the sid
de.
Use
U the elb
bow to rotaate the left forearm, ssuch that tthe bones nno long haave a
left-righ
ht orientatiion with reespect to eaach other, bbut a forward-rearwaard orientaation.
Close th
he fist. Usee the shoullder to shifft the upperr arm 180o forward aand downw
ward,
such thaat the arm and hand return
r
to th
heir initial pposition byy the side.
To
T position
n the arm for
f symbolism of foorward-rearrward verttical space, the
right arm
m moves in
n a way th
hat is similaar, yet sym
mmetrical, tto its posittioning for leftright veertical spaace. Use th
he shouldeer to shiftt the rightt arm 1800o forward and
upward, such thaat the arm
m no longeer orients verticallyy downwarrd, but oriients
o 2 pairs off fingers. T
The insidee of the hannd is
vertically upward. Open thee hand into
visible, and the inside of thee hand facees leftward.
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After
A
our trransition, the
t right arrm extendss verticallyy upward, w
with the innside
of the hand visible and orienting
o
leftward.
l
T
The boness of the fforearm orient
d-rearward with respect to each
h other. Thhe wrist eextends thee hand direectly
forward
upward from the body. Thee ring and
d little finggers form a pair of fingers, w
which
ment that extends
e
upw
ward towaard the poiint of up. The indexx and
symboliize a segm
middle fingers forrm a pair of
o fingers, which
w
are separated from the oother pair bby an
o
o 45 , such that they
y symbolizze a segmeent that exttends upw
ward towardd the
extent of
point off west-up. The
T thumb
b is tucked away out of sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend upward from the ffingers at thhe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the point
p
of up,
u which forms thee outer boounds of the squarre of
west-up
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 90o upw
ward, suchh that the eyyes can obbserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
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Note
N
that th
he inside of the han
nd orients leftward. This diagrram showss the
hand po
osition from
m our perrspective as
a external observerss observingg the insidde of
the hand
d. Unlike the
t previou
us time, ou
ur perspecttive is the ssame as the person ddoing
the sym
mbolizing.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
forward
d, toward th
he east. In this positiion, the paiir of fingerrs formed from the inndex
and middle fingeers no lon
nger orientts to the bbeginning of the seegment, too the
st
beginnin
ng of the 1 half of the
t segmen
nt, to the ppoint of weest-up, but instead oriients
to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee beginningg of the 2nnd half of tthe segmennt, to
the poin
nt of up. As
A well, thee pair of fiingers form
med from tthe ring annd little finngers
no long
ger orients to the mid
dpoint of the
t segmennt, to the eend of the 1st half off the
segmen
nt, to the po
oint of up, but instead
d orients too the end oof the segm
ment, to thee end
nd
of the 2 half of the segmen
nt, to the po
oint of eastt-up.
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The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
up.

The
T 2nd segment of th
he square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of dow
wn. To sym
mbolize th
his segmennt of the sqquare, use tthe shoulder to
o
m 180 forw
ward and downward,
d
, such that the arm exxtends direectly
shift thee right arm
toward the point of
o down. Return
R
the wrist
w
to its original poosition.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds verticallly downw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly downnward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
downwaard toward
d the point of down. The indexx and midddle fingers form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that extends
e
dow
wnward tooward the point of eeast-down. The
symboliize a segm
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
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The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of th
he segmentt on the eaarth that exxtends from
m the poinnt of
wn to the point of down,
d
whiich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
east-dow
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 180o downward,
d
such that the eyes ccan observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 2nd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
rearwarrd, toward the west. In this po
osition, thee pair of ffingers forrmed from
m the
index an
nd middle fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe beginninng of the ssegment, too the
st
beginnin
ng of the 1 half off the segm
ment, to thhe point off east-dow
wn, but insstead
orients to the midpoint of the segmeent, to thee beginninng of the 2nd half off the
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segmen
nt, to the point of do
own. As well, the paair of fingeers formedd from the ring
and littlle fingers no
n longer orients
o
to the midpoinnt of the seegment, too the end of the
st
1 half of the seg
gment, to th
he point of down, buut instead orients to the end off the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of wesst-down.
segmen
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
down.

The
T 3rd segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of thee east. To symbolize
s
this segm
ment of the square, usse the shouulder
o
to shift the right arm 90 fo
orward and
d upward, such that the arm cchanges froom a
m extends ddirectly tow
ward
vertical orientation to a horiizontal orieentation, annd the arm
he wrist to
o its origin
nal positionn. The bonnes of the forearm orient
the eastt. Return th
up-dow
wn with resp
pect to eacch other.
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The arm now extends horizontally forward, with the inside of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand directly forward from the body. The ring and
little fingers form a pair of fingers, which symbolize a segment that extends
outward toward the point of the east. The index and middle fingers form a pair of
fingers, which are separated from the other pair by an extent of 45o, such that they
symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of east-up. The thumb
is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment in the heavens that extends from the point of
east-up to the point of the east, which forms the outer bounds of the square of
awareness.
The neck shifts the head 90o upward, such that it once again orients forward,
and such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes can observe beyond
the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
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n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
downwaard, toward the poin
nt of down
n. In this pposition, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from th
he index and
a
middlle fingers no longerr orients tto the begginning off the
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of the 1st haalf of the seegment, too the point of east-upp, but
instead orients to the midpo
oint of the segment, to the begginning of the 2nd haalf of
ment, to th
he point off the east. As well, thhe pair of fingers foormed from
m the
the segm
ring and
d little fing
gers no lon
nger orientts to the m
midpoint off the segm
ment, to thee end
st
of the 1 half of th
he segmen
nt, to the po
oint of the east, but iinstead orients to thee end
nd
o the end off the 2 haalf of the seegment, too the point of east-dow
wn.
of the seegment, to
o
o
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5 . By shift
fting the wrrist 45 , thhese 2 posittions
o
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90 . Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
the east.
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The
T 4th segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of thee west. To symbolizee this segm
ment of the square, usse the shouulder
o
to shift the right arm 90 toward the right, succh that thee arm oriennts towardd the
N
use the
t spine to
o rotate th
he body 900o toward tthe right. T
This causess the
south. Next,
arm to orient rearrward, tow
ward the west.
w
Returnn the wristt to its oriiginal posiition.
nes of the forearm
f
orient up-dow
wn with reespect to eaach other.
The bon
The
T arm now extend
ds horizon
ntally rearw
ward, withh the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand diirectly rearrward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
outward
d toward th
he point off the west. The indexx and midddle fingers form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that ex
xtends outw
ward towarrd the poinnt of west-up. The thhumb
symboliize a segm
is tuckeed away ou
ut of sight.
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The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the po
oint of the west, whiich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
west-up
awareneess.
The
T neck ro
otates the head
h
90o riightward, ssuch that ttogether wiith the rotaation
of the sp
pine the bo
ody orientss rearward,, and such that the eyyes can obsserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
Notice
N
thatt in the diaagram the hands oriient toward the left, just as inn the
diagram
m that repreesented thee segment of the eastt. The reasoon is that w
when the sspine
rotates the body to orient rearward,
r
the
t orientaation of thhe area revverses as w
well,
becausee the perspeective from
m which we view thee hand has reversed. IIn other woords,
instead of the inside of the hand
h
facing
g the north , it now faces the souuth.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 4th seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
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downwaard, toward the poin
nt of down
n. In this pposition, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from th
he index and
a
middlle fingers no longerr orients tto the begginning off the
segmen
nt, to the beeginning off the 1st half of the seegment, to the point oof west-upp, but
instead orients to the midpo
oint of the segment, to the begginning of the 2nd haalf of
ment, to th
he point off the west. As well, tthe pair off fingers foormed from
m the
the segm
ring and
d little fing
gers no lon
nger orientts to the m
midpoint off the segm
ment, to thee end
st
of the 1 half of th
he segmen
nt, to the po
oint of the west, but iinstead oriients to thee end
nd
o the end off the 2 haalf of the seegment, too the point of west-doown.
of the seegment, to
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the riight hand together
t
fo
orm an exteent of 90o. This repreesents the entire segm
ment
of the square
s
of forward-rea
f
arward verrtical spacee that has as its midppoint the ppoint
of the west.
w

The
T right arm,
a
and th
he right haalf of the bbody, symbbolized thee entire paair of
areas off forward-rrearward vertical
v
spaace. Next, tthe left arm
m, and the left half of the
body, will
w symbollize the enttire pair off areas agaiin, in a sym
mmetric m
manner. In oother
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words, the left arm will also symbolize the entire pair of areas, traversing in
reverse order from the right hand.
In this way, each of the 4 segments of the square will be symbolized 2 times,
once for each hand.
The 1st segment symbolized by the left hand is the same as the 4th segment of
the right hand, the segment of the square with the midpoint at the point of the west.
To symbolize this segment of the square, return the wrist to its original position,
use the spine to rotate the body toward the left, returning to body to its natural
position, close the fingers of the right hand into a fist, use the right elbow to rotate
the bones of the forearm, such that the bones change their orientation with respect
to each other from a left-right to a forward-rearward orientation, and use the
shoulder to shift the arm 90o downward, such that the arm returns to its initial
position alongside the body.
Prepare the left arm in a symmetric manner. Use the left shoulder to shift the
arm 90o upward and outward, such that the arm is no longer vertical but is
horizontal. Use the elbow to rotate the forearm 90o, such that the bones of the
forearm no longer orient forward-rearward with respect to each other, but orient
up-down. Spread the fingers into 2 pairs of fingers separated by an extent of 45o.
The 1st segment of the square symbolized by the left hand is the same as the
4th segment symbolized by the right hand, the segment of the square with the
midpoint at the point of the west. To symbolize this segment of the square, use the
spine to rotate the body 90o toward the left, such that the arm orients directly
rearward, toward the west. The wrist is in its original position. The bones of the
forearm orient up-down with respect to each other.
The arm now extends horizontally rearward, with the inside of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand directly rearward from the body. The ring and
little fingers form a pair of fingers, which symbolize a segment that extends
outward toward the point of the west. The index and middle fingers form a pair of
fingers, which are separated from the other pair by an extent of 45o, such that they
symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of west-up. The thumb
is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment in the heavens that extends from the point of
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west-up
p to the po
oint of the west, whiich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
awareneess.
The
T neck ro
otates the head 90o leftward,
l
ssuch that toogether wiith the rotaation
of the sp
pine the bo
ody orientss rearward,, and such that the eyyes can obsserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
Notice
N
in th
he diagram
m that the hands
h
oriennt toward thhe right, inn a mannerr that
is symm
metrical to the situatio
on with thee right hannd.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 4th seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
downwaard, toward the poin
nt of down
n. In this pposition, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from th
he index and
a
middlle fingers no longerr orients tto the begginning off the
segmen
nt, to the beeginning off the 1st half of the seegment, to the point oof west-upp, but
instead orients to the midpo
oint of the segment, to the begginning of the 2nd haalf of
ment, to th
he point off the west. As well, tthe pair off fingers foormed from
m the
the segm
ring and
d little fing
gers no lon
nger orientts to the m
midpoint off the segm
ment, to thee end
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of the 1st half of th
he segmen
nt, to the po
oint of the west, but iinstead oriients to thee end
nd
o the end off the 2 haalf of the seegment, too the point of west-doown.
of the seegment, to
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the leeft hand to
ogether forrm an exteent of 90o. This repreesents the entire segm
ment
of the square
s
of forward-rea
f
arward verrtical spacee that has as its midppoint the ppoint
of the west.
w

The
T 2nd seg
gment symb
bolized by
y the left hhand is the same as thhe 3rd segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off the east. To symbo
olize this seegment off the squaree, use the spine to rootate
o
the bod
dy 90 to return
r
to itts natural position,
p
ssuch that tthe arm orrients outw
ward,
o
toward the north. Next, use the should
der to shift the left arrm 90 forw
ward, suchh that
m changes from
f
a lefttward orien
ntation to a forward orientationn, and the arm
the arm
extends directly to
oward the east.
e
Returrn the wrisst to its origginal position. The bones
of the fo
orearm orient up-dow
wn with resspect to eaach other.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds horizon
ntally forw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wristt extends th
he hand directly forw
ward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
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little fingers form a pair of fingers, which symbolize a segment that extends
outward toward the point of the east. The index and middle fingers form a pair of
fingers, which are separated from the other pair by an extent of 45o, such that they
symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of east-up. The thumb
is tucked away out of sight.
The 2 pairs of fingers symbolize the 2 sides of the triangle of space that is
bounded by the 2 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment in the heavens that extends from the point of
east-up to the point of the east, which forms the outer bounds of the square of
awareness.
The neck rotates the head 90o rightward, such that it once again orients
forward, and such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes can
observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
Notice that in the diagram the hands orient toward the right, just as in the
diagram that represented the segment of the west. The reason is that when the spine
rotates the body to orient forward, the orientation of the area reverses as well,
because the perspective from which we view the hand has reversed. In other words,
instead of the inside of the hand facing the west, it now faces the east.
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n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
downwaard, toward the poin
nt of down
n. In this pposition, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from th
he index and
a
middlle fingers no longerr orients tto the begginning off the
segmen
nt, to the beeginning of the 1st haalf of the seegment, too the point of east-upp, but
instead orients to the midpo
oint of the segment, to the begginning of the 2nd haalf of
ment, to th
he point off the east. As well, thhe pair of fingers foormed from
m the
the segm
ring and
d little fing
gers no lon
nger orientts to the m
midpoint off the segm
ment, to thee end
st
of the 1 half of th
he segmen
nt, to the po
oint of the east, but iinstead orients to thee end
nd
o the end off the 2 haalf of the seegment, too the point of east-dow
wn.
of the seegment, to
o
o
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5 . By shift
fting the wrrist 45 , thhese 2 posittions
o
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90 . Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
the east.
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The
T 3rd segment symb
bolized by
y the left haand is the same as thhe 2nd segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off down. To
o symbolizze this seg
gment of thhe square, use the shhoulder to shift
o
the righ
ht arm 90 downward
d, such thatt the arm eextends dirrectly towaard the poinnt of
down. Return
R
the wrist to itss original position.
p
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds verticallly downw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly downnward from
m the bodyy. The ringg and
ngers form
m a pair of
o fingers,, which syymbolize a segmennt that exttends
little fin
downwaard toward
d the point of down. The indexx and midddle fingers form a paair of
fingers, which aree separated
d from the other pair by an exteent of 45o, such that they
ment that extends
e
dow
wnward tooward the point of eeast-down. The
symboliize a segm
thumb is
i tucked aw
way out off sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of th
he segmentt on the eaarth that exxtends from
m the poinnt of
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east-dow
wn to the point of down,
d
whiich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the head
h
90o do
ownward, such that tthe eyes can observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 2nd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
rearwarrd, toward the west. In this po
osition, thee pair of ffingers forrmed from
m the
index an
nd middle fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe beginninng of the ssegment, too the
st
beginnin
ng of the 1 half off the segm
ment, to thhe point off east-dow
wn, but insstead
orients to the midpoint of the segmeent, to thee beginninng of the 2nd half off the
nt, to the point of do
own. As well, the paair of fingeers formedd from the ring
segmen
and littlle fingers no
n longer orients
o
to the midpoinnt of the seegment, too the end of the
st
1 half of the seg
gment, to th
he point of down, buut instead orients to the end off the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of wesst-down.
segmen
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The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5o. By shift
fting the wrrist 45o, thhese 2 posittions
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90o. Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
down.

The
T last of the 4 segm
ments symb
bolized byy the left haand is the same as thhe 1st
segmen
nt of the rig
ght hand, th
he segmen
nt of the sqquare with the midpooint at the ppoint
of up. To
T symbollize this seegment of the squaree, use the shoulder tto shift thee left
arm 180
0o forward
d and upwaard, such th
hat the arm
m extends directly tooward the ppoint
of up. Return
R
the wrist
w
to itss original position.
p
The
T bones of
o the foreaarm orientt forward-rrearward w
with respectt to each other.
The wrrist extends the hand
d directly upward frrom the bbody. The ring and little
fingers form a paair of fing
gers, which
h symbolizze a segment that exxtends upw
ward
o up. The index and
d middle finngers form
m a pair of fingers, w
which
toward the point of
o
m the otheer pair by an
a extent oof 45 , succh that theey symboliize a
are sepaarated from
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segmen
nt that exteends upwaard toward the point of west-uup. The thhumb is tuccked
away ou
ut of sight.
The
T 2 pairss of fingerss symbolizze the 2 siides of thee triangle oof space thhat is
bounded
d by the 2 segments that extend upward from the ffingers at thhe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment in the heavvens that eextends froom the poinnt of
p to the point
p
of up,
u which forms thee outer boounds of the squarre of
west-up
awareneess.
The
T neck shifts
s
the head
h
180o upward, ssuch that tthe eyes caan observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
forward
d, toward th
he east. In this positiion, the paiir of fingerrs formed from the inndex
and middle fingeers no lon
nger orientts to the bbeginning of the seegment, too the
st
beginnin
ng of the 1 half of the
t segmen
nt, to the ppoint of weest-up, but instead oriients
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to the midpoint of the segment, to the beginning of the 2nd half of the segment, to
the point of up. As well, the pair of fingers formed from the ring and little fingers
no longer orients to the midpoint of the segment, to the end of the 1st half of the
segment, to the point of up, but instead orients to the end of the segment, to the end
of the 2nd half of the segment, to the point of east-up.
The fingers span an extent of 45o. By shifting the wrist 45o, these 2 positions
of the hand together form an extent of 90o. This represents the entire segment of
the square of forward-rearward vertical space that has as its midpoint the point of
up.
This completes the symbolism of the cycle of forward-rearward vertical
space. The wrist can shift the hand to 2 different positions, which together can
symbolize 1 entire segment of the outer bounds of the areas of forward-rearward
vertical space. The shoulder can extend this symbolism to a 2nd segment, and then
to a 3rd segment. Using the spine to rotate the body can extend this to the 4th
segment. The other arm can also symbolize these 4 segments, thereby completing
the entire cycle of the areas of forward-rearward vertical space.
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There
T
are 4 segments that form the pair off horizontaal areas of space. Eacch of
these seegments iss also paiired with the verticaal segmennt that exttends up-ddown
through
h the body of mankind
d to form a vertical aarea of space.
Each
E
of these
t
pairs of segm
ments thaat forms a verticaal area haas a
complem
mentary paair of segm
ments that forms anoother verticcal area, inn a mannerr that
is analo
ogous to thee pair of arreas of horrizontal spaace, such tthat each of these verrtical
areas is part of a pair
p of areaas.
Now
N
that we
w have trraversed th
he 2 verticcal pairs oof areas off left-right and
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace, we will
w traverse the otherr 2 pairs of vertical aareas
of spacee. These pairs
p
of areeas are also
o pairs of areas that symbolizee left-rightt and
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace.
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For
F the 2 paairs of areaas represen
nted so farr, the feet ooriented thhe body tow
ward
the eastt. From thiis perspecttive, left-riight repressented the north and the south,, and
forward
d-rearward representeed the east and the weest.
However,
H
th
he feet can
n change th
he orientatiion of the bbody to a 2nd orientaation.
The leftt foot can shift 90o to
o the left, shifting thhe front off the body 45o to the left,
such thaat the body
y is orienteed to the no
ortheast.
An
A equivalent changee in orienttation could as welll have beeen achievedd by
having the right foot
fo shift 90o to the right,
r
shiftiing the froont of the bbody 45o too the
uch that thee body is oriented
o
to the southeeast.
right, su
The
T flow th
hrough the stages in this
t cycle oof symboliism is the ssame as for the
previou
us pair of leeft-right veertical areas. There iss no need too repeat thhe stages heere.
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The
T 4th pairr of areas of vertical space is similar too the 2nd paair, the paair of
areas off forward--rearward vertical sp
pace. Agaiin, the feeet orient thhe body too the
northeast.
From
F
this orientation,
o
, forward is
i the direcction of thee northeastt, and rearw
ward
is the diirection off the southw
west.
The
T flow th
hrough the stages in this
t cycle oof symboliism is the ssame as for the
previou
us pair of forward-re
f
earward veertical areaas. There iis no needd to repeatt the
stages here.
h
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This
T is a diaagram thatt represents any pair of 2 areas of verticaal space, with 2
squares of the sam
me size oveerlaid to make
m
it morre in the form of a cirrcle. The shhape
m
itselff more apparent in thhe symbolissm of the nnext dimennsion.
of the circle will make
The
T diagram
m to the left overlayss 2 squaress, which syymbolize 2 areas of space.
The diaagram to th
he right oveerlays the hands in thhe 8 positiions that syymbolize tthe 8
stages in
i the cycle of awareeness. Thee diagram iin the midddle overlaays the squuares
with thee hands.
There
T
are 8 stages th
hat must be
b represennted, eitherr once or twice, in each
cycle of
o vertical space. In
n the sym
mbolism oof space inn the 4th dimensionn of
awareneess, the fin
ngers of th
he hands arre subdividded into 2 pairs of 2 fingers. If we
overlay the hands, one over the other, the 1st paiir of fingerrs of each hhand coinccides
o fingers of
o the hand
d that preceedes it, succh that therre is awareeness
with thee 2nd pair of
of and symbolism
s
m of 8 distin
nctions in space.
s
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Let
L us now
w discuss th
he areas off time. Tim
me is tracked in the hheavens, ass the
paths off the sun an
nd the moo
on lie theree.
Awareness
A
of the cy
ycle of th
he day waas 1st, from
m the 3rd dimensionn of
awareneess. Awareeness of the cycle of the monthh was 2nd, ffrom the 4tth dimensioon of
awareneess. Thereffore, the cycle of thee day is syymbolized 1st, and thhe cycle off the
month is
i symbolizzed 2nd.
Symbolism
S
m of the cycles of the day and the month aare compleetely
symmettrical, sincce these cy
ycles are in
ntegrated iin the uniffied awareeness of thhe 4th
dimensiion.
Unlike
U
the areas of sp
pace, which are symbbolized aloong the earrth in the fform
of a squ
uare, the arreas of timee are symb
bolized in tthe heavenns, in the foorm of a cirrcle.

This
T
is thee shape off the hand position to symbollize time. The thum
mb is
hidden and is not used. The other 4 fin
ngers are ssubdividedd into 3 grooups of finggers.
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The index and little fingers are held maximally apart, and are separated by a span
of 45o. The middle and ring fingers are held together, and are located midway
between the index and little fingers. This subdivides the fingers of the hand into 3
distinct groups, each separated from the next by a span of 22.5o.
Like the square, the circle is a figure that is composed of 360o. Awareness of
the circle is subdivided into 4 quadrants. Each quadrant spans 90o. Therefore, 2
hand positions will be required to symbolize an entire quadrant of the circle of
awareness.
Unlike the stages in the cycle of time in the 3rd dimension of awareness,
where the 1 finger of the hand would always orient to a single point in space, the
fingers of the hand in the 4th dimension of awareness clearly orient to an area of
space.
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n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, the cyycle of thee day was symbolizeed in
In
the form
m of an areea, and no longer in the
t form oof segmentss, as in thee 3rd dimennsion
of awareness.
In
n order to orient to time, culttures that orient to tthe 4th dim
mension w
would
orient to
t the poin
nt of the east
e
in spaace, whichh was the location oof the sunnrise.
Alternattively, they might orrient to the point off the west in space, w
which wass the
location
n of the sun
nset. Both forms have occurredd in our passt. In orderr to simplyy this,
we will orient to the point off the sunrisse, in the eeast.
Once
O
these peoples had
h left Affrica and m
migrated nnorth, the pposition off the
sunrise and sunseet would ch
hange on a daily bassis. The poosition of tthe sunrisee and
w
also
o have difffered dep
pending onn the locattion on thhe earth off the
sunset would
observeers.
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However, at the time that these people evolved to become aware of the 4th
dimension, they were still in the homeland of our species, which was located more
or less on the equator, and so this discussion will assume the perspective of the
equator.
Furthermore, symbolism at this time was from the perspective of 2 specific
days of the year, the days that are known as the equinoxes. There are 2 equinoxes,
the spring equinox and the fall equinox. Later, we will explore in more detail what
the equinoxes represent.
On the day of each of the equinoxes, the path of the sun during the period of
daylight takes it directly above the equator on the earth, and directly above the
homeland of mankind.
As with cultures that orient to the 3rd dimension, cultures that orient to the 4th
dimension of awareness symbolize from the perspective of the equinoxes, when
the daylight and darkness portions of the day are equal, and when the sun rises
directly to the east and sets directly to the west.
From the position of observers located at the equator and orienting to the
point of the sunrise in the east, the sunrise would be at the point of the east, which
can be considered to begin the 1st quarter of the cycle of the day. At noon, the sun
would be directly overhead, at the point of up. The sunset would be at the point of
the west. At midnight, the sun would be directly below, on the opposite side of the
earth, at the point of down.
The cycle of the day can be symbolized by an area. This is a vertical area of
space, and is the vertical area of space that we discussed previously as extending
forward-rearward through the body of mankind, while orienting to the east, and
that extends up-down through the body of mankind.
For the various ancient cultures that oriented to the 4th dimension of
awareness, the cycle of the day began at various times. The most common times
were at the sunrise or at the sunset. For simplicity, we will begin this cycle at the
sunrise, although the symbolism would be simple to begin instead with the sunset.
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Once
O
we have complleted symb
bolism of all of the cycles of space, wee can
continue with the cycles of time.
t
Return
R
the left arm to
t its initial positionn for symbbolism, byy returningg the
wrist to
o its naturaal position
n, closing the
t hand, aand shiftinng the arm
m 180o forw
ward
and dow
wnward. Shift
S
the leeft foot to orient thee body to face the eeast. Both feet
orient to
o the east.
We
W can beg
gin the sym
mbolism of
o the cyclee of the daay while oorienting too the
east usin
ng either of
o the armss and hand
ds. Since thhe sun passses directlyy overheadd, we
could begin
b
with the right hand, and
d move tow
ward the south. Wee could jusst as
easily begin
b
with
h the left hand, and
d move tooward the north. Siince the IndoEuropeaan culturess will laterr migrate northward,
n
such that sun will liie in the soouth,
we willl orient fro
om that perrspective. We will bbegin with the right hhand, and then
continue with the left hand.

To
T symboliize the cyccles of spaace, the finngers of thee hand sym
mbolize a span
of 45 , and
a the elb
bow does not
n shift thee forearm w
with respect to the uppper arm.
To
T symboliize the cycles of timee, the fingeers of the hhand symbbolize a spaan of
o
22.5 , and the elbo
ow will shiift the foreearm 22.5o with respeect to the uupper arm.
To
T prepare to symbolize the cyccle of the dday, use thhe right elbbow to shifft the
forearm
m 180o forw
ward and upward,
u
su
uch that thhe right foorearm exteends verticcally
upward, toward the point of
o up. Opeen the hannd, and sepparate the fingers innto 3
t hand position
p
useed to symbbolize the cycles of ttime.
groups of fingers, which is the
t
the middle
m
pairr of fingerss orients diirectly to thhe point off up. The oother
At this time,
o
fingers orient 22.5
5 forward or rearwarrd from upp.
Use
U the rig
ght elbow to shift th
he forearm 22.5o forw
ward and downwardd. At
this tim
me, the mid
ddle pair off fingers extends direectly forw
ward from tthe hand, 222.5o
o
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eastwarrd from thee point of up.
u The ind
dex finger, which is ppositioned 22.5o rearw
ward
from the middle pair
p of fing
gers, orientts directly to the poinnt of up. T
The little fiinger
o
ward from the point of up, suuch that it orients exxactly halffway
orients 45 eastw
between
n the point of up and the point of
o the east..
Lastly,
L
use the wrist to shift th
he hand foorward andd downwaard 45o. In this
position
n, the indeex finger now
n
orientss where thhe little finnger previoously oriennted,
o
45 easttward from
m the point of up. Thee middle ppair of finggers orientss 22.5o forw
ward
o
and dow
wnward from
fr
this point, and
d the littlee finger oorients 45 forward and
downwaard, such that
t
the litttle finger orients
o
direectly to thee point of the east onn the
horizon
n.

This
T
diagraam showss the areaa of humaan awarenness of tim
me in thee 4th
dimensiion, in the shape of
o a circlee. The areea extends forwardd-rearward and
upward-downward
d through the
t body of
o mankindd, as mankiind orients to the eastt.
The
T point of
o forward,, on the ho
orizon, is th
the point oof the east, where thee sun
rises on
n the days of
o an equin
nox. The point
p
of reaarward, onn the horizoon, is the ppoint
of the west,
w
wherre the sun sets on thee days of an equinoxx. We cann recognizee the
point off the east and
a the point of the west
w as the endpoints of a horizzontal segm
ment,
where th
he midpoin
nt is the po
oint on thee ground juust below w
where mannkind standds, at
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the point of the here. This midpoint is also the midpoint of another segment, a
vertical segment that extends upward-downward through the point of the here. The
point of up is the point of noon, where the sun reaches maximum height in the
heavens on the days of an equinox. The point of down is the point of midnight,
where the sun reaches maximum depth beneath us, and in the heavens on the other
side of the earth, on the days of an equinox.
In the cycle of the day, the position of the sun at the key points in the cycle,
either on the horizon or in the heavens, determines the beginning and end points of
each quarter of the cycle.
The diagram shows this area of the circle of human awareness, both with
and without the segments drawn. Notice that as mankind stands at the midpoint of
the segment that extends from east and west on the horizon, the hands are
positioned above the ground and slightly above the segment. Therefore, in order to
orient to the points of the sunrise and the sunset on the horizon, the little finger
cannot extend directly forward or rearward, but must orient slightly downward,
toward the endpoints of the segment of awareness on the horizon.
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The
T circle shows
s
the area of ou
ur awareneess in the hheavens. W
When the hhands
prepared for sym
mbolism, th
he feet orient the boody towardd the east,, and the little
( the han
nd to the left in thee diagram)) extends forward aand downw
ward,
finger (of
orientin
ng to the po
oint of the east on thee horizon, w
which is thhe point off the sunrisse on
the dayss of an equ
uinox.
The
T circle of
o awareneess is subd
divided intoo 4 quadraants, and thhe cycle of the
day is subdivided
s
d into 4 quaarters, whiich on the days of thhe equinoxes are equual in
duration
n. Since th
he circle haas a measurre of 360o, each quarrter of the day must span
90o.
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The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize each quarter of the cycle of the day. The little finger orients to the point
of the east, 0o above the horizon. The middle pair of fingers orients to the point on
the circle 22.5o above that. The index finger orients to the point on the circle 45o
above the point of the east.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o, returning the hand to its normal position with respect to the forearm.
After this shift, the little finger orients where the index finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o up from the point of the east. The middle
pair of fingers extends directly forward from the hand, and as the hand is
positioned 67.5o upward from horizontal toward vertical, the pair of fingers orients
22.5o eastward of vertically upward. The index finger orients 22.5o above the
middle pair of fingers, such that the index finger orients directly to the point of up.
The point of up symbolizes the point of noon in the cycle of the day. On the
days of the equinoxes, the point of noon lies directly above the head of mankind, at
the point of up.
The 1st quarter in the cycle of the day, from the point of the sunrise to the
point of noon, is known as morning.
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To
T symboliize the 1st quarter in
n the cyclee of the day, the feeet orientedd the
body toward the east,
e
in the direction of
o the sunrrise.
nd
The
T 2 quaarter in the cycle of th
he day exteends from the point oof noon, abbove,
to the point
p
of thee sunset, on
n the horizzon in the west. To ssymbolize the 2nd quuarter
in the cycle of thee day, the feet
f can no
o longer orrient the boody towardd the east. The
t orient to
o the pointt of the souuth. In thiss way, the feet
right foot shifts riightward, to
e
way
w to orieent towardd the southh, as the bbody
providee the body with an effective
naturallly rotates to
t a point midway
m
beetween thee point of the east annd the poinnt of
o
the soutth, 45 tow
ward the rig
ght. The sp
pine then rrotates the body anothher 90o tow
ward
o
the righ
ht. The necck then rotaates the heead anotherr 45 towaard the rearr, such thaat the
eyes can
n easily ob
bserve rearw
ward from
m the body, toward thee west.
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The
T 2nd quaarter in the cycle of th
he day is thhe quarter of the cyccle that exttends
from the point of noon to th
he point of the sunset. The 2nd qquarter in tthe cycle of the
k
as afternoon. This
T quarteer of the daay spans 900o.
day is known
With
W the feeet in their new orien
ntation, andd with the body rotaated towardd the
n
west, th
he hands th
hen symbo
olize the 2nd
quarter iin the cycle of the daay in a maanner
stt
that is symmetricaal to the 1 quarter.
The
T hand has
h a span of 45o. Th
herefore, 2 hand posiitions will be requireed to
symboliize this quaarter of thee cycle of the
t day.
The
T hand sttill orients,, from befo
ore, to the uupper halff of the quaadrant, withh the
index fiinger still orienting to
t the poin
nt of up. T
The middlee pair of ffingers exttends
directly
y forward from
fr
the haand, and ass the hand iis positionned 22.5o ddownward ffrom
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vertical toward ho
orizontal, the
t pair off fingers orrients 22.55o westwarrd of verticcally
upward. The littlee finger orrients 22.5o below thhe middle ppair of fingers, such that
t circle 445o above tthe point oof the west.
the littlee finger oriients to thee point on the
To
T symboliize the 2nd half of thiis stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hhand
45o dow
wnward.
After
A
this shift, the index fing
ger orients where tthe little ffinger orieented
previou
usly, to thee point on
n the circle 45o wesstward from the poiint of up. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o do
ownward ffrom the inndex fingerr, such thaat the
o
ngers orien
nts 22.5 upward
u
of due west. The littlee finger oriients
middle pair of fin
o
m
pairr of fingerss, such that
at the little finger orieents directly to
22.5 beelow the middle
o
the poin
nt of the weest, 0 abov
ve the horiizon.
The
T point of
o the westt symbolizzes the poinnt of the ssunset in thhe cycle of the
day. On
n the days of
o the equiinoxes, thee point of tthe west liees directly rearward ffrom
the body
y of mankiind.

To
T symboliize the 1st quarter
q
in the
t cycle oof the day, both of thhe feet orieented
nd
to the east.
e
To sy
ymbolize the
t 2 quarter in thhe cycle off the day, the right foot
o
oriented
d the body 45 rightw
ward from the east, tooward the south. Thiis enabled easy
symboliism of the point of th
he sunset on
o the horrizon in thee west. To symbolizee the
st
1 half of the cyclle of the daay, the half of the cyycle that is day as oppposed to nnight,
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the righ
ht hand is used,
u
and the feet orrient forwaard towardd the east oor the left foot
orients forward
f
an
nd the rightt foot orien
nts rightwaard.
nd
The
T 2 hallf of the cycle
c
of th
he day, thee half of thhe cycle thhat is nighht as
opposed
d to day, iss symbolizzed in a sym
mmetrical manner too the 1st haalf of the cyycle.
For thiss half of th
he cycle, the
t left han
nd will be used, andd the left ffoot will orient
leftward
d, toward the
t north, and
a then bo
oth feet will orient foorward, tow
ward the eaast.

The
T 3rd quaarter in the cycle of th
he day is thhe quarter of the cyccle that exttends
from the point of the sunset to the poin
nt of midnnight. The 3rd quarter in the cycle of
a evening
g. This quarrter of the day spans 90o.
the day is known as
The
T right fo
oot returnss to its norrmal positiion, such tthat both ffeet once aagain
orient th
he body to
oward the east. Next, the left fo
foot shifts leftward, tto orient too the
point off the north
h. In this way,
w
the feeet provide the body with an efffective waay to
orient to
oward the north, as the body naturally
n
rrotates to a point miidway betw
ween
o
the poin
nt of the eaast and thee point of the
t north, 445 towardd the left. T
The spine then
o
rotates the
t body another
a
90 toward th
he left. Thee neck thenn rotates thhe head anoother
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45o toward the rear, such that the eyes can easily see rearward from the body,
toward the west.
The hands then symbolize the 3rd quarter in the cycle of the day in a manner
that is symmetrical to the 2nd quarter. The wrist shifts the hand 45o upward, such
that the hand returns to its normal relationship to the forearm.
The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize this quarter of the cycle of the day.
The hand orients, from before, to the upper half of the quadrant, with the
index finger still orienting to the point of up. The elbow now shifts the forearm
downward 90o, such that the arm no longer orients 22.5o below vertical, but instead
orients 22.5o below horizontal.
In this way, the index finger orients 22.5o upward, to the point of the west on
the horizon. The middle pair of fingers extends directly forward from the hand, and
as the hand is positioned 22.5o downward from horizontal toward vertical, the pair
of fingers orients 22.5o downward from horizontally rearward. The little finger
orients 22.5o below the middle pair of fingers, such that the little finger orients to
the point on the circle 45o below the point of the west.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o downward.
After this shift, the index finger orients where the little finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o downward from the point of the west. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o downward from the index finger, such that the
middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o upward of down. The little finger orients 22.5o
below the middle pair of fingers, such that the little finger orients directly to the
point of down.
The point of down symbolizes the point of midnight in the cycle of the day.
On the days of the equinoxes, the point of down lies directly downward from the
body of mankind, reflecting the fact that the sun is located in the heavens directly
upward, at the point of up, from the perspective of people on the other side of the
earth.
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The
T 4th quarter in the cycle of th
he day is thhe quarter of the cyccle that exttends
from th
he point of midnight to the poin
nt of the suunrise. Thhe 4th quartter in the ccycle
of the day
d is know
wn as nightt. This quarrter of the day spans 90o.
To
T symboliize the 1st quarter in
n the cyclee of the day, the feeet orientedd the
body to
oward the east.
e
To sy
ymbolize the
t 2nd andd 3rd quartters in the cycle, the feet
oriented
d the body differently
y, with onee foot oriennted towarrd the rightt or towardd the
left. This enabled easy symb
bolism of the point oof the sunset on the horizon inn the
th
o symbolizze the 4 quarter
q
in the
t cycle, tthe feet onnce again oorient the bbody
west. To
toward the point of
o the east.
The
T left foo
ot shifts riightward, to orient tto the poinnt of the eeast. The sspine
then rottates the body 90o to
oward the right. The neck rotaates the heaad anotherr 45o
toward the right, such
s
that th
he eyes can
n easily obbserve forw
ward from tthe body.
th
The
T hands then
t
symbolize the 4 quarter iin the cyclle of the daay in a maanner
that is symmetricaal to the 1stt quarter.
The
T hand has
h a span of 45o. Th
herefore, 2 hand posiitions will be requireed to
symboliize this quaarter of thee cycle of the
t day.
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The hand still orients, from before, to the lower half of the quadrant, with the
little finger still orienting to the point of down. The middle pair of fingers extends
directly forward from the hand, and as the hand is positioned 67.5o downward from
horizontal toward vertical, the pair of fingers orients 67.5o downward of
horizontally forward. The index finger orients 22.5o above the middle pair of
fingers, such that the index finger orients to the point on the circle 45o below the
point of the east on the horizon.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o upward.
After this shift, the little finger orients where the index finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o downward from the point of the east. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o upward from the little finger, such that the
middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o downward of due east. The index finger orients
22.5o above the middle pair of fingers, such that the index finger orients directly to
the point of the east, 0o below the horizon.
The point of the east symbolizes the point of the sunrise in the cycle of the
day. On the days of the equinoxes, the point of the sunrise lies directly forward
from the body of mankind, reflecting the fact that at the point of the sunrise the sun
is located due east on the horizon, from the perspective of people who are located
at the equator. The cycle of the day is now complete, ready to repeat the cycle once
again.
Since the path of the sun is directly overhead on the days of the equinoxes, it
is equally possible for cultures to symbolize the 1st half of the cycle, the half of the
cycle that corresponds to day, using the left hand, orienting the body toward the
north, instead of using the right hand, orienting the body toward the south. It is also
possible for cultures to begin the cycle of the day from the point of the west, at the
point of the sunset, instead of the point of the east, at the point of the sunrise.
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Once
O
symbolism of th
he cycle off the day hhas compleeted, the haands can reeturn
to the in
nitial positiion for sym
mbolism.
From
F
here, symbolism
m can contiinue with tthe final cyycle of the 4th dimenssion,
the 2nd cycle
c
of tim
me, the cyccle of the month.
m

n the 4th diimension of
o awareness, the cyccle of the m
month was symbolizeed in
In
the form
m of an areea, in the saame way th
hat the cyccle of the dday was sym
mbolized.
In
n order to orient to time,
t
to bo
oth the cyccle of the day and thhe cycle off the
th
month, cultures th
hat orient to
o the 4 diimension w
would oriennt to the pooint of thee east
w the locaation of thee sunrise annd the locaation of thee moonrisee.
in spacee, which was
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Once again, at the time that these people evolved to become aware of the 4th
dimension, they were still in the homeland of our species, which was located more
or less on the equator, and so this discussion will assume the perspective of the
equator, on the days that are known as the equinoxes.
On the day of each of the equinoxes, the path of the moon, like the sun, takes
it directly above the equator on the earth, and directly above the homeland of
mankind.
From the position of observers located at the equator and orienting to the
point of the sunrise in the east, it is possible to understand the 4 quarters in the
cycle of the moon, which are also known as the phases of the moon. The
distinction in the phases is determined by the amount of light that is visible in the
moon.
The 1st of the 4 quarters of the month begins with what is called new moon,
or the new moon. New moon occurs when the moon, which was completely dark,
first begins to reflect light from the sun, and ends when the moon is half light and
half dark. The point in the cycle of the moon that is the endpoint of the 1st quarter
is called the 1st quarter of the month, or the 1st half moon. The 2nd quarter of the
month begins at the point of the 1st quarter, and ends when the moon is maximally
light. This point in the cycle is called the full moon. The 3rd quarter of the month
begins at the point of full moon, and ends when the moon is half dark and half light.
This point in the cycle is called the 3rd quarter, or the 2nd half moon. The 4th quarter
of the month begins at the point of the 3rd quarter, and ends when the moon is
maximally dark. This point in the cycle is once again called the new moon.
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Symbolism
S
m of the cyccle of the month
m
is thhe same ass symbolissm of the ccycle
of the day.
d Preparation is theerefore thee same as w
well.
To
T prepare to symbollize the cyccle of the m
month, usee the rightt elbow to shift
o
the forearm 180 forward and upw
ward, suchh that thee right forrearm exttends
he point off up. Openn the hand,, and separrate the finngers
vertically upward, toward th
g
of fingers,
fi
which is the hand
h
positiion used too symbolizze the cyclees of
into 3 groups
time.
Use
U the rig
ght elbow to shift th
he forearm 22.5o forw
ward and downwardd. At
this tim
me, the mid
ddle pair off fingers extends direectly forw
ward from tthe hand, 222.5o
eastwarrd from thee point of up.
u The ind
dex finger, which is ppositioned 22.5o rearw
ward
from the middle pair
p of fing
gers, orientts directly to the poinnt of up. T
The little fiinger
o
ward from the point of up, suuch that it orients exxactly halffway
orients 45 eastw
between
n the point of up and the point of
o the east..
Lastly,
L
use the wrist to shift th
he hand foorward andd downwaard 45o. In this
position
n, the indeex finger now
n
orientss where thhe little finnger previoously oriennted,
o
45 easttward from
m the point of up. Thee middle ppair of finggers orientss 22.5o forw
ward
o
and dow
wnward from
fr
this point, and
d the littlee finger oorients 45 forward and
downwaard, such that
t
the litttle finger orients
o
direectly to thee point of the east onn the
horizon
n.
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This
T shows the area of
o human awareness
a
of time in the 4th dim
mension, inn the
shape of
o a circlee. The area extends forwardd-rearward and upw
ward-downw
ward
through
h the body of mankind
d.
The
T point of
o forward
d, on the horizon,
h
iss the poinnt of the eeast, wheree the
moon riises on thee days of an
n equinox. The pointt of rearwaard, on the horizon, is the
point of
o the wesst, where the moon sets on tthe days oof an equuinox. We can
recognize the poiint of the east and the
t point oof the west as the eendpoints of a
ntal segmen
nt, where the midpo
oint is thee point onn the grouund just beelow
horizon
where mankind
m
sttands, at th
he point off the here. This midppoint is also the midppoint
of anoth
her segmen
nt, a verticcal segmen
nt that extennds upwarrd-downwaard throughh the
point off the here. The pointt of up is the
t point w
where the moon reacches maxim
mum
height in
i the heav
vens on th
he days of an equinoox. The pooint of dow
wn is the ppoint
where the
t moon reaches maximum
m
depth
d
beneeath us, annd in the hheavens onn the
other sid
de of the earth,
e
on th
he days of an
a equinoxx.
The
T diagram
m shows this
t
area of
o the circlle of humaan awarenness, both with
and without the seegments drrawn. Notiice that as mankind sstands at thhe midpoinnt of
gment thatt extends from eastt and wesst on the horizon, the handss are
the seg
position
ned above the ground
d and sligh
htly above the segment. Therefo
fore, in ordder to
orient to the poin
nts of the sunrise
s
and
d the sunsset on the horizon, tthe little fiinger
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cannot extend dirrectly forw
ward or rearward, buut must orrient slighttly downw
ward,
toward the endpoiints of the segment of awarenesss on the hhorizon.

The
T circle shows
s
the area of ou
ur awareneess in the hheavens. W
When the hhands
prepared for sym
mbolism, th
he feet orient the boody towardd the east,, and the little
( the han
nd to the left in thee diagram)) extends forward aand downw
ward,
finger (of
orientin
ng to the po
oint of the east on thee horizon, which is thhe point off the moonn rise
st
when th
he 1 quartter in the cy
ycle of the moon beggins on the days of ann equinox.
The
T circle of
o awareneess is subd
divided intoo 4 quadraants, and thhe cycle of the
month is
i subdivid
ded into 4 quarters, which
w
on thhe days off the equinnoxes are eequal
in durattion. Since the circle has a meaasure of 3660o, each qu
quarter of thhe month m
must
o
span 90
0.
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The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize each quarter of the cycle of the month. The little finger orients to the
point of the east, 0o above the horizon. The middle pair of fingers orients to the
point on the circle 22.5o above that. The index finger orients to the point on the
circle 45o above the point of the east.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o, returning the hand to its normal position.
After this shift, the little finger orients where the index finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o up from the point of the east. The middle
pair of fingers extends directly forward from the hand, and as the hand is
positioned 67.5o upward from horizontal toward vertical, the pair of fingers orients
22.5o eastward of vertically upward. The index finger orients 22.5o above the
middle pair of fingers, such that the index finger orients directly to the point of up.
The quarters of the moon, the stages in the cycle of the month, can be
determined by the location of the moon at the time when the sun is rising in the
east or when the sun is setting in the west.
When the moon is new, when it is the new moon, the moon lies in the same
direction away from the earth as the sun. In other words, at the point in the cycle of
the month when the moon is new, the moon is located at the same point of the
same segment of our area of awareness, the horizontal segment that extends from
east to west, as the sun, at the point of the east. The moon rises when the sun rises,
and the moon sets when the sun sets. At the time of a new moon, the moon is rising
just as the sun is rising. Because the sun is located behind the moon, all of the light
of the sun is hitting the back side of the moon, the side that is not visible from the
earth, and none of the sunlight is hitting the front side of the moon, the side that is
visible to the observers on the equator. At this time, there is no light visible on the
moon, such that the moon is considered new. Since the cycle repeats every month,
the new moon is considered to be the beginning of a new cycle of the month.
Many cultures considered the cycle not to begin when the moon is
completely dark, but to end when the moon is completely dark, and instead to
begin the new month when the first sliver of light is visible on the otherwise dark
moon.
The 1st quarter in the cycle of the month begins when the point of the
moonrise coincides with the point of the sunrise.
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The 1st quarter of the month extends from the point of the new moon until
the point of the 1st quarter of the month. On the day that the moon reaches the 1st
quarter in the cycle of the month, the moon rises when the sun reaches the point of
noon in the cycle of the day. When the sun sets in the west, the moon is located at
the point of up, which is the point of the 1st quarter in the cycle of the moon. This
is the point where the moon is half filled with light and half filled with darkness.
Because the sun is located at this time at the point of the west, behind the observer,
when the moon is directly above, all of the light of the sun is hitting the right side
of the moon, and none of the sunlight is hitting the left side of the moon. At this
time, the moon is half filled with light, and all of the light of the sun appears on the
right half of the moon. This is the point of the 1st quarter, the point that ends the 1st
quarter of the cycle of the month.
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The
T 2nd quarter in th
he cycle off the mont
nth is the qquarter of the cycle that
st
extends from the point
p
of th
he 1 quartter to the ppoint of thee full moonn. This quuarter
o
of the month
m
span
ns 90 .
To
T symboliize the 1stt quarter in
i the cyclle of the month, booth of the feet
oriented
d the body
y toward th
he east, in the directiion of the moonrise at the poinnt of
the new
w moon. Th
he point off the moonsset lies on tthe horizonn in the weest.
To
T symboliize this qu
uarter in th
he cycle off the monthh, the feet can no loonger
orient th
he body directly toward the easst. The righht foot shiffts rightwaard, to orient to
the poin
nt of the so
outh. In thiis way, thee feet provvide the boddy with ann effective way
to orien
nt toward th
he south, as
a the body
y naturally rotates to a point miidway betw
ween
o
the poin
nt of the eaast and the point of th
he south, 445 toward the right. The spine then
o
rotates the body another 90
9 toward
d the rightt. The necck then rootates the hhead
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another 45o toward the rear, such that the eyes can easily observe rearward from
the body, toward the west.
The hands then symbolize the 2nd quarter in the cycle of the month in a
manner that is symmetrical to the 1st quarter.
The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize this quarter of the cycle of the month.
The hand still orients, from before, to the upper half of the quadrant, with the
index finger still orienting to the point of up. The middle pair of fingers extends
directly forward from the hand, and as the hand is positioned 22.5o downward from
vertical toward horizontal, the pair of fingers orients 22.5o westward of vertically
upward. The little finger orients 22.5o below the middle pair of fingers, such that
the little finger orients to the point on the circle 45o above the point of the west.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o downward.
After this shift, the index finger orients where the little finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o westward from the point of up. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o downward from the index finger, such that the
middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o upward of due west. The little finger orients
22.5o below the middle pair of fingers, such that the little finger orients directly to
the point of the west, 0o above the horizon.
When the moon is at the point of the 1st quarter, when it is the beginning of
the 2nd quarter in the cycle of the month, the moon is not at the same direction from
the earth as the sun. In other words, at the point in the cycle of the month when the
moon is at the 1st quarter, the moon is located at the endpoint of a different
segment of our area of awareness than the sun, at the point of up on the vertical
segment that extends from up to down, when the sun sets at the point of the west.
The moon rises when the sun is at the point of noon, and the moon is at its
maximum height in the heavens at the point of the sunset. The point of the 1st
quarter is reached just as the moon reaches maximum height directly above, at the
point of up. Because the sun is located at this time at the point of the west, behind
the observer, when the moon is directly above, all of the light of the sun is hitting
the right side of the moon, and none of the sunlight is hitting the left side of the
moon. At this time, the moon is half filled with light, and all of the light of the sun
appears on the right half of the moon.
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The point of up symbolizes the point of maximum height in the cycle of the
month. On the days of the equinoxes, the moon reaches the point of up at the point
when the moon is half light and half dark, at the point of the 1st quarter of the
month.
The 2nd quarter of the month extends from the point of the 1st quarter until
the point of the full moon. On the day that the moon reaches the full moon in the
cycle of the month, the moon rises in the east when the sun reaches the point of the
sunset in the cycle of the day. When the sun sets in the west, the moon is located at
the point of the east, where the moon rises, which is the point of the full moon in
the cycle of the month. Because the sun is located at this time at the point of the
west, behind the observer, when the moon is directly forward, all of the light of the
sun is hitting the front of the moon, the side of the moon that is visible to the
observer. At this time, the moon is completely filled with light. This is the point of
the full moon, the point that ends the 2nd quarter of the cycle of the month.
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The
T 3rd quaarter in th
he cycle off the montth is the qquarter of the cycle that
extends from the point
p
of th
he full moo
on to the point of thee 3rd quarteer. This quuarter
of the month
m
span
ns 90o.
n
To
T symbollize the 2nd
quarter in the cyycle of thee month, the right foot
o
oriented
d the body 45 rightw
ward from the east, tooward the south. Thiis enabled easy
symboliism of the point of th
he sunset on the horizzon in the w
west.
st
To
T symboliize the 1 half of th
he cycle off the monnth, the hallf of the ccycle
where the light off the moon
n is increassing as oppposed to ddecreasing, the right hhand
is used, and the feeet orient forward
f
toward the eeast or the left foot oorients forw
ward
nd
ghtward. Th
he 2 halff of the cyccle of the m
month, the half
and the right foot orients rig
c
wheree the light of the mo
oon is decrreasing as oopposed too increasinng, is
of the cycle
symmettrical to th
his. For this half of the
t cycle, tthe left haand will bee used, andd the
left foo
ot will orieent leftwaard, toward
d the nortth, and theen both fe
feet will orient
forward
d, toward th
he east.
The
T right fo
oot returnss to its norrmal positiion, such tthat both ffeet once aagain
orient th
he body to
oward the east. Next, the left fo
foot shifts leftward, tto orient too the
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point of the north. In this way, the feet provide the body with an effective way to
orient toward the north, as the body naturally rotates to a point midway between
the point of the east and the point of the north, 45o toward the left. The spine then
rotates the body another 90o toward the left. The neck then rotates the head another
45o toward the rear, such that the eyes can easily see rearward from the body,
toward the west.
The hands then symbolize the 3rd quarter in the cycle of the month in a
manner that is symmetrical to the 2nd quarter. The wrist shifts the hand 45o upward,
such that the hand returns to its normal relationship to the forearm.
The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize this quarter of the cycle of the month.
The hand orients, from before, to the upper half of the quadrant, with the
index finger still orienting to the point of up. The elbow now shifts the forearm
downward 90o, such that the arm no longer orients 22.5o below vertical, but instead
orients 22.5o below horizontal.
In this way, the index finger orients 22.5o upward, to the point of the west on
the horizon. The middle pair of fingers extends directly forward from the hand, and
as the hand is positioned 22.5o downward from horizontal toward vertical, the pair
of fingers orients 22.5o downward from horizontally rearward. The little finger
orients 22.5o below the middle pair of fingers, such that the little finger orients to
the point on the circle 45o below the point of the west.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o downward.
After this shift, the index finger orients where the little finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o downward from the point of the west. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o downward from the index finger, such that the
middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o upward of down. The little finger orients 22.5o
below the middle pair of fingers, such that the little finger orients directly to the
point of down.
When the moon is at the point of the full moon, when it is the beginning of
rd
the 3 quarter in the cycle of the month, the moon is not in the same direction from
the earth as the sun. At the point in the cycle of the month when the moon is full,
the moon is located at the other endpoint of the same segment of our area of
awareness as the sun, at the point of the east on the horizontal segment that extends
from east to west, whereas the sun is at that time setting at the point of the west. In
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other words, at the point in the cycle of the month when the moon is full, the moon
is rising in the east as the sun is setting in the west.
The 3rd quarter of the month extends from the point of the full moon until the
point of the 3rd quarter. On the day that the moon reaches the 3rd quarter in the
cycle of the month, the moon rises when the sun reaches its maximum depth below
the earth, at the point of the down, at the point of midnight in the cycle of the day.
One quarter of the day later, at the point of the sunrise, the moon is at its maximum
height in the heavens. When the sun rises in the east, the moon is located at the
point of up, which is the point of the 3rd quarter in the cycle of the month. Because
the sun is located at this time at the point of the east, in front of the observer, when
the moon is directly above, all of the light of the sun is hitting the left side of the
moon, and none of the sunlight is hitting the right side of the moon. At this time,
the moon is half filled with light, and all of the light of the sun appears on the left
half of the moon. This is the point of the 3rd quarter, the point that ends the 3rd
quarter of the cycle of the month.
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The
T 4th quaarter in the cycle off the montth is the qquarter of the cycle that
extends from the point
p
of th
he 3rd quartter to the ppoint of thee new moon. This quuarter
of the month
m
span
ns 90o.
To
T symboliize the 1st quarter in the cycle of the monnth, the feeet orientedd the
body toward the east,
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in the direction of
o the mooonrise at the point of the new m
moon.
m
liees on the ho
orizon in thhe west.
The poiint of the moonset
nd
d
rd
To
T symboliize the 2 and 3 quarters
q
inn the cyclee of the m
month, the feet
oriented
d the body differently
y, with onee foot oriennted towarrd the rightt or towardd the
th
left. To
o symbolize the 4 quarter
q
in the cycle of the moonth, the fe
feet once aagain
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he body tow
ward the point
p
of thee east.
The
T left foo
ot shifts riightward, to orient tto the poinnt of the eeast. The sspine
then rottates the body 90o to
oward the right. The neck rotaates the heaad anotherr 45o
toward the right, such
s
that th
he eyes can
n easily obbserve forw
ward from tthe body.
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The
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bolize the 4 quarteer in the ccycle of thhe month in a
manner that is sym
mmetrical to
t the 1st qu
uarter.
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The hand has a span of 45o. Therefore, 2 hand positions will be required to
symbolize this quarter of the cycle of the month.
The hand still orients, from before, to the lower half of the quadrant, with the
little finger still orienting to the point of down. The middle pair of fingers extends
directly forward from the hand, and as the hand is positioned 67.5o downward from
horizontal toward vertical, the pair of fingers orients 67.5o downward of
horizontally forward. The index finger orients 45o above the middle pair of fingers,
such that the index finger orients to the point on the circle 45o below the point of
the east on the horizon.
To symbolize the 2nd half of this stage of the cycle, the wrist shifts the hand
45o upward.
After this shift, the little finger orients where the index finger oriented
previously, to the point on the circle 45o downward from the point of the east. The
middle pair of fingers extends 22.5o upward from the little finger, such that the
middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o downward of due east. The index finger orients
22.5o above the middle pair of fingers, such that the index finger orients directly to
the point of the east, 0o below the horizon.
When the moon is at the point of the 3rd quarter, when it is the beginning of
the 4th quarter in the cycle of the month, the moon is not at the same direction from
the earth as the sun. In other words, at the point in the cycle of the month when the
moon is at the 3rd quarter, the moon is located at the endpoint of a different
segment of our area of awareness than the sun; the moon rises at the point of the
east when the sun is at the point of down on the vertical segment that extends from
up to down. The moon rises when the sun is at the point of midnight. As the day
continues, the moon rises, to its maximum height in the heavens, to the point of up,
at the point of the sunrise. Because the sun is located at this time at the point of the
east, before the observer, when the moon is directly above, all of the light of the
sun is hitting the left side of the moon, and none of the sunlight is hitting the right
side of the moon. At this time, the moon is half filled with light, and all of the light
of the sun appears on the left half of the moon.
The 4th quarter of the moon extends from the point of the 3rd quarter until the
point of the new moon. On the day that the moon reaches the new moon in the
cycle of the month, the moon rises when the sun rises in the cycle of the day. When
the sun rises in the east, the moon is located at the point of the east, which is the
point of the new moon in the cycle of the month. Because the sun is located at this
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time at the point of the eastt, and the moon is ddirectly forrward, betw
ween the eearth
o the sun is hitting thhe rear of the moon, the side of the
and the sun, all off the light of
hat is not visible
v
to th
he observeer. At this ttime, the m
moon is coompletely ffilled
moon th
with darrkness. Th
his is the po
oint of the new moonn, the poinnt that endss the 4th quuarter
of the cy
ycle of thee month.

The
T cycles of the sun
n and the moon, thee cycles off the day aand the moonth,
follow the area in
n the form
m of a circcle. This ccircle is eevenly subdivided innto 4
nts. Therefo
fore, we can
n considerr that each of these cyycles is subbdivided innto 4
quadran
subdivissions.
The
T subdiviisions of th
he month will
w later be called w
weeks, whicch are typiccally
st
nd
numberred, as the 1 week off the month
h, the 2 w
week of thee month, annd so on.
The
T subdiv
visions of the
t day haave no grooup name, but are ooften calledd by
names such
s
as mo
orning, afteernoon, eveening, and night. Theese are nott precise naames
for these periods of
o time, bu
ut are reaso
onably closse.
Subdivision
S
ns of the units
u
of time will bbe discusseed in moree detail inn the
context of the nex
xt dimensio
on of awareeness.
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The
T
ancesttors of th
he speakerrs of Engglish and Greek haave a prim
mary
th
orientattion to thee 4 dimeension of awarenesss. All dim
mensions bbefore thatt are
symboliized by lore
l
and myths, wh
hich provvide a hisstorical coontext for the
relation
nships amon
ng their prrimary grou
ups of godds.
st
The
T 1 dim
mension of awareness was symbbolized by a single feemale godddess,
nd
Gaea. The
T 2 dimension of awaren
ness was symbolizeed by 2 ggods, a fem
male
goddesss, Gaea, and
a
a maale god, Uranus.
U
G
Gaea and Uranus w
were symbbolic
represen
ntations off their und
derstanding
g of the eaarly stages in their eevolution, ffrom
the persspective off their orientation to the 4th dim
mension. Itt is not thee case that they
develop
ped these sy
ymbols wh
hile still at the 1st or 2nd dimenssions of aw
wareness.
rd
r
We
W describ
bed the 3 dimension of awaareness prreviously. However,, the
discussiion of reliigion then was not relevant too cultures that oriennted to thee 4th
dimensiion. It was previously
y stated thaat in orderr to maintain their oriientation too the
numberr 4, culturres that orient
o
to the
t
4th diimension integrated the religgious
symboliism of the 3rd and 4tht dimensio
ons. Thereefore, religgion of thee 3rd dimennsion
was nott representted by segm
ments, but was insteaad symbollized by seegments within
the conttext of areaas.
There
T
were therefore 2 dimensio
ons of gods that weree symbolizzed by the aarea,
rd
th
3 dim
mension an
nd 4 dim
mension go
ods. In orrder to reepresent thheir integrrated
awareneess, these 2 dimensio
ons of god
ds were undderstood too be siblinngs, both of the
same geeneration of
o gods, as both were children oof Gaea and Uranus.
Since
S
orientation to th
he 4th dimeension wass primary ffor these peeople, the ggods
that rep
present thee 4th dimen
nsion weree understood to havee been born 1st, andd the
gods that represen
nt the 3rd dimension
d
were undderstood too have been born 2ndd. As
well, th
he gods th
hat symbo
olize the 4th dimenssion were considereed to be m
more
importaant and to have
h
played
d a more im
mportant rrole in religgion.
th
The
T gods th
hat symbollize the 4 dimensionn of awarenness were a full set oof 12
siblingss, known as the Titans.
T
Thee Titans symbolizee space. T
The gods that
rd
symboliize the 3 dimension
n were a half
h set off 6 siblingss, born in 2 groups oof 3,
known as
a the Cyclopes and the
t Hundreed-Handerrs. These ggroups sym
mbolize tim
me.
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One
O way to
o understan
nd the sym
mbolism off the handss is to conssider the hhands
in their form to symbolize
s
space, witth their 2 groups off fingers, cconverting into
mbolize tim
me, with theeir 3 groupps of fingeers. The 2 symbols inn the
their forrm to sym
groups of 2 symbo
olize time and space.. The 3 sym
mbols in thhe groups oof 3 symboolize
pace, and mankind.
m
In the symb
bolism of the 3 grouups of fingers, half of the
time, sp
pair of fingers
f
thaat symbolizzes space and
a half off the pair oof fingers thhat symbolizes
time sep
parate from
m the otherr in the paair and joinn together tto form a 3rd symbollism,
mankind, where mankind
m
iss positioneed betweenn time andd space, annd betweenn the
heavenss and the earth.
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n the 4th dimension
n of awareeness, therre is awarreness of 3rd dimennsion
In
motion and 4th dim
mension in
nteraction. As well, tthe 3 symbbols of the 3rd dimenssion,
pace, and mankind,
m
su
ubdivided into 4 sym
mbols in thhe 4th dimension. Thee last
time, sp
of the 3 symbols, mankin
nd, subdiviided into 2. Becausse the 4th dimensionn of
umber 4, which
w
is coomposed of 2 x 2, or 2 subdivissions
awareneess is based on the nu
into 2, there
t
are 2 subdivisio
ons of awaareness of m
mankind inn the 4th diimension, each
of whicch is furtheer subdivid
ded into 2. One of thhese subdivvisions is tthe subdiviision
of awarreness of mankind
m
in
nto male an
nd female. The otherr subdivisiion is the ttopic
of this section.
s
Let
L us conssider the hands
h
in their form too symbolizze space inn another w
way,
with thee 2 groups of fingers. The rightt hand sym
mbolizes tim
me, and thee heavens. The
left hand symbolizzes space, and the earth.
We
W see thaat the left hand
h
is sub
bdivided iinto 2 pairrs of fingerrs. These ppairs
symboliize the earrth and mankind. Mankind
M
is part of thhe earth, yyet mankinnd is
separatee from the earth. Thee upper pair of fingerrs symbolizzes mankinnd, as mannkind
resides above the earth.
Let
L us consider the world from the
t perspective of m
mankind thaat orients too the
th
4 dimeension. Maankind is aware
a
of hiimself as ssomething that is diffferent from
m all
else on the earth, and recog
gnizes thatt he is speecial, becauuse mankinnd is awarre of
kind is aw
ware of rellationshipss that exisst in naturre. Mankinnd is
himselff and mank
he left hand, as part of the earrth, yet thhe part thatt is above and
symboliized on th
distinct from the earth.
e
th
n the 4 diimension of
o awarenesss, mankinnd is awaree of motionn, and mannkind
In
has beccome awarre of interaaction. Inteeraction reequires aw
wareness off 2 objectss, an
actor, who
w perform
ms an actio
on, and an actee, whoo is the reccipient of tthe action. The
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actor is mankind, and man, or woman, is the actor who causes an action to happen
to the actee.
For example, consider the sentence ‘man kills chicken’. Man is the actor,
who interacts with a chicken. Consider another example: ‘rock kills chicken’. Here,
a rock interacts with the chicken. However, ‘man threw rock’. In other words,
‘man threw rock that killed chicken’. The 4th dimension of language enables the
expression of such interaction, as language now contains direct object clauses and
subordinate clauses. Therefore, man caused the interaction of rock with chicken.
The rock certainly did not throw itself. Man throws the rock, causing the rock to go
in motion, and man thereby causes the rock to interact with the chicken.
Therefore, it can be understood that all interaction requires an actor, and that
the actor is mankind. Mankind on earth causes motion and interaction on earth.
There is a lot of mankind on earth, with each individual causing small amounts of
motion and interaction to occur on the earth.
However, there is a lot of motion and interaction that occurs that mankind on
the earth does not cause. There are 3 locations where such interaction can occur.
Interaction can occur in the heavens, such as when the moon interacts with the sun
in a solar eclipse. Interaction can occur on the earth, such as when water floods
land. Interaction can also occur with and among mankind.
Because all relationships that are recognized to exist in nature are considered
to be structurally similar, and are recognized to follow the same pattern, all of
these interactions are also considered to require an actor. There must be an actor
that causes such interactions. Furthermore, such actors must be mankind, as only
mankind has awareness of interaction.
Cultures that orient to the 4th dimension of awareness, here specifically
referring to the Indo-European peoples, as reflected through their language
originally subdivided all things that they recognized to exist into 2 groups, into 2
kinds of things, where the groups consisted of 1) mankind and 2) everything else.
Mankind is special, and mankind is aware in a way that all else is not. Traditionally,
this breakdown of all words that identify things, nouns, into mankind and
everything else has come to be called animate (mankind) and inanimate
(everything else), where mankind is recognized to have an anima, a soul, and all
else does not.
We can further subdivide the pair of fingers that symbolizes mankind into 2
distinctions, man and woman, which can also be called male and female, or
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masculine and feminine. This breakdown of the world into 3 in language is
typically called gender, and the early Indo-European language evolved from
classifying nouns as one of 2 genders, animate and inanimate, into classifying
nouns into one of 3 genders, known as masculine, feminine, and neuter. The rules
for the association of types of nouns with specific genders seem to have broadened
greatly from this simple beginning. Some modern Indo-European languages, such
as English, no longer associate all nouns with a gender.
Mankind is an interaction of time and space, and of the heavens and the
earth. Mankind lives on the earth. When there is interaction on the earth, mankind
is often the cause of it. Yet, there are some interactions that mankind does not
cause. There are some interactions in the heavens, on the earth, and even of
mankind that mankind does not cause. For example, who caused the interaction of
the heavens and the earth that created mankind? On the earth, only mankind has
awareness of interaction, and yet mankind cannot be the cause of all interaction.
There must be another mankind, in the heavens (or at least on top of the
highest mountains), who has more control, and who is the cause of all interactions
that are not caused by mankind on earth. Just like with the left hand, we see that we
can subdivide the right hand into 2 pairs of fingers. The bottom of these
symbolizes the heavens. What does the top pair symbolize? Given that the left and
right hands are recognized to be completely symmetrical, and given that their
symbolisms are considered to be completely symmetrical, the top pair of fingers of
the right hand must symbolize something that is analogous to mankind, yet
something that resides in the heavens. Such mankind has traditionally been called
gods. Naturally, the gods take human form, as they are also mankind, yet of the
heavens. There are some differences, of course. For example, whereas there are
many individuals of mankind on the earth, there are few gods in the heavens. Also,
mankind is about space, and so only symbolizes the time of the now. There is
awareness of death, such that mankind is recognized to be mortal. The gods are
about time, and so about all of time, such that the gods were considered to be
immortal.
The primary gods are symbolized in pairs of 2 (like the gods and mankind)
and in pairs of 2 (like man and woman), to symbolize each of the heavens, the
earth, and mankind. There are therefore recognized to exist 12 primary gods that
symbolize the 12 primary types of interaction of which mankind was at this time
aware.
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The gods control trees falling, and water flowing, and all other interactions
that are not controlled by mankind. Mankind on earth does not cause interaction
for no reason. There is always a reason. Mankind kills for food, or out of anger, or
out of hate. All interaction by mankind has a reason. If we talk to people, we can
sometimes influence their behavior, and change the interactions that they cause. In
the same way, naturally, the gods are considered to have their own arbitrary
reasons for the interactions that they cause, which mankind considered possible to
influence by talking to the gods. The word ‘god’ reflects this, as the origin of the
word seems to imply ‘calling upon’, or ‘invoking’.
How many gods are there? In the 4th dimension of awareness, there were 2
primary gods of the heavens, 2 primary gods of the earth, and 2 primary gods of
mankind, which symbolize the 6 primary types of interaction of which mankind
was aware. Just as with mankind on earth, each of these is further subdivided into
male and female. Male and female gods interact with each other, and the 2 pairs of
each type interact with each other. These 12 gods are known as the Titans.
The rock is not aware of the man that throws it. The chicken is not aware of
the man that kills it. The fact that we cannot see the gods in the heavens in their
human form does not change the fact that they must at that time in our history be
believed to exist, and that everything must be considered to have a cause, since
everything on earth is recognized to follow the same pattern, and since this simple
understanding of the pattern is all that 4 dimensional mankind could handle.
Christians, for example, often claim that everything must have a cause, and
the cause must be purposeful, in other words a person. Everything that has been
created must have a purposeful creator, a god.
The belief is natural that if there is a creation, there must be a creator.
Furthermore, the creator must be sapient, and sentient, and special like mankind,
and in the form of mankind. This makes sense, but only from the limited
perspective of only 1 dimension, the current (4th) dimension, with its emphasis on
interaction. It also makes sense from a limited perspective of the next dimension.
However, from the greater perspective of all dimensions, and of the entire process
of evolution, a perspective that many people have attained with awareness of the
5th dimension and science, it is now reasonable to consider, and it is becoming
increasingly common for people to recognize, that there need not be a sapient,
sentient creator, since the natural process of evolution itself can be accepted as
enabling and causing the existence, motion, interaction, etc. of all that exists.
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n the ancieent Greek pantheon of gods, thhe 4th dimeension of aawareness was
In
represen
nted by 12 gods, whiich formed
d a unified group. Thhis group w
was symbollized
by the fingers off both hand
ds. There were 6 maales and 6 females. The left hhand
m
gods, and the riight hand the symboolized fem
male goddesses.
symboliized the male
Each fin
nger has 3 bones, and
d these god
ds can be ssubdividedd into 3 grooups. Theree are
2 pairs of gods fo
or each gro
oup, 2 malees symboliized on thee left hand and 2 fem
males
nd. All of these godds symbolizzed subdivvisions of their
symboliized on the right han
awareneess of spacce.
According
A
to
t Hesiod, the earth and
a the heaavens, Gaeea and Uraanus, gave bbirth
nd
to a 2 generation
n of gods. These god
ds were knnown as thhe Titans. There werre 12
nd 6 femalees.
Titans, 6 males an
The
T Titans are symbo
olized usin
ng the handd position that is useed in all cyycles
of awarreness of 4 dimension
nal space. The
T hand iis subdividded into 2 ppairs of finngers,
the pairr of the ind
dex finger and
a the mid
ddle fingerr and the ppair of the rring fingerr and
the littlee finger.
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During
D
the 3rd dimen
nsion of awareness,
a
there wass awareness of 3, thhe 3
points of
o the line segment. A primary symbolism
m of these 3 points w
was the heaavens,
earth, an
nd mankin
nd. These can
c also bee symbolizzed as timee, space, aand space-ttime.
These symbols wiill be comb
bined here..
st
The
T 1 poin
nt symboliizes awareeness of tim
me, awarenness of whhich is enaabled
nd
by obseerving the heavens.
h
The
T 2 poin
nt symboliizes awareeness of spaace, awareeness
of whicch is enableed by obseerving the earth. Thee 3rd point symbolizes awarenesss of
mankind, who is located between
b
the heavens and the eearth, betw
ween time and
rd
T 3 poin
nt symboliizes awaren
ness of sellf.
space. The

n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, this aawareness of 3 subddivided. T
Time,
In
th
space, and
a
mank
kind each subdivided
d in the 4 dimenssion of aw
wareness. Two
segmen
nts define an
a area. Th
he subdivission into 3 of the seggment furthher subdivvided
into 6.
The
T 4th dim
mension of awareness
a
mension of awarenesss of interacction.
is the dim
th
In orderr to symbo
olize interaction durin
ng the 4 ddimension of awarenness, each ppoint
rd
of the 3 dimension segmen
nt subdivid
ded. As eacch 1 subdiivided intoo 2, there ccould
be interraction betw
ween the 2.
2
The
T 1 pointt of time, space, and mankind
m
oof the line ssegment eaach subdivvided
into 2 distinctions
d
s of time, space,
s
and
d mankind on this areea, and thee 2 symbollized
interaction, as 2 objects
o
are required in
n order forr there to bbe interactiion. Duringg the
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4th dimeension of awareness,
a
there coulld be interraction in eeach of thee 3rd dimennsion
conceptts of time, space, and
d mankind.
There
T
are 12 bones on
n the 4 fin
ngers of eaach hand, w
which are ggrouped innto 6
pairs off 2 bones each.
e
Each
h hand is subdivided
s
d into 2 paairs of finggers, wheree the
fingers of each pair
p
touch each otheer. Each ppair of bonnes of a ppair of finngers
nts the 2 relationship
r
ps that thee 2 objectss of an innteraction ccan hold; each
represen
object can
c play th
he role of acting on the other or of beinng acted onn by the oother.
These symbolize
s
and correllate to the awarenesss of such liinguistic relationshipps as
the activ
ve and passive voices of languaage.

There
T
are 6 Titans to symbolizee each of 6 distinctionns. Furtherrmore, beccause
there arre 2 hands, each distin
nction in space
s
as syymbolized in religionn is represeented
on each
h of the 2 hands.
h
Thiis distinctio
on is repreesented as a gender ddistinctionn; the
male form of each
h god is rep
presented on
o the left hand, andd the femalle form of each
r
d on the riight hand. Thus, eacch of the 6 distinctioons amongg the
god is represented
Titans is symbolizzed by a paair of Titan
ns, one malle and one female.
Therefore,
T
each malee Titan haas a corressponding ffemale, annd each fem
male
Titan haas a corressponding male.
m
Therre are 12 T
Titans. Thee Titans arre brotherss and
sisters, who repreesent interractions with
w
each oother, inteeractions thhat peoplee are
o that existt in space-ttime.
aware of
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The
T Titans symbolizee the variou
us aspects of the cultture’s awarreness of space.
The 1 group of Titans
T
symb
bolizes intteraction inn time. Stilll, this awaareness of time
words, thiss awarenesss of
is time as a subdiivision of awarenesss of space; in other w
hat is enabbled only bby observinng interacttions
time is awarenesss of cycles of time th
n objects in
n space.
that occcur between
The
T interacction in tim
me involves the 2 ddistinctions in time, which ennable
awareneess of the 2 cycles off time, the cycles of tthe sun annd the moon. Observaation
of the su
un in its path across the heaven
ns enabless awareness of the cyycle of the day,
and obsservation of
o the moo
on in its paath across the heaveens enabless awarenesss of
the cyclle of the month.
m
An
A importaant differeentiation between
b
aany 2 disttinctions, ssuch as thhe 2
distinctiions in tim
me, is wheether there is constanncy, or whhere the onnly constaant is
constan
nt change. The sun, in follow
wing its ddaily cyclee across thhe heavenns, is
constan
nt, and doees not chan
nge what part
p of it iis visible. The moonn, howeveer, in
followin
ng its mo
onthly cycle across the heaveens, is coonstantly cchanging, with
differing amounts of the moon visible during diffferent poinnts in the ccycle.
During
D
theiir paths accross the heavens,
h
thhe sun andd the mooon can inteeract
with eaach other. For exam
mple, the moon
m
can seem to aapproach tthe sun inn the
heavenss, and inteeract with the sun in what iss known as a solarr eclipse. This
correspo
onds to thee developm
ment of thee so-called active voiice of direcct object veerbs;
examplee: Bill hit Joe.
J At thee other end
d of the cyccle, when tthe sun andd the moonn are
far from
m each oth
her, the mo
oon seems to be ablee to interaact with itsself, in whhat is
known as a lunar eclipse. This
T corresp
ponds to thhe so-calleed middle voice of ddirect
st
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object verbs;
v
exam
mple: Bill hit Bill (h
himself). O
Only later ddid these ppeople com
me to
realize that the sun
s is invo
olved in the
t lunar eeclipse, w
which led tto the graadual
rd
nment of th
he middle voice for the
t 3 voicce, the passive voice; example: Bill
abandon
was hit by Joe.

The
T interaction in spaace involvees the 2 disstinctions iin space, w
water and lland.
The enttire area off the surfacce of the earth,
e
whicch mankindd observess in order tto be
aware of
o space, is
i covered by water or by lannd. The waater and thhe land onn the
surface of the eartth can inteeract with each
e
otherr. Land cann evolve innto water, such
h tide, and water can
n evolve innto land, suuch as wheen water fl
flows
as by raain or high
away orr evaporatees.
Water
W
remaains constaant, and ex
xcept for m
minor channge to its surface seeems
unchang
ging. Land
d is in con
nstant chan
nge. Some parts are ccovered w
with mountains,
and oth
her parts have valley
ys. Some parts
p
are ggreen, and others aree brown. S
Some
parts aree green som
metimes an
nd brown other
o
timess, and so oon.
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The
T interacction of mankind
m
in
nvolves thhe 2 distinnctions off awarenesss of
mankind, wisdom
m and labo
or. Mankin
nd can inteeract with space, thrrough laboor, to
nkind can interact w
with time, tthrough w
wisdom (gaained
change space. As well, man
tth
me), to ch
hange spacce. To enaable awareeness of 4 dimensioon interacction,
over tim
mankind uses exp
perience gaained in thee past in tim
me to interract with sppace now.
Labor
L
is co
onstant, as mankind has
h to laboor every daay, huntingg, finding ffood,
maintain
ning a livin
ng area, an
nd so on. Wisdom
W
is constantlyy changingg, for any ggiven
person, wisdom co
ontinually increases with
w age.
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n order to symbolizee religion in the 4th ddimension oof awareneess, in order to
In
symboliize the Titaans, the haands are oriiented verttically, upw
ward towarrd the heavvens,
as the heavens
h
aree where wee look to ob
bserve time.
From
F
the in
nitial posittion of thee hands foor symbolissm, use thhe shoulderrs to
shift the arms 90
0o forward and upwaard, such that the aarms extennd horizonntally
d. Use the wrists to shift the hands
h
inwaard, along the entiree length off the
forward
wrist. Both
B
handss open up to form 2 pairs of ffingers, wiith the inddex and miiddle
fingers touching each
e
other as a pair, and with the ring annd little finngers toucching
her as a pair. The thu
umbs are tu
ucked awayy out of sigght.
each oth
The
T 2 hand
ds are clearrly visible before thee eyes. Thhe hands arre symmettrical
to each other, as the
t left han
nd orients to the righht, and the right handd orients too the
left.
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The
T distal bones
b
of th
he fingers symbolize
s
the gods oof time. Thhere are 4 ppairs
of distal bones. Th
he upper pair
p of fing
gers of eachh hand sym
mbolizes thhe sun, andd the
p of fing
gers of each
h hand sym
mbolizes thhe moon. T
The left haand symbolizes
lower pair
the malle god rellated to th
he sun or moon, annd the rigght hand ssymbolizess the
correspo
onding fem
male goddeess.
The
T upper pair
p of fing
gers of the left hand, the pair thhat includess the indexx and
middle fingers, sy
ymbolizes the male Titan godd of the suun, Hyperiion. The uupper
f
of the
t right haand, the paair that inclludes the iindex and m
middle finggers,
pair of fingers
symboliizes the fem
male Titan
n goddess of
o the sun,, Thia. Thee lower pair of fingers of
the left hand symb
bolizes thee male Titaan god of thhe moon, C
Coeus. The lower paair of
ht hand sym
mbolizes th
he female T
Titan godddess of the moon, Phooebe.
fingers of the righ
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The
T proxim
mal bones of
o the fingeers symbolize the goods of spacce. There aare 4
pairs off proximal bones. Th
he upper paair of fingeers of eachh hand sym
mbolizes w
water,
and thee lower pair of fin
ngers of each
e
hand symbolizzes land. T
The left hhand
symboliizes the maale god related to waater or landd, and the rright hand ssymbolizes the
correspo
onding fem
male goddeess.
The
T upper pair
p of fing
gers of thee left handd symbolizes the malle Titan good of
water, Oceanus.
O
The
T upper pair of fin
ngers of thee right hannd symboliizes the fem
male
Titan goddess
g
off water, Tethys.
T
Th
he lower pair of fi
fingers of the left hhand
symboliizes the male
m Titan god
g of lan
nd, Chronoos. The low
wer pair off fingers off the
right haand symbollizes the feemale Titan
n goddess of land, Rhhea.
The
T Titans symbolizee space, an
nd the mosst importannt of the T
Titan gods was
the male god that symbolizeed space. The
T most im
mportant ggod of spacce was thee god
l
in spaace. Chron
nos, the go
od of the lland in spaace, was thhe head off the
of the land
Titans.
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The
T middlee bones of the
t fingerss symbolize the gods of mankinnd. There aare 4
pairs off middle bones. The upper pair of fingerrs for eachh hand sym
mbolizes laabor,
and thee lower paair of fingeers for eacch hand syymbolizes wisdom. The left hhand
symboliizes the male
m
god related to the wisddom or labbor, and tthe right hhand
symboliizes the fem
male goddess.
The
T upper pair
p of fing
gers of thee left handd symbolizes the malle Titan good of
labor, Iapetus. Th
he upper pair of fing
gers of the right hand symbolizes the fem
male
g
off labor, Themis.
T
Th
he lower pair of fi
fingers of the left hhand
Titan goddess
symboliizes the male
m Titan god
g of wissdom, Criuus. The low
wer pair off fingers of the
right haand symbollizes the feemale Titan
n goddess of wisdom
m, Eurybia.
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The
T Titans were the 1st group of children of the eartth and the heavens, G
Gaea
and Uraanus. To sy
ymbolize the
t Titans, the fingerrs were used as in thheir symboolism
of the cycles
c
of space,
s
with
h the fingeers subdiviided into 2 pairs of fingers, with a
o
span of 45 .
According
A
to
t Hesiod, Gaea and
d Uranus gaave birth tto 2 more ggroups of ggods
nd
after thee Titans. These
T
2 groups
g
of children
c
were born inn 2 separatte groups oof 3.
To sym
mbolize thesse gods, th
he fingers were
w used as in their symbolism
m of the cyycles
of time,, with the fingers sub
bdivided in
nto 3 grouups of finggers, with a span of 222.5o
between
n each grou
up.
In
n other wo
ords, the 1st born 1 group
g
of 4th dimensiion gods uuse the sim
mpler
o
nd
hands, which
w
enab
ble awaren
ness of sub
bdivision iinto 45 , annd the 2 born 2 grooups
rd
of 3 dimension
d
gods use the more evolved hhands, whiich enablee awarenesss of
subdivission into 22.5
2 o.
Whereas
W
th
he Titans were
w
subdiv
vided into male and female, thhese later ggods
were alll male. Wh
hereas the Titans weere symbollized usingg subdivideed fingers, into
individu
ual bones, each of these
t
later gods wass symbolizzed using w
whole, unnified
fingers.
The
T Titans, who weree born 1st, and
a who w
were born in 1 group,, symbolizee the
th
4 dimeension, wh
hich is the primary
p
dimension oof awareness for cultuures that orient
th
to the 4 dimensio
on. These later gods,, who weree born 2nd, and who were born in 2
groups, symbolizze the 3rdd dimensio
on, which is the ssecondary dimensionn of
hese cultu
ures. Sincee the sym
mbolism oof the 3rd dimensioon is
awareneess for th
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integratted with th
he symbolissm of the 4th dimenssion for relligion, thesse gods aree not
nearly as
a importan
nt in mytho
ology as th
he Titans.

The
T 1st born
n group off 3 gods to symbolizee the 3rd dim
mension w
was symbollized
on the fingers
f
of the right hand.
h
Thesse are the Cyclopes (singular: Cyclops). The
name Cyclops
C
meeans round
d-eyed. Th
he name coomes from
m kyklos (κύκλος; cyycle,
circle, or
o round) and
a ops (ὤψ
ψ, eye).
The
T Cyclop
pes were born
b
1st. The
T Cycloopes symbbolize timee, as time was
primary
y to culturees that orieent to the 4th dimensioon. Their ssymbolism
m represents the
notion of
o 1st, or 1,
1 in ways such as by their havving only 1 abnormaality, with that
abnorm
mality being
g their haviing only 1 eye, locateed in the m
middle of thheir foreheeads.
The
T namess of the Cyclopes
C
were
w
Bronttes, Steroppes, and A
Arges. Broontes
(Βρόντη
ης) was the person
nification of
o thundeer (thunderr in Greeek is βρονντή).
Steropees (Στερόπης) was th
he personiification oof lightningg (lightninng in Greeek is
αστραπή
ή). Arges (Ἄργης) means
m
brigh
htness, andd was the personificcation of brright
light. People coulld be awarre of someetimes beinng blindedd by the exxtremely brright
light of the sun sh
hining direcctly into th
heir eyes onn a hot clouudless dayy.
The
T Cyclop
pes symbo
olized, and
d personifiied, the poowerful foorces of naature
that occcur in the heavens,
h
where
w
time is observedd. Thunderr, lightningg, and blinnding
brightneess occur in
i the heav
vens. All of
o these syymbols reppresent rapiid motion,, and
all existt only in teerms of tim
me. If we look
l
at anyy of these at a singlee point in ttime,
none off them cou
uld even be
b recogniized to exiist, and onnce thundeer or lighttning
stops, th
here is no evidence
e
th
hat it was ever
e
there.
The
T
Cyclopes also personified the forrces of crreation. Crreation off the
universee (the Big
g Bang), an
nd creation
n of life in woman, occurred during the 3rd
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dimensiion of the cycle of ev
volution, and
a awarenness of creeation occuurred in thhe 3rd
dimensiion of awaareness, which
w
thesee gods sym
mbolize. C
Creation is 1st, preceeding
destructtion, and these
t
godss were thee 1st of thhese 2 grooups, and so symbollized
creation
n. On the basis
b
of thiis, for exam
mple, the C
Cyclopes w
were considdered to bee the
blacksm
miths of th
he gods, an
nd to havee created thhe most im
mportant ssymbols off the
primary
y gods, inclluding Zeu
us’ thunderrbolts, Pos eidon’s triident, and H
Hades’ Heelmet
of Dark
kness.
The
T Cyclop
pes were th
he 1st born
n of these 2 groups oof gods, annd the cyclle of
st
s
the day was the 1 cycle of time
t
of wh
hich these ccultures w
were aware.. The Cyclopes
alone, in other wo
ords the rig
ght hand alone,
a
representing oonly the 1 ggroup of ggods,
could sy
ymbolize the
t stages in
i the cycle of the ligght of day.. In other w
words, creaation
st
is half of
o the cyclee of creatio
on and desstruction, thhe 1 grouup of gods is half of tthese
2 group
ps, and 1 off the 2 hand
ds could sy
ymbolize tthem.

The
T 2nd born group off 3 gods to symbolizee the 3rd dim
mension w
was symbollized
on the fingers
f
of the left haand. Thesee are the H
Hecatonkhheires (spellled in varrious
ways in
n English). The namee Hecatonk
kheires (Ἑ
Ἑκατόγχειρρες) meanss the HunddredHanderss, or the Hundred-H
H
Handed On
nes. The naame comes from hekkaton (ἑκα
ατόν,
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hundred) and kheir (χείρ, hand). Their Latinized name, Centimani, has the same
meaning.
The Hundred-Handers were born 2nd. The Hundred-Handers symbolize
space (in the context of time), as space was secondary for cultures that orient to the
4th dimension of awareness. Their symbolism represents the notion of 2nd, or many,
in ways such as by their having 2 abnormalities, with those abnormalities being
their having 50 heads and 100 (2 times as many) arms.
The names of the Hundred-Handers were Briareus, who was also known as
Aegaeon, Cottus, and Gyges, who was also known as Gyes.
The name Aegaeon (Αἰγαίων) is derived from Αἰγίς which perhaps implies
the meaning of ‘violent windstorm’, making Aegaeon the personification of such
as hurricanes. Cottus, the Furious, is a name that is perhaps a personification of the
emotions reflected in an erupting volcano. Gyes (Γύης) refers to the wood that
controls a plowshare, which breaks up the land when plowing, perhaps implying a
personification of earthquakes. The notion of big-limbed perhaps implied that
when he walked, the earth beneath him quaked.
The Hundred-Handers symbolized, and personified, the powerful forces of
nature that occur on the earth, where space is observed. Storms, volcanoes, and
earthquakes occur on the earth. Once these stop, there is plenty of evidence that
they were there.
The Hundred-Handers also personified the forces of destruction. Awareness
of death, and of destruction, occurred during the 4th dimension of awareness.
However, due to the merging of the 3rd and 4th dimensions of awareness, it is the
number 3 that symbolizes death in Indo-European cultures, and not 4 as in Chinese,
for example. Therefore, these 2 groups of gods symbolized creation and
destruction. Death and destruction are 2nd, following creation. The Cyclopes
symbolized 3rd dimension creation, and the Hundred-Handers symbolized 4th
dimension destruction. These were giants of tremendous strength, as symbolized
by their many hands, and myths including them typically involve destruction.
The Hundred-Handers were the 2nd born of these 2 groups of gods, and the
cycle of the month was the 2nd cycle of time of which these cultures were aware.
The Cyclopes and the Hundred-Handers together, in other words the right and left
hands together, representing both of the group of gods, could symbolize all of the
stages in the cycle of the month, as the month would have been symbolized by the
fingers of both hands.
These 2 groups of gods do play a role in the mythology of ancient Greece,
and, for example, they did play a prominent role in the upcoming war between the
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Titans and
a later gods. Stilll, it is weell-recognizzed by stuudents of ancient G
Greek
mytholo
ogy that th
hese gods were
w not neearly as im
mportant ass other prim
mary groupps of
gods th
hat went before
b
or that
t
came later. Thhe reason for the reelatively m
minor
rd
importaance of these gods, th
he gods thaat symboliize the 3 dimensionn of awarenness,
will be discussed later.
l

English
E
is an
a examplle of a language thatt orients too the 4th sttage of huuman
awareneess, the staage of awaareness of the 4th dim
mension, reeflecting thhe fact thaat the
ancestorrs of the modern
m
speakers of English left the homelland in Afr
frica at the time
in our history when
w
our ancestors
a
had alreaddy evolveed to this dimensionn of
awareneess.
Whereas
W
wo
ords in Turrkish can be
b compossed of multtiple syllabbles, in Engglish,
syllablees can contain both in
nitial and final
fi compllex consonnant clusterrs.
Whereas
W
the intransitiive clause was the m
most complex grammatical struccture
rd
during the
t 3 dim
mension of awarenesss, during thhe 4th dimeension of aw
wareness tthere
was a new
n
structu
ure, the trransitive cllause. An example oof a clause is ‘man eats
bird’, where
w
the verb eats id
dentifies an
n interaction betweenn ‘man’ andd ‘bird’.
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The
T 4th stag
ge of evolu
ution in aw
wareness w
was to the aawareness of interacction.
There could be aw
wareness of
o 2 objectss at the poiint of the hhere and now, and w
where
there arre 2 objectts at the saame point in space aand time, thhe 2 objeccts can inteeract
with eacch other.
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As
A an analo
ogy to hellp understaand the arrea, imaginne a river of space-ttime,
with rafts, in the form of circular
c
bllack pointss, which ssymbolize objects thhat a
m
expeerience, flo
oating dow
wn the river. Consideer a personn along the side
person might
of the river lookin
ng at the entire
e
area that formss the surfacce of the rriver. He ccould
now bee aware no
ot only of rafts upstrream and ddownstreaam, but he could also be
aware th
hat there arre rafts on the other side
s of the river, and not only oon this sidee.
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C
11

The 4th Dim
mension: Intteraction Onn An Area

Let
L us revieew the sym
mbolism of
o the 4th ddimension of awarenness. As thhe 1st
dimensiion evolveed into thee 2nd, the 3rd, and then the 4th dimenssion, existtence
evolved
d into posittion, into motion,
m
and
d then intoo interactioon, the poinnt evolvedd into
the ray segment, the line segment, and
a then tthe area, aand wordss evolved into
a transitiive clausess, and nounns evolvedd into adjecctives, verbbs of
phrases, clauses, and
d
objeect verbs.
motion,, and then direct
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Let
L us now
w examine the next major
m
stagee in the evvolution off the awareeness
th
of naturre of our an
ncestors, th
he 5 Dimeension of A
Awarenesss.
th
In
n the 5 dimension
d
of awareness, there was furtheer subdivission. In thhe 4th
dimensiion of aw
wareness, the primaary fingerr breakdow
wn that was used for
symboliism was th
he pair of fingers,
f
wh
here each ppair was sub
ubdivided innto 3 bonees. In
th
the 5 dimension
n of awarreness, this focus onn the finggers that w
were usedd for
vided into 2, where each
e
of thee fingers off the hand,, other thann the
symboliism subdiv
thumb, was conssidered sep
parately. That
T
makees a total of 4 fingers for usse in
h of the fingers
f
is subdivideed into 3 bones. D
During thee 5th
symboliism. Each
dimensiion of awaareness, theere were 12
2 distinctioons on each hand. Fuurthermoree, the
thumb comes
c
to be
b used forr its own sy
ymbolism, and not onnly for maarking bonees of
the otheer fingers.

As
A we progressed through the
t
dimennsions of awarenesss, compleexity
th
increaseed. The 4 dimenssion of aw
wareness hhas produuced the m
most com
mplex
organizations of our
o undersstanding off nature. C
Complexityy leads to ppower, butt not
to simpllicity.
The
T 5th dim
mension of
o awareness repressents the end of thhis cycle oof 5
dimensiions of aw
wareness. In
n a cycle, the end iss like the beginning, as that iss the
nature of
o cycles, and the 5th dimensiion of awaareness wiill again reepresent uunity.
Howeveer, it will represent
r
a much mo
ore evolvedd form of unity. Thee 5th dimennsion
of awarreness will represent such a hig
gh degree oof organizaation of unnderstandinng of
nature that
t
it agaiin represen
nts a return
n to simpliicity. Cultuures that oorient to thhe 5th
dimensiion of awareness haave the most
m
organiized, and the simpleest, modells of
nature.
Whereas
W
th
he 1st dimeension of awareness
a
represents a unity of awarenesss of
th
space, the
t 5 dim
mension off awarenesss representts a unity of awarenness of tim
me. It
took a long
l
evolu
ution of ourr species, and
a a longg history off experiencce with naature,
for our species to be able to
o develop such
s
a deepp understannding of nnature and such
his understtanding off nature.
a powerrful organization of th
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This
T simpliicity referss to models developeed by cultuures that oorient to thhe 5th
dimensiion of awaareness as their prim
mary dimeension of aawareness. Cultures that
have a primary orientation to an earllier dimenssion of aw
wareness, ssuch as thaat of
glish, had
d to increease in ccomplexityy in ordeer to suppport
speakerrs of Eng
represen
ntation of greater
g
dim
mensions of
o understaanding from
m the persppective of their
primary
y dimension
n of orienttation.

The
T notion
n from geo
ometry thaat is analoogous to tthe 5th dim
mension iss the
notion of the volume. Thee dimensio
on of the volume ccan be sym
mbolized in 2
nt ways, th
he sphere and
a the cu
ube, depennding on thhe primaryy dimensioon of
differen
orientattion of the people inv
volved, and
d on whethher it is sym
mbolism of time or space.
th
In
n the 5 dimension
d
of awareneess, the voolume sym
mbolizes unnity. The uunity
st
of the 1 dimensiion gave way
w to subdivision inn subsequeent dimenssions, and now
again th
here is a reeturn to un
nity in the 5th dimenssion of aw
wareness. F
For speakerrs of
English
h and relatted languaages, there are 2 sym
mbols of the volum
me. The spphere
symboliizes unity, and with the spheree there is oonly unity, as the sphhere is a fiigure
with on
nly 1 sidee. The cu
ube symbo
olizes unity
ty, but thee cube also symbolizes
subdivission, as thee cube is a figure that is compoosed of multiple sidess. The voluumes
of the sp
phere and the cube arre symboliized by thee fingers off 1 or 2 hannds; the spphere
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can be formed by
y the fingerrs of 1 or 2 hands, aand the cubbe can be formed byy the
fingers of 1 hand.
On
O an areaa, the sym
mbol of th
he 4th dim
mension off awarenesss, objects can
interact in space and time. The volum
me, the 5thh dimensioon symbol of awarenness,
symboliizes awareness of perrpetuation in space aand time.
In
n the 5th diimension of
o awareness, for speaakers of Ennglish, whho are curreently
nd
in the 2 stage of
o their ev
volution to
o the 5th ddimension of awarenness, the ccube
symboliizes awareness of spaace, and th
he sphere syymbolizes awarenesss of time.
th
The
T 5 dim
mension of awarenesss symbolizes awareneess of unitty. For culttures
that oriient to thee 5th dimeension of awarenesss as theirr primary dimensionn of
orientattion, there is only 1 symbol,
s
th
he sphere, w
which sym
mbolizes unnity. Sincee our
th
story is about speeakers of English,
E
who orient tto the 4 ddimensionn of awarenness,
th
nsion is theeir 2nd dim
mension of unified aw
wareness, tthere
and for whom thee 5 dimen
th
ymbols of awareness
a
of the 5 dimension,
d
, the spheree and the ccube.
are 2 sy

As
A the 4th dimension
d
of awareneess is repreesented in language by the num
mber
th
3 for speakers of English, the 5 dimension
d
is represeented by tthe numbeer 4.
th
English
h, whose sp
peakers orrient to th
he 4 dimeension of awarenesss, has 4 ass the
symbol of its awarreness of all
a of the diimensions of space-ttime.
Once
O
we haave traverssed all of the
t dimenssions of thhe cycle off evolutionn, we
can beg
gin the cyclle again. The numberr 4 symbollizes perpetuation.
We
W will sh
hortly see that
t
all priimary subddivisions oof space and all prim
mary
subdivissions of tiime in English are subdivision
s
ns into grroups of 4. The set of 4
distinctiions enablees cyclic motion
m
thro
ough the diistinctions,, and cyclic motion is the
prerequ
uisite for perpetuatio
p
on, since perpetuatiion is thee nature oof cycles. For
Chinesee, on the other hand
d, for exaample, for which thhe number 5 symbolizes
perpetuation, all primary subdivision
s
ns of spacce and tim
me are subbdivisions into
o 5.
groups of
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Speakers
S
off English and
a Greek orient to thhe 4th dimeension. Foor these peoople,
the num
mber 4 is primary.
p
Du
uring theirr awarenesss of the 5tth dimensioon, the num
mber
that sym
mbolizes alll of their dimensions
d
s of awarenness is 4.
By
B integratting their awarenesss of 2 dim
mensions, ddifferent ddimensionss for
space an
nd for timee, these peo
ople can maintain
m
theeir orientattion to the number 4..
Because
B
off this inteegration off dimensioons of aw
wareness, the number 4
th
symboliizes the 5 dimenssion of awareness.
a
In the ddiagram, tthe numbeer 4
th
symboliizes both time
t
and sp
pace in thee 5 dimennsion of aw
wareness ffor speakerrs of
English
h.

During
D
the 5th dimen
nsion of awareness,
a
our anceestors evollved to thee 5th
dimensiion of lang
guage deveelopment. The
T primarry form off verb to evvolve in thhe 5th
dimensiion of awaareness waas the indiirect objecct transitivve verb. These transsitive
verbs arre verbs that take an indirect ob
bject as weell as a direect object. In other w
words,
these traansitive veerbs are verrbs that rep
present moore than 2 oobjects at tthe same space
and tim
me. When we
w can relaate an objeect to 2 orr more othher objects that are aat the
same sp
pace at the same tim
me, the acction of thhe object ccan be peerpetuated, and
transitiv
ve verbs represent
r
the perpetuation off objects in space and time. An
examplee is the sen
ntence ‘young man gives
g
smalll bird to w
woman’, whhich repressents
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the perp
petuation of
o the interaction of 3 objects att the same place and time, a maan, a
bird, an
nd a woman
n.
Three
T
areass, representing 3 objeects in spaace and tim
me, can perrpetuate onne to
the nextt in a volum
me of spacce and timee.

Th
his is a diaagram of a 5th dimen
nsion indirrect objectt clause, shhowing hoow it
symboliizes a volu
ume of space-time. There are 3 noun phraases withinn the clausee, all
of whicch are relatted by the verb ‘give’. The ‘yyoung mann’ is the givver, the ‘ssmall
bird’ is what is giv
ven, and th
he ‘woman
n’ is the perrson to whhom it is giiven.
p
is a complete 4th dimenssion noun pphrase, althhough heree the
Eaach noun phrase
phrases are not veery complex.
within the same senttence,
It is possiblee to includee more, any number, of nouns w
by perp
petuating the action
n of givin
ng. For exxample, w
we could pperpetuate this
interaction to anotther noun, ‘money’, by the senntence ‘youung man giives small bird
ney’.
to woman for mon
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n the 4th dimension
n of awarreness, theere could only be 1 primaryy 4In
dimensiional transsitive verb
b clause in a senttence. Theere could be seconndary
transitiv
ve verb claauses, in the
t form of
o subordinnate clausees. In the 5th dimenssion,
there co
ould be multiple,
m
an
ny numberr, of prim
mary 4-dim
mensional ttransitive verb
clauses in a senten
nce. The neew type off word thatt enabled thhe perpetuuation from
m one
verb claause to the next in thee sentence is called a conjunction.
For
F examplle, the 2 4-dimensio
4
onal clausees ‘man giives bird too woman’ and
‘woman
n goes to rock’
r
can be combin
ned into 1 5-dimenssional senteence usingg the
conjuncction ‘when’, as in ‘(The)
‘
man
n gives (aa) bird to ((the) wom
man when ((the)
woman goes to (tthe) rock’.. The word
ds in parenntheses weere inserteed to makee the
h.
sentence sound more naturall in English
th
n the 5 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, conjuunctions ennable 2 orr more disstinct
In
clauses (sentencess) involvin
ng differentt nouns wiith differennt verbs at different tiimes
nified to fo
orm 1 comp
plex senten
nce.
to be un
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he cycles of
o nature of which ou
ur ancestorrs became aware thatt enabled tthem
Th
th
t
to beco
ome awaree of the 5 dimensiion of awaareness were based on the cyyclic
motion of the eartth around th
he sun.
When
W
our ancestors
a
entered the 5th dimenssion of awaareness, soocieties leaarned
and ind
dividuals became
b
aw
ware that the
t changiing patternn of stars visible inn the
heavenss as the earrth followeed its path around
a
thee sun follow
wed a patteern as welll.
th
The
T 5 dim
mension en
nabled awareness off 2 cycles of naturee. As the eearth
travels around
a
thee sun, the stars
s
in thee night skyy regularly appear and disappeaar, in
the form
m of a cyccle. This iss the cyclee of the yeear. Each yyear, the ppattern of stars
would repeat.
r
The
T 5th dim
mension also enabled
d awarenesss of a 2ndd cycle, thhe cycle off the
hour. Not
N only diid the starss that were visible iin the nighht sky channge duringg the
cycle off the year, but they also
a changed during the cycle oof the day (the nightt), as
the eartth rotates about
a
itself. Ancient people leearned to ddivide the day into pparts,
called hours.
h
The
T 5th dim
mension of awareness enabled aw
awareness oof 2 new cycles of naature,
the cycles of the year and the hour.. This brinngs the tottal numbeer of cyclees of
awareneess to 4, and
a 4 is th
he primary
y number for culturres that orrient to thee 4th
dimensiion of aw
wareness. For comp
parison, duuring anciient timess, speakerrs of
Chinesee were awaare of 5 primary cyccles of tim
me, and noot 4 like thhe ancestorrs of
speakerrs of Englissh. The Ch
hinese werre also awaare of the hhour, the dday, the moonth,
and the year, and in additio
on were aw
ware of a 660 year cyccle based on the 12 year
n about thee sun of thee planet Juupiter.
cycle off revolution
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n the 5th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree is awarenness of 1 volume. E
Each
In
volume is compossed of 1 sp
phere or, in
i the casee of Englissh and relaated languaages,
mes a cube, which is composed of multiplle areas.
sometim

n the 5th dimension
n of awarreness, foor culturess that orieent to thee 5th
In
dimensiion of awareness, no additionall parts of thhe body weere used inn symbolism
m.
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At
A the timee of the 5thh dimension
n of awareeness, wheere mankinnd is preseently,
there is awareness of 5 subdivisions within
w
the unity of nnature. As subdivisioon is
2 there is therefore awareness
a
of 25 subddivisions oof nature. 25, 2
subdivission into 2,
multipliied by itseelf 5 timess, is equal to 32. Thhere is at tthis time aawareness of a
subdivission of natture into 32
2.
We
W can therefore con
nsider awarreness of thhe 360o cirrcle of the horizon off our
awareneess as subdivided in
nto 32, wh
here one-thhirty-seconnd of 360 is 11.25, such
o
that therre is awareeness of 11
1.25 .
This
T
awareeness was symbolized by an awareeness of corresponnding
subdivission on thee body. Th
he minimum
m motion of any parrt of the boody, relativve to
the otheer parts of the
t body, in
i order to symbolizee awarenesss of spacee-time in thhe 5th
dimensiion of awareness is 11.25o.
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For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 5tht dimensioon of awarreness, oncce the bonees of
the arm
ms had co
ompleted preparation
p
n for sym
mbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of
awareneess, there was
w no mo
ovement of any partss of the boody in sym
mbolism. T
There
was no motion att all, since the organ
nization waas so poweerful that nno motion was
necessaary.
For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 5tht dimensioon of awarreness, therre was no nneed
for motiion, but thee smallest angle of distinction oof any joinnt used in ssymbolism
m was
11.25o.
For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4tht dimensioon of awarreness, the smallest aangle
of mov
vement of any joint that was used in syymbolism of the 5thh dimensioon of
awareneess was 11.25o.
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n order to symbolizee their awaareness of sspace and time, ancient peoplee had
In
to orien
nt themselv
ves in a dirrection with
h respect tto space annd time thaat enabled such
awareneess.
In
n the 1st diimension of
o awareneess, while iin Africa tthe ancestoors of speaakers
of Chin
nese had no
n single direction
d
of
o orientattion to spaace or tim
me, but insstead
oriented
d to the ev
ver-changiing point of the now
w. After lleaving thee homelannd in
Africa, they eventtually camee to orient to the poinnt of the soouth in spaace.
n the 2nd dimension
d
of
o awareneess, while in Africa tthe ancestoors of speaakers
In
of Japan
nese had a primary orrientation to
t the ray ssegment too up for tim
me, to the ppoint
of the past.
p
After leaving th
he homelan
nd in Africca, they oriiented to thhe south aalong
the ray segment in
n space thaat extends from
f
the ppoint of thee here to thhe homelannd of
mankind in the south.
n the 3rd diimension of
o awareneess, while in Africa tthe ancestoors of speaakers
In
of Turk
kish had a primary orientation
o
to the easst-west seggment for ttime, oriennting
toward the east, to
t the poin
nt of the fu
uture in tim
me. After leaving thhe homelannd in
nted to thee north-sou
uth segment for spaace, orientiing towardd the
Africa, they orien
he direction of futuree continued
d migrationn from Afrrica.
north, th
th
In
n the 4 diimension of
o awareneess, while iin Africa tthe ancestoors of speaakers
of English had a primary
p
orrientation to the vertiical area thhat extendss east-westt and
wn for time, the area that
t
beginss in the easst, where tthe future and the paast in
up-dow
time intteract. Afteer leaving the homeland in Afrrica, they ooriented too the horizoontal
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area thaat extends east-west and north
h-south forr space, thee area thatt begins inn the
east, wh
here space and time interact and
d where the future annd the past interact.
th
In
n the 5 dimension
n of awareness, whhile in Afr
frica orientation to time
evolved
d again. Fu
urthermoree, these peeoples nevver left Affrica, and nnever channged
their prrimary orieentation to
o time. Thee cultures that remaiined in thee homelannd of
our speecies in Affrica until evolution to the 5thh dimension of awarreness channged
their orrientation again,
a
to th
he most ev
volved oriientation too time andd space am
mong
our species. Thesee cultures oriented in
n 1 directiion, towardd the east. They cam
me to
ume of tim
me, the vollume that originatedd along thee ecliptic. The
orient to the volu
ment of the heavens that
t
is the center of our compllete volum
me of
ecliptic is a segm
hat our speecies uses to
t symbolizze an awarreness of aall of spacee and
time, a segment th
T
orientaation, to the
t eclipticc, requiress no motioon of the body at aall to
time. This
symboliize all aw
wareness of time and space, ffor culturees that oriient to thee 5th
dimensiion of awareness.
Speakers
S
off languagees that orieent to earlieer dimensiions, such as speakerrs of
English
h, also too
ok advantaage of awaareness off the eclipptic, althouugh they w
were
unable to
t orient to
o it as direectly. They
y had to addapt their current unnderstandinng of
nature to somehow
w include their
t
new-ffound awarreness of tthe eclipticc.

n the 5th dimension
d
of
o awareneess, there w
was awareeness of 5 cycles of time
In
and spaace. There was
w 1 cyclle of spacee, the 1 com
mplete voluume of spaace. There was
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awareneess of 4 cy
ycles of tim
me, the cycles of thee year, the month, thhe day, andd the
hour.

A volume of
o space is formed by
y 2 areas. H
Humans arre aware off 3 distincttions
in spacee, and so th
here are 3 primary
p
orrientations of areas of space. Thhe 3 are shhown
in the diagram. Ass well, therre are vario
ous seconddary areas oof space.
The
T sphere is the sym
mbol of unitty. There iss only 1 spphere.
The
T cube is the symbol of sub
bdivided aawareness. The cubee is subdivvided
into 3 primary
p
orrientations of areas, each of w
which comees in pairss, or groupps of
pairs, eaach group of which can
c be defi
fined by thee 4 segmennts, the squuare, that fform
its outerr bounds.
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To
T becomee aware off the 5th dim
mension reequired aw
wareness oof a cycle. The
hands could symb
bolize the flow
f
throug
gh the stagges of the ccycle. Therre is awareeness
n cycles in this dim
mension off awarenesss.
of 4 cyccles of timee, with 2 new
Let
L us prep
pare the haands for ex
xamining tthe finger signs that symbolizee the
th
5 dimeension of awareness
a
for
f people that orientt to the 5th dimensionn.

To
T symboliize awaren
ness of thee 5th dimennsion for ccultures thaat orient too the
5th dimeension of awareness,
a
, the feet orient
o
the bbody to thhe east, in order to orient
the body to the veertical areaa that rises up and doown from tthe segmennt that exttends
east-west, along which
w
lies the area of
o the eclipptic. Now, the arms and handss can
prepare for symbo
olism.
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To
T symboliize the 5th dimension
n of awareeness usingg fingers ssigns, from
m the
th
perspective of cultures that orient
o
to th
he 5 dimeension of aawareness, begin withh the
st
th
h
body ass in the 1 through
t
4 dimension
ns of awarreness.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
This
T is the initial
i
posiition to preepare for fi
finger signss. In the 5tth dimensioon of
awareneess, 5 stepss will be reequired to prepare foor symbolissm. In the odd numbbered
steps, Steps
S
1, 3, and 5, botth arms wiill shift. Inn the even numberedd steps, Steeps 2
and 4, only
o
1 arm
m will shiftt. The 1st step involvves the shooulder jointts. The 2ndd and
3rd stepss involve th
he elbows.. The 4th an
nd 5th stepss involve thhe hands.
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n the 1st step,
s
both of the sho
oulder joinnts move. The shouulders shift
ft the
In
upper arms
a
upwaard in the same direection, butt they shifft a differeent numbeer of
degrees.
The
T right sh
houlder sh
hifts the en
ntire right arm 90o foorward andd upward. The
right arm
m now orieents horizo
ontally alon
ng the forw
ward-rearw
ward segmeent.
o
The
T left sho
oulder shift
fts the entirre left arm 180 forw
ward and uppward. Thee left
arm now
w orients vertically
v
along
a
the up
p-down seggment.
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n the 2nd step,
s
only the
t right arm
a movess. The elboow joint off the right arm
In
reorientts the bones of the forearm with
w respecct to eachh other. Thhe right ellbow
o
rotates the forearm
m 90 outw
ward and to the righht to changge the orieentation off the
bones of
o the forearm from up-down with respeect to eachh other to left-right. The
inside of
o the foreaarm is now
w visible.
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n the 3rd step,
s
the elbow
e
joints reorientt the foreaarms with respect too the
In
upper arms.
a
The elbows
e
shiift the foreearms in diifferent dirrections, aand they shhift a
differen
nt number of
o degrees..
The
T right elbow shiftts the foreaarm 90o uppward, chaanging thee orientatioon of
the righ
ht forearm from
f
horizzontal to veertical.
The
T left elb
bow shifts the forearm
m 45o righhtward, chaanging thee orientatioon of
the left forearm frrom verticaal to half vertical andd half horizzontal, orieenting from
m the
ward and to
oward the right.
r
left upw
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n the 4th sttep, only th
he left wriist moves. The wrist of the left
ft arm reoriients
In
o
the hand
d with resp
pect to the forearm. The
T wrist rrotates the hand 45 forward annd to
the left to change the orientation of th
he hand froom rightwaard, like thhe left foreearm,
oward forw
ward, like th
he right haand.
more to
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n the 5th step, the fing
gers of thee 2 hands oopen. All 5 fingers off each handd are
In
used wh
hole, and when
w
opened outward
d, each joiins togetheer with the corresponnding
finger of
o the oth
her hand. The hand
ds now forrm the shhape of a sphere, thhe 5
dimensiional symb
bol of the volume.
v
At
A this timee, the segm
ment formeed by the cconnectingg middle fi
fingers linees up
with thee area that coincides with the ecliptic in th
the heavens. This finger symboolism
is appro
opriate on
n the days of the eq
quinoxes, when the ecliptic ppasses direectly
overheaad and verttically dow
wnward thro
ough the bbody of maankind and the equatoor.
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The
T fingerss, which weere compleetely closedd to symboolize the 1st dimensioon of
awareneess, with th
he hands jo
oining at th
he base off the proxim
mal bones of the finggers,
th
are com
mpletely op
pen to sym
mbolize thee 5 dimennsion of aw
wareness, w
with the hhands
th
touching at the tip
ps of the distal
d
boness of the finngers. The 5 dimenssion repressents
n to simplicity. Orieentation to the eclipttic enabless such a hhigh degreee of
a return
organization that there
t
is no longer any
y need at aall for motiion of any of the joinnts of
the arms.
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n the 3rd diimension of
o awareneess, there w
was awarenness of 1 unnit of timee, the
In
day.
n the 4th dimension
d
of awareness, there was awareeness of 2 units of ttime,
In
the day and the month.
n the 5th diimension of
o awareneess, awarenness of tim
me subdividded again. The
In
1 pair of
o subdivissions of tim
me, the day
y and the m
month, subbdivided, ssuch that tthere
was awaareness of 2 pairs of units of tim
me.
There
T
are 2 ways fo
or units off time to subdivide. 1st, a unit of time can
subdivid
de into mu
ultiple parrts. 2nd, seeveral unitts of time can combbine to forrm a
larger unit
u of timee, which is then by itss very definnition subddivided.
The
T
day, from
f
the 3rd dimen
nsion of aawareness, did the 1st. The day
subdivid
ded to form
m another unit
u of tim
me, the hourr.
th
The
T month, from thee 4 dimen
nsion of aawareness, did the 2nd. The m
month
combined to form
m another un
nit of time, the year.
Awareness
A
of the hou
ur and the year
y are related, as eaach enableed and requuired
awareneess of the other.
o
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n the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, theree was awarreness of tthe path off the
In
sun and
d the moon across thee heavens.
On
O the day
ys of the equinoxes, from thee perspecttive of thee homelannd of
mankind on the eq
quator, thee path of th
he sun and the moon passed dirrectly overhhead,
f
of an
n area thatt extends forward-reearward annd up-dow
wn throughh the
in the form
body off mankind.
This
T diagraam shows the
t path off the sun annd the mooon around the earth ffrom
the persspective off mankind at the equ
uator and oorienting too the east on the dayys of
an equin
nox. The leeft diagram
m shows th
he view froom the souuth, where tthe path accross
the equ
uator follow
ws the easst-west seg
gment from
m right too left. The right diaggram
shows the
t view frrom the weest, where the path aacross the eequator foollows the eeastwest seg
gment from
m rearward
d to forwarrd.
This
T
circle in the heeavens aro
ound whichh the sun and the m
moon travel is
known as
a the eclip
ptic.
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he 5th dimeension of aw
wareness represents
r
evolution to a compllete orientaation
Th
to time. A single orientation
o
n of the han
nds can sym
mbolize all cycles off time. Beccause
me and spaace is uniffied, the ssymbolism of space is compleetely
awareneess of tim
symmettrical to thee symbolissm of time..
Th
he 5th dimeension of awareness
a
is unified in time. Inn order forr time to uunify
with space, in ord
der for the 2 to beco
ome 1, awaareness off time subddivided 2 m
more
times.
d toward thhe heavenss in the 4thh dimensioon of
Ass our ancestors lookeed upward
awareneess, they were
w aware of 4 primaary verticaal areas of sspace that extend upw
ward
o
to the heavens. The 360 of the horizontal square off human aawareness was
ded into vertical
v
areeas that weere separatted from eeach other by 45o. T
These
subdivid
were th
he verticall areas thaat extended upward from the segmentss of east-w
west,
north-so
outh, north
heast-south
hwest, and northwest--southeast..
Th
his distincttion of thee heavens subdividess, to 22.5o. Another set of verrtical
areas su
ubdivided each of th
hese distin
nctions intoo 2, makinng a separration of 222.5o
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between vertical areas. Between the areas that extend upward from the segment
that extends to the east and the segments that extend to the northeast and to the
southeast, there was now awareness of vertical areas that extend upward from the
east-northeast and from the east-southeast. These areas, as shown in the diagram,
are located 22.5o north or south of the area that extends upward from the segment
that extends east-west. This span, 22.5o from east in each direction, is within 1o of
the maximum range of what is known as the ecliptic, awareness of which is
necessary to become aware of the cycle of the year. This 1o is such a small
distinction that it would have been indistinguishable to human observers. When
looking out into the heavens, the ecliptic is the path along which the sun, the moon,
and the planets appear to move. The position of the ecliptic relative to the earth is
not constant throughout the year, and the position differs with the location on the
earth of the observers, but when observing from the perspective of the equator on
the longest and shortest days of the year, in other words on the days with the
longest and the shortest day as opposed to night, the days of the summer and
winter solstices, the ecliptic is located within 1 degree of 22.5o north or south of
east. In other words, human perspective was no longer restricted to the days of the
equinoxes, but could also track the sun and the moon in the heavens on the days of
the solstices, when their path would not begin due east, but would begin 22.5o
north or south of due east.
Time then subdivides again. One half of 22.5o is 11.25o. Observing the
ecliptic is not sufficient by itself to become aware completely of the cycle of the
year. The reason is that the sun, moon, and planets do not follow the ecliptic
exactly, but have a range of motion with respect to the ecliptic of some 17o, or 8.5o
on either side of the ecliptic. This subdivision into 11.25o is very close to 8.5o, such
that the difference would have been indistinguishable to ancient mankind.
The volume of the heavens that is centered along the ecliptic and that is
bounded on both sides by these limits of the range of motion of the givers of
awareness of time is known as the zodiac. The zodiac will be discussed in the next
section.
In the 5th dimension of awareness, time is extremely well-organized in the
human mind. The body is oriented to the ecliptic. In the 5th dimension of awareness,
the 5 pairs of fingers mark out the 5 segments of the volume that enable mankind
to be aware of the entire volume of space-time.
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ue east, the pair of miiddle fingeers lines upp with the 1st of
Ass mankind orients du
the 4 qu
uadrants off the verticcal area thaat extends up-down tthrough thhe segmentt that
extends east-westt. This is the verticcal area thhat, in thee previous dimension of
awareneess, the 4tht dimensio
on, gave awareness
a
of the cyycles of thhe sun andd the
moon on
o the dayss of the eq
quinoxes, when
w
the ppath of thee ecliptic ppassed direectly
overheaad. The easst will now
w also enab
ble awarenness of the 2 new units of timee, the
year and
d the hour, on the daays of the equinoxes
e
. Along thhe ecliptic, there coulld be
awareneess of the 4 primary points
p
that subdividee the cycle of the dayy, the 4 prim
mary
points that
t
subdiv
vide the cy
ycle of thee month, aand now thhe 4 primaary points that
subdivid
de the cyclle of the yeear.
No
ow that theere was aw
wareness of
o the cyclee of the yeear, there w
was awareeness
of the 4 primary points
p
that subdivide the cycle of the yearr. These innclude not only
the 2 po
oints of thee equinoxes, but also the 2 poinnts of the solstices, thhe points of the
summerr and wintter solsticees. The patth of the eecliptic cann stray as far as 23.55o to
either side
s
of thee equator, from the perspectivve of peopple on thee equator. The
maximu
um extent of
o the path
h of the ecliptic to thee north of eeast, to thee east-northheast,
on the day of th
he summeer solstice,, is know
wn as the Tropic off Cancer. The
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maximum extent of the path of the ecliptic to the south of east, to the eastsoutheast, on the day of the winter solstice, is known as the Tropic of Capricorn.
The pair of little fingers line up with the Tropic of Cancer, and the pair of thumbs
line up with the Tropic of Capricorn. In this way, mankind could be aware of the
path of the ecliptic not only on the days of the equinoxes, but on all days as the
equinox strayed as far as the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.
At this time, our ancestors were also aware that, even on the days of the
equinoxes, for example, when the path of the sun and the moon lied directly above,
the sun and the moon, and now the planets of which they were also aware, do not
follow the ecliptic exactly, but can range on either side of the ecliptic, within a
range now known as the zodiac. The zodiac extends some 8.5o on either side of the
ecliptic. The angle of human awareness of 11.25o was not distinguishable from this.
The pair of index fingers and the pair of ring fingers line up with the bounds of the
ecliptic.
This perspective, supported by this 1 finger sign, enabled people who orient
to the 5th dimension of awareness to track all of the cycles of time on the days of
all primary subdivisions of the year, within the given range of motion of the givers
of the awareness of time about the ecliptic.
This symbolism was so powerful that no motion of the hands was required,
since experience with the past enabled awareness of the entire circle of awareness
without actually having to physically move the hands and body to symbolize it.
The ecliptic will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter, when we
discuss the evolution to the 5th dimension of awareness of cultures that orient to the
4th dimension of awareness.
Notice that the human thumb is opposable, and orients in 1 direction, and the
4 fingers orient in a 2nd direction. The inner fingers are progressively higher than
the outer fingers, such that this clearly symbolizes a sphere, the 1 sided symbol of
the 5 dimensional volume.
The whole hand symbolizes a span of 45o of the volume. The 5 fingers mark
out 4 subdivisions of this 45o. Each successive pair of 2 fingers marks out 11.25o of
the volume of awareness.
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A view of the
t sphericcal volumee of the hannd enabless awarenesss of the cyycles
of day, the month
h, the year, and the ho
our. The hhorizontal hhand occuppies 45o off our
hich is 1/8 of the horrizontal cirrcumferencce of the 3360o horizoontal
field off vision, wh
volume of the eartth.
The
T verticaal hand occupies 90o of our fiield of vission, whichh is 1/4 off the
vertical circumferrence of the 360o vertical volum
me of the eearth. The position of the
gram repreesents awaareness of the ecliptiic from thhe point off the
hands in the diag
e
at the base of thhe lower m
middle fingeer, to the ppoint
sunrise,, at the poiint of the east,
of noon
n, at the poiint of up, at
a the base of the uppper middle finger.
The
T middlee fingers line up with
w
the eecliptic. Iff we look at the hands
vertically, we see that the middle
m
fingers symbolize the 1stt quadrant of the ecliiptic,
h of the su
un, the moo
on, and the planets, on the dayys of the eequinoxes. The
the path
middle fingers arre subdivid
ded into 6 bones, wh
which can bbe consideered to forrm 3
E
pair of bones sspans 30o in extent. If we werre to
pairs off 2 bones per pair. Each
extend this to thee entire cirrcumference of the earth, therre would bbe 12 pairrs of
w
each
h individuaal bone spaans 15o.
bones, where
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There is awareness that the sun, moon, and planets do not follow the ecliptic
exactly, but fall within a range on either side of the ecliptic, known as the zodiac.
We can now subdivide the day into 24 hours. During each hour of the day,
the sun is located in 1 of the 24 subdivisions of the zodiac. It is possible to observe
the positions of the stars in each part of the zodiac in the heavens, and observe
when the stars rise and set, etc., in order to determine the current hour of the day.
We can combine each successive pair of subdivisions of the ecliptic into
sections of 30o. For a month at a time, the sun will be positioned with 1 of these
sections behind it, such that the stars in that part of the zodiac will not be visible at
all during the day (or night). We can use this to determine the current month in the
12 month cycle of the year.
As well, no distinct hand positions are required to symbolize space. As space
is unified with time, the organization of space is completely symmetrical to that of
time. Therefore, this one motionless position of the arms and hands is sufficient to
symbolize all 5 dimensions of time and space of which mankind is aware.
This horizontal and vertical organization of the hand, and the organization of
time that they enable, are all that is required for an awareness of all of the cycles of
time and space in the 5th dimension. The middle fingers of the hands line up with
the equator, which is the giver of awareness of the hour, the day, the month, and
the year in time on the days of the equinoxes. The little fingers and the thumbs line
up with the east-northeast and east-southeast parts of the heavens, which are the
givers of awareness of the range of the ecliptic over the cycle of the year, as far as
the solstices. The ring and index fingers mark out the bounds of the ecliptic on the
days of the equinoxes, defining the volume of the zodiac, which enables complete
awareness of the cycles of the year and the hour in time.
The ecliptic enables awareness of the hour of the day and of the month of the
year.
It is certainly possible for the arms to shift positions, such that the hands
might mark out the entire volume of time and space. However, there is no need.
The organization of the entire heavens is completely symmetrical, such that no
other positions of the hands are required to enable awareness of this.
In the 1st dimension of awareness, arm motion subdivided the 360o unity of
nature into 180o. Over the 5 dimensions of awareness, there were 5 subdivisions of
the unity of nature, which was symbolized as the entire 360o in the volume of
awareness. These were subdivisions into 180o, 90o, 45o, 22.5o, and 11.25o. With the
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subdivission of tim
me and space into distinctions
d
s of 11.255o, it becam
me possiblle to
evolve to
t the awaareness of 5 dimensio
ons of disttinctions inn time andd space, annd to
form a single,
s
sim
mple organiization of all
a of spacee-time.

Swahili
S
is an
a examplle of a language thatt orients too the 5th sttage of huuman
awareneess, the staage of awarreness of th
he 5th dimeension.
Swahili
S
is a languagee that enab
bles represeentation off a very laarge numbeer of
relatively quite co
omplex rellationshipss in space and time, reflecting the increddibly
gree of org
ganization of space an
nd time off the speakeers of Swaahili.
high deg
Whereas
W
words
w
in English
E
can
n contain complex cconsonant clusters, such
clusters are not req
quired in Swahili.
S
Sy
yllables aree once agaiin simple.
The
T phrasee and the clause
c
in Swahili arre more highly orgaanized thatt the
phrase and
a the claause in Eng
glish.
th
5 dimensio
on transitiv
ve verbs ex
xpress awaareness of ffrom 3 up to any num
mber
ultiple poin
nts in spaace-time. W
When an interactionn can invvolve
of objeects at mu
multiplee objects at
a multiple points in space-timee, the interraction cann perpetuaate in
space-tiime. Perpeetuation iss the sym
mbol of the 5th dim
mension. Thhe object that
interacts is called
d the subjeect, the ob
bject that is acted uupon is caalled the ddirect
n is calledd the indireect object. 5th dimennsion
object, and the reecipient off the action
v
enab
ble expresssion of tthe perpettuation off the
indirectt object trransitive verbs
interaction of an object
o
with
h another object
o
invoolving a thiird object in a volum
me of
th
th
d
transitive verbs com
mbine 3, or more, 4 dimennsion
space-tiime. 5 dimension
th
clauses,, in the forrm of a 5 dimension
n clause, inn order to express thhe perpetuaation
of the in
nteraction of a noun with anoth
her noun innvolving a 3rd noun in a volum
me of
th
space-tiime. An example
e
off the 5 dimension
d
type of w
word, an iindirect obbject
transitiv
ve verb, th
hat is used in the exp
pression off the interaaction of thhe noun ‘m
man’
with thee noun ‘biird’ and with
w the nou
un ‘womaan’ in a voolume is thhe clause ‘‘man
gives bird to wom
man’. An example of
o the poteential of ssuch verbss to perpettuate
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noun ph
hrases indeefinitely iss the clausse ‘(the) m
man gives ((the) bird from (the)) big
tree by (the) lake to
t (the) wo
oman for money’.
m

Swahili
S
is a languagee with an extremely
e
highly orgganized grammar. Leet us
examinee the structure of verrbs in Swaahili in morre depth ass one exam
mple to expplore
what is meant by
y the claim
m that Swah
hili is highhly organiized. The hhigh degreee of
he verb in Swahili reeduces the number oof distinct words thaat are
organization of th
d in the lan
nguage, theereby enab
bling a smaaller and siimpler set of syllablees. In
required
addition
n, this orgaanization greatly
g
clarrifies the reelationshipp among veerbs that iss less
clear in other lang
guages.
For
F examplle, English has a verb
b open, witth its variouus related verbs and verb
forms, such
s
as op
pening and
d opened. Another
A
vverb is closse, with itss related vverbs
and verrb forms, such
s
as clo
osed and enclose.
e
T
The relationnship betw
ween openn and
opening
g is very clear
c
in En
nglish. The relationsship betweeen close and enclosse is
fairly cllear, but leess so. The relationsship betweeen open aand close iis not cleaar, as
these seeem like co
ompletely unrelated
u
verbs.
v
In thhe same maanner, see and show,, and
hear and
d listen, seeem to be unrelated
u
pairs of verb
rbs.
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In Swahili, the relationships of such concepts are much more clear. Swahili
has a relatively small number of verb roots, and each root can be subject to some
ten types of relationships of which mankind has become aware that occur among
nouns.
The verb root in Swahili is composed of one or two syllables, each of which
is composed of at most one consonant and one vowel, and one final consonant,
which is not followed by a vowel. The suffix combines with this final consonant.
The suffix can be composed of one, two, or three syllables, of which the first
syllable is composed of one vowel, such that the vowel can combine with the final
consonant of the root. Sometimes the nature of the final consonant can affect the
selection of the initial vowel of the suffix, and sometimes as well it can affect the
selection of the consonant of the next syllable. The initial vowel for the suffix
tends to be a, i, or u.
There is an active, or basic, form of each verb. The basic form is the root, to
which has been attached the simplest of suffixes, the vowel a. Examples are the
root sem, with the suffix a, which forms sema (say), the root let, with the suffix a,
which forms leta (bring), and the root fung, with the suffix a, which forms funga
(close, fasten, tie, bind, etc.).
The suffix wa includes the addition of the simple vowel sound u to the
vowel a, which are combined into a single syllable; hence the spelling wa. The
syllable wa is the form of expression of the passive. The verb sema (say) becomes
semwa (be said), leta (bring) becomes letwa (be brought), and funga (close)
becomes fungwa (be closed).
The suffix ika is a suffix that expresses a state or condition. The verb sema
(say) becomes semika (be said). The static relationship differs from the passive in
that the passive expresses an action, whereas the static expresses a resultant
condition of an action. The verb funga (close) becomes fungika (be closed).
The suffix ia is a suffix that expresses motion to or from a noun. The English
equivalent often requires a preposition to express the motion, as in to, for, in, with,
about, etc. The verb funga (close) becomes fungia (close, as in close a door for
someone).
The suffix ana is a suffix that expresses an action that two nouns are doing
with each other. The verb piga (hit) becomes pigana (fight with). The verb funga
(fasten) becomes fungana (fasten together).
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The suffix ua is a suffix that expresses the opposite meaning. The verb funga
(close) becomes fungua (open).
The suffix esha, or one of its variant forms, such as ya, is a suffix that
expresses the causing of an action to occur, a causation. The verb ona (see)
becomes onya (cause to see, or show). The verb waka (burn) becomes washa
(light).
The suffix za is a suffix that expresses an action that is performed with an
emphasis. The verb sikia (hear) becomes sikiza (listen).
If a verb root in the basic form is repeated, it expresses a repetitive action.
The verb piga (hit) becomes pigapiga (hit repeatedly).
There are a number of possible forms that combine two different forms. For
example, if the suffix of the static form ika is suffixed by the syllable na, the
combination ikana expresses a potential for an action to occur. The verb funga
(close) has a static form of fungika (be closed). This becomes fungikana (able to be
closed, or closable).
Like all aspects of the grammar of Swahili, verbs are extremely highly
organized. Whereas words in Chinese, which orients to the 1st dimension of
awareness, tend to be abstractions of what were originally very concrete nouns,
resulting in a language that is not highly organized, words in Swahili, which
orients to the 5th dimension of awareness, tend to be concretions of what were
originally very abstract verbs, resulting in a language that is extremely highly
organized.
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gy to help understan
nd the voluume, imagiine a river of space-ttime,
Ass an analog
with rafts, in the form of circular
c
bllack pointss, which ssymbolize objects thhat a
perience, flloating dow
wn the rivver. Considder a persoon beneathh the
person might exp
ver. He could now be awaree not onlyy of rafts upstream and
surface of the riv
n the near and
a the farr side of the river, buut he could also
downstrream, and of rafts on
be awarre that therre are rafts not only on
o the surfface of the river but aat all depthhs of
the river.
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Let
L us revieew the sym
mbolism of
o the 5th ddimension of awarenness. As thhe 1st
dimensiion evolveed through
h the 5th dimension,
d
, existencee evolved into posiition,
motion,, interactio
on, and perrpetuation;; the point evolved iinto the rayy segmentt, the
line seg
gment, thee area, and
d the volu
ume; wordds evolvedd into phraases, and then
simple, subordinaate, and co
onjuncted clauses; aand nouns evolved innto adjectives,
a
an
nd conjunctions. As well, intrransitive vverbs evolvved into ddirect
verbs, adverbs,
object and
a indirecct object traansitive verbs.
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All
A modern
n cultures and all mo
odern heallthy indiviiduals are aware of all 5
dimensiions of awareness. Cultures
C
thaat orient too an earlierr dimensionn of awareeness
had to find a way
y to superimpose theeir evolvinng awarenness of the 5th dimennsion
y dimension
n of orienttation.
onto theeir primary
th
Evolution
E
to
t the 5 dimension
n of awareeness invollved the aawareness of 2
new disstinctions, 2 new sub
bdivisions in nature, that enablled awarenness of theese 2
new su
ubdivisionss in time. Those cu
ultures thaat orient tto the 5th dimensionn of
awareneess as theiir primary dimension
n of orienttation evollved to thee awarenesss of
both distinctions in a singlle stage. Speakers
S
oof languagges that orrient to thee 4th
wareness ev
volved to the awareeness of thhese 2 neew distincttions
dimensiion of aw
separateely, in 2 distinct stagees.
Let
L us exaamine the 2 stages in the evvolution tto the 5th dimensionn of
awareneess of the ancestors
a
of
o the speak
kers of English. In soo doing, w
we will disccover
the evollution of reeligion from the Titaans to moddern monottheism, andd the evoluution
of ancieent sciencee into modeern sciencee.
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Cultures
C
th
hat oriented
d to the 5th dimensiion of aw
wareness reemained inn the
homelan
nd of mank
kind, and so
s lived in
n the viciniity of the eequator. Thhey orienteed to
the direection of th
he east, and thereforee they orieented direcctly to the ecliptic onn the
days of the equino
oxes.
Cultures
C
thaat oriented
d to the 4th dimensionn of awarenness left thhe homelannd of
mankind while stiill at the leevel of awaareness of tthe 4th dim
mension. Thhe ancestors of
o-European
ns migrateed northwaard, to estaablish a neew homelaand. Whilee the
the Indo
exact lo
ocation of the
t homelaand of the Indo-Euroopean peopples is stilll under debbate,
the general consensus is thaat it lies so
omewhere in the vicinity of thhe 45th paraallel,
near 45o north latiitude.
While
W
thesee people were
w
still in the hom
meland in Africa, evolving too the
th
awareneess of the 4 dimen
nsion, they
y learned tto orient ttoward thee east for their
primary
y orientatio
on to time and
a space.
th
In
n the 5 dimension
n of awareness, theese peoplee had to ffind a waay to
symboliize awareeness of the
t
ecliptiic from tthe perspeective of their prim
mary
th
orientattion to the 4 dimension of awaareness, annd to the eaast.
They
T
were able to inttegrate theeir symboliism into thheir new orrientation with
respect to the earth, and therreby to orient to the eeast, just aas with peoople who orient
on of awareness.
to the 5tht dimensio
From
F
the perspective
p
e of their new
n
locatioon at the 445th paralleel, they haad to
find a way
w to orieent to the ecliptic,
e
thrroughout th
the cycle oof the year,, in order tto be
able to symbolize
s
all subdiv
visions of all
a units of time and sspace of w
which they w
were
aware. To orient to space, continued orientationn to the east will bee adequatee. To
o time, a 2nd orientatiion must be
b found; a 2nd way iss required to orient too the
orient to
east in order
o
to symbolize alll of the staages in all of the cyclles of time.
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The Indo-Europeans were no longer located at the equator, at 0o north
latitude, but were located near 45o north latitude. They could therefore no longer
orient from the perspective of the equator. However, orientation to time and space
from the perspective of 45o north latitude is symmetrical to orientation from the
perspective of the equator.
The solution is simply to orient to the east. Orientation of the body to this 1
direction is all that is required to symbolize both time and space. With the feet
orienting the body directly to the east, extend both hands forward, oriented
horizontally, and separated, with each hand representing an extent of 45o. Each
hand spans 45o, which is subdivided into 3 groups of fingers that span 2 extents of
22.5o.
Although the hands are separated, each middle finger orients directly to the
east. Unlike with cultures that oriented to the 5th dimension of awareness, a new
series of motions of the hands and arms is required in order to learn how to
symbolize all units of time from their new perspective.
Now, in the 5th dimension of awareness, only 1 direction of orientation is
required for all awareness of time and space; orientation is to the east. This is the
same direction as for cultures that orient to the 5th dimension of awareness,
although there are significant differences. One such difference is that the left and
right hands orient differently from each other, although symmetrically to each
other. As well, space and time are symbolized differently from each other. Time is
symbolized in the heavens, and space is symbolized with respect to the earth.
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The
T 1st sub
bdivision of
o awareneess of timee in the 5th dimensiion was too the
awareneess of motiion along the
t eclipticc. During tthe 4th dim
mension of awarenesss, the
areas th
hat enabled
d people to be aware of
o time weere the areaas that gavve awareness of
the cycles of the day and the
t month. These arreas of tim
me were coonsidered only
y
the 2 days of thhe equinoxxes. The cyycles
from the perspectiive of 2 daays of the year,
d and thee month were
w
enableed by subddividing thee path of tthe sun andd the
of the day
o
moon into distincctions of 45
4 . Now, this awarreness subbdivided inn 2, to ennable
awareneess of distiinctions off 22.5o. Thee ability too symbolizee a span off 22.5o enaabled
the ability to conssider the peerspective of 2 otherr special daays as welll, the 2 dayys of
der to undeerstand com
mpletely thhe cycle of the
the solsstices, whicch is necesssary in ord
year. Aw
wareness of
o motion along
a
the ecliptic
e
enaables awarreness of thhe cycle of the
year, an
nd of the 4 stages in the cycle of
o the yearr; winter, sspring, sum
mmer, and fall.
This aw
wareness also enables awarenesss of the cy cle of the hhour.
The
T primary
y direction
n of orientaation is to the point oof the east. The handd can
o
span 22
2.5 to eith
her side off east, to th
he points of the easst-northeastt and the eeastsoutheaast.
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This
T is a diiagram of the right hand
h
positiioned horizzontally annd orientinng to
the poin
nt of the east. The left hand also oriennts to thee point of the east, in a
symmettrical mann
ner.
The
T middlee pair of fin
ngers of eaach hand oorients to tthe point oof the east. The
index fiinger of thee right han
nd and the little
l
fingerr of the lefft hand orieent 22.5o too the
south of east, to the
t point of
o east-souttheast. Thee little fingger of the right handd and
o the left hand orien
nt 22.5o too the northh of east, tto the poinnt of
the indeex finger of
east-norrtheast.
For
F all locaations on the earth, the point of due eaast on the horizon iss the
direction of the eccliptic at th
he point off the sunrisse on the days of the spring andd fall
equinox
xes. Howev
ver, there are 4 prim
mary pointss in the cyycle of the year, not only
the poin
nts of thee 2 equino
oxes, but also the ppoints of the summ
mer and winter
solstices.
On
O the day of the sum
mmer solsttice, the suunrise on tthe eclipticc is not loccated
due easst, but is lo
ocated 22.5
5o toward the east-nnortheast. O
On the dayy of the winter
solstice, the sunriise on the ecliptic is not locaated due eeast, but iss located 222.5o
outheast. Therefore,
T
this
t 1 fingger positionn enables tthe observer to
toward the east-so
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be awarre of the lo
ocation of the
t eclipticc and the ssunrise on the easternn horizon aat all
4 of thee primary points
p
in th
he cycle of the year.
Viewers
V
might realizze that the points off east-northheast and east-southheast,
o
located 22.5 north
h or south of east, are not the eexact locatiions of the ecliptic onn the
n, but are only appro
oximate. In
I fact, theese locatioons are offf by almoost a
horizon
dozen degrees.
d
Ho
owever, in
n the next section, w
we will disccover that this seemiingly
large diiscrepancy
y is at the extreme edge
e
of whhat will bee demonsttrated to bbe an
allowab
ble discrepancy, and therefore that
t
the acctual locatiion of the ecliptic onn the
eastern horizon, at
a the outerrmost edgee of the alllowable ddiscrepancyy, is what is to
be expeected, given
n that the solstices
s
arre the dayss of the yeaar with thee most extrreme
position
ning of the ecliptic reelative to th
he equator..

The
T earth does
d
not rotate
r
abou
ut an axis the orientts exactly up-down with
respect to the sun, such thatt the top an
nd bottom of the eartth are alwaays equidisstant
xis of the earth is tilteed, by an aangle of 23.5o.
from thee sun. Insteead, the ax
In
n the diag
gram, the yellow
y
cirrcle represents the aapparent paath of the sun
across the
t heavens. The red circle reprresents an extension of the equuator out too the
limits of
o visibility
y in the heeavens. Thiis diagram
m shows that the sun moves upp and
down with
w
respecct to the equator
e
off the earthh, and thatt the sun does not pass
directly
y over the equator
e
forr most of th
he year.
For
F half of the year, the
t sun passes overhhead of peoople somew
where nortth of
o
the equaator, and itt can pass overhead as far nortth as 23.5 north, a pposition knnown
as the Tropic
T
of Cancer.
C
Thiis is illustraated by thee uppermost and righhtmost poinnt on
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the yellow circle of the ecliptic on the diagram. For the other half of the year, the
sun passes overhead somewhere south of the equator, and it can pass overhead as
far south as 23.5o south, a position known as the Tropic of Capricorn. This is
illustrated by the lowermost and leftmost point on the yellow circle of the ecliptic
on the diagram. In other words, mankind at the equator would have to look 23.5o
toward the north or toward the south of directly overhead in order to see the path of
the sun and the moon on the days of the solstices.
For the symbolism of the 3rd and 4th dimensions, the perspective has been the
days of the equinoxes, which are the points on the circles in the diagram where red
and yellow cross. These are the points in the cycle of the year where the equator
crosses the ecliptic, and the ecliptic passes directly overhead of the equator. For the
symbolism of the 5th dimension, the other 2 primary points in the cycle of the year,
the summer and winter solstices, are also important. These are the points in the
cycle of the year where the ecliptic is maximally distant from the equator, toward
the north or toward the south.
In the context of this discussion, there are 2 ways that we can consider the
ecliptic. We can consider the ecliptic from the perspective of the homeland of our
species in Africa, and from the perspective of the speakers of Swahili. This
homeland is in the vicinity of the equator, at 0o north latitude. From our position on
the equator, we can look outward toward the sunrise. On the days of the spring and
fall equinoxes, the sun rises on the horizon directly to the east. On the day of the
summer solstice, the sun rises on the horizon 23.5o north of east, in the eastnortheast. On the day of the winter solstice, the sun rises on the horizon 23.5o south
of east, in the east-southeast. In this stage of the 5th dimension of awareness, our
ancestors could symbolize a span of 22.5o, which is sufficiently close to 23.5o as to
be indistinguishable to our ancestors.
We can also consider the ecliptic from the perspective of the homeland of
the Indo-European peoples, the ancestors of the speakers of English and Greek,
since they had already moved out of Africa prior to evolving to awareness of the
5th dimension. The exact location of this homeland is still a subject of controversy.
However, best estimates seem to place this homeland somewhere in the northern
part of the Caucasus Mountains (hence the name Caucasian). This area is in the
vicinity of 45o north latitude, approximately half way between the equator and the
north pole. From there, we can look outward toward the sun rise. On the days of
the spring and fall equinoxes, the sun rises on the horizon directly to the east. This
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is true for
f all locattions on eaarth. On the day of thhe summerr solstice, thhe sun risees on
the horiizon appro
oximately 23.5
2 o north
h of east, inn the vicinnity of the east-northheast.
On the day
d of the winter solstice, the sun
s rises onn the horizzon 23.5o south of easst, in
the viciinity of thee east-souttheast. Theese numbeers are verry approxim
mate. There is
o
actually
y a discrepancy, such
h that it is not
n exactlyy 23.5 norrth or soutth of east. This
discrepaancy will be
b explaineed in the neext sectionn.
The
T eclipticc never cro
osses the equator.
e
Frrom the peerspective of people who
are locaated at the equator, th
he eclipticc follows thhe equatorr, but it does not cross it.
The sun
n sets at thee same latiitude as thee sunrise. T
Therefore, the area of the eclipttic is
not usefful as a sym
mbol of vertical space, but onlyy of time.

We
W will beg
gin with a discussion
n of symboolism of tim
me. In ordeer to symboolize
th
time in the 5 dim
mension off awarenesss, for speak
akers of lannguages that orient too the
th
a
the feet orrient as forr symbolism
m of the 4tth dimensioon of
4 dimeension of awareness,
awareneess, with both feet orriented to th
he east.
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In
nitial orien
ntation willl be comp
pletely to the east, iin order too calibratee the
location
n of the sun
nrise on thee days of th
he equinoxxes and thee solstices.
Now,
N
the arrms can preepare for symbolism
s
m.

To
T symboliize the 1st stage
s
of th
he 5th dimeension of aawareness ffor speakers of
Indo-Eu
uropean lan
nguages, begin with the
t body aas in the othher dimenssions.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
This
T is the initial posiition to preepare for ffinger signns. For thosse culturess that
orient to the 4th dimension
d
of awaren
ness, 3 steeps will bee required to preparee for
symboliism.
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n the 1st sttep, the elb
bows shift the forearrms 90o foorward andd upward, such
In
that the upper arm
ms remain orienting
o
vertically
v
ddownward, and the foorearms exxtend
ntally forwaard.
horizon

In
n the 2nd step,
s
the elbows
e
rotaate the forrearms 90o outward,, such thatt the
bones of
o the foreearms no lo
onger orieent verticallly with reespect to eeach other,, but
orient horizontally
h
y with resp
pect to each
h other.
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he 3rd step, the hand
ds open and
d the fingeers extendd. The handds open innto 3
In th
groups of fingers, with the index
i
fingeers separatted from thhe little finngers by a span
o
a with th
he middle and ring fingers
fi
toucching and located miidway betw
ween
of 45 , and
o
the indeex and litttle fingers,, separated
d from eacch by a sppan of 22.55 . This iss the
same ass the orien
ntation of the fingerrs of the hhands to syymbolize ttime in the 4th
dimensiion of awareness.
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Speakers
S
off English orient
o
to th
he 4th dimension of awarenesss. Cultures that
orient to
o the 4th dimension have
h
a prim
mary orientaation to thee number 44.
Speakers
S
off English are aware of 4 prim
mary cycles of time. These aree the
cycles of
o the year,, the month
h, the day, and the hoour.
The
T 3 largeer units of time
t
are su
ubdivided iinto seconddary units of time. T
These
secondaary cycles are
a also su
ubdivided into subdivvisions of 44.
These
T
cultu
ures were able to sy
ymbolize tthe stages in each oof the prim
mary
cycles of
o time and
d the stages in each of
o the secoondary cyclles of timee of which they
were aw
ware.
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Each
E
hand has
h 4 fingeers that aree used for ssymbolism
m. These 4 fingers wiill be
used to symbolize each of the 4 stag
ges in eachh of the 4 cycles off time thatt are
nt to the 4tht dimensioon.
tracked by culturees that orien
n order to symbolizee time, it is
i necessarry to symbbolize the llocation off the
In
ecliptic,, from the perspectiv
p
ve of the 4 primary
p
pooints in thee cycle of tthe year.
In
n order to symbolizze the circle of the eecliptic, annd in ordeer to trackk the
stages of
o the cyclees of time along the ecliptic, it is necessaary for the hands to leave
their ho
orizontal position
p
alo
ong the ho
orizon tow
ward the eaast and to move intoo the
heavenss. As well,, it is necesssary for th
he feet to cease theirr completee orientatioon to
the east, and to forrm a comb
bined orien
ntation.
The
T left fo
oot remain
ns oriented
d toward tthe east. H
However, the right foot
reorientts to the so
outh. In th
his way, th
he body caan more eaasily oriennt to the entire
south siide of the body
b
and of
o the earth
h, along thhe entire seegment thaat extends ffrom
the east to the wesst.
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Let
L us now discuss the areas of time.
t
Timee is trackedd in the heaavens.
Awareness
A
ycle of th
he day waas 1st, from
m the 3rd dimensionn of
of the cy
awareneess. Awareeness of the cycle of the monthh was 2nd, ffrom the 4tth dimensioon of
awareneess. Awareeness of the cycles off the year aand the hoour were 3rrd and 4th, ffrom
the 5th dimension
d
of awareneess.

To
T cultures that orien
nt to the 4thh dimensionn of awareeness, timee is unifiedd and
space iss subdivid
ded. Becau
use time iss unified, tthe symboolism of tiime is uniified.
Therefo
ore, the sh
hape of thee hand position to ssymbolize time in thhe 1st stagge of
evolutio
on to the 5th dimensio
on of awarreness is thhe same ass for the 4tth dimensioon of
awareneess. The th
humb is hid
dden and iss not used. The otherr 4 fingers are subdivvided
into 3 groups
g
of fingers.
f
The index an
nd little finngers are heeld maxim
mally apart,, and
o
are sepaarated by a span of 45
4 . The middle
m
and ring fingeers are heldd together,, and
are locaated midw
way betweeen the index and llittle fingeers. This ssubdividess the
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fingers of the han
nd into 3 diistinct grou
ups, with 2 spans bettween them
m, betweenn the
he index finger
fi
and between
b
thhe middle pair and thhe little finnger,
middle pair and th
o
presenting a span of 22.5
2
.
each rep
To
T symbolize motion
n around the entire perimeterr of the aarea of huuman
awareneess, there will
w be mo
otion throu
ugh 360o. Because thhe hand can span 455o, 8
hand po
ositions wiill be requ
uired to span the enttire area. T
These handd positionss are
grouped
d into pairss, such thaat there aree 4 stages iin each of the cycless of time inn the
th
5 dimeension of awareness,
a
just as in the
t 4th dim
mension of aawareness.
We
W will no
ow discuss how to sy
ymbolize eeach of thhe primary units of ttime,
with thee fingers of
o the hand
ds organizeed as in thhe diagram
m. For eachh, we will also
discuss the corressponding secondary
s
unit of tim
me, each bbased on thhe same fiinger
organization.

The
T earth is
i more orr less in th
he shape oof a spheree. (1) If w
we draw a line
segmen
nt to conneect the nortth and sou
uth poles, tthrough the center off the earthh, we
can con
nsider this line
l segmeent an axis,, with its m
midpoint att the centerr of the vollume
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of the earth.
e
(2) The
T earth rotates
r
abo
out this axiis as the eearth revolvves aroundd the
sun. Fro
om the mid
dpoint of th
he line seg
gment that connects tthe poles, we can draaw a
segmen
nt that is perpendicu
p
ular to thee segmentt that connnects the poles, unttil it
touches the surfacce of the eaarth. If we draw suchh horizontaal segmentss all aroundd the
earth, in
n other wo
ords every possible segment
s
thhat is perpeendicular tto the segm
ment
that extends between the po
oles, expan
nding the m
midpoint off the earth outward iin all
ms the shap
pe of an areea, a circlee. We can call wheree it touchess the
directions, it form
surface of the eartth the equaator, wheree the wordd ‘equator’ implies ‘eequal’ disttance
he north po
ole and thee south polle. (3) We can also ssay that thhe earth rotates
from th
about th
he equator. The equaator is an imaginary
i
line segmeent aroundd the middle of
the eartth, along th
he surface of the eartth, that is located haalfway betw
ween the nnorth
and sou
uth poles. We
W can con
ntinue to ex
xtend the ccircle of thhe equator ooutward, inn the
form off an area, extending to the lim
mits of hum
man awareeness in thhe heavenss. (4)
The area that mak
kes up this circle is caalled the eqquatorial pplane.

The
T path off the sun across
a
the heavens
h
ass the earth revolves aaround thee sun
forms th
he shape of
o an area. This area is more oor less in thhe shape oof a circle. The
outer ed
dge of this area in thee heavens, the limits of human awarenesss of the patth of
the sun
n, is know
wn as the ecliptic. From
F
the pperspectivee of ancieent culturees, it
appeareed that it was
w the sun
n that traveels around the earth, rather thann that the eearth
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travels around the sun, but this misunderstanding did not change the apparent path
of the sun.
The circular areas of these 2 paths, the ecliptic and the equator, do not match
exactly. They cross each other in their middles, but at their ends the circles are
separated by an angle of 23.5o.
In other words, the earth does not rotate about an axis the orients exactly updown with respect to the sun, such that the top and bottom of the earth are always
equidistant from the sun. Instead, the axis of the earth is tilted with respect to the
path of the sun, by an angle of 23.5o.
In the diagram, the yellow circle represents the apparent path of the sun
across the heavens. The red circle represents an extension of the equator out to the
limits of human awareness in the heavens. This diagram shows that the sun moves
up and down with respect to the equator of the earth, and that the sun is not directly
over the equator for most of the year.
Twice a year, the equator of the earth exactly coincides with the path of the
ecliptic. The days on which this occurs are called equinoxes, from the Latin ‘equi’
and ‘nox’, or ‘equal night’, since the day and night are equal in length at the
equator at this time. The equinoxes are the 2 days in the cycle of the year where the
path of the sun takes it directly overhead people who are located at the equator.
The equinoxes do not occur on the same day every year, but occur around March
21 and September 21. In the United States, these are considered to signal the
beginning of spring in the northern hemisphere, the Spring (or Vernal) Equinox
falls near March 21, and the beginning of Autumn (or Fall), the Autumnal (or Fall)
equinox falls near September 21.
The cycle of the year crosses the equinoxes with the daylight of the day in
the process of increasing or decreasing in length on a daily basis.
Other than on the days of the equinoxes, the area that extends outward from
the earth’s equator does not coincide exactly with the path of the sun. For the half
of the year following the Spring Equinox, the path of the earth falls below the path
of the sun, causing the sun to appear to cross higher and higher in the north each
day, as the sun rises each day progressively farther north of the equator.
From the perspective of people who are located at the equator, the sun can
appear to rise as far north of the equator as 23.5o north. Eventually, the sun stops
moving farther north each day. This happens around June 21, which is called the
Summer Solstice, from the Latin ‘sol’ and ‘stice’, or ‘sun stopped’. The summer
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solstice is considered to be the beginning of summer in the northern hemisphere.
The latitude in the northern hemisphere that represents the most northern point of
the sun in its yearly path across the heavens, at the summer solstice, is known as
the Tropic of Cancer.
In the other half of the year, following the fall equinox, the sun appears to
rise progressively farther south of the equator each day. The sun can rise as far
south as 23.5o south. Eventually, the sun stops moving farther south each day. This
happens around December 21, which is called the Winter Solstice. The winter
solstice is considered to be the beginning of winter in the northern hemisphere. The
latitude in the southern hemisphere that represents the most southern point of the
sun in its yearly path across the heavens, at the winter solstice, is known as the
Tropic of Capricorn.
In the 5th dimension of awareness, given that the location of the ecliptic
changes over the course of the year, it is necessary to be able to symbolize all of
the stages in the various cycles of time from the perspective of each of the 4
primary subdivisions in the cycle of the year, from the perspective of the spring
and fall equinoxes and from the perspective of the summer and winter solstices.
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The
T year can
c be natu
urally sub
bdivided innto 4 partss, called sseasons. Inn the
northern
n hemisph
here, the spring (orr vernal) equinox iis considerred to bee the
beginnin
ng of spriing, the su
ummer sollstice is cconsidered to be thee beginninng of
summerr, the fall (or autum
mnal) equin
nox is conssidered to be beginnning of falll, or
autumn, and the winter
w
solsstice is con
nsidered too be the beeginning off winter. S
Since
oxes do no
ot always fall on thhe same daate every yyear,
the solsstices and the equino
some countries have
h
standaardized th
he beginninng of the seasons, ssuch as too the
beginnin
ng of the respective
r
month. In the southeern hemispphere, the sseasons aree the
oppositee of those in the northern hemissphere.
The
T beginn
ning of any
y season co
ould be connsidered too representt the beginnning
of the year,
y
and different
d
cu
ultures do use
u the beeginning off different seasons ass the
start off their yearr. Here, the winter solstice is uused as thhe beginninng of the yyear.
nter solsticce is consid
dered by many
m
culturres to repreesent the birth of the year,
The win
since it is the sho
ortest day of
o the yearr, and sincee the lengtth of the dday only grrows
f
this day.
d
The beginning
b
of
o the yearr on the Grregorian calendar, w
which
longer from
is currently the primary calendar in use tthroughoutt the worrld, has bbeen
dized to Jaanuary 1, but
b the beg
ginning off this year was originnally based on
standard
the wintter solsticee, which faalls a week or so befoore this.
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Looking
L
at the sun frrom your position
p
onn the earthh, where dooes the patth of
the sun take it du
uring the course
c
of the
t year? F
For exampple, if the rreader werre to
hen it is at the highesst point in the heavenns during tthe cycle of the
look at the sun wh
t point of
o noon, wh
here would
d you look??
day, at the
We
W will consider
c
th
he path of
o the sunn from 2 perspectivves, from
m the
perspective of peo
ople who remained
r
in
i the hom
meland of m
mankind as they evoolved
th
o
to awarreness of the 5 diimension, located att 0 northh latitude, and from
m the
perspective of th
he ancesto
ors of thee Indo-Eurropean peeoples, whho evolvedd to
th
awareneess of the 5 dimenssion while located arround the 445th paralleel, at 45o nnorth
latitude.
Note
N
that although
a
th
he range of
o differencce betweenn the equiinoxes andd the
o
solstices is 23.5 , mankind at
a this time was not able to syymbolize on the fingeers a
o
ut only a span of 22.5
2 o. Thee differencce betweenn these iss not
span off 23.5 , bu
significant or distinguishab
ble by earlly mankindd using fiinger signss, and for this
t diagram
m only iden
ntifies a su
ubdivision into units of 22.5o.
reason the
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As
A shown on
o the righ
ht of the diagram,
d
frrom the peerspective of people who
are locaated on the equator, on
o the dayss of the 2 eequinoxes,, at the point of noonn, the
sun wou
uld be located directtly overhead. On thee day of thhe winter solstice, att the
point off noon the sun would
d be locateed 22.5o to the south of directlyy overheadd. On
the day of the sum
mmer solstiice, at the point of nooon the sunn would be located 222.5o
head.
to the north of direectly overh
As
A shown on
o the left of the diag
gram, from
m the persppective of ppeople whoo are
o
located 45 north of the eq
quator, at the
t point oof noon, thhe sun woould be loccated
y overhead the equato
or, which is located 45o to thee south. Thherefore, aat the
directly
point off noon, thee sun woulld be locatted 45o to the south of directlyy overheadd. On
the day of the win
nter solsticee, at the po
oint of noo n the sun w
would be loocated 22.5o to
ocation on
n the equin
noxes, which would be 67.5o tto the soutth of
the soutth of its lo
directly
y overhead, or 22.5o north of looking
l
hoorizontally along thee earth. Onn the
day of the
t summeer solstice, at the point of noonn the sun w
would be loocated 22.55o to
the nortth of its lo
ocation on the equin
noxes, whi ch would be 22.5o tto the soutth of
directly
y overhead,, or 67.5o north
n
of loo
oking horizzontally along the eaarth.
To
T be able to symboliize the patth of the suun along thhe ecliptic on the dayys of
the equ
uinoxes an
nd on the days of th
he solsticees from thhe perspective of peeople
o
located at 45 norrth latitude, it is neceessary to be able to ssymbolize the path of the
gle of 22.5
5o, 45o, an
nd 67.5o, rrelative to verticallyy upward oor to
ecliptic at an ang
ntally south
hward.
horizon

How
w can the arrms and haands symbolize a dis tinction off 22.5o, 45o, and 67.55o for
the entirre path of the
t sun alo
ong the ecliptic? The motion off the elbow
w must evollve.
thh
The minimum motion off awareness of the 4 dimensioon is at an angle of 22.5o.
wareness, fo
for the sym
mbolism off the
For thiss symbolissm in the 5th dimenssion of aw
cycle off the year, the elbow
w will shift the lower arm with rrespect to the upper arm,
in 2 way
ys.
With
h the uppeer arm oriiented verttically dow
wnward, thhe elbow can orientt the
forearm
m horizontaally forwarrd, at an angle
a
of 990o with reespect to tthe upper arm.
Now, th
he elbow can
c shift th
he forearm
m in increm
ments of 222.5o. The eelbow can shift
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the foreearm upwaard from th
he horizonttal by 22.5o, 45o, or 667.5o. As w
well, the ellbow
o
o
can shifft the foreaarm downw
ward from the
t horizonntal by 22..5 , 45 , or 67.5o.
The elbow can
n also shift the forearrm left-righht with respect to thee upper arm
m. In
n to orienting the forrearm direectly forwaard from thhe upper aarm, the ellbow
addition
can now
w shift the forearm in
nward 22.5o or 45o.
Furth
hermore, these
t
mottions of th
he elbow can be ccombined, such thatt the
forearm
m can be sh
hifted both upward/do
ownward aand inwardd at the sam
me time.

The
T 1st cyclle of time that
t
will be discussed is the cyycle of the day. Theree are
4 primaary stages in the cyclle of the day;
d
sunrise, noon, suunset, andd midnight.. We
must bee able to sy
ymbolize each
e
of these 4 poinnts from thhe perspecttive of eacch of
the 4 prrimary days in the cyccle of the year,
y
the 2 equinoxess and the 2 solstices.
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To
T symboliize the 1st half
h of the cycle of thhe day, froom the perrspective of the
2 equin
noxes and the
t 2 solsttices, the leeft foot wiill orient fforward, tooward the east,
and the right foot will orien
nt toward the
t south. T
This will eenable the body to rootate
mbolize thee southern half of thee heavens, from the ppoint
toward the south, and to sym
h
to the point of
o the westt on the hoorizon.
of the east on the horizon

The
T 1st seasson in the cycle of th
he year willl be winteer, the seasson that beegins
with thee winter so
olstice. Th
he winter solstice
s
sym
mbolizes thhe day of the year w
when
the leng
gth of dayllight of each day is at
a a minim
mum, and sso can be consideredd the
day in the
t cycle of
o the yearr that is th
he birth off the year aand the beeginning off the
cycle.
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The
T 1st poin
nt in the cycle
c
of th
he day is thhe point oof the sunrrise. As caan be
seen fro
om the botttom of the diagram, when
w
the hhand is horrizontal andd orients too the
east, thee index fin
nger orientts to the point
p
of thee sunrise oon the dayy of the winter
o
solstice. The index
x finger orrients 22.5 to the souuth of due east. The 1st point inn the
m of the pooint 22.5o tto the soutth of due eaast.
cycle off the day reequires thee symbolism
As
A stated eaarlier, on th
he day of the
t winter solstice, thhe elevatioon of the suun in
o
the heav
vens at no
oon is 22.5 upward from
f
the hhorizon tow
ward the south. Withh the
upper arrms extend
ding vertically downw
ward and tthe forearm
ms extendinng horizonntally
forward
d, with thee bones off the foreaarm orientiing left-rigght with respect to each
other, use
u the elbo
ows to elev
vate the fo
orearms 222.5o, such tthat the haands orientt due
south an
nd 22.5o up
pward from
m horizontaal.
Open
O
the fiingers of th
he right haand, and cllose the finngers of thhe left handd. In
this possition, the middle pair of fing
gers of thee right hannd, the middle and ring
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fingers, orients diirectly to th
he south. The
T index finger orients 22.5o to the west of
T little finger
fi
orien
nts 22.5o to
o the east oof south. A
Another way to statee this
south. The
o
is that th
he little fin
nger orients 67.5 to the
t south oof east.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe right haand 45o leftward, tow
ward
the eastt. At this time,
t
the index
i
fing
ger orients where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 67.5 to the south of east. The
T middlee pair of finngers now
w orients 455o to
the soutth of east. The littlee finger no
ow orients 22.5o to tthe south oof east. Ass the
hand sh
hifts to the left, the fingers
f
low
wer in altitu
tude from 222.5o abovve the horiizon,
reaching
g the level of the horrizon at thee point sym
mbolized byy the little finger.
At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
south of
o east. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he south oof east andd directly on the easstern
horizon
n, is where the sun will
w be locaated at the point of tthe sunrisee on the daay of
the winter solsticee, from thee perspectiv
ve of cultuures locateed in the hoomeland of the
o
uropeans, at
a 45 north
h latitude.
Indo-Eu

The
T 2nd point in the cycle
c
of thee day is thee point of noon. Thee point of nnoon
in the cycle of thee day alwaays occurs when the ssun is locaated directlly to the soouth,
ple who are located north
n
of thee equator.
for peop
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of noon,, use the w
wrist to retuurn the hannd to its normal
position
n, such thatt the middlle pair of fingers
f
of tthe hand orrients direcctly towardd the
south.
At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same
s
way,, and such
h that the middle
m
paiir of fingeers of eachh of the hhands
orients directly toward thee south. This
T
point,, due soutth and 222.5o abovee the
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southern
n horizon, is where the
t sun wiill be locatted at the ppoint of nooon on thee day
of the winter
w
solsttice.

The
T 3rd poin
nt in the cycle
c
of thee day is thhe point off the sunset. The poinnt of
the sunsset in the cycle
c
of thee day alwaays occurs when the sun is locaated directtly to
the oppo
osite of thee direction
n of the sun
nrise, someewhere on tthe westernn horizon.
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of the su
unset, the rright hand is no longer needed. Just
as the point
p
of th
he sunrise is
i symboliized only bby the righht hand, thhe point off the
sunset is symbolizzed only by
y the left hand.
h
Closee the fingerrs of the right hand.
The
T middlee pair of fin
ngers of th
he left handd orients ddirectly to the south. The
o
index fiinger orien
nts 22.5 to
o the east of
o south. T
The little fi
finger oriennts 22.5o too the
west off south. An
nother way
y to state th
his is that tthe little fi
finger oriennts 67.5o too the
south off west.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe left hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward
the wesst. At this time, the index fing
ger orientss where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 67.5 to the south of west. The
T middlee pair of fiingers now
w orients 455o to
the soutth of west. The little finger now
w orients 222.5o to the south of w
west.
At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
south of west. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he south off west andd directly oon the wesstern
n, is where the sun wiill be locatted at the ppoint of thee sunset onn the day of the
horizon
winter solstice.
s
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This
T
complletes symb
bolism of the
t 1st halff of the cyycle of the day. Of tthe 4
primary
y points in the cycle of
o the day,, 3 have alrready beenn symbolizzed, althouugh 2
of thesee 3 will be symbolizeed again in the 2nd hallf.
Notice
N
how
w much of the
t 360o ciircle of aw
wareness haas been sym
mbolized. B
Both
o
hands sy
ymbolized
d due south
h, as well as
a 22.5 eitther side off due southh, for a tottal of
o
45 . As well, the wrist of eaach arm sh
hifted the hhand inwaard, to sym
mbolize anoother
o
o
h. In total, there are 3 hands of 45 , symb olizing a tootal of 1355o.
45 each
The
T winter solstice haas the leasst amount oof daylighht of any day of the yyear.
From th
he perspecttive of culttures located at 45o nnorth latituude, 3/8 off the day w
would
be daylight. The remaining
r
5/8 of thee day will be darkneess, and theerefore will be
nd
ms to fit exaactly
symboliized in thee 2 half of the cyclee. This set of finger ssigns seem
th
the expeerience of cultures lo
ocated at th
he 45 paraallel.
nd
Before
B
conttinuing wiith the 2 half of thee cycle off the day, llet us conttinue
st
with thee 1 half of
o the cyclle on the days
d
of thee equinoxees and on the day off the
summerr solstice.
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The
T 2nd seaason in the cycle of th
he year wiill be sprinng, the seasson that beegins
with thee spring (o
or vernal) equinox.
e
The
T spring equinox syymbolizes the day of the
year wh
hen the leng
gth of dayllight is equ
ual to the leength of niight, at thee equator.
The
T symbollism that follows
f
is used
u
not onnly for thee spring equuinox, but also
for the fall (or auttumnal) eq
quinox as well,
w
sincee both equiinoxes are symbolizeed in
me way.
the sam
The
T 4th seaason in thee cycle of the year w
will be falll, the seasson that beegins
with thee fall (or autumnal)
a
T
also ssymbolizess a day of the year w
when
equinox. This
the leng
gth of dayliight is equal to the leength of nigght, at the equator.
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The
T 1st poin
nt in the cycle
c
of th
he day is thhe point oof the sunrrise. As caan be
seen fro
om the botttom of the diagram, when
w
the hhand is horrizontal andd orients too the
east, thee middle pair
p of fing
gers orientss to the point of the ssunrise onn the day of the
equinox
xes. The middle
m
pair of fingers orients duue east. Thee 1st point in the cycle of
the day requires th
he symboliism of the point of duue east.
As
A stated eaarlier, on the
t day of the equinooxes, the ellevation off the sun inn the
o
heavenss at noon is
i 45 upward from the
t horizonn toward thhe south. W
With the uupper
arms ex
xtending vertically
v
downward
d and thee forearmss extendinng horizonntally
forward
d, use the elbows
e
to elevate
e
thee forearms 45o, such that the haands orientt due
south an
nd 45o upw
ward from horizontal.
h
.
Open
O
the fiingers of th
he right haand, and cllose the finngers of thhe left handd. In
this possition, the middle pair of fing
gers of thee right hannd, the middle and ring
fingers, orients diirectly to th
he south. The
T index finger orients 22.5o to the west of
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south. The little finger orients 22.5o to the east of south. Another way to state this
is that the little finger orients 67.5o to the south of east.
Before using the right wrist to shift the hand inward, there is 1 more step that
is required. To symbolize the winter solstice, each of the hands symbolized due
south, and also symbolized 22.5o to the east and to the west of south. In other
words, there was an overlap of 22.5o that both hands symbolized. This overlap
must now be eliminated. The reason is that if the wrist were to bend the hand now,
it would only bend as far as 22.5o to the south of east. However, the sunrise on the
days of the equinoxes is due east. Therefore, use the elbows to shift the forearms
22.5o inward. The right elbow shifts the forearm 22.5o leftward, toward the east.
The left elbow shifts the forearm 22.5o rightward, toward the west. In this way, the
right index finger now orients due south, the middle pair of fingers orients 67.5o to
the south of east, and the little finger orients 45o to the south of east.
Next, as in the diagram, use the wrist to shift the right hand 45o leftward,
inward, toward the east. At this time, the index finger orients where the little finger
previously oriented, 45o to the south of east. The middle pair of fingers now orients
22.5o to the south of east. The little finger now orients due east. As the hand shifts
to the left, the fingers lower in altitude from 45o above the horizon, reaching the
level of the horizon at the point symbolized by the little finger.
At this time, the little finger orients to the point on the horizon due east. This
point, due east and directly on the eastern horizon, is where the sun will be located
at the point of the sunrise on the day of each of the 2 equinoxes, from the
perspective of cultures located in the homeland of the Indo-Europeans, at 45o north
latitude.
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The
T 2nd point in the cycle
c
of thee day is thee point of noon. Thee point of nnoon
in the cycle of thee day alwaays occurs when the ssun is locaated directlly to the soouth,
ple who are located north
n
of thee equator.
for peop
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of noon,, use the w
wrist to retuurn the hannd to its normal
position
n, such thatt the index
x finger of the
t hand orients directly towardd the southh.
At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same
s
way,, and such
h that the index finggers of booth hands orient direectly
toward the south.. This poin
nt, due so
outh and 445o above the southeern horizon, is
he sun will be located at the po
oint of noonn on the daays of the eequinoxes..
where th

The
T 3rd poin
nt in the cycle
c
of thee day is thhe point off the sunset. The poinnt of
the sunsset in the cycle
c
of thee day alwaays occurs when the sun is locaated directtly to
the oppo
osite of thee direction
n of the sun
nrise, someewhere on tthe westernn horizon.
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To
T symboliize the poin
nt of the su
unset, the rright hand is no longer needed. Just
as the point
p
of th
he sunrise is
i symboliized only bby the righht hand, thhe point off the
sunset is symbolizzed only by
y the left hand.
h
Closee the fingerrs of the right hand.
The
T index finger of the
t left hand orientss directly tto the soutth. The miiddle
o
pair of fingers
f
orients 22.5 to the wesst of southh. The littlee finger oriients 45o too the
west off south. An
nother way
y to state this
t
is thatt the little finger orieents 45o too the
south off west.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe left hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward
the wesst. At this time, the index fing
ger orientss where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 45 to th
he south off west. Thee middle ppair of finggers now oorients 22.55o to
the soutth of west. The little finger now
w orients duue west.
At
A this time, the little finger orients to thhe point oon the horiizon due w
west.
This po
oint, due west
w and dirrectly on the
t westernn horizon, is where tthe sun wiill be
located at the poin
nt of the su
unset on thee day of thhe 2 equinooxes.

This
T
complletes symb
bolism of the
t 1st halff of the cyycle of the day. Of tthe 4
primary
y points in the cycle of
o the day,, 3 have alrready beenn symbolizzed, althouugh 2
of thesee 3 will be symbolizeed again in the 2nd hallf.
Notice
N
how
w much of the
t 360o ciircle of aw
wareness haas been sym
mbolized. B
Both
o
hands symbolized
d due south
h, as well as 45 eithher side off due southh, for a total of
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90o. As well, the wrist of eaach arm sh
hifted the hhand inwaard, to sym
mbolize anoother
o
o
h. In total, there are 4 hands of 45 , symb olizing a tootal of 1800o.
45 each
On
O the dayss of the eq
quinoxes, th
here is thee same amoount of dayylight as nnight.
From th
he perspecttive of culttures locateed at 45o nnorth latitudde, 1/2, or 4/8, of thee day
would be
b dayligh
ht. The rem
maining 4/8
8 of the d ay will bee darkness,, and thereefore
nd
n
will be symbolizeed in the 2 half of th
he cycle. T
This set off finger siggns seems tto fit
exactly the experience of cultures locaated at the 445th paralleel.
Let
L us now continue with
w the 1st half of thhe cycle oon the day of the sum
mmer
solstice.

The
T 3rd seaason in the cycle off the year will be ssummer, thhe season that
begins with
w the su
ummer sollstice. Thee summer solstice syymbolizes the day off the
year wh
hen the len
ngth of day
ylight comp
pared to niight is the llongest of any day of the
year.
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The
T 1st poin
nt in the cycle
c
of th
he day is thhe point oof the sunrrise. As caan be
seen fro
om the botttom of the diagram, when
w
the hhand is horrizontal andd orients too the
east, thee little fing
ger orientss to the po
oint of the sunrise onn the day oof the sum
mmer
o
st
solstice. The littlee finger oriients 22.5 north of ddue east. T
The 1 poiint in the ccycle
o
d requires the symb
bolism of th
he point off 22.5 norrth of due eeast.
of the day
As
A stated eaarlier, on the
t day of the summeer solstice, the elevaation of thee sun
in the heavens at noon
n
is 67.5o upward
d from the horizon tooward the ssouth. Withh the
ding vertically downw
ward and tthe forearm
ms extendinng horizonntally
upper arrms extend
o
forward
d, use the elbows
e
to elevate th
he forearmss 67.5 , suuch that thhe hands orient
o
due sou
uth and 67.5
5 upward from horizzontal.
Open
O
the fiingers of th
he right haand, and cllose the finngers of thhe left handd. In
this possition, the middle pair of fing
gers of thee right hannd, the middle and ring
fingers, orients diirectly to th
he south. The
T index finger orients 22.5o to the west of
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south. The little finger orients 22.5o to the east of south. Another way to state this
is that the little finger orients 67.5o to the south of east.
Before using the right wrist to shift the hand inward, there is 1 more step that
is required. To symbolize the winter solstice, each of the hands symbolized due
south, and also symbolized 22.5o to the east and to the west of south. In other
words, there was an overlap of 22.5o that both hands symbolized. This overlap
must be eliminated. Instead, this 22.5o cannot be symbolized, by either hand. The
reason is that if the wrist were to bend the hand now, it would only bend as far as
22.5o to the south of due east. However, the sunrise on the day of the summer
solstice is located 22.5o to the north of due east. Therefore, use the elbows to shift
the forearms 45o inward. The right elbow shifts the forearm 45o leftward, toward
the east. The left elbow shifts the forearm 45o rightward, toward the west. In this
way, the right index finger now orients 22.5o east of due south, the middle pair of
fingers orients 45o to the east of south, and the little finger orients 67.5o to the east
of south. In other words, the little finger orients 22.5o to the south of east.
Next, as in the diagram, use the wrist to shift the right hand 45o leftward,
toward the east. At this time, the index finger orients where the little finger
previously oriented, 22.5o to the south of east. The middle pair of fingers now
orients due east. The little finger now orients 22.5o to the north of east. As the hand
shifts to the left, the fingers lower in altitude from 67.5o above the horizon,
reaching the level of the horizon at the point symbolized by the little finger.
At this time, the little finger orients to the point on the horizon 22.5o to the
north of east. This point, 22.5o to the north of east and directly on the eastern
horizon, is where the sun will be located at the point of the sunrise on the day of
the summer solstice, from the perspective of cultures located in the homeland of
the Indo-Europeans, at 45o north latitude.
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The
T 2nd point in the cycle
c
of thee day is thee point of noon. Thee point of nnoon
in the cycle of thee day alwaays occurs when the ssun is locaated directlly to the soouth,
ple who are located north
n
of thee equator.
for peop
To
T symboliize the poiint of noon
n, use the w
wrist to return the riight hand tto its
normal position, such that the
t index finger of tthe hand oorients 22..5o east off due
south.
At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same way, and such that
t
the in
ndex fingerrs of both hhands orieent 22.5o too the
w of sou
uth. This iss shown in
n the upper pair of hannds in the diagram.
east or west
Neither
N
han
nd orients to
t the poin
nt of due ssouth. Nexxt, the wrisst of each hhand
nd
shifts th
he hand a 2 way. Instead
I
of the wrists shifting thhe hands 445o towardd the
ulna bo
one of the forearm, as
a has hereetofore alw
ways been the case, tthe wrists now
st
shift thee hands fo
or the 1 tiime in thee opposite direction, toward thhe radius bbone.
The wriists are onlly able to shift
s
22.5o in this direection, butt that is all that is neeeded.
This is shown
s
in the lower pair
p of hand
ds in the diiagram.
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At
A this timee, the index
x finger off each handd orients ddirectly tow
ward the soouth.
o
This po
oint, due so
outh and 67.5
6
abovee the southhern horizoon, is where the sun will
be locatted at the point
p
of noo
on on the day
d of the summer soolstice.

The
T 3rd poin
nt in the cycle
c
of thee day is thhe point off the sunset. The poinnt of
the sunsset in the cycle
c
of thee day alwaays occurs when the sun is locaated directtly to
the oppo
osite of thee direction
n of the sun
nrise, someewhere on tthe westernn horizon.
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of the su
unset, the rright hand is no longer needed. Just
as the point
p
of th
he sunrise is
i symboliized only bby the righht hand, thhe point off the
sunset is symbolizzed only by
y the left hand.
h
Closee the fingerrs of the right hand.
The
T index finger of the
t left hand orientss directly tto the soutth. The miiddle
pair of fingers
f
orients 22.5o to the wesst of southh. The littlee finger oriients 45o too the
west off south. An
nother way
y to state this
t
is thatt the little finger orieents 45o too the
south off west.
As
A in the diiagram, use the wristt to shift thhe hand 22.5o rightwaard, towardd the
west, reeturning th
he hand to its normaal position,, such thatt the indexx finger oriients
o
22.5 to
o the west of south, the middlle pair of fingers orrients 45o to the wesst of
south, and
a the litttle finger orients
o
67..5o to the w
west of soouth. In otther words, the
o
little fin
nger orientts 22.5 to the south of west. N
Next, use tthe wrist tto shift thee left
o
hand 45
5 rightwarrd, toward
d the west. At this tim
me, the inddex fingerr orients w
where
o
the littlee finger prreviously oriented,
o
22
2.5 to thee south of w
west. The middle paair of
fingers now orien
nts due weest. The litttle finger now oriennts 22.5o tto the nortth of
west.
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At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
north of west. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he north off west andd directly oon the wesstern
n, is where the sun wiill be locatted at the ppoint of thee sunset onn the day of the
horizon
summerr solstice.

This
T
complletes symb
bolism of the
t 1st halff of the cyycle of the day. Of tthe 4
primary
y points in the cycle of
o the day,, 3 have alrready beenn symbolizzed, althouugh 2
of thesee 3 will be symbolizeed again in the 2nd hallf.
Notice
N
how
w much of the
t 360o ciircle of aw
wareness haas been sym
mbolized. B
Both
hands symbolized
s
d due soutth, by the wrists shhifting the hands 22.5o towardd the
radius bone,
b
for a total of 45
4 o. As well, each haand symboolized 45o w
when the w
wrist
o
extendeed the hand
d directly forward, for
f a total of 90 . Ass well, thee wrist of each
arm shiifted the hand inward, to symb
bolize anotther 45o eaach. In tottal, there aare 5
hands of
o 45o, sym
mbolizing a total of 22
25o.
The
T summeer solstice is the day
y of the yeear that haas the greatest amounnt of
daylightt. From th
he perspecttive of culttures locatted at 45o nnorth latituude, 5/8 off the
day wo
ould be daaylight. Th
he remain
ning 3/8 oof the dayy will be darkness, and
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thereforre will be symbolizeed in the 2nd half of the cycle. This set oof finger ssigns
seems to
o fit exactlly the expeerience of cultures
c
loccated at thhe 45th paraallel.
Let
L us now continue with
w the 2nd half of thhe cycle onn the day.

To
T symboliize the 1st half
h of the cycle of thhe day, froom the perrspective of the
2 equinoxes and the
t 2 solstiices, the left foot orieented forw
ward, towarrd the east,, and
ht foot oriented towarrd the soutth. This ennabled the bbody to rootate rightw
ward,
the righ
in orderr to symbolize the sou
uthern halff of the heaavens, from
m the poinnt of the easst on
the horiizon to the point of th
he west on the horizoon.
nd
To
T symboliize the 2 half of thee cycle of tthe day, froom the perrspective of the
2 equin
noxes and the
t 2 solstiices, the riight foot w
will return to its norm
mal orientaation
forward
d, toward th
he east. Att this time, the left fo
foot will reeorient, tow
ward the north.
This will enable th
he body to
o rotate lefttward, in oorder to sym
mbolize the northernn half
h
fro
om the poiint of the east
e on the horizon too the point of the wesst on
of the heavens,
the horiizon.
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Symbolism
S
m of the 2nd half off the cyclee of the day will bbe compleetely
symmettrical to symbolism of
o the 1st haalf of the ccycle.

Let
L us now
w symbolize the 2nd half
h of the cycle of tthe day onn the 1st daay of
winter, the season
n that begin
ns with the winter sollstice.

n
The
T 1st poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle o f the day iis the pointt of the sunnset,
rd
the 3 point
p
in thee cycle of the
t day. As can be seeen from thhe bottom of the diaggram,
when th
he hand is horizontall and orien
nts to the w
west, the little fingerr orients too the
point off the sunseet on the day
d of the winter
w
solsstice. The little fingeer orients 222.5o
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south of due west. The 3rd point in the cycle of the day requires the symbolism of
the point of 22.5o south of due west.
As stated earlier, on the day of the winter solstice, the elevation of the sun in
the heavens at noon is 22.5o upward from the horizon toward the south. However,
now the body is oriented toward the north, and toward the night, such that
everything is symmetrical to the light of day. With the upper arms extending
vertically downward and the forearms extending horizontally forward, use the
elbows to lower the forearms 67.5o, such that the hands orient due north and 67.5o
downward from horizontal.
Open the fingers of the right hand, and close the fingers of the left hand. In
this position, the middle pair of fingers of the right hand, the middle and ring
fingers, orients directly to the north. The index finger orients 22.5o to the east of
north. The little finger orients 22.5o to the west of north. Another way to state this
is that the little finger orients 67.5o to the north of west.
Before using the right wrist to shift the hand inward, there is 1 more step that
is required. The reason is that if the wrist were to bend the hand now, it would only
bend as far as 22.5o to the north of due west. However, the sunset on the day of the
winter solstice is located 22.5o to the south of due west. Therefore, use the elbows
to shift the forearms 45o inward. The right elbow shifts the forearm 45o leftward,
toward the west. The left elbow shifts the forearm 45o rightward, toward the east.
In this way, the right index finger now orients 22.5o west of due north, the middle
pair of fingers orients 45o to the west of north, and the little finger orients 67.5o to
the west of north. In other words, the little finger orients 22.5o to the north of west.
Next, as in the diagram, use the wrist to shift the right hand 45o leftward,
toward the west. At this time, the index finger orients where the little finger
previously oriented, 22.5o to the north of west. The middle pair of fingers now
orients due west. The little finger now orients 22.5o to the south of west. As the
hand shifts to the left, the fingers lower in altitude from 22.5o above the horizon,
reaching the level of the horizon at the point symbolized by the little finger.
At this time, the little finger orients to the point on the horizon 22.5o to the
south of west. This point, 22.5o to the south of west and directly on the western
horizon, is where the sun will be located at the point of the sunset on the day of the
winter solstice, from the perspective of cultures located in the homeland of the
Indo-Europeans, at 45o north latitude.
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The
T 2nd point in the 2nd half of the
t cycle oof the day, the 4th poiint in the ccycle
of the day,
d
is the point of midnight.
m
The
T point oof midnighht in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs when the sun is located directly too the north, and below
w the earthh, for
w are located north
h of the eq
quator.
people who
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of midn
night, use tthe wrist too return the right hannd to
its norm
mal position
n, such thaat the index
x finger off the hand orients 22..5o west off due
north.
At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same way, and such that
t
the in
ndex fingerrs of both hhands orieent 22.5o too the
west or east of norrth. This iss shown in the upper pair of hannds in the ddiagram.
Neither
N
han
nd orients to the poin
nt of due nnorth. Nexxt, the wrisst of each hhand
nd
shifts th
he hand a 2 way. Instead
I
of the wrists shifting thhe hands 445o towardd the
ulna bo
one of the forearm, th
he wrists now
n
shift the hands toward thhe radius bbone.
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The wriists are onlly able to shift
s
22.5o in this direection, butt that is all that is neeeded.
This is shown
s
in the lower pair
p of hand
ds in the diiagram.
At
A this timee, the index
x finger off each handd orients ddirectly tow
ward the north.
o
This po
oint, due no
orth and 67.5 below
w the northhern horizoon, is wherre the sun will
be locatted at the point
p
of midnight on the
t day off the winterr solstice.

n
The
T 3rd poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle off the day iss the 1st point in the ccycle
of the day,
d the point of the sunrise.
s
Th
he point off the sunrisse in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs wh
hen the sun
n is located directly to the oppposite of thhe directioon of
where on th
he eastern horizon.
h
the sunsset, somew
To
T symboliize the poiint of the sunrise, thhe right haand is no llonger neeeded.
Just as the
t point of
o the sunseet is symbo
olized onlyy by the rigght hand, tthe point of the
sunrise is symboliized only by
b the left hand.
h
Closse the fingeers of the rright hand.
The
T index finger of the
t left haand orientss directly tto the nortth. The miiddle
o
pair of fingers
f
orients 22.5 to the eastt of north. The indexx finger oriients 45o too the
east of north. Another way to state th
his is that the little finger orieents 45o too the
north off east.
As
A in the diiagram, usee the wristt to shift thhe left handd 22.5o righhtward, tow
ward
the eastt, returning
g the hand to
t its norm
mal positionn, such thaat the indexx finger oriients
o
22.5 to
o the east of
o north, th
he middle pair
p of finggers orientss 45o to thee east of north,
and thee little fing
ger orientss 67.5o to the east oof north. Inn other w
words, the little
o
finger orients
o
22.5
5 to the no
orth of eastt. Next, usee the wristt to shift thhe left handd 45o
rightwaard, toward
d the east. At this tim
me, the inndex fingerr orients w
where the little
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finger previously
p
oriented, 22.5o to th
he north oof east. Thhe middle ppair of finngers
now oriients due east. The litttle finger now
n orientts 22.5o to the south oof east.
At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
south of
o east. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he south oof east andd directly on the easstern
horizon
n, is where the sun will
w be locaated at the point of tthe sunrisee on the daay of
the wintter solsticee.

This
T completes symbo
olism of th
he 2nd half of the cyclle of the daay. All 4 of the
primary
y points in the cycle of the day
y have now
w been sym
mbolized, tthe sunrisee and
the sunsset 2 times each and noon
n
and midnight
m
1 time eachh.
o
Notice
N
how
w much off the 360 circle of aawareness has been symbolizeed in
this half of the cy
ycle. Both hands sym
mbolized duue north, bby the wrists shiftingg the
o
2
towaard the raadius bonee, for a total of 455o. As weell, each hhand
hands 22.5
symboliized 45o when
w
the wrist
w
extended the haand directlly forwardd, for a totaal of
o
90 . As well, the wrist of eaach arm sh
hifted the hhand inwaard, to sym
mbolize anoother
o
o
h. In total, there are 5 hands of 45 , symb olizing a tootal of 2255o.
45 each
The
T winterr solstice is
i the day
y of the yyear that hhas the least amounnt of
daylightt. From th
he perspecttive of culttures locatted at 45o nnorth latituude, 5/8 off the
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day wou
uld be nigh
ht. The rem
maining 3//8 of the dday will bee light, andd therefore was
st
symboliized in the 1 half off the cycle.

Let
L us now
w symbolizee the 2nd half
h of the cycle of thhe day on the 1st dayys of
spring and
a fall, thee seasons that
t begin with
w the sppring and ffall equinoxes.

n
The
T 1st poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle o f the day iis the pointt of the sunnset,
rd
the 3 point
p
in thee cycle of the
t day. As can be seeen from thhe bottom of the diaggram,
when th
he hand iss horizontaal and orieents to thee west, thee middle ppair of finngers
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orients to the point of the sunset on the day of the equinoxes. The middle pair of
fingers orients due west. The 1st point in the cycle of the day requires the
symbolism of the point of due west.
As stated earlier, on the days of the equinoxes, the elevation of the sun in the
heavens at noon is 45o upward from the horizon toward the south. However, now
the body is oriented toward the north, and toward the night, such that everything is
symmetrical to the light of day. With the upper arms extending vertically
downward and the forearms extending horizontally forward, use the elbows to
lower the forearms 45o, such that the hands orient due north and 45o downward
from horizontal.
Open the fingers of the right hand, and close the fingers of the left hand. In
this position, the middle pair of fingers of the right hand, the middle and ring
fingers, orients directly to the north. The index finger orients 22.5o to the east of
north. The little finger orients 22.5o to the west of north. Another way to state this
is that the little finger orients 67.5o to the north of west.
Before using the right wrist to shift the hand inward, there is 1 more step that
is required. The reason is that if the wrist were to bend the hand now, it would only
bend as far as 22.5o to the north of west. However, the sunset on the days of the
equinoxes is due west. Therefore, use the elbows to shift the forearms 22.5o inward.
The right elbow shifts the forearm 22.5o leftward, toward the west. The left elbow
shifts the forearm 22.5o rightward, toward the east. In this way, the right index
finger now orients due north, the middle pair of fingers orients 22.5o to the west of
north, and the little finger orients 45o to the west of north. In other words, the little
finger orients 45o to the north of west.
Next, as in the diagram, use the wrist to shift the right hand 45o leftward,
toward the west. At this time, the index finger orients where the little finger
previously oriented, 45o to the north of west. The middle pair of fingers now
orients 22.5o to the north of west. The little finger now orients due west. As the
hand shifts to the left, the fingers lower in altitude from 45o above the horizon,
reaching the level of the horizon at the point symbolized by the little finger.
At this time, the little finger orients to the point on the horizon due west.
This point, due west and directly on the eastern horizon, is where the sun will be
located at the point of the sunset on the day of each of the 2 equinoxes, from the
perspective of cultures located in the homeland of the Indo-Europeans, at 45o north
latitude.
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The
T 2nd point in the 2nd half of the
t cycle oof the day, the 4th poiint in the ccycle
of the day,
d
is the point of midnight.
m
The
T point oof midnighht in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs when the sun is located directly too the north, and below
w the earthh, for
w are located north
h of the eq
quator.
people who
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of midn
night, use tthe wrist too return the right hannd to
its norm
mal positio
on, such th
hat the indeex finger oof the handd orients ddirectly tow
ward
the nortth.
At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same
s
way,, and such
h that the index finggers of booth hands orient direectly
toward the north.. This poin
nt, due no
orth and 445o below the northeern horizon, is
he sun will be located at the po
oint of midnnight on thhe days of the equinooxes.
where th
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n
The
T 3rd poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle off the day iss the 1st point in the ccycle
of the day,
d the point of the sunrise.
s
Th
he point off the sunrisse in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs wh
hen the sun
n is located directly to the oppposite of thhe directioon of
where on th
he eastern horizon.
h
the sunsset, somew
To
T symboliize the poiint of the sunrise, thhe right haand is no llonger neeeded.
Just as the
t point of
o the sunseet is symbo
olized onlyy by the rigght hand, tthe point of the
sunrise is symboliized only by
b the left hand.
h
Closse the fingeers of the rright hand.
The
T index finger of the
t left haand orientss directly tto the nortth. The miiddle
o
pair of fingers oriients 22.5 to the easst of north.. The littlee finger oriients 45o too the
his is that the little finger orieents 45o too the
east of north. Another way to state th
north off east.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe left hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward
the eastt. At this time,
t
the index
i
fing
ger orients where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 45 to th
he north off east. Thee middle ppair of finggers now oorients 22.55o to
the nortth of east. The
T little finger
f
now orients duue east.
At
A this timee, the little finger orieents to the point on thhe horizonn due east. This
point, due
d east and
d directly on the easttern horizoon, is wherre the sun w
will be loccated
at the po
oint of the sunrise on
n the days of
o the 2 eqquinoxes.
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This
T completes symbo
olism of th
he 2nd half of the cyclle of the daay. All 4 of the
primary
y points in the cycle of the day
y have now
w been sym
mbolized, tthe sunrisee and
the sunsset 2 times each and noon
n
and midnight
m
1 time eachh.
o
Notice
N
how
w much of the
t 360 ciircle of aw
wareness haas been sym
mbolized. B
Both
o
hands symbolized
d due north
h, as well as 45 eithher side off due northh, for a totaal of
o
hifted the hhand inwaard, to sym
mbolize anoother
90 . As well, the wrist of eaach arm sh
o
o
h. In total, there are 4 hands of 45 , symb olizing a tootal of 1800o.
45 each
On
O the dayss of the eq
quinoxes, th
here is thee same amoount of dayylight as nnight.
From th
he perspecttive of culttures locateed at 45o nnorth latitudde, 1/2, or 4/8, of thee day
would be
b night. The
T remaiining 4/8 of
o the dayy will be light, and therefore was
st
symboliized in the 1 half off the cycle.

Let
L us now
w symbolize the 2nd half
h of the cycle of tthe day onn the 1st daay of
summerr, the seaso
on that beg
gins with th
he summerr solstice.
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n
The
T 1st poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle o f the day iis the pointt of the sunnset,
rd
the 3 point
p
in thee cycle of the
t day. As can be seeen from thhe bottom of the diaggram,
when th
he hand is horizontall and orien
nts to the w
west, the inndex fingerr orients too the
point off the sunset on the day of thee summer solstice. T
The index finger oriients
o
rd
22.5 north
n
of due
d west. The 3 point
p
in thhe cycle oof the dayy requiress the
o
symboliism of the point of 22
2.5 north of due wesst.
As
A stated eaarlier, on the
t day of the summeer solstice, the elevaation of thee sun
in the heavens at
a noon iss 67.5o up
pward from
m the horrizon towaard the soouth.
he body is oriented to
oward the north, andd toward tthe night, such
Howeveer, now th
that eveerything is symmetrical to the light of daay. With thhe upper aarms extennding
vertically downw
ward and the forearm
ms extendding horizoontally forrward, usee the
he forearm
ms 22.5o, su
uch that thhe hands orrient due nnorth and 222.5o
elbows to lower th
h
downwaard from horizontal.
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Open
O
the fiingers of th
he right haand, and cllose the finngers of thhe left handd. In
this possition, the middle pair of fing
gers of thee right hannd, the middle and ring
fingers, orients diirectly to the
t north. The indexx finger oriients 22.5o to the east of
T little fiinger orien
nts 22.5o to
o the west of north. A
Another w
way to statee this
north. The
o
is that th
he little fin
nger orients 67.5 to the
t north oof west.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe right haand 45o leftward, tow
ward
the wesst. At this time, the index fing
ger orientss where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 67.5 to the north of west. The
T middlee pair of fiingers now
w orients 455o to
the nortth of west.. The littlee finger no
ow orients 22.5o to thhe north oof west. Ass the
hand sh
hifts to the left, the fingers
f
low
wer in altitu
tude from 67.5o abovve the horiizon,
reaching
g the level of the horrizon at thee point sym
mbolized byy the little finger.
At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
north of west. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he north off west andd directly oon the wesstern
n, is where the sun wiill be locatted at the ppoint of thee sunset onn the day of the
horizon
summerr solstice, from the perspective
p
e of culturres locatedd in the hoomeland off the
o
Indo-Eu
uropeans, at
a 45 north
h latitude.

The
T 2nd point in the 2nd half of the
t cycle oof the day, the 4th poiint in the ccycle
of the day,
d
is the point of midnight.
m
The
T point oof midnighht in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs when the sun is located directly too the north, and below
w the earthh, for
w are located north
h of the eq
quator.
people who
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of midn
night, use tthe wrist too return the right hannd to
its norm
mal position
n, such thaat the midd
dle pair of fingers off the hand oorients direectly
toward the north.
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At
A this timee, open thee fingers off the left hhand, such that the leeft hand oriients
in the same
s
way,, and such
h that the middle paair of fingeers of bothh hands orient
directly
y toward th
he north. This poin
nt, due norrth and 222.5o below
w the nortthern
horizon
n, is where the sun wiill be locatted at the ppoint of m
midnight onn the day of the
summerr solstice.

n
The
T 3rd poin
nt in the 2nd
half of th
he cycle off the day iss the 1st point in the ccycle
of the day,
d the point of the sunrise.
s
Th
he point off the sunrisse in the cyycle of thee day
always occurs wh
hen the sun
n is located directly to the oppposite of thhe directioon of
where on th
he eastern horizon.
h
the sunsset, somew
To
T symboliize the poin
nt of the su
unset, the rright hand is no longer needed. Just
as the point
p
of th
he sunrise is
i symboliized only bby the righht hand, thhe point off the
sunset is symbolizzed only by
y the left hand.
h
Closee the fingerrs of the right hand.
The
T middlee pair of fin
ngers of th
he left hannd orients ddirectly to the north. The
o
index fiinger orien
nts 22.5 to
o the west of north. T
The little fi
finger oriennts 22.5o too the
east of north. Ano
other way to state th
his is that tthe little fiinger oriennts 67.5o too the
north off east.
As
A in the diagram,
d
usse the wrisst to shift tthe left hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward
the eastt. At this time,
t
the index
i
fing
ger orients where thee little finnger previoously
o
oriented
d, 67.5 to the north of east. The middle pair of finngers now
w orients 455o to
the nortth of east. The
T little finger
f
now orients 222.5o to the nnorth of eaast.
At
A this timee, the littlee finger oriients to thee point onn the horizoon 22.5o too the
north of east. Th
his point, 22.5
2 o to th
he north oof east andd directly on the easstern
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horizon
n, is where the sun will
w be locaated at the point of tthe sunrisee on the daay of
the sum
mmer solsticce.

This
T completes symbo
olism of th
he 2nd half of the cyclle of the daay. All 4 of the
primary
y points in the cycle of the day
y have now
w been sym
mbolized, tthe sunrisee and
the sunsset 2 times each and noon
n
and midnight
m
1 time eachh.
o
Notice
N
how
w much of the
t 360 ciircle of aw
wareness haas been sym
mbolized. B
Both
o
hands sy
ymbolized
d due north
h, as well as
a 22.5 eitther side off due northh, for a tottal of
o
45 . As well, the wrist of eaach arm sh
hifted the hhand inwaard, to sym
mbolize anoother
o
o
h. In total, there are 3 hands of 45 , symb olizing a tootal of 1355o.
45 each
The
T summeer solstice has the leeast amounnt of nightt of any daay of the yyear.
From th
he perspecttive of culttures located at 45o nnorth latituude, 3/8 off the day w
would
be night. The rem
maining 5/8
8 of the day
y will be liight, and thherefore w
was symbollized
st
he cycle.
in the 1 half of th
This
T complletes the sy
ymbolism of
o the 4 prrimary subbdivisions of the cycle of
the day,, sunrise, noon,
n
sunseet, and mid
dnight, for each of thhe 4 primarry points inn the
cycle off the year, winter, sprring, summ
mer, and faall.
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The
T day caan be natu
urally sub
bdivided innto 4 partts. These parts havee no
particullar name in
n English, and so aree called heere parts oof the day. The namees of
the partts of the daay used herre are not precisely
p
ddefined terrms, but ceertainly maay be
defined as used heere.
Cultures
C
vaary widely on which part
p of thee day is connsidered too be the 1stt part
of the day,
d
but here
h
the beeginning of
o light is consistenttly consideered to bee the
beginnin
ng of each
h unit of tim
me.
Therefore,
T
the
t 1st partt of the daay is mornning, whichh begins w
with the sunnrise
and end
ds at noon. This is fo
ollowed by afternoonn, which beegins at nooon and endds at
the sunset. This is
i followed
d by eveniing, whichh begins aat the sunset and endds at
ht. The lasst part of the
t day is night, whiich begins at midnigght and endds at
midnigh
the sunrrise.
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Finger
F
sym
mbolism of the stages in the cyccle of the m
month is thhe same as for
the stag
ges in the cycle
c
of th
he day. This was dem
monstratedd from the perspectivve of
th
the equaator in the 4 dimenssion of awaareness.
For
F both thee equinoxees and the solstices, tthe path off the moonn is the sam
me as
the path
h of the sun. There iss a small discrepancy
d
y, but that will be acccounted fo
for in
later sym
mbolism.
The
T point of
o the sunrrise corresponds to tthe moonrise of the new moonn, as
when th
he moon iss new, the moon risees at the saame time aas the sun, at the poinnt of
the sunrrise in the cycle of th
he day. Thee point of noon correesponds too the rise of the
st
moon att the 1 qu
uarter, as when
w
the moon
m
is at th
the 1st quarrter, the mooon rises w
when
the sun is at the point of noon
n
in th
he cycle off the day. The pointt of the suunset
onds to thee rise of thee full moon
n, as whenn the moonn is full, thee moon risses at
correspo
the poin
nt of sunsett in the cyccle of the day.
d The pooint of middnight corrresponds too the
rd
rise of the
t moon at
a the 3 qu
uarter, as when
w
the m
moon is at the 3rd quaarter, the m
moon
rises at the point of
o midnigh
ht in the cyccle of the dday.
The
T relation
nship betw
ween the staages in thee cycle of tthe day annd the stagees in
the cyclle of the month
m
is no
ot constantt, because the sun annd the mooon do not hhave
equal peeriods. How
wever, thee basic sym
mbolism rem
mains the ssame.
There
T
is no
o need here to discuss the fingger symbollism of thee stages inn the
cycle off the moon
n, since thaat was don
ne in the 4tth dimensioon of awarreness, andd the
symboliism has no
ot changed..
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The
T month can be naaturally sub
bdivided into 4 partts. These pparts are caalled
weeks in English. The weeks
w
are not nam
med, but aare typicallly numbeered.
more, the month
m
doees not divid
de evenly into 4 weeeks, such thhat this paart of
Furtherm
the caleendar is often somewhat out of balancee, in that every 4th week willl not
correspo
ond to the same phasse of the month.
m
Here
H
the beeginning off light is co
onsistentlyy considereed to be thhe beginninng of
st
each un
nit of time.. Thereforee, the 1 week
w
of thhe month roughly exttends from
m the
new mo
oon until the
t 1st quaarter, or thee 1st half m
moon. Thee 2nd weekk of the m
month
stt
rd
roughly
y extends from
fr
the 1 quarter un
ntil the fulll moon. Thhe 3 week of the m
month
rdd
nd
roughly
y extends from
fr
the fu
ull moon un
ntil the 3 quarter, oor the 2 hhalf moon. The
th
4 week
k of the mo
onth rough
hly extendss from the 3rd quarterr until the nnext new m
moon.
Unlike
U
other primary
y and secondary unnits of tim
me, the weeek cannoot be
determined by preecise astron
nomical ob
bservation of naturallly occurrinng stages inn the
cycle of the montth. The len
ngth of the week waas determiined by coonveniencee, by
mical skilll, by culturral and hisstorical neeeds, and soo on. Therre were sevveral
astronom
variations on the length
l
of th
he week th
hat were inn common uuse in anciient times. The
7 day week
w
probab
bly originaated as far back as thhe ancient B
Babylonianns. The anccient
Greeks,, among otthers, even
ntually borrowed the organizatiion of the subdivisioon of
the mon
nth into thee 7 day weeek.
Note
N
that th
he month that
t
is sym
mbolized heere is the llunar month, and not the
modern
n solar caleendar montth. Modern
n months hhave a fixeed length, w
which com
me in
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a varietty of length
hs, often determined
d
d more for political rreasons thaat for purpposes
of an acccurate caleendar. Solaar months are based oon the stanndardized ssubdivisionns of
the yearr, and not on
o the basiis of the ph
hases of thhe moon. C
Cultures thhat orient too the
th
4 dimeension placce great im
mportance on
o the phaases of the moon, thee 4th dimennsion
unit of time,
t
wherreas culturees that orieent to otherr dimensioons place leess importtance
on the phases
p
of the moon and more on the suun. This w
will be disccussed in m
more
detail sh
hortly.

For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4tht dimensioon of awareeness, therre is awareeness
of 4 prim
mary unitss of time. These
T
are th
he cycles oof the yearr, the montth, the day,, and
the hourr.
All
A but the smallest of
o these, th
he hour, caan be subddivided. A
All subdivissions
are subd
divisions in
nto groupss of 4. The year is subbdivided innto 4 seasoons. The m
month
is subdiivided into 4 weeks. The
T day is subdivideed into 4 paarts of the dday.
Each
E
of these secondaary units off time can subdivide as well. T
The subdiviision
of each of the seco
ondary uniits of time is into the next prim
mary unit off time. Seaasons
de into mo
onths. Weeeks subdiviide into daays. Parts oof the day subdivide into
subdivid
hours.
Each
E
unit of time caan flow in
nto the neext, in a ssymmetricaal and unnified
manner. Awareneess of timee is perpetu
uated, andd perpetuattion is the 5th dimennsion
ng.
symbol of meanin
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For
F each off the primaary cycles of time th at can be ssubdividedd, the cyclees of
the yearr, the montth, and thee day, theree is subdivvision into 44, for cultuures that orient
to the 4th dimensiion of awaareness. Th
hese 4 cann be symboolized as ssubdivisionns of
the eclip
ptic. The ecliptic
e
is symbolized
s
d as subdivvided into 4 quadrannts, or quarrters.
These quarters
q
aree of equal size
s on thee days of thhe equinoxxes.
Each
E
quadrrant is sym
mbolized ussing 2 handds, 1 hand with the w
wrist extennding
o
the hand
d straight and
a 1 hand
d with the wrist
w
bendiing the hannd 45 , succh that the little
nd
finger of
o the 2 hand
h
orien
nts perpend
dicularly tto the indeex finger oof the 1st hhand.
There are 4 quadrants, timess 2 hands per
p quadrannt, equals 8 hand possitions.
In
n each possition, the hand look
ks the sam
me, as in thhe diagram
m. The hannd is
o
subdivid
ded into 3 groups off fingers, which
w
span 45 . Thesee 3 groupss of fingerss can
o
be symb
bolized as subdividin
ng the 45 span of thee hand intoo 3, wheree each spann is a
o
span off 15 . Theerefore, thee 4 quadrants of 2 hands, eaach of 3 ssubdivisionns is
capable of subdiv
viding the whole
w
of th
he ecliptic into 24, 4 x 3 x 2, ddistinctionss. At
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this time, cultures that orient to the 4th dimension were capable of symbolizing 24
distinctions along the ecliptic, where each distinction spans 15o.
For each position of the hand, the 3 groups of fingers can subdivide the hand
into 3 distinctions, each of 15o. The outer distinctions do not begin at the outside of
the index or little finger, thereby symbolizing the entire finger, because there is
overlap between each hand position and the next, such that half of each of these
fingers is symbolized with each of the 2 hands that overlap.
From the midline of the index finger until the near side of the middle finger
spans 1/3 of the hand, or 15o. From the midline of the little finger until the near
side of the ring finger spans 1/3 of the hand, or 15o. Also, the middle pair of fingers,
the middle and ring fingers, spans 15o.
1st, there was awareness of 1 subdivision, during the 4th dimension of
awareness, of the month into the day. To symbolize subdivision of the month into
the weeks and then into the days, each 1 subdivision of the hand will symbolize a
distinction of 1 day within the month. This makes a total of 24 distinctions of days
within the month.
2nd, there was awareness of 2 more subdivisions, during the 5th dimension of
awareness, of the year into the month and of the day into the hour. To symbolize
subdivision of each of these 2, each 2 subdivisions of the hand will symbolize a
distinction of 1 month within the year or of 1 hour within the day. This makes a
total of 12 distinctions of hours within the day or 12 distinctions of months within
the year.
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The
T year has
h a prim
mary subdivision intto 4 seasoons. Each season hhas a
secondaary subdivision into 3 months.. 4 x 3 = 12. There are considdered to bbe 12
months in a year. This is reasonable and
a naturall, since theere are appproximatelly 12
ycles in a solar yearr. The cyclle of the yyear is nott evenly ddivisible byy the
lunar cy
cycle off the month
h, and som
me years haave more tthan 12 new
w moons, but the neaarest
whole number
n
to the numbeer of month
hs of mostt years is 12. Remem
mber that att this
time in history, for
f culturees that orieented to thhe dimension of aw
wareness off the
nth was deetermined bby actuallyy observingg the phasees of
month, the length of the mon
on itself. In modern times, thee notion off the monthh has becoome much less
the moo
related to
t the actu
ual phases of
o the moo
on or depenndent uponn the moonn itself.
There
T
are 4 quadrants of the eccliptic, 1 oof which ssymbolizess each of tthe 4
seasons. Symbolism of each
h quadrantt requires 2 hands, 1 with thee wrist straaight
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and 1 with the wrist bent. The hands are capable of symbolizing 2 hand positions,
with 3 groups of fingers, for each of 4 quadrants, for a total of 24 (2 x 3 x 4)
distinctions within the hands. Since it is necessary to symbolize 12 distinctions, 12
months per year, each adjacent 2 distinctions of the hand will symbolize 1 month.
In other words, for each quadrant, or season, the 1st and 2nd distinctions of the 1st
position of the hand will symbolize the 1st month. The 3rd distinction of the hand,
followed by the bending or unbending of the wrist, together with the 1st distinction
of the 2nd position of the hand, will symbolize the 2nd month. The 2nd and 3rd
distinctions of the 2nd position of the hand will symbolize the 3rd month.
The 2 hands together in a quadrant represent 1 of the 4 seasons, and start and
end on a solstice or on an equinox. Each distinction of the hands represents 1/2 of a
month. There are 6 distinctions, enabling each quadrant to symbolize 3 months,
which is the length of each season.
The 1st hand of each pair of hands within a quadrant symbolizes half of the 3
months of a season, or a month and a half. The 2nd hand symbolizes the remaining
month and a half.
The solstices and the equinoxes are often referred to as quarters. The
midpoints between each solstice and the following equinox, or between each
equinox and the following solstice, are often called cross-quarters. Note that some
ancient cultures considered the seasons to begin on the quarters, whereas other
cultures considered them to begin on the cross-quarters. As shown in the diagram,
whereas each pair of hands within a quadrant is considered to begin and end on a
quarter, the 1st hand ends and the 2nd hand begins on a cross quarter.
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The
T 2 hand
ds symboliize 8 impo
ortant poinnts in the cycle of tthe year, thhe 4
quarterss and the 4 cross quaarters. Theese 8 points were often consideered to be very
symboliic in ancieent times. Important religious holidays w
were oftenn held at tthese
times.
Some
S
of the most weell-known of
o these hoolidays aree listed herre. There w
were
many more
m
in anccient times, and often
n one or annother was of greaterr importancce to
any given culture.. For exam
mple, the beeginning off the year iis typicallyy tied to onne of
vents. The modern Western
W
New Year’s D
Day is baseed on the w
winter solsstice.
these ev
The Jew
wish New Year’s Daay is based
d on the aautumn equuinox. Thee Persian N
New
Year’s Day
D falls on
o the spriing equino
ox, the Hinndu New Y
Year’s Dayy, Diwali, falls
around the mid-aautumn crross-quarteer, and thee Chinese New Year’s Day falls
around the mid-winter crosss quarter.
The
T word Yule
Y is stilll used arou
und Christm
mas time, and was im
mportant too the
Celts att the time of the win
nter solsticce. The winnter solsticce has beeen importannt to
many cultures.
c
Sp
pring is im
mportant fo
or Easter aand Passovver, but before that was
importaant to many culturees, under such nam
mes as Eoostar, the Eastern Star.
Stoneheenge is nott a holiday, but is con
nsidered too have beenn built in aalignment with
the sum
mmer solsticce.
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The
T cross-q
quarter daays used to
o be very importantt, and still are in m
many
countriees. In the United
U
Stattes, these are
a no longger importaant nationaal holidayss, but
most off them are still remem
mbered witth holidayss that bear some reseemblance, eeven
if no lo
onger clearr or imporrtant to mo
ost people, with earlier holidaays from tiimes
when th
hey were co
onsidered to
t be very important..

Itt was possiible at any
y given tim
me to indicaate the currrent monthh of the yeaar on
the hand
ds, for oneeself or to show
s
to an
nother persson. The haands couldd symbolizee the
season (quarter)
(
of
o the year, and the month
m
withiin the seasoon.
To
T indicatee the current season, the right hand coulld extend uupward annd to
the left to indicatte the 2 haalves of the 1st quartter, with thhe wrist beent or straaight.
ft hand cou
uld extend upward an
nd to the rright to inddicate the 2 halves of the
The left
nd
2 quarrter, with the
t wrist straight
s
or bent. The left hand could exteend downw
ward
rrd
and to the
t right to
o indicate the
t 2 halvees of the 3 quarter, with the w
wrist straighht or
bent. Th
he right haand could extend
e
dow
wnward andd to the lefft to indicaate the 2 haalves
th
of the 4 quarter, with the wrist
w
bent or
o straight.
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To
T symboliize which month
m
wass the curreent month of the seasson, the thhumb
could mark
m
the haand. As sh
hown in thee diagram,, the thumbb could maark the currrent
span off the quarteer. For exam
mple, the thumb
t
couuld mark thhe 1st and 2nd spans of the
d of the quaarter, or thee 3rd span of
o the 1st hhand and thhe 1st span of the 2nd hhand
1st hand
after shiifting the wrist,
w
or th
he 2nd and 3rd spans off the 2nd haand.

The
T month has a prim
mary subdiivision intto 4 weekss. Why 4 w
weeks, andd not
some otther numb
ber? The reeason is th
hat the num
mber 4 is primary to cultures that
th
orient to
t the 4 dimension
n. Culturess that orieent to a diifferent dimension ooften
subdivid
de the mo
onth into a different numbeer of weekks. There were sevveral
variations on the length
l
of th
he week th
hat were inn common uuse in anciient times. The
7 day week
w
probab
bly originaated as far back as thhe ancient B
Babylonianns. The anccient
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Greeks, among others, eventually borrowed the organization of the subdivision of
the month into the 7 day week.
A lunar cycle, from one new moon to the next, is approximately 29.5 days.
Since this number must be divided by 4 to accommodate subdivision into 4 weeks,
division of 29.5 by 4 results in just under 7.4 days per week. Societies cannot make
a week 7.4 days long, since a week must contain a whole number of days. The
closest whole number to 7.4 is 7. Therefore, the week was considered to be 7 days
long. This inevitably led to problems, since the week was not in exact phase with
the month, but no length of the week could exactly subdivide the month, and
anyway other units of time do not subdivide exactly into their subdivisions,
causing calendars to grow progressively more out of balance and requiring
continual adjustments to bring them back into better alignment.
Therefore, each week has a secondary subdivision into 7 days. 4 x 7 = 28.
There must be symbolism of 28 days in a month. However, there are only 24
distinctions within the hands over the cycle of the ecliptic.
There are 4 quadrants of the ecliptic, 1 of which symbolizes each of the 4
weeks. Symbolism of each quadrant requires 2 hands, 1 with the wrist straight and
1 with the wrist bent. The hands are capable of symbolizing 2 hand positions, with
3 groups of fingers, for each of 4 quadrants, for a total of 24 (2 x 3 x 4) distinctions
within the hands. Since it is necessary to symbolize 28 distinctions, 7 days per
week, each 1 distinction of the hand will symbolize 1 day of the week. In other
words, for each quadrant, or week, the 1st distinction of the 1st position of the hand
will symbolize the 1st day. The 2nd distinction of the hand will symbolize the 2nd
day. The 3rd distinction of the hand will symbolize the 3rd day. The wrist then shifts
the hand to its 2nd position. For this position, the 1st distinction of the hand will
symbolize the 4th day. The 2nd distinction of the hand will symbolize the 5th day.
The 3rd distinction of the hand will symbolize the 6th day. During the symbolism of
each of these days of the week, the thumb can mark the current day.
The 6 distinctions of the hand for each quarter can symbolize the first 6 days
of the week. How can the 7th day of the week be symbolized? To symbolize the 7th
day of the week, after the 6th day of the week, and with the hand left in the same
position, return the thumb to its initial position next to the index finger. In this way,
the thumb does not mark any distinction. This 7th distinction, or lack of distinction,
marks the 7th day of the week. Notice that this makes symbolism of the 7th day of
the week different from symbolism of the other 6 days of the week, since to
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symboliize this day
y, the thum
mb does no
ot mark a ddistinction among thee fingers of the
hand, bu
ut instead simply ‘rests’. Modeern monothheistic religgions oftenn reflect thhis in
their ho
oly books, and use th
his as a jusstification for workeers to workk 6 days off the
week, and
a then to rest, or ab
bstain from
m work, on the 7th dayy of the weeek.

Itt was possible at any
y given tim
me to indiccate the currrent day oof the weeek on
the hand
ds, for oneeself or to show
s
to an
nother persson. The haands couldd symbolizee the
week (q
quarter) of the month
h, and the day
d within the week.
To
T indicate the curren
nt week, th
he right hannd could eextend upw
ward and too the
st
left to indicate
i
thee 2 halvess of the 1 quarter, w
with the wrrist bent oor straight. The
left han
nd could ex
xtend upw
ward and to
o the right to indicatte the 2 haalves of thee 2nd
quarter,, with the wrist
w
straig
ght or bentt. The left hand coulld extend ddownwardd and
to the riight to indiicate the 2 halves of the
t 3rd quaarter, with tthe wrist straight or bbent.
The righ
ht hand co
ould extend
d downwaard and to the left to indicate tthe 2 halvees of
th
the 4 quarter,
q
witth the wrisst bent or sttraight.
To
T symboliize which day was th
he current day of thee week, thhe thumb ccould
mark th
he hand. Ass shown in
n the diagraam, the thuumb could mark the ccurrent spaan of
the quarrter. For ex
xample, th
he thumb could
c
markk the 1st sppan of the 1st hand of the
quarter to symbollize the 1st day of thee week, or the thumbb could maark the 1st span
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of the 2nd hand of
o the quarrter to sym
mbolize thee 4th day oof the weeek. The thhumb
n
could mark
m
the 2nd
span of the
t 1st or 2nd hand off the quarteer to symboolize the 2nd or
5th day of the weeek. The thu
umb could mark the 3rd span off the 1st or 2nd hand of the
week. As w
well, the 2nd hand off the
quarter to symbollize the 3rdd or 6th daay of the w
ve the thu
umb at resst, in its innitial posittion of not marking any
quarter could leav
t
sy
ymbolizingg the 7th dayy of the weeek.
distinctiion within the hand, thereby

Because
B
thee week waas considerred to conntain 7 dayys, the num
mber 7 beccame
th
importaant to cultu
ures that orient to the 4 dimenssion. Theree were manny symbolisms
that beccame assocciated with the numbeer 7.
One
O of thesse associatiions that th
he 7 days oof the weekk came to symbolize was
the visiible ‘gods’’ of the heeavens. Th
here were 7 primaryy objects inn the heavvens,
consideered to be gods,
g
that our ancesttors learneed to obserrve in ordeer to be able to
follow the
t cycles of time off which they were aw
ware. Thesse 7 objectts includedd the
sun and
d the moon, and as weell the 5 pllanets that were visibble in ancieent times too the
naked eye
e in the heavens
h
at night; Merrcury, Vennus, Mars, JJupiter, annd Saturn.
The
T ancientt Babyloniians named
d the 7 daays of the week afterr their prim
mary
gods, which
w
were identified
d with the sun,
s
the m
moon, and tthe 5 visiblle planets. The
ancient Greeks keept the anciient symbo
olism of thhe 7 days, bbut substituuted the naames
ds. As other culturess eventuallly adoptedd the 7 daay week, each
of theirr own god
substitu
uted its ow
wn names for
f the god
ds/planets. The modeern names of the dayys of
the week in En
nglish, Spaanish, and
d many oother languuages still reflect their
ntation of the gods th
hat were associated
a
with each of these 7 objects inn the
represen
heavenss. In the caase of Engllish, the naames of thhe days of tthe week ccorrelate too the
same go
ods as thosse of the an
ncient Greeeks and Roomans, butt the Germ
manic namees do
not retain any sym
mbolism off the corressponding pplanets.
For
F examplle, Monday
y in Englissh is basedd on ‘Mooon Day’, juust as Lunees in
Spanish
h is based on
o ‘luna’, the
t moon, as is Lunddi in Frencch. These aare Dies Lūūnae
(day off the moon
n) in Latin and Sellene’s Dayy (ἡμέρα Σ
Σελήνης) in Greek. For
another example, Thursday in English
h is based on ‘Thor’s Day’, just as Juevees in
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Spanish
h is based on
o ‘Jove’, which
w
is an
nother nam
me for Jupiiter, as is JJeudi in Freench.
These are
a Dies Iov
vis (day off Jove) in Latin
L
and Z
Zeus’ Day (ἡμέρα Διός) in Greeek.

There
T
are many
m
wayss to consid
der the cyclle of the m
month and its subdiviision
into the week. Lett us examin
ne two of these.
t
For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4th dimensioon, where the cycle of the mooon is
primary
y, the moon itself is the most important factor in ddetermininng the cyclle of
the mon
nth. In thiss case, thee cycle of the
t month is called a lunar moonth, sincee the
moon (‘‘luna’ in Latin)
L
deterrmines the cycle of thhe month aand the staages withinn the
cycle. The
T cleareest way to
o subdividee the cyclle of the m
month intoo stages is by
subdivid
ding the month
m
into 4 distinct phases, baased on thhe amount of light thhat is
visible in
i the moo
on; where there
t
is no light in thee moon, haalf light in the moon,, full
light in the moon
n, or half light in th
he other haalf of the moon. Thhese stagess are
known by such names as th
he New Moon, the F
First Quartter of the M
Moon, the Full
hird Quartter of the Moon.
M
Divviding the approxim
mately 29.5 day
Moon, and the Th
h into 4 paarts, the neearest whole numberr is 7. The lunar monnth is
cycle off the month
subdivid
ded into 4 weeks off 7 days. Each
E
monnth begins with the nnew moonn (or
perhapss at anotherr phase forr some culttures), andd ends wheen the new moon is aagain
reached
d.
For
F cultures that do not
n orient to the 4th dimensionn, for whom
m the cyclle of
the moo
on is not prrimary, typ
pically the cycle of thhe year is tthe most im
mportant faactor
in deterrmining thee most useeful way to
o determinne the begiinning andd ending off the
month, as well as the stages in the cycle of the m
month. How
w the year is used forr this
I this casee, the cyclee of the moonth is callled a
will be discussed in the nextt section. In
m
sincee the sun (‘sol’
(
in Laatin) determ
rmines the cycle of thhe month. The
solar month,
cycle off the year is
i equal in duration to approxim
mately 12 llunar cyclees. However, it
is not exact.
e
Sincce it is no
ot exact, either the m
moon or tthe sun muust be useed to
determine the starrt and end of each cy
ycle of the month, as well as thee stages within
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the cycle. For cultures that do not orient to the 4th dimension, the sun is typically
more important and more useful than the moon for this.
Therefore, for a solar month, the cycle of the year is subdivided into 12 more
or less equal parts. Each of these corresponds to the time that the sun is located
along 1 of 12 arbitrary monthly distinctions of the ecliptic, where each distinction
occupies approximately 30o of the circle of the ecliptic. In this case, the cycle of
the moon itself is secondary for the determination of the current month, as well as
when it begins and ends. The moon is typically not in the same stage of its cycle at
the beginning of each solar month. Since the sun is considered to be more useful
and so more important than the moon, this difference is ignored due to necessity,
and every once in a while an extra month is inserted into the cycle of the year,
called an ‘intercalary month’, in order to keep the cycle of the year and the cycle of
the month from getting too far out of coordination with each other.
For cultures where the month is based more on the cycle of the sun than on
the cycle of the moon, the phases of the moon are not important for deciding the
subdivision of the month into weeks. In such case, rather than subdividing the
month into 4 weeks, it is more common to subdivide the month into 3 weeks, each
of 10 days. The number 10, with 3 weeks of 10 days per month, gives 30, which
subdivides the approximately 29.5 days of the lunar month even more evenly than
the number 7, with 4 weeks of 7 days. This requires less frequent corrections of the
calendar as the months get out of balance with the year. The Chinese and the
Egyptians are examples of cultures that used a 10 day week.
In modern times, use of a purely solar calendar is much more common than
use of a purely lunar calendar. China uses a luni-solar calendar, which is partly
solar. In the United States, the phases of the moon are often considered to be
interesting, and many people do like to know about the current moon phase or such
as when the moon is full, but this is no longer at all important in the interests of
timekeeping. The week of 7 days is still extremely important and in common use,
but there is no longer any form of relationship between the week and the phase of
the moon. As well, there is no longer any relationship between the month and the
moon itself. In modern times, each month has been given a fixed length that is
based more on history and politics than on the moon itself. Months can be 28, 29,
30, or 31 days in length. Weeks are a useful unit of time in modern times, but
weeks are completely unrelated to months, as both are completely tied to the year.
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Subdivision
S
n of the daay into the hour is annalogous too subdivisiion of the year
into thee month. The
T day haas a primarry subdivission into 4 parts of tthe day. T
These
can be named
n
mo
orning, afteernoon, ev
vening, andd night. Eaach part off the day hhas a
secondaary subdivision into 3 hours. 4 x 3 = 122. There w
were considdered to be 12
hours in
n a day.
There
T
are 4 quadrants of the eccliptic, 1 oof which ssymbolizess each of tthe 4
parts off the day. Symbolism
m of each quadrant requires 2 hands, 1 with the w
wrist
straight and 1 witth the wrisst bent. Th
he hands aare capablee of symbolizing 2 hhand
ns, with 3 groups
g
of fingers,
f
forr each of 4 quadrantts, for a tottal of 24 (22 x 3
position
x 4) distinctions within
w
the hands.
h
Sincce it is neccessary to ssymbolize 12 distincttions,
nths per yeaar, each ad
djacent 2 diistinctions of the hannd will sym
mbolize 1 hhour.
12 mon
st
nd
In otherr words, fo
or each quaadrant, or part
p of thee day, the 1 and 2 distinctionns of
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the 1st position
p
off the hand will symb
bolize the 1st hour. T
The 3rd disstinction off the
hand, followed
fo
by the bend
ding or un
nbending oof the wriist, togetheer with thhe 1st
distinctiion of the 2nd positio
on of the haand, will ssymbolize tthe 2nd houur. The 2ndd and
3rd distinctions of the 2nd possition of th
he hand willl symbolizze the 3rd hhour.
The
T 2 hand
ds together in a quadrrant repressent 1 of thhe 4 parts oof the day,, and
start and end at th
he sunrise,, noon, thee sunset, orr midnightt. Each disstinction of the
h
of thee day. Theere are 6 ddistinctionss per quaddrant,
hands represents 1/2 of an hour
g each quaadrant to symbolize
s
3 hours, w
which is thhe length oof each paart of
enabling
the day..
The
T 1st hand
d of each pair
p of han
nds within a quadrantt symbolizees half of tthe 3
hours of
o a part of
o a day, or a partt and a haalf. The 2nd hand ssymbolizess the
remaining part and
d a half.

y given tim
me to indiccate the cuurrent hourr of the paart of
Itt was posssible at any
the day on the haands, for oneself
o
or to
t show too another pperson. Thhe hands ccould
y (quarter)), and the hhour withinn the part oof the day.
symboliize the part of the day
To
T indicatee the curren
nt part of the
t day, thhe right haand could eextend upw
ward
st
and to the left to indicate the
t 2 halv
ves of the 1 quarterr, with thee wrist bennt or
h
could
d extend up
pward and to the righht to indicaate the 2 haalves
straight. The left hand
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of the 2nd quarter, with the wrist strraight or bbent. The left handd could exxtend
t indicate the 2 halvves of the 3rd quarter,, with the w
wrist
downwaard and to the right to
straight or bent. The
T right hand
h
could
d extend doownward aand to the left to indiicate
th
the 2 haalves of thee 4 quarteer, with thee wrist bentt or straighht.
To
T symboliize which hour was the currennt hour off the part oof the day, the
thumb could
c
mark
k the hand
d. As show
wn in the ddiagram, thhe thumb ccould markk the
current span of th
he quarterr. For exam
mple, the tthumb couuld mark tthe 1st andd 2nd
q
or the 3rd spaan of the 1sst hand andd the 1st spaan of
spans off the 1st haand of the quarter,
the 2nd hand
h
after shifting th
he wrist, or the 2nd andd 3rd spanss of the 2ndd hand.

Awareness
A
of the yeaar and the hour occuurred togethher, in thee 5th dimennsion
of awareness. Of these,
t
the year
y was primary, or 1st, and thhe hour wass secondarry, or
2nd.
Eventually,
E
that which
h was 2nd, the hour, ccame to bee symbolizeed in a 2nd way.
Rather than 2 disstinctions of
o the han
nds being uused to syymbolize eeach of the 12
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hours of the day, it
i was foun
nd to be simpler to consider thaat there weere 24 houurs in
nction cam
me to symboolize 1 houur.
a day, such that eaach 1 distin
Eventually,
E
and even
n now in modern
m
tim
mes, there are considdered to be 24
hours in
n a day.
Notice
N
that this chang
ge in symb
bolism of tthe day waas not a raandom chaange.
The sym
mbolism of
o the hou
ur of the day channged from being thee same ass the
symboliism of thee month off the year,, which requires the thumb too symbolize 12
distinctiions amon
ng the fingers, to being the sam
me as the ssymbolism
m of the daay of
the mon
nth, which
h requires the thum
mb to sym
mbolize 24 distinctioons amongg the
fingers.

There
T
is 1 more
m
secon
ndary unit of time too discuss. T
There are 4 primary uunits
of time,, yet so farr we have only discu
ussed 3 seccondary unnits of timee. Whereass the
year, month,
m
and
d day subd
divide to produce ssmaller unnits of tim
me, there is no
subdivission of thee hour. How
wever, therre is superddivision off the year. In other w
words,
there is a way to count
c
yearss.
When
W
the ancient
a
Greeeks, who belonged to a culturre that orieented to thhe 4th
dimensiion of awaareness, caame to com
mbine yearrs in order to make a larger unnit of
time, th
hey did nott select a period
p
of 10
1 years, th
the decade, as we doo now. Insttead,
they ch
hose a uniit of timee that con
nsists of, nnaturally, 4 years, known ass the
Olympiad.
The
T 4 yearss of the Ollympiad caan be symbbolized usiing the hannd orientinng to
st
the 1 through
t
4thh quadrantt of the eccliptic, withh the thum
mb in its pposition att rest
alongsid
de the indeex finger.
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The
T ancientt Greeks belonged
b
to
o a culture that oriennted to the 4th dimenssion.
In orderr to symbo
olize a com
mplete representationn of their uunderstandding of tim
me at
any giveen momen
nt, they neeeded 4 fing
ger positionns.
These
T
4 fin
nger positio
ons would enable theem to reprresent theirr awarenesss of
the currrent time. They coulld represen
nt on theirr fingers, uusing 4 finnger positiions,
that the current tim
me was wh
hat hour off what partt of what dday of whatt week of w
what
o what seaason of wh
hat year of the currentt Olympiadd.
month of
The
T hand could symb
bolize 1 un
nit of time,, and then change to symbolizee the
nd
rd
th
2 , then
n the 3 , an
nd then thee 4 of thee units of tiime. Each uunit of tim
me gives waay to
the nex
xt, enabling
g awareneess of all of the uniits of timee. Awarenness of tim
me is
perpetuated.
The
T 1st fing
ger position
n would in
ndicate the year withhin the currrent Olymppiad.
nd
The 2 finger possition wou
uld indicatee the seasoon of the year and thee month of the
rd
nger positio
on would indicate
i
thee week of the month and the daay of
season. The 3 fin
th
the weeek. The 4 finger possition woulld indicate the part of the day aand the houur of
the part.
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Although
A
both hands are used in
n symbolissm of the ccycles of tiime and sppace,
the left hand is the primary hand to sy
ymbolize aawareness of space. IIn this 1st sstage
ution to th
he 5th dimeension of awareness,
a
, there is aawareness of 16 carddinal
of evolu
directions in spacee on the eaarth.
The
T fingerss of the lefft hand aree aligned ssymmetricaally to thee fingers off the
right haand. Whereeas the fin
ngers of thee right hannd align rigght to left,, the fingerrs of
the left hand align
n left to right.
To
T achieve their sym
mbolism, th
he fingers oof the left hand orieent in the ssame
way wiith respectt to each other
o
as th
he fingerss of the riight hand. However,, the
fingers orient to complemeentary areaas of spacee as the fiingers of tthe right hhand.
dle pair of fingers of both handds orients tooward the east, the inndex
Whereaas the midd
finger of
o the left hand correesponds to
o the little finger of the right hhand, and vice
versa.
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To
T orient the
t hand to
t the cyccles of spaace, the hhands can be positiooned
horizon
ntally, with
h the middlle pair of fingers
f
orieenting forw
ward, towaard the horrizon
in the eaast, and wiith the otheer fingers orienting
o
tooward the north or soouth of easst.
The
T hand is subdivid
ded into 3 groups off fingers. T
The index finger andd the
little fin
nger are seeparated frrom each other
o
by a span of 455o. Halfwaay betweenn the
index and
a little fingers,
fi
theere are a pair
p of finngers, the m
middle andd ring finggers,
which touch
t
each
h other. Th
his distance from thiis pair of ffingers to the fingerrs on
o
either siide spans 22.5
2
.
The
T feet orrient the body to thee east. Thee hands orrient forwaard towardd the
point of the east. For the left hand, the midddle pair off fingers oorients direectly
T little fiinger is oriented alonng a segm
ment that exxtends outw
ward
toward the east. The
o
outh of east. The index fingerr is orienteed along a segment that
to 22.5 to the so
extends outward to 22.5o to the north of
o east. Thee right hannd is symm
metrical to tthis.
The
T 2 hand
ds orient sy
ymmetricaally to eachh other in order to ssymbolize time
and spaace. The hands symb
bolize sym
mmetrical, yet differeent, parts oof the heaavens
and thee earth in space. Th
herefore, the
t symboolism of rreligion annd sciencee are
symmettrical to each other as well in
i this staage of evoolution. Eaach symbool of
religion
n has a sym
mmetrical, correspond
c
ding symboolism in sccience, andd vice versaa.

For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4th dimensioon of awarreness, in tthe 1st stagge of
their traansition to awarenesss of the 5th dimensionn, there was awarenesss of 8 prim
mary
areas off vertical space.
s
Eacch of thesee areas shaares a segm
ment. This is the verrtical
segmen
nt that exteends verticcally throug
gh the boddy of mannkind. Eachh of these also
nd
containss a 2 seg
gment. Eacch of these segmentts correspoonds to a segment oof an
area of horizontal
h
space.
From
F
the perspectiv
p
ment
e of the 4th dimennsion of aawareness, one segm
extends forward-rrearward th
hrough the body of m
mankind. A
Another exttends left-rright
through
h the body of mankin
nd. Anotheer pair exteends througgh the boddy to the leeft or
o
right at an angle of
o 45 .
Now,
N
theree are 2 mo
ore pairs of
o segmennts that liee midway between tthese
o
other seegments, offfset by 22
2.5 .
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In
n other wo
ords, thesee 8 verticaal areas alsso symbolize the 177 points onn the
surface of the eartth that desccribe the 4 horizontall areas of sspace.
During
D
thiss period of
o their awareness
a
of the 5tth dimension, there was
awareneess of 2 paairs of areass for the sy
ymbolism oof horizonntal space.
The
T 2 pairss of areas of horizon
ntal space contain 4 pairs of ssegments, such
that at this time, th
here was awareness
a
of
o 4 primaary pairs off areas for the symboolism
of verticcal space. These 4 primary paiirs of areass share a ssegment. F
Furthermorre, as
each areea of verticcal space is
i analogou
us to the aareas of hoorizontal sppace, each area
of verticcal space is also com
mposed of 2 pairs of aareas.
The
T 2 pairss of areas of
o horizon
ntal space aare compoosed of 8 segments. E
Each
of thesee gave rise to a verticcal area that was sym
mmetrical. Thereforee, each of tthe 8
correspo
onding verrtical areass was also composedd of 2 pairss of areas. This makees 16
pairs off areas of awareness
a
of verticall space pluus 2 pairs of areas of awarenesss of
horizon
ntal space. There were in total 18
1 pairs off areas of aawareness oof space, oor 36
areas off awareness.

This
T is the shape
s
of th
he hand to symbolizee space. Thhe thumb iss hidden annd is
not used
d. The oth
her 4 fingeers are sub
bdivided innto 3 group
ups of fingers. The inndex
and litttle fingers are each separate, and the m
middle annd ring finngers are held
togetherr. The pairr of fingerss is located
d midway bbetween thhe index annd little finggers,
and is separated frrom each by
b one halff of a span of 45o, by a span of 22.5o.
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Because
B
eaach segmen
nt of the square
s
thatt forms thhe bounds of the areea of
o
horizon
ntal space spans
s
90 , 2 hand positions
p
arre requiredd to symbolize an entire
segmen
nt along thee outer bou
unds of the square of the horizoon.
To
T symboliize horizontal spacee, the handd is orientted horizonntally, andd the
back off the hand
d is visiblee. To sym
mbolize veertical spacce, the haand is orieented
vertically, and thee inside of the
t hand iss visible.

This
T
diagraam shows the 2 paairs of hoorizontal aareas of sppace from
m the
perspective of maankind orieenting towaard the easst. Each of the 4 areas in the 2 ppairs
is defined by 2 segments. Eaach of thesse 8 segmeents has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
the heree.
For
F one of the areas, the outer 4 points oof the seggments are the 4 prim
mary
cardinall direction
ns in spacee; east, sou
uth, west, and northh. For the corresponnding
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area in the pair, the outer 4 points of the segments are the 4 secondary directions in
space; northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest.
The 2nd pair of areas has 4 segments whose endpoints lie midway between
these points. These are the points of East-Northeast and East-Southeast, SouthSoutheast and South-Southwest, West-Southwest and West-Northwest, and NorthNorthwest and North-Northeast.
The outer bounds of the areas, the extent of the areas that is visible to
mankind, can also be represented by 4 segments, in the form of a square. Each
segment of the square is composed of 2 half segments. Each half segment is
composed of 3 points. There are 16 points around the perimeter of these areas.
These 16 points identify the 4 primary directions in horizontal space, which form
the midpoints of the segments that form the sides of the square, the 4 secondary
directions in horizontal space, which form the endpoints of the segments that form
the sides of the square, and the 8 tertiary directions in horizontal space, which form
the midpoints of the 2 half segments that make up each of the segments that form
the sides of the square.
Looking outward from the point of the here, these 2 pairs of areas can be
symbolized as forming a square. Looking outward at the entirety of the square
from the perspective of the point of the here, this square can be perceived as being
subdivided into 16 parts. Each part takes the form of a triangle.
Each finger sign in the symbolism of the cycle will symbolize one of these
parts of the square, one of the triangles in the areas of awareness of horizontal
space.
In each stage in the cycle of symbolism of horizontal space, the fingers of
the hand will represent the 2 sides of each of 2 triangles that extend outward from
the body toward the horizon. The 3rd side of the 2 triangles forms one half of 1 side
of the square, where the half ends at the midpoint of the segment that forms the
side or where the half begins at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side.
To prepare the right arm and hand for symbolism, begin from the initial
position of the hands for symbolism. Use the right shoulder to shift the arm 90o
forward and upward, such that the arm is completely horizontal. Open the hand
into the 3 groups of fingers. Use the elbow to rotate the forearm inward and
downward, toward the left, such that the bones of the forearm change their
orientation from up-down with respect to each other to left-right.
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Once
O
prepaaration of the right arrm and hannd for sym
mbolism is completedd, the
st
hand is already in position
n for orien
ntation to tthe 1 hallf of the ssegment off the
t
lies in
n front of th
he body, th
he segmennt with thee midpoint at the poinnt of
square that
the east.
The
T 5 pointts of this seegment can
n be subdivvided into 2 half seggments, eacch of
which is
i composeed of 3 po
oints. The 1st half seegment beegins at thhe point off the
northeast, and end
ds at the po
oint of the east.
e
The
T arm ex
xtends horizzontally fo
orward, witth the backk of the hannd visible. The
wrist ex
xtends the hand
h
direcctly forwarrd from thee body. Thhe little fingger symbolizes
a segmeent that ex
xtends outw
ward towaard the poiint of the eeast. The iindex fingger is
separateed from th
he little fiinger by an
a extent oof 45o, suuch that itt symbolizzes a
segmen
nt that exteends outwaard toward
d the pointt of the noortheast. The middle and
ring fin
ngers form
m a pair off fingers, which
w
are separatedd from eacch of the oouter
o
fingers by an exttent of 22.5 , such that
t
they ssymbolize a segmennt that exttends
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outward
d toward th
he point of
o the east--northeast. The thum
mb is tuckeed away ouut of
sight.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
he point of the east, which
w
form
ms the outerr bounds oof the squarre of
the norttheast to th
awareneess.
The
T head orients
o
90o forward, such
s
that tthe eyes caan observee the hand,, and
then thee eyes can
n observe beyond th
he hand too the areaa of space that the hhand
symboliizes.

To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 1st segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right han
nd, use thee wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the soouth.
In this position,
p
th
he index finger no longer oriennts to the beginning oof the segm
ment,
st
to the beginning
b
of the 1 half of thee segment,, to the pooint of the northeast,, but
451
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instead orients to the midpoint of the segment, to the beginning of the 2nd half of
the segment, to the point of the east. As well, the pair of fingers formed from the
middle and ring fingers no longer orients to the midpoint of the 1st half of the
segment, to the point of the east-northeast, but instead orients to the midpoint of
the 2nd half of the segment, to the point of the east-southeast. The little finger no
longer orients to the midpoint of the segment, to the end of the 1st half of the
segment, to the point of the east, but instead orients to the end of the segment, to
the end of the 2nd half of the segment, to the point of the southeast.
The index and little fingers span an extent of 45o, with the ring and middle
fingers lying midway between these 2, separating from both by a span of 22.5o. By
shifting the wrist 45o, these 2 positions of the hand together form an extent of 90o.
This represents the entire segment of the area of horizontal space that has as its
midpoint the point of the east.
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The
T 2nd segment of th
he square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the po
oint of the south. To symbolizee this segm
ment of thee square, usse the shouulder
o
to shift the right arm 90 tow
ward the rig
ght, such thhat the arm
m extends ddirectly tow
ward
o its origin
nal positionn.
the soutth. Return the wrist to
The
T arm ex
xtends horiizontally rightward,
r
with the bback of thee hand vissible.
The wrrist extend
ds the hand
d directly rightwardd from thee body. Thhe little fiinger
symboliizes a seg
gment that extends outward
o
tooward the point of tthe south. The
index finger
fi
is seeparated frrom the little fingerr by an exxtent of 455o, such thhat it
symboliizes a segm
ment that extends
e
ou
utward tow
ward the pooint of the southeast. The
middle and ring fingers
f
form
m a pair of
o fingers, which aree separatedd from eacch of
5o, such thhat they syymbolize a segment that
the outeer fingers by an exteent of 22.5
extends outward toward th
he point off the southh-southeasst. The thuumb is tuccked
away ou
ut of sight.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
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here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
he point off the south, which forrms the ouuter boundds of the sqquare
the souttheast to th
of awareness.
The
T neck rotates
r
thee head 90o toward tthe right, such thatt the eyes can
observee the hand,, and then the eyes can observve beyondd the hand to the areea of
space th
hat the han
nd symbolizzes.

To
T symboliize the 2ndd half of the
t 2nd seggment of tthe squaree of horizoontal
space using the rig
ght hand, use
u the wriist to shift the hand 445o rightwaard, towardd the
n this posiition, the index
i
fingeer no longger orients to the beeginning off the
west. In
segmen
nt, to the beginning
b
of the 1sts half of the segmeent, to thee point off the
southeaast, but instead orientts to the midpoint
m
of the segm
ment, to thee beginninng of
nd
the 2 half of thee segment,, to the point of the south. As well, the pair of finngers
m
and
d ring fingeers no longger orients to the middpoint of thhe 1st
formed from the middle
he south-sooutheast, bbut insteadd orients too the
half of the segmeent, to the point of th
nd
nt of the 2 half of the segmeent, to the point of tthe south-ssouthwest. The
midpoin
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little fin
nger no lon
nger orientts to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee end of thhe 1st
half of the segment, to the point
p
of th
he south, but instead orients to the end of the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of the southwest.
segmen
The
T index and
a little fingers
f
spaan an extennt of 45o, w
with the riing and miiddle
fingers lying midw
way betweeen these 2, separatinng from botth by a spaan of 22.5o. By
g the wrist 45o, these 2 position
ns of the haand togethher form ann extent off 90o.
shifting
This rep
presents th
he entire segment off the area of horizonntal space that has aas its
midpoin
nt the point of the sou
uth.

The
T 3rd segm
ment of the area to sy
ymbolize iis the segm
ment with tthe midpoiint at
the poin
nt of the west.
w
To sy
ymbolize this
t
segmeent of the square, usse the spinne to
o
rotate th
he body 90
0 toward the
t right, such
s
that thhe arm exttends direcctly towardd the
west. Return the wrist
w
to its original po
osition.
The
T arm ex
xtends horrizontally rearward,
r
w
with the bback of thee hand vissible.
The wrrist extend
ds the han
nd directly rearward from the body. Thhe little fiinger
symboliizes a segm
ment that extends
e
outtward towaard the poiint of the w
west. The inndex
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finger is separated from the little finger by an extent of 45o, such that it symbolizes
a segment that extends outward toward the point of the southwest. The middle and
ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from each of the outer
fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a segment that extends
outward toward the point of the west-southwest. The thumb is tucked away out of
sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the southwest to the point of the west, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
The head, orienting 90o toward the right, together with the 90o rotation of the
spine, orients rearward, such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes
can observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
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To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 3rd segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right han
nd, use thee wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the north.
In this position,
p
th
he index finger no longer oriennts to the beginning oof the segm
ment,
st
to the beginning
b
of
o the 1 half
h of thee segment, to the poiint of the southwest, but
instead orients to the midpo
oint of the segment, to the begginning of the 2nd haalf of
ment, to th
he point off the west. As well, tthe pair off fingers foormed from
m the
the segm
st
middle and ring fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe midpoiint of the 1 half off the
nt, to the po
oint of thee west-soutthwest, butt instead oorients to thhe midpoinnt of
segmen
nd
the 2 half
h of thee segment, to the point of the w
west-northw
west. The little fingeer no
longer orients to the midpo
oint of thee segment,, to the ennd of the 1st half off the
nt, to the po
oint of thee west, but instead orrients to thhe end of tthe segmennt, to
segmen
nd
the end of the 2 half of the segment, to the poinnt of the noorthwest.
The
T index and
a little fingers
f
spaan an extennt of 45o, w
with the riing and miiddle
fingers lying midw
way betweeen these 2, separatinng from botth by a spaan of 22.5o. By
g the wrist 45o, these 2 position
ns of the haand togethher form ann extent off 90o.
shifting
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This rep
presents th
he entire segment off the area of horizonntal space that has aas its
midpoin
nt the point of the weest.

The
T right arrm, and th
he right hallf of the boody, have symbolized three fouurths
of the entire
e
squaare that rep
presents th
he 2 pairs oof areas off horizontaal space. N
Next,
the left arm, and the left half
h of the body, willl symboliize the othher side off the
metric man
nner. In otther wordss, the left arm will aalso symboolize
square, in a symm
ourths of th
he square, traversing
t
in
i reverse order from
m the right hand.
three fo
In
n this way, the segm
ments centerred at the ppoints of tthe east andd the westt will
each bee symbolizeed 2 timess, once for each handd, and the segments ccentered aat the
points of
o the south
h and the north
n
will each
e
be sym
mbolized 1 time.
st
The
T 1 segm
ment symb
bolized by the left haand is the same as thhe 3rd segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off the west. To symbo
olize this segment
s
off the squarre, use the spine to rootate
the bod
dy back to its normall position, such that the right aarm extendds horizonntally
outward
d, toward the right. Close
C
the fiingers of thhe hand intto a fist, annd then usee the
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shoulder to shift the right arm 90o downward, such that the arm returns to its initial
position alongside the body.
Shift the left arm upward in a symmetric manner. Use the left shoulder to
shift the arm 90o upward and outward, toward the left, and spread the fingers into 3
groups of fingers separated by an extent of 22.5o.
Next, use the spine to rotate the body 90o toward the left, such that the left
arm extends directly rearward, toward the west. Whereas the right arm symbolized
the 1st half of each segment with the wrist extending the hand straight, and shifted
the wrist to symbolize the 2nd half of the symbolism, the left wrist is symmetric to
this. Use the left wrist to shift the hand 45o leftward, toward the south. The left arm
and hand are now in a position that is symmetric to the position that was previously
held by the right arm and orienting in the same direction.
The arm extends horizontally rearward, with the back of the hand visible.
The wrist extends the hand rearward from the body, and 45o toward the south. The
index finger symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the
west. The little finger is separated from the index finger by an extent of 45o, such
that it symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the
southwest. The middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated
from each of the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a
segment that extends outward toward the point of the west-southwest. The thumb
is tucked away out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the southwest to the point of the west, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
Use the neck to rotate the head 90o toward the left, which together with the
90o rotation of the spine orients rearward, such that the eyes can observe the hand,
and then the eyes can observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the hand
symbolizes.
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To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 3rd segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right han
nd, use thee wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the north,
such th
hat the wriist extends the hand
d directly rearward from the body. In this
position
n, the littlee finger no longer orients to thhe beginninng of the ssegment, too the
beginnin
ng of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the ppoint of thhe southweest, but insstead
orients to the midpoint of the segmeent, to thee beginninng of the 2nd half off the
nt, to the point
p
of th
he west. As
A well, thee pair of ffingers forrmed from
m the
segmen
st
middle and ring fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe midpoiint of the 1 half off the
nt, to the po
oint of thee west-soutthwest, butt instead oorients to thhe midpoinnt of
segmen
nd
the 2 half
h of the segment, to the poin
nt of the w
west-northw
west. The iindex fingeer no
longer orients to the midpo
oint of thee segment,, to the ennd of the 1st half off the
nt, to the po
oint of thee west, but instead orrients to thhe end of tthe segmennt, to
segmen
nd
the end of the 2 half of the segment, to the poinnt of the noorthwest.
The
T index and
a little fingers
f
spaan an extennt of 45o, w
with the riing and miiddle
fingers lying midw
way betweeen these 2, separatinng from botth by a spaan of 22.5o. By
g the wrist 45o, these 2 position
ns of the haand togethher form ann extent off 90o.
shifting
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This rep
presents th
he entire segment off the area of horizonntal space that has aas its
midpoin
nt the point of the weest.

The
T 2nd seg
gment symbolized by
y the left hhand is the opposite segment too the
nd
2 segm
ment that is
i symboliized by thee right hannd, the seggment of thhe square with
the mid
dpoint at the point of the south. This segm
ment is the 4th segmennt of the sqquare,
the segm
ment with the
t midpoiint at the point
p
of thee north.
To
T symboliize this segment of the squaree, use the spine to rotate the bbody
back to its normaal position. As beforee, the shouulder extennds the arm
m 90o outw
ward,
o
n hold a rearward
r
orientation
o
but insteaad extends 90 towardd the
such thaat it does not
left, and
d such thatt the arm extends
e
dirrectly tow
ward the noorth. Use thhe left wriist to
o
shift thee hand 45 rearward,, toward th
he west. T
The left arm
m and handd are now in a
position
n that is symmetric to
o the positiion that waas previouusly held byy the rightt arm
and orieenting in th
he oppositee direction.
The
T arm ex
xtends horrizontally leftward,
l
w
with the bback of thee hand vissible.
The wriist extendss the hand leftward from
f
the bbody and 445o towardd the west. The
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index finger symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the
north. The little finger is separated from the index finger by an extent of 45o, such
that it symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the
northwest. The middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated
from each of the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a
segment that extends outward toward the point of the north-northwest. The thumb
is tucked away out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the northwest to the point of the north, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
The head remains oriented 90o toward the left, such that the eyes can
observe the hand, and then the eyes can observe beyond the hand to the area of
space that the hand symbolizes.
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To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 4th segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he right haand, use th
he wrist to shift the hhand 45o fforward, tooward the east,
such th
hat the wrrist extend
ds the han
nd directlyy leftward from the body. In this
position
n, the littlee finger no longer orients to thhe beginninng of the ssegment, too the
beginnin
ng of the 1st half of the segmeent, to the point of thhe northweest, but insstead
orients to the midpoint of the segmeent, to thee beginninng of the 2nd half off the
nt, to the point
p
of the north. As
A well, thhe pair of fingers forrmed from
m the
segmen
st
middle and ring fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe midpoiint of the 1 half off the
nt, to the po
oint of the north-nortthwest, buut instead oorients to thhe midpoinnt of
segmen
nd
the 2 half
h of the segment, to the poin
nt of the noorth-northeeast. The index fingeer no
longer orients to the midpo
oint of thee segment,, to the ennd of the 1st half off the
nt, to the po
oint of the north, butt instead orrients to thhe end of tthe segmennt, to
segmen
nd
the end of the 2 half of the segment, to the poinnt of the noortheast.
The
T index and
a little fingers
f
spaan an extennt of 45o, w
with the riing and miiddle
fingers lying midw
way betweeen these 2, separatinng from botth by a spaan of 22.5o. By
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shifting
g the wrist 45o, these 2 position
ns of the haand togethher form ann extent off 90o.
This rep
presents th
he entire segment off the area of horizonntal space that has aas its
midpoin
nt the point of the norrth.

The
T 3rd seg
gment sym
mbolized by
b the lefft hand iss again thhe 1st segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off the east. The
T cycle ends
e
at thee beginningg, at the seegment witth the midppoint
at the po
oint of the east.
To
T symboliize this seg
gment of the
t square, use the sshoulder too shift the arm
o
90 forw
ward, such that the arrm extendss directly tooward the east. Use tthe left wriist to
shift thee hand 45o leftward, toward th
he north. T
The left arm
m and handd are now in a
position
n that is symmetric to
o the positiion that waas previouusly held byy the rightt arm
and orieenting in th
he same dirrection.
The
T arm ex
xtends horizzontally fo
orward, witth the backk of the hannd visible. The
wrist ex
xtends the hand forw
ward from the
t body annd 45o tow
ward the noorth. The inndex
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finger symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the east. The
little finger is separated from the index finger by an extent of 45o, such that it
symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of the northeast. The
middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from each of
the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a segment that
extends outward toward the point of the east-northeast. The thumb is tucked away
out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the northeast to the point of the east, which forms the outer bounds of the square of
awareness.
The neck rotates the head 90o rightward, such that the head once again
orients forward, and such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes can
observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
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To
T symboliize the 2nd half
h of the 1st segmennt of the sqquare of hoorizontal space
using th
he left hand
d, use the wrist to sh
hift the hannd 45o righhtward, tow
ward the soouth,
such thaat the wristt extends th
he hand directly forw
ward from the body. IIn this position,
the littlee finger no
o longer orrients to th
he beginninng of the seegment, too the beginnning
st
of the 1 half of th
he segment, to the po
oint of the northeast, but insteadd orients too the
nt of the segment,
s
to
o the beginning of tthe 2nd hallf of the seegment, too the
midpoin
point off the east. As well, the pair of
o fingers formed frrom the m
middle and ring
st
fingers no longer orients to the midpoint of the 1 half of the segmennt, to the ppoint
e
east, but instead oriients to thhe midpoinnt of the 2nd half off the
of the east-northe
segmen
nt, to the point of thee east-souttheast. Thee index finnger no lonnger oriennts to
the mid
dpoint of th
he segmentt, to the en
nd of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to the ppoint
of the east,
e
but in
nstead orien
nts to the end
e of the segment, tto the end of the 2nd half
of the seegment, to
o the point of the souttheast.
The
T index and
a little fingers
f
spaan an extennt of 45o, w
with the riing and miiddle
fingers lying midw
way betweeen these 2, separatinng from botth by a spaan of 22.5o. By
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shifting
g the wrist 45o, these 2 position
ns of the haand togethher form ann extent off 90o.
This rep
presents th
he entire segment off the area of horizonntal space that has aas its
midpoin
nt the point of the easst.

This
T
diagraam shows the 2 paairs of vertical areaas of spacce that exxtend
forward
d-rearward from thee perspectiive of maankind oriienting tow
ward the east,
toward the left in
n the diagraam. Each of the 4 aareas in thee 2 pairs is defined bby 2
nts. Each of these 8 segments
s
has
h as its m
midpoint thhe point of the here.. For
segmen
one of the
t areas, the outer 4 points off the segm
ments are thhe points oof forwardd and
rearwarrd, as well as the poiints directly above annd below tthe point oof the heree, the
points of
o up and down. Forr another area,
a
the oouter 4 pooints of thee segmentss are
analogo
ous to the 4 secondarry direction
ns in horizzontal spacce; forwardd-up, rearw
warddown, forward-do
f
own, and rearward-u
r
up. The pooints of thhe other paair of areaas lie
midway
y between these
t
pointts.
The
T outer bounds off the areass, the exteent of the areas thaat is visiblle to
mankind on the horizon, can
c be rep
presented by 4 segm
ments. Each segmennt is
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compossed of 5 po
oints. Each
h segment can
c be subbdivided innto 2 half ssegments, each
of whicch is comp
posed of 3 points. There
T
are 16 points around the perimeteer of
these arreas. Thesee 16 pointss identify the
t 4 prim
mary directiions in forrward-rearw
ward
vertical space, wh
hich form the
t midpoin
nts of the segments tthat form tthe sides of the
ondary direections in forward-reearward veertical spacce, which fform
square, the 4 seco
points of the
t segmen
nts that forrm the sidees of the ssquare, andd the 8 terrtiary
the endp
directions in forw
ward-rearw
ward verticaal space, w
which form
m the midppoints of tthe 2
half seg
gments thatt make up each of thee segmentss that form
m the sides oof the squaare.
Looking
L
ou
utward from
m the poin
nt of the hhere, thesee 2 pairs oof areas caan be
symboliized as forrming a sq
quare. Look
king upwarrd and dow
wnward annd forwardd and
rearwarrd at the en
ntirety of th
he square from
f
the pperspectivee of the poiint of the hhere,
this squ
uare can bee perceived
d as being subdividedd into 16 pparts. Eachh part takess the
form off a triangle..
Each
E
fingerr sign in th
he symboliism of the cycle willl symbolizze one of tthese
parts off the squaree, one of th
he triangless in the areeas of awarreness of vvertical spaace.
In
n each stag
ge in the cycle
c
of sy
ymbolism oof forwardd-rearward vertical sppace,
the fing
gers of the hand will represent the
t 3 sidess of 2 trianngles that eextend outw
ward
rd
from the body. Th
he 3 side of these trriangles is one half oof one sidee of the squuare,
he half end
ds at the midpoint
m
off the segmeent that forrms the sidde or wheree the
where th
half beg
gins at the midpoint of
o the segm
ment that foorms the siide.
These
T
pairss of areas of
o vertical space are sstructurallyy identicall to the pairs of
areas off horizontal space, and
a the sy
ymbolism will be coorrespondiingly identtical.
Howeveer, it is sym
mmetrical,, in the sen
nse that innstead of oobserving tthe back off the
hand, th
he inside off the hand will be observed.

Now
N
that th
he cycle off horizontaal space haas been com
mpletely syymbolizedd, we
can tran
nsition the arms in order to sym
mbolize forw
ward-rearw
ward verticcal space.
Begin
B
by reelaxing thee left arm. Use the leeft elbow tto rotate thhe forearm 90o,
such that the bon
nes of the forearm arre no longger horizonntal with rrespect to each
b are verttical. Next, close thee left fist. L
Lastly, usee the shoulder to shifft the
other, but
o
arm 90 downward, such thaat the left arm
a returnss to the inittial positioon by the siide.
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To
T position
n the right arm for sy
ymbolism oof forwardd-rearward vertical sppace,
use the right shou
ulder to shift the rightt arm 180o forward aand upwardd, such thaat the
y upward. Next, op en the finngers of thhe hand innto 3
right arrm extendss vertically
groups of
o fingers, separated by a span of 45o.

After
A
our trransition, the
t right arrm extendss verticallyy upward, w
with the innside
of the hand visible and orienting
o
leftward.
l
T
The boness of the fforearm orient
d-rearward with respect to each
h other. Thhe wrist eextends thee hand direectly
forward
upward from the body.
b
The little fingeer symboliizes a segm
ment that extends upw
ward
nger is sepparated froom the littlle finger bby an
toward the point of up. Thee index fin
o
o 45 , succh that it symbolizes
s
s a segmennt that exttends upwaard towardd the
extent of
point off rearward--up. The middle
m
and ring fingerrs form a ppair of finggers, whichh are
separateed from eaach of thee outer fin
ngers by aan extent oof 22.5o, such that they
symboliize a segm
ment that extends
e
up
pward tow
ward the pooint of hallf-rearwardd-up.
The thu
umb is tuck
ked away out
o of sightt.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
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rearwarrd-up to th
he point off up, whicch forms tthe outer bbounds off the squarre of
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 90o upw
ward, suchh that the eyyes can obbserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
forward
d. In this po
osition, thee index fin
nger no lonnger orientts to the beeginning of the
st
segmen
nt, to the beeginning off the 1 haalf of the seegment, to the point oof rearwarrd-up,
but insttead orientss to the miidpoint of the segmeent, to the beginning of the 2nd half
of the segment,
s
to
o the poin
nt of up. As
A well, thhe pair of fingers forrmed from
m the
st
middle and ring fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe midpoiint of the 1 half off the
nt, to the po
oint of halff-rearward--up, but innstead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
segmen
nd
2 halff of the seg
gment, to the point of half-forw
ward-up. T
The little finnger no loonger
dpoint of th
he segmentt, to the ennd of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to
orients to the mid
nt of up, bu
ut instead orients to the end off the segm
ment, to thee end of thee 2nd
the poin
half of the
t segmen
nt, to the point of forw
ward-up.
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The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting the wrist 45o in this stage, theese 2 positiions of thee hand togeether
form an
n extent off 90o. This represents the entire segment oof the squaare of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space
s
that has as its midpoint
m
thhe point off up.

The
T 2nd segment of th
he square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of dow
wn. To sym
mbolize thiis part of tthe square,, use the shhoulder to shift
ht arm 180o forward
d and dow
wnward, suuch that th
the arm chhanges froom a
the righ
vertical and upwaard orientaation to a vertical annd downw
ward orienttation, andd the
nt of downn. Return the wrist to its origginal
arm exttends direcctly towarrd the poin
position
n.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds verticallly downw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wristt extends the
t hand directly
d
doownward fr
from the body. The little
nds downw
ward towarrd the poinnt of down. The
finger symbolizes a segmentt that exten
fi
is seeparated frrom the little fingerr by an exxtent of 455o, such thhat it
index finger
symboliizes a seg
gment that extends downward
d
and forw
ward toward the poinnt of
forward
d-down. Th
he middlee and ring fingers fform a paiir of fingeers, whichh are
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separateed from eaach of thee outer fin
ngers by aan extent oof 22.5o, such that they
symboliize a segm
ment that extends do
ownward ttoward thee point off half-forw
warddown. The
T thumb is tucked away
a
out of
o sight.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
d-down to the
t point of
o down, which
w
form
ms the outerr bounds oof the squarre of
forward
awareneess.
The
T neck sh
hifts the heead 180o downward,
d
such that the eyes ccan observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 2nd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
rearwarrd. In this position,
p
th
he index fin
nger no lonnger orientts to the beeginning of the
st
segmen
nt, to the beginning of
o the 1 half
h of the segment, to the poiint of forw
warddown, but
b instead
d orients to
o the midp
point of thee segment, to the beeginning off the
nd
2 halff of the seg
gment, to the
t point of
o down. A
As well, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from the middle and
a ring fin
ngers no lo
onger oriennts to the m
midpoint off the 1st haalf of
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the segm
ment, to th
he point off half-forwaard-down, but insteaad orients tto the midppoint
nd
of the 2 half of the
t segmen
nt, to the point
p
of haalf-rearwarrd-down. T
The little fiinger
no long
ger orients to the mid
dpoint of the
t segmennt, to the eend of the 1st half off the
segmen
nt, to the po
oint of dow
wn, but insstead oriennts to the ennd of the ssegment, too the
nd
end of the
t 2 halff of the seg
gment, to th
he point off rearward--down.
The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of ddown.

The
T 3rd segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of forrward. To symbolize this segm
ment of the square, usse the shouulder
o
orward and
d upward, such that the arm cchanges froom a
to shift the right arm 90 fo
on to a horizontal
h
orientatioon, and thhe arm exxtends direectly
vertical orientatio
d. Return th
he wrist to
o its origin
nal positionn. The bonnes of the forearm orient
forward
up-dow
wn with resp
pect to eacch other.
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The arm now extends horizontally forward, with the inside of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand directly forward from the body. The little finger
symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of forward. The index
finger is separated from the little finger by an extent of 45o, such that it symbolizes
a segment that extends outward and upward toward the point of forward-up. The
middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from each of
the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a segment that
extends outward toward the point of half-up-forward. The thumb is tucked away
out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
forward-up to the point of forward, which forms the outer bounds of the square of
awareness.
The neck shifts the head 90o upward, such that it once again orients forward,
and such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes can observe beyond
the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
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n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
downwaard. In thiss position, the index finger no longer oriients to the beginninng of
the segm
ment, to th
he beginniing of the 1st half oof the segm
ment, to thhe point off the
forward
d-up, but in
nstead orieents to the midpoint oof the segm
ment, to thhe beginninng of
nd
the 2 half of thee segmentt, to the po
oint of forrward. As well, the ppair of finngers
m
and
d ring fingeers no longger orients to the middpoint of thhe 1st
formed from the middle
forward, buut instead orients too the
half of the segment, to thee point off half-up-fo
nd
nt of the 2 half off the segment, to thee point of half-downn-forward. The
midpoin
little fin
nger no lon
nger orientts to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee end of thhe 1st
half of the segmeent, to the point of forward,
fo
buut instead orients to the end off the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of forw
ward-downn.
segmen
o
o
The
T fingerss span an ex
xtent of 45
5 . By shift
fting the wrrist 45 , thhese 2 posittions
o
of the hand
h
togeth
her form an
a extent of
o 90 . Thiis represennts the entire segmennt of
the squaare of forw
ward-rearw
ward vertical space thhat has as its midpoiint the poinnt of
forward
d.
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The
T 4th segm
ment of the square to
o symbolizze is the seegment witth the midppoint
at the point of reaarward. To symbolizee this segm
ment of thee square, usse the shouulder
o
a 90 tow
ward the riight. Next,, shift the rright foot 90o towardd the
to shift the right arm
uch that th
he foot oriients towarrd the souuth, and usse the spinne to rotatee the
right, su
o
body 90
0 toward the
t right. This
T causess the arm tto orient reearward. R
Return the w
wrist
to its orriginal possition. Thee bones off the forearrm orient uup-down w
with respect to
each oth
her.
The
T arm now extend
ds horizon
ntally rearw
ward, withh the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wristt extends the hand directly reearward frrom the boody. The little
s
s a segmen
nt that exttends outw
ward towarrd the poinnt of rearw
ward.
finger symbolizes
o
The ind
dex finger is
i separateed from thee little fingger by an eextent of 445 , such thhat it
symboliizes a seg
gment thatt extends outward and upwaard towardd the poinnt of
rearwarrd-up. Thee middle and
a
ring fingers foorm a pairr of fingeers, whichh are
separateed from eaach of thee outer fin
ngers by aan extent oof 22.5o, such that they
symboliize a segm
ment that extends
e
ou
utward tow
ward the pooint of hallf-up-rearw
ward.
The thu
umb is tuck
ked away out
o of sightt.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
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here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
t the poin
nt of rearw
ward, whicch forms the outer bounds off the
the rearrward-up to
square of
o awareneess.
The
T neck ro
otates the head
h
90o riightward, ssuch that ttogether wiith the rotaation
of the sp
pine the bo
ody orientss rearward,, and such that the eyyes can obsserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
Notice
N
thatt in the diaagram the hand orieents toward the left, just as inn the
diagram
m that repreesented thee segment of
o forwardd. The reason is that w
when the sspine
rotates the body to orient rearward,
r
the
t orientaation of thhe area revverses as w
well,
becausee the perspeective from
m which we view thee hand has reversed. IIn other woords,
instead of the inside of the hand facin
ng the leftt from the perspectivve of the bbody
f
it now faces the right.
facing forward,

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 4th seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usin
ng the righ
ht hand, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the handd 45o
downwaard. In thiss position, the index finger no longer oriients to the beginninng of
the seg
gment, to the
t beginn
ning of th
he 1st halff of the seegment, too the poinnt of
rearwarrd-up, but instead
i
orieents to the midpoint of the segm
ment, to thhe beginninng of
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the 2nd half of thee segment,, to the po
oint of rearrward. As well, the pair of finngers
m
and
d ring fingeers no longger orients to the middpoint of thhe 1st
formed from the middle
half of the segmeent, to thee point of half-up-reearward, buut instead orients too the
nt of the 2nd half of the segmeent, to the point of hhalf-down--rearward. The
midpoin
little fin
nger no lon
nger orientts to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee end of thhe 1st
half of the segment, to the point
p
of reearward, buut instead orients to the end off the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of rearrward-dow
wn.
segmen
o
The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45 . Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of rrearward.

The
T right arrm, and thee right halff of the boddy, symboolized all pairs of areaas of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace. Nextt, the left arm, and tthe left hallf of the bbody,
will sym
mbolize alll pairs of areas
a
again
n, in a sym
mmetric maanner. In otther wordss, the
left arm
m will also symbolizee all pairs of
o areas, trraversing iin reverse order from
m the
right haand.
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In this way, each of the 4 segments of the square will be symbolized 2 times,
once for each hand.
The 1st segment symbolized by the left hand is the same as the 4th segment of
the right hand, the segment of the square with the midpoint at the point of rearward.
To symbolize this segment of the square, use the spine to rotate the body toward
the left, returning to body to its natural position, shift the right foot to return it to its
natural position, orienting to the east, close the fingers of the right hand into a fist,
use the right elbow to rotate the bones of the forearm, such that the bones of the
forearm no longer orient left-right with respect to each other, but orient forwardrearward, and use the shoulder to shift the arm 90o downward, such that the arm
returns to its initial position alongside the body.
Prepare the left arm in a symmetric manner. Use the left shoulder to shift the
arm 90o upward and outward, such that the arm is no longer vertical but is
horizontal. Use the elbow to rotate the forearm 90o, such that the bones of the
forearm no longer orient forward-rearward with respect to each other, but orient
up-down. Spread the fingers into 3 groups of fingers separated by an extent of
22.5o. Shift the left foot 90o toward the left, such that the foot orients toward the
north, and use the spine to rotate the body 90o toward the left, such that the arm
orients directly rearward.
The 1st segment of the square symbolized by the left hand is the segment
with the midpoint at the point of rearward. The wrist is in its original position.
The arm now extends horizontally rearward, with the inside of the hand
visible. The wrist extends the hand directly rearward from the body. The little
finger symbolizes a segment that extends outward toward the point of rearward.
The index finger is separated from the little finger by an extent of 45o, such that it
symbolizes a segment that extends outward and upward toward the point of
rearward-up. The middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are
separated from each of the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they
symbolize a segment that extends outward toward the point of half-up-rearward.
The thumb is tucked away out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the rearward-up to the point of rearward, which forms the outer bounds of the
square of awareness.
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The
T neck ro
otates the head 90o leftward,
l
ssuch that toogether wiith the rotaation
of the sp
pine the bo
ody orientss rearward,, and such that the eyyes can obsserve the hhand,
and then
n the eyes can obserrve beyond
d the handd to the areea of spacee that the hhand
symboliizes.
Notice
N
that in the diag
gram the hands oriennt toward thhe right, inn a mannerr that
is symm
metrical to situation with
w the rig
ght hand.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 4th seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
downwaard. In thiss position, the index finger no longer oriients to the beginninng of
the seg
gment, to the
t beginn
ning of th
he 1st halff of the seegment, too the poinnt of
rearwarrd-up, but instead
i
orieents to the midpoint of the segm
ment, to thhe beginninng of
nd
the 2 half of thee segment,, to the po
oint of rearrward. As well, the pair of finngers
m
and
d ring fingeers no longger orients to the middpoint of thhe 1st
formed from the middle
half of the segmeent, to thee point of half-up-reearward, buut instead orients too the
nt of the 2nd half of the segmeent, to the point of hhalf-down--rearward. The
midpoin
little fin
nger no lon
nger orientts to the midpoint
m
off the segm
ment, to thee end of thhe 1st
half of the segment, to the point
p
of reearward, buut instead orients to the end off the
nd
n
nt, to the en
nd of the 2 half of th
he segmennt, to the pooint of rearrward-dow
wn.
segmen
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The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of tthe rearwarrd.

The
T 2nd seg
gment symb
bolized by
y the left hhand is the same as thhe 3rd segm
ment
of the right
r
hand
d, the segm
ment of th
he square w
with the m
midpoint aat the poinnt of
forward
d. To symb
bolize this segment of
o the squaare, use thee spine to rrotate the bbody
o
90 to return
r
to itts natural position,
p
su
uch that thhe arm orieents outwaard, towardd the
left, and
d shift the left foot back
b
to its natural poosition, oriienting to the east. N
Next,
o
use the shoulder to shift the left arm 90 forwardd, such thatt the arm cchanges froom a
d orientatio
on to a forrward orien
ntation, annd the arm
m extends ddirectly tow
ward
leftward
forward
d. Return th
he wrist to
o its origin
nal positionn. The bonnes of the forearm orient
up-dow
wn with resp
pect to eacch other.
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds horizon
ntally forw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wrist extends th
he hand dirrectly forw
ward from tthe body. T
The little fiinger
ment that extends
e
outtward towaard the poiint of forw
ward. The inndex
symboliizes a segm
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finger is separated from the little finger by an extent of 45o, such that it symbolizes
a segment that extends outward and upward toward the point of forward-up. The
middle and ring fingers form a pair of fingers, which are separated from each of
the outer fingers by an extent of 22.5o, such that they symbolize a segment that
extends outward toward the point of half-up-forward. The thumb is tucked away
out of sight.
The 3 groups of fingers form the 3 sides of the 2 triangles of space that are
bounded by the 3 segments that extend outward from the fingers at the point of the
here as far as the half of the segment on the horizon that extends from the point of
the forward-up to the point of forward, which forms the outer bounds of the square
of awareness.
The neck rotates the head 90o rightward, such that it once again orients
forward, and such that the eyes can observe the hand, and then the eyes can
observe beyond the hand to the area of space that the hand symbolizes.
Notice that in the diagram the hands orient toward the right, just as in the
diagram that represented the segment of rearward. The reason is that when the
spine rotates the body to orient forward, the orientation of the area reverses as well,
because the perspective from which we view the hand has reversed. In other words,
instead of the inside of the hand facing the left, it now faces the right.
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n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 3rd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
downwaard. In thiss position, the index finger no longer oriients to the beginninng of
the segm
ment, to the beginnin
ng of the 1sts half of thhe segmentt, to the point of forw
wardup, but instead orrients to th
he midpoin
nt of the seegment, to the beginnning of thee 2nd
f
A
As well, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
half of the segmeent, to the point of forward.
a ring fin
ngers no lo
onger oriennts to the m
midpoint off the 1st haalf of
from the middle and
ment, to th
he point off half-up-fo
orward, buut instead oorients to thhe midpoinnt of
the segm
nd
the 2 half
h of thee segment, to the point of half--down-forw
ward. The little fingeer no
longer orients to the midpo
oint of thee segment,, to the ennd of the 1st half off the
nt, to the po
oint of forrward, but instead orrients to thhe end of thhe segmennt, to
segmen
nd
the end of the 2 half of the segment, to the poinnt of forwaard-down.
The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of fforward.
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The
T 3rd segment symb
bolized by
y the left haand is the same as thhe 2nd segm
ment
symboliized by thee right han
nd, the seg
gment of thhe square with the m
midpoint aat the
point off down. To
o symbolizze this seg
gment of thhe square, use the shhoulder to shift
o
the left arm 90 downward,
d
such that the arm exxtends direectly towaard the poinnt of
R
the wrist to itss original position.
p
down. Return
The
T arm now
n
extend
ds verticallly downw
ward, with the insidde of the hhand
visible. The wristt extends the
t hand directly
d
doownward fr
from the body. The little
nds downw
ward towarrd the poinnt of down. The
finger symbolizes a segmentt that exten
fi
is seeparated frrom the little fingerr by an exxtent of 455o, such thhat it
index finger
symboliizes a seg
gment that extends downward
d
and forw
ward toward the poinnt of
forward
d-down. Th
he middlee and ring fingers fform a paiir of fingeers, whichh are
separateed from eaach of thee outer fin
ngers by aan extent oof 22.5o, such that they
symboliize a segm
ment that extends do
ownward ttoward thee point off half-forw
warddown. The
T thumb is tucked away
a
out of
o sight.
The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
ward-down
n to the point of down
n, which foorms the ouuter boundds of the sqquare
the forw
of awareness.
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The
T neck sh
hifts the head
h
90o do
ownward, such that tthe eyes can observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 2nd seegment off the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
rearwarrd. In this position,
p
th
he index fin
nger no lonnger orientts to the beeginning of the
st
segmen
nt, to the beginning of
o the 1 half
h of the segment, to the poiint of forw
warddown, but
b instead
d orients to
o the midp
point of thee segment, to the beeginning off the
nd
2 halff of the seg
gment, to the
t point of
o down. A
As well, thhe pair of ffingers forrmed
from the middle and
a ring fin
ngers no lo
onger oriennts to the m
midpoint off the 1st haalf of
ment, to th
he point off half-forwaard-down, but insteaad orients tto the midppoint
the segm
nd
of the 2 half of the
t segmen
nt, to the point
p
of haalf-rearwarrd-down. T
The little fiinger
no long
ger orients to the mid
dpoint of the
t segmennt, to the eend of the 1st half off the
segmen
nt, to the po
oint of dow
wn, but insstead oriennts to the ennd of the ssegment, too the
nd
end of the
t 2 halff of the seg
gment, to th
he point off rearward--down.
The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
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By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of ddown.

The
T last of the 4 segm
ments symb
bolized byy the left haand is the same as thhe 1st
segmen
nt of the rig
ght hand, th
he segmen
nt of the sqquare with the midpooint at the ppoint
of up. To
T symbollize this seegment of the squaree, use the shoulder tto shift thee left
arm 180
0o forward
d and upwaard, such th
hat the arm
m extends directly tooward the ppoint
of up. Return
R
thee wrist to its originaal position. The bonnes of the forearm orient
forward
d-rearward with respeect to each other.
The
T arm no
ow extendss vertically
y upward, w
with the innside of thhe hand vissible.
The wrrist extend
ds the han
nd directly
y upward from the body. Thhe little fiinger
symboliizes a segm
ment that extends upw
ward towarrd the poinnt of up. Thhe index fiinger
is separrated from
m the little finger by an extentt of 45o, suuch that itt symbolizzes a
segmen
nt that exten
nds upward
d toward th
he point off rearward-up. The m
middle and ring
fingers form a paair of fingeers, which are separaated from eeach of the outer finngers
by an extent
e
of 22.5
2 o, such
h that they
y symbolizze a segment that exxtends upw
ward
toward the point of
o half-rearrward-up. The
T thumbb is tucked away out of sight.
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The
T 3 group
ps of fingeers form th
he 3 sides of the 2 trriangles off space thaat are
bounded
d by the 3 segments that extend
d outward from the ffingers at tthe point of the
here as far as the half of thee segment on
o the horrizon that eextends froom the poinnt of
o the pointt of up, wh
hich formss the outerr bounds of the squarre of
the rearrward-up to
awareneess.
The
T neck shifts
s
the head
h
180o upward, ssuch that tthe eyes caan observee the
hand, an
nd then the eyes can
n observe beyond
b
thee hand to tthe area off space thaat the
hand sy
ymbolizes.

n
To
T symbolize the 2nd
half of the 1st seegment of the squarre of forw
wardrearwarrd vertical space usiing the lefft hand, usse the wriist to shiftt the handd 45o
forward
d. In this po
osition, thee index fin
nger no lonnger orientts to the beeginning of the
st
segmen
nt, to the beeginning off the 1 haalf of the seegment, to the point oof rearwarrd-up,
but insttead orientss to the miidpoint of the segmeent, to the beginning of the 2nd half
of the segment,
s
to
o the poin
nt of up. As
A well, thhe pair of fingers forrmed from
m the
st
middle and ring fingers no
o longer orrients to thhe midpoiint of the 1 half off the
nt, to the po
oint of halff-rearward--up, but innstead oriennts to the m
midpoint of the
segmen
nd
2 halff of the seg
gment, to the point of half-forw
ward-up. T
The little finnger no loonger
dpoint of th
he segmentt, to the ennd of the 1st half of tthe segmennt, to
orients to the mid
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the poin
nt of up, bu
ut instead orients to the end off the segm
ment, to thee end of thee 2nd
half of the
t segmen
nt, to the point of forw
ward-up.
The
T index and
a little fiingers span
n an extentt of 45o. Thhe ring andd middle fiinger
pair lie midway beetween thee index and
d little finggers, separaated by an extent of 222.5o
gers.
from thee index and little fing
By
B shifting
g the wrist 45o to form this staage, these 2 positionns of the hhand
togetherr form an extent of 90
9 o. This reepresents tthe entire ssegment of the squarre of
forward
d-rearward vertical sp
pace that has as its m
midpoint thee point of uup.

There
T
are 8 segmentss that form
m the 2 paiirs of horizzontal areaas of space, as
shown in the diaagram. Eacch of these segmentts is also paired with the verrtical
nt that exten
nds up-dow
wn through
h the bodyy of mankinnd to form
m a vertical area
segmen
of spacee.
The
T structu
ure of verttical spacee is analoggous to thee structuree of horizoontal
space. Therefore,
T
each of th
hese pairs of segmeents has 3 complemeentary pairrs of
488
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segments that form more areas, such that each of these vertical areas is part of a set
of 2 pairs of areas. Just as there are 8 segments in the 2 pairs of areas of horizontal
space, there are 8 segments in the 2 pairs of areas in each of the 8 sets of areas of
vertical space.
There is awareness of 4 areas of horizontal space, and there is awareness of
8 x 4 areas, 32 areas, of vertical space, making a total of 36 areas of awareness of
space.
We have now symbolized awareness of the areas of vertical space related to
the segment that extends east-west (forward-rearward). In like manner, we can be
aware of the other sets of areas of vertical space in this dimension of awareness
due to symmetry with the sets of areas that we have already symbolized. We have
previously, in the 4th dimension of awareness, symbolized the left-right segment in
relation to the forward-rearward segment. As well, the ability to shift the foot 90o
to the right or left, toward the south or the north, together with the increased ability
this gives us to reorient the body toward any of the segments of horizontal space,
enables symbolism of the areas of vertical space from the perspective of each of
the segments of horizontal space.
There is no need to symbolize each of these sets of areas of vertical space on
the hands. We recall the basic symbolism for the pair of areas of vertical space
from our symbolism of the 4th dimension. In this stage of awareness of the 5th
dimension, there is awareness of an additional pair of sets of areas of vertical space.
Still, symmetry with what has already been symbolized enables understanding of
the areas of vertical space without physically having to represent the stages in each
of the cycles of vertical space on the hands.
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This
T is a diiagram thatt representts any set oof 4 areas of vertical space, with 4
squares of the sam
me size oveerlaid to make
m
it morre in the form of a cirrcle. The shhape
m
appaarent than before, annd it will make itseelf even m
more
of the circle is more
th
nt in the sym
mbolism of
o the next stage of aw
wareness oof the 5 diimension.
apparen
The
T diagram
m to the left overlayss 4 squaress, which syymbolize 4 areas of space.
The diaagram to th
he right oveerlays the hands in thhe 8 positiions that syymbolize tthe 8
stages in
i the cycle of awareeness. Thee diagram iin the midddle overlaays the squuares
with thee hands.
There
T
are 8 stages th
hat must be
b represennted, eitherr once or twice, in each
cycle of vertical space. In the symbo
olism of sppace in the early 5thh dimensioon of
ngers of th
he hands arre subdividded into 3 groups off fingers. If we
awareneess, the fin
overlay the hands, one over the other, the 1 fingger of eachh hand coinncides withh the
nger of thee hand th
hat precedees it, suchh that theere is awaareness of and
last fin
symboliism of 16 distinction
d
s in space.
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Let
L us now
w examinee religion during thee 1st stagee of evolution to thee 5th
dimensiion of aw
wareness. The
T
2nd sttage of evvolution tto the 5th dimensionn of
awareneess is moree evolved, and will bee discussedd later.
What
W was religion
r
lik
ke during th
he 1st stagee of the 5thh dimensionn of awareeness
for cultu
ures that orient to thee 4th dimen
nsion of aw
wareness? A
Accordingg to Hesiodd, the
ndd
earth an
nd the heav
vens, Gaea and Uranu
us, gave biirth to a 2 generatioon of gods. The
st
nd
1 grou
up of this 2 generration werre the Titaans. The youngest of the Tittans,
Chronos, and his sister Rheea, were th
he parents of a 3rd geeneration oof gods. T
These
c
of the Olympians.
gods forrmed the core
In
n ancient Greece, th
here was a symboliic war, in which thhe Titans w
were
overthro
own by thee Olympiaans. The Tiitans foughht from atoop Mount Parnassuss, the
nd
2 high
hest moun
ntain in Greece,
G
bu
ut the Olyympians foought from
m atop M
Mount
st
Olympu
us, the 1 highest
h
mo
ountain in Greece.
G
Thhe Greek rreligion of the Titans was
replaced
d by a morre evolved religion, reflecting
r
thhe needs aand capabillities of a m
more
evolved
d society. The Olym
mpians werre a more evolved ppantheon oof gods. T
There
were 12
2 primary gods
g
of thiis new pan
ntheon, knoown as thee 12 Olym
mpians. Eacch of
these was
w symbolized on on
ne of the 12
2 bones off the 4 finggers of the right handd, the
hand thaat symboliizes time an
nd religion
n.
th
In
n the 4 diimension of
o awareness, mankinnd was awaare of interraction. Thhe 12
Titans symbolized
s
d interactio
on in each of the firsst 3 dimenssions of aw
wareness; ttime,
space, and
a mankin
nd.
th
The
T
5 dimension of awareeness is tthe dimennsion of awarenesss of
perpetuation. The 12 Olymp
pians symb
bolize the 6 distinctiions in interaction off the
mbolize an
nother 6 diistinctions in perpetuuation. In oother
Titans, and as well they sym
e
of thee distinctio
ons of the Titans
T
subddivided.
words, each
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There
T
are 3 pairs of Titans,
T
wh
hich symboolize interaaction in thhe 1st, 2nd, and
3rd dimeensions, an
nd each off which con
nsists of a male and a female ppair of godds to
share sy
ymbolism. There aree 6 pairs of Olympiaans, a pair to symbollize interacction
and a pair to sym
mbolize perrpetuation in each off the 1st, 2nnd, and 3rd dimensionns of
symboliism.

Each
E
of thee 12 boness of the 4 fingers
f
of the right hhand symbbolizes 1 off the
th
Olympian gods. As
A with thee gods of the
t 4 dim
mension of awarenesss, the godss can
be subd
divided into 3 groups of gods, those godds that sym
mbolize tim
me, those ggods
that sym
mbolize spaace, and th
hose gods that
t symboolize mankiind (space--time).
Which
W
bon
nes symbolize which
h is easy to determ
mine when observingg the
hands with
w the fin
ngers orien
nted verticaally as in tthe photo. The distall bones aree the
closest to
t the heav
vens, wherre mankind
d looks to bbe aware oof time, andd so symboolize
the gods of time. The
T proxim
mal bones are closestt to the earrth, where m
mankind loooks
ware of spaace, and so
o symbolizze the godss of space.. The mediial bones llie in
to be aw
the mid
ddle, and so
o symbolizze mankind
d, who is loocated betw
ween time and spacee and
who is a unificatio
on of time and space..
In
n order to symbolize religion and sciencee, the right hand (whiich symbolizes
religion
n) will orieent leftwarrd and thee left handd (which ssymbolizess science) will
orient rightward.. The haands orien
nt symmetrically leeftward and rightw
ward;
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symmettrically yett differentlly. Still, th
he bones oof the finggers that syymbolize ttime,
space, and
a mankin
nd remain the
t same.

The
T left pho
otograph shows
s
the position
p
off the hand to symbollize the Tittans.
The han
nd is subdivided into 2 groups of
o 2 fingerrs. For the Titans, anny given paair of
bones on
o the righ
ht hand sym
mbolizes th
he female goddess oof some syymbolism. The
correspo
onding paiir of boness of the lefft hand sym
mbolizes thhe male good of the ssame
symboliism. With the Olym
mpians, thee right haand will hhave to meerge male and
female gods.
g
To
T symboliize the Oly
ympians, th
he pairs off fingers suubdivide. T
The top paair of
fingers subdividess into 2, and
a the bo
ottom pair of fingerss subdividees into 2. This
which form
ms a
creates an intermeediate pairr of fingers, the midddle pair of fingers, w
mbolism th
hat is relateed to the orriginal sym
mbolism, att another leevel of deppth.
new sym
In
n the merg
ging of maale and female godss on the saame hand, the male was
symboliized by thee top pair of fingers,, since mann, like the heavens, rrelates to ttime,
and the female was
w symbollized by th
he bottom pair of finngers, sincce woman, like
h, relates to space. The 1 pair of
o fingers th
that symboolized 1 maale god, thee top
the earth
pair of fingers,
f
su
ubdivided to form 2 fingers
f
thatt symbolizzed 2 male gods. As w
well,
the 1 pair
p of fing
gers that symbolized
s
d 1 femalee god, thee bottom ppair of finggers,
subdivid
ded to form
m 2 fingerss that symb
bolized 2 fe
female godds.
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n order to symbolizee religion in the earrly 5th dim
mension off awareness, in
In
order to
o symbolize the Olym
mpians, thee hands aree oriented vvertically uupward tow
ward
the heav
vens, as thee heavens are where we look too observe ttime.
From
F
the in
nitial position of the hands for symbolism
m, use the right shouulder
o
to shift the arm 90
9 forwarrd and upw
ward, suchh that the aarm extendds horizonntally
d. Open up the hand to
t form 3 groups
g
of ffingers, wiith the indeex finger aat the
forward
top, thee middle and ring fin
ngers toucching each other as a pair in tthe center, and
with thee little fing
ger at the bottom.
b
Th
he thumb iss tucked aw
way out off sight. Usee the
wrist to shift the hand
h
inwarrd, along th
he entire leength of thee wrist.
The
T right hand
h
is cleaarly visiblee before thhe eyes. Thhe right haand symbolizes
time and
d religion, and so thee right hand
d orients too the left. T
The left haand symbolizes
space an
nd sciencee, and so th
he left hand orients tto the rightt. Howeverr, as science is
symboliized differently from
m religion, the
t left hannd is not shhown at thiis time.
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With
W religion, time is
i primary,, as religioon symbollizes time.. We thereefore
st
discuss the gods of
o time 1 . We will beegin with tthe 4 gods that symbolize time..
There
T
are 4 gods thaat symbolizze interacttion and perpetuationn in time. The
gods aree symbolizzed on the distal bonees, which rrelate to aw
wareness of time.
th
One
O
pair of
o gods symbolizes
s
s 4 dimeension intteraction, and one pair
th
symboliizes 5 dim
mension perpetuatio
p
on. The paair of godss that relatte to the T
Titan
th
symboliism of the 4 dimenssion of awaareness sym
mbolize innteraction, and the paair of
gods th
hat relate to
t the Oly
ympian sym
mbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of awareeness
symboliize perpetu
uation.
The
T 1st pairr of gods sy
ymbolizes interactionn, the notioons that weere symbollized
th
by the Titans
T
in th
he 4 dimension of aw
wareness.
The
T Titans had one pair of go
ods of tim
me, which interact inn the heavvens.
These are
a the gods of the sun
n and the moon.
m
Thee distal bonne of the uppper and loower
pairs off fingers off the left hand symbo
olized the m
male god oof the sun and the m
moon,
respectiively, and the
t distal bone
b
of thee upper andd lower paairs of finggers of the rright
hand sy
ymbolized the
t corresp
ponding fem
male godddess.
To
T form th
he correspo
onding Oly
ympian paair of godss, the Titann pair of ggods
that sym
mbolized th
he sun meerged into a single good, and the Titan paair of gods that
symboliized the moon
m
merg
ged into a single godddess. As well, the ppair of finngers
that sym
mbolized each
e
male or female merged innto a singlle finger. T
The signifi
ficant
details that
t
provid
de explanaation will not
n be disccussed herre, but for most cultuures,
includin
ng that of the
t ancientt Greeks, th
he sun beccame assocciated withh the male god,
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and thee moon became asso
ociated witth the fem
male goddeess. Thereffore, the ddistal
bone off the index
x finger sy
ymbolized the sun good and thee distal bone of the little
finger symbolized
d the moon
n goddess.
The
T
Titan gods of the sun and
a
the m
moon weree incorporrated into the
Olympians. Their names aree now Apo
ollo as the sun god aand Artemiis as the m
moon
goddesss. Apollo and
a Artemiis are a verry closely related paiir, just as tthe sun andd the
moon are
a closely related in
n their sym
mbolism inn the heaveens. Apollo and Arteemis
are twin
n brother and
a sister. Apollo an
nd Artemis were knoown as Apoollo and D
Diana
to the Romans.
R
This
T pair off gods sym
mbolizes 4tht dimensioon interacttion in timee. The sunn and
the moo
on sometim
mes interacct with eacch other inn the heavvens, resultting in whhat is
known as an eclip
pse. There are 2 types of eclipsse, eclipse of the sunn and eclipsse of
on. During an eclipsee, the sun or
o moon intteracts witth, or hidess, the otherr.
the moo

The
T pair off 4th dimen
nsion gods of time suubdivided in the 5th ddimension into
another pair of go
ods. The new
n
pair off gods of ttime incluudes the goods of the year
and the hour.
What
W
gods symbolizee the year and
a the houur? The good of the yyear is the king
of the Olympian
O
gods.
g
The year
y is the greatest, tthe longestt, of the cyycles of tim
me of
which these
t
people were aw
ware, and religion
r
syymbolizes awarenesss of time, such
that the god of thee year reprresents the greatest O
Olympian ggod. This is in distincction
T
wheere the greaatest god was
w the greeatest sym
mbol of spaace. The good of
to the Titans,
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land in space, Chronos, was the greatest Titan god. Zeus, the god of the year in
time, is the son of Chronos, which shows that the ancient Greeks clearly
recognized that the Olympians were an evolutionary step beyond the Titans.
Zeus was the greatest god because he symbolized the planet Jupiter. Jupiter
is not only a very bright planet in the heavens, but it revolves around the sun in a
cycle of approximately 12 years, a cycle that ancient cultures recognized as an
important source of awareness of the year. The Romans called the planet Jupiter,
from ‘dyeu pater’, or ‘father god’. The Babylonians called him Marduk, and he
was their king god.
The gods of the sun and the moon, Apollo and Artemis, are symbols of 4
dimensional interaction. As such, they are not very involved in perpetuation.
Artemis was a virgin, and did not perpetuate at all.
The pair to Zeus must be related, but with a different relationship, because
they must symbolize perpetuation. The goddess of the hour was Hera (Juno to the
Romans). Hera was the sister and wife of Zeus. As such, they could have offspring
together, and perpetuate. With the discovery of the cycle of the year, units of time
could be now be counted forever, and therefore perpetuate. As well, it is easier to
count the cycle of mankind’s life in units of years than in months.
The middle pair of fingers symbolizes the new pair of gods. The male god is
symbolized by the middle finger, as the middle finger separated from the index
finger, which also symbolizes a male god. The female goddess is symbolized by
the ring finger, as the ring finger separated from the little finger, which also
symbolizes a female goddess.
The Olympian gods of time symbolized perpetuation. Unlike with the Titans,
with the Olympians, there were numerous offspring who became important gods in
the pantheon, symbolizing the significance of perpetuation. Zeus and Hera each
had many children, both together and apart.
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Let
L us now
w consider the gods of space. There aree 4 gods tthat symboolize
interaction and peerpetuation
n in space. The godds are sym
mbolized onn the proxximal
bones, which
w
relatte to awareeness of sp
pace.
One
O
pair of
o gods symbolizes
s
s 4th dimeension intteraction, and one pair
symboliizes 5th dim
mension perpetuatio
p
on. The paair of godss that relatte to the T
Titan
th
symboliism of the 4 dimenssion of awaareness sym
mbolize innteraction, and the paair of
gods th
hat relate to
t the Oly
ympian sym
mbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of awareeness
symboliize perpetu
uation.
st
The
T 1 pairr of gods sy
ymbolizes interactionn, the notioons that weere symbollized
th
by the Titans
T
in th
he 4 dimension of aw
wareness.
The
T Titans had one paair of godss of space, which intteract on thhe earth. T
These
are the gods of th
he water an
nd the land
d. The proxximal bonee of the uppper and loower
olized the m
male god oof the wateer and the lland,
pairs off fingers off the left haand symbo
respectiively, and the proxim
mal bone of
o the uppeer and low
wer pairs off fingers of the
right haand symbollized the co
orrespondiing female goddess.
To
T form th
he correspo
onding Oly
ympian paair of godss, the Titann pair of ggods
that sym
mbolized th
he water merged
m
into
o a single ggod, and thhe Titan paair of godss that
symboliized the laand merged
d into a sin
ngle goddeess. As welll, the pair of fingerss that
symboliized each male or female merged
m
intoo a singlee finger. W
Water beccame
associatted with th
he male god
d, and land
d became aassociated with the feemale godddess.
Therefo
ore, the pro
oximal bon
ne of the in
ndex fingerr symbolizzed the watter god andd the
proximaal bone of the little fiinger symb
bolized thee land godddess.
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The
T
Titan gods of the water and the land werre incorporated intoo the
Olympians. Theirr names arre now Posseidon as tthe water god and D
Demeter ass the
land go
oddess. Poseidon and
d Demeterr are a verry closely related paair, just ass the
water and
a the lan
nd are clossely related
d in their symbolism
m on the eearth. Poseeidon
and Dem
meter are brother
b
and
d sister. Po
oseidon andd Demeterr were know
wn as Nepptune
and Cerres to the Romans.
R
Poseidon
P
ru
ules the vo
olume of water
w
that ccovers muuch of the eearth. Dem
meter
rules thee area of laand that co
overs the reest of the eearth.
This
T
pair of gods sym
mbolizes 4th dimensioon interacttion in spaace. Waterr and
land aree symbols of interacction, as water
w
and lland interaact on the surface off the
earth. When
W
it is wet, waterr floods, en
ncroachingg upon lannd. When iit is dry, w
water
evaporaates, allowiing land to
o encroach upon wateer.

This
T pair off 4th dimen
nsion gods subdivideed in the 5tth dimensioon into anoother
pair of gods.
g
The new
n pair of
o gods of space
s
incluudes the goods of the aair and firee.
This
T
pair of gods sym
mbolizes perpetuationn in spacee. Hermes and Hestiaa are
man and woman, and they symbolizee perpetuattion in spaace. Hermees (Mercurry to
mans) symb
bolizes airr. Mercury is the clossest planett to the sunn, and so iss the
the Rom
fastest moving
m
of the planetts around th
he sun. Heermes traveels throughh the air onn his
winged sandals, along
a
a seg
gment of space,
s
a seegment being the shhortest disttance
ne location
n to the neext. Hermees symbollizes man, in motionn, travelingg far
from on
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from home, where he interacts with many, and he perpetuates with many, such that
he had many offspring.
Hestia (Vesta to the Romans) symbolizes fire. This fire is the fire of the
hearth, which was the center of the home and which must be always kept burning.
Hestia is woman, who tends the fire of the hearth, at home. Hestia is still, staying
near home, where she interacts with few, and she perpetuates with few, such that
she had few offspring. Hestia symbolizes the point, just as fire occurs at points on
the earth. Hestia therefore symbolizes unity, the unity of the point. Hestia was the
1st Olympian to be born, and when born, she was the only 1, thereby symbolizing
unity. Hestia never had any children, and so was never subdivided, always
symbolizing unity. Hestia was the goddess of the hearth, such that her
responsibility was to stay home and tend the fire. She never left, and so symbolized
unity of location. There were no myths about Hestia, and so the only thing we
know about her was that she exists, and existence is symbolized by the 1st
dimension of awareness.
The middle pair of fingers symbolizes the new pair of gods. The male god is
symbolized by the middle finger, as the middle finger separated from the index
finger, which also symbolizes a male god. The female goddess is symbolized by
the ring finger, as the ring finger separated from the little finger, which also
symbolizes a female goddess.
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Let
L us now
w discuss th
he gods off mankindd. There arre 4 gods tthat symboolize
interaction and peerpetuation
n of mankiind. The ggods are syymbolized on the miiddle
bones, which
w
relatte to awareeness of maankind.
One
O
pair of
o gods symbolizes
s
s 4th dimeension intteraction, and one pair
symboliizes 5th dim
mension perpetuatio
p
on. The paair of godss that relatte to the T
Titan
th
symboliism of the 4 dimenssion of awaareness sym
mbolize innteraction, and the paair of
gods th
hat relate to
t the Oly
ympian sym
mbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of awareeness
symboliize perpetu
uation.
st
The
T 1 pairr of gods sy
ymbolizes interactionn, the notioons that weere symbollized
th
by the Titans
T
in th
he 4 dimension of aw
wareness.
The
T Titans had one pair of godss of mankiind, whichh interact oon earth. T
These
are the gods
g
of lab
bor and wiisdom. Thee middle boone of the upper andd lower pairs of
fingers of the left hand symb
bolized thee male godd of labor aand wisdom
m, respectiively,
b
of the upper an
nd lower ppairs of fi
fingers of the right hhand
and thee middle bone
symboliized the co
orrespondin
ng female goddesses.
To
T form th
he correspo
onding Oly
ympian paair of godss, the Titann pair of ggods
that sym
mbolized labor
l
merg
ged into a single godd, and thee Titan paiir of gods that
symboliized wisdo
om merged
d into a sin
ngle goddess. As welll, the pair of fingerss that
symboliized each male or female merged
m
intoo a singlee finger. L
Labor beccame
associatted with th
he male god,
g
and wisdom
w
beecame associated with the fem
male
goddesss. Thereforre, the middle bone of the index fingerr symbolizzed the good of
labor an
nd the midd
dle bone of the little finger sym
mbolized thhe goddess of wisdom
m.
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The
T Titan gods
g
of wisdom and labor weree incorporrated into tthe Olympians.
Their naames are now
n
Hephaaestus as th
he god of llabor and A
Athena as the goddesss of
wisdom
m. Hephaesstus and Athena
A
werre born ass children of 1 parennt. Hephaeestus
was a male,
m
born
n of only a mother, Hera.
H
Atheena was a woman, bborn of onnly a
father, Zeus.
Z
Hep
phaestus an
nd Athena were knoown as Vuulcan and M
Minerva too the
Romanss.
Hephaestus
H
s and Atheena symbo
olize 4th ddimension interactionn of mankkind.
Labor represents
r
mankind utilizing awareness
a
of space, and wisddom repressents
mankind utilizing
g awareneess gained
d with expperience oover time.. Neither was
nd neither had
h childreen.
involved in perpettuation, an

The
T 4th dim
mension paiir of gods subdividedd in the 5tth dimensioon into anoother
pair of gods. Thee new pairr of gods symbolizees perpetuaation of m
mankind. T
These
he creation and destru
uction of m
mankind.
gods symbolize th
What
W gods symbolizee perpetuatiion of mannkind? Arees and Aphhrodite are man
and wom
man, and they
t
symbo
olize perpeetuation off mankind. The godddess of creaation
is Aphrrodite (Ven
nus to the Romans).. Just as V
Venus is thhe most beautiful off the
planets,, Aphroditte was the most beaautiful of tthe goddesses. Aphrrodite wass the
goddesss of love an
nd sex, wh
hich are necessary for the perpeetuation off mankind. It is
woman who bearss children, perpetuating mankinnd.
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The
T god of destruction is Ares (Mars
(
to thhe Romanss). The plannet Mars is the
red plan
net, and red
d is the collor of bloo
od. Ares waas the godd of war annd death, w
which
are neceessary for controllin
ng and limiiting the pperpetuatioon of mankkind. It is man
who kills other peeople. Aphrrodite and Ares had cchildren booth togetheer and aparrt.
The
T middlee pair of fin
ngers symb
bolizes thee new pair of gods. T
The male good is
symboliized by th
he middle finger, as the middlle finger separated ffrom the inndex
finger, which
w
also
o symbolizzes a malee god. Thee female gooddess is symbolized by
the ring
g finger, as
a the ring
g finger separated
s
ffrom the little fingeer, which also
symboliizes a femaale goddesss.

n the 4th dimension of
o awareneess, the 1stt of the 2 ddimensionss of awareeness
In
that culltures that orient to the
t 4th dim
mension passsed throuugh, there w
was awareeness
of 1 mo
odel of natture, religion. There was no diistinct awaareness of science. Inn the
nd
2 of their
t
stagees of awareness, theere was aawareness of 2 moddels of naature,
religion
n and science.
Religion
R
waas subdivid
ded, into multiple
m
gods. It was ttherefore vvisible in space,
in the form
f
of an
nthropomorphic godss. Several of the goods were aassociated with
planets and other objects th
hat were visible in thhe heavens. Science w
was unified, in
m of word
ds of langu
uage, and therefore
t
w
was not viisible, but was form
mless.
the form
How co
ould non-v
visible, form
mless conccepts be orrganized? The 12 boones of thee left
hand sy
ymbolize aw
wareness of
o space, an
nd they syymbolize 122 words, thhe 12 wordds of
science that develloped at th
he same tim
me as the O
Olympianss. Words aare formlesss, as
ou stop speeaking in thhe middle of a word, such that time
they exiist only in time; if yo
stops, th
here is no word.
w
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Science
S
is about
a
awarreness of space.
s
Awaareness off space is ssubdivided into
3 subdiivisions; awareness
a
of space, time, andd mankindd. Words ssymbolize this
awareneess. There are 12 wo
ords, 1 per bone of eaach of the 4 fingers of the hannd, to
symboliize this aw
wareness.
The
T 12 worrds of scien
nce consistt of 4 nounns, 4 adjectives, and 4 verbs. T
These
can also
o be called the 4 elem
ments, the 4 forces, annd the 4 em
motions.
Nouns
N
are words thaat describe the awareeness of reelationshipps that exist in
space. Adjectives
A
are wordss that desccribe awar eness of relationshipps that exiist in
time. Verbs
V
are words
w
that describe awarenesss of relatioonships thaat exist am
mong
mankind. Time, sp
pace, and mankind
m
sy
ymbolize tthe first 3 ddimensionns of awareeness.
a 4 of each,
e
as th
here is a pair
p
of eaach that syymbolizes 4th dimennsion
There are
interaction and a pair
p that sy
ymbolizes 5th dimension perpetuuation.
n the early
y 5th dimeension of awarenesss, religionn and sciennce symboolize
In
similar concepts. The
T symbo
olism is qu
uite differeent, but thee concepts symbolizeed by
n and scien
nce are an
nalogous to
o each othher. This iss unlike thhe 2nd stagge of
religion
awareneess of the 5th dimen
nsion, where the conncepts sym
mbolized bby religion and
science are quite different
d
frrom each other.
o
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n order to symbolize science in the earrly 5th dim
mension off awareness, in
In
order to
o symbolizze the 12 words off science, the hand is orientedd horizonttally,
across the earth, as
a the earth
h is where we
w look to observe tiime.
From
F
the in
nitial posittion of thee hands forr symbolissm, use thee left elbow
w to
o
shift th
he forearm
m 90 forrward and
d upward, such thaat the forrearm exttends
horizon
ntally forward. Next, use the ellbow to shhift the oriientation oof the bonees of
the foreearm 90o outward,
o
su
uch that th
he bones oof the foreaarm no lonnger orientt updown with
w respect to each other,
o
but orient
o
left-rright. The hand openns up to forrm 3
groups of
o fingers, with the in
ndex fingeer farthest ttoward thee left, the m
middle and ring
fingers touching each
e
other as a pair in
n the centeer, and witth the littlee finger tow
ward
ht. The thu
umb is tucked away out of sigght. Last, uuse the wrrist to shift
ft the
the righ
hand inw
ward, alon
ng the side of the wrisst.
The
T left haand is cleaarly visiblee before thhe eyes. T
The left haand symbolizes
space and
a
sciencce, and so
o the left hand orieents to thee right. T
The right hhand
symboliizes time and
a religion
n, and so the
t right haand orientss to the lefft. Howeveer, as
religion
n is symbollized differrently from
m science, the right hhand is nott shown att this
time.
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When
W
we discussed
d
reeligion, tim
me was priimary, as ttime symboolizes religgion.
We therrefore disccussed the gods of tim
me 1st. Sinnce we are now discuussing scieence,
space iss primary, as science symbolizzes space. We will begin withh the 4 noouns.
Nouns are
a words that
t describ
be space.
There
T
are 4 nouns thaat symbolizze interacttion and peerpetuationn in space. The
nouns are
a symboliized on thee proximal bones, whhich relate to awareneess of spacce.
One
O
pair of
o nouns symbolizees 4th dim
mension innteraction, and one pair
th
symboliizes 5 dim
mension perpetuation
p
n. The paiir of nouns that relaate to the T
Titan
th
symboliism of the 4 dimenssion of awaareness sym
mbolize innteraction, and the paair of
nouns that
t
relate to the Oly
ympian sy
ymbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of awareeness
symboliize perpetu
uation.
st
The
T 1 paiir of distin
nctions sy
ymbolizes interactionn, the notiions that w
were
th
symboliized by thee Titans in the 4 dim
mension off awarenesss.
As
A we hav
ve already
y seen, theere is a ppair of nottions that symbolizee 4th
dimensiion interaction in spaace. The no
ouns that ccorrespond to these nnotions are land
and watter. Land and
a water cover
c
the earth, and thhe earth is where maankind is aw
ware
of spacee. Land an
nd water sometimes interact w
with each oother in space. The w
word
earth is often used
d as a synonym for laand.
To
T symboliize the Tittans, the 4 fingers off the handd were subbdivided innto 2
pairs. One
O of the pair
p symbo
olized land
d, and the oother of thee pair symbbolized waater.
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In
n terms off the stagess of awareeness, landd symbolizees the 4th ddimensionn, the
dimensiion of the area. Lan
nd symboliizes the arrea of the surface oof the earthh, as
much off the earth is covered
d with land
d.
th
Water
W
sym
mbolizes th
he 5 dimeension of awarenesss, the dim
mension off the
volume. Water alsso covers much
m
of th
he surface oof the earthh. Unlike lland, waterr has
I other wo
ords, in ad
ddition to the
t surfacee of water,, fish and oother foodd live
depth. In
below th
he surface of the water, sunken
n ships lie within thee water, annd so on. T
There
is awareeness of water as a vo
olume in sp
pace.
Water
W
and land
l
are sy
ymbols of interactionn, as waterr and land interact onn the
surface of the eartth. When it
i is wet, water
w
floodds, encroacching uponn land. Whhen it
w
evaporates, allo
owing land
d to encroaach upon w
water.
is dry, water
Water
W
correesponds to
o the Olym
mpian god Poseidon, and land correspondds to
the godd
dess Demeeter.

The
T 2nd paiir of distin
nctions sym
mbolizes pperpetuatioon, the nottions that w
were
th
t
symboliized by thee Olympian
ns in the 5 dimensioon of awareness.
The
T nouns that corresspond to th
hese notionns are air aand fire. F
Fire symbolizes
st
the 1 dimension,
d
the dimen
nsion of the point, ass fires occuur at indiviidual pointts on
the surfface of the earth. Air symbolizees the 2nd ddimension oof the segm
ment, and aair is
always in motion from one point
p
to an
nother.
th
h
To
T symbolize the 5 dimensio
on symbolls, the 2 ppairs of fi
fingers useed to
th
symboliize the 4 dimension
n subdivided into 3 ggroups of fingers to symbolizee the
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5th dimeension. In other worrds, 1 fing
ger from eeach of thee 2 pairs sseparated ffrom
rd
their paair and join
ned to form
m a 3 gro
oup of finggers located betweenn the indexx and
little fin
ngers.
Fire
F corresp
ponds to th
he Olympiaan goddesss Hestia, aand air corrresponds too the
Olympian god Heermes.
Fire
F is a sy
ymbol of perpetuatio
p
on, as the hhearth firee represents the centeer of
the fam
mily, and therefore symbolizzes the peerpetuationn of life on earth, the
perpetuation of th
hings that occupy sp
pace. As w
well, fire on land clears the lland,
ng it for neew life, theereby symb
bolizing peerpetuationn. Fire occuurs at pointts on
preparin
the earth. Air is a symbol off perpetuattion, as airr is perpetuually in mootion from
m one
n a segmen
nt to the neext above th
he surface of the eartth.
point on

The
T 4 noun
ns symboliize scientific awarenness of spaace. The aancient Grreeks
believed
d that everrything thaat exists in space is ccomposed of combinnations of tthe 4
nouns, known as the 4 eleements. No
otice that the noun earth is uusually useed in
h instead off land, but these noun
ns are synoonyms.
English
The
T 4 elem
ments symb
bolize the 4 dimensiions of aw
wareness oof cultures that
th
orient to
o the 4 diimension. Fire symb
bolizes the point, air symbolizees the segm
ment,
land sym
mbolizes th
he area, an
nd water sy
ymbolizes tthe volumee.
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The
T 4 elem
ments also symbolizee the 4 stattes of mattter that obbjects in space
can hold that 4 diimensionall people reecognize; eearth is sollid, water is liquid, aair is
d fire is eneergy.
gas, and
The
T ancient Greeks discovered
d
d the symbbolic imporrtance of tthe 4 elem
ments
one at a time overr a period of some 25
50 years, ffrom Thalees, who in approximaately
550 B.C
C. hypotheesized thatt water was the funndamental source off all things, to
Empedo
ocles, who
o in appro
oximately 300 B.C. hypothesized that earth wass the
fundam
mental sourcce of all th
hings.
The
T order in
i which the
t elemen
nts were diiscovered is the sam
me order ass the
fingers on the han
nd. The ind
dex finger symbolizees water, w
which was discoveredd 1st,
by Thalles, who co
onsidered water
w
to be the mostt fundamenntal elemennt. The miiddle
finger symbolizes
s
s air, which
h was disccovered 2ndd, by Anaxximenes, w
who considdered
air to bee the most fundamen
ntal elemen
nt. The ringg finger sym
mbolizes ffire, whichh was
rd
discoveered 3 , by
y Heraclittus, who considered
c
d fire to be the mosst fundameental
elementt. The litttle fingerr symbolizzes earth, which w
was discoovered 4th, by
Empedo
ocles, who considered earth to be
b the mosst fundameental elemeent.

When
W
discu
ussing scieence, we began
b
with words thaat describee space. Noouns
st
were th
he 1 type of word in
i languag
ge, and thee 4 nouns were the 1st symbolls of
awareneess of spacce.
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The 2nd type of word in language was adjectives. Adjectives are words that
describe time. Whereas nouns symbolize space, adjectives symbolize changes in
space, and change in space requires time. The 4 adjectives form the 2nd set of
symbols of space.
There are 4 adjectives that symbolize interaction and perpetuation in time.
The adjectives are symbolized on the distal bones, which relate to awareness of
time.
One pair of adjectives symbolizes 4th dimension interaction, and one pair
symbolizes 5th dimension perpetuation. The pair of adjectives that relate to the
Titan symbolism of the 4th dimension of awareness symbolize interaction, and the
pair of adjectives that relate to the Olympian symbolism of the 5th dimension of
awareness symbolize perpetuation.
The 1st pair of distinctions symbolizes interaction, the notions that were
symbolized by the Titans in the 4th dimension of awareness.
As we have already seen, there is a pair of notions that symbolize 4th
dimension interaction in time. The gods that correspond to these notions relate to
the sun and the moon. The sun and the moon sometimes interact with each other in
the heavens, resulting in what is known as an eclipse. There are 2 types of eclipse,
eclipse of the sun and eclipse of the moon. During an eclipse, the sun or moon
interacts with, or hides, the other.
To symbolize the Titans, the 4 fingers of the hand were subdivided into 2
pairs. One of the pair symbolized the sun, and the other of the pair symbolized the
moon.
The adjectives of science that correspond to the gods of the sun and the
moon are the adjectives hot and cold. Hot corresponds to the Olympian god Apollo,
and cold corresponds to the Olympian goddess Artemis. Hold and cold symbolize
interaction in time.
When there is light of the sun during the day, it is hot. Hot is a symbol of
interaction. Hot is symbolized on the index finger. Hot symbolizes the 2nd
dimension segment. When it is hot, things in space tend to separate, and to move
away from each other, like 2 points on a segment.
When there is darkness during the night, the time when the moon shines, it is
cold. Cold is a symbol of interaction. Cold is symbolized on the little finger. Cold
symbolizes the 1st dimension point. When it is cold, things in space tend to come
together, and to move toward each other, as in merging 2 points into a single point.
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The
T 2nd paiir of distin
nctions sym
mbolizes pperpetuatioon, the nottions that w
were
th
t
symboliized by thee Olympian
ns in the 5 dimensioon of awareness.
The
T
adjectives that correspond to thesee notions are wet and dry. Dry
r
symboliizes the 3rd
dimensio
on, the dim
mension off the area.. Wet sym
mbolizes thhe 4th
dimensiion of the volume.
v
The
T adjectiives that symbolize
s
perpetuatiion are weet and dry. Wet andd dry
cause peerpetuation
n in time.
To
T symboliize the 5thh dimension symbolss, the 2 paairs of fingers that w
were
th
used to
o symbolizze the 4 dimensio
on subdiviided into 3 groups of fingerrs to
th
h
symboliize the 5 dimensio
on. In otheer words, 1 finger fr
from each of the 2 ppairs
rdd
separateed from itss pair and joined to form a 3 group off fingers loocated betw
ween
the indeex and littlee fingers.
Dry
D corresp
ponds to th
he Olympiaan goddesss Hera, annd wet corrresponds too the
Olympian god Zeu
us.
Wet
W and dry
y are symb
bols of perp
petuation. Wet, as raain, gives liife to the eearth,
and enaables the eaarth to perrpetuate. Dry
D is requiired betweeen periodss of wet, inn the
cycle off perpetuattion.
When
W
it is wet, wheen it rainss, life on earth can perpetuatte, as wateer is
necessaary for life. Wet is sym
mbolized on
o the middle finger.
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When
W
it is dry,
d the sun can shine on the eaarth, and suunshine is also necesssary
for life on earth. Dry
D is symb
bolized on
n the ring fiinger.

The
T 4 adjecctives symb
bolize scieentific awaareness of ttime. The aancient Grreeks
believed
d that everrything that exists in
n space iss subject too the influuence of thhe 4
adjectiv
ves. The 4 adjectives
a
are known
n in modernn times as the 4 forcees.
In
ndo-Europ
pean culturres, such as
a those oof speakerss of Engliish and Grreek,
have sin
nce the beg
ginning of awarenesss of the 5th dimensionn recognizeed 4 forcess that
affect objects in sp
pace. The 4 forces were
w knownn to the anccient Greekks as hot, ccold,
d dry.
wet, and
The
T names of the 4 forces
f
havee changed over time. Howeverr, their num
mber
and their symboliism are thee same in modern
m
tim
mes. In moodern timees, the forcce of
vity, the fo
orce of hott is called eelectromaggnetism, thhe force off wet
cold is called grav
n renamed
d the strong
g nuclear force,
fo
and tthe force oof dry is thee weak nucclear
has been
force.
How
H
can we
w understaand the natture of theese forces?? As an analogy to aiid in
understaanding thee nature off the 4 forrces in botth ancient and modeern times, let’s
examinee these forrces in the context off the life off the familly, in the m
manner thaat the
ancient Greeks might
m
have symbolizeed them. Inn this analoogy, it is rrecognizedd that
n in the faamily wou
uld typicallly travel aaround to ddo businesss and inteeract
the man
with thee world, an
nd the wom
man’s placee was in orr close to thhe home.
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Let us begin with hot. When the sun rises and it becomes day, it becomes hot.
People who were horizontal, and asleep, become vertical, people who were still
become active, as the man goes in motion far from home to interact with many.
As man leaves home, the home subdivides, such that the family subdivides
into 2. Hot is a force of repulsion, as it causes things to move apart from each other.
Hot is the force that causes subdivision. Hot corresponds to the modern force of
electromagnetism. Electromagnetism is a force that can cause repulsion as well as
attraction, and the family can be both together and apart. For example, this
principle can be recognized with magnets in that like poles exert a repulsive force
on each other, while opposite poles exert an attractive force.
When the sun sets and it becomes night, it becomes cold. Man returns home,
interacts with few, becomes horizontal, and becomes still, asleep.
As man returns home, the home unifies, such that the family unifies into 1.
Cold is a force of attraction, as it causes things to move together. Cold is the force
that causes unity. Cold corresponds to the modern force of gravity. Gravity is a
force of attraction.
These are the primary forces. Between them are the secondary forces. What
are these?
Dry is a force that symbolizes subdivision within unity. At night, people are
inactive, horizontal, and interact with few. However, if it is dry, then people
become thirsty. In spite of conditions that would be expected to cause inactivity,
people become vertical, active, go in motion, outside, to get water to quench their
thirst. When it is dry, there can be activity when the conditions otherwise call for
inactivity. There is subdivision within the house (people leave) when conditions
otherwise call for people to stay within the unity of home. Dry is the force that
causes subdivision within unity, and corresponds to the weak force in physics. The
weak force also causes motion within the nucleus of the atom when stillness would
be expected. The weak force is the force that breaks apart pieces of the nucleus of
atoms in spite of their tendency to remain together, in a process known as decay.
The dry force in space corresponds to the goddess of time Hera. Hera is the
goddess of marital discord. Discord within the marriage, man and woman fighting
at night, can cause man to leave the home at night, causing subdivision when unity
would be expected.
Wet is a force that symbolizes unity within subdivision. During the day,
people are active, vertical, and the man leaves home to interact with many.
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Howeveer, if it is wet,
w then man
m wantss to avoid tthe rain annd stay hom
me. In spitte of
conditio
ons that would
w
be expected to
o cause m
motion and separationn, man retturns
home, becomes
b
ho
orizontal, inactive,
i
in
nside to av oid the waater. When it is wet, tthere
can be inactivity when the condition
ns otherwisse call forr activity. There is uunity
t house, people aree home, wh
hen conditiions otherw
wise call fo
for subdivission,
within the
when man
m would be expectted to go out.
o Wet iss the force that causees unity within
subdivission, and correspond
c
ds to the sttrong forcee in physiccs. The strrong force also
causes stillness within
w
the nucleus
n
off the atom when mootion wouldd be expeccted.
ong force is
i the forcee that keepss the nucleeus of atom
ms togetherr in spite oof the
The stro
powerfu
ul force of
o repulsio
on of the positivelyy-charged protons in such cclose
proximiity to each
h other. Zeeus is the god of raiin. Rain can cause m
man to rem
main
home when
w
he wo
ould otherw
wise be exp
pected to leeave homee and go ouut.

The
T 4 forcees symbolizze the 4 dim
mensions oof awareneess of cultuures that orient
th
to the 4 dimensiion. Cold symbolizes
s
s the pointt, hot symb
mbolizes thee segment,, dry
symboliizes the areea, and weet symbolizzes the voluume.
Cold
C
symbo
olizes the 1st dimenssion, the ddimension of the poiint. When it is
cold in space, therre is contraaction into a point. C
Cold is the force of unnity, and w
when
d, 2 unite into
i
1.
it is cold
Hot
H symbollizes the 3rd dimensio
on, the dim
mension off the segm
ment. Hot iss the
force off subdivisio
on, and wh
hen it is ho
ot, 1 subdivvides into 22.
th
t
Dry
D symbollizes the 4 dimensio
on, the dim
mension off the area. W
When it is dry,
there is activity on
n the area of
o the earth
h.
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Wet
W symbo
olizes the 5th dimensiion, the dim
mension of the volum
me. When it is
wet, wh
hen it rainss, there is also
a activitty on the vvolume of space thatt lies abovee the
earth.

The
T sun and
d the moon
n are the most
m ubiquuitous symb
mbols of thee gods of ttime,
since ev
veryone wh
ho looks up
u into the heavens ccan see thee sun and tthe moon. The
sun is symbolized
s
d on the in
ndex fingeer and thee moon is symbolizeed on the little
finger.
Electromag
E
gnetism and
d gravity are
a the most ubiquitoous of the 4 forces, ssince
they hav
ve unlimiteed extent.
Electromag
E
gnetism is a more powerful
p
fforce thann gravity, and the inndex
finger is
i a more powerful finger thaan the litttle finger. The littlee finger iss the
weakestt of the fin
ngers, and gravity is the weakeest force. E
Electromaggnetism relates
to the sun
s god Apollo,
A
and
d like Apo
ollo is sym
mbolized oon the inddex finger, and
gravity relates to the
t moon goddess
g
Arrtemis, andd like Arteemis is sym
mbolized onn the
nger.
little fin
The
T other 2 fingers are
a the inn
ner fingerss, and sym
mbolize thee inner forrces.
These are
a the nucllear forces, which occcur only w
within the nnucleus of the atom.
Zeus
Z
is thee strongest of the gods, and is symbolizeed by the middle finnger,
which is the stron
ngest of thee fingers. The
T middlee finger syymbolizes what is knnown
as the sttrong forcee, which iss the strong
gest of the 4 forces oof modern science, w
which
is analo
ogous to thee force of wet.
w
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Hera
H is the weaker off this pair of
o gods, annd is symbolized by tthe ring finnger.
The ring
g finger is the weakeer of this pair of fingers, and syymbolizes what is knnown
to the forcce of dry.
as the weak
w
force,, which is analogous
a
The
T 4 fingeers symbo
olize the reelative streength of thhe 4 forcees. The miiddle
finger iss the most powerful finger, and
d symbolizzes the mosst powerfuul of the forrces.
The neext most powerful
p
finger, thee index ffinger, sym
mbolizes tthe next m
most
rd
powerfu
ul of the forces. Th
he ring fiinger is thhe 3 moost powerfu
ful finger, and
rd
r
symboliizes the 3 most powerful forrce. The liittle fingerr is the weeakest of tthe 4
fingers, and symbolizes the weakest
w
off the 4 forcces.

The
T 3rd type of word in languag
ge was verrbs. Verbss are wordds that desccribe
things that
t
happen
n in space over time. The last set of 4 w
words descrribes mankkind.
Mankin
nd is symb
bolized by 4 verbs, which aree the 3 dim
mensional type of w
word.
Whereaas adjectivees symboliize the 4 forces
f
in sppace, verbbs symbolize time within
space, and
a the 4 emotions of
o mankin
nd. The 4 vverbs form
m the 3rd set of wordds of
science.. The 4 verrbs symbollize the forrces of spaace in time,, the forcess of space--time.
As
A verbs sy
ymbolize time
t
within
n space, thhey will bee positioneed betweenn the
nouns and
a the adjeectives, on
n the middlle bones off the fingerrs.
One
O
pair of
o verbs symbolizes 4th dim
mension innteraction, and one pair
th
symboliizes 5 dim
mension perpetuatio
p
n. The paiir of verbss that relatte to the T
Titan
th
symboliism of the 4 dimenssion of awaareness sym
mbolize innteraction, and the paair of
verbs th
hat relate to the Oly
ympian sym
mbolism oof the 5th dimensionn of awareeness
symboliize perpetu
uation.
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The 1st pair of distinctions symbolizes interaction, the notions that were
symbolized by the Titans in the 4th dimension of awareness.
As we have already seen, there is a pair of notions that symbolize 4th
dimension interaction of mankind. The gods that correspond to these notions are
the gods of labor and wisdom. Labor utilizes awareness of space, and labor is how
mankind causes change in space. Wisdom utilizes awareness gained with
experience over time, and wisdom is how mankind changes over time.
To symbolize the Titans, the 4 fingers of the hand were subdivided into 2
pairs. One of the pair symbolized labor, and the other of the pair symbolized
wisdom.
The verbs of science that correspond to the gods of labor and wisdom are the
verbs know and believe. The verbs know and believe symbolize the interactions of
mankind in space.
The verb know symbolizes mankind’s understanding of space. People know
what they can see, about the earth. When a person knows something about nature,
the person need not dwell on that knowledge, but will leave it and move away to
something else. The verb know symbolizes subdivision. People who know about
the earth will be still, and people do not need to devote a large amount to time to
that knowledge. Know is symbolized by the index finger.
The verb believe symbolizes mankind’s experience gained over time. People
believe what they cannot see, about the heavens. When a person has a belief, the
person is attracted to that belief, and behaves in accordance with beliefs about
religion in the heavens. Belief requires constant energy and reconfirmation. Belief
attracts energy. If a person believes in religion, the person cannot ignore that belief,
but will devote a large amount of energy to it. Believe is symbolized on the little
finger.
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The
T 2nd paiir of distin
nctions sym
mbolizes pperpetuatioon, the nottions that w
were
th
t
symboliized by thee Olympian
ns in the 5 dimensioon of awareness.
The
T
verbs that corrrespond to
o these nnotions aree love annd hate. H
Hate
rd
r
symboliizes the 3 dimensio
on, the dim
mension off the area. Love sym
mbolizes thhe 4th
dimensiion, the dim
mension off the volum
me.
The
T verbs that
t
symbo
olize perpeetuation off mankind are love aand hate. L
Love
and hatee cause perrpetuation of mankin
nd.
th
h
To
T symbolize the 5 dimensio
on symbolls, the 2 ppairs of fi
fingers useed to
th
symboliize the 4 dimension
n subdivided into 3 ggroups of fingers to symbolizee the
th
5 dimeension. In other worrds, 1 fing
ger from eeach of thee 2 pairs sseparated ffrom
rd
their paair and join
ned to form
m a 3 gro
oup of finggers located betweenn the indexx and
little fin
ngers.
Love
L
corressponds to the
t Olymp
pian goddesss Aphrodiite, and haate correspoonds
to the Olympian
O
god
g Ares.
Love
L
and hate are sym
mbols of peerpetuationn. When thhere is lovee between man
and wo
oman, man
nkind perpetuates by
y having cchildren. W
When theree is hate, hate
results in
i death, an
nd mankin
nd decreasees in numb er.
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The
T 4 verbss symbolizze scientific awareness of mankkind. The aancient Grreeks
recognized that th
he behaviorr of mankiind is subject to the influence of the 4 veerbs.
v
are also know
wn as the 4 emotionns. The 4 eemotions are love, hhate,
The 4 verbs
believe,, and know
w.
Beelieve and know sym
mbolize interaction oof mankindd in spacee. These w
words
symboliize mankin
nd’s learneed experien
nce with tim
me and spaace.
Beelieve corrresponds to
o the forcee of gravityy and to coold. Believve is a forcce of
attractio
on. When people
p
bellieve, in reeligion, theey are attraacted to, annd follow, that
religion
n.
Kn
now corresponds to the force of electroomagnetism
m and to hhot. Know is a
force off repulsion
n. When people
p
know somethiing, such aas a skill, they needd not
dwell on that knowledge, bu
ut can focu
us their ennergy on otther thingss. For exam
mple,
vote much energy too ponderinng the facct that 2+
+2=4.
people do not ussually dev
m
on to
o more com
mplex arithhmetic, or tto other things.
Instead,, they can move
Th
herefore, belief
b
causses motion
n toward the objectt of the bbelief, wheereas
knowled
dge causess motion bo
oth toward
d and awayy from whaat is knownn.
Lo
ove and haate symbo
olize perpeetuation off mankind in space. This includes
such as reproductiion. Love leads
l
to peerpetuationn of mankinnd. Hate reesults in deeath,
p to enablee space for more creaation.
and deaath is a necessary step
Lo
ove corresp
ponds to th
he strong force
f
and too wet. Lovve is a forcce of attracction,
but it iss attraction
n within reepulsion. Love
L
symboolizes attraaction baseed on belieef in
good, despite
d
whaat the eyes enable a person
p
to kknow may contain soome evil. L
Love
attracts people to do what might
m
otherw
wise repulsse.
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Haate corresp
ponds to th
he weak force and to dry. This is the forcce of repulssion,
but it is repulsion within attrraction. Haate symbollizes repulssion basedd on knowleedge
hat time haas taught a person to bbelieve maay contain some goodd.
of evil, despite wh

The
T 4 emotions symb
bolize the 4 dimensions of aw
wareness oof cultures that
th
orient to
t the 4 dimension
d
. Believe symbolizees the poinnt, know ssymbolizess the
segmen
nt, hate sym
mbolizes th
he area, and
d love sym
mbolizes thee volume.
st
Believe
B
sym
mbolizes the
t 1 dim
mension, thhe dimenssion of thee point. W
When
there is belief, in religion, there
t
is atttraction to the religioon. This reesults in uunity,
he point. Believe
B
is the
t force oof unity, aand when tthere is beelief,
symboliized by th
mankind unites with that bellief and spends time with it.
Know
K
symb
bolizes thee 3rd dimension, the dimensionn of the seegment. W
When
there iss knowledg
ge, about space, theere is repuulsion to tthe knowledge. In oother
words, there is no
n great urrging to bee driven bby this knoowledge. T
This resultts in
bolized by
y the segm
ment. Know
w is the foorce of suubdivision, and
subdivission, symb
when th
here is knowledge, mankind
m
separates
s
w
with that kknowledgee and doess not
dwell on
n it.
Hate
H symbo
olizes the 4th dimensiion, the dim
mension oof the area. When theere is
hate, theere is death
h on the arrea of the earth.
e
th
Love
L
symb
bolizes thee 5 dimen
nsion, the dimensionn of the vvolume. W
When
there is love, it reaches out to the heav
vens, the vvolume of space thatt lies abovee the
earth.
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Wisdom
W
an
nd labor arre the results of mannkind’s expperience w
with space over
time. These resullt from exp
perience of
o the headd over tim
me. Wisdom
m comes ffrom
learning
g to underrstand natu
ure over tiime, and tto come too hold belliefs aboutt the
organization of naature. Kno
owledge alsso comes ffrom learnning to undderstand naature
me, and to
o come to develop knowledge
k
about thee organizattion of naature,
over tim
based on experien
nce changin
ng space.
Know
K
is sy
ymbolized on the ind
dex fingerr and belieeve is sym
mbolized onn the
little fin
nger. It is recognized that man
ny people express thhese emottions usingg the
fingers of their haand.
Know
K
is sy
ymbolized
d on the in
ndex fingeer. People often poiint their inndex
finger, along the left-right axis
a
of theeir bodies, at the levvel of theirr head, to their
o symbolizze that they
y know.
temple, in order to
Believe
B
is symbolizeed on the little fingger. Peoplee often pooint their little
finger, along
a
the left-right
l
ax
xis of theirr bodies, att the level of their heeart, in ordder to
symboliize that theey believe. In such case,
c
it is ccommon ffor 2 peoplle to do thhis at
the sam
me time, joining fingerrs, to symb
bolize that they belieeve, or trust, each othher.
The
T other 2 fingers arre the inneer fingers, and symboolize the innner emotiions.
These are
a the emo
otions that develop on
nly within the heart.
Love
L
and hate
h are thee results off mankind’’s experiennce with sppace over ttime.
These result
r
from
m experiencce of the heart
h
overr time. Lovve represeents a belieef in
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good, in
n spite of any
a knowleedge of baad. Hate reepresents a belief in bbad, in spite of
any kno
owledge off good.
Hate
H is sym
mbolized on
n the midd
dle finger aand love iss symbolizzed on the ring
finger. It
I is recogn
nized that many peo
ople expresss these em
motions using the finngers
of their hand.
Hate
H
is sym
mbolized on
o the mid
ddle finger. People often poinnt their finnger,
along th
he forward
d-rearward axis of th
heir bodies, at the levvel of theirr heart, tow
ward
another person, in
n order to symbolize that
t they hhate.
Love
L
is sym
mbolized on
o the ring finger. Peeople oftenn point theiir finger, aalong
the forw
ward-rearw
ward axis of their bod
dies, at the level of thheir heart, ttoward anoother
person, in order to
o symbolizze that they
y love. In such case,, it is comm
mon to plaace a
ring on the extend
ded finger as
a a visiblee symbol oof that lovee.

Th
he 4 nounss, the 4 ad
djectives, and
a the 4 verbs eachh symbolizze all of tthe 4
dimensiions of aw
wareness of
o people who havee a primarry orientattion to thee 4th
dimensiion. The 4 nouns haave been known
k
throoughout hiistory as thhe 4 elements,
and sym
mbolize the 4 dimen
nsions and the compposition off space. Thhe 4 adjecttives
have beeen known
n as the 4 forces,
f
and
d symbolizze the 4 diimensions and how time
influencces the 4 elements
e
of
o space. Although
A
thhe 4 adjecttives are aassociated with
some ph
hysical chaanges in sp
pace, the 4 verbs are formless, and cannoot be seen. The
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4 verbss represen
nt the 4 em
motions, and
a
symbolize the 4 dimensions and how
mankind influencees the 4 eleements of space.
s

It should be becoming clear from
m this discuussion that for languaages that orient
th
uch as Engglish, ALL primary ssubdivisionns of
to the 4 dimensiion of awaareness, su
space and
a ALL primary
p
su
ubdivisionss of time aare subdivvisions intoo groups oof 4.
Let’s ex
xplore this concept fu
urther, look
king at spaace first.
Th
he ancient Greek mo
odel of sp
pace, geom
metry, recoognizes 4 distinctionns in
space: the point, th
he line, thee plane, an
nd 3 dimensional spacce.
Th
he ancient Greeks reccognized 4 elementss that combbined to m
make up alll that
exists in
n space: airr, earth, firre, and watter.
Am
mong otheer things, these
t
4 eleements sym
mbolize thhe 4 states of matter that
speakerrs of Englissh tradition
nally recog
gnize: gas, solid, liquuid, and eneergy.
Th
he ancient Greeks recognized 4 forces thhat affect thhings that occupy sppace:
hot, cold, wet, and
d dry.
he names have
h
long since chan
nged, but m
modern science still rrecognizess that
Th
there arre 4 forcess of naturee: gravity, electromaagnetism, aand the 2 nnuclear forrces,
the stron
ng force an
nd the weaak force.
What
W
native English speaker
s
wo
ould ever tthink to chhallenge thhe idea thaat the
space of the earth is naturallly divided into 4 direections: noorth, south, east, and west?
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When
W
thingss that occup
py space are
a put in thhe mouth, they can pproduce a ttaste.
Speakerrs of Engliish recognize, not co
oincidentallly, 4 tastes: sweet, ssour, salty,, and
bitter.

t
a look
k at time.
Leet us now take
Th
he gramm
mar of En
nglish enab
bles its sspeakers tto recogniize 4 prim
mary
subdivissions of tim
me: the yeaar, the mon
nth, the dayy, and the hour.
Eaach year is divided in
nto 4 seasons: spring,, summer, fall, and w
winter.
Eaach month is divided into 4 weeeks.
Eaach day can
c be div
vided into 4 parts. These paarts of thee day rouughly
correspo
onded to morning,
m
affternoon, evening,
e
annd night.
The
T ancientt Greeks were
w so orieented to thee number 4 that whenn they grouuped
years to
o make a laarger unit of
o time, theey did not use the deecade of 100 years likee we
use now
w, but insteead used th
he Olympiaad, which iis a period of 4 years.
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hese exam
mples shoulld seem so
o natural tto native sspeakers oof English that
Th
many reeaders willl think it not serious even to quuestion theese as beingg the realitty of
how natture is “reaally” organ
nized.
Th
his subdiviision of alll primary aspects off time andd space intto groups of 4
seems so
s natural to
t speakerss of Englissh that it iss difficult even to im
magine thatt this
might not
n be an absolute
a
an
nd universaal truth off nature, buut that it could someehow
be depeendent upon
n the langu
uage that we
w speak.
If so, perhap
ps readers will be surrprised to learn that for speakeers of Chinnese,
mple, nonee of these subdivisio
ons of tim
me or spacee are considered nattural.
for exam
What iss so naturaal, and obv
vious, for speakers
s
oof English is not neccessarily soo for
the rest of the worrld.
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Although naturally so for the first example of the subdivisions of geometry
above, because geometry is a 4 dimensional invention and therefore could not ever
have developed in a linguistic environment such as exists in China, none of these
subdivisions into 4 exists as such in Chinese, because Chinese does not orient to 4
dimensions of space-time. Chinese orients to the 1st dimension of space-time, the
dimension of the point, and all of these subdivisions of space and time are
recognized naturally to exist as subdivisions into groups of 5 in Chinese.
The primary Chinese model of nature that is equivalent to Western science,
the Dao, recognizes 5 dimensions of space-time. For example, all students of
traditional Chinese medicine, which is based on the model of the Dao, learn only
about subdivisions of space and time into 5, not 4. All primary subdivisions of both
time and space in Chinese are subdivisions into 5. Speakers of Chinese quite
naturally subdivide all of time and space, in fact Chinese subdivides everything in
nature, into groups of 5, because the Chinese language recognizes 5 dimensions,
and not 4 like English. Each of these 5 subdivisions symbolizes the 5 dimensions
of space or time that speakers of Chinese recognize, in the same way that each of
the subdivisions into 4 for English symbolizes the 4 dimensions of space that
speakers of English recognize.
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For
F speakerrs of langu
uages that orient
o
to thhe 4th dimension of aw
wareness, such
th
as Greeek and Eng
glish, evolution to th
he 5 dimeension of awarenesss occurred in 2
distinct stages.
n the 2nd sttage of theeir evolutio
on, these cuultures evoolved to the awareness of
In
1 moree subdivission of naature, whiich led too the evoolution off religion into
monoth
heism and science
s
into
o what we recognizee science too be today.

Whereas
W
sp
peakers off the ancesstor languaage of Sw
wahili, for example, who
th
orient to the 5 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, becam
me aware of the 2 ssubdivisionns of
th
n the 5 dim
mension to
ogether, sppeakers of the ancesttor languagge of
time and space in
English
h became aw
ware of theem separattely.
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1st, speakers of the ancestor language of English evolved to the awareness of
1 additional subdivision of time and space, awareness of the ecliptic. This led to
the awareness of 36 areas of space on the earth. It also led to the 12 Olympians of
religion and the 12 words of science.
Later, these people evolved again, to their 2nd stage of evolution to the 5th
dimension of awareness, as our ancestors became aware of the second subdivision
of time and space of the 5th dimension. This 2nd subdivision was to the awareness
of 2 additional distinctions, the 2 bounds of the ecliptic. The planets, the givers of
awareness of the year and the hour, do not precisely follow the segment at the top
of the area of the ecliptic, but wander around either side of the ecliptic within a
given bounds, within a volume of space.
Evolution of society to the 2nd stage of awareness of the 5th dimension, as
with evolution to previous dimensions of awareness, did not occur as soon as the
leaders of religion or science 1st became aware of the bounds of the ecliptic, but
only as such awareness began to filter down to the common man and became
integrated into daily awareness and daily life. It was agriculture that made the
cycle of the year, the cycle of the harvest, become important to society, and that
encouraged greater understanding of the cycle of the year for the common man.
Agriculture only became common in the most recent 10,000 years or so, after the
end of the last ice age. Agriculture gave rise to cities, and to governments.
Agriculture enabled a steady and abundant food supply, so as to enable certain
members of society to avoid the necessity of conducting a daily search for food,
but instead to dedicate their lives to tracking the givers of time in the heavens, in
order to understand better both time and religion.
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People
P
who
o oriented to the 4th dimensionn of awareeness evollved to thee 2nd
stage off the 5th dimension of
o awareneess as theyy came to realize that the sun, the
moon, and
a the plaanets do no
ot move alo
ong a pathh that preciisely follow
ws the ecliiptic,
but thatt they can range any
ywhere wiithin a vollume of sppace that eextends 8.55o to
either siide of the ecliptic.
e
The
T diagram
m shows th
he earth in
n its orbit aaround thee sun. The orbit is shhown
in lightt yellow, whereas
w
th
he ecliptic,, the extennsion of thhe orbit off the earthh out
beyond the solar system, iss shown in
n darker yyellow. Thhe universee is filled with
A
cultures careed most ab
bout the sstars in a volume of space inn the
stars. Ancient
vicinity
y of the eccliptic, sincce that is where thee sun, the moon, andd the 5 visible
planets range. Thee planets lo
ook just lik
ke the otheers stars, yeet they seem
med to waander
o
starss always kkeep their same position
among the other stars, wheereas the other
ptions to thhis constanncy among the stars, such
relative to each otther. Theree are excep
as comeets.
The
T most reliable waay to track the hourss of the daay and the months off the
year waas to obserrve the loccation alon
ng the eclipptic of thee sun, mooon, and plaanets
among the
t stars ass they appeeared in thee heavens at night.
To
T enable easy
e
identiffication off where witthin this 177o volume of space inn the
heavenss the sun, the moon
n, and thee planets were at aany given time, anccient
societies (societies that flourrished som
me 2,000 too 6,000 yeaars ago) groouped the stars
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within this volume into 12 groups of stars, with each group having an
approximately equal span of 30o across the heavens, as 12 x 30o equals 360o, which
is the number of degrees in a circle and the approximate number of days in a year.
To the ancients, it seemed as though the sun, the moon, and the planets were all
revolving around the earth, rather than around the sun, but their measurements
were not so precise that this misunderstanding had a significant impact on their
measurements.
Groupings of stars came to be called constellations. The 12 groups of stars
centered along the ecliptic came to be imagined as representing different animals.
Therefore, this volume of space came to be known in Greek as the zodiac (from
ζῳδιακός, zodiakos, which, like the word ‘zoo’, has a meaning related to animal).
The constellations of the zodiac that are so important in astronomy are often also
called signs, and are important as well in astrology.
Note in the diagram that the earth is nearest to the constellation Sagittarius.
At this time of the year, all of the constellations will become visible at some time
during the night sky, except for the constellation Gemini. Gemini will not be
visible at all in the night sky at this time, because the constellation of Gemini is
behind the sun and so is completely hidden by the sun. At this time, we say that the
sun is in Gemini.
This 8.5o range along either side of the ecliptic is referred to in this text as
the bounds of the ecliptic. Different cultures were able to symbolize this extent
differently. For cultures that orient to the 4th dimension of awareness, this extent
was symbolized by a subdivision of the fingers that covered an extent of 11.25o.
Given the high margin of error that was inevitably present in ancient measurements,
this finger symbolism of 11.25o was quite close to 8.5o, and it was able to
symbolize the bounds of the ecliptic very well.
Certain constellations are visible at different parts of the night as the earth
revolves around the sun in the cycle of time of the year. Also, depending on the
stage in the cycle of the year, certain constellations are visible at different parts of
the night as the earth rotates around itself in the cycle of time of the day. People
within a society could observe and track the constellations as they rose each night
in the sky, crossed the heavens, and set.
Ancient cultures developed myths and legends around the constellations,
imagining how such constellations came to appear in the heavens, and what they
‘mean’ to society.
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Let
L us revissit this slid
de from thee 1st stage of awarenness of the 5th dimenssion,
where it
i was statted that on
n the day of the suummer solsstice, the sunrise onn the
ecliptic is not locaated due east on the horizon, bbut 22.5o tooward the east-northheast.
w
solstice, the suunrise on tthe eclipticc is not loccated
As welll, on the daay of the winter
o
due eastt, but 22.5 toward th
he east-sou
utheast.
Furthermor
F
re, it was sttated that the
t points oof east-norrtheast andd east-southheast,
located 22.5o nortth or south
h of east, are
a not thee exact loccations on the ecliptiic on
b are only
y approxim
mate locatioons, whichh are in facct off
the horiizon on theese days, but
by almo
ost a dozen
n degrees.
Now
N that we
w are awarre of the bounds of tthe eclipticc, the rangee alongsidee the
ecliptic within wh
hich the su
un, moon, and planetts are obseerved to w
wander, wee can
s
realize that the seemingly
large disccrepancy oof the ecliiptic on thhe days off the
ositions orrienting too the east-nnortheast oor to the eeastsolstices from thee finger po
e
of wh
hat is an alllowable discrepancy,, the boundds of
southeaast is at the extreme edge
the eclip
ptic, and th
hat the actu
ual location
n of the eccliptic on thhe eastern horizon, aat the
outermo
ost edges of
o the boun
nds of the ecliptic, soome 11.255o outward from the eeastnortheast or from
m the east-ssoutheast, is actuallyy entirely is to be exxpected, ggiven
a the day
ys of the year
y
with thhe most exxtreme possitioning of the
that the solstices are
o the point of the eastt.
ecliptic relative to
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The
T mind of
o 4 dimen
nsional man
nkind evollved again as our anccestors enttered
the 2 stage
s
of 5 dimension
d
al awareneess. Time, which hadd been subddivided, annd so
symboliized both time
t
and sp
pace, becaame unifiedd, and onlyy symbolizzed time allone.
Space, which had been un
nified, and
d so symbbolized onnly space,, now beccame
ded, and sy
ymbolized
d time together with sspace. Durring this staage, awareeness
subdivid
of spacee has progrressively unified
u
with
h awarenesss of time, evolving into awareeness
of spacee-time.
nd
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The
T unificaation of aw
wareness off time, alonne and of iitself, and the unificaation
of awarreness of sp
pace, into awareness
a
of space-ttime, for alll 5 dimenssions in the 2nd
stage off the 5th dimension of
o awareneess is itsellf subdividded into a 5 stage cyycle.
There has
h been 1 stage to unify timee, followedd by 4 staages to unify space. The
minds of
o most Ind
do-Europeeans have evolved
e
thhrough the 1 stage off unificatioon of
st
nd
time an
nd through
h the 1 or 2 staage of unnification of space. Because this
unificattion has beeen relativeely recent, each of thhese 5 stagges can be symbolizeed by
a well--recognized
d shift in the conssciousness of 4 dim
mensional mankind that
occurred in recentt history.
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s
as 1, awarenesss of time oonly. 2nd, sppace unifieed in
1st, time unified in 1 stage
a
ward
of space and timee, progresssively evolving tow
4 stagees as 2, awareness
unificattion in the form of aw
wareness off space-tim
me.

To
T symboliize the 2nd stage of th
he 5th dimeension of aawareness ffor speakers of
Indo-Eu
uropean lan
nguages, begin with the
t body aas in the othher dimenssions.
The
T arms hang
h
verticcally down
nward alonng the sidee of the boody. The hands
are clossed, and reest against the thighss. The thum
mbs lie aloong the inddex fingerrs, as
they exttend verticcally downw
ward.
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This
T is the initial posiition to preepare for ffinger signns. For thosse culturess that
orient to
t the 4th dimension
n of awareeness, the same 2 stteps will bbe requireed to
prepare both hand
ds for sym
mbolism. Once preparred, symboolism for ttime and sppace
nd differen
nt.
will be separate an

To
T prepare for symbo
olism, the 2 hands preepare togeether, in 2 ssteps. In thhe 1st
step, the elbows shift
s
the forearms
fo
90
0o forwardd and upw
ward, such that the uupper
nting vertically down
nward, andd the foreaarms extennd horizonntally
arms reemain orien
forward
d.
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n the 2nd step,
s
the elbows
e
rotaate the forrearms 90o outward,, such thatt the
In
bones of
o the foreearms no lo
onger orieent verticallly with reespect to eeach other,, but
orient horizontally
h
y with resp
pect to eacch other. O
Opening off the fingerrs of the hhands
for sym
mbolism willl occur latter, and will be differrent for eacch hand.

There
T
are 2 geometricc symbols of the 5th ddimension of awarenness, the spphere
and the cube.
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The
T symbo
ol of time is the sph
here. The ssphere is a symbol tthat repressents
unity, as
a a spheree is a symb
bol with only
o
1 sidee. Awareneess of religgion is unnified
during this
t stage of
o evolution.
The
T symbo
ol of spacee is the cube. The cube is a symbol tthat repressents
subdivission, as th
here are maany sides of
o a cube. Awarenesss of spacee is subdivvided
during this
t stage of
o evolution.

Time
T
unifieed 1st, and
d in 1 stag
ge. The rigght hand oopens 1st, aand all finngers
open to
ogether, in a unified manner, as
a the rightt hand sym
mbolizes tiime. Whenn the
fingers of the righ
ht hand op
pen, and ex
xtend outw
ward, the hhand oriennts horizonntally
d, toward the
t horizon. All 5 fingers
f
aree extendedd, and are used togeether,
forward
unlike the
t use of less
l
than all
a 5 fingerrs previoussly. All 5 ffingers are symbolizeed as
whole fingers,
f
un
nified fingeers, and no
o longer aas fingers ssubdividedd into mulltiple
bones. As
A before, the span of
o the entirre hand is 45o. Theree are 5 finngers, suchh that
there arre 4 spans between th
he fingers. Since thee sum of thhe spans is 45o, theree is a
span off 11.25o beetween any
y 2 adjacen
nt fingers, as the rigght hand, oone half off the
pair of hands,
h
is cu
urved to sy
ymbolize a half spherre.
The
T right hand
h
also symbolizzes religionn, as religgion symbbolizes huuman
awareneess of timee. The spheere is a sym
mbol of unnity. The anncient Greeks abandooned
the man
ny, subdiv
vided gods,, the subdiivided forcces of natuure that thhey recognnized
before, in favor off a single, unified
u
god
d. This waas the rise oof monotheeism.
There
T
is no represen
ntation of space or of motioon throughh space inn the
symboliism of relligion, as there
t
is fo
or science,, reflectingg the fact that the bbasic
tenets of
o religion are not sub
bject to thee significannt stages of change thhat sciencee has
continued to undeergo.
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As
A we orieent our rig
ght hand to
t the easttern horizoon and uppward intoo the
heavenss on the days
d
of thee equinoxees, we cann look alonng the 3 aareas that w
were
understo
ood from before an
nd that ex
xtend vertiically throough our fingers too the
approprriate part of the heaveens. There,, we can seee the eclipptic.
Now,
N
there is awareneess of 2 ad
dditional arreas of verttical spacee, the areass that
rise verrtically upw
ward from
m the horizzontal segm
ments thatt are symbbolized byy the
index an
nd ring fin
ngers. Thesse areas en
nable awareeness of thhe bounds of the ecliiptic,
which bound
b
the volume
v
off space with
hin which the sun, thhe moon, aand the plaanets
were reecognized to wanderr. The rep
presentationn of each individuaal cycle beegins
with thee bones of the associaated fingerr.
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The
T
5th dimension of awareeness is tthe dimennsion of awarenesss of
perpetuation. The hand in th
his position
n, with an orientatioon to the eccliptic, enaables
s
m of all prim
mary and all seconddary cycles of time. T
The symboolism
simple symbolism
of each cycle perrpetuates in
nto the nex
xt. This syymbolism is more evvolved, annd so
m demonsttrated in thhe 1st stagee of awareeness of thhe 5th
simpler, than the symbolism
dimensiion.
Unlike
U
the early stag
ge of the 5th dimensiion of awaareness, thhere is no nneed
physicaally to sym
mbolize the various sttages of eaach of the cycles of time, sincee we
can recaall all finger position
ns from thee previous stage of aawareness. Thereforee, we
will now
w discuss how to sym
mbolize eaach of the primary uunits of tim
me, and eacch of
the corrresponding
g secondary
y units of time,
t
usingg a single, simple orgganizationn that
is based
d on the fact
f
that th
he hand iss composeed of 4 finngers, eacch of whicch is
compossed of 3 bones.
b
Preeviously, th
he left or the right hand woould physiccally
reposition to orien
nt upward
d or downw
ward to 1 of the 4 qquadrants, with the w
wrist
ng the hand
d in eitherr of the 2 positions,, in order to symbollize 1 of tthe 3
orientin
distinctiions of thee hand. No
ow, time will
w be sym
mbolized ussing only tthe right hhand.
The righ
ht hand has a simple way to sym
mbolize booth the quaadrant and the distincction
within the quadrrant, as itt is a mo
ore evolveed symboolism thann the prevvious
symboliism.
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The 12 bones of the 4 fingers enable us to symbolize the stages in the
perpetual cycle of the year, and then into the perpetual cycle of the month, and then
into the perpetual cycle of the day, and then into the perpetual cycle of the hour.
The units of time are now interrelated. Hours roll into parts of days, which
roll into days, which roll into weeks, which roll into months, which roll into
seasons, which roll into years. Time can now perpetuate, indefinitely. The 5th
dimension of awareness is the dimension of awareness of perpetuation.
There are 4 fingers on the hand, other than the thumb, which the thumb can
use to mark off and count the bones of the fingers in order to symbolize the current
status of the cycles of time. We can use the 4 fingers to mark off the current state
of the 4 sets of primary units of time and of their secondary subdivisions of time.
We will symbolize the year, with its subdivisions into seasons and months; the
month, with its subdivision into weeks and days; and the day, with its subdivision
into parts of the day and hours.
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Let
L us exam
mine the sttructure off the thumbb, and how
w it relates to each of the
fingers. Each of th
he 4 fingerrs is compo
osed of 3 bbones. Thee thumb is composed of 2
bones, which
w
can hold 3 possitions with
h respect too the 3 bonnes of the oother fingeers.
When
W
the thumb
t
is interacting
i
g with a ggiven fingeer, the finger will m
move
forward
d from the other
o
fingeers, to beco
ome slightlly closer too the thumbb.
1. Both of the 2 bon
nes of the thumb cann be fully extended,, such thatt the
r
thee crease at the base off the distall bone of thhe finger.
thumb reaches
2.
2 The prox
ximal bone of the thum
mb can bee fully extended, and the distal bbone
can be bent,
b
such that the th
humb reach
hes the creease at the base of thhe middle bbone
of the fiinger.
3. Both of the
t 2 boness of the thu
umb can bee bent, succh that the thumb reaaches
b
of the proximal bone
b
of thee finger.
the creaase at the base
As
A needed, the fingers can move forward, through thhe 5 dimennsional vollume
of spacee, to make it easier fo
or the thum
mb to reachh them.
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Counting
C
off the boness on the fin
ngers is noow unified.. Thereforee, for all cyycles
of time,, the countting will be
b the same. The inddex finger will be 1stt, and counnting
will beg
gin with th
he distal bo
one and co
ount downn to the prooximal bonne. The miiddle
nd
n
finger will
w be 2 , and counting will be in rreverse ordder, beginnning withh the
proximaal bone an
nd counting
g up to thee distal bonne. The rinng finger w
will be 3rd, and
counting will begiin with thee distal bon
ne and couunt down too the proxiimal bone. The
th
nger will be
b 4 , and counting will be inn reverse oorder, beginnning withh the
little fin
proximaal bone and
d counting
g up to the distal
d
bonee.
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Let
L us begiin with thee cycle of the
t day. Thhere are 4 parts in thhe cycle of the
day, eacch of which
h is subdiv
vided into 6 hours. Thhere are 4 fingers onn the right hhand,
each off which is subdivided
d into 3 bo
ones. The hand can hhold 2 orieentations, with
ng the hand
d straight forward,
f
orr with the wrist extennding the hhand
the wrisst extendin
o
90 inw
ward, towarrd the left.
The
T cycle of
o the day is subdivid
ded into 4 parts, whiich we cann call mornning,
afternoo
on, evening
g, and nigh
ht. We beg
gin the cyccle with m
morning, thhe beginninng of
light, allthough oth
her starting
g points haave been inn commonn use by vaarious cultuures.
We will begin wiith the indeex finger, followed bby the othher finger oof the pairr, the
he index fin
nger will be
b traverseed in norm
mal order, ffrom the ddistal
middle finger. Th
bone to
o the prox
ximal bonee, whereup
pon the m
middle fingger will bbe traverseed in
reverse order, from
m the prox
ximal bonee to the disstal bone. The other pair of finngers
will be traversed in a similaar manner.. The ring finger willl be traverrsed in normal
fr
the distal bone to the proximal bone,, whereupoon the littlee finger wiill be
order, from
traverseed in reversse order, frrom the pro
oximal bonne to the diistal bone.
The
T 4 fingeers of the hand,
h
each of which iis composeed of 3 bonnes, whichh can
be orien
nted in eith
her of 2 po
ossible orieentations, ssymbolize the 6 hourrs that makke up
each off the 4 partts of the cy
ycle of the day. The wrist extennds the hannd forwardd for
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the 1st half
h of thee cycle, th
he half of the day w
where therre is light, and the w
wrist
nd
extends the hand inward
i
for the 2 hallf of the daay, where tthere is darrkness.

This
T shows an examp
ple of how the thumbb would sym
mbolize thhe subdivissions
of a giv
ven finger. The fingerr being rep
presented m
moves forw
ward througgh a volum
me of
space frrom the oth
her fingers, such thatt it is slighttly closer tto the thum
mb.
The
T thumb can exten
nd both of its bones fforward, ssuch that itt can reachh the
distal bone
b
of thee finger. The
T thumb can extennd its proxximal bonee, but bennd its
distal bone, such that it can
n reach thee middle bbone of thee finger. T
The thumbb can
bend bo
oth of its bo
ones, such that it can
n reach the proximal bbone of thee finger.
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Let
L us conttinue with the cycle of
o the monnth. Symboolism of thhe cycle of the
month is
i similar to
t symboliism of the cycle of tthe day. Hoowever, juust as in thhe 1st
stage off awarenesss of the 5thh dimensio
on, we havee to accouunt for the 7th day of each
week.
The
T 4 fingeers of the hand,
h
each of which iis composeed of 3 bonnes, whichh can
be orien
nted in eith
her of 2 possible orien
ntations, syymbolize 6 of the 7 ddays that m
make
up each
h of the 4 weeks in the cyclee of the m
month. Thee wrist exttends the hhand
stt
forward
d for the 1 half of the cycle, th
he half of thhe day wheere there iss growing light
in the moon,
m
and
d the wrist extends the
t hand innward for the 2nd haalf of the day,
where th
here is gro
owing dark
kness in thee moon.
There
T
are 4 weeks in
n the cyclee of the m
month, eachh of whichh is subdivvided
into 7 days.
d
Theree are 4 fing
gers on thee right handd, each of which is ssubdividedd into
3 boness. The han
nd can ho
old 2 orien
ntations, w
with the w
wrist extennding the hhand
straight forward, or
o with thee wrist exttending thee hand 90o inward, toward the left.
s
the 7th day
y, the day of rest, byy having tthe thumb rest,
As welll, we can symbolize
and not mark any of the bon
nes of the fingers.
f
Thhe thumb caan simply hover betw
ween
ngers that symbolize
s
each week
k, on the paalm of the hand below
w the fingeers.
the 2 fin
The
T cycle of
o the montth is subdiv
vided into 4 parts, w
which we caan call weeek 1,
week 2,, week 3, and
a week 4.
4 Each pairr of fingerss symbolizzes 1 weekk of the moonth.
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We begin the cycle with week 1, the new moon, which symbolizes the
beginning of light, although other starting points may have been in use by various
cultures. The 1st pair of fingers, the index and middle fingers, symbolizes the 1st
week of the month, the week that begins with light, the week of the new moon, and
ends at the 1st quarter of the month.
We will begin with the index finger, followed by the other finger of the pair,
the middle finger. The index finger will be traversed in normal order, from the
distal bone to the proximal bone, whereupon the middle finger will be traversed in
reverse order, from the proximal bone to the distal bone. Lastly, the thumb rests,
hovering above and between the pair of fingers that symbolize this week, not
interacting with any bone.
The 2nd pair of fingers, which symbolizes the 2nd week of the month, begins
with the ring finger, and is followed by the little finger. This roughly coincides
with the period from the 1st quarter of the month to the full moon.
This pair of fingers will be traversed in a similar manner. The ring finger
will be traversed in normal order, from the distal bone to the proximal bone,
whereupon the little finger will be traversed in reverse order, from the proximal
bone to the distal bone. Lastly, the thumb rests, hovering above and between the
pair of fingers that symbolize this week, not interacting with any bone.
To symbolize the last 2 weeks of the month, the wrist must shift the
orientation of the hand from a forward orientation to an inward, a leftward,
orientation.
The 3rd pair of fingers, which symbolizes the 3rd week of the month, begins
again with the index finger, traversed in normal order, followed by the middle
finger, traversed in reverse order. Lastly, the thumb rests, hovering above and
between the pair of fingers that symbolize this week, not interacting with any bone.
This roughly coincides with the period from the full moon to the 3rd quarter.
The 4th pair of fingers, which symbolizes the 4th week of the month, begins
with the ring finger, traversed in normal order, followed by the little finger,
traversed in reverse order. Lastly, the thumb rests, hovering above and between the
pair of fingers that symbolize this week, not interacting with any bone. This
roughly coincides with the period from the 3rd quarter to the new moon.
The 4 fingers of each of the 2 hands can be subdivided into 4 pairs of fingers,
each pair of which is composed of 6 bones, which symbolize 6 of the 7 days in
each of the cycles of the week in the cycle of the month. The thumb alone
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symboliizes the 7tht day of each
e
week
k, which iss symbolizzed differeently from
m the
other 6 days.

This
T diagraam shows how
h
the th
humb and ffingers inteeract to sym
mbolize thhe 1st
week off the month
h. Symboliism of thiss week invoolves the index and m
middle finggers,
as well as the thum
mb.
To
T symboliize Day 1,, the boness of the thhumb extennd straightt, such that the
thumb extends
e
to the distal bone
b
of thee index finger.
To
T symboliize Day 2, the distal bone
b
of thee thumb beends, such that the thhumb
extends to the mid
ddle bone of
o the index finger.
To
T symboliize Day 3, both bon
nes of the thumb beend, such tthat the thhumb
extends to the proximal bonee of the ind
dex finger..
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To symbolize Day 4, both bones of the thumb bend, such that the thumb
extends to the proximal bone of the middle finger.
To symbolize Day 5, the proximal bone of the thumb straightens, such that
the thumb extends to the middle bone of the middle finger.
To symbolize Day 6, the bones of the thumb extend straight, such that the
thumb extends to the distal bone of the middle finger.
There remains 1 more day of the week to symbolize. For this, the thumb is
used alone. The bones of the thumb extend the thumb straight. The thumb does not
make contact with either of the fingers, but is above and apart from them. In this
position, the thumb does not interact with any of the bones of the fingers, but can
‘rest’.
This symbolism of the week correlates with the belief in the major
monotheistic religions that the 7th day of the week should be considered to be
different from all other days. Just as the thumb works to symbolize 6 days and then
rests to symbolize the 7th day, such that the 7th day is symbolized differently from
the other 6 days, it is often believed by followers of monotheistic religions that the
7th day of the week should be treated differently, and that people should work for 6
days of the week and that they should then rest on the 7th day.
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Let
L us continue with the
t cycle of
o the yearr. There are 4 stages,, or seasonns, in
the cycle of the year, each
h of which
h is subdivvided intoo 3 monthss. There aare 4
nd, each of which is subdivided
s
d into 3 bonnes.
fingers on the han
The
T cycle of
o the year is subdivid
ded into 4 seasons, w
which we ccan call wiinter,
spring, summer, and
a fall. We
W begin thee cycle witth winter, aat the wintter solsticee, the
beginnin
ng of ligh
ht (as it is the shorteest day off the year), althoughh other starrting
points have
h
been in
i common
n use by vaarious cultuures.
We
W will beg
gin with th
he index fin
nger, whicch is traverrsed in norrmal order,, and
which symbolizes
s
s the winteer, followeed by the oother fingeer of the paair, the miiddle
finger, which
w
is trraversed in
n reverse order,
o
and which sym
mbolizes thhe spring. The
other paair of fingeers will bee traversed in similarr order. Thhe ring fingger symbolizes
the sum
mmer, and is traverseed in norm
mal order, aand the litttle finger ssymbolizess the
fall, and
d is traversse in reversse order.
The
T 4 fingeers of the hand,
h
each of
o which iss composeed of 3 bonnes, symbolizes
the 3 months that make up each
e
of the 4 seasons in the cyclle of the yeear.
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The
T 4 yearss of the Olympiad
O
can
c be sym
mbolized uusing the 4 fingers off the
right haand. The th
humb can mark the proximal
p
bbone of onne of the 4 fingers off the
hand, th
hereby iden
ntify what is the curreent year off the Olym
mpiad.

Now,
N
4 sim
mple fingerr signs can
n indicate th
the currentt time, inclluding the year
within the
t currentt Olympiad
d, the mon
nth within tthe year, thhe day witthin the moonth,
and the hour withiin the day.
The
T ancientt Greeks belonged
b
to
o a culture that oriennted to the 4th dimenssion.
In orderr to symbo
olize a com
mplete representationn of their uunderstandding of tim
me at
any giveen momen
nt, they neeeded 4 fing
ger positionns.
st
The
T 1 fing
ger position
n would in
ndicate the year withhin the currrent Olymppiad.
nd
The 2 finger possition wou
uld indicatee the seasoon of the year and thee month of the
rd
nger positio
on would indicate
i
thee week of the month and the daay of
season. The 3 fin
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the weeek. The 4th finger possition woulld indicate the part of the day aand the houur of
the part.

Speakers
S
off English recognize 4 primary uunits of tim
me. These aare the uniits of
the hourr, the day, the month
h, and the year.
y
These
T
4 un
nits of timee symbolizze the 4 ddimensionss of awarenness of peeople
whose primary
p
orientation is to the 4th dimennsion of aw
wareness. These aree the
dimensiions of the point, the segment, the
t area, annd the voluume.
The
T hour iss symbolizeed as a poiint, as the hhour is thee smallest pprimary unnit of
time an
nd cannot be subdiv
vided into a smaller primary uunit of tim
me. The daay is
symboliized as a segment
s
off points, where
w
the ssegment iss composedd of the pooints
that sym
mbolize eacch of the hours
h
of thee day. Thee month is symbolizeed as an areea of
segmen
nts, where the
t area is composed
d of the seegments thhat symboliize each of the
days off the month
h. The yearr is symbollized as a vvolume off areas, wheere the vollume
posed of the areas thaat symbolizze each of tthe monthss of the year.
is comp
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Prepositions:
Positioning in Time and Space
Time
Space

Point
At
At

Segment
On
On

Area
In
On

Volume
In
In

Speakers of English learn to use 3 prepositions to position objects in time
and space. These prepositions are at, on, and in. The word ‘at’ positions at a point
in time or space. The word ‘on’ positions on a segment of time or space. The word
‘in’ positions in a volume of time or space. The word ‘on’ positions on an area of
space, whereas the word ‘in’ positions in an area of time.
It is certainly possible for individuals to use in instead of on to position
something in space in a given example, reflecting their symbolism in the given
example not in the form of an area but in the form of a volume.
Time Examples
Point (hour): Bob has an appointment at 10:00.
Segment (day): The appointment is on Monday.
Segment (day): The appointment is on the 1st of May.
Area (month): The appointment is in May.
Volume (year): The appointment is in 2014.
Space Examples
Volume: The appointment is in New York.
Area: The appointment is on the West Side, on the water.
Segment: The appointment is on West Houston Street.
Point: The appointment is at number 500 on Houston.
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For
F culturess that orien
nt to the 4thh dimensioon of awareeness, in thhe 2nd and final
stage off their tran
nsition to awareness
a
of the 5th ddimensionn, there was awarenesss of
16 prim
mary areas of
o vertical space. Eacch of thesee areas sharres a segm
ment. This is the
vertical segment that exten
nds through
h the bodyy of mankkind. Eachh of these also
nd
gment. Eacch of thesee segmentts correspoonds to a ssegment on an
containss a 2 seg
area of horizontal
h
space.
th
From
F
the 4 and earrly 5th dim
mensions off awarenesss, one seggment exttends
forward
d-rearward through th
he body off mankind. Another eextends lefft-right throough
the bod
dy of mank
kind. Anoth
her pair ex
xtends throough the boody to the left or rigght at
o
an anglle of 45 . As well, there
t
weree 2 more ppairs of seegments thhat lie middway
between
n these oth
her segments, offsett by 22.5o. This makkes a totall of 4 pairrs of
segmen
nts.
Now,
N
theree are 4 mo
ore pairs of
o segmennts that liee midway between tthese
o
other seegments, offfset by 11.25 .
In
n other wo
ords, thesee 16 verticaal areas allso symbollize the 333 points onn the
surface of the eartth that desccribe the 8 horizontall areas of sspace.
During
D
thiss period of
o their awareness
a
of the 5tth dimension, there was
awareneess of 4 paairs of areass for symb
bolism of hhorizontal sspace.
The
T 4 pairss of areas of
o horizonttal space ccontain 16 segments.. Each of tthese
gave rise to a vertical
v
areea that waas symmeetrical. Theerefore, eaach of thee 16
onding verrtical areass was also composedd of 4 pairss of areas. This makees 64
correspo
pairs off areas of awareness
a
of verticall space pluus 4 pairs of areas of awarenesss of
horizon
ntal space. There werre in total 68 pairs oof areas off awarenesss of spacee, or
136 areaas of awareness.
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This
T is the shape of th
he hand to
o symbolizee space. A
All 5 fingerrs are openn and
extendeed. The fin
ngers are separated
s
by
b an equaal distancee. The entiire span off the
o
hand is 45 . Given
n that theree are 5 fing
gers, the sppan betweeen any 2 finngers is 111.25 o,
he previouss minimum
m of 22.5o.
which is half of th
Because
B
each segmen
nt of the sq
quare that fforms the bbounds off the area sppans
o
90 , 2 hand
h
positiions are reequired to symbolizee an entire segment aalong the oouter
bounds of the square of the horizon.
h
To
T symboliize horizontal spacee, the handd is orientted horizonntally, andd the
back off the hand
d is visiblee. To sym
mbolize veertical spacce, the haand is orieented
vertically, and thee inside of the
t hand iss visible.
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This
T
diagraam shows the 4 paairs of hoorizontal aareas of sppace from
m the
perspective of maankind orieenting towaard the easst. Each of the 8 areas in the 4 ppairs
is defin
ned by 2 seegments. Each
E
of theese 16 segm
ments has as its midppoint the ppoint
of the here.
h
In
n addition to the 4 areas from before, wiith their 8 segments, there are now
an addiitional 4 areas,
a
and
d 8 segmeents, of aw
wareness, where theese new aareas
subdivid
de the prev
vious distaance betweeen the enddpoints of the segmeents from 222.5o
to 11.25
5 o.
The
T outer bounds off the areass, the exteent of the areas thaat is visiblle to
mankind, can also
o be repreesented by 4 segmennts, in the form of a square. E
Each
nt of the square
s
is composed
c
of 2 halff segmentss. Each haalf segmennt is
segmen
compossed of 5 points. Theere are 32 points aroound the pperimeter oof these arreas.
These 32
3 points identify thee 4 primarry directionns in horizzontal spacce, which fform
the mid
dpoints of the segmeents that fo
orm the siddes of the square, thhe 4 seconndary
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directions in horizontal space, which form the endpoints of the segments that form
the sides of the square, the 8 tertiary directions in horizontal space, which form the
midpoints of the 2 half segments that make up each of the segments that form the
sides of the square, and 16 additional points on the square of horizontal space,
which form the midpoints of the 2 quarter segments that make up each of the 2 half
segments that make up each of the segments that form the sides of the square.
Looking outward from the point of the here, these 4 pairs of areas can be
symbolized as forming a square. Looking outward at the entirety of the square
from the perspective of the point of the here, this square can be perceived as being
subdivided into 32 parts. Each part takes the form of a triangle.
Each finger sign in the symbolism of the cycle will symbolize one of these
parts of the square, one of the triangles in the areas of awareness of horizontal
space.
In each stage in the cycle of symbolism of horizontal space, the fingers of
the hand will represent the 2 sides of each of 4 triangles that extend outward from
the body toward the horizon. The 3rd side of the 4 triangles is one half of 1 side of
the square, where the half ends at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side
or where the half begins at the midpoint of the segment that forms the side.
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When
W
we prepared
p
th
he right arm
m for sym
mbolism byy shifting ffrom the innitial
position
n for symb
bolism, thee hand wass in positioon for orieentation to the 1st haalf of
the segm
ment of th
he square that lies in
i front of the bodyy, the seggment withh the
midpoin
nt at the po
oint of the east.
The
T 9 pointts of this seegment can
n be subdivvided into 2 half seggments, eacch of
which is
i composeed of 5 po
oints. The 1st half seegment beegins at thhe point off the
northeast, and end
ds at the po
oint of the east.
e
The
T arm ex
xtends horizzontally fo
orward, witth the backk of the hannd visible. The
wrist ex
xtends the hand
h
direcctly forwarrd from thee body. Thhe little fingger symbolizes
a segm
ment that extends
e
ou
utward tow
ward the point of the east. The thum
mb is
o
separateed from th
he little fiinger by an
a extent oof 45 , suuch that itt symbolizzes a
segmen
nt that exten
nds outward toward the point oof the norttheast. Thee middle fiinger
is separrated from
m each of the outer fingers byy an extennt of 22.55o, such thhat it
symboliizes a segm
ment that extends
e
outtward towaard the poiint of east--northeast. The
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index an
nd ring fin
ngers are positioned
p
on
o either sside of the middle finnger, separrated
from th
he middle finger
f
and the thumb
b or little ffinger by aan extent oof 11.25o, such
that theey symboliize segmen
nts that extend outw
ward towardd the poinnts of northheast
by east and east by
y north. Th
he thumb is tucked aw
way out off sight.
The
T 5 fingeers form thee 5 sides of
o the 4 triaangles of sppace that aare boundeed by
the 5 seegments th
hat extend outward
o
frrom the finngers at thee point of the here aas far
as the half of th
he segmentt on the horizon
h
thhat extendss from thee point off the
p
of thee east, wh
hich forms the outer bounds off the squarre of
northeast to the point
awareneess.
The
T head orients forw
ward, such that the eyyes can obbserve the hhand, and then
the eyess can obserrve beyond
d the hand to the areaa of space that the haand symbolizes.

There
T
are 12
1 stages in
n the cyclee of horizoontal spacee. These arre the sam
me 12
stages as those to symbo
olize 4 dimensiona
d
al horizonntal space and earlly 5
i no needd to repeat each of thhe stages hhere,
dimensiional horizzontal spacce. There is
since th
he stages are structurally thee same ass before, and diffeer only inn the
organization of the fingers on
o the hand
d.

There
T
are 16
1 segmen
nts of horiizontal spaace. Each of these ssegments rises
vertically to form a vertical area of sp
pace. That m
makes 16 primary veertical areaas of
A before, each of theese verticaal areas hass a structurre that is annalogous too the
space. As
horizon
ntal areas of
o space. Each
E
of th
hese verticaal areas iss itself parrt of a set of 8
vertical areas, com
mposed of 16 segmen
nts, each w
with 2 endppoints, maaking 32 pooints
he square th
hat symbolizes the bounds of thhe area.
along th
There
T
are 16 sets of areas
a
of veertical spacce, each off which is ccomposed of 8
areas, to
otaling 128
8 areas of vertical sp
pace. Togeether with the 8 areas of horizoontal
space, th
here was awareness
a
of
o 136 areaas of spacee in the 5th dimensionn.
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There
T
is no
o need to traverse
t
thee stages heere, becauuse they aree analogouus to
those fo
or horizon
ntal space, and are symbolizedd just as w
we saw wiith the verrtical
th
th
areas off space in the
t 4 and early 5 dimensions
d
of awarenness.

This
T is a diiagram thatt representts any set oof 8 areas of vertical space, with 8
squares of the sam
me size oveerlaid to make
m
it morre in the form of a cirrcle. The shhape
w clearly apparent.
a
of the circle is now
The
T diagram
m to the left overlayss 8 squaress, which syymbolize 8 areas of space.
The diaagram to th
he right oveerlays the hands in thhe 8 positiions that syymbolize tthe 8
stages in
i the cycle of awareeness. Thee diagram iin the midddle overlaays the squuares
with thee hands.
There
T
are 8 stages th
hat must be
b represennted, eitherr once or twice, in each
cycle of
o vertical space. In the symb
bolism of space in the 2nd sttage of thee 5th
dimensiion of awaareness, th
he current stage
s
of aw
wareness, the fingerrs of the hhands
are subd
divided intto 5 fingerrs. If we overlay
o
thee hands, onne over the other, thhe 1st
finger of
o each han
nd coincidees with thee last fingeer of the haand that prrecedes it, such
that therre is awareeness of an
nd symbolism of 32 ddistinctionss in space.
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n the 5th diimension of
o awareneess, the currrent dimennsion of aw
wareness, time
In
is unifieed and spaace is subdivided. Forr example,, modern rreligions reepresent naature
as a sing
gle god, a single forcce, yet science subdivvides naturre into 4 foorces.
Vertical
V
spaace is reprresented by
y 8 areas thhat overlapp in each ggroup of arreas.
We can use these here to rep
present awaareness off time.
As
A time is unified,
u
alll of the oveerlapping ssquares aree observedd as 1. Loooking
at the in
nside of th
he overlapp
ping squarres, they cllearly form
m a circle. As well, tthere
are 16 groups
g
of such
s
areas, forming a completee circle of circles of vertical sppace,
as each rises from
m the pointt of the heere and eacch is separrated from
m the next by a
o
H
for simplicity, only the hhorizontal and 2 of the 16 setts of
span off 11.25 . Here,
vertical circles haave been drawn.
d
If we
w imaginne all 16 ssets of verrtical areass, 16
hen togeth
her, all of these circles are cleearly able to represeent a
vertical circles, th
sphere.
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Time
T
is unified. Hold the right hand
h
extennded as useed in the syymbolism, with
the fing
gers apart from
fr
each other.
o
Since
S
time is unified, it takes on
nly 1 motiion of all oof the fingeers of the hhand
to bring
g the hand together
t
ass in the diaagram to foorm the shaape of a spphere.
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n the 5th diimension of
o awareneess, the currrent dimennsion of aw
wareness, time
In
is unifieed and spacce is subdiivided.
Horizontal
H
space is represented
r
d by 4 paairs of oveerlapping aareas. Verrtical
space iss represented by 4 paairs of areas that overrlap in eachh group off areas. Wee can
use thesse to repressent awareness of spaace.
As
A space is
i subdivid
ded, each of the ovverlapping squares iis observed as
distinct and sepaarate. Look
king at th
he outside of the ovverlappingg squares, and
i isolation
n, each cleaarly forms a square.
consideering each in
Consider
C
1 horizontaal area, 1 square, toggether witth its symm
metric verrtical
pair of areas,
a
with
h its corressponding sq
quare. We thus havee a horizonntal square,, and
2 vertical squares,, where thee vertical squares
s
orient forwarrd-rearwardd and left-rright.
This cleearly formss the shapee of a cube.
As
A well, theere are 8 groups
g
of such
s
areas, forming tthe compleete bounds of a
cube.
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Space
S
is sub
bdivided. Hold
H
the leeft hand exxtended as used in syymbolism, with
the fing
gers apart from
fr
each other.
o
Since
S
spacee is subdiviided, it tak
kes 4 motioons of all oof the fingeers of the hhand
to bring
g the hand together
t
to
o form the shape of a cube.
Each
E
fingerr is compossed of 3 bo
ones. Eachh finger alsso has a meetacarpal bbone,
which is buried within
w
the palm.
p
The 4 bones can all orieent in the ssame direcction,
c reoriennt the bonees in 2, 3, oor 4 directiions,
or the 3 joints of each of thee fingers can
represen
nting the 4 segments of an areaa.
The
T picturee to the leftt in the diag
gram show
ws the fingeers outstrettched.
st
The
T next picture
p
sho
ows the 1 motionn, the finggers bending 90o att the
proximaal joint off the fingeers, such that
t
the 3 bones off the fingeers orient in a
direction perpendiicular to th
he metacarp
pal bone o f the hand.
The
T middlee picture shows
s
the 2nd motioon, the finngers bendding 90o att the
middle joint of th
he fingers, such that the proxim
mal bones of the finggers orient in a
nd
d the otheer 2 bonees of the fingers orrient in a 3rd direcction,
2 direection, and
perpend
dicular to th
he proximaal bones off the fingerrs of the haand.
The
T next piicture show
ws the 3rd motion, thhe fingers bending 90o at the ddistal
joint off the fingeers, such th
hat the prroximal boones of thee fingers oorient in a 2nd
direction, the mid
ddle boness of the fin
ngers oriennt in a 3rd direction, and the ddistal
bones of
o the fingeers orient in
i a 4th dirrection, perrpendiculaar to the m
middle bonees of
the fing
gers of the hand, such
h that the 4 bones off the fingerrs of the hand orient in 4
directions.
The
T right picture
p
sho
ows the 4thh motion, w
where the thumb joiins the finggers,
crossing
g left-rightt as opposeed to the finger orienntation of fo
forward-reaarward andd updown. At
A this timee, the 5 fin
ngers of thee hand cleaarly form thhe shape oof a cube.
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With
W
the unification
u
of the en
ntire right hand, to symbolizee all 5 off the
dimensiions of tim
me, awareness of timee was now
w completely unified in the minnd of
mankind. Howev
ver, time is
i unified as 1; thiss symbolissm of tim
me containss no
a symboliism of spaace as welll as time w
would entaail 2.
symboliism of spaace at all, as
Awaren
ness of tim
me is unifieed in all 5 dimensionns, but tim
me is only unified within
itself.

This
T unificaation of tim
me corresponded to a unificatioon of religiion in the m
mind
of 4 dim
mensional mankind. The Olym
mpians of the anciennt Greeks, and the oother
pantheo
ons of godss of early 5 dimensio
onal religioons of culttures that oorient to thhe 4th
dimensiion, unifieed. Moses,, Jesus, an
nd Moham
mmed are the 3 most well-knnown
introduccers of uniified, mono
otheistic reeligions to 4 dimensiional groupps of mankkind.
Note th
hat this uniification was
w a grad
dual processs, and didd not happpen all at oonce
within each
e
group
p. As welll, differentt cultures unified thheir religioons at diffeerent
times in
n history.
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Now,
N
there are 2 sym
mmetrical ty
ypes of 4 ddimensionaal mankindd, and theree are
numerous shades of gray beetween them
m; those w
who focus pprimarily oon religionn and
w focus primarily on sciencee. Most 4 dimensionnal people who focuus on
those who
religion
n now havee 1 unified
d god. Peo
ople no lonnger have to separate in the m
mind
their aw
wareness of
o the giv
vers of tim
me into 122 bones. W
We no longer needd the
individu
ual bones. Mankind can be aw
ware of tiime, and, for those who focuus on
religion
n, god, as a unity.

How
H
does modern
m
mankind understand thhe teachinngs of religgion? One way
to undeerstand reliigion, and
d to teach others aboout religion, is throuugh the usse of
languag
ge.
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However,
H
language iss modeled not on relligion, butt on sciencce. This m
makes
languag
ge a less th
han perfectt way to un
nderstand religion. U
Unlike religgion, languuage
has stru
ucture, and language has
h form.
Mankind
M
understand
u
s science and logicc by obseerving thee grammaar of
languag
ge. Language, and sciience, whicch is basedd on the m
model of lannguage, aree not
able to express or explain well the trruths of reeligion, as religion iis too absttract,
mless, and
d science can
c only foollow the cconcrete, llogical, visible
illogical, and form
o space.
model of
Religion
R
haas been unable to exp
press itselff fully in llanguage, aand recognnizes
that the model of science is inadequatte to expreess its truthhs. Becausee religion does
m
of language,
l
not folllow the model
followers of religioon have bbeen unablle to
interpreet fully th
he symboliism of theeir holy bbooks, whhich were written uusing
languag
ge.
The
T holy bo
ooks of thee primary monotheisstic religioons were w
written betw
ween
approxiimately 1,400 and 3,000 yeaars ago. T
They contain extrem
mely poweerful
symboliism aboutt the natu
ure of the world frrom the pperspectivee of a unnified
understaanding of time.
t
To followers
fo
of
o science, as well ass to followers of religgion,
the exacct meaning
g of the sym
mbolism caan be extreemely diffiicult to reccognize. Thhis is
so becau
use religio
on is about time comp
pletely devvoid of space and scieence.
Th
his new model
m
of naature makees it possiible to reccognize thaat religion and
science,, although symmetrically oppo
osite in alll respects, are interreelated sidees of
the sam
me coin, and
d can be reecognized to
t represennt complem
mentary moodels of naature.

Religion
R
un
nderstands many pro
ofound trutths of natuure. Howevver, religioon is
unified only with
hin itself, and has no
n unificattion with or symbollism of sppace.
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Followeers of scien
nce can fin
nd it extrem
mely difficcult to undderstand orr appreciatee the
symboliism of relig
gion.
Because
B
th
he basic teenants of religion,
r
aand the saacred religiious texts,, are
understo
ood and deescribed ussing wordss, and becaause the sttructure off words moodels
the stru
ucture of science, it
i can also
o be diffiicult for ffollowers of religion to
understaand their religion in a concretee manner or communnicate their understannding
with oth
hers. Relig
gion remains illogiccal to sciennce, as loggic is alsoo based onn the
structurre of languaage; religio
on is abstraact and forrmless.

Monotheist
M
tic religion
n and geom
metry evolvved at apprroximatelyy the same time
st
in histo
ory. Religio
on evolved
d 1 , beforre science,, in the 5 ddimensionn of awarenness,
although
h not in Greece.
G
Jud
daism was the
t 1st prim
mary Westtern form oof monotheeism
that stilll has sign
nificant folllowers. Christianity
C
y evolved shortly affter the risse of
geometrry, but theiir differencce in time was
w not grreat.
Christianity
C
y represen
nts a com
mplete uniffication off time, annd only ttime.
Geomettry represeents a comp
plete unificcation of sspace, and only spacee. For religgion,
the 1 sttage to thee evolution
n of monotheism waas the onlyy stage of evolution.. For
science,, geometry
y represented only the
t 1st stagge of 4 staages in thhe evolutioon of
science..
The
T verbs believe an
nd know were
w
prevviously inttroduced aas represennting
awareneess of timee and spacee. The verb
b ‘believe’’ symbolizzes mankinnd’s experience
gained over timee. Believee is used to repressent awareeness of ttime. Tim
me is
U
ings of tim
me cannot bbe demonsstrated, butt can
subjectiive and inttangible. Understandi
only bee believed
d or not believed. The verbb ‘know’ symbolizzes mankiind’s
understaanding of space. Kn
now is useed to repreesent awareeness of space. Spacce is
objectiv
ve, tangiblee, and can be demonsstrated.
In
n geometrry, there is no rep
presentatioon of tim
me. Thereffore, the only
dimensiion of timee that is rep
presented is
i the time of the now
w. Other thhan people who
have a particularr interest in
i history, people w
who have an interesst in geom
metry
y do not feel
f
it necessary to read
r
the ooriginal Euuclid. Peopple realize that
typically
societall understan
nding of geeometry haas evolvedd greatly ovver the past 2,000 years,
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as has th
he ability to
t explain the princip
ples of geoometry in m
modern lannguage. Peeople
want to
o know abo
out geomeetry now. Science
S
is about objective andd demonstrrable
truths. If
I people were
w to disaagree, for example,
e
aabout whetther or not vertical anngles
measuree the same number of degrees, it is simplee enough tto draw a ppicture in space,
and dem
monstrate objectively
o
y that they
y do. Furthhermore, other peoplle are typiccally
quite welcome
w
to attempt to demonsttrate in ann objectivee manner tthat comm
monly
accepted assumptiions or con
nclusions should
s
be rreconsidereed.
n Christian
nity, theree is no reepresentatioon of spaace. Therefore, the only
In
dimensiions of tim
me that are representeed are timees other than the now
w. Christiaanity,
like oth
her forms of monoth
heism, is about
a
storiies that orriginated loong, long ago.
People who have an interesst in Chrisstianity feeel it necessary to reaad the origginal
ng ago, or their translations. R
Religion is about subbjective truuths,
writingss from lon
which are
a not dem
monstrablee. There iss no repressentation oof space, aand so theere is
nothing
g tangible. A person can either believe inn Christiannity or not believe. T
There
is no ab
bility to dem
monstrate truths,
t
and
d other peopple are typpically not at all welccome
to attem
mpt to dem
monstrate that comm
monly accepted assuumptions oor conclussions
should be
b reconsid
dered.

Geometry
G
mple modeel of natuure, and iss based oon 3
is a relattively sim
fundam
mental presu
uppositionss about thee nature off the world:
o
compo
onent of naature is spaace.
1. The only
2. Spacee exists in 3 dimensio
ons.
3. In eacch dimensiion, space is infinite.
e
th
hese presup
ppositions more
m
closeely:
Let us examine
1. The only
o
compo
onent of naature is spaace:
In otherr words, it is considerred meanin
ngful to coonsider spaace outsidee of the conntext
of time.. This is a valid
v
assum
mption, giv
ven that thhis is a simpple, early m
model of space,
st
the 1 stage
s
in a cyclic
c
flow
w through progressive
p
ely more eevolved moodels of sppace,
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in which time is completely ignored. It is important to be aware of the position of
geometry within the evolution of science, and not to think that it is equal in its
symbolism to all other prevalent models of science. This 1st model of science is
about 1, space only. Over time, time will be progressively integrated into later
models of space.
3. In each dimension, space is infinite:
This is a valid assumption. Given that there is no representation of time in
geometry, there can be no representation of motion in space, since motion in space
requires time. With no representation of motion in space, there can be no
consideration of the possibility of any end to space, since no end to space could
possibly be reached without motion through space. Therefore, given the previous
presupposition that space be considered outside of any context of time, space can
and should indeed be considered to be infinite. Furthermore, science is all about
the time of the now. We are now in the 3rd dimension of the universe. In the 3rd
dimension, space is expanding outward from the Big Bang. There is no apparent
end to this expansion, if viewed only from the perspective of the now, and there
will not even be apparent slowing of this expansion until the 4th dimension of the
universe, which is not within the scope of science that focuses on the now.
2. Space exists in 3 dimensions:
Geometry represents awareness of 4 dimensions, but these dimensions are counted
as 3. This is valid. Since space is considered to be infinite, and therefore the point
is considered to be infinitely small in all dimensions, the point should not be
considered to count as a distinct dimension.
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Christianity
C
y is a relatiively simp
ple model oof nature tthat is baseed on a unnified
awareneess of the dimension
ns of time. It is a pow
werful moddel, like geeometry, bbut it
is an an
ncient model, which
h has not evolved ssignificantlly since itts inceptioon in
ancient times. Ch
hristianity unifies
u
all of the dim
mensions of time innto one unnified
ntation an
nd understtanding. As
A well, itt unifies all of thee gods off the
represen
Olympians into a single, uniified god, known
k
as G
God.
Christianity
C
y has no reepresentatiion of spacce. Thereffore, althouugh religioon is
about tiime, it is about
a
time other than
n the time of the now
w. Christiaanity repressents
an undeerstanding of the orig
gin and evo
olution of tthe world, ppast and fuuture.
Although
A
many
m
powerful insig
ghts are avvailable thhrough Chrristianity, they
can be quite conffusing and
d unclear. There are many diffferent reprresentationns of
n, and each
h presents its
i truths in
n a subjecttive and abbstract wayy that makkes it
religion
difficultt to undersstand and impossible to exam
mine and chhallenge. O
One can either
believe the tenets of a religiion, or not.. One can ttrade one sset of religgious tenets for
another set. Each has a diffeerent representation oof understaandings off time, but each
nterpret.
is equallly subjectiive and diffficult to in
Let
L us exam
mine somee of the un
nderstandinngs of Chhristianity iin light off this
new mo
odel of natu
ure.
Religion
R
iss all aboutt represen
ntation of time. Indoo-Europeaan culturess are
anthropomorphic cultures, and
a so timee is symbolized as a hhuman-likke male, knnown
as God
d. God is a personiffication off time. W
Whereas Chhristianity considers that
mankind was creaated in thee image off God, it iss clear thatt God was created inn the
o mankind, on the basis of th
he recognition of thhe symmettrical form
ms of
image of
mankind on the earth and in the heeavens, as discussedd previouslly. God iss the
personiffication off time.
Christianity
C
y considerss that God
d is infinitee. We know
w that tim
me is infinite in
the univ
verse.
Christianity
C
y considerss that theree is 1 god. This is reaasonable, aas there is only
1 time, which ex
xists throug
gh each generation of the cyccle of the universe. The
u
god, just ass awarenesss of timee is also now
Christiaan god is a fully unified
complettely unified
d.
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Christianity considers that God is everywhere. Time is everywhere, and
always, and currently is integrated with all of space, everywhere.
Christianity considers that God created all that exists in the universe. Time
gave rise to space, in the 2nd dimension of the universe. This giving rise to space by
time can also be considered creation.
Christianity considers that God created the universe, in an act known as the
Creation. Time caused the current state of the universe of space-time to come into
existence in an act known by such names as the Creation or the Big Bang.
Christianity considers that God is a 3 part god. The 3 parts are known as the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. We know that in the universe now, where all
that we know exists, there are 3; time, space, and space-time. The Father represents
time, the Son represents space-time, and the Holy Spirit represents space.
Christianity considers that the world was created in 6 days. This is discussed
in the first chapter of Genesis, the first book of the Old Testament. Why 6? Why
days? Why is the number 6, and not some other number? Why is the unit of time
days, and not one of the other units of time, either months or years? It was with the
creation of light that the 3rd dimension of the universe, the present dimension of the
universe, was created. It was in the 3rd dimension of awareness that mankind
became aware of his existence, and aware that he had been created. In the 3rd
dimension of awareness, the only unit of time of which mankind was aware was
the cycle of light and darkness, the cycle of the day. Mankind at that time was
aware of no other unit of time than the day. The cycle of the day in the 3rd
dimension of awareness was a cycle of 6 stages. The first motion in the universe,
the birth or creation of the universe, occurred in the first complete cycle of motion
of time in the 3rd dimension of awareness, and so is symbolized as the 6 stage cycle
of the day.
Let us examine the symbolism of each of the 6 days of creation, as described
in Genesis Chapter 1. As with the 6 stage cycle of the day described in the section
on the 3rd dimension of awareness, this cycle of 6 stages can be subdivided into 2
half cycles of 3 stages each. The stages in the 1st half of the cycle symbolize
subdivision of our awareness of nature, and the stages in the 2nd half of the cycle
symbolize population of the subdivisions. The stages in the 1st half of the cycle
symbolize awareness of the point, the segment, and the area, and the stages in the
2nd half of the cycle symbolize awareness of the volume. The stages in the 1st half
of the cycle symbolize awareness of part of the geometric symbols, those of the
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point, the segment, and the area, whereas the stages in the 2nd half of the cycle
symbolize awareness of all of the geometric symbols, those of the point, the
segment, the area, and the volume.
Day 1 is about the creation of awareness. The creation of light within the
darkness of our awareness was the beginning of human awareness of nature. This
symbolizes distinction within what theretofore had been only chaos. In terms of
geometric symbolism, this day symbolizes the point, as there is awareness of the
point of light within the chaos of our darkness.
Day 2 is about a vertical subdivision of awareness of the world into the
heavens above and the earth below. In terms of geometric symbolism, this day
symbolizes the segment, as there is awareness of the segment extending to the
heavens above from the earth below.
Day 3 is about a horizontal subdivision of awareness of the earth into water
and land. Furthermore, the land is populated with plant life, such that there are 2,
life and non-life. In terms of geometric symbolism, this day symbolizes awareness
of the area, as there is awareness of the vertical segment from before, and now a
horizontal segment on the earth, where 2 segments define an area.
The 1st half of the cycle of creation is about awareness of space. Day 1 is
about awareness of existence in space, and awareness of the point of the here. Day
2 is about awareness of position and motion in space, and awareness of the
segment that extends from the earth to the heavens. Day 3 is about awareness of
interaction in space, and awareness of the vertical area that extends along the
surface of the earth from east to west and upward into the heavens.
The 2nd half of the cycle of creation is about awareness of the volume of time
and space. 1st, there is 1 day about time (which is 1st, and primary). 2nd, there are 2
days about space (which is 2nd, and secondary).
Day 4 is about population of the heavens with the givers of awareness of time.
The volume of the heavens (along the zodiac alongside the ecliptic) is populated
with the sun, the moon, and the stars. These objects in the heavens are the enablers
of awareness of all of the units of time, such as the day, the month, and the year.
Day 5 and day 6 are about population of the earth with life on earth, the
givers of awareness of perpetuation in space. This awareness is subdivided into 4,
awareness of the point, the segment, the area, and the volume. We can recognize
these as fire, air, land (earth), and water.
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Day 5 is about awareness of life within the volume of space, the volume of
the waters. There is life in the volume of the oceans, in the form of fish. It is also
about awareness of life along the segment of space, the segment of the air. There is
life in the segment of the air, in the form of birds.
Day 6 is about awareness of life on the area of space, the area of the land.
There is life on the area of the land, in the form of animals. It is also about
awareness of life at the point in space, the point of fire. There is life at the point of
fire, in the form of man. Mankind is aware of himself at the point of the here, and
the hearth fire symbolizes the point of the here for the family of mankind.
Genesis Chapter 2 then continues with Day 7, which is different from the
other days, and is a day of rest. Whereas the cycle of the day, in the 3rd dimension
of awareness, is a 6 stage cycle, at the time of development of Christianity, there
was awareness of the cycle of the week. The lunar month is approximately 29.5
days long. If we divide the lunar month into 4 parts, as everything in nature is
subdivided into 4 distinctions by cultures that orient to the 4th dimension, the
closest whole number of days to the result of this division is 7. A week is
composed of 7 days. Since only 6 were needed for the cycle of creation, nothing is
required for the 7th day, and so it is designated a day of rest. Furthermore, the days
of the week were named after the objects in the heavens that enabled awareness of
the cycles of time, and there are 7 of these; the sun, the moon, and the 5 planets
that are visible to the naked eye and that were known in ancient times.
The Book of John in the New Testament (as translated) begins with the
sentence “In the beginning was the Word.” Word is written λόγος, or logos. As
with many languages, the word logos in Greek could also be understood to mean
language in general. In the beginning, of awareness, there was language, which
enabled human awareness of time and space.
Christianity considers that the great adversary of God is Satan. The word
Satan comes from a Hebrew word meaning ‘adversary’. Satan is also symbolized
as a man, as though a man could somehow compete successfully with a god. Satan
symbolizes space, and the finite nature of space, in the same way that God
symbolizes time, and the infinite nature of time. Where there are 2, time and space,
and where there are 2, good and evil, God is the personification of time and good,
and Satan is the personification of space and evil. Time is infinite, but space is not,
and ultimately Satan, like space, will die.
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Christianity considers that people have the choice to be with God or to be
with Satan. Mankind symbolizes space-time. If people align their space-time with
time (God), then after death they will be with God, symbolized by heaven, which is
located in the heavens, where time is tracked. If people align their space-time with
space (Satan), then after death they will be with Satan, symbolized by hell, which
is located in the earth, where space is located.
Christianity considers that after death people will either be with God or be
separate from god. The Book of Revelation, at the end of the New Testament,
writes of the end of the world and the joining with God. At the end of the 4th
dimension of the universe, time and space will separate. Mankind, associated with
space-time while alive, cannot in the 5th dimension of the universe remain
associated with both space and time, but can only associate with one or the other,
at least symbolically, in the after death. Space will eventually die, at the end of the
5th dimension of the universe, leaving only time to live on infinitely. Once space
finally dies, everything that exists will exist only as time.
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ust as with
h the right hand,
h
the left hand caan now open, in ordeer to symboolize
Ju
space. In
I order to symbolizee the volum
me of spacee, open thee fingers of the left hhand,
and exttend the fiingers outw
ward, horizontally foorward, tooward the horizon. A
All 5
fingers are extend
ded, and arre used tog
gether. All 5 fingers are symboolized as w
whole
d no longeer as fingerrs subdividded into m
multiple boones.
fingers, unified fiingers, and
i a span of 11.25o between the fingerrs. The haand is flatt, symboliccally
There is
forming
g the base of
o a cube.
The
T left haand has a similar orrientation tto the eastt as the riight hand. The
orientattion is nott identical,, but is sy
ymmetric, as the thuumb oriennts to the eeastnortheast and the little
l
finger orients to
o the east-ssoutheast.
Although
A
we
w can use this orieentation of the 5 fingers to uunderstandd the
overall evolution of awaren
ness of sp
pace, we sshall see thhat the exxtension off the
his position
n is not ach
hieved all at once, buut evolves over stagees, in
fingers to reach th
o symbolizee the stagees in the ev
volution off modern sccience.
order to
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The
T left han
nd has 5 fingers, each
h of whichh extends ooutward froom the hannd in
the form
m of a segm
ment. The middle fin
nger orientss to the pooint of the eeast. The oouter
fingers, the thumb
b and littlee finger, orrient to sppace in a section thatt extends ffrom
the east-northeast to the eastt-southeastt.
Each
E
fingeer represen
nts a segm
ment, whiich can be recognizzed to exxtend
outward
d to the ho
orizon. Eacch segmentt extends ffrom the ppoint of thee here outw
ward
to the horizon
h
at the limits of our aw
wareness off the earthh, which arre the limitts of
our awaareness of horizontal
h
space.
These
T
5 seg
gments spaan 45o, whiich is 1/8 oof the full area of hoorizontal sppace,
which spans
s
360o. The area of horizon
ntal space eextends forrward and rearward ffrom
the poin
nt of the here, and it also exten
nds leftwarrd and righhtward froom the poinnt of
the heree. In all, th
here is aw
wareness off 16 segmeents that ssubdivide tthe area off the
earth an
nd that passs through the
t point of the here.
We
W do not need
n
to actually sym
mbolize sepparately eaach of the 332 segmennts of
horizon
ntal space. By
B recogn
nizing the 5 segmentss of this 1 section off the entire area
of horiizontal space, and by awareeness thatt there arre 7 otherr symmettrical
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subdivissions of th
he area of the
t surfacee of the eaarth, we caan be awarre of the entire
square of
o horizonttal space as being sub
bdivided innto 32 secttions.
Each
E
of thee 8 sections of the arrea of the eearth is reppresented bby 5 segments.
Of each
h section of 5 segm
ments, 1 off the segm
ments overrlaps with the adjoiining
section. This leav
ves 4 distin
nct segmen
nts that suubdivide eaach sectionn of horizoontal
e
outward
o
to the horizo
on from thee point of tthe here.
space, extending
The
T surfacee of the earrth can be subdivided
s
d into 8 secctions, eachh of whichh can
be furth
her subdiv
vided into
o 4 sectio
ons, makinng a total of 32 suubdivisionns of
horizon
ntal space.

There
T
is aw
wareness off 16 line seegments thhat subdividde the areaa of the surrface
of the earth, the arrea of horizzontal spacce.
We
W can reccognize th
hat each off these linne segmentts is compposed of 2 ray
segmen
nts, such as there are 32
3 points of
o awareneess around the squaree of awarenness.
For eacch of thesee line segm
ments, therre is awareeness that the line seegment caan be
extendeed verticallly, upward
d and down
nward, to fform a corrrespondinng vertical area
of spacee.
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There is also awareness that we can subdivide each of these 16 vertical areas
of space into the same 32 ray segments as the area of horizontal space. We do not
need to symbolize on the fingers each of the 32 ray segments of each area, and we
do not need to symbolize each of the 8 areas. We can be aware of the symmetry of
space, and we can be aware that the 1 primary subdivision into 5 ray segments,
oriented to the ecliptic, enables us to be aware of all of the volume of horizontal
and vertical space.
For example, we could use the left elbow to rotate the forearm 90o toward
the right, such that the bones of the forearm orient up-down with respect to each
other, rather than orient left-right with respect to each other. Maintaining the same
position of the hand, the 5 fingers mark out a 45o section of the vertical area of
space that extends up-down and forward-rearward. This section is analogous to the
equivalent section of horizontal space. By extension, we can be aware that this
vertical area could be subdivided into 8 such sections, just as the area of horizontal
space can be subdivided into 8 such sections.
In like manner, we could use the wrist to rotate the hand 90o inward, such
that the hand orients toward the right. Maintaining the same position of the hand,
the 5 fingers mark out a 45o section of the vertical area of space that extends updown and left-right. This section is analogous to the equivalent section of
horizontal space. By extension, we can be aware that this area could be subdivided
into 8 such sections, just as the area of horizontal space can be subdivided into 8
such sections.
At our current stage of awareness, we have evolved to the awareness of 32
ray segments that extend outward from mankind at the point of the here. These can
be recognized to form 16 line segments that cross the surface of the earth, with the
center point of each of the segments passing through the midline of mankind, at the
point of the here. These segments can subdivide our awareness of horizontal space
into 32 distinctions. We can also be aware of each of these 16 line segments as the
mid-segment of an area of vertical space, which extends upward and downward,
forming 16 areas of vertical space. For each of these 16 areas of vertical space, we
can be aware that the area can be subdivided into the same 32 ray segments that we
recognized with horizontal space.
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Awareness
A
of space is also ab
bout awareeness of sccience. Foor cultures that
th
orient to
o the 4 dimension
d
of awaren
ness, sciencce is evolvving throuugh the sam
me 4
stages as
a is recogn
nized for ev
verything else in natuure.
Whereas
W
th
he right hand,
h
in order to symbolizee time, syymbolizes the
awareneess of 5 points of time in the proxim
mity of thhe easternn horizon, the
represen
ntation of space in the
t symbo
olism of sccience sym
mbolizes oonly 1 poinnt in
space, the 1 point of the eastt on the ho
orizon. Theerefore, thee right hannd begins oopen,
and thee fingers are locateed separatee and apaart from eeach otherr, in ordeer to
symboliize 5 distinct points, with each finger syymbolizing 1 point. However, the
left han
nd begins closed,
c
and
d will open
n slowly, w
whereuponn the fingeers of the hhand
will be located tog
gether, nex
xt to each other,
o
in order to sym
mbolize thhe same 1 ppoint
me 1 point in space, with
w 4 diffferent symbbolisms.
of the east, the sam

Once
O
time unified, 1st, space then
t
begann to unify, 2nd. Spacce has nott yet
unified completeely. Howeever, whatt unificatiion there has beenn consistss of
me, which w
were
unificattion of spacce togetherr with timee, such thatt the 2, spaace and tim
complettely separaate in the mind, hav
ve been proogressivelyy unifyingg to becom
me 1,
space-tiime. It is th
he progresssive unificcation of sppace with time, as sppace-time, that
has mad
de science become viisible in the mind.
The
T unificaation of spaace is, quite naturallyy, a 4 stagee process fo
for culturess that
th
orient to
o the 4 dimension.
d
s
corrrespond to the 4 dim
mensions off the
These 4 stages
point, th
he segmen
nt, the areaa, and the volume,
v
whhich are thhe 4 dimennsions of space
th
that culttures that orient
o
to th
he 4 dimen
nsion reco gnize and symbolizee.
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There
T
are 5 dimensio
ons of awaareness, annd there aare 5 fingeers that cann be
used to symbolizee them. Ho
owever, as there is a primary orrientation bby people who
th
o the 4 diimension to
t the num
mber 4, therre are 4 prrimary moddels of science
orient to
that these 5 fingerrs can sym
mbolize. Th
herefore, 2 of the 5 fingers muust integraate in
their sy
ymbolism of 1 of the
t modells of sciennce, such that the 5 fingers can
symboliize 4 modeels of scien
nce.
Itt was prev
viously staated that in order ffor culturees that oriient to thee 4th
dimensiion to maiintain a prrimary orieentation too the numbber 4, giveen that there is
awareneess of 5 dim
mensions of
o space-tim
me, there m
must be inttegration oof awareness of
2 of th
he dimensiions. As shown
s
in the diagraam, there are 3 posssible wayys to
integratte any 2 off the originaal 4 dimen
nsions of aw
wareness.
st
Time
T
is priimary, or 1 , for th
hese culturres, such tthat there was 1 waay to
integratte 2 dimenssions of aw
wareness of time. Tim
me, and relligion, havve an integrrated
rd
th
awareneess of the 3 and thee 4 dimen
nsions. Forr example, the gods that symboolize
rd
th
the 3 and
a the 4 dimension
ns of awareeness weree symbolizzed by the aancient Grreeks
as siblin
ngs, which
h were both
h symbolized by the 4 dimensioonal area.
Space
S
is seccondary, or
o 2nd, for these
t
cultuures, such tthat there w
were 2 wayys to
integratte 2 dimeensions off awarenesss of spacce and science. Wee already saw
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integrattion of thee 2nd dimen
nsion with
h the 3rd. IIn geometrry, for exaample, thee ray
segmen
nt is not con
nsidered to
o be fundam
mentally ddifferent froom the linee segment.
nd
Now,
N
we will
w consideer a 2 waay to integrrate 2 dimeensions off awarenesss. Of
the orig
ginal 4 dim
mensions of awarenesss, there iss only 1 reemaining ppossible paair of
dimensiions to inteegrate. This time, thee 1st and 2ndd dimensioons will inttegrate.
The
T
1st mo
odel of sccience thaat we discuss, geom
metry, sym
mbolizes both
st
nd
existencce and posiition, the symbols
s
off the 1 andd 2 dimennsions of aawareness.

Our
O ancesto
ors evolveed in their understannding of sccience in sstages. Science
creates models of nature, and
a so theere have bbeen 4 staages in thee evolutioon of
fic models of nature. Therefore,, rather thaan openingg the left haand all at oonce,
scientifi
as with the right hand and awareness of time, we will oopen the hhand in staages,
onding to the
t stages in
i the evollution of sccience and awarenesss of space.
correspo
There
T
are 5 fingers on
o the hand
d. Yet, theere are onlly 4 stagess to symboolize.
The thu
umb will be used to symbolize
s
the 4 stagges by interracting in turn with each
of the other
o
4 fin
ngers. Thee 4 fingerss will be extended 1 at a tim
me, in ordeer to
symboliize each off the 4 scieentific mod
dels of natuure.
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We
W have recognized
r
d all of th
he fingerss other than the thuumb as bbeing
compossed of 3 distinct bonees. The thu
umb, howeever, is com
mposed off only 2 boones.
Still, if we look deeeply at th
he thumb, we
w can seee that, unlikke with thee other finggers,
one that caan move th
he thumb iin relation to the restt of the hannd, a
there is another bo
rd
ne, buried within thee palm. Thherefore, w
we can obsserve
3 bonee, the metaacarpal bon
the thum
mb in relattion to thee other 4 fingers
fi
in 4 distinct w
ways, wheere none off the
st
nd
bones of
o the thum
mb move, or
o where the
t 1 , thee 2 , or thhe 3rd of thhe bones off the
thumb moves.
m
Thee bones off the thumb
b in motionn will symbbolize our 4 stages inn the
evolutio
on of scien
nce.
Awareness
A
We will seee this refflected in the
of spacee is subdiivided. W
symboliism in thaat as each of the bon
nes of the thumb caan shift tow
ward the oother
fingers in 2 ways, with eitheer a half shift or a fulll shift.

As
A English
h orients to
t the 4th dimensioon of awaareness, annd as therre is
awareneess of everrything in nature
n
as being
b
subdiivided intoo groups off 4 for culttures
th
that orieent to the 4 dimensiion of awaareness, theere will naaturally be 4 stages inn the
evolutio
on of mod
dels of sccience. Th
hese 4 staages will symbolizee all 5 off the
dimensiions of aw
wareness. The repreesentative scientific models oof nature that
symboliize these 4 stages in the
t evolutiion of sciennce are as follows:
Euclidean
E
geometry
g
symbolizes
s
s the 1st annd 2nd dim
mensions, tthe dimenssions
of existeence and position.
p
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Newtonian
N
physics sy
ymbolizes through thhe 3rd dimeension, thee dimensioon of
motion.
Relativity
R
symbolizees through
h the 4thh dimensiion, the dimensionn of
interaction.
The
T new ph
hysics thatt is being introducedd in this bbook symbbolizes throough
th
the 5 dimension,
d
the dimen
nsion of perpetuationn.

To
T symbolize the 1sts model of
o science,, Euclideann geometrry, 2 of thhe 5
fingers will extend
d, but they
y will do so
o separatelyy.
n the initiaal position
n for symb
bolism, thee thumb naaturally exxtends forw
ward,
In
whereass the other 4 fingers naturally
n
extend rearw
ward.
Therefore,
T
without
w
mo
oving any of the finggers of the hand, the thumb alreeady
extends forward, alone.
a
The
T thumb symbolizzes the 1st dimensionn of awarreness, the dimensioon of
existencce. Since there
t
is on
nly 1 pointt of awareeness, theree is no othher symboolism
other th
han existen
nce that th
he thumb could
c
possibly repressent. Theree is awareeness
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that the thumb exiists, since there is 1 point
p
that is symboliized by thee fingers of the
ut there can be no oth
her awaren
ness other tthan that thhe point exxists.
hand, bu

To
T symboliize each of
o the 4 staages in the evolutioon of sciennce, 1 of tthe 4
fingers will exten
nd forward,, toward th
he point off the east, and the thhumb will shift
mbolize a rrelationshipp with the other extennded
its bonees, as necesssary, in orrder to sym
fingers.
To
T symboliize the 1st of the 4 sttages, the index fingger extendss forward. The
index fiinger is thee 1st of the 4 fingers. Now, ther e are 2 finggers that extend forw
ward,
the thum
mb and th
he index fiinger. Each
h finger syymbolizes 1 point. T
These 2 pooints
nd
symboliize the 2 dimension
n of awaren
ness, the aw
wareness oof position.
At
A this time, the thum
mb does not
n move aat all. In oother wordds, none off the
bones of
o the thum
mb needs to
t move in
n order to symbolizee a relationship withh the
index finger.
fi
Thee thumb was
w already
y positioneed alongsidde the inddex finger, and
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extending the index finger did not break this contact. No motion is symbolized by
these 2 points. The only relationship that they can symbolize is that the thumb is
positioned to the left of the index finger, and that the index finger is positioned to
the right of the thumb. In other words, in addition to symbolism of existence, there
is also symbolism of position.
These 2 positions of the left hand, extending only the thumb and extending
both the thumb and index finger, correspond to the era in the history of science that
is symbolized by the model of nature known as Euclidean geometry. The thumb
does not move any of its bones in its relationship to the extending of the index
finger, and so the thumb is involved in no motion in space. Motion of the thumb
through space would symbolize time, in some form, since motion through space
requires time. At this stage of science, there is no symbolism of time.
Geometry is a model of nature that has no symbolism of time. Although
geometry recognizes the point, the point is considered to be infinitely small, and is
not visible. The point is therefore not recognized as a dimension in geometry. The
other 3 fingers, symbolizing the other 3 dimensions, are still bent in 4 directions,
facing rearward.
Notice that with Euclidean geometry, which symbolizes the 1st dimension of
space-time, only the simplest usage of numbers is required or possible. Only
simple arithmetic is used to represent the relationships that can be symbolized
when discussing parts of one or more of the infinities of geometry.
Euclidean geometry unifies 1 dimension of space-time. This is fairly easy
for most modern people to understand, because it is very natural. Many speakers of
4 dimensional languages have evolved to this stage of awareness. (By this, it is not
meant that many people understand Euclidean geometry specifically, but only that
they recognize as natural the same relationships that geometry symbolizes.)
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have alreaady been ddiscussed. The
The
T basic tenets
t
of Euclidean
E
Geometry
G
model of
o Euclideaan Geomettry is based on 3 funndamental notions: Itt is meaninngful
to talk about
a
spacee outside of
o the conteext of timee, space exxists in 3 diimensions,, and
space iss infinite in
n each of th
he 3 dimen
nsions.
Based
B
on th
his, it follo
ows that there are 4 sstates of exxistence inn geometryy. All
3 of thee dimensio
ons can be infinitely small, or 11, 2, or 3 oof the dimensions caan be
infinitelly large. Th
he point reepresents space
s
in whhich all 3 dimensionns are infinnitely
small, the
t line represents
r
space wh
here 1 dim
mension iss infinitelyy large annd 2
dimensiions are in
nfinitely sm
mall, the plane repressents spacee where 2 ddimensionss are
infinitelly large and
a
1 dim
mension is infinitely small, annd 3 dimeensional space
represen
nts space where
w
all 3 dimension
ns are infinnitely largee.
In
n the following discu
ussion, theese 4 dimennsions willl be repressented usinng 1,
2, 3, an
nd 4 pointts. Althoug
gh space is
i considerred to be infinite inn geometryy, all
represen
ntations in
n diagramss here will use lingguistic points, and not geom
metric
points, and
a so of course
c
the size of the points willl be finite..
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Let
L us begin
n with the case where all of thee infinities are infinittely small. This
is symb
bolized by
y the pointt. The poin
nt is definned to be infinitely small in aall 3
dimensiions.
Nothing
N
caan be know
wn about a single ppoint otherr than thatt it exists.. No
measureements can
n be done with it, no
o relationshhips can bee recognizzed with it,, and
nothing
g else can be
b done witth it. Eitheer a point exxists here oor it does nnot exist heere.

Let
L us now consider the
t case wh
here 1 of thhe infinitiees is infinittely large. This
is symb
bolized by the line. The
T line iss considereed to extennd infiniteely in 1 paair of
directions. We will
w use only a line segment
s
hhere to sym
mbolize thhe line. A line
segmen
nt can be reepresented by 2 pointts.
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linear geoometry, whhere the w
We
W can caall geometrry of 1 dimension
d
word
‘linear’ reflects itss relationsh
hip to the word
w
‘linee’. Linear ggeometry iis quite sim
mple.
e
of
o the line segment can
c hold a single relaationship, which we will
The 2 endpoints
call possition. Posiition requiires that th
here be awareness off more thann 1 point. Any
given 2 points are
a separaated from one anotther. Otheerwise, they would not
constitu
ute distinctt points. The
T degree of separaation betweeen any 2 points caan be
called distance,
d
ass there is distance
d
fro
om one pooint to the other. Thee measurem
ment
st
of the 1 dimensio
on is called
d the lengtth, and the length is a measure of distancce. In
o measure distance,
d
th
here must exist
e
2 disttinct pointss.
order to
The
T relation
nship betw
ween 2 poin
nts enabless us to idenntify the poosition of each
point in
n relationsh
hip to the other.
o
In th
he symboli sm of this model, thee hand exttends
2 fingerrs, each off which sym
mbolizes a single po int, such thhat this haand symbolizes
2 pointss of awaren
ness. The hand with 2 fingers extended ssymbolizes awarenesss of
position
n.

In
n addition to the awaareness of the
t existennce of a poiint, we cann also be aw
ware
nd
of its po
osition. Po
osition requ
uires a 2 point withh which to relate the point. A ppoint
in 1 dim
mensional geometry can be ideentified byy 1 numbeer. The diaagram show
ws a
numberr line. Therre is a poin
nt in the diagram thatt is at the pposition iddentified byy the
numberr 4. In ordeer for the number 4 to
o have anyy meaning, we must uunderstandd that
the poin
nt is positioned at a distance
d
off 4 units frrom our orrigin on thhe number line,
which is the pointt that is ideentified by the numbeer 0.
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In
nstead of using
u
the point
p
of thee origin as one of thee 2 points, we can juust as
well draaw 2 poin
nts anywheere along our
o numbeer line, annd join theem with a line
segmen
nt.
We
W can no
ow measurre the disstance from
m one point to the other. Inn the
diagram
m, the distaance is 2 un
nits, or sim
mply 2. Thhe measuree of distancce is know
wn as
the leng
gth. The segment in th
he diagram
m has a lenngth of 2.
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Let
L us now
w consider the case where
w
2 off the infinnities are innfinitely laarge.
This is symbolizeed by the plane.
p
The plane is cconsidered to extend infinitely in 2
pairs off directionss. We will use only a finite areea here to symbolizee the planee. An
area can
n be repressented by 3 points thaat do not alll lie on thee same seggment.
We
W can call geometrry of 2 dim
mensions planar geoometry, w
where the w
word
‘planar’’ reflects its relation
nship to the
t word ‘plane’. Planar geom
metry is m
more
complex
x than lineear geometrry. We can
n make an additionall measurem
ment, whichh we
will calll area.
In
n planar geometry,
g
each
e
pointt is identifi
fied by 2 nnumbers on a coordiinate
graph that is com
mposed off 2 numberr lines. One numbeer describees the disttance
st
ontal axis (the
(
x axiss), which eextends rigghtward frrom the orrigin,
along a 1 horizo
and the other num
mber describes the disstance alonng a 2nd hoorizontal axxis (the y aaxis),
e
forrward from
m the origin
n. (When oonly thesee 2 axes aree visible, tthe y
which extends
axis is often
o
called the vertical axis, an
nd is said to extend uupward froom the origin.)
We shalll call these 2 distancces the leng
gth and thee width.
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As
A before, we
w can meeasure the position
p
off any pointt, with resppect to anoother
point orr with resp
pect to thee origin. We
W can alsso measurre the lenggth of any line
segmen
nt.
In
n addition,, a minimu
um of 3 po
oints that arre not all oon the sam
me segmentt can
be conn
nected by a minimum
m of 3 line segments, which cann outline a 2 dimensiional
section of space. We
W can meeasure the amount off space bouunded by thhese segments.
t
bound
ded space is called the area. In the diaagram, we can
The meeasure of this
measuree the area of
o the trian
ngle.

Let
L us now consider the
t case wh
here all 3 oof the infinnities are infinitely laarge.
This is symbolizeed by whaat is know
wn as 3 ddimensionaal space. Inn geometrry, 3
dimensiional spacee is considered to exttend infinittely in all 3 directionns. We willl use
only a finite volu
ume here to symbollize 3 dim
mensional sspace. A vvolume cann be
nted by 4 points
p
that do not all lie on the ssame area..
represen
We
W can calll geometrry of 3 dim
mensions ssolid geom
metry. Soliid geometrry is
more co
omplex than planar geometry.. We can make an additional measurem
ment,
which we
w will calll the volum
me.
In
n solid geometry, eaach point is identified by 3 nnumbers onn a coordiinate
graph that is com
mposed off 3 numberr lines. One numbeer describees the disttance
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along th
he x axis, one num
mber descriibes the diistance aloong the y axis, and one
numberr describess the distan
nce along a 3rd axis, the z axis, which extends (oor as
shown here attem
mpts to app
pear to ex
xtend) vertiically upw
ward from the grounnd or
W will calll these 3 distances
d
th
he length, tthe width, and the heeight.
paper. We
As
A before, we
w can meeasure the position
p
off any pointt, with resppect to anoother
point orr with resp
pect to thee origin. We
W can alsso measurre the lenggth of any line
segmen
nt or the areea of any planar
p
figurre.
In
n addition,, a minimu
um of 4 points that arre not all oon the sam
me plane caan be
connectted by a minimum
m
off 4 areas, in
i this casee 4 trianglees, which ccan outlinee a 3
dimensiional section of spacce. We can
n measuree the amouunt of spacce boundedd by
these arreas. The measure of this bo
ounded sppace is callled the vvolume. Inn the
diagram
m, we can measure
m
the volume of
o the tetraahedron.

metry conccerns thinggs that actuually
Itt might bee tempting to believee that geom
exist in the real world. Howeever, geom
metry has nnothing to ddo with coontent in sppace.
Even
E
if spaace were indeed inffinite, hum
mans are ccompletelyy unable too be
aware of
o or even to
t conceptu
ualize infin
nity. The m
mind does not, and caannot, relaate to
space ass being inffinite.
Yet
Y everyth
hing in geo
ometry is based
b
on thhe notion oof infinity. Nothing inn the
real worrld could actually
a
ex
xist in 0 dim
mensions, such that iit is infiniteely small iin all
3 dimeensions. Nothing
N
in the real world coould actuallly exist in 1, 2, oor 3
dimensiions, infiniitely small or infiniteely large inn all dimensions.
Things
T
cann
not exist even
e
in 3 dimensiona
d
al geometrric space. N
Nothing inn the
real worrld can exiist without time, and time is noot representted in geom
metry. Notthing
can exisst if there is
i no motio
on in spacee, and motiion is not rrepresentedd in geomeetry.
Euclidean
E
geometry is a very
y useful m
model of nnature, whhich is whhy it
remainss in very common use after thousands of years.. It is useeful due too its
simpliciity. Howev
ver, the geo
ometric mo
odel of spaace is not a model thaat represennts in
any way
y what actu
ually existss in space. Geometryy is a modeel only of tthe structurre of
space, and
a of the types
t
of relationshipss that can eexist withinn this struccture.
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Matter
M
is a term thatt is comm
monly usedd to repressent that w
which existts in
space. We
W will ex
xplore the evolution of the conncept of matter throuugh the varrious
models of sciencee.
The
T model of geomeetry does not
n deal w
with contennt in spacee. In geom
metry,
space iss the frameework, and
d geometry
y concernss existencee and posittion withinn the
framew
work that is space. In otherr words, in geomeetry, there can bee no
represen
ntation of matter
m
in space, and space
s
itself is not maatter.
In
n geometry
y, points an
nd constru
uctions madde of pointts can havee existencee and
they can
n have possition in sp
pace, but geometry
g
ddoes not cooncern itseelf with objjects
that exist in the reeal world. Geometry
G
is
i only aboout the struucture of sppace itself,, and
out any con
ntent withiin it. Altho
ough objeccts within the frameework of space
not abo
can hav
ve area and
d they can have volume, there is no conteent to the objects, duue to
the infiinite naturre of the objects. For
F exampple, there is no nootion of m
mass.
Therefo
ore, the con
ncept of maatter is nott useful andd is not useed in geom
metry.

In
n each stag
ge of the evolution
e
of
o science, we will taalk about thhe words m
mass
and forcce.
In
n simple teerms, masss relates to
o the amouunt of mattter in an oobject. Forcce is
that whiich can cau
use a chang
ge in a mass.
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n Euclideaan geometry
y, there is no represeentation off matter in sspace. Theere is
In
thereforre no notio
on of mass.. In geomeetry, space is compossed of poinnt particless that
are with
hout mass and
a that arre without matter.
m

Force
F
acts on
o mass, an
nd is able to
t cause a change in mass.
Normally,
N
when
w
we taalk about Euclidean
E
ggeometry, the terms m
mass and fforce
are not used. Geo
ometry recognizes no
o mass in space, andd so recoggnizes no fforce
n act on maass.
that can
This
T
discusssion abou
ut matter, mass, andd force is not designned to proovide
useful information
i
n about geeometry. It
I is designned to inttroduce a fframeworkk for
understaanding maass and forrce that willl provide a basis forr comparinng and relaating
our und
derstanding
g of these teerms in thee subsequeent stages oof awareneess of sciennce.
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n geometrry, space is recogn
nized as a framewoork for existence. This
In
existencce takes the
t form of
o infiniteely small points. Pooints can be positiooned
anywheere within this framework, such
h that geom
metry is also about tthe positioon of
points within
w
the frameworrk of space. A singlle point caan only reepresent thhe 1st
dimensiion of the point. Mu
ultiple points can syymbolize tthe 2nd dim
mension off the
rd
th
segmen
nt, the 3 dimension
n of the area, or thhe 4 dim
mension oof the voluume.
Multiple points can
c repressent variou
us relationnships, knoown as leength, areaa, or
volume.
Geometry
G
is
i a modell of naturee that repreesents awaareness off existence and
position
n within th
he framewo
ork of spacce. There iis no awarreness of m
motion throough
space, or
o of interraction or perpetuatiion in spaace. There is no reppresentatioon of
awareneess of chaange in space. Thereefore, therre is no neeed for tim
me within this
model of
o space, an
nd there is no represeentation off awarenesss of time.
Light
L
has no
n meanin
ng except by virtue of its mootion, yet motion iss not
represen
nted in geo
ometry, an
nd therefore there is nno special place for the conceppt of
light wiithin geometry.
Force
F
is thaat which affects
a
masss, yet maass is not rrepresentedd in geom
metry,
and therrefore forcce is not rep
presented within
w
geoometry.
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To
T symboliize the 2ndd of the 4 stages inn the evoluution of sccience, thee 2nd
finger, the
t middlee finger, ex
xtends forw
ward. Sincee there is nno distinctt symbolism
m of
nd
nd
the 2 diimensionall ray segm
ment, this 2 finger ssymbolizess the 2 diimension ffor 4
dimensiional mankind, the dimension
n of the liine segmeent. The ssegment iss the
symbol of motion.
When
W
the fingers
f
of the right hand
h
openeed to symbbolize time and religgion,
the fing
gers were opened
o
and
d apart. Th
he reason iis that the fingers hadd to symboolize
5 locations in spaace at the same
s
time, beginningg with the east and loocations too the
nd south of east. Now
w, to symb
bolize sciennce, the finngers onlyy need to orient
north an
to the eaast, and no
ot to 5 diffeerent pointts in space.. Thereforee, space symbolizes uunity
at 1 poiint, rather than the unity
u
of alll points, aas with tim
me. The fiingers are held
togetherr, and toucching, in order
o
for all
a fingers to symboolize the saame point, the
point off the east.
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Altogether,
A
3 fingerss are exteended, succh that thiis positionn of the hhand
rd
r
symboliizes the 3 dimensio
on of spacce-time. Otther than tthe thumb, 2 fingerss are
extendeed, such thaat this posiition symbolizes the 2nd model of science.
The
T 2nd stag
ge of unifi
fication, the unificatiion of 3 diimensions of space-ttime,
correlattes to what is known as Newton
nian physiccs.
To
T symbolize Newto
onian physsics, extennd the thuumb, indexx, and miiddle
fingers forward. This
T hand position will
w symbolize the 2nnd model of science. Yet,
mb will be used diffeerently from
m the otherr fingers of the
there arre 3 fingerss. The thum
hand. The
T thumb
b will go in motion
n, to sym
mbolize thee symbolism of thee 3rd
dimensiion, motion
n.
Notice
N
in the leftmo
ost photo that theree are 3 ffingers exttended, w
which
symboliize 3 pointts along a line
l segmen
nt.
st
Next,
N
shift the thumb
b at the 1 bone, thee distal boone, such tthat the thhumb
extends rightward
d. The thum
mb now neeeds to moove 1 of itss bones in order to toouch
the indeex and middle fingeers, and so
o the thum
mb is invollved in mootion in sppace.
Motion of the thum
mb through
h space sym
mbolizes ttime, sincee motion reequires tim
me.
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Since
S
spacee is subdiviided in thiss dimensioon of awareeness, and as subdiviision
is symb
bolized as subdivision into 2, each
e
bone of the thuumb, when it moves, will
move in
n 2 distinctt ways, as a half mov
vement andd as a full m
movement..
When
W
the distal
d
bone of the thum
mb bends tthrough haalf of its raange of motion,
nd
it reaches a 2 po
oint, the prroximal bo
one of the iindex fingger. When tthe distal bbone
t
ben
nds throug
gh its full range of m
motion, it reaches a 3rd point, the
of the thumb
proximaal bone off the middle finger. The
T thumb now symbbolizes mootion alongg the
points of
o a segm
ment. The thumb can
n return aas well, syymbolizingg bidirectiional
motion.
Now
N that th
he thumb has
h begun to
t go in mootion, it will no longger symboliize a
point off its own, but
b will in
nstead be used
u
only to mark thee bones, orr points, of the
other fin
ngers.

Newtonian
N
physics is a model of nature thhat has som
me symboliism of timee.
Newtonian
N
Newton innvented a nnew brancch of
physics iss all aboutt motion. N
mathem
matics, calcculus, speccifically in
n order to be able too describe the motioon of
objects through sp
pace. New
wtonian phy
ysics meassures motiion using vvectors, w
which
mbols that are
a drawn in
i the shap
pe of a segm
ment.
are sym
Notice
N
also
o that in Neewtonian physics,
p
w
which symbbolizes the 2nd dimennsion
of spacee-time, maathematicaal statemen
nts are orgganized in a linear arrrangemennt, in
the shap
pe of a segment.
Newtonian
N
nifies 2 diimensions of space-ttime. This is sufficieently
physics un
easy thaat many modern
m
peo
ople can un
nderstand tthe principples behindd it, becauuse it
seems very
v
naturaal. Many speakers of
o 4 dimennsional lannguages haave evolveed to
this stage of awaareness. (B
By this, it is not meeant that m
many peopple undersstand
nian physiccs specificcally, but only
o
that thhey recognnize as naatural the ssame
Newton
relation
nships that Newtonian
N
n physics symbolizes
s
s.)
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n Newtonian physicss, as with Euclidean
E
ggeometry, space is reecognized only
In
as a fraamework fo
or existencce and possition. Unliike geomeetry, wheree this existtence
takes th
he form of infinitely small poin
nts, in New
wtonian phyysics real oobjects occcupy
the fram
mework off space. Ob
bjects that exist withhin the fram
mework of space caan be
position
ned anywh
here within
n this fram
mework, suuch that Neewtonian pphysics is also
about bo
oth existen
nce and position of ob
bjects in sppace.
Newtonian
N
ymbolizes awarenesss of the 3rdd dimensioon. There aare 3
physics sy
dimensiions of spaace, as per geometry (length,
(
wiidth, and ddepth/heighht).
In
n like maanner, therre are 3 dimensions
d
s of awareeness of sspace thatt are
represen
nted in Newtonian
N
physics. As with geometry,, there is awarenesss of
existencce in spacee and posittion in spaace. In adddition, theree is awarenness of mootion
through
h space. Th
here is stilll no repressentation oof interactioon of spacce with tim
me or
of perpeetuation off space-tim
me.
Awareness
A
of motion
n through space
s
requiires awareeness of chhange in sppace.
Therefo
ore, there is
i a need for time within
w
thiss model oof space, aand so therre is
represen
ntation of awareness
a
of time in Newtoniaan physics.
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Newton
N
forrmulated 3 laws that describe
d
thhe motion oof objects through sppace.
The
T First Law
L
states that the rate
r
of mottion of ann object thrrough spacce is
constan
nt and unch
hanging unless the ob
bject is acteed upon byy a force.
The
T Second
d Law statees that the amount off a force thhat is actinng on an obbject
can be described in terms of
o the mass of the obbject and tthe changee in the ratte of
motion that the mass is undeergoing.
The
T Third Law
L states that for ev
very force, there is ann opposingg force of eequal
strength
h.

The
T term veelocity is used
u
as a measure
m
of the rate off motion thhrough spacce of
somethiing that ex
xists in spaace. Velociity is alway
ays a measuure of the rate of mootion
relative to the ratee of motion
n of someth
hing else thhat exists iin space.
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The
T term accceleration
n is used as
a a measuure of channge in the rrelative ratte of
motion through sp
pace of som
mething th
hat exists in space. A
Acceleratioon is a meaasure
of chang
ge in veloccity.

n Newtonian physicss, force is that
t which causes a cchange in m
motion throough
In
space. Force
F
is thaat which caauses accelleration.
This
T
undersstanding of
o force is clear from
m Newtonn’s First Laaw of Mootion.
The Firrst Law staates that the rate of motion
m
of aan object tthrough space is constant
and uncchanging unless
u
the object is acted
a
uponn by a forrce. Thereffore, a forcce is
defined as that wh
hich causess acceleratiion.
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n Newtoniian physiccs, which representss awarenesss of the 3rd dimenssion,
In
Newton
n recognizeed 3 forcess that affecct motion in space. T
The 3 forcces are graavity,
electriciity, and maagnetism.
Itt is now co
onsidered that
t
electricity and m
magnetism are relatedd forces, w
which
are kno
own as elecctromagneetism. How
wever, in N
Newton’s ttime and long afterw
ward,
electriciity and maagnetism were
w consid
dered to be distinct foorces.

As
A with Eu
uclidean geeometry, th
he model oof Newtoniian physicss does not deal
with ex
xistence or position of
o space, but
b only wiithin spacee. In Newttonian phyysics,
space iss the fram
mework, an
nd Newton
nian physiccs concernns existence and position
within the
t framew
work that is
i space. In
n other woords, in Neewtonian pphysics, m
matter
exists in
n space, but
b space is not the matter.
m
Unnlike Eucliidean geom
metry, there is
content to objects that exist within
w
the framework
rk of space.
n Newtonian physicss, matter is a term thaat is comm
monly used to describee the
In
content of objects that occup
py space.
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n Newtoniian physicss, mass is understoodd as a propperty of obbjects in space
In
that rep
presents thee resistancee of objectts to a channge in theiir rate of m
motion throough
space. Mass
M
is a property
p
off objects th
hat exist inn space thaat relates tto resistancce to
acceleraation.
Newton
N
con
nsidered mass
m to be the
t same aas matter. T
The more m
massive thaat an
object is,
i the mo
ore matter that it co
ontains, annd the morre matter that an obbject
containss, the morre mass th
hat it has. Consider a basketbball and a bowling ball,
which have
h
appro
oximately the
t same volume.
v
It takes mucch more foorce to throow a
bowling
g ball than
n to throw
w a basketb
ball, as a bowling bball has m
more mass and
containss more matter.
In
n Newtoniian physics, the masss of an obbject is coonsidered tto be invaariant
and uncchanging.

Newton’s
N
First
F
and Th
hird Laws of Motionn will be discussed latter.
Newton’s
N
Second Law of Motion statees that foorce equalls mass tiimes
acceleraation, writtten as F=m
ma. This states
s
that the amounnt of forcee (f) applieed to
matter is
i that amo
ount of forcce that is able
a
to cauuse the giveen acceleraation (a) too the
given amount
a
of mass (m)). Let us consider
c
w
what this m
means, byy varying each
quantity
y and seein
ng what hap
ppens to th
he other tw
wo.
F=ma:
F
If we
w isolate th
he force, th
hen ma (m
mass times acceleratioon) is consstant.
Therefo
ore, if we double
d
the mass, the acceleratioon goes doown by hallf. With doouble
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the masss, the sam
me force wiill acceleraate matter only half aas much. IIn other woords,
mass is that which
h causes reesistance to
o acceleratiion.
a=F/m: If we
w isolate the acceleeration, theen F/m (foorce divideed by masss) is
constan
nt. Thereforre, if we double
d
the mass, the force requuired to achhieve the ssame
acceleraation doubles. With double
d
the mass, a giiven force accelerates the mass half
as much
h. In other words, forrce is that which
w
causses the accceleration oof mass.
m=F/a:
m
If we
w isolate the mass,, then F/a (force divvided by aaccelerationn) is
constan
nt. Therefore, if we double
d
thee accelerattion, the fo
force required to achhieve
that accceleration doubles. In other words, acccelerationn is propoortional too the
amount of force ap
pplied.

n Newtoniian physicss, space iss considereed only in terms of itself. In oother
In
words, there is no
o notion off space-tim
me, and theere is no nnotion of aan indepenndent
me.
significance of tim
Newtonian
N
o space thhat represennts the mootion of objjects
physics is a model of
through
h space. Motion
M
thro
ough spacee requires time, andd so Newttonian phyysics
introducces time into
i
this model
m
of nature. H
However, thhe sole fuunction off the
conceptt of time is as a way to meaasure motiion througgh space. Time is nnot a
property
y of spacee, but is about
a
objeective cyclles of natuure that can be useed to
measuree changes in
i position
n, hence mo
otion, throuugh space..
Unlike
U
with
h Euclideaan geomettry, time ddoes existt in Newtoonian phyysics.
Howeveer, the solee role of tiime is as a way to m
measure thee rate of m
motion throough
space. Time
T
is useed in the measuremen
m
nt of both vvelocity annd acceleraation.
Velocity
V
iss the measure of th
he rate off motion tthrough sppace. Veloocity
(average velocity)) is measurred as the distance
d
traavelled perr unit of tim
me (v = d/tt).
Acceleratio
A
on is the measure
m
off the rate of changee in veloccity over ttime.
Accelerration (average accelleration) iss measuredd as the chhange over time (t) inn the
distancee travelled
d per unit time (d/t)). This can
an be exprressed as (d/t)/t. Thhis is
2
usually written ass a = d/t . For
F examp
ple, an accceleration m
might saidd to be 1 m
meter
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per seco
ond per seccond (1 m//s2), indicaating that eeach secondd there is a change inn the
velocity
y of 1 meteer/second.

N
In Newtonian
physics, tiime is meaasured usinng cycles oof motion through sppace.
There are
a a numb
ber of well-known, reegular, reccurring pheenomena ffound in naature
that hav
ve come to
o be used for trackiing time. T
The most common cycles useed to
measuree time in Newtonian
N
n physics include thhe cycle off revolutioon of the eearth
around the sun, kn
nown as th
he year; thee cycle of revolutionn of the mooon aroundd the
earth, known
k
as th
he month; the cycle of rotationn of the earrth about iits axis, knnown
as the day;
d
and th
he secondaary subdiv
vision of thhe cycle oof the day, known ass the
hour.
The only use of time in
n Newtoniian physiccs is as a way to m
measure mootion
through
h space. Th
he only way
w to meaasure timee is by thee observattion of mootion
through
h space. In other word
ds, time caannot be m
measured inn terms of itself, but only
in termss of the cycclic motion
n of objectts through sspace.
For example, the velocity of a caar might bbe measureed as 500 miles per day
along a segment. This mean
ns that thee car movees a distannce of 500 miles throough
space during
d
the “time” that it takess for the eearth to rootate througgh space oonce
about itts axis.
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Currently,
C
many
m
speaakers of In
ndo-Europpean languuages havee a Newtoonian
view off time. Maany people consider that time iitself is noothing morre than a m
manmade crreation thaat uses welll-known cy
ycles of obbjects in m
motion throough space as a
way to measure the
t motion
n of other objects thrrough spacce. Such a consideraation
reflects a Newtoniian understanding off time, which is a 3000 year old understandding.
ople consid
der that tthe represeentation oof time inn the
In otheer words, some peo
Newton
nian modell of naturee is all thaat there is,, and disreegard or aare unawarre of
more modern
m
understanding
gs of the no
otion of tim
me.
Accordingly
A
y, the only
y way to measure
m
tim
me is by obbserving m
motion throough
space. Therefore,
T
time cann
not be meaasured in aand of itsellf, but onlyy in relatioon to
the consstant cyclicc motion of
o objects th
hrough spaace, such aas the motiion of the eearth
around the sun, kn
nown as th
he year. An
ny space iss itself irreelevant to aany measurre of
time forr that spacee.
Let
L us con
nsider how
w age is un
nderstood,, as age iss typicallyy measuredd by
society in terms of Newtonian time. Consider
C
2 ppeople whho were born on the ssame
ume that both
b
have lived throough 50 yyears. Bothh are
day in the same year. Assu
t exact saame age, 50.
5 In New
wtonian thinnking, it iss irrelevantt that,
consideered to be the
for exam
mple, one might be on
o his deatthbed, in oold age, haaving livedd through aall of
the timee that is av
vailable to
o his life, all
a of the ttime that iis available to his sppace,
whereass the otherr person might
m
have another 550 years leeft in time for his sppace.
Newton
nian time has
h no consideration of time ass other thaan objective units of time
based on objectivee cycles off motion th
hrough spaace. Time is measuredd only in teerms
hrough spaace. As an object in m
motion in sspace, the eearth,
of objecctive cyclicc motion th
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is obserrved to com
mplete 1 cy
ycle in its cyclic mootion througgh space aaround the sun,
each person on thee earth is understood
u
d to be exacctly 1 year older.
This
T
is, of course, ex
xtremely useful, in a limited w
way. Howeever, there is a
deeper, more mod
dern way to
t understaand time, w
wherein w
we can recoognize that the
w will liive to old age
a at 100 solar cyclees is passinng throughh his time m
more
person who
slowly than
t
the otther person
n. It is not difficult too find peopple who loook very yooung,
or very old, for th
heir age, peeople who seem to bbe passing through thheir time m
much
m
moree quickly than
t
other people. S
Such a notiion for tim
me is
more sllowly or much
beyond the naturee of Newtonian physiics, and wiill be left fo
for a more evolved m
model
of naturre.

There
T
is no representaation of mo
otion in Euuclidean ggeometry. L
Light is alw
ways
in motio
on. Therefo
fore, there is
i no representation oof light in ggeometry.
Newtonian
N
physics iss all about motion. L
Light is alw
ways in m
motion. Ligght is
represen
nted in Newtonian physics. Light
L
is juust one m
more exam
mple of mootion
through
h space.
One
O of the continuou
usly raging
g debates aabout the nature of light sincee the
time of Newton concerns
c
whether
w
ligh
ht exists inn the form
m of waves or in the fform
t the popu
ularity of Newton’s
N
motion, his opinion onn the
of particcles. Due to
laws of m
particle nature of light
l
was initially
i
mo
ore popularr than wavve theories.
n Newtoniian physicss, light is recognizedd to exist in the form
m of partiicles.
In
These particles
p
arre in constaant motion
n through tthe Euclidean framew
work of sppace.
rd
The 3 dimension
n is the dim
mension of awarenesss of motion and thee dimensioon of
T motio
on of particcles of lighht is consiidered to bbe in
awareneess of the segment. The
the form
m of a segm
ment.
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An
A analogy
y for underrstanding the
t nature and motioon of lightt in Newtoonian
physics is bullets fired from
m a machin
ne gun. Bulllets are ann analogy ffor particlees of
light thaat are emitted in large quantitiees in variouus directionns from a ssource of llight,
each off which mo
oves in lineear motion
n, along a 3 dimensioonal line seegment, unntil it
c
witth a target.
makes contact

physics un
Newtonian
N
nifies 3 diimensions of space aand time. T
The dimennsion
of the segment is all about motion.
m
Th
he understaanding of ttime in thee 3rd dimennsion
a
how
w time relates to mootion throough spacee. What iss the
of awarreness is about
significance of a unit
u of tim
me such as the
t year inn Newtoniaan physics?? Units of time
ong it takess for a giv
ven cycle inn space to complete.. Other objjects
symboliize how lo
are undeerstood by
y compariso
on to the cycle. To m
move 100 m
miles per dday (or anyy unit
of time)) is to mov
ve a certain
n distance through
t
sppace duringg the time tthat it takes for
the eartth to movee enough through sp
pace to coomplete onne of the day cycless. In
Newton
nian physiccs, we und
derstand th
he speed of light only in thoose terms. The
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speed of light is given at roughly 6 trillion miles per year, which refers to the
distance that light will travel in its motion through space during the time that it
takes for the earth to travel around the sun through one of the year cycles. Speed is
a measure of relative motion through space only. The speed of light is a measure of
how far light moves through space during the time that the earth moves a given
distance through space around the sun. Time is represented in the model of space,
but only for awareness of motion. Because changes to time are ignored in the speed
of light, the speed of light is considered to be constant in space, outside of any
relationship to time.
Like bullets, in the time of Newton light was considered to be composed of
particles that contain mass. Because of the extremely small amount of mass that
light was considered to have, light was considered to move through space at the
greatest rate of motion that is possible. Not all light was considered to move at the
same rate of motion through space, but light has the most rapid rate of motion.
Newtonian physics unifies 3 dimensions of awareness of space-time. This is
fairly easy for most modern people to understand, once they make an effort to learn
about it, because it is fairly natural. Many speakers of 4 dimensional languages
have evolved to this stage of awareness.
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With
W Newto
onian physsics, the po
ossible speeeds of an object throough spacee can
be symb
bolized in the shapee of a segm
ment. The speed of llight is thee fastest sppeed
possiblee, but thiss speed iss attainablle only byy light. T
Time is irrrelevant w
when
consideering the speed
s
of an
a object through
t
sppace, otherr than beinng the waay to
measuree the speed
d of the mo
otion throu
ugh space.
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To
T symboliize the 3rd of
o the 4 staages in thee evolutionn of sciencee, the 3rd fiinger,
the ring
g finger, ex
xtends forw
ward. This 3rd finger symbolizees the 3rd ddimension ffor 4
dimensiional man
nkind, the dimension
n of the area. The area is tthe symbool of
interaction.
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4 fingerss are exteended, succh that thiis positionn of the hhand
Altogether,
A
th
t
symboliizes the 4 dimensio
on of spacce-time. Otther than tthe thumb, 3 fingerss are
extendeed, such thaat this posiition symbolizes the 3rd model oof science..
The
T 3rd stag
ge of unifiication, thee unificatioon of 4 diimensions of space-ttime,
correlattes to Einstteinian phy
ysics, whicch is comm
monly know
wn as relatiivity.
To
T symboliize relativiity, extend
d the thum
mb, index, middle, annd ring finngers
forward
d. This han
nd position
n will symb
bolize the 3rd model oof science.. Yet, theree are
4 fingerrs. The thu
umb will be
b used diffferently ffrom the otther fingerrs of the hhand.
The thu
umb will no
n longer symbolize a point onn its own, bbut will goo in motionn, to
interact with the bones
b
of th
he other fin
ngers, in orrder to sym
mbolize thee symbolism
m of
th
d
interaction
n.
the 4 dimension,
In
n the symb
bolism of Newtonian
n physics, the thumbb was ablee to touch, and
the mod
del of scieence was able
a
to sym
mbolize, 2 of the bonnes of the fingers off the
hand, th
he proximaal bones off the index and middlle fingers. These 2 boones reflecct the
2 positio
ons of the distal bonee of the thu
umb as it bbends half w
way and fuully.
In
n the sym
mbolism off relativity
y, 4 additioonal boness of the ffingers willl be
symboliized. This will make a total of 6 bones, w
which form the shape of an area.
nd
Shift
S
the th
humb at th
he 2 bon
ne, the prooximal bonne, such tthat the thhumb
extends rightward
d. When the proximall bone of tthe thumb bends throough half oof its
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range of motion, it
i reaches its
i 1st poin
nt, the midddle bone oof the indexx finger. W
When
ximal bonee of the thu
umb bendss through itts full rangge of motioon, it reachhes a
the prox
nd
2 poin
nt, the middle bone of
o the midd
dle finger. From this position, the distal bbone
of the th
humb can shift righttward throu
ugh its rannge of mottion. The ddistal bonee can
bend th
hrough halff of its ran
nge of mottion, until iit reaches the 3rd poiint, the miiddle
bone off the ring finger.
f
Lasstly, the diistal bone can bend through itts full rangge of
motion,, until it reaaches the 4th point, th
he proximaal bone of tthe ring finnger.
The
T thumb can interacct with thee area repreesented byy 6 bones oof the 3 finggers.
The thu
umb movess across thee 3 fingers, left to rigght as well as forwardd and rearw
ward,
thereby symbolizing the arrea. The th
humb interracts with the fingerrs, and thee 4th
mbolizes in
nteraction of space aand time, space-timee, as
dimensiion (of thee area) sym
does rellativity.
The
T thumb needs to move 2 off its boness in order to touch the ring finnger.
Motion in 2 dim
mensions (2
( dimenssions from
m the persspective oof people who
d
s of space)) symbolizees interactiion.
recognize only 3 dimensions

Relativity
R
is all abo
out interacction. Einnstein requuired a neew branchh of
mathem
matics in orrder to be able to deescribe inteeraction inn space-tim
me. To meaasure
interaction, relativ
vity can use matricess, which orrganize num
mbers in thhe shape of a 4
dimensiional area.
Relativity
R
unifies
u
4 dimensions of space-ttime. This is too com
mplex for m
most
modern
n people to understan
nd the princciples behiind it, and it seems qquite unnattural.
Few speeakers of 4 dimensio
onal languaages have eevolved too this stagee of awarenness.
(By thiss, I mean that most people
p
do not
n recognnize as natuural the rellationshipss that
relativitty symbolizzes.)
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n relativity
y, unlike with
w Euclid
dean geomeetry and N
Newtonian physics, space
In
is recog
gnized as more
m
than simply
s
a frramework ffor existennce and possition. Spaace is
in a con
nstantly changing statte of interaaction withh time, as sspace-timee. In this m
model
of physics, real ob
bjects are composed
c
of space-ttime, and interact witth other sppacetime in the universe.
Relativity
R
symbolizes
s
s awarenesss of the 4th dimenssion. This symbolism
m is
represen
nted as 4 dimensions
d
s. There arre recognizzed to exisst 3 dimenssions of sppace,
as per geometry and New
wtonian ph
hysics, andd there iss recognizzed to exiist a
onding sin
ngle dimenssion of tim
me.
correspo
In
n this 4 dimension
nal modell of spacee-time, thhere is aw
wareness oof 4
dimensiions of spaace and tim
me.
In
n like man
nner, there are 4 stagees of awarreness of sppace that aare represeented
in relattivity. As with geom
metry, there is awaareness of existence in space and
position
n in spacee. As with
h Newtoniian physiccs, there iis awareneess of mootion
through
h space. In
n addition,, there is awareness of interacction in sppace, as space
interacts with timee. There is still no aw
wareness off perpetuattion in space.
Awareness
A
pace requirres awarenness of mootion in sppace.
of interacction in sp
Therefo
ore, there is
i a need for time within
w
thiss model oof space, aand so therre is
represen
ntation of awareness of time in
n relativityy. The rate of motionn through space
is depen
ndent upon
n and relateed to the raate of motion throughh time.
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According
A
to
t the theo
ory of relattivity, theree is no inddependent m
meaning too the
conceptts of spacee or time alone and isolated froom each otther; there is only sppacetime. Ob
bjects, mattter, are co
omposed off space-tim
me. Space-ttime is in a constant state
of motion. Space and time are in a constant
c
sttate of inteeraction with each oother,
n through space
s
affeccts the ratee of motionn through time
such thaat the rate of motion
and the rate of mo
otion throu
ugh time affects
a
the rate of mootion throuugh space. Any
gh space iis accomppanied by a symmettrical
increasee in the raate of mottion throug
decrease in the ratte of motio
on through time, and vice versaa.

n Newtoniian physiccs, force iss that whicch causes a change in the ratte of
In
motion through sp
pace. Forcee is that wh
hich causess accelerattion.
n relativity
y, force is that whicch causes iinteractionn in space--time. Forcce is
In
that wh
hich causess a changee in the rellationship between sspace and time in sppacetime.
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Relativity,
R
presents aw
wareness oof the 4th ddimensionn, recognizzes 4
which rep
forces th
hat affect interaction
i
n in 4 dimeensional sppace-time. The 4 forcces are graavity,
electrom
magnetism, and the sttrong and weak
w
nucleear forces.
Although
A
in
n Newton’s time elecctricity andd magnetissm were coonsidered tto be
distinct forces, it is now co
onsidered that electrricity and magnetism
m are a siingle
ointly kno
own as elecctromagneetism. As w
well, theree was awarreness of a 2nd
force, jo
pair of forces,
f
witthin the nucleus of attoms, know
wn as the strong forcee and the w
weak
force.
n relativity
y, forces are
a thought to interaact with sppace-time iin the form
m of
In
particles. The parrticle that is
i thought to transm
mit the elecctromagnettic force iss the
t name given
g
to a quantum ((fundamenntal particlee) of light,, and
photon, which is the
ht is consid
dered to bee the carrieer of this fo
force. The pparticle thaat is thougght to
thus ligh
transmitt the stron
ng force iss known as
a the gluoon. The paarticle thatt is thoughht to
transmitt the weak
k force iss known as
a the weaak gauge boson. It is not cleearly
understo
ood what transmits
t
gravity,
g
bu
ut it is posttulated to bbe a hypothhetical parrticle
tentatively known
n as the graaviton.
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Matter
M
is a term that is common
nly used to describe thhe contentt of objectss that
exist in the univerrse.
n Newtoniian physics, matter exists
e
in sspace, but space is nnot the maatter.
In
With reelativity, space-time
s
e is matterr. With reelativity, m
matter is that whicch is
compossed of spacce-time. According to
t this defiinition, eneergy is sim
mply a form
m of
matter.

Euclidean
E
r
awarenesss of thee 1st and 2nd
geometry,, which represents
dimensiions of spaace-time, represents
r
space, butt has no reepresentatiion of masss in
space.
Newtonian
N
physics, which
w
represents awaareness of the 3rd dim
mension, hhas a
represen
ntation off mass in space. Mass
M
is inn motion through space, annd is
understo
ood as ressistance to acceleratiion. Furtheermore, the amount of mass oof an
object is invariantt.
n relativity
y, which represents
r
awarenesss of the 4tth dimensioon, mass is in
In
motion though space-time, and
a the am
mount of m
mass of an oobject is ddependent uupon
t
In otther wordss, the greaater the ratte of
the inteeraction off its space with its time.
motion through sp
pace of an object, thee greater thhe amount oof mass, annd vice verrsa.
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As
A with Newtonian
N
physics, in relativvity force is considdered to ccause
acceleraation in spaace. Howeever, there is a differeence in thaat the accelleration aff
ffects
not only
y space, bu
ut space-tim
me.
Acceleratio
A
on affects the
t rate of motion thrrough spacce and the rate of mootion
through
h time. Thee greater th
he rate of motion
m
throough spacee, the greatter is the m
mass.
The greeater the raate of motio
on through
h space, thee less is thhe rate of m
motion throough
time. Th
he less thee rate of motion
m
thro
ough spacee, the less iis the mass. The lesss the
rate of motion
m
thro
ough spacee, the greatter is the raate of motiion throughh time.

Relativity
R
unifies
u
4 dimensions
d
of space-ttime. The dimensionn of the areea is
all abou
ut interaction. The un
nderstandin
ng of time in the 4th dimensionn of space--time
relates to
t how it in
nteracts with space. The thumbb can be coonsidered tto symboliize 1
dimensiion of time (1 finger) that is interacting
i
g with 3 ddimensions (3 fingerss) of
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space, as the thumb goes in motion along the fingers, giving an awareness of 4
dimensions of space-time.
Time is involved in interaction with space, as space-time. With relativity, the
speed of light is not only the fastest speed in the universe; the speed of light is the
only speed in the universe. Speed is understood in terms of an interaction of space
and time. The rate of motion through space and the rate of motion through time are
symmetrical. In other words, the faster that something moves through space, the
slower that it moves through time, and vice versa. Increases in the rate of motion
through space are accompanied by symmetrical decreases in the rate of motion
through time, and vice versa. For example, the ancestors of the speakers of Chinese
left Africa to go into long-term migration through space, and this long term
increase in motion through space was accompanied by a symmetrical decrease in
motion through time; the speakers of Chinese are genetically younger than the
speakers of Swahili. The speed of light is constant in space-time, although it is not
constant in space or time.
Notice the green spots in the diagram. These are not possible speeds. In
relativity, after the Big Bang, it is never possible for 100% of all motion to be
motion through space or motion through time. In the current dimension of the
universe, the dimension where space-time exists, there must always be motion in
space and there must always be motion in time. That is the nature of space-time.
Those who understand relativity can recognize that time and space cannot
ever be subdivided in nature, even though the grammars of 4 dimensional
languages lead people to believe that they are. It is also understood that the speed
of light is the only speed in the universe, as light is the sole arbiter of speed. We
only know about time by light that moves to our eyes as a result of motion through
space, and we are only aware of space by subdivision, by its changing in position
over time. Space-time cannot be subdivided in nature. Consider any unit of spacetime, such as the smallest subatomic particles of space. These particles are
constantly in motion (rotation, revolution, etc.) and this motion requires time.
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is born at its max
Space-time
S
ximum ratte of mottion througgh space. For
examplee, considerr the unit of space-tiime that iss our speciies. The anncestors off the
modern
n speakers of Chinesse were 1stt, and theyy had the greatest m
motion throough
space of
o the entirre species,, in their migration
m
oout of Afrrica. Theirr language and
their cu
ulture also reflect
r
the greatest orrientation tto space. S
Subsequentt groups off our
species oriented progressive
p
ely more to
oward timee.
Let
L us also
o considerr the unit of space--time of aan individuual personn. At
concepttion, the peerson to bee is a sing
gle cell. Thhen, that ceell subdiviides, to forrm 2
cells. Ju
ust like thaat, the persson has do
oubled in sspace. Nevver again w
will the peerson
undergo
o such a significant change in space in such a sm
mall amounnt of time.. We
notice th
hat childreen can chan
nge greatly
y in a relatiively smalll amount oof time. Thhis is
nowhere near the change th
hat occurs when 1 ceell subdivides into 2 cells, but it is
m
than occurs
o
in old
o people, who typiccally look m
much the ssame for years.
much more
Eventuaally, peoplle cease to change in space entirely. W
When therre is no m
more
change in space, there can also be no
o more chaange in tim
me. That iss the naturre of
space-tiime. Once all of a perrson’s spacce has passsed througgh all of thee person’s time,
the persson dies.
There
T
are other succh relation
nships as well. Forr example,, considerr the
metabollism of thee human bo
ody. The metabolism
m
m is higher for youth. Metabolissm is
motion through sp
pace, and youth
y
havee more mottion througgh space, aand less mootion
h time. As youth
y
age,, or pass th
hrough morre time, thheir metaboolism slow
ws, as
through
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they slo
ow their rate of mo
otion throu
ugh space and increaase their rrate of mootion
through
h time.

Space-time
S
interacts. The rate of motioon throughh space annd the ratte of
motion through tim
me constan
ntly changee through tthe interacction of spaace with tim
me.
As
A an exam
mple, let us begin by
b considdering a faamous so-called thoought
experim
ment from Einstein’s
E
Theory of Relativity, known ass the Twin Paradox.
Assume
A
th
hat 2 twin
ns are borrn. Let uss assume that one of the tw
wins
immediately board
ds a space ship that moves neaar the New
wtonian speeed of lighht for
50 earth
h years. In
n other wo
ords, almo
ost all of tthe motionn of one oof the twinns is
converted into mo
otion through space such that litttle motionn is motionn through tiime.
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The
T greaterr rate of mo
otion throu
ugh space oof one of tthe twins is accompaanied
by a sym
mmetrical decrease in
i the ratee of motionn through time, suchh that that twin
ages lesss. When th
he twin retturns to earth, they w
will find thhat the one who wentt into
relatively high speeed motion
n through space
s
has ppassed relaatively lesss through ttime,
ounger. Th
he twin on the earth hhas aged 550 years, w
whereas thee one
and therrefore is yo
who weent away has aged relatively hardly at all. A diaagram of speed throough
space-tiime can bee symbolizeed in the form
fo of an area, wherre increasees in the raate of
motion through sp
pace or tim
me are accompanied by correspponding deecreases inn the
rate of motion thrrough the other. Eveerything inn the univeerse alwayss moves aat the
o light, bu
ut the spacce and tim
me componnents are suubject to cchange. Nootice
speed of
that in relativity
r
th
he space co
omponent or the timee componeent can nevver be 100%
% of
the motion, as there must alw
ways be so
ome motionn through bboth spacee and time.
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The
T last ex
xample is commonly
c
cited in sccience, buut it is not very practtical,
and it iss not very meaningfu
ul to the co
ommon perrson, sincee there are no space sships
that can
n actually move at such
s
a speed. Let uss now connsider a sim
milar yet m
more
practicaal example.
Consider
C
a pair of tw
wins, who
o at some point in ttime we sshall makee the
assumpttion that they
t
are at
a the sam
me physicaal age, andd that bothh have paassed
through
h exactly th
he same am
mount of time.
t
The ttwins thenn attend a m
marathon rrace.
One of the twins sits
s in the bleachers for 3 hours to watchh the race. T
The other twin
t race fo
or the samee 3 hours.
runs in the
In
n the scheme of thin
ngs, the rate of motiion throughh space off the twinss has
changed
d very little relative to each oth
her as a reesult of onne of them running inn the
race. The
T one who
w
ran th
he race moved
m
morre quicklyy though sspace, butt the
differen
nce is small. An extraa 8 miles per
p hour or so is less significantt than mighht be
expected, as it is only a verry small part
p of theiir total mootion throuugh space. The
twin in the bleach
hers also moved
m
prettty rapidlyy though sppace duringg that 3 hoours,
oved only slightly less than thee runner. T
This is truue when w
we considerr the
and mo
rate of rotation
r
off the earth about
a
itself, the rate of revolutiion of the eearth abouut the
sun, thee rate of mo
otion of the solar sysstem withinn the galaxxy, and the rate of mootion
of the galaxy
g
with
hin the univ
verse. Even
n when wee think thatt we are att rest, we aare in
significant motion
n through space.
s
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Still,
S
during
g those 3 hours, there was a differencce in the rrate of mootion
through
h space off the twinss. One twiin went innto greaterr motion tthrough sppace,
howeveer small. Th
hat twin th
herefore went into less motion through time duringg that
3 hour run. Alth
hough the differencee is small,, the twin who ran the race ages
ng the 3 ho
our run than
n the twin who sat inn the bleacchers. The twin
slightly less durin
unger than
n the twinn who didd not. Thhis examplle is
who raaced is sliightly you
structurrally identical to the twin
t
who went
w off inn a space shhip and so aged less than
the twin
n on earth
h. The diffference is much lesss, and is nnot noticeaable by sim
mple
observaation, as on
nly 3 hourrs have elaapsed and as the diffference inn their relaative
rates off motion thrrough spacce in perceentage term
ms is so sm
mall, but it iis no less reeal.
The
T point to
o be underrstood from
m the interaaction of sspace-time in relativiity is
that eacch person’ss space passes throug
gh its timee at its ow
wn rate, deppending onn the
interaction of its space wiith its tim
me. Ignorinng for thee moment the idea that
ne could acctually go off
o in a spaace ship neear the New
wtonian speeed of lighht for
someon
50 yearrs, our speccies has a fairly welll determineed life spaan, based oon the phyysical
structurre of our sp
pecies and the natural range of rates of motion throuugh space--time
of people. Howev
ver, no 2 peeople age at
a the exactt same ratee.
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The
T reason
n that New
wtonian phy
ysics conssiders the speed of llight to bee the
fastest possible
p
sp
peed in sp
pace is thaat time is iignored, aand this is the maxim
mum
speed possible
p
when
w
all off the speed
d of motioon is conssidered to be of mootion
through
h space an
nd none off the speed
d of motioon is conssidered to be of mootion
through
h time.

The
T dimenssion of the area, thee 4th dimeension, sym
mbolizes ssubdivisionn. In
addition
n to the theeory of rellativity, theere is anothher leadingg theory of nature att this
stage of awareneess. This is known as quantum
m mechannics. Like the theorry of
um mechaanics is ex
xtremely complex. Subdivision in thee 4th
relativitty, quantu
dimensiion createss symmetriical yet seeemingly inncompatible polarities, such as time
with sp
pace and reeligion wiith sciencee. In the s ame mannner, it is cconsidered that
relativitty and quan
ntum mech
hanics are not
n compaatible with each otherr.
Very
V
few people, iff any, are yet able to recognnize eitheer relativityy or
quantum
m mechaniics as comp
pletely nattural. Som
me people aare able to theorize aabout
these, but
b they arre extremely abstractt, and are too compllex for moost people, and
even those who do
d understaand typicallly will goo back to ttheir Newttonian thinnking
ner with th
he family, or when tthey are ootherwise aaway from
m the
when eating dinn
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environ
nment of th
heir theoreetical studiies of scieence. Manyy people w
who talk aabout
relativitty use term
ms like the speed of liight in a N
Newtonian sense, andd do not reaalize
that thiss is not vallid in an Einsteinian
E
sense. Evven those w
who undersstand relattivity
in a theoretical sense do nott do so 24 hours everry day. Moost of the dday they reeturn
nship to sp
pace and ttime, as iss natural fo
for the Engglish
to theirr Newtoniaan relation
languag
ge at the cu
urrent stag
ge of evolu
ution. Relaativity andd quantum mechanicss are
the mo
ost compleex forms of sciencce of mannkind, just as all 4 dimensiional
symboliism is the most
m comp
plex form developed
d
by mankinnd.

To
T symboliize the 4th of
o the 4 staages in the evolution of sciencee, the 4th finnger,
the littlee finger, ex
xtends forw
ward. This 4th finger symbolizees the 4th ddimension ffor 4
dimensiional mank
kind, the dimension
d
of the voluume. The volume is the symbool of
perpetuation.
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Altogether,
A
5 fingerss are exteended, succh that thiis positionn of the hhand
th
t
symboliizes the 5 dimensio
on of spacce-time. Otther than tthe thumb, 4 fingerss are
extendeed, such thaat this posiition symbolizes the 4th model oof science..
The
T 4th stag
ge of unificcation, the unificationn of all 5 ddimensionns of awareeness
into dim
mensions of
o space-tim
me, correlates to thee model thhat is beingg promoted by
the auth
hor of this book,
b
only
y an introdu
uction to w
which is beeing providded herein.
To
T symbolize this neew physiccs, extend all 5 finggers forwaard. This hhand
position
n will symb
bolize the 4th model of science. There aree 5 fingerss. The thum
mb is
used diffferently frrom the oth
her fingerss of the haand. The thhumb does not symboolize
a point on its own
n, but perp
petuates to
o all of thee bones off the otherr fingers off the
n order to symbolize
s
the symbo
olism of thee 5th dimennsion, perppetuation.
hand, in
The
T thumb and 4 fin
ngers sym
mbolize thee 4th dimennsion for 4 dimensiional
mankind, the dimeension of the
t volumee. The voluume is the ssymbol off perpetuatiion.
n the symb
bolism of the previo
ous modelss of naturee, the thum
mb was able to
In
interact with 6 off the bones of the fin
ngers. In thhe symboliism of thiss new moddel, 6
nal bones of the fing
gers will be
b symboliized. This will makee a total oof 12
addition
bones, all
a of the bones
b
of the fingers, which w
with the thuumb form the shape of a
volume. The meetacarpal bone
b
exten
nds upwarrd to relaate to the other finngers
ntly from the
t other bones of the thumbb. The meetacarpal bbone raisess the
differen
thumb above
a
the area, into the volum
me of spacee-time, in order to rreach the ddistal
bones and the little finger.
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Shift
S
the th
humb at th
he 3rd bonee, the metaacarpal boone, such tthat the thhumb
extends upward and
a rightw
ward. When the mettacarpal boone of thee thumb bends
through
h half of itts range off motion, it
i reaches iits 1st poinnt, the disttal bone off the
index fiinger. Wheen the metacarpal bo
one of the tthumb bennds throughh its full raange
nd
d
of motion, it reaches the 2 point, thee distal boone of the middle finnger. From
m this
n, the prox
ximal bonee of the thu
umb can shhift rightw
ward througgh its rangge of
position
motion. The prox
ximal bonee can bend through hhalf of its range of m
motion, unntil it
rd
reaches the 3 poiint, the distal bone off the ring ffinger. Nexxt, the proxximal bonee can
bend through its full
f range of
o motion,, until it reeaches the 4th point, tthe distal bbone
of the little fingeer. From this
t
positio
on, the diistal bone of the thhumb can shift
h its range of motion. The distaal bone cann bend throough half oof its
rightwaard through
range of motion, until it reaaches the 5th point, thhe middle bone of thhe little finnger.
t distal bone
b
can bend throug
gh its full rrange of m
motion, untiil it reaches the
Lastly, the
th
6 point, the proximal bone of the little finger.
The
T thumb can interaact with thee volume oof the 4 finngers. Thee thumb m
moves
across the
t 4 fingerrs, left and
d right and forward annd rearwarrd, as well as upwardd and
downwaard, thereb
by symbolizing the volume. As the thhumb interracts withh the
fingers, the thum
mb perpetuates its in
nteraction tthrough eaach of thee bones off the
th
fingers, and the 5 dimensiion (of thee volume) symbolizees perpetuuation of space
me, as doees this mod
del of naturre.
and time, space-tim
The
T thumb needs to move
m
all 3 of its bonees in order to move inn 3 dimenssions
(left-rig
ght, forward-rearward
d, and up-d
down), 3 ddimensionss from the perspectivve of
th
people who
w orientt to the 4 dimension
n, and to exxtend to toouch the diistal boness and
the littlee finger. Motion
M
in 3 dimension
ns symboliizes perpettuation.

This
T
new model
m
is alll about peerpetuationn. This moodel is extrremely sim
mple,
due to itts high deg
gree of org
ganization.
This
T
new model un
nifies 4 diimensions,, which ffrom the pperspective of
culturess that orien
nt to the 4th dimensiion includees all dim
mensions. Inn other woords,
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this new
w model unifies
u
all 5 dimensions of sppace-time of which 5 dimensiional
mankind has evollved to beccome awarre. This maay well bee a very sim
mple modeel of
t understaand for mo
ost modern
n people, once peopple learn to change their
nature to
presupp
positions, and
a it seem
ms quite nattural.

n this new
w physics, the univerrse is recoognized too be infinitte, and is in a
In
constan
nt state of perpetuation. The universe
u
is constantlyy flowing through thhe 5
stages of
o a cyclee known as
a evolutio
on. Each oof the stagges in thee cycle is best
understo
ood by thee term dimeension.
The
T human
n mind hass evolved in its awaareness of nature, suuch that peeople
have creeated modeels of scien
nce that refflect awareeness of eaach of the 5 dimensioons.
This
T
new physics
p
sym
mbolizes awareness
a
of the 5th dimensionn. There aare 5
dimensiions of sp
pace, and there
t
are 5 correspoonding dim
mensions oof time, w
which
exist on
nly in the unified
u
forrm of 5 diimensions of space-ttime. Whetther or not the
universee actually contains more
m
dimeensions off space-tim
me is left aas an openn and
moot point,
p
sincce any succh dimenssions are beyond tthe awarenness of thhe 5
dimensiional anim
mal known as
a mankind
d.
The
T 5 dim
mensions of
o space-tim
me exist only in ppart of thee cycle off the
universee, which iss itself a 5 stage cyclee, a cycle tthat perpetuuates.
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In
n like man
nner, there are 5 stagees of awarreness of sppace that aare represeented
in this new
n physiccs. In addittion to awaareness of eexistence iin space-tim
me, positioon in
space-tiime, motio
on through
h space-tim
me, and innteraction in space--time, therre is
awareneess of perp
petuation in
n space-tim
me.

n order to understand
d this new physics, iit is necesssary for ouur awareness to
In
subdivid
de again. Modern science recognizes
r
s 4 dimennsions off space. F
From
geometrry, these are
a known
n as the po
oint, the liine, the pllane, and 3 dimensiional
space. These
T
nam
mes suggestt the suppo
osed infinite nature oof space. A
Although space
might be
b considerred to be in
nfinite with
hin the narrrow contexxt of the 3rrd dimensioon of
our uniiverse, thee dimensio
on in whicch sciencee currentlyy operates,, we can now
understaand a greater contextt. Space sh
hould now be recognnized to be finite, andd not
infinite,, and so fin
nite terms should
s
be used;
u
pointt, line segm
ment, area,, and volum
me.
In
n addition to the 4 diimensions of space, science cuurrently alsso recognizzes 1
dimensiion of tim
me. Time iss understood by Inddo-Europeaans in the form of a ray
segmen
nt. The ray segment of
o time flo
ows in 1 ddirection onnly, from oour future into
our pastt.
Now,
N
awarreness of each of these 5 diimensions of space or time m
must
subdivid
de, such th
hat each beecomes a dimension
d
nnot of spacce alone orr of time allone;
there caan be recog
gnized to ex
xist 5 dimeensions off space-time.
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Let
L us oncee again disccuss the 5 dimensionnal nature oof the univverse. Laterr, we
will exp
plore the 5 dimension
nal nature of
o light.
st
In
n the 1 diimension of
o the universe, theree is only 1,, infinite tiime. Time is in
motion,, in 1 direction, forwaard.
In
n the 2nd dimension
d
of
o the univ
verse, theree are 2, as time gives rise to sppace.
nd
The 2 dimension
n lasted as long as was necessaary for timee to give riise to all of the
hat would ever
e
exist in
i the curreent cycle oof the univeerse.
space th
nd
In
n the 2 dimension,
d
time, whicch was 1st, can only be in motiion, and sppace,
which was
w 2nd, can
n only be still.
s
rd
In
n the 3 diimension of
o the univeerse, our cuurrent dim
mension, theere are 3; ttime,
space, and
a light. The
T word light
l
is useed herein too refer nott only to viisible lightt, but
to all electromagn
netic radiaation. Ligh
ht enables a union oof time and space. L
Light
i
Light does this by ennabling tim
me, which is in
enables time and space to interact.
s
whiich is stilll, to be in motion. L
Light
motion,, to be stilll, and by enabling space,
enables space-tim
me.
The
T initial interaction
n of time with
w spacee due to light is knoown as thee Big
rd
d
Bang, which
w
beg
gan the 3 dimensio
on of the uuniverse, the dimennsion in w
which
mankind now livees.
The
T Big Baang, the firsst light, caused time and space to unify innto space-ttime.
In the cu
urrent dim
mension of the
t universse, all of sppace is bouund up in ttime, and aall of
time is bound up in space. After the Big Bangg, there is no time aand there iis no
me.
space; there is onlly space-tim
At
A the end
d of the 4th dimensiion, light, which is finite, dies, in whaat is
sometim
mes known
n as the Big
B Crunch
h. The 4th dimensionn ends witth 2, time and
space.
Without
W
lig
ght, time and
a space cannot innteract, annd so theree is no loonger
space-tiime. Time remains in
n motion, but
b space iis still. Theere remainns no motioon of
space, and
a no masss, etc.
At
A the end
d of the 5th dimenssion, spacce, which is finite, dies. Thee 5th
dimensiion ends with
w 1, timee.
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The
T cycle of
o the univ
verse is now
w complette. It ends at the beginning, with 1,
time, an
nd the cycle can now repeat from
m the begiinning. Thee universe perpetuatees.

ust as the 5 dimensio
onal naturee of the fam
mily involvves perpetuuation, andd just
Ju
as the 5 dimension
nal nature of the univ
verse invoolves perpeetuation, ligght followss the
5 dimen
nsional pattern of evo
olution, succh that lighht also invoolves perpetuation.
The
T first lig
ght of the Big
B Bang perpetuated
p
d itself, proogressivelyy causing aall of
the ligh
ht that existts today. How
H
does light
l
perpeetuate? As light traveels throughh the
universee of space--time, it en
ncounters all other sppace-time in the univverse. As light
interacts with each unit of space-time
s
, the light perpetuatees itself, inn that it caauses
unters to reeact by em
mitting new
w light. Thhe first flassh of
the spacce-time thaat it encou
light continues to travel on its
i way to encounter
e
the entire uuniverse. N
Now, howeever,
n. Each off these flasshes of lighht travels tthroughouut the
a child flash of light is born
universee, perpetuaating itselff at each encounter with spacce-time, unntil the ennd of
time an
nd space. Once
O
igniteed, the cyccle of absorrbing and emitting liight will nnever
end untiil the end of
o the fourtth dimensiion of the uuniverse.
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ntal differeence betweeen time annd space iis that timee, which iss 1st,
A fundamen
n 1 directio
on, whereaas space, which
w
is 2nnd, flows inn 2 directioons. Therefore,
flows in
whereass the Big Bang
B
expan
nds space outward
o
inn all directions, away from the ppoint
of origiin of spacce in the universe, space willl eventuallly flow inn the oppoosite
direction, inward, back to th
he point of origin off the univeerse. Time,, however,, can
only flo
ow forward
d.

n the 3rd diimension of
o the univeerse, time aand space unify to foorm space--time.
In
Time an
nd space, at
a the curreent stage off evolutionn of the unniverse, cannnot exist aapart
from eaach other, but
b exist only
o
in the unified foorm of space-time. D
During the time
that thee universe consists of
o space-tim
me, there is constanntly motionn through time
and mottion throug
gh space.
st
Time
T
is 1 , and theree is 1 form
m of motioon throughh time. Spaace is 2nd, and
there are 2 forms of
o motion through sp
pace.
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The
T 1 form
m of motion
n through time is a pprogressioon of time in 1 direcction,
forward
d.
The
T 2 form
ms of motiion throug
gh space arre called ttranslationnal motion and
rotation
nal motion.
When
W
the universe
u
is composed
d only of sppace-time, as it is noow, in ordeer for
there to be motion
n through time,
t
there must also be motionn through sspace. As w
well,
pace requiires time. Time and space are always deependent uupon
motion through sp
n example an electroon. An eleectron is aan examplle of
each otther. Consider as an
space-tiime. An electron
e
is space, bu
ut it must constantlyy be in m
motion, rotaating
about itts axis as well
w as mov
ving throu
ugh space, and such m
motion reqquires timee. An
electron
n cannot no
ot be in motion
m
throu
ugh space or throughh time. Ann electron is in
motion through sp
pace-time.

The
T notion of time is understo
ood and ussed in 2 different ways in moodern
society. The mostt common way that people undderstand thhe notion of time is as a
us cycles that occur in
i nature. T
These cyclles are the regular cyycles
counting of variou
m
throu
ugh space. In otherr words, ttime is unnderstood as a
of objeects that move
counting of cyclees of motio
on through
h space. Inn Newtonian physicss, time is used
ople believe that this is all thatt there is too the notioon of
only in this way. Many peo
time.
The
T
most useful cycles of motion
m
throough spacce that aree used inn the
measuriing of time are the cycle of th
he hour, thhe cycle th
the day, thhe cycle off the
month, and the cy
ycle of the year.
y
This
T is objeective time, or societaal time. It iis a very usseful way tto use timee.
Still,
S
there is a 2nd, deeeper way to undersstand time,, in relationn to whichh the
objectiv
ve measureement of tim
me is irreleevant.
Time
T
is onee of the tw
wo fundamental compponents thhat make upp the universe,
the otheer being sp
pace. In th
he current stage of eevolution oof the univverse, timee and
space only
o
exist bound
b
tog
gether, as space-time
s
e. All unitss of spacee-time, succh as
atoms, are and must
m
alway
ys be in motion, rotaating abouut their axees and mooving
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relative to other sp
pace-time in the univ
verse. It is this seconnd notion oof time thaat we
are conssidering heere.
Motion
M
thro
ough time occurs as a sequence of statess, or relatioonships, w
within
some fo
orm of spaace, relatio
onships off space-tim
me, that m
move in 1 ddirection oonly,
forward
d. Motion through
t
tim
me can onlly occur w
when there is motion through sppace.
Motion through sp
pace takes time, and so there is always motion throuugh space--time.
Time
T
traveel forward
d, into th
he future, is not oonly possibble, but iit is
unavoid
dable. Timee travel intto the past is impossiible.
Not
N only iss time trav
vel into the future uunavoidablee, but everything m
moves
into thee future att a different rate off motion. E
Each persoon, and evverything else,
constan
ntly evolves into its future.
fu
Con
nsider the ttwin paraddox describbed previouusly.
On the basis of th
his notion, given the technologgy, it woulld be possiible to boaard a
hip and move
m
relativ
vely rapid
dly throughh space, thhereby movving relatiively
space sh
slowly through
t
tim
me, such th
hat upon reeturn to eaarth a persoon will havve aged 1 yyear,
whereass the earth
h and every
ything on it will havve aged 1000 years, aand such thhat a
person could trav
vel into thee future off the earth, or a persoon could ““travel intoo the
future.””
Itt would no
ot be possib
ble to returrn, ever, ass it is not ppossible too travel intoo the
past. Fo
or travel intto the pastt to be posssible, it woould be neccessary forr each objeect to
be isolaated and ind
dependent of each otther in spacce-time. Thhis is not thhe case.
Everything
E
in the uniiverse inteerrelates annd interactts by gravvity. The entire
universee evolves together. To move into the ppast wouldd require that the entire
universee unravel into the past,
p
as no
n object ccould do so in isollation from
m its
environ
nment of th
he gravity of
o the entirre universee that enabbled and acccompanieed its
evolutio
on into the future.

Translation
T
nal motion is motion through sspace, wheere the mootion is mootion
from 1 location to anotheer location
n. Rotationnal motionn is motioon at a siingle
n in space, motion ab
bout an axiss.
location
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Translation
T
nal motion is 1st, and
d there is always traanslationall motion, both
during the
t Big Baang and aft
fter the Big
g Bang. Rootational m
motion is 2nd, and theere is
only rottational mo
otion after the Big Baang.
As
A we shalll see, rotatiional motio
on in spacee is responnsible for m
motion throough
time, an
nd it is resp
ponsible fo
or mass in space.
s
Incrreased trannslational m
motion leadds to
increaseed rotation
nal motion
n, and so indirectly affects m
motion throough time and
mass.

Space-time
S
has masss. This is true now. Mass resuults from the motioon of
space th
hrough tim
me. Mass reesults from motion thhrough spacce-time.
Space
S
in th
he 2nd dimeension of the
t universse had no m
mass. Space-time duuring
the Big Bang had no mass. Let
L us exam
mine why it is that sppace in thee 2nd dimennsion
m
At th
his time, sp
pace was still, and thhere was noo motion inn space.
had no mass.

According
A
to the theeory of relativity, if somethingg were to move throough
space at
a the (New
wtonian) speed
s
of liight, its m
mass wouldd increase to infinityy. In
other words,
w
as the
t rate off motion through
t
sppace increeases, so ddoes the m
mass.
Converssely, if thee rate of motion
m
thro
ough space were to ddecrease, thhe mass w
would
decrease as well. If we tak
ke this to the extrem
me, and reeduce the rrate of mootion
h space to zero,
z
then there woulld be no m
mass. Mass arises onlly from mootion
through
through
h space. Th
his notion of motion through sppace impliies that tim
me is invollved,
as we sh
hall see mo
omentarily
y.
nd
In
n the 2 dimension
d
me and theere was sppace.
of the universe, theere was tim
Howeveer, time and
a space did not in
nteract, buut were diistinct from each oother.
Althoug
gh time was in motiion, space was still. As there was no m
motion throough
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space, there
t
was no mass. All of th
he space iin the enttire univerrse occupied a
geometrric point off infinitely
y small spaace.
As
A we shalll see, duriing the Big
g Bang as well, therre was no m
mass in sppace,
becausee although space was in motion, there wass as yet no motion thhrough timee.
After
A
the Big
B Bang, all of spacce and tim
me is unified as spacce-time. A
All of
space iss in motion
n through tiime.
Many
M
readeers might think
t
it reaasonable too consider the situatioon that theere is
zero mo
otion throu
ugh space, but at the current staage in the life of the universe, post
Big Ban
ng, this is not
n even th
heoretically
y possible. Consider standing qquietly andd still
by a riv
ver looking
g at a rock. The rock seems quitte peacefuul and still. However,, it is
not stilll at all. There
T
is significant motion.
m
W
Within eachh atom off the rock,, the
protons, neutrons,, and electtrons are all
a rotatingg about theeir axes at a great ratte of
volving about the nuucleus at a great rate of motion,, etc.
motion,, the electrons are rev
As welll, the atom
ms, and thee molecules, are consstantly “buumping” innto each oother,
interacting with each other, at a great rate of mootion. Thiss does not even take into
on of the eaarth about itself
i
and tthrough thee universe. The notioon of
accountt the motio
zero mo
otion in spaace is an illlusion duee to the lim
mits of hum
man percepttion and duue to
ignoring
g motion th
hat is not relative
r
to the
t percepttion of the observer.

Let
L us conssider the reelationship of motionn to the exiistence of mass in sppacetime.
Itt is consideered in relaativity thatt if somethhing were tto move thhrough spacce at
the (Neewtonian) speed of light,
l
the mass wouuld increasse to infinnity. And w
what
would happen
h
to the mass of
o somethiing if it weere to decrrease all m
motion throough
space?
Let
L us conssider a rocck as an example.
e
W
When we ttake a norm
mal, and qquite
superficcial, look at
a a rock, it
i seems qu
uite solid aand quite hheavy for its size. R
Rocks
seem to
o be quitee massive. Yet, if we
w were aable to look at the rock withh an
extremeely powerfu
ful microsccope, we would
w
see thhat the rocck is mostlyy empty sppace.
The disttance betw
ween the nu
ucleus and the electroons of eachh of the atooms of the rock,
for exam
mple, is eaasily the grreatest partt of the sizze of each atom. It iss the extrem
mely
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rapid raate of mo
otion of th
he electrons about the nucleei, and of the atom
ms in
interaction with each other within
w
and
d among thhe moleculles that maake up the rock
use the rock
k to seem to
t be quite solid.
that cau
A fair analo
ogy is a faan. If we were
w
to loook at a fan that has bbeen turnedd on,
the roto
or looks lik
ke a solid piece
p
of meetal. We caannot see tthrough it, and we caannot
put our hand throu
ugh it. It seeems quitee solid. Yet, when wee turn the ffan off, wee see
that the rotor is mostly emptty space.
Consider
C
th
he famous equation used
u
in relaativity, E=mc2. We ccan rewritee this
as E/m=
=c2, from which
w
we see
s that en
nergy (E) iss proportioonal to masss (m) andd that
mass iss proportio
onal to en
nergy. If we
w were ssomehow able to sttop all mootion
through
h space, if there weree no energ
gy, we wouuld eliminnate all maass. This iss not
possiblee in the cu
urrent stag
ge of the universe, but it is ppossible too considerr the
implicattions.
Iff we were to eliminaate the motion of thee electronss about thee nucleus oof an
atom, we
w would reduce th
he energy, and greattly reduce the masss. The atom
m is
mostly empty spaace, which would be quite appaarent if thee electronss were to ccease
otion arou
und the nuccleus. If we
w were to stop the rrotation off the electrrons,
their mo
and the protons an
nd neutron
ns, we wou
uld further greatly redduce both tthe energyy and
w
still be energy,, though, aas the rockk would stilll be in mootion
the masss. There would
through
h the solar system, wh
hich would
d still be inn motion thhrough thee galaxy, w
which
would still
s be in motion
m
thro
ough the universe.
u
Iff we were ssomehow able to stoop all
of that motion,
m
ho
owever, and
d make thee atoms in the rock 100% still, such that tthere
were no
o motion at
a all, then
n there wo
ould be no energy att all, and ttherefore tthere
2
would be
b no masss at all. E=m
mc . If E = 0, then m = 0.

The
T Big Baang is the start of the 3rd dimenssion of the universe. It is analoggous
to whatt is known in religion
n as the crreation. Maany peoplee mistakennly assume that
the Big
g Bang mu
ust be con
nsidered to
o have beeen the begginning off the universe.
Howeveer, there iss no evideence to su
upport suchh an assum
mption. A
All that wee can
recognize that there is evidence for is that thhe Big Baang was thhe start off the
day. Curren
nt sciencee does nott concern itself withh the
universee that we know tod
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possibillity or nott of a time before the
t Big Baang. The Big Bang was onlyy the
beginnin
ng of the current staage in the cycle of tthe univerrse. The Big Bang iss the
beginnin
ng of space-time, duee to the un
nification oof space annd time.
Most
M
peoplle, naturallly, believe that the B
Big Bang hhappened aall at the ssame
time. It did, but what
w does th
his mean, exactly?
e
The
T Big Baang is not a 1 stage event, butt is a 2 staage event. In stage 1, the
light off the Big Bang
B
hits space and time
t
and ccauses theirr unificatioon (the ligght is
mitting the llight.
absorbeed). In stage 2, space--time reactts by re-em
Since
S
all of the space in the universe
u
waas unified in a geom
metric poinnt of
infinite smallness, the light of the Big Bang w
was absorbeed by all oof space att the
me. This tiime was sim
multaneou
us.
same tim
This
T caused
d space to go in motiion. All off space-tim
me emitted tthe light of the
Big Ban
ng at the same time as well. However,
H
thhis emissioon was nott simultaneeous.
It can only be con
nsidered that all spacee-time re-eemitted thee light of thhe Big Banng at
me time beccause time did not beegin for anny unit of sspace-timee until the light
the sam
of the Big
B Bang was
w re-emittted.

Light
L
enablles space-tiime. Light is the onlyy force in tthe universe. Light is the
force th
hat enabless time and space to interact
i
wiith each otther. Lightt enables ttime,
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which is
i in motio
on, to be still, and en
nables spaace, which is still, too be in mootion.
Light en
nables mo
otion in space, and light
l
enablles stillnesss in time. Light enaables
time to move thro
ough spacee, and ligh
ht enables space to m
move throough time. The
m
in tim
me, the mo
ore stillnesss in space;; and the m
more motioon in spacee, the
more motion
more sttillness in time. With
hout light, there cann be no mootion in sppace, and tthere
can be no
n space-tiime. Light enables sp
pace-time.
How
H does light enablee space-tim
me? By perrpetuating.
Consider
C
th
he life of th
he initial lig
ght at the B
Big Bang, or the life of any flassh of
light em
mitted by some
s
unit of space-time in thhe universee. This ligght followss the
same 5 stage cycle of evolu
ution as eveerything ellse in the uuniverse. L
Light is borrn, it
increasees, it decreases, it diees, and it peerpetuates..

Each
E
unit of space-time in the univeerse is coonstantly absorbing the
continuous wavess of light that are being
b
emittted by all other spaace-time inn the
dies in spaace-time in
nteract witth all otherr bodies inn the universe.
universee. Our bod
Our bod
dies constaantly absorrb and emiit light. W
We constanttly receive light from
m the
entire universe,
u
ex
xcept of co
ourse from
m space-tim
me that is soo distant inn space thaat its
light haas not had sufficient
s
time
t
to beg
gin to reacch us yet. E
Each time tthat our boodies
absorb light,
l
that light perpeetuates, an
nd we reactt by emittiing light. T
The univerrse is
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flooded
d with ligh
ht. In reacttion to abssorbing ligght, units oof space-tiime emit llight,
and the light perpeetuates.
What
W
happeens to ligh
ht that is em
mitted by oour bodies or by som
me other sppacetime? The
T light th
hat we emitt will expaand outwarrd in the voolume of sppace-time until
it reaches the end of its timee in the uniiverse, durring which time it wiill interact with
g, all light is born sepparately, buut all lightt will
the entirre universee. After thee Big Bang
th
die togeether, at thee end of th
he 4 dimen
nsion of thhe universee.
How
H
can we
w concepttualize thee path of llight that interacts w
with all off the
space-tiime in the entire univ
verse? Con
nsider droppping a rocck onto the 4 dimensiional
area thaat forms th
he surface of
o a pond. A wave iss created thhat expandds outwardd in a
circle-liike shape to interactt with eveery point oon the enttire surfacee of the ppond.
Light fo
ollows thiss analogy, except th
hat light exxpands ouutward in a more or less
sphere-llike shape to interactt with all sp
pace-time in the 5 diimensionall volume of the
universee.
All
A of spacce-time co
onstantly emits
e
lightt. Consideer a point in space--time
located somewherre in the un
niverse thaat emits a fl
flash of lighht. This ligght then traavels
d to interacct with eveery other unit
u of spaace-time inn the entiree universe. The
outward
further away the space-timee, the more time, thee more mootion of thhe light thoough
f
of ligght interactts with it.
space, is required before thiss specific flash

The
T speed of
o light, th
he rate of motion
m
of llight, is coonstant throoughout sppacetime du
uring the entire
e
life of
o the ligh
ht and the life of thee universe. Howeverr, the
speed of light is not constant through either
e
time or space.
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The speed of light is faster in space here, far from the origin of the universe,
than it is there, at the origin of the universe. Here, far from the origin of the
universe, space-time is in greater motion through space, and here also the rate of
motion through space of light is greater.
The speed of light is slower here, at the point of the now in time, than there,
at the present location of the Big Bang in time. Like everything else, light is born
at its maximum rate of motion through space. Over the billions of years of time
since the Big Bang ended here, generations of light have passed through much time,
and this greater motion through time is accompanied by a symmetrical decrease in
the rate of motion through space. Light is finite, and eventually light will run out of
time. There is a limited amount of time in this stage of the cycle of the universe.
Eventually, light will die in the Big Crunch, by which time newly emitted light will
have slowed through space to a crawl.
The perpetuation of light follows the 5 stage cycle of evolution. In the 1st
stage, light is alone, and travels outward through space until it encounters spacetime. This is analogous to man alone in the unit of the family. Just as man finds
woman, light encounters space-time, which is 2nd. Just as woman perpetuates by
giving birth to a child, a unity of man and woman, space-time then gives birth to
light, and the light perpetuates. Let us examine this further, in order to understand
how light enables space to go in motion and enables time to be still. Let us 1st
discuss the life cycle of light, and 2nd discuss the life cycle of the space-time that is
made possible though its interaction with light.
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pace-time began
b
with
h the Big Bang. Duuring the B
Big Bang, all motioon of
Sp
space-tiime is mottion throug
gh space, and
a none is motion tthrough tim
me. Duringg the
Big Ban
ng, motion
n through space
s
is at its maxim
mum, and m
motion throough time is at
its minimum.
verse evolv
ves, the rate
r
of mootion throuugh space progressiively
Ass the univ
decreases, whereaas the rate of
o motion through
t
tim
me increases.
o the time availablee for the eexistence oof space-tiime in a ggiven
Att the end of
cycle off the univeerse, at thee Big Crun
nch, all m
motion is m
motion throough time, and
there is no longer motion thrrough spacce.
me. Light therefore follows thhe same paattern as sppaceLiight enablees space-tim
time. Light
L
is bo
orn moving
g through space-tim
me at its m
maximum rrate of mootion
through
h space, an
nd correspo
ondingly im
mparts to sspace-timee its maxim
mum changge in
rate of motion
m
thrrough spacce. In other words, liight exchaanges somee of its mootion
through
h space witth each uniit of spacee-time that it encountters, in reaaction to w
which
the re-eemitted ligh
ht will hav
ve an increease in its m
motion thrrough timee; the light will
age. Ov
ver time, as time in
ncreases, the rate oof motion through space of light
progressively decrreases.
nce all of the
t motion
n of light iss motion thhrough time, and nonne of its mootion
On
is motio
on through
h space, lig
ght reaches the end off its time, and light ddies, at thee Big
Crunch..
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When
W
light dies, at th
he end of the
t 4th dim
mension off the univeerse, spacee and
time caan no longeer be unifi
fied as spacce-time, annd they suubdivide back into space
and tim
me. This is the beginn
ning of the 5th dimennsion of thee universe,, where tim
me is
again on
nly in motiion and spaace is again only stilll.

Let
L us now
w get into more
m
detaiil about hoow light m
moves. Currrent Big B
Bang
theory contains
c
a concept known
k
as inflation, w
which posstulates thaat the univverse
expandeed immediiately afterr the Big Bang
B
at a rrate that iss faster thaan the speeed of
light. Here,
H
it is cllaimed thaat this expaansion occuurred durinng the Big Bang, andd not
after. What
W
does this mean
n, and how
w can we provide a greater coontext for this
understaanding?

Light
L
interaacts with sp
pace-time. This interraction occcurs in 2 sttages. In thhe 1st
stage, liight encou
unters and interacts with
w spacee-time. In the 2nd staage, the sppacetime re--emits the light, whicch then mo
oves outwaard to interract with aall other sppacetime in the universe.
1st, light is absorbed by space-ttime, to foorm 1, the unity of sspace-timee and
n
, light is emitted
e
by
y space-tim
me, to form
m 2, a subdiivision of sspace-timee and
light. 2nd
light. In
n other worrds, once light
l
is abssorbed by sspace-timee, it is thenn re-emitteed by
that spaace-time. Light
L
must first be abssorbed beffore it can tthen be em
mitted.
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There
T
are 2 forms of light in th
he universee, the lightt of the Bigg Bang annd all
st
subsequ
uent light. The 1 1 flash
f
of lig
ght was thee light thatt caused thhe Big Banng. It
caused the univerrse to expaand outwaard rapidlyy. The manny subsequuent flashees of
he universee to contracct inward sslowly.
light weere 2nd. Theey cause th
The
T Big Baang causes separation
n apart of tthe universse. All othher light caauses
unificattion together of the piieces of the universe.
The
T 1st ligh
ht (of the Big
B Bang) was simulttaneously absorbed bby all of sppace.
This lig
ght resulted
d in 1 type of motion
n, motion thhrough spaace. It invoolved 1 typpe of
motion through space,
s
translational motion
m
(traanslationall motion iss motion ffrom
a
loccation). Th
his translaational mottion was iin 1 direcction,
one loccation to another
outward
d.
Subsequent
S
t light wass separately
y absorbedd by each unit of sppace-time. This
light ressulted in 2 types of motion,
m
mo
otion throuugh space aand motionn through ttime.
Of thesee 2 types of
o motion, time,
t
whicch was 1st, iis in motioon in 1 wayy, forward,, and
space, which
w
wass 2nd, is in motion in
n 2 ways, ttranslationnal motion and rotatiional
motion. Now thaat there is motion in
n 2 ways, rotationall motion iis motion in 1
direction, revoluttion aboutt an axis, and trannslational motion iss motion in 2
directions, outwarrd and inwaard.
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The
T 3rd dim
mension off the univerrse began with the B
Big Bang. The Big B
Bang
created the first lig
ght. Light enables sp
pace-time, bby enablinng space, w
which is still, to
m
and by enablin
ng time, wh
hich is in m
motion, to be still.
go in motion,
st
The
T Big Baang was the 1 flash of light. T
There is onnly 1 flash of light inn this
st
1 flash
h. The flash
h causes sp
pace to exp
pand in 1 ddirection, ooutward. H
How fast iss this
motion?? This mo
otion is at the maxim
mum rate of motionn through space andd the
minimu
um rate of motion th
hrough tim
me. Since tthere is onnly 1 flashh, moving in 1
direction, there is only motion in 1 waay, throughh space. Inn other worrds, the mootion
through
h time is zeero, and theere is no passage of ttime durinng the Big B
Bang. Spaace is
st
1 .
At
A the time of the 1st flash
f
of thee Big Bangg, there is motion thrrough 1, sppace,
but therre is no mo
otion thoug
gh time. Liight beginss as 1, mottion througgh space. L
Light
only ag
ges, or passses throug
gh time, as it interactts with (is emitted bby) space-ttime.
Thus, th
he Big Baang occurss in 2 stag
ges; the bbeginning oof the Bigg Bang caauses
motion in 1 way, through space, and the end off the Big B
Bang causes motion in 2
hrough spaace and tim
me, through
h space-tim
me.
ways, th
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During
D
the Big Bang, 1st, there was
w 1, enerrgy. Theree was no m
mass. Theree was
1 form of
o energy, potential energy.
e
Subsequent
S
t to the Big
g Bang, 2ndd, there weere 2, masss and energgy. There aare 2
forms of
o energy, potential
p
and
a kinetic energy. P
Potential ennergy is alll of the ennergy
that spaace-time will ever hav
ve as a result of the B
Big Bang, and kinetiic energy is the
energy that space--time has at
a any giveen point inn time. Alll other form
ms of whaat are
y now, su
uch as heaat energy, are simplly derivatiions of kinnetic
consideered energy
energy.
During
D
the Big Bang
g, the equ
uation of E
Einstein, E
E=mc2, hass no meanning,
becausee there is no
n mass (m
m), there is
i no energgy (e), othher than thhe potentiaal for
energy, and there is no speeed of light (c).
( There is light, buut the onlyy light is boound
h space; th
here was as
a yet no emission
e
oof light, thhere was nno indepenndent
up with
motion of light, an
nd so theree was no sp
peed of lighht (c).

ust prior to
t the Big
g Bang, at the end oof the 2nd dimensionn, all of space
Ju
occupieed a geomeetric point, which is a point of innfinite smaallness.
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Time
T
unifieed with spaace to form
m space-tim
me. This uunification was causeed by
a flash of
o light, the light of the
t Big Ban
ng.
The
T Big Baang impartted motion
n to this neewly formeed space-tiime, sendinng it
into hig
gh speed trranslationaal motion. This
T motioon was mootion only through sppace,
as theree was as yeet no rotattional motiion and so no motionn through time. As tthere
was as yet
y no rotaational mottion, the sp
pace-time aas yet had nno mass.
The
T Big Bang caused space-time to moove outwarrd in all ddirections. The
universee of space--time expan
nded in thee form of aan ever-inccreasing spphere.
Because
B
space had no
o mass, thee big bangg caused sppace to moove outwarrd at
the New
wtonian sp
peed of lig
ght, in thee sense thaat all motiion was m
motion throough
space, and
a no mo
otion was motion
m
through time. Imagine a 5 dimennsional vollume
of spacee, a sphere, expandin
ng outward
d at the New
wtonian sppeed of lighht. The outtside
edge off the expan
nding univeerse from the
t Big Baang was ann infinitelyy thin masssless
rim of space-timee. As this rim expan
nded outw
ward in eveery directioon, space--time
he vacuum of emptineess createdd by the exxpanding spphere.
would leak into th
This
T
space--time that leaked witthin the spphere woulld then ejeect the lighht of
the Big
g Bang. Th
his is the end
e of the Big Bangg for this sspace-timee. The cyccle is
complette once thee light that was absorrbed by thee space-tim
me has beenn reemittedd.
When
W
this space-time
s
e ejects lig
ght, this cauuses rotatiional motioon. The ratte of
rotation
nal motion
n is dependent upon
n the rate of translaational mootion. It iss the
rotation
nal motion that causes the spaace-time, hheretofore only in m
motion throough
space, to
t also go
o into motiion throug
gh time. T
The rotatioonal motionn also impparts
mass to the space--time.

1st, upon th
he Big Baang, the lig
ght of the Big Bang is absorbeed by spacce to
d light tog
gether. All of space absorbs thhe light off the Big B
Bang
form 1, space and
togetherr. This caauses motion of spaace at the greatest ppossible raate of mootion,
becausee during thee Big Bang
g there is no
n motion through tim
me. Duringg the Big B
Bang,
there is no changee in time, and
a so theree is no mottion througgh time.
nd
2 , the ligh
ht of the Big
B Bang iss emitted bby the spacce. This haappens to each
unit of space sep
parately, after
a
the space
s
has subdivideed and is separate. The
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emission of the light of the Big Bang causes separation of the space and the light
into 2. At this time, the space begins to age, or pass through time. The reason is
that the light begins to age, or pass through time. There is now motion through 2,
space and time. The space and the time become dependent upon each other, such
that all motion through space is accompanied by motion through time, and vice
versa. All motion through space requires time. There is now space-time. Space and
time cease to exist independently of each other. There is now subdivision into 2; 1st,
there is 1, space, and 2nd, there are 2, space and time, as space-time.
When space-time emits light, it causes the space-time to spin. Space-time
spins about its axis. There are 2 ways to spin about the axis, clockwise and
counter-clockwise. To maintain the overall momentum of the universe, half of the
space-time begins its life spinning clockwise, and the other half begins its life
spinning counter-clockwise.
The spinning of space-time about its axis is what gives rise to mass. Mass
only exists as a result of the rotation of space-time about its axis. Therefore, mass
only exists after the Big Bang.
This spinning of space-time also gives rise to the concept known as charge.
Charge can be positive or negative, depending solely on the direction of the spin.
As space-time rotates, it has kinetic energy. In other words, some of the
energy that is potential from the Big Bang becomes actual in the form of kinetic
energy. The amount of energy is dependent upon the mass, and vice versa. The
relationship between mass and energy is described in the equation E=mc2.
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This
T
1st flassh of the Big
B Bang causes
c
all light. It dooes this byy perpetuaating.
Light perpetuates with each
h unit of sp
pace-time tthat it encoounters. The flash of the
ng caused space-timee to be hu
urled outwaard. Each uunit of spaace-time inn the
Big Ban
universee then reaacts to the light of the
t Big Baang, and pperpetuatess that lighht by
emitting
g light.
The
T light of
o the Big Bang was absorbed by all of space simuultaneously, at
the sam
me time and
d location. The light of the Bigg Bang waas emitted bby all of space
at the saame time, but
b at a diffferent location. At thhe same tim
me, because time didd not
pass du
uring the Big
B Bang. When eacch unit of space emiitted the light of the Big
Bang, time began
n for that space,
s
mak
king spacee-time, at which tim
me each unnit of
space-tiime was lo
ocated at a different position
p
witthin the unniverse.
Once
O
the liight of thee Big Bang
g is emitteed by eachh unit of sppace-time, this
child lig
ght travels outward until
u
it enccounters alll other spaace-time inn the universe,
such thaat it is conttinuously being
b
absorbed and thhen again emitted. T
This subseqquent
emission by spacee-time of liight, after the
t Big Baang, and thhe continueed perpetuaation
of light takes timee. In other words, for all emisssions of ligght after thhe Big Banng, it
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takes tim
me for eacch unit of space-time
s
e to react too the absoorbed light and to re--emit
and perp
petuate thaat light.
During
D
the time that it
i takes to react
r
to thee light of B
Big Bang aand perpetuuate,
there iss motion of
o this spaace-time only
o
througgh space, and theree is no mootion
through
h time. Because therre is no tim
me, there is no aginng. Space--time thereefore
expandss outward at a rate faaster than what
w
we noow recognnize as the speed of llight,
as no tim
me passes during thiss motion th
hrough spaace.

When
W
space-time reaacts to the light of thhe Big Baang, and perpetuates that
light, th
he perpetuated light of the Big
g Bang paasses throuugh time, oor ages. T
Then,
there is motion thrrough 2, both space and time. T
There is allso motionn through space
st
nd
utward 1 , and now inward 2 . During the remainning life off the
in 2 dirrections, ou
universee, the light from thee point of origin
o
of sspace in thhe universee will catch up
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with thee space-tim
me that was in motion through space withh no motioon in time,, and
will brin
ng it back to end in th
he Big Cru
unch.
How
H long did
d it take for
f the ligh
ht of the Biig Bang too interact w
with space--time
and perrpetuate? How
H
old iss the univeerse? Heree, in our part of the universe, light
has a well-known
w
n speed, orr a rate of motion thr
hrough spacce. Based on this ratte of
motion through sp
pace, we caalculate the rate of m
motion throough time, and determ
mine
that thee universee is some several billion yearrs old. Inn other woords, here,, we
determine that sev
veral billio
on years of
o time havve passed since the Big Bang sent
our spacce-time intto motion through
t
space.

However,
H
light is mo
oving fasteer through space here, far from
m the origiin of
the univ
verse wherre the Big Bang begaan. There, at the origgin of the uuniverse, tthere
has been
n less motiion through space thaan here, annd so theree has been greater mootion
through
h time. Thee closer to the
t location of the orrigin of thee universe, the greateer the
rate of motion through timee. Why? Because,
B
thhe less farr through space thatt this
ough time, and the soooner the light of thee Big
space-tiime has traaveled, the more thro
Bang perpetuated
d in the spaace-time and
a aged. L
Light and space-tim
me are oldeest at
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the point of origin of space in the universe, just as our species is genetically the
oldest at the point of its origin in Africa.
As we look further outward than we are toward the frontier of the universe,
the opposite phenomenon takes place. That space-time is in greater motion through
space than we are, and therefore it is in less motion through time. Therefore, it took
longer for the initial light of the Big Bang to perpetuate. Time is slower there, and
therefore the universe is progressively younger the closer to the frontier of the
universe.
What about at the frontier of the universe? There, there is maximum motion
through space. As of yet, the first light of the Big Bang, which touched it so long
ago (long ago from our perspective), sending it into motion through space, has yet
to perpetuate. In other words, that space-time has not yet even begun to perpetuate
the light of the Big Bang. There has been no aging at all yet. At the frontier of the
universe, space-time is the same age as it was at the time of the Big Bang.
As time passes, motion from the initial light of the Big Bang is causing
space to move increasingly outward, constantly increasing the size of the universe.
However, until the end of the 3rd dimension of the universe, the current dimension,
the space-time on the frontier of the universe will not age, it will not pass through
time, and it will not perpetuate light.
At the end of the 3rd dimension, all light in the universe will have begun to
perpetuate. No space-time will be only in motion through 1, space. In the 4th
dimension, all space-time will be in motion in 2, space and time.
Once emitted, light never ages. It travels to the end of its time, at the same
rate of motion through space and at the same rate of motion through time; in other
words, at the same age.
The light expands outward until the ends of the universe. In the 3rd dimension,
there is no end in space (space seems infinite) of the universe. There is an end only
in the 4th dimension. At that point, all space-time will have begun to perpetuate
light, and therefore the speed of light will have a maximum and the universe as we
know it now will be recognizable as having an ultimate end. Science is only about
the 3rd dimension of the universe, where space is indeed infinite. If we broaden our
context to other dimensions, then space can be recognized to be finite.
So, how old is our universe? Our universe seems to us to be several billion
years old. However, this is the time since the light in this part of the universe first
perpetuated. The point of origin of space in the universe could be any amount older
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than this, and we would not know, beccause its light could nnot even bbegin to staart to
approacch us untill time beg
gan for us,, and so thhe point oof origin oof space inn the
universee could bee any age. On the frrontier of the univerrse, the unniverse hass not
aged at all, and is still the saame age as it was wheen at the tiime of the Big Bang.
ome physicists belieeve that in
n order too consider the possiibility thatt the
So
universee might bee cyclic, th
here would
d be a greaat deal of m
missing m
mass to acccount
for. How
wever, acccording to this model, the univverse that w
we see is oonly a fracction,
and posssibly a sm
mall fractio
on, of the entire
e
univverse. We kknow how
w much maass is
missing
g, and now we know where it will
w be. Furrthermore,, estimates of the am
mount
of masss visible in
n the univeerse are bassed on the assumptioon that thee speed of light
through
h space is th
he same th
hroughout the
t universse, which iis not a vallid assumption.

Light
L
conveeys momen
ntum. Ligh
ht conveyss no energgy, as it haas no masss. As
will be described later,
l
light also conveeys spin.
There
T
is a principle in
i physics known ass conservaation of moomentum. The
total mo
omentum of
o the univ
verse mustt remain cconstant. T
The Big Baang sent space
into mo
otion, and now the law of con
nservation of momenntum ensurres that it will
return to
o the origin
n.
Space-time
S
t effect oof the Big Bang. Thee one and only
is in motion due to the
interaction that occcurs in spaace-time iss the interaaction of sppace-time w
with light. The
ht with spaace-time in
nvolves a trransfer of m
momentum
m. The trannsfer
interaction of ligh
mentum duee to the interaction of
o light witth space-tiime is respponsible foor all
of mom
mass, kinetic
k
enerrgy, spin, and
a chargee in the unniverse. In other wordds, momenntum
is the so
ource of alll that is kn
nown as forrce, or inteeraction, inn the univerrse.
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The
T mass of
o space-tim
me is not constant thhroughoutt the life of the universe.
The am
mount of mass
m
of any
y given uniit of spacee-time is grreatest imm
mediately after
the initiial emissio
on of the liight of thee Big Bangg, because this is whhen there iss the
greatestt motion th
hrough space. In otheer words, thhis is whenn the speedd of light is the
greatestt, this is wh
hen the traanslational motion off space-tim
me is the greatest, andd this
is when
n the rotational motiion of space-time is the greateest. Hencee, this is w
when
mass is the greatest.
Because
B
the mass off space-tim
me is at itss maximum
m, this is also whenn the
mass off space-tim
me exerts th
he greatest pull of graavity. How
wever, the ttotal amounnt of
gravity is greatestt not at thee edge of th
he universee, at the pooint of term
mination of the
ng for each
h unit of space-time
s
e, but at thhe point off origin of the Big B
Bang.
Big Ban
The reaason is thatt origin off the univerrse is wherre the mosst light hass been emiitted,
and it iss light that is the sourrce of grav
vity, not maass. The grreater the aamount of light
emitted by space-ttime, the greater
g
the total amouunt of gravvity.

The
T two prrimary forcces of natu
ure, accordding to moodern physiics, are knnown
as grav
vity and ellectromagn
netism. Bo
oth of theese forces involve tthe transfeer of
momenttum due to
o interactio
on of light with
w spacee-time.
st
Light
L
1 hitts space-tim
me, in otheer words is absorbed by space-ttime, and 2nd is
emitted by space-ttime. The absorption
a
n of light byy space-tim
me is respoonsible for the
a the emiission of liight by spaace-time is responsiblle for the fforce
force off gravity, and
of electrromagnetissm.
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Light
L
is thee only force in the un
niverse. M omentum is the natuure of the fforce
of lightt. The tran
nsfer of mo
omentum is where fforce has aan effect. There are two
opportu
unities for a transfer of
o momenttum. One iis when ligght is absorbed by sppacetime, an
nd the oth
her is when
n light is emitted byy space-tim
me. Gravitty is the nname
given to
o the transffer of mom
mentum wh
hen light is absorbed bby space-ttime.
Light
L
traveels outward
d in a volume of sspace, anaalogous to an expannding
sphere of light, eventually
e
touching and interracting witth all spacce-time inn the
e
emission of ligght is eveentually abbsorbed byy all
universee. In otheer words, each
space-tiime in the universe.
u
According
A
n’s Theory of Gravitaation, the force of grravity betw
ween
to Newton
two objjects is ind
directly pro
oportional to the squuare of thee distance bbetween thhem.
As lightt travels ou
utward, thee surface of
o the volum
ume of the light is a w
wave frontt that
interacts with all space-time
s
e in its path
h. The sizee of the waave front, thhe surface area
s
is constantly
y increasin
ng. Using basic calcculus, the change inn the
of the sphere,
surface area of a sphere
s
is th
he derivative of the vvolume of the spheree, which m
means
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that it is also indirectly proportional to the square of the distance that the sphere
has expanded outward from the source.
Light travels outward at a speed that is dependent upon the age of the light.
When the light of the Big Bang is emitted, the age of the light is at its youngest,
and so it carries the greatest amount of momentum.
The light and the space-time that interact are 2, which join together to
become 1, as the space-time absorbs the light.
There is a principle in physics called the conservation of momentum.
According to this principle, if 2 objects interact, the total momentum before the
interaction and the total momentum after the interaction are equal. In order to
conserve the momentum of the universe, when space-time absorbs light, the spacetime reacts by moving at a proportional rate of motion to the light, but in the
opposite direction. This opposite direction is back toward the source of the light.
This is clearly understood from Newton’s Laws of Motion. Newton’s First
Law of Motion states that absent a force, which we now recognize as a transfer of
momentum, there can be no acceleration, or change in velocity, of space-time.
Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. The only force in the universe is light, and the only action in
the universe involves space-time absorbing and emitting light. When space-time
does the 1st, absorbs light, the 2, space-time and light, unify into 1. The resulting
transfer of momentum is the unidirectional force of attraction, gravity, which is a
force for unity of the source and the target.
The force of gravity is caused by a transfer of momentum to space-time
caused by the absorption of light, such that when space-time absorbs light the
space-time changes direction to move in the direction of the source of that light.
With gravity, space-time is attracted to the source of the light.
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nce emitted
d, light does not age.. Light oncce emitted travels to the ends of the
On
universee, interactiing with all
a of spacee-time in tthe entire uuniverse, yyet it doess not
pass thrrough time as it passees through space.
No
ow, let’s talk
t
about how lightt perpetuattes. When light is aabsorbed, tthere
occurs the
t transfeer of mom
mentum kno
own as grravity. This transfer of momenntum
takes tim
me. Once the
t transfeer of momeentum has completedd, the spacce-time willl reemit thee light.
Th
he interval between when
w
the liight is absoorbed and the child llight is em
mitted
takes tim
me, and du
uring this time the liight passess through ttime, or agges. Therefore,
each tim
me that lig
ght is re-em
mitted, or perpetuateed, to prodduce child light, the new
light is slightly old
der, as it has
h passed through
t
sliightly morre time, andd the new light
n through sspace, as itts rate of m
motion throough
is slighttly slower in its rate of motion
space iss symmetriically decreeased.
It is the sam
me as wheen 2 paren
nts producce a child. We say tthat a chilld is
nes are oldder, as theey have evvolved throough
youngerr than its parents, but the gen
more tim
me. In the same way,, the child light is oldder in time, and slow
wer in spacee.
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The
T amoun
nt of momeentum tran
nsfer is dirrectly propportional to the speeed of
the light, which iss itself directly proportional to tthe age of tthe light.
Space-time
S
y accelerattes, or channges speedd and direcction, baseed on
constantly
its consstant interaaction with
h all of the light that it encountters. Spacee-time doess not
travel only
o
throug
gh time, beecause ligh
ht has enabbled time to be stilleed. Space--time
travels through both
b
spacee and tim
me, with tthe rate oof motion through time
t rate off motion through
t
tim
me of the light that it encounnters.
dependeent upon the
Space-time goes in motion through
t
spaace at the rrate of motion througgh space of the
T compensate for th
he change in motion through sspace, the light will age,
light. To
resulting is lesser future mo
omentum trransfers duue to this llight. The rate of mootion
b
thhat of the light, andd is depenndent
of space-time thaat encounteers light becomes
he light.
upon the age of th
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At
A the Big
g Bang, light
l
blew
w the univverse into being, w
with all off its
momenttum outwaard. Light then traveels to the eend of the universe tto bring sppacetime bacck, to the Big
B Crunch
h.
Most
M
of the mass, orr space-tim
me, in thee universe is still located nearr the
location
n of the oriigin of the universe. Although
A
tthere is lesss mass perr unit of sppacetime at the origin of the univ
verse than at the fronntier of thee universe,, there is m
much
much greateer gravity tthere.
greater light at thee origin of the univerrse, and so there is m
o
of th
he universee has traveled the leaast in spacee, it has traaveled the m
most
As the origin
in time.. It has theerefore emiitted the most
m light. E
Eventuallyy, there wiill be sufficcient
time fo
or a sufficient amou
unt of this light to reach out to the unniverse to pull
everything back in
nto the Big
g Crunch. However,
H
tthe light frrom the pooint of origin of
n the univeerse will no
ot even beg
gin to get aany closer tto the lightt at the frontier
space in
of the universe
u
un
ntil the beg
ginning off the 4th dim
mension oof the univverse, afterr that
space-tiime has first perpetuaated light and
a has beggun to passs through ttime.
Cu
urrently, th
he major sources of
o light, annd so gravvity, in ouur part off the
universee are the sun
s and thee earth. Th
he sun em
mits much m
more light,, and thereefore
much more
m
gravity, than th
he earth. However,
H
tthe earth iis much clloser to uss. Its
light theerefore hass travelled less far to
o reach us tthan the ligght from thhe sun, andd the
radius of
o its spherres of lightt are smalleer, such thaat the gravvity of the earth is loccally
more po
owerful even given itts lesser am
mount of liight.
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Light
L
is 1st absorbed, causing the transferr of momeentum knoown as graavity.
During the time that
t
it takees to comp
plete this ttransfer off momentuum, the ligght is
pace-time, and the lig
ght ages.
unified with the sp
Once
O
the momentum
m
of gravity
y has been transferredd, the lightt that has bbeen
absorbeed must theen be re-em
mitted. Thiis emissionn of absorbbed light is the sourcce of
the elecctromagnettic force.
Space
S
moviing outwarrd from thee site of thhe Big Banng reflects only 1 typpe of
motion,, translation
nal motion
n, where trranslationall motion reefers to mootion from
m one
location
n to anotheer. The abssorption off light impparts transllational mootion to sppacetime.
When
W
space-time em
mits light, 2nd, the ressult is 2 foorms of mootion. Theere is
translatiional motiion and th
here is ro
otational m
motion. Toogether, thhese form
m the
electrom
magnetic fo
orce.
When
W
spacee-time form
ms from th
he first emiission of thhe light off the Big B
Bang,
there is rotationall motion. To
T conserv
ve momenntum, half of space-ttime rotatees in
unter-clockkwise abouut its axiis. Subseqquent
each off 2 ways, clockwisse or cou
emissions of lightt maintain this
t spin. Therefore,
T
emitted ligght also coonveys the spin
of the sp
pace-time that emitteed the lightt.
Light
L
that is
i absorbed
d conveys its spin, aand when the light is emitted, the
effect of
o the spin
n is maintaained. Sincce there arre 2 directiions of sppin, there aare 2
forms of
o this forcce, just as the electrromagneticc force cann be both attractive and
repulsiv
ve.
All
A fundam
mental uniits of spacce-time sppin, eitherr clockwisse or counnterclockwiise. All lig
ght that is absorbed
a
by
b space-tiime conveys the spinn of the sppacetime th
hat emitted
d the lightt. Whetherr the electtromagnetic force is attractivve or
repulsiv
ve dependss on wheth
her the spin of the sppace-time that is thee source off the
light and the spin of the spacce-time thaat emits thee light are the same oor differentt.
An
A analogy
y to undersstand the effect
e
of sppin can be found in bbilliards. H
Here,
there is a conceptt called En
nglish, whicch is spin put on thee cue ball. The same spin
s
and
d target co
orrespondss to top sppin. Oppossing spin ccorrespondds to
of the source
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back sp
pin. Top sp
pin sends th
he cue balll away from
m the sourrce after coontact withh the
target ball, whereaas back spiin returns the
t cue balll backwarrd toward tthe source after
t
ball.. There is no side sppin, as spaace-time caan only sppin 2
contact with the target
bout its axiis. The cuee ball analo
ogy is impperfect, beccause the ccue ball m
moves
ways ab
forward
d or backw
ward, but reemains sep
parate from
m the target ball, andd the targett ball
has no spin before the colllision. Wiith space-ttime, lightt merges w
with the taarget
h then moves forwaard or backkward togeether. Theere is thereefore
space-tiime, which
conserv
vation of angular mo
omentum based
b
on a transfer oof momenttum due too the
respectiive spins.
Iff the spin of
o the sourrce and targ
get space-ttime are thhe same, thhen the forrce is
a repulssive force. If the spin
n of the sou
urce and taarget spacee-time are different, then
the forcce is an attrractive forcce.
All
A of spacce-time is constantly
y spinning,, and the spin is analogous too the
charge of the sp
pace-time. All fund
damental uunits of sspace-time have chaarge.
ns have a negative charge, prrotons havve a positivve charge,, and neuttrons
Electron
have a neutral charge. This might sou
und confussing, but aalthough neeutrons haave a
ue to a net spin of zeero, this dooes not meean that thhere is no sspin.
neutral charge du
dern physiccs, protonss and neutrrons are eacch compossed of 3 quuarks,
Accordiing to mod
each off which hass spin. Eacch quark em
mits its ow
wn light. A
Although thhe total spinn, or
mean that there is noo spin, but only
charge, may be zeero for a neeutron, thatt does not m
o.
that the net spin of the 3 quaarks is zero
Electromag
E
gnetism exh
hibits a farr greater trransfer of momentum
m than graavity,
and so is
i a much stronger
s
fo
orce.

When
W
light is emitted
d by space-time, the light convveys spin, and the sppacetime spiins.
Spin
S
is alsso the sou
urce of ch
harge. Chaarge is refferred to as positivve or
negativee, just as sp
pin can be referred to
o as clockw
wise or couunter-clockkwise.
Spin
S
is the source of mass.
m
Spacce exists inn the 2nd diimension oof the universe,
but it co
ontains no spin, and so has no mass. Durring the Bigg Bang, sppace existss, but
a lack of
o rotationaal motion means
m
that there is noo mass.
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Space-time
S
has masss by virttue of rottational m
motion. Thhe greater the
rotation
nal motion
n, the greeater the mass,
m
andd vice veersa. This is why it is
meaning
gless to sp
peak of spaace outsidee of the co ntext of tim
me. There is no spacce or
time in the curren
nt dimensio
on of the universe,
u
thhere is onlly space-tim
me. Rotatiional
out time sp
pace couldd have no m
mass.
motion takes timee, and witho
2
Einstein’s
E
formula,
f
E=mc , explains the pproportionaality betweeen energyy and
mass. The
T greaterr the masss of space--time, the greater itss energy, aand vice versa.
Therefo
ore, rotatio
onal motio
on is respo
onsible noot only forr mass buut also forr the
kinetic energy
e
of space-time
s
e.
All
A of spacee-time mov
ves at the same speed, the speeed of light.. All motioon of
space-tiime has a spatial and
a
a tem
mporal com
mponent. The greatter the sppatial
compon
nent, the leess is the temporal
t
component,, and vice versa. Moodern relattivity
recognizes that iff the motio
on of spacee-time werre such thaat the entirre motion w
were
m
an
nd none weere temporral motion,, then the m
mass woulld be infinnitely
spatial motion,
large. Of
O course, after
a
the Big
B Bang, this
t is not ppossible, bbecause theere is alwaays a
temporaal component. Sometthing else not possibble, until thhe Big Cruunch, is thaat all
of the motion
m
of space-time were temp
poral motioon and nonne were spaatial motioon. If
there were
w
absolu
utely no sp
patial motio
on of spacce-time, theere could bbe no masss, as
the masss would be
b infinitely
y small. Mass
M
arises out of rottational mootion of sppacetime, ass space rotaates over tiime.

When
W
light is emitted
d, there is a slightly llower rate of motionn through space
of the emitted
e
ligh
ht than of the
t light th
hat was absorbed. Thhe reason iis that the light
has ageed. The diffference in the rate of
o motion ccauses mootion throuugh space-ttime,
motion through space and
d motion through
t
tiime. Motion througgh space iis 2,
r
Translatio
onal motionn is towardd the sourcce of the llight.
translatiional and rotational.
Translattional mottion is reccoverable, since it iis involved in futurre interplaay of
gravity. (In other words, traanslational motion dooes not invvolve aginng, becausee the
otion, the increase iin motionn, will nott subsequeently
energy of translaational mo
a outside force, ie m
more graviity.) Rotatiional motioon is
decrease until acteed on by an
onstitutes aging of tthe space--time, andd causes m
mass.
not recoverable, and so co
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Aging refers
r
to motion
m
through timee. Once traanslationall motion is converteed to
rotation
nal motion,, there is a lower raate of motiion in the light, the light has aaged
(passed through time),
t
and
d the univeerse has aaged, as thhat motionn can neveer be
onal motio
on.
recovered for morre translatio

According
A
to Newton
n, the forcee of gravityy is (m1 x m2) / r2. IIn other woords,
the forcce of grav
vity weakeens with the
t square of the diistance. A
As the disttance
doubless, the gravity weaken
ns by a factor of 4.
Itt was stateed previoussly that lig
ght expandss outward in the shappe of a sphhere.
The area of the su
urface of a sphere is 4r
4 2. In othher words, the area off the surfacce of
s
of the
t radius (distance from the ccenter). Ass the
a spheree expands with the square
radius doubles,
d
the area incrreases by a factor of 44.
Therefore,
T
as the rad
dius of th
he expandiing spheree of light increases,, the
surface area increeases by th
he square of
o the radiuus and the gravity deecreases byy the
o the radiius. Doublle the radiu
us leads too 4 times tthe surfacee area andd one
square of
fourth the
t gravity
y. It seems that the force
f
of ligght is distrributed eveenly acrosss the
surface of the exp
panding sp
phere of lig
ght, and grravity decrreases withh the squarre of
the distaance in exaact line witth the increeasing surfface area.

Extrapolate
E
e the expan
nding sphere of light backwardd to the Bigg Bang. Ass the
sphere of
o light decreases in size, it deccreases in surface areea, such thhat the forcce of
light is greater at each
e
point on the surrface of thee sphere. H
How small can the spphere
becomee? How po
owerful is light at the
t momennt it is em
mitted? Ligght is only so
powerfu
ul because the size of space-tim
me is finitee. There is a minimuum volumee that
space-tiime can occupy.
o
Ass space-tim
me is finittely small,, there is a limit too the
minimu
um surface area of a sphere of emitted ligght. At thee Big Bangg, howeverr, the
volume of space-ttime is zerro. Because the voluume is zeroo, there is nno distribuution
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of the force of light, because there is no sphere. The light is concentrated at a point.
This imparts 100% of the force of the light to the space-time that the Big Bang
encounters, and the light of the Big Bang encounters all of space-time. Therefore,
the Big Bang is the most powerful force of light possible, due to zero volume and
so zero distribution/dilution of the force. Light is much more powerful at the Big
Bang than any time afterward.
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The
T model presented here build
ds upon cuurrent moddels of natture. It alteers a
simple assumption
a
n, typically
y accepted
d without qquestion byy other poppular scienntific
models of nature, the no
otion that space is infinite, and then explores the
uch a chan
nge. Let uss review soome of the implicatioons of this new
ramificaations of su
assumpttion.

Nature
N
follo
ows a cyclle. We call the cyclee evolutionn. Our speccies, with its 5
fingers per hand and with its
i 5 sensees of awareeness, recoognizes evvolution ass a 5
ycle. This book
b
proviides a basis for underrstanding tthe nature of the cycle of
stage cy
evolutio
on.

The
T greaterr context that this model
m
of nature proovides enaables an entire
dimensiion of orgaanization of
o our undeerstanding of nature bbeyond whhat is curreently
possiblee.
The
T increase in orgaanization enables
e
inncredible ssimplicity. How cann we
understaand the diffferences that
t
organiization proovides to eenable simpplicity? Juust as
the com
mplexity of
o the epiccycles of Ptolemy aand his geeocentric world beccame
complettely unnecessary in the
t age of Copernicuus, with hiss model off the sun aat the
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center of
o our worlld, the extrreme comp
plexity of m
modern phhysics can nnow be greeatly
simplifiied through
h organizaation by aw
wareness off the cyclee of evoluttion. This bbook
presenteed a small example of
o the appliication of tthis 5 dimeensional m
model.

Euclidean
E
geometry
g
is
i relativelly simple, just as thee grammarr of Chinese is
relatively simple, but both achieve
a
theeir simpliciity by focuusing solelyy on spacee and
ng time.
complettely ignorin
Relativity,
R
t gramm
mar of Engglish, is ccomparativvely extrem
mely
as with the
complex
x.
This
T
model, like thee grammaar of Swaahili, returrns to sim
mplicity inn the
unificattion of timee.
This
T model of sciencee is simplerr than prevvious modeels of sciennce.
The
T unificaation of sccience with
h religion,, and of sspace withh time, enaables
incredib
ble organizzation, and therefore simplicity,, of our unnderstandinng of naturee.
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Everything
E
evolves according
a
to the sam
me patternn, the patttern know
wn as
evolutio
on. Human
n beings aree aware off this patterrn as a 5 sttage cycle.
The
T universse as a wh
hole evolvees accordinng to the ccycle of evvolution. T
Time,
space, and
a light ev
volve according to th
his same paattern.
Our
O speciess has evolv
ved accord
ding to thee same patttern as thee universe as a
whole. The
T evoluttion of our species haas followedd the samee 5 stage cyycle.
Each
E
individual of our
o speciess evolves through llife follow
wing this ssame
pattern.
Now
N that we
w have an idea of thee pattern off evolutionn, and of thhe stages inn the
cycle off evolution
n, we can recognize th
hat everythhing in natture evolvees accordinng to
this cyccle.
Elsewhere,
E
this modeel of naturee has beenn used to aanalyze thee languagees of
our speecies, and to demon
nstrate thatt they havve also evvolved acccording to this
pattern. The analy
ysis examines 5 mod
del languagges in detaail, 1 that oorients to each
guage, it iis demonsstrated thaat the prim
mary
of the 5 dimensiions. For each lang
dimensiion of orieentation is reflected clearly thhrough the structure of consonnants
and vow
wels that co
ompose sy
yllables, thee organizattion of sylllables to foorm wordss, the
organization of words to forrm phrasess, the organnization off phrases too form clauuses,
m sentencess.
and the organizatiion of clauses to form
Scientific
S
models
m
off nature arre limited to one cuulture’s exxperience with
nature. This new model of nature also
o takes intto considerration the experiencees of
c
wiith nature, enabling
g a modell of naturre that is based onn the
other cultures
perspectives of un
nderstandiing of the entire speecies. For example, elsewhere this
model is used to examine
e
the evolution
n of the priimary Chinnese modeel of naturee, the
o, through each of the 5 dim
mensions of awarenness,
model known ass the Dao
ng the dim
mensions sy
ymbolized
d by Yin aand Yang, the Ba-G
Gua, and thhe ‘5
includin
Elemen
nts’. Analyssis of scien
nce from th
his greater context, a context thhat includes the
models developed
d by culturres that hav
ve a primaary orientaation to othher dimenssions
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of awarreness, en
nables a much
m
morre comprehhensive m
model of nnature thaan is
possiblee from the perspectiv
ve of a sing
gle culture..

As
A our speccies evolveed, our anccestors proogressivelyy recognizeed increasiingly
complex
x relationsships amon
ng the partss of the boody and thee world as a whole. T
They
used th
heir awaren
ness to sy
ymbolize the
t organiization of nature, annd to devvelop
increasiingly soph
histicated models
m
of nature. T
This awarenness was representeed in
languag
ge, and in models
m
succh as those of religionn and sciennce.
The
T primarry location
n on the body wheere such relationshiips have bbeen
symboliized has been
b
on thee fingers. It
I is fingerr signs thaat enabled our speciees to
evolve through th
he 5 stagess of increaasing awar eness of thhe environnment, throough
mensions of
o awareneess.
the 5 dim
Elsewhere,
E
this modeel has been
n used to demonstraate compleex and detaailed
patternss of finger signs that were deveeloped by ccultures thhat orient too each of tthe 5
dimensiions, inclu
uding not only the finger siggns for sym
mbolizing their prim
mary
dimensiion of orieentation, but
b also th
he finger signs for symbolizing subseqquent
dimensiions of aw
wareness from
f
the perspectivve of theirr primary dimensionn of
orientattion. The finger signs used by
b variouss cultures differed ggreatly forr the
symboliism of eacch dimension of awaareness, deppending onn the prim
mary dimennsion
of orien
ntation.
The
T earlier groups of our speciees that migrrated out oof the homeeland in Africa
have a much greeater orien
ntation to space, w
whereas proogressivelyy later grooups
d to a much
h greater orientation
o
evolved
to time, juust as happpens with tthe life of each
person and
a with th
he universee as a wholle.
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Throughout
T
t our histo
ory, human
n beings hhave evolvved in ourr ability too be
aware of
o relationsships that exist in naature. It is now possiible continnue our naatural
evolutio
on to thee next staage in ou
ur evolutiion. We can now evolve tto a
compreh
hensive aw
wareness, and
a creatio
on of a moddel of that awarenesss, that includes
all of th
he dimensio
ons of awaareness of modern
m
huumans.
This
T new model
m
of naature is mu
uch more coomprehenssive than eexisting moodels,
and yet it is also much
m
simp
pler. It is so
o highly orrganized thhat increassed compleexity
y in orderr to enable symbolism of aan entire dimensionn of
is not necessary
yond curren
nt models of nature.
understaanding bey
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